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Transactions of the second ALl-Union conference on charged
particle accelerators T. 1 publixhing house Rdcience.

1972.

In the works of the second All-Union conference on charged
particle accelerators are placed the materials,

which reflect the

contemporary state of theory and of accelerators technique.

In Soviet

and foreign specialists# ceports they are described newest
accelerators of different types as well as most important systems and
eleents/cells of accelerators.
published in two volumes.

The transactions of conference are

The first contained reports about the new

methods of acceleration, about the use/application of superconducting
elements in the accelerators, the survey/coverage of the state of the

I

accelerators of different tjyes and now projects and others.

The materials of conference will be useful for specialists,
connected with development aad oFeration of charged particle
accelerators.
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FRON THE EDITOR.

To the second all-Uni on confezence on charged particle
accelerators were represented 175 reports 110 of which were reported
on twenty the sessions of conference and special seminars.

In the works are published,

with son

small exceptions,

all

ceptesented at the conference reports, and also materials of
discussion. The transactions of conference are published in two

volumes.

The first

volume includes reports of the z-Yr sessions of

conference.

it

is

possible to hope that containing in

the reports and the

discussions useful infcration w11 be used by specialists in
daily activity.

A, A. VssllyOvo

their
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ORGANIZATIOVAL COBNITTlI OF ?HE SECOND ALL-011Ol COIFUlUICI 01
CHARGED PARTICLE ACCEL!SITOAS.

A.

L.

mints

(chairman)

-

the chaJran of scientific

Frobloms of the acceleration of the charged/lcaded

council for the
particle.

OTa." of

the AS OSSR.

A.

A.

Vasil'yev

(vice chairman)

-

the radio engineering institute

of

the AS USSR.

!u.

V.

V. Antonov

A.

Aasleder
-

radio engineezing institute

-

-

institute

of the AS

SSt.

of the nuclear form of SO Al t33

Siberian Department of the Academy of Science. of the USSR].

0. A. Valldner

-

Bosco

EhysicaL engineering institute.

0. A. Voynalovich - state committee on the use of atomic energy of
the USSR.

.1
Al

V. A. Glukhikh

-

scientific

research institute of the electrophysical
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V. P. Dwitriye'uskiy

S. 9. Tesin

6

-Joint

institute of AS UkSS3.

Institute for Nuclear Research.

Yerevan physical. institute.

V. A. Kozliuskiy

state comittee on the use of atomic energy of the

-

ass2.

A. A. Kolomenslciy

-

physical institute in.

F, A. Lebedev of the AS

GSS,.
A. A. Ruz'uin

I. A. Ronoszom
equipment is.
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scientific research institute of the electropkysical

-

D* V.fxesov.

1. Pe Sarantsev

V. 1P. Semenov

radio engineering institute of the AS USSR.

-

-

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research.

-TsNI!Atouinfoca.
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OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

11 November,

CS CONARUINCl.

the morning. - 'ie opening of conference.

conment chairman of the organization committee of A. L.
conference Greetings frc

the AS USSR

introductory
Sints's

(Vice President of the AS USSR

A. V. Notelnikov) and from State Ccaittee for the use of atomic
energy of the USSR

(deputy chairman Goskoitet 1. D. Norokhov).

I session - Chairman A. L.

mints. Comparative characteristics of the

accelerators of different types from the point of vie, of physical
experiment.

on 11 November,

evening is.

the II session.

- dhairean A. A. Nauaov.
designs of new ones and

State of the accelerators of different types,
reconstruction of the acting installations.

On 12 November,

morning in. the 11I

Direct voltage accelerators.

on 12 November,
nonoszon.

a

n--'-.-.-

evening is.

-

session.

hairman To.

g.

Komar.

ronic and electronic sources.

the IV session.

-

heirman U.

A.

Electromagnets of accelerators and system of their supply.

DOC = 80069201
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Ha gnetic measurements.

Cu 13 November,

morning is.

S;aratsev. Collective

c~n 13 November,
Todop~yanov,

an

uzIuin.

.etods of acceleration.

evening iLs.

the YX session,

superconducting elNemet

16 November,

Chairman V. P.

the V session.

morning is.

the VWi

- &%airman F.

A.

of accelerators.

- &airman A. 1.

session.

Radio electronics of accelerators.

measuring systems of the

parameters of bean.

on 16 November,

evening is.

the will session.

- Chairman Do P.

Poveful/thick radio engineering devices/equipment

Niurin.

and accelerating

system s,

on 17 November,
10moenskiy.

morning is.

the 11 session. - ehairman A. A.

Particle dyma ics is

the accelerators,

the

accumulators/storage and the installations with clashing beans.

17 November,

evening,

I session.

dynamics in the accelerators,

- dhairman D. G. Koshkarev.

the accumulators/storage

*Installations with clashing beams.

Particle

and the

DOC * 80069201
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Cn 18 November, MoCning is. the 11 session. - ehairsa

L.

L. Goltdia.

?argets, separation and traaspoztation of beans. Znput and output.

Ca 18 November, evening is. the III session. Chairman A. 1.

~Vas
,

.Z'yev. Control and d~rction of accelerators with the aid of the
€com•pu terse

Coverage of convention. final vozd of chairman Ogkomitat A. L.
mints.

I.

.1)
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Introductory comment of the chairman of the organization committee of
the conference of academician A. L. Mints.

Dear comrades and associates, ladies and gentlemen I

On the commission of organizatioual committee on the convocation
of the second All-Union conference on the accelerators of those
charged/loaded particle I have am honor to greet you, of gathering in
this hall of Moscow bons* scientists.

To us supplies/delivers/feeds into the s;cific satisfaction
presence at this conference of all chief/leading scientists and
engineers of the Soviet Union who deal by study, development and
construction of particle accelerators in out country, and also the
arrival of many foreign scientists, who politely accepted our
invitation to arrive in Nonce* aad to make reports and
cosmanications/reports atout their newest works.

This testifies,

besides entire other, about the value of our

first conference, called in

oscow In 1966. The transactions of this

conference were sent out to all its participauits.

'
.1

*

The transactions of

DOC = 80069201
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the second conference will be also published and entrusted to its
parti ci pants.

dissions which the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and the state
committee on the use of atomic energy assigned before the

organizatica committee cf our conference, include, besides the
traditional thematics, also the survey/ccverage of the fundamental
questions sciences,

conaected with questions of contemporary nuclear

physics and physics of high energy particles.

Reports will be dedicated to both the classical system of
accelerators

with the fined targets, to clashing beans of various

kinds, to rings and to ccl.lective methods of acceleration. Logically,
will be given attention to the am of the phenomenon of
superconductivity for the creation of the magnetic fields of high
intensity and for reducing the losses in the accelerating structures.

The attentive study of the methods of the investigation of
contemporary physics loads to the conclusion that for the newesat
physical instruments very characteristic is

an increase in their

sizes/dimensions, complexity and cost/value. Beoe and was boca
winged phrase about the Industrialization of contemporary physics.
*

Giant radiotelescopes foz studying the extraterrestrial sources of
radio emission became the conventional tools ef the experiment of the

DOC-
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radios astronomer.
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this case it

should be noted that the study of

distant objects of macrocosm reguires not only large, but also
precision observation systems, especially in proportion to the
shortening of wavelengths in the range of observation. to also
extremely important otaining the high resolution of all astronomical
ins8truments.

Similar pattern occurs,

also, during the study of microcosm - in

nuclear physics and in the region of elemntary particles.

With the decrease of the studied lengths Is necessary to apply
charged particle accelerator everything of high and high energies,
i.e..

also the giant and simeltameously precision and expensive

installations.

On the other hand* for the understanding of nuclear

physics and different Fhesoneva

of microcosm it

Is

necessary to have

Installations of high resolution.

,oever. the industzialization of physics does act completely
elismate the creation of mew methods and instruments of the
I

sequences in which the finemess of the setting of experimeut and the
depth of keen vision,

and also ingenuity and power of observatton of

researcher will sake it

Fossible to make remarkable works with the

relatively simple instruents. &a the example let ae point out the
discovery/opening of tte

effect of Sousbaue:,

the discovery of the

DOC
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ef fect of Tavilov-Orenkov,
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etc.

is extremely desicable so that and ia the field of the

It

creation of charged particle accelerators

we could switch over to the

more available and less expeasive technology.

After the terninaticn of conferencs is
accelerative centers in

provided for the visit of

Bosco.. Sezpukhov Dubna and Novosibirsk.

Besides plenary meetings,

sill

be carried out the seainars for

separate urgent questicas.

Although the visit of the Soviet Union by foreign participants
in

the conference occurred yearly during the latter/last

three years,

I hope, that also our this aeetiag will be useful and interesting.

I warmly desire to you both the successful work at the

V

conference itself and realization of the friendly contacts between
the scientists in the lobbies of our conference and during the visit
of accelerative centers and Institutes in out country.

The second All-nica confe eace on charged particle accelerators
declare opened.
d

...

..

.
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SALUTATORY VORD OF THE VICEI PISIIT OF THE ICADERY OF SCINCES 0F
THE USSR OP ACADEMICXAR 1, As KOU.L'UIKOV.

Respected comrades, ladies and gentlemen I

The presidium of the Academy of Sciences of the Union, of Soviet
Socialist Republics directed to se to greet gathering in this hall of
the scientists and speclallist-participants in the second All-Union

conference on charged ;article accelerators.

The Academy of Sciences of the USSR considers science and
technology of charged particle accelerators the very important branch
of knowledge.

As is

knoum, accelerators are the contemporary machines

of the knowledge of the structure of matter at all levels, which
relate to the microcosm.

In connection with this is the Academy of sciences of the USSR

I V

in 1967 was organized the scientific council for the problems of the
acceleration of the charged/leaded particles, which was intended to
carry out the coordination ot scientific research works, and also a

*

comparative study of principles, which lie at the basis of the

DOC = 80069201
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accelerators of light and heavy pa ticles.

Among the numerous tasks the council is

obligated once a two

years to carry out the Ill-[;ai©s ccnfoences,
majority of the specialists,
in

~fact
:

a:r counthe,
is

allowed,

ahivhetl-

who work in

guests tnf

besides the

the region of accelerators

the foreign countie.

togetbar with the discussion,

way. internal questions,

to which,

if

This

one may put it

to carry out mutual familiarizatiJon

that

with

achievements and plans/la.youts of the Soviet and foreign scientific,
working in the region acceleratcrs.

To as

it is considered by very advisable that, besides the basic

reports at the plenary meetings of conferences, would be conducted
the specialized seminars for narrower, more urgent questions. This
will make it possible tc more deeply discuss the most acute moments
of accelrator science and technology to which you dedicated your
activity.

On behalf of the presidium of the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR and from itself I persoaally hotly desire the great aucceases in
the work to all participants in the present conference, and also the
successful familiarization
country.

with the accelerative centers of out

DOC = 80069201
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SALUTATORT

ORD O

TUB DIJUTI

CHAIRMAN OP STATE COMBITTBI

CP ATOMIC BRINGY OP THE USSA I.D.

0N ?8Z USI

AOROKhOVA.

Respected Comrades I Ladies and gentlemen !

It is glad to greet you in out capital uhich hospitable threw
open to the door of this

splendid hall for the specialists, who

dedicated their life tc charged particle accelerators I

Accelerators - this is
the structure of material,

poertful/thick instrument for studying
lard itself

"accelerator" reflects the

noble/precious sense of your efforts/forces,

your work for the good

of man.

I[

I

You accelerate the progress of most complicated and most
majestic science -

physics.

by man of the concelea/latent

Tom accelerate

the process of knoleodge

in the depths material of the

mysterious essence of tbings, elementary particles

of the material.

With each year is widened our knowledge about the structure of
material.

DOC
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The prophetic words of the founder of great Lenints Soviet
state: 06lectron so intzbaustible as atom, nature it is infinite..."
they were filled by the new content.

Inexhaustible the step/stage of the knewledge of microcosm.

Is

difficult path to the creation of the ordered theory of elementary

particles, but it would be generally impossible, if you did not work,
were not opened and did not construct giant machines.

In the Soviet Onin the Conawnist Party and the government in
every way possible encourage development of accelerative technoloqy.
All you, obviously, you know Setpukhov the accelerator of protons
which holds the first
reached.

Flace in

the world on the energy of protons

In this year the party and government worthily noted

participants in

the construction of this anique physical instruent.

The Lenin prize and tw

state prizes are given out to the series/row

of the outstanding specialists uhca you can see in

this hall.

I as glad to congratulate you, expensive laureates, with this
acknowledgement of your merits I

Certainly,

you, ccamades are laureates,

large collectives of
it

is

czkers,

engineers,

more than 10 years on develoment,

you personify the very

scientists,

who wve working

creation and adjustment of

DOC = 80069201
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this many-faced labor flow you were the

main things, after that to you honor and glory I

The tasks, confronting the accelerative technique of the Soviet
country and other countries, are clear and clear: to raise the
effectiveness of the acting accelerator facilities; to constantly
improve the technical level of accelerators and entire physical
equipment, connected with the experimental works; to automate
experiments and processing of their results; to search for ieu ways
in the accelerative technology - they are cheaper, more effective. To
necessarily better and more iully/totally/compleately study foreign
experiment, to fasten sc1entific ccnnections/communications and
-international colaboration both with the scientists of the socialist
countries and with all, who want sparking and it Is

honest to work

with us together, hand tc hand. on the eost ccmplex problems of
high-energy physics.

Our design engineers must especially many forces and time give
to economic questions,

propose the beautiful and inexpensive

solutions, exhibit more than ingenuity and initiative.

aore are present the foreign guests who arrived to our national

conference in order to exchange Flans/layouts and thoughts.

4
4,
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we await from the guests of friendly criticism and friendly
counsels.

State committee on the use of atomic energy from its

side will

do everything so that cur forelgn guests' stay In the Soviet Union
ould be pleasant and useful.

ge hope that the situation at the conference will be
unconstrained,

creative,

We desire to all

business.

jarticipants in the conference of the successes

in the work V

I thank you for tte attention.
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Page 9.

se sslon 1.

CONP&RATIV

CalRACTBRtrSICS OF TI

&CCELIRA OES OP DIFIFEI

TYPS

FRON ?BE POINT OF VIEI GE PuISICiL EXPERIBEIT.

1. Possible directions of physical investigations on the accelerators
cf the nearest future.

1. A. Komar.

(Physical institute in. I.

U. Lebedev of the JS USSR).

1. Introduction.

1. In connection vith canducting at present construction of
iseveral large/coarse accelerators, and also plans/layouts of creation
even of more powerful/thicker accelerator facilities it

is

of

interest to discuss question about what kind cf task advances todayoe
development of physics ct elementary particles and what experiments
in view of this will be Flaced ficat of all on new accelerators. In
cther words, we want tc make the attempt to ccne to

80069201
8
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light/detect/expose the most characteristic and most probable
directions of physical investigations on the accelerators of the next
years.

In this case will be incidentally discussed a question also

about conformity in which are fuand the demands of theory and
accelerative

possibilities..

During the determination of the character of future physical
investigations we logically proceed from the representation

about

what tasks of considering it important,

Since

and what secondary.

these representations ate completely blown by out todayds
understanding of the prcperties ef elementary particles and their
interactions, should be aware is the fact that our conclusion/output
and conclusions will catty very preliminary, tentative character.
Tsim

can Introduce in them essential correcticns.

2. Contemporary physics of elementary particles is

characterized

by sufficieutly large quantity of actual data. However,
not in

f

the state to describe them from unity of opinion.

remains perception,
absent.

as before, it
klways

that some essential parts of the information are

In
the theory cf elementary particles in

predominates semi-phemcmaolegical,

recent years

model approach.

this approach,

a rule, can pretend to the description of the phenomena oaly in the
limited region of energies or tzansfered Ispulses/momenta/pulaes
(relative to small ones or maximally large) and it

does not make it

2L

as
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possible to obtain the cceplete.

Phenomenological in its

icture of interaction.

quantum numbers of the elementary
up.

masses and

essence is the description of

Farticles whose quantity all

builds

Phenomenologically axe introduced into the theory of elementary

Farticles the symmetries and their disturbance/breakdown.

Be

understand neither oiigin of these symmetries nor nature of their
distur ban ce/brea kdown.

Phenomeaological at its basis is very division of interactions
into the stronq ones, the electzamaqnetic ones and the weak onen. Ve
do not know, do exhaust they all possible interaction modes,

and

therefore we just as willingly recently discuss hypotheses about the
ultrapowerful ones, the extra weak ones, the semiveak and the like
interactions.

Zn order to overcome this abundance pheneenologisn in order to

make a selection between differeat models, and subsequently to pass
to the construction of the theory of elementary particles,
necessary new experiments and,
higher energies.

This centzati

fizst of all,
e

is

are

experiments with the

based not only on that

generality, that in this case we will switch over to the study of the

smaller distances which can discower to us qualitatively now physics.
Entire contemporary expezinent amd theory push us in this direction,
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as we will see below. It is very similar to the fact that the
key/wrench to the theozy of elementary particles lies/rests at the
physics accepted" win be completely justified.

We convert/traasfex now to the presentation of the most Frobable
•directions of the furture investigations.

11. Searches of now particles.

As this not strangely will so*m, but in spite of the abundance
of the already known tc Ehysics eementaT particles (several
hundred),

extremely urgent is

a question about the searches of now

particles. In this case search far the particles of several sharply
distinguished tyFes.

1. Fir t of all

these are new highly interactive particles from

class of particles, kncw
* ;compose

by the name of reseunances. These particles

the large part of the discovered today particles, amd their
separate groups, appareatly,

are different steps/stages of the

xcitation of one and the same system. if this then

it is

extremely

important to come to light/detect/ezpose lavs in the location of
them excitations which would help to more deeply understand the
nature of the forces, which control these excitations. Situation here

A
•

. .

9,

-

_,:fs ,,
f .•.
" ..

.. _

""

".

..

..."/

a
.. .
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can be analogous situatics ia

atemic spectroscopy where the empirical

laws laid way to quantum sechaaics.

Are today known resonances la masses to 3.5 Gel. Available
particles, however, it is not snuficient for the establishment of
determined regularities.

Page 10.

It is very essential tc know how tar, with respect to mass,

stretch

resonance states or their masses they are limited by certain limiting
value. In the latter case the accelerators of very high energies will
not be required. But in sane

odels appears the linear spin

dependence of the squate at mass.

in order to trace this dependence,

will be required proton acceleratozs all of the increasing energies.
Now the searches of new resonances are ccnducted Ln Serpukhov and
will

be doubtlessly they contined on the accelerator in

Batavia

40SA).

2.

Following object for searches - quarks.

It

is well known that

the existence of quarks could explain the appearance ef properties.
characteristic for Sus
particles.

(unitary) symmetry,

In the presence of quarks it

in

the highly interactive

would be more simply come to

light/detect/ezpoase lass in the spectra of resonances,

I

it would be
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possible to explain quantum nuabers of resonances.

Uatil today quarts ace not discoveredo and accelerative
experiment gives, that the mass of quark most likely mote then S Gel.
Put quarks are so tempting an object, that physics soon will not
forego the attempts their detection.

11th the energy of the pot

ans of order

1000 GeV it

would be

possible to move searctes to mq, 1 20 Gev.

Are recently obtained information, that the quarks are recorded
in

the process,

which is

develojed with the energy 1019 eV in the

cosmic rays. (Experiment, true, it

is

not is

not very reliable).

So

that the searches of quarts, apparently, still for long wiil remain
in

the study program on the accelerators, svitching on installations

with the proton-proton &ad protoa-antiproton beams.

3. one additional long age uasovn object
boson (g).

-

intermediate vector

Its detection could introduce substantial changes Into our

undecstanding of the stzucture of weak interactions.

By the way, in this came cetonary four-fermionic interaction
would be not more than a good mdel for describing the weak processes
with the relatively lo

-.

~"W

sW;

energies

o.-

(point of view, which has
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sufficiently much adhreintst). Lower boundary for the mass of a 3boson according to the different estimations is 2-6 GOT. There are
numerous hypotheses in mkich figure many varieties of intersediate
bosoms. But they all ccsverge in the fact that a V- bosoe (or bosoms)
must be heavy

( mw'> 0I GeV perhaps even >30 GeV).

in

any event for

the searches are necessary the accelerators to the very high energies
(from 100 GeV it

is above).

the search of a V- boson will be one of

the central tasks in the investigations on the accelerator in
(lSA).

Batavia

In the case of tailure the searches will be doubtlessly

continued on the even larger accelerators.

4. Long time attracts atteation of physicists this exotic
particle, as monopole (particle, carrying magnetic charge g).
case q lhc-137/$ is great. Based on this, it

in this

in possible simply to

show that so that the monopole generally would exist in the free
state,

its mass

oust be large

(not loss

Its searches were thus far unsuccessful.

heavy, its searches will comtinue

in

several GeV, or oven
But since it

particular, in

10 GeV).

can be very

Batavia). The

existence of monopole cculd explain the quantization of electric
chaige,

Due to the laroe co stant ga/bc the monopoles were recently

used for explaining the nature cf strong interactions.

5. very interesting ones are searches also of such exotic
cbjects as heavy lepters.

t.
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In the presence their cur representations about the family of leptons
one should subject to radical review.

Are not excluded existence and other, not of the known, until
now,

to physicists particles, mainly heavy

(W)1O

GeV).

Part of them

could decompose into p-teso and cause some anomalies of their
behavior with the energy ,AlO&a

It

is

shorter,

eV.

physics they recently exhibit the increased

interest in the new particles which could lead to completely ao
connections/communications in

the wor1

of knows elementary

Farticles.

111. Checking the locality of theory. Search of length element.

Locality - one of the basic principles,
contemporary theory of elementazy particles.

departures from the locality@ until now,

96(2.

5) 10-

It the same time

the reason for divergence in

precisely locality is

corresponding

on which rests the

it

is

Uimitatiens to length element ( 9

the theory*

discovered.

o

The

) comprise:

ca. This situetioz cannot but intrigue physicists and,

naturally, that the setarches of departures from the locality will be

-e
-

.---
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continued with the high energies and at the smaller lengths. Known. in
particular that immediate objectlwe
Interactions (

is length Cv, connected with weak

-1

'e.I-cM.

1. As the bet method of checking locality is usually considered
conducting eloctradynamic exeriments, since sections of
corresponding proceses can be sufficiently accurately calculated on
basis of quantum electrodynamics, local at its
undoubtedly it is correct, but,

basis.

All this

as we now will see, there are other

sethods of checking the. locality.

The most effective checking of locality in the electrodynanic
processes will be within the next few years carried out on the
installations with the clashing electron-positron beams

in

the

reactions of the type:

e-+e+ -e-

e

or e-+e*+ '

+F.

thee proceses
zn
with the:ae:zgy of particles in beam z10 GeV and
by the prwisios/accivacies of seasuroments by z3o/0 it is possible

,

Sto achieve the border at lengths -10-16 of ca. This already very
cios

f/

to 1W

2. Another method of checking locality consists of checking of
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dispersive relationships/ration tar processes of scattering

(forward)

highly interactive particle*, for example, for wv- scattering. During
the disturbance/breakdcwm of-locality will be disrupted dispersive
relationships/ratios. Dispersive relationships/ratio. connect the
real part of the scatttring amplitude (Rel)

with the integral on. the

energy of the total scattering czoss-section ( 5t

For their

).

checking one should measure Ael (Z) with sufficiently high energies I
and

d4k,

as function I In possibly the vider interval. such

measurements in 1000-2CO0 GeV regions will also derive us into the
region of lengths -10-14 of cao.

ith further increase in the energy

ef accelerators the uprer limit fox

9 will be reduced

1f-

one additional setkcd of checking of locality and
general/common/total prizciples cf theory is connected with
measurement 6t f or particle (- S~
and the sane target,
energy.

) and antiparticle

a n one

f cz example hydrogen, with maximally available

Dy example. can serve interactions %1P,K*p,pp and ip.

page 11.

The experiments of such are planned/glided in a number of the firstst
on all future accelerators. It
*1

can happen, that G+

and 65jo1

with an

increase in the energy vill. act apfroach one and the same limit. in
I'

this case as the test cf locality can serve the dependence on the
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energy of the relation of the real and alleged parts of the
scattering amplitude feruard. In this case ReAIImA'4nE.

In ocder to

trace this sufficiently steady dependence, can be required
accelerators with the energy >1000 GeV.

Ihen

t4m

Ut CLm (ReA/I#*A)'O.
E-.

3. Supplementary rcssibilities of checking locality disclose
study of behavior of fez. factors as functicus of transferred
impulse/someutum/polse t. in space-like and time

-

similar regions.

Mith the observance of locality these functions must be identical
(vith t-)*For this chocking is necessary the combined study of
processes of the typo

Q) 6-+p -e7+p,
P+ p-

Key:

it

07+6+

- e.tPp

(1) . or.

is important to empbasize that the investigation of these

processes

will become actually available on the installations

the clashing electron-fcsitroa

ith

beams of sufficiently high luminous

densities or in the preten machines into hundreds of GeV, possessing
beam antiprotons and Ficns of the required high intensity.

IV. Some questions of dynamics. 2esting models.
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In the study of dynamics physicists' interests in recent years
were concentrated Gn the cegion of very high energies. This is
connected with the fact that the number of the general considerations
of theory,

and also available of the physicists models indicate the

possibility of the very simple dependences of the sections of
different processes on the kinematic variable/alternating (energy,
transferred impalse/semoetua/puise),

when the values of the latter

are very great. Physics af very high energies in a sense can prove to
te simpler than physics cf avexage/uean and law energies. The value
of energies, with wbich hegias this simplification (asymptotic
lode/conditions), at the present moment/torque to indicate
difficultly, so that in this poiat/item Is required the aid of
experiment. It

is possible to call say that at the majority cf the

cases the asymptotic range liesrests
present possibilities.

beyond the limits of our
tar its

achievement they sill

be

required energy into taesand and even tens of thousands of GeV.

I.

is

important to emphasize that gar the asymFtotic range the different

models give,
4

It

generally s8eakiag,

the different behavior of sections.

Thereby the experiment cifers Ecssibilities for the selection of
models, the contractions of the circle of the permissible assumptions
and thereby runs the path fez the construction of singularly correct
description, it

is possible that the clear understanding of specific

character interaction at high energies will. help to construct the
theory of processes with the saller

.44

energies.
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1. For strong intnractieas in asymptotic range total cross
sections of processes,

nest Fzotable. they become constants.

case the sections for farticle Otao and antiparticle !iat
equal (Poeranchuk thecroe)amd eual
Checking this fact is
time it

to each other

eztremely important,

will

and

In this

can be both

(see above).

4

a long

cccupy researchers*

attention, since the asymptotic range, apparently, lis/rests not
closely.

le saw also that it

6*-+6j

asymptotic behavior (ReA/rfnA)d,. Ite

there is

the large interest in

the positicnas cf the aforesaid,

besides the mentioned abcve processes with w± and K- the mesons,

very

usefully also the study cf the process of regeneration K*L.p-KQ.+p"

Its

section directly depends on [e(T0-'A-0.)P.

Different models ;zedict dIfferent tendency 5o, toward the
limit; into some cases ca top, is
version s6o

cther on the bottom.

in second

with certain energy must pass through the minimum. all

these forecasts need experimental check.

For the differential elastic cross sections in the asymptotic
range on I and with relatively small t the sections must take simple
form ds/tb-tezp ft/A(2) 1, moZeover
decrease with the energl

ILA-

the width Of cone A(N)

Mst

(coatraction of cone) according to the law
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2he detersination of foc

or A(E)- /en2E.

of dependence a (3)

is of large interest, tot it ceqaires experiment in wide energy

ranges

Blastic scattering with high energies and large t(t>)I) is
controlled by other mechanism.
sufficiently difficult tc

Sections these are small and

tie study, but it is very interesting,

since tbey correspond to mianaon impact

parameters.

on some medels

under those conditions must to revealed so-called contact interaction
between the nucleons.

moreover
( I)__M

where G(t) - nucleon foz

2.

t-0)04t)

factor.

Por electromagnetic processes in high-energy region and major

momentum transfers in
feature/peculiarity,

recent years is

which vas called scale invariance.

that the characteristic fuootioms,
inelastic electron scatteriag,
-=! where

revealed peculiar special
It

turned out

which describe the highly

11 and W 2

depend only on relation

4 - change Li the emergy of electron, t - transferred

impulse/momntu/pulsep

and thereetre they are not changed with

simultaneous proportlimel increase
invariance in the high-emergy

egioe

I and t. Checking the scale
will play important role in the

study program on the new acce1aters.

Let us peint out .oreover

that

the different models give diftetent behavior and .asympotic behavior

DOC
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statlish/iastall then is

la
for Vt and '4W
21

Possible only upon the

setting Of expeiments olez a vide range vJ and t.
Interesting simple dependence& appear in the asymptotic
mode/conditions for the total crcss section of process of d*+*e-*
hadrons (in the single photos apfzoximation/approach).

Different

nodels give for 6 4 t(e~e):

notieabl

e

e'+e-)Gt.

mslauysimleapparntlyis

depennotce at hIgh
22 energies fo

ther
s

processes of the photo prodaction of psewdoucalar meson. focward and
back/ago:

torward

*back/ago.

--

~f()

cu

-E9'2()
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It is important to trace, ace retained these dependences with the
high energies.

Por the photoproduction of vector mesons the experiment gives,
that

+-3*(t)
and the:rb

-b

dces not depend on energy. This

Froperty is the manifestation of the hypothesis of the so-called
vector dominance, which predicts the nondecreasing section of the
photoproduction of vector meacas is the limit of the highest
energies. This forecast must be checked with the high energies.

With the hypothesis of vector dominance is connected one
additional very interesting forecast. From it it follows that the
total cross section for process T+P-

hadrons does not decrease with

the energy and it is eqval in the value of 120 pbar.

Space

cbservations show that these it Is approximately/ezemplarily correct.
low on the turn a precise cbeckiag of this confirmation on the
accelerators.

3. For weak interactions are also in prospect interesting
checkings at high energies. Pirst of all this concerns process
10,4*-H-

* hadromn.

This process in the type Is

very close to the

highly inelastic electron scattering and in this case also must
*

become apparent scale levariance. for the total cross section of this
.rocess it is possible tc expect linear increase with the energy of

auk&
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neutrino. Checking this dependence is

very inmdEtant both from the

point of view of exoerisent &ad theory. It in essential to know# to

what energies will be continued this increase. It
theoretically expect up to

(E*)&&x

JOs geV,

is possible to

if we proceed froe the

model of four-ferslon isteraction. Ue already said above in
connection with the Fprblea of a I- boson that the structure of weak
interaction can be substantially different, and then energy
dependencys will be ottezs (~nE.). From the positions of universal

(.

J)
f)(7M

four-fecuionic interacticn coAtinue to retain their value searches
interaction in the process of form
intensities of neutron henas,

a%+Z4-*z+*+,-

04.

The high

uhich are expected in the large proton

sachines, can play the here decisive role.

Not are less interesting with the high energies of neutrino
checking the precision/accuracy of the
retention/presorvationimaatainiag muon quantum number, rules of
selection in the weak interactions and number of ether
in vestigations.

V. Problem of p-meson.

The problem of a difference between p-meso and electron, which
long ago throws call theorists and experimenters, will undergo
many-sided attack on the new accelerators. In this case the

-.

A
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significant role can play both the accelerators of the type of
*meson-producinqs cyclctronn vith the intense beans of lov-energy
-ussons and new protcn accelerators with the sufficiently intehes
team

of high-energy swns.. Very tempting is the prospect for the

creation of storage p-

4son

rings.

In the range high-energy ia

a number of the firsts is assumed

the investigation of tke highly inelastic scattering of p- mesons.
uith the full/total/cc ulete identity of p-meso and electron the
picture of their scattaring must be of identical, with the
characteristic property scale iavariance., rom space data it

follows

that some differences can begin vith the approximation/approach to
1000 GeV,

where there at* indIcations of the ancmalous behavior of

mesons. In this point/ite. ate necessary careful quantitative
investigations. Very impcztaat ones is the study of the process
+
i-+ e -

A-+H

+

vith as the high as possible energies. aere adjoins the study of
scattering of high-energy p-mesczs on the atomic electrons and. if
this proved to be possible, scattering e- on %

in clashing beams.

ill these experiments are aimed at the searches of divergeaces from
the standard electromagattic

*

prlcpeties of muc%.

With the searches at anomalies in the properties of a-memo are
connected the experiments, aimed at the detectin of the heavy

a-

DCC
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particles, which decomfose

into the pair yl"- (see above).

VI. Laws of conservaticn. Propezties of symmetry at high energies.

The laws of conservation (karyon number, strangeness),
isotopic, unitary symmetry,

and also discrete/digital symmetries

T, T) have estab]lshed/tsatalled
relatively low energy,

and it

property
(C,

we in the ezxerimeats with

cannot be previcusly foreseen, awe

observed they with the highez energies.

Therefore it

have in mind the setting at experinmts in

is

expedient to

checking of the laws of

conservation and properties of symmetry Indicated.

As yet It

cannot

be said that the existing situaticn in physics of elementary
particles imperatively zequices such checking.
all disturbances/breakdowns,
then there can be it

is

found earlie,

ver

But if

we recall that

always unezpected,

worth revealing precaution.

Is an example of the processes
investigation, let us point

which could be subjected to

at:

a) for checking strangeness ccasetwation

*l;-+p-p+ K-;
b)

for checking the retesmticampeservation/meataining the bralom

number

•

I

-

"q,, .,. .. , .. .

. . .

..
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P+P-P+Zl
p + p--

+

c) for: checking ? -

nvaace

p~p mw X+ c
(observance of dota led ba.11aace|;

d)

for checting C -inveziaace

K +K-*

Key:

(1).

GpoH

hadronu.

(similarity of the eangy spectra of particles and
antiparticles);

e

for checking P - invaztiace the searches of the longitudinal

;olarization of the prctcaa in FE -scatter.

Page 13.

This enurration it is far @ot exhausting. For them all
ocess

today it is act poasblo to indicate the upper of the

boundary of 10 energies to uhich on* should catty out searches. They
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must continue increasingly further, unless will appear the
considerations, which sake such searches excessive.

2verything said akove about the possible directions of
investigation on the future accelerators indicates that in physics of
elementary particles is an as even more sufficient quantity of
problems and tasks, which develof by that Justified construction and
cf ever more poverful/thicker machines. The gold pore of physics of
elementary particles, apparently, is still in front. Logically limit
to further growth of erezgy of accelerators could place such ideal
situation when there wculd be obtained comprehensive explanation to
all known phenomena in the world of elementary particles. But even in
this case we must switch over tc even higher energies.
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Superconducting cybernetic prcton synchretrons to the energy

into sotni and thousands of 625,

which use as the injectors

accelerators with the low repetition frequency.

A. L.

Hints, A. A. Vasilejev,

A. L. Burstein,

Ye.

S.

Mironow.

(Radio engineering institute of the IS USSR).

in achievement of energies cf order 1000 GeV, necessary for the
followinq stage investigations in

high-evergy physics, can be carried

out both method of the cousttuction of new acce'erative complexes
over the new areas and by method cf the growth of already existing
accelerative complexes

[1-11].

In the present report ae
features/peculiarities

discussed some special

of the accelerative complexes,

which consist

of the large superconducting prcton synchrotron, injection into which
is accomplished/realized fron the accelerator with the low repetition
frequency of the cycles Cf acceleration.

Are given also the

estimations of the characteristic ;araeters cf this complex.

The in question in the present report questions arise, when as

,4.
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the injector in the large ones synchrotron is intended to utilize the
proton synchrotron, installed initially for the physical experiment
in the region of energies into tens of GOV. It is necessary to note
that the ideas of the use of such accelerators, which work with the
low repetition frequency of cycles, have long ago appeared; however,
in this case the parameters of accelerative complex were distant from
the optimum ones. This depended on the fact that the time, required
for the accumulation of Faxticles in orbit cf large accelerator with
the *sual non-superconducting magnet due to the large difference in
the perimeters of main accelerator and injoctcr-accelerator and rare
impulses/momenta/pulses
(several minutes).

from the iujectoz-accelerator,

was very large

If cue considers that due to the limitation of

losses in the usual magnet of the "plateau* of the magnetic field,
during which is accomplished/realized the conclusion of particles, it
cannot be made in the duration of more several seconds, then this
accelerative complex will have either
limitation of storage time),

the low intensity (during the

or very large Forosity. Both the one and

the other led to the fact that Ixoved to be necessary to provide for
in the accelerative coullex

the special circular

injector-accelerator, uhich morks with the large pulse repetition
frequency. The construction of this booster together with the linear
injector-accelerator in it goes

without saying independent very

complex problem. The successful

development

cable with thin stranded conductors (12,

6L

of the superconducting

13], of the capable of
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working with the low Icsses in the alternating magnetic fields, made
it

possible again to return. to the idea of use of the injectcr of

accelerator with the lcw pulse repetition frequency.

The use of the superconducting coil electromagnet for the large
ring makes it possible tc obtain together with the larger value of
magnetic intensity (this leads tc the decrease of the perimeter of
accelerator in comparison with the accelerator with the usual magnet
to the same energy) and very large duration of the oplateau m of
magnetic field with the maximum energy.

The latter fact makes it
which is

possible to have the low duty cycle.

very important for a large number of physical experiments.

even upon consideration of the tact that from the point of view of
the decrease of losses ca alternating current in

the superconducting

coil electromagnet and tor decreasing the pcwer--.
accelerating system the time o

of the

acceleration must be largest possible

(for the accelerator ot 000 Gel this time can be order 15 s). Thus.
the described complex with its
superconductive electromagnets and
slow-acting ring injectcz accelerator will have at an extremely
repetition rate

(one puls

low

per cue-two minutes) a low duty factor and

a relatively high accelerated particle intensity. Sepcifically. If
the length of the Oplateaus is equal to the time of accumulation of
;articles and equal to tke sum cC the time of rise and decay of the

DCC

80069201
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magnetic field, then the duty factor will be equal to one third and
the intensity of particles accelerated to tctal energy, averaged over
the acceleration cycle, mill also be equal to one third the intensity
of the ring accelerator used as the inlector.

low let us look at the exasEle of the characteristic case, where
for injection into a laxge 2000 Ge

accelerator a ring accelrator

with an acceleration c7cle of 5 a and a perimeter 6 times smaller
than than of the main accelerator is used. To fill a large ring 6
accleration cycles are needed, i.e. 30 s. it we assume that the
length of the "plateauO also equals 30 s and that the time of rise
and decay of the field ccnstitate 15 a each, then the total length of
the cycle equals 90 s.

thus, a very long acceleration cycle is

characteristic of such an accelerator complex.

During the time of perticle accumulation in a large accelerator
an accelerating field with a trequency which may exceed by several
times exceed several times (taking into account the phase width of
clusters) the frequency cf accelerating field during the ejection in
the circular injector-accelezatoz, and the small amplitude,
sufficient for guaranteeing the stability region in phase apace.
which overlaps spread along the impalsas/moesta/pulses of the
Inlected into main acceleratet lacticles.
the phase of accelerating fields Is

At the moment of injecting

maim accelerator and
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must be selected so that
to the unfilled another

the next particle

Since for guaranteeing small radial-

in main accelerator is necessary

of main

part of the orbit

phase oscillations

very high harmonic order of

accelerating field, then betoxe beginning acceleration, after the
capture of all
necessary

injected larticles in the large accelerator,

it

is

to carry out a recapture of particles at the substantially

larger frequency of accelerating field.
vith the high effectiveness

This recapture can be made

duing the ue/application of the

accelerating system, wbich assures the possibility of a steady
increase of the amplitude in the process of recapture.

The cost/value of accelerator with the superconducting coil
electromagnet

due to the higi cost/value

rapidly increases with an increase in

of the superconductinq cable

the aperture of vacuum chamber.

Therefore the decrease ot the aFerture of vacuum chamber of such
accelerators is very important task, even acre

important than for the

accelerators with the usual magnet. For the realization of the
suall-aperature superccnducting accelerator is necessary the use of
methods of automatic centrol by the parameters, which are determining
transverse matin of accelerated

in

this

fcybernetic* particle

accelerator [ 14- 16 ].

In

this case of beam displacement due to the errors in the

J

,,.'., , . , .'-
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Magnetic field they can be compensated by correcting lenses and the
transverse sizeu/dimenticns cf electromagnet prove to be small.

At present for the creation of the fluctuating magnets is
utilized multicore cable, made from alloy NtIL. The multiple
superconducting cable has a diameter of -0.5 an and operating current
in the range of hundreds of aspexes and therefore is inconvenient for
the direct winding on trcm it of magnet winding. Preliminarily from
this cable is manufactured the nwoven strip/film", which consists of
tens of multiple thin wires (cables). The ispcrtant special
feature/peculiarity of striF/film in the "1transpositiona of separate
thin wires (cables), which sakes it

possible fez current conductor

stable to work in the external and proper magnetic fields.

If we accept the critical density of current for the alloy from
1871 with the magnetic intensity in 65 kCe of the equal to 1.6.10' to
A/cm'. then with the coefficient of 0.2 fillings of winding with
superconductor for the aperture of vacuum accelerator chamber 6z6 cm'
is required the superccnducting minding with internal and outside
diameters of by the respectively equal to 7.5 and 13.8 cm. Them
estimations we used for evaluatiag the parameters of accelerator to

the energy 2000 GeV, of the worker in the described above
iode/conditions

(see tIte table)o
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During calculations of losses

in the superconductor the diameter

of those superconducting cores %as accepted equal to 3 on - value
which can be soon achioved/e:.ached in the future.

Prom the analysis of given in the table data it follows that the
parameters of this accelerative ccsplex are very satisfactory, and
the scales of constructica ccupletely attained. Nowever,

of course,

before actual construction the superconducting accelerator with
pulsed magnetic field it

is

necessary to solve a whole series of the

engineering and technological prcbleas, connected with the creation
of precision electromagnets.
In conclusion we cozsider It as our long to express appreciation
to R. A. Neshcherov and 2..K.

laainskiy,

which participated in the

discassion of the gerios/rau of the touched upon in the report
questions.
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(b),

Paramter. (cis Designation.

(4).

parameter. (1) . Kinetic energy vith ejection., Gov.
intensity of ejection, e.

(3).

Yalu* of
(2).

magnetic

seen radius of orbit, u. (4). lumber

of betatron oscillations to revolution, a. (5).

lust.er of periods of
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magnetic structure.
acceleration, s.
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(6). Daraticn of injection, s.
taxatiAon

c

Flatean, a.

s.

(10).

Bore of chaubex/canexa, see (11).

t.

(12).

Quantity of

ligqid belie

in

(9).

(7). ?in* of
Duration of cycle,

Voight of superconductor,

cryostat,

1.

(13).

General/common/total heat release into liquid helium, U.
release into liquid belies tc 1 linear moter of magnet

(14).

Boat

(V/u) in Vol.

h.: loss in superconductor; due to losses of high energy particles;
loss in

const:uct"on/design

insulation of cryostat;

I.

due to Poucault currents; loss on thermal

heat-input on introductions/inputs.
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riscussion.

A. A. Vorobyev. How is the quantity of particles, projected/designed
in thasq installations?

A. A. Vasil'yev. For ttcae paraaeters about which I spoke, these are
-

1/3 the particles, which can te accelerated by circular

injector-accelerator. FOc

tne existing ncw complexes this couposes

approxiuatnly/ixemplarxi

1013

taicles/s.

Vdovchenko. How were ycu guided when selecting of intensity?

A. A. Vasil'yev. we were based ca those critical currents which are
now achieved/reached viztually, with certain extrapolation tc the
future.

N. S. Dikanskiy. From bbet considerations was selected the energy?

4/
-p.

: .'. -

,"

'
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Indeed already it is krcwn tbAt in Batavia 500 GeV will be
achieved/reached in the follcwing year. This energy muast be exceeded
at least by an order (limeinass in the ball).

A. A. Vasillyev. On this score tAeze are different points of view.
Many af physicists consider that 2000 GeV are of large interest.

F. A. Bodop'yanov.

Accelerator cn ;000 GeV cculd have an intensity of

the order of 1014 part~cles/s. ihat sense tc utilize an accelerator
with a small intensity? Indeed the cost/value of booster does
comprise nct more than So/o?
A. A. Vasillyav. The development of accelerative complexes and
designs shows that an acbievesat cf the maximum parameters can be
*

accomplished/realized ccnsecuzively/serially in the time both on ths
energy and in the intensi~y. In the opposite case the very large
capital investments prcve tc be ±rczen during the lcng time.
Therefcre, apparently, is expediLent in the future large accelerators
to the superhigh energies to aisc; develop consecutively/serially in
the time, after providing this increase in the intensity in the
subsequent stages.

3. Contemporary state and prcsj~ects for Stanford linear accelerator.
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E. R. Nil (Stanford center of the linear accelerators, USA).

I. Statistics of work.

Up to the moment/tczque or present conference the two-mile
accelerator of the Starncd center of linear accelqrators studied
about four years. Fig. 1 gives tke survey/ccverage of registration

journal for 16 quarters ci wcrx of the accelerator.

It

is possible to

note that within this rerioa tae share of the operating time,
dedicatad to investigaticns in physics of acceleratcrs, continued to
fall, whereas the time 0± lnvastigations in physics of particles
increased. The fracticr,/ortion or the time of planned and unplanned
idle times on the whole was lewered: however, it at present achieved
the level when further reduction is possible cnly in the condition
for a considerable increase in the planned/glide number of vcrk
shifts in the year. The more detailed analysis cf wcrk of the
accelerator in last twc zinancial years is given in Table 1.

II. Improvements of accelerator.

Today two-mile accelerator achieved the maximum energy (without
the load) of 22.1 GeV and maximum average/mean powers of beam 750 kv
for the duration of beam burst 1.6 ps and frequency of repetition 360
pulses/s. Latter/last

iR

sisrovements ccncern an improvement in the
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(4

cperating mode with several beams, an increase in the operaticnal
flexibility, increase in the team current, imprcvement of its
stability and energy spectrum. Eelcw some latter/last improvements
are described in more detail.

Page 16.

A. Increase in the limiting current of beam.

Loyv, etc. (1] apprcxiLaely one year agc reported about the
achievements on the way ci increasing the limiting current of the
beam of Stanford two-mile accelerator.

By that time

(August of 1969)

with the aid of the difterent methods it was possible to raise
limiting current to 65 ml. These methods, described completely in the
literature [1], in essence ccnsist: 1) of reccnstruction and
amplification of the system cf fccusing along the accelerator; 2)
from the detuning of three cavities of each of 10- one-foot sections
cf accelerator for the furiazA ct systematic frequency shift cf
transverse resonance

(URia mcde) cn 0.2 and 4 NHZ. This detuning

barely affects longitudinal acceleration in the sections.

At
.1
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IV

Fg1.Compound darzoi war& oi the accelerator.

Key: (1). ?lot planned by simple. (2). Planned by simple. (3). Physics
cf accelerator. (4). Pecentaga ot operating time. (5). Physics of
elementary particles.
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1. Statistics of ucri

ox the accelerator for 1969-1970

financial years and first quarzer of

1971.

1969
2
1B
4

A. I

acbi fld6Tb1 C

1970

3Kj 0
KB.

1971

M

-I=-

4

1KB.

2~KIB.

3

KB.

4 KB.

98

68

1X3.

14T010

Y4M

68

121

105

130

979

1117

1047

1060

1047

1238

1152

1190 4627

annapooaHboro npocrost

55

49

32

SHe~anaaposa.oo npoc 'oo

258

217

224

208

Bcuro

313

266

256

1360 1504

1408

I4JH-3Ka yCKOpTnel
" *.W3HKa 3fleMewTapHbix

424

71

75

4203 531

995

1213

818 3557

880

1070

1311

886 3869

939

312

59

4aCT4U
4

Bcero

602

npo'04x pa6oT H8

-7)4acbL

ycKopmTeae

"'

3

18

154

64

32

48

48

192

64

907

142

173

180

162

657

139

226 1061

206

205

228

210

848

20

l

( 31 Bcero 4acog -.h6oTb
rloPcoiana

4

)ii3Ka ycopwrTeAeA

153

106

124

2616 4066

2917

1416 5668

259

808 1275 1539

642

73

79

118

1096 4718

76

1142

346

71

(-C' H3HKa 3JLMeHTapHb1X

,iacrTu

acoa
e

64ceo

3KCII'-I4M zIT a

Key:

2769 4172 3041

kV.

(1).

(2).

altcgether.

Physics of accelerators. (5).
In all.
time.

(7).

(9).

(3).

2915 12514

1781

3313 3549

2070 10713

2D14

3174

1854

3392 3887

2146 11059

2885

13156

hours of work with beam.

Ptkysacs of elementary particles.

hours of other works cn acc-lqrator. (8).

Unplanned idle tame.

personnel. (11).

(4).

11G).

Hours ct experiment.

(6).

Planned idle

Only cf hours cf work cf
(12).

Only of hours of

ex periment.
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In th3 latter/last blcck of 199 tne program of detuning was
compl-tad and the limiting curient of beam increased to the present
level 76 uA. The chrcnelcgy oz the entire program of improvements is
given in Fig. 2. The dEfendance cr limiting current on the anergy of
beam for three stages cz adjustsent is given in Fig. 3.

Further increase in the liaiting current of beam is expected as
a result of the introdt:cticn/input of pulse quadrupole focusing into
the drift sections of the latter 20 of 30 sectors of accelerator.
This wcrk, conducted fcr guaranteeing the possibility of individual
cptimization to 6 beams, i

lccated at present in the stage cf

realization and it will te ccmpleted apprcximately through 1 year. By
that time is expected an increase in the threshold to 86 mA.

E. New off-axial injectcr.

Along with the existing coaxial injector recently
established/installed tke oft-axiai injector (Pig. 4).

New gun with

the separate modulator is intended for the redundancy of coaxial
injector.

At present is

utilized the permanent a-magnet,

which turns

the beam of off-axial gun Dy apfzoximately 2250 . Nov there is
manufactured the laminaz magnet,

which will be able to operate on a

. " 21.,,T

.'"
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pulsed basis with the frEquency tc 360 imp./s. Aftar completion,

approximately toward the and cz 1970, system it will ensure the acre
convenient injection of toe altErnate beams with different levels of
current and pulse duraticas, withcut the mutual effects which usually
appear during thi use ci an cnly gun and modulator.

C. Modulator of tha impulses/mcbenta/pulses of short duration for the
gun.

In the past year were estatlished/installed the modulator of the
impulses/mcmenta/pulses ¢t snail duration for the. gun 1, essentially
increasing the Possibilities oi accelerator.

FOOTNOTE 1. It is develced and ccastructed by firm "Egerton,
Germeshausen and Greer" (EGG),

Gcleta, state of California.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Modulator is capable tc give oa the electron gun
impulses/momenta/pulses ky duzatica to 5 ns. The pulse separation is
regulated from 5 to 100 ns. Ut necessary can be generated single
Impulses/momenta/pulses.
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durations of pulse 1.6 uas).

K~ey:

(1).

sectors.

Completion ot tne Fxcqxam of tuning out.
(3)

.

Tuning out of sectcr.

((4)

.

(2).

Readjustmenlt of injector.

(5) . installation of 40 cnin-fooz ainglets ( 1-6 sectcr5) .
curre at, mA.

(7). installatica ct atrong doublets. (8).

of initial system of functicnain.
computers. (10).

StartinS of LU.

(9).

Tuning out of

(6) . Baas
optimization

Data cf calculation on

(11). January. (12). June.
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January. (2).

Key:

(1).

(5).

Energy, GeV.

Limitiny current, mA.

(3).

Cctober.

(4).
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The typical pattern of ucrk of the accelerator with this modulator is
given in Fig. 5, With the work

taca this modulator the limiting

current of beam in the zilliamperes is equal to 1.25, multiplied by
the energy of beam in GEV. For example. with the energy 16 GeV

A

__
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limiting current in the razrow puise is approximately 20 mA.

D. Possibility of the inter oticn of beam.

rhe installation ci tA4 dascribed above modulator of the
impulses/momenta/pulses cf short duration for the gun increased the
control capability of teaa and ctaining the intermittent beams. The
system of the interruptic

of beam consists of the group of the

resonance deflector plates, situated after the gun, and the second
qrcup of the nonresonant delectcr plates, situated by approximately
the distance of 4 a cn the course of beam. Sesonance plates are
excited with the frequency €f 39.667 MHz (72nd subharuonic of the
frequency of acceleratcr 2856 MA2),

whereas ncnresonant plates are

excitad with the frequency, adjusted in the range from 5 to 20 MHz.
fetails are presented ir work

1]. The characteristics of beam are

given in Table 2. A numbez of curdlos of electrons, passing through
the first group of deflactor plates at the acent of transiting the
stress/voltage through 2ero and entering into the accelerator, is
inversely proportional ti peax vcltage on the

lates. For an example

Pig. 6 gives peak beam cuxrent, cbtained on the slot, which releases
lo/o of impulse/somentcom pulse, in the dependence on the
stress/voltage on the JztezrupEta

with the frequency cf 40 Nz. The

separation of clusters fcr this case was 12.5 us (i.e. was
accelerated one bundle cf eiactrns of "very 36).

It should te notei

that a number of clusters to the ispulse/momeatum/pulse varied from 5

4to

1 with an increase In the stress/voltage.
NA
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T'able 2. Characteristics oi ta

system of the intarruption of beam

(17 GeV).
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(1).

Frequency of pu.lzatioze LIHZ.

maximum average/mean

cluster/pulse).

-

slots.

(15). m#'. (6). as (one.cluster/pulsa).

pulse centrol bias.

inrulso/m0omntuU/putlse cc gun 4 cl 50 ns.
(1.3).

(4i)

.

s (one

(7). ns

(8). witt continuciusly variable control.

(9). it is limited to Sun. (10).

duration -10 of ns).

(3).

(2) . Pulse separation.

puISa curent through 1o/o

(several clusters/pulSe).

*
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(11).
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Vith the low voltages psax current is limited to the phenomenon of
the disruption,'separatict or current, with the the high-emission gun.

E. Improvement of the cierating mode with several beaus.

It was up to now rcssialy optimize the conditicns of passage and
focusing only for one cf beams

(bore possible 6 beams with different

by tae parameters),* accelerated cn the Stanford accelerator.
Therefore only for one ct several conducted experiments usually was
obtained bean with the ideal. cnazacteristics.

in practice the

focusing system can be ccntrciled in such a way that the best
conditions would be created either for the teams with the high energy
cr for the beams with the low energy. If

the "gradient" of the

quadrupole lens (i.eq. ttt speed, with which the current of
quadrupoles increases frcm cne clcck/modula/utit to the next along
the accelerator) to ccatzol to the best focusing for the beams with
the high energy,

beams bita tne energy lower than the specific level

fall into the "forbidden band", and do not Fass through accelerator.
On the other hand, if the "gradient" of quadrupole lenses is made
favorable for the beams bita the low energy,
with the high energy sukatantially descend.

maximum beam currents
This fault from Fig. 7,

in which is given the de~endence of the Feak beam current through
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cutting out impulse/mcarcatum/pulse of sict cf different width on the
energy of beau. Are givec rwc yjxcups of the curves: one

-

for the

guadrupoles, optimized tc tiie aezry of frame 11 GeV, and anctherfor the quadrupoles, optim~ized to the energy cf beam 4.5 GeV.

rhe examined above diiticuLties, caused by the fact that
quadrupoles operate cn tke direct current, will be solved, when in
the sectors with 11 on _-0 are estatlished/installed new units of
pulse controlling coils and powex supplies, and the pulsed scurces cf
the supply of quadrupeles. Itkse devices/equipment which can operate
ca a pulsed basis with the izaquencies tc 360 imp./s, make the most
individual possible optimization ot each acceleratad beam. Fcur
sectors are already equiFjed cy pulse bIlccks/wcdulas/units; remaining
blocks/nodules/units will Do estab~lished/installed in the course of
the n3xt 16-18 months.

Are set the supplementary devices/equipment, making it possible
to carry out the optimizion of other characteristics of separate
teams, including regulatcrs of palse delay for 5 sectors, which make
it possible to optimize correctia on the beau icad from one
iupulse/momentum/pulse tc tas next, and the sampled-data system of
phasing, which ensures the independent phasing for the separate
teams.
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F. Increase in the aff@ctveness in the generation cf positrcns.

The source of positrons is arranged/locatad in the point, which
corresponds of 1/3 lenc~ts of accelerator (sectcr 11).

This source is

called "disk" target; its construction/design allows/assumes rotation
so that the beam would fali ca ditierent rpgicss of disk. Are
;ossiJle two operating ucdes. The iirst mode/conditions is utilized,
when is required the ccrtinucus ficw of pulses cf ocsitrons. In this
mode/conditions the disk, made trcm copper, ccnstantly rotates to
avoid excessive increase of tn

temperature in the isallobaric low in

the electron beam. In tkis case the power of incident beam is limited
by the value of 140 kV. lnus, under the typical operating conditions
when anergy of the incident team oi electrons and beam current are
with respect 6 ;eV and 60 mA,

kulse repetiticr rates it must not

exceed 24I0 imp./s.

The second mode/conditions is utilized, when it is necessary to
accelgrate alternate beams ct pcsizrons and electrons. In this case
4

disk target remains moticnless, as it is prced in Fig. 8. the
students committee of electrons they control in such a way that it

impinge on target for thcse iapulses/momenta/pulses when it is
required the beam of positrcns, and was passed by target for those
impulses/mcenta/pulses

bhen is required electrcn beam. In this

steady state the power ct tne falling/incident to the target electron

V

•o.'

oc

taa
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EhGE,

is limited to level 30 ki.

For the band 10/o iujpu1sws/acaenta/pulses was obtained the
output of positrons 2o,'o. Fiq.

9 9.2ves tke graph/diagram of the

depenlence of the maximua peat cuarrent of pcsitrcns on the pulse
repetition rate for both opberazang modes.
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7. Dependencs of

2:

Eal. 1:4a current on energy of three slots of

different width.

p

T(ay:

(1).

Width of slot. (2).

"gradient" is c~timized for 11 GeV.

(4"gradiant" is Optiaize:1 tor 4.5 GeV.

(5).

Energy, GeV.

sage 20.

Were recently carried cut the tests,

which shcwed the possibility of

the duplication cf the ca;tiut ct pcsitrons due to optimization of
material and thickness cf target. As the new material of target is
selected the tungsten. The exiected results are shown in Fig. 9.

G. Unification of the halls~ of ccntrol.

Stanford acceleratcr was initi2ally develcped uith two halls of
the control: ons

-

fcr accelerator itself (central hall) and one

for the beaa-separatica system

-

tbailding of data collection)

Entira/all work up to ncw was accomplished/ru;lized during this dual
arrangement/position of contzols, and results as a whole were
satisfactory.
*

However,

fcr a walle it

turned cut that the

effqctiveness of formation and team steering, *cdulated on the
energy, is raised, if all ozgans/ccatrols,

ccctrcl and the monitoring

and measuring instruments axe crought together tc one place. It is

I.-A
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very probable that will be alsc acnieved,'reached the savings due to
the decrease of the necessary pezrscnnel. After prclonged discussion
in the beginning of

191C was taken the soluticn about the infcrmaticn

cf controls into cne place which will be they are called the "main
hail of control". Locatica selected the building of data collection.
The central hall of ccrtic

wiii remain as the auxiliary

(in it it

will not usuallv bs perscanel, kisides the Ferscnnel cf
3aintenance/servicing, bu: if necessary for them it will be possible
to us3)4

Each of the availecle nalis of ccntrol is equipped with a
computer,

utilized fcr checaing the blcckings,

adjustment of aquipment

recording of data,

(ma,9nazs of quadrupcle leases) in conformity

with the specific requirements zcr the beau, the inclusion of
stand-by klystrons in the case cf

creakdcwn of thcse acting, etc.

the central hail is oestati.shed/installed computer EDP
the building of data ccllaction
*

-

-

In

9, while in

computers SrS-925. After

unification of signal the ccntrcl of bsam will be zransferrqd between
twc locations by usual paired leads/ducts. The large part of the'

remaining signals will te transterced through the line of
communications between the ccaputars.

For the savings of Flace and increase in the operational
flexibility in the mair hall of ccntrol there will be used original
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governor [2), named "pcsbnuton panel". As shown in Fig. 10, the unit
of this device/squipuent ccuns.ss cf the television screen, on which
in th3 form of rectangular matrix dre arranged/Iccated the names
controllable/ccntrolled/inspected parameters cr devices/equipment.
7he system of piezoelectric gaugas and receivers, arranged/lccated on
the perimeter of screer, deteizinss two crtbcgcnal sets of narrow
acoustic beams on the surface ci screen. The radiated frequency is
about 8.2 MHz. The poirt of intezsuction of two-any beams designates
the location of the "krct/buttcn" eith pressure of which is
interrupted/broken acoustic beas and thereby by means of computers
SDS-925 is accomplished contrcl. U-sing the means of the programming
cf computers, operators can instaxuraneously reprcgram both indicaticn
and functions of "kncbs/tuttcas". Thus, cne and tighter "pushbutton
Fanel" can be utilized for executing the most diverse control
functions.

Aork on the asscciation of tas halls of ccntrol is conducted
even now; its complaticn is Flanrrd on 1971.
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Ill. Sxperience of oFeratn

aJ1strons.

After approxiatel) 4 years ot operaticn is cosprised
sufficiently good representation acout tho characteristics and the
service life of povarfui x1ya¢tcna. However, thus far still it is not
Fossibli to accurately ircicati Avarage life,

since the steady-state

DOC = 30069202

EAG

2;

-;'

mode/conditions in the accelerator is not yet achieved/reached, i.e.,
in proportion to operaticn the service life of lamps continues to
grow/rise.

Lamps of the initial asseakly of acceleratcr had a peak nominal
power of 21 nW and average of z
stresses/voltages of beam -,245

KW.

Lamps worked with the

kV, duration of the pulse of -2.5

pSecchis to pulse repetition rate i60 imp./s. Is gradually
accomplished/realized the ilan/laycut of an increase in the energy of
accelerator by a method ct re.iac.Lng the failed lamps 21 MW by the
lamps with a power of 30 aw (see section U. A).

Since the beginnicg cx tne bcrk in 1966 through 30 September,
1970, the total duraticn cf the bork cf klystzcns was 4787100 hours.
Within this pericd occczred 30d tailures. Thus the accumulated mean
time between the failures tor tas duration of the period indicated
was 4787100/302--15800

hCurs.

AS can be seen frcu Fig.

11,

the

accumulated mean time ketween the failures was retained approxiaately
stable at the level cf 15000 nours in last three yaars. On the
contrary, the accumulated average life tc the failure increased
%ithin the same period ttos 1060 to 5810 hours and at present it
continues to grow/rise.

Fig. 12 gives time allocatica of the work of all working on the

,-,i-

--

--
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accelerator lamps. From tae grakh/curve it is possible to see that
more than 40o/o (109) lamps ot accelerator served more than 15000
hours. Almost 15o/o of lamps strcded more thar 20000 hours, i@e.,
from the moment/torque of tae ze.inning cf wcrk of the accelerator in
1966. From the analysis oi che odaa about the distritution
cut-of-order lamps accczdiny tc tbe service lives it is evident that
the peak of the distrituton cf failures falls tc relatively low
service life: about 250/0 cut-ci-oder lamps served 1000 hours and
less.

Characteristics and service life of klystrons are one of the
most gladdening results cf tbe bczk of Stanfcrd accelerator at
present. Reached in this region results considerably exceeded
preliminary evaluation, acde duzin

the design of accelerator.

IV. State of ring.

During September 1S70, wviz

tne delay ty several years, was

4

approved the project of the ranS of Stanford accelerator. It is one

*

ring of magnets in whick in the aluminum vacuum clamber/camera rotate

in opposite directions %te elsctrou beams and pcsitrans. The
configuration of this ricg, namd SPEAR (Stanford pcsitron-electronic
asymuetric ring),

q

the sano as configuration of one of two

intersecting rings of the sailiez constructica/design (see Fig.

13).
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Fig-

11.

Statistics of tke

I

ff170
W

WCr

Cf

klystrons.

1

-

accumulated mean

time between the failuzxs; 2 - accumulated operating time to one
socket/seat;

3

-

mean time of tba service of active valves;

average life to the failure; 5
failure.

Key: (1).

I

Time, thousard hours.

-
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accumulating average life on
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Fig. 12. Distribution cf active valves according to operating time on
1 Cctaber,

Key:
hour.

(1).
(3).

1970.

Avqrage/uean

vaiue -11430

Age, thousards of aours.
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hour.
(4i).

(2).

Clean value .. 11600

NUaber of lamps.
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Fig. 13. Diagram of Stanfo~rd pcsaitron-electronic asymmetric ring
(SPEka). 1

-

turning up maqneta; 2

high-frequency resonatcra; 5

-

-

quadrupoles; 3

kickers: 6

-

-

sextupcles;

septum-magnets; 7

'4-

-

moduli/modules.

Key:

(1). It

feet.

.
('4)

is sastern. axjp.

L1ccazion.

(2). Hall of control.

(3).

Mounting fi.~ture for Eoyer-supply system. (5).* Is Western.

exp. location.
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1he axp~cted luminous density

(bjrza the energy of each bean 2 GeV)

duringj the collision of jarticirts in the interaction region with the

"low beta ones" is 1032 CmZ

3 1.

First energy of rirg will ke limited by the value of 2.5 GeV,

I

however, after increasirg an Lnput power and a number of rescoators,
it is possible to raise inergy tc 4.5 GeV. Ccnstruction/design
allows/assumes also the subsequaent installaticn of the second
4

intersecting ring.

For dealing with the iustatility, which appeared on the previous
rings, are introduced different devices/equipuent. They encompass the
system of rapid fsedhacx, eltctzacal quadrupcle, sextupole and

DOC
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3:

cctupole lenses.

Each of the interactioa regions is arranged/located directly

above the volume with a length ci 12 m and with a width of 10 m,
ihich ensures under the ax.i./axle cf bundle vertical clearance 3 m.
Above the axis/axle of team alsc is provided three-meter vertical

clearance. In the volume of interaction will

-e established/installed

the equipment, provided for by tte experimertal program SPEAR.

The cell of the magneric structure SPEAR with divided functions
consist of three quadrupcles and 2 deflecting magnets with the zero
gradiant. In all are 11 such standard cells and 2 cells of
introducticn/input, sach of waica contains 6 deflecting magnets and 9
quadrupoles. Thus, in tke ring crly of 34 deflecting magnets even 51
quadrupoles. The maximum field ci the deflecting magnets is 6.3 kg
(with 2.5 GeV), and maximua gradient in the quadrupoles is equal to
590 G/cm. All magnets will be prepared from the sheet rolled steel.
In the coils will be used aluminum lead/duct, since experiment of
Stanford accelerator shced that the aluminum coils are much cheaper
than copper ones.

Particles will be injected into the ring with the energy 1.5
GeV. Since the extent c
cne revolution equally

Af

t e ortiz of ring ccopcses 220 a, times of
c

0.7114s; thus, frequency of the rotation is

DOC a
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equal to 1.36 MHz. Higb-fra~uancy system operates at a frequency of
42.35 R1H: - to 31st harmonic of tbe frequency of rotation. At first
200 ki

(of maximum) higa-frequency power will be supplied into one

resonator; this will ensure paak radio-frequency voltage 300 kV.

Two-bundle instability, ajfarently, will make it possible to
fill only from 1 to 3 stability raion, which are moved on the ring,
they are divided between themselves by interval in 24 ns. The
injected impulse/momentrn/pulse must occupy -120 or 8 as. Since the
time of one revolution is equai to 0.73 gs, for the time of each
pulse of accelerator by tae duration of 1.6 ps it is possible to fill
cnly 2 groups of regions or stab.iity, divided between themselves by
the interval of 0.73

gs. Fig.

14 depicts typical

injection, when there are twc gicuis of

pattern of

3 stability regions in each.

After each impulse/momentum/pulse of injection it is necessary to 50
ms for damping of betatzcn and synchrotrcn cscillations. This limits
the speed of the fillirg wLth the

trequency of 2C imp./s. The time of

filling for the electrcis and the positrcns comprises respectively
about 2 and 6 min to tle ampeze of the circulating beam.

The aluminum vacuum chaaber/camera of the ring with a width of
15 and height of

4.

cm as shown in Fig.

15. Is provided for water

cooling for the heat removal, waich separates during the abscrption

cf synchrotron radiatic¢.

In the chamber/camera will be mixed the
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special titanium ionic jumps, waicn with the work will utilize a
magnetic field of the sagnets ox ring. During the preliminary tests
cf these pumps on nitrcS~n they uere achieved/reached pumping speed
cf 500 i/s to the meter cf pumi.

'II

I .
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14. Diagram of in-eotion

(1).
source.

I(10).
Slct.

(8)

septum-magnet.
(5).

Beam e+-

*

Accelerator.

nro the ring.

(2).

fiDy.

with .Resry
(9).

short pulses e* cz

(3).
1.5 GeV.

Injector.
(6).

(Li).

positron

septum-magnet.

Usual impulse/'mcaentum/pulse
.

(11).

i.e uis.

'is.
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Are given below tle basac jEarameters of the ring:

A

numbec of rings ...

1 (it

is

A
lVo
..

. . -

(7)

ssible to increase to tvo).

.
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Sizes/dimensions of ring

Colliling particles

...

o7.

e and e.

...

Maximum energy of the particlas ...

of 2.5 GeV (it is possible to

increas- tc 4.5).

Number of volumes of irteraction

Luminous density ...

Beam current

...

of

1032

2.

*..

CM- 2

5 - 1.

0.5 A (in each team).

Number of particles in tke beam

Number of clusters in tte beam

...

...

2x10 L2 .

2.

I
ristance between the cltaters iz the time ...

Frequency of hf system

Frequency of revolutiom

OF

24 ns.

42.J5 IHz.

...

...

is.
ad

9

Time of the access

(maximum)

73

...

Number of resonators

Hp power

3)

AG
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.

j. .

°.

200 kW.

...

.-0J XV.

Peak hf voltage ...

Total number of the defiecting magnets

Total number of quadrupolea

Total pumping speed ...

Pressure with the beam

*

Time of the filling

...

5zxI 1

3 .

51.

.°.

1/s.

1.7xJxl

...

...

torus.

witb o ain.

Planned date of cbtaining the tirsz bean ... 1972.

More detailed desczApticn can be found in the literature [3].
The beginning of the ccrstruct Ic

.a
V

cf ring is Frcjected/designed in
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the latter/last block ct 1970, and completicn

-

in 1972.

V. Plans for future.

A. More powerful klystrcns.

As it was mentioned in section II,

cut-cf-order 21 MW

-

klystrons were replac3d ty zcoe powerful/thicker 30 MV - lamps. At
the present time such scre powerul lamps equipped 4 sectors of 30.

At the existing failure rate for the full/tctal/couplets replacement
cf less powerful lamps it will te required trcm 2 to 3 years. This
process is not boosted/fcrced, since from the considerations of
savings it is desiratle to utilize a full/tctal/complete service life
cf the existing lamps tetore relacing them. Purthermore, it is
expedient to obtain a gcd information atout the service lives for
several new lamps before carryitg cut a full/tctal/complete
rearrangement to the wcrk vith lat~er power.

An increase in the Fower output of klystrons was the
conseguence:

1) the optimization

construction/design

cl drift distances and

of resonatczs; 2) inprovesent in the conditions

cf foc':sing along the length of lanp even 3) the work of lamps with
*

somewhat more high voltage

(265 XV).

This increased stress/voltage is

located within the possibilities cf the modulators of klystrons.

."4.

.....
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hn increase in enezy of alectrons

(in ReV) that called by the

field of one klystron, ccm~oses apEroxiaately/exesplarily 20

i/=

where P - peak power output of klystron, expressed in no. For the
available by 21 MW klystzons

(wit& 5o/o cf losses in the vaveguid.

hetween the klystron arc the accelerator) an increase in energy is
-90 MeT to the klystron. The corresponding increase in energy for 30
MV of klystrons with the same assumptions will be 107 1eV. With work
240 (from total number 245) klystrons on 30 al the expected energy of
particles (with the low curzest bill achieve -25 GeV).

5.

Possibilities of an improvement in the ccefficient of the use of

cycle and increase in the energ, cf beam.

Investigation of the possibilty of the alteration of two-mile
accelerator in that su~exconductiny (see section V C) unconditionally
represent the most ambitious and far going prcjects of the Stanford
center of linear accelerators tc the future.

However, taking into

account that the reali2ation of these plans/layouts will engage 8-10
years

(or more),

are examined otbez ideas of improvements,

less

expensive and requiring are less tkan the time fcr the realization.
In essence these ideas ccncern either an improvement in the

coefficient of the use ct a cycle or an increase in the energy of

_

-..

..

i.

...

,
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accelerator, or increases in

improvements,

both the parameters indicated. The

discussed in this section, utilize the existing

technique of acceleratcxs ard dc nct require any fundamental
investigations.

An imprcvement in the parameters, of course, will be

in this case smaller than fic

the superconducting accelerator.

1. Increase in coefficient cf use of cycle.

for an improvement in tbe coefficient of the use of a cycle are
examined three diverse variants. Tkey all give some decrease cf
energy of beam. The first and easiest method consists in cycling on
one half the modulators 1/720 seconds after feed to the second half.
Injector will work witk the repetition frequency 720 imp./s. It is
cbvious, the coefficient of the use of a cycle in this case will be
doubled (i.e. maximum reFesttion frequency will be 720 imp./s instead
cf the present of 360 inp./s),

tut energy of beam twice it decreases

(maximum energy will be -10 GeV instead of -20 GeV at present). For
the realization of this operating mode are necessary relatively
simpla changes in the in~ectcr, the system of radio-frequency drive,
the system of check cf the boas and in the system of the pulse
deflecting magnets at tke end cf the accelerator.

The second method ct an increase in the duty factor consists in
a change in the interior conjugations in the modulator of power

21J
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klystron. so as tc two existing FUIse-shaping circuits would be
connected in series, but not in parallel. During the development of
the modulators of Stantczcd accelerator were first provided for the
two parallel diagrams ci fornatics for each ucdulator, since it was
not thyratrons, capable maintain full load. Therefore were utilized
two thyratrons, each of imnich ccanutated one cf the parallel
diagrams.

I
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Fig. 15. Sqction of the aiuainum cnaaber/cauera of ring.

Key:

(1).

Channel for water cooling. (2).

heater and

insulation/isolation.
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Subsequently, when appeazed the thyratrons, capable individually tc
maintain full load, twc Earallel diagrams began to be comautated by
cne, more powerful thyratron. Tkus, it will nct present special

difficulties to include/connect both diagrams to
consecutively/serially axd ccamutate them with the aid of the
I

available thyratron. As a reauit wall occur the duplication of

*

duration of high-frequency pulse from the klystron (i.e. from 2.5 tc

KI

5.0 ys). Since the time of tilling of accelerator is 0.8 ps, the
duplication of the duration of high-frequency pulse will lead to an
increase in the coefficient of the use of a cycle 2.5 times, On the
cther hand, the stress/vcltage, sukplied to the klystron, descends to

- . -
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-200 kV, which leads tc Fsa
falls into

415 once, i.4.

axit Fower -12 B.
tC -14

Energy of accelerator

GeV. The series connection of two

diagrams instead of the Earallel doubles the impedance of the diagram
li.e. impedance grows/zises tzon 6 to

disagreement/mismatch ketweran

12 ohms).

This will lead to the

t. impedance cf diagram and the

imfedance of klystron, given to the repeated recirculation of beam
during many (-120) revclutics until from the modulator of klystron
enters following starting (360 &ap./s) iupulse/momentua/pulse (4].

Using the first metkad eaca acdulator is supplemented by the
second thyratron, identical to the first, as shown in Rich. 17. First
thyratron and pulse-sha.ing circuit are started and the corresponding
high-frequency pulse of klystran causes the acceleration of bean in
the accelerator. At the end of tko accelerator the team is
deflected/diverted on 1800 (see uFper half of Fig. 18),
(lower half of Fig. 18),

or on 3600

and is supplied to the injector end/lead of

the accelerator where It again is deflected/diverted and is injected
into the accelerator,

il
,I

Fassing the secend the cycle cf acceleration.

EAGC
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Fig. 17. Modulator circuit, used with first method of increasing
energy of beam,

Key: (I). To the charginS cacxe. (2).
Forming line (12 ohms).
Trigger. (7).

(J4).

Klystron. (d).
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High-frequency choke. (3).

Loading diodes. (5).
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Fig.

18. Two versions cf recarculation of electron beam a) system

"racetrack"; b) system "two drops".

Key:

.1

(1).

Injector.

(2).

Seccad injector.
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Since the time of fligtt ot the path of recirculaticn is 20 us.
modulators must again start -20 as after the first
*impulse/mosentum/pulse.

ibis is accomplished/realized by a method of

the starting/launching of zae second thyratron and pulse-shaping
circuit at the appropriate

Cment cf time. The voltage pulses,

supplied to the klystrcu, nave an amplitude 2C0 kV, which provides
effective power -12 MW. 7hus, an increase in energy with the loy
current with each passage through the accelerator composes -15.8
ev. The energy losses, caused by synchrotron radiation during two
rotations on 1800

(or cn 3600) az the end/lead of accelerator,

comprise respectively C.13 and 0.26 GeV (with the turning radius 50
m).

Thus, a total increase in energy with the low current in this

recirculating diagram %ill

be il.5 or 31.3 GeV, depending on type it

is selected the deflecticn system. Load on the beam in some measure
will lower these values; for two passages through the accelerator a
reduction in the energy &ill ccafose 0.07 GeV/mA.

Using the second method the pairs of modulators and klystrons
are connected in parallel as in the third method of increasing the

coefficient of the use cf a cycle, described above (Fig. 16)e During

•I
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the starting/launching of the first modulator each of two parallel
klystrons puts out -12

Rho Apprcxizately in 2C ps, after beam

finished recirculation, is started the second modulator, and two
klystrons put out the second 9rcup of high-frequency

pulses with a

power -12 of 89. Total increase or energy the same as for the first
recirculating diagram.

Third recirculatice metbcd assumes the
retention/preservation/uaianainiag

electrons in the recirculating

ring for the duration c± full wave (2.78 us) between the normal
impulses/uomenta/pulses ci aodulators [4]. This means that the system
cf the transportation ci beams sust being able hcld down/retain beam
and preserve its characteristics in the transverse and longitudinal
phase space for the duraticn of this period of time. Since the beam
will billeting but lcse energy as a result of the radiation/emission
cn rotation in ends of

accelerat r, should be provided some method of

restoring this energy. ibis zrstczation
means of

is intended to carry cut by

4-6 superconductij accelerating sections, supplied each of

20 kV klystron. these sections bill be arranged/located on one of the
rotations and will work

an tke acde/conditicns cf continuous

cscillations. Since the klystrons during each impulse/momentum/pulse
*will

put out the total Fcwez 1-24 EV), a total increase in ecergy
with the low current in thas recirculaticn diagram will compcse 31.5
or 31.3 GeV, and dependeices cc the type of the selected deflection

I
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system. Beam load to a certain degree will lewer these values; for
two passages through the accelerator a reduction in the energy will
compose

0.07 GeY/mA.

Using the second uetnod ths iairs of modulators and klystrons
are connected in parallel as in tte third method of increasing the
coefficient bf the usR cf a cycle, described above

(Fig. 16).

During

the starting/launching cf tne first modulator each of two parallel
klystrons puts out -12

OW. Aprcxiaately thrcugh 20 ps, after beam

finished recirculation, is started second modulator, and two
klystrons put out the second gycuj
power -12

of high-frequency pulses with a

of MW. Total increase of energy is the same as for the

first recirculation diagram.

Third recirculaticr method assumes the
retention/preservation/saxnzaining electrons in the recirculating
ring for the duration cl full wave (2.78 ms) letween the normal of
pulses of modulators [].

Tais means that the syst3m of the

transportation of beam vast being able tc hold dcwn/retain beam and

jV

preserve its characteristics in transverse and Icngitudinal phase
space for the duraticn ct this period of time. Since the beam will
billeting but lose energy as a result of the radiation/emission on
rotation in the ends/leacs of rtk

accelerator, should be provided

some method of restorirg tais tais energy. This restoration is

-7
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assumed to accomplish ky means of 4-6 suEerccuducting accelerating
sections, supplied each cz 20 kw klystron. Ihess sections will be
arranged/located on cne cf tte rctations and will wcrk in the
mode/conditions of continuous oscillations. Since th.e klystrons
during each impulse/smentum/pulse will put out tha total power (-24
MW), a total increase in enezgy bich low current after two passages
through the accelerator bill be v4Q

GeV.

In Table 3 are integzated diflersnt discussed above projects,
which concern an increase in the duty factor and energy of beam. None
cf the diagrams moved further teoretical staGe. Thus far still there
are no detailed estimaticas of expenditures. Is necessary
supplementary investigaticn in crder to determine, do deserve any cf
these methcds of formal teview.

j

C. Reconstruction of accelerator into that superconducting.

tIFor

the latter of cre-and-a-balf year was made investigation (5,

6] of the possibility cf the alteration cf two-mile accelerator into
that superconducting.
*

the Dasic Soal of this program is the

achievement of energy ct the beds 100 GeY and coefficient of the use
cf cycle 6o/o. With the smaller energies a reduction in the
high-frequency losses in tha accelerator would make it possible to
achieve higher coefficierts ot tao use of a cycle without an increase

AJ
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Y

in the power of cooling system. For example,
the coefficient of use caa acaxave

100o/c.

with the energy 26 GeV

Are given below the

parameters of the two-aile suiercczducting accelerator with the

Table 3. The summary table of~ different diagrams of an increase i.n
the coefficient of the use of" cycle and energy of beam.
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(1).

3-1bCo8"

!,6

2l-I11

10

2.3

14-15

12

1,6

720

2

14-15

12

13,0

12

1A

3f6o

1

28-30

24

1,6

WO

I

40-42

j

2-30

Designation/Furpose. (1). Methcd.

cycle. (7).

0Kn

360O

Duration of Fulse ps.

(5).

(3).

Peak power of

Pulse repetiticn rate

Cesree of increase in coefficient of use of

Maximum eneigy of bean with current 30 mA. (8).

in coefficient of use c± cycle. 49).

Increase

Alternate inclusion/connection

cf two groups of modulatcr-klystzons with frequency of 360 iup./s.
(10).

Series connection cf diagrams of mcdulator instead of Farallel.

(11).

Two adjacent modulators sufkly alternately two adjacent

klystrons, connected in Farallel. (12).
113).

.

Increase in energy of beam.

Addition to modulator of second thyratrcn, included 20 las

-in
LL

rPR

4,8

of biam, imp./s. (6).

4

HTa HC- t

!12

klystron, MW. (4).

i
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afterward first. Beam ccaplates cae recirculation.
parallel-connected
recirculation.

(14&).

mcdulatot-kiy~atzons as intc 3) . Beam completes one

(15).

Beam racirculates about 120 times (2.78 us) and

is accelerated twice at total jkcvez of klystrcn.

Working frequency

Length

...

Maz.

C:d56

...

of 3000 a.

Linear shunted resistance

.72x1C1 3

(1I.

Quality (Q) ...4.OXlO'.

Energy (maximum) of

,,IO

GOY.

Coefficient of use of c~cle ... 1/16.

* 1j

~

Peak beam current

Two

'd Pi.

..

Average beau current

..

Peak power of the beamn.

3 PA.

4.8 five.

C/cm.
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Average/mean power of the beau

0.3 M%.

...

Number of klystrons ... 240.

The peak power of the klystrcna

20 kW.

Average/mean power of the &lystron

...

1.2!

kW.

Type of high-frequency s~ajea ... fravelling Vave with the

bigh-frsquency feedback.

Number of sections of acceleratcr ... 48C.

I

Length of the sections ct the accelerator ...

Time of the filling (tc 6J.2o/o)

"

18 as.

...

Scattered in the accelerator power ...

Luration cf hf pulse

0.2

...

ruration of the bean burst

...

6 a.

s.

U.24 s.

120C V (4.0 W/m).
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Interval between hf imFulsas/scueaza/pnlses ...

Attenuation factor of accalerazox

Attenuation factor of feedtaC

*

Coefficient of bridge (9)

-..

ti)

4v)

...

...

3.75 s.

37.9x10- '? neper.

3.7x1C-7 neper.

0.54O6xI0 4 .

Circulating power P0 with 2n,,w ...

54.6 NW.

The estimations cf expenditures [5] (based on the values of
1969) according to the altexatica cf Stanford accelerator into
superconducting lie/rest in the range from 67 to 79 man. dollars;
total cost/value depends on the feasibility of different versions
examined. The cost 9stiuate eaccCFasses 25c/c of unforeseen flow
rates and is conducted tcr the ~elating frequency of 2856 MHz.

In Stanford are ccnducted materials research and methods of
treatment for the pur cae of acalevement in tte practical
constructions/designs cf the gradients of 33

oV/au and small

high-frequency losses. At prese.t nest of the materials, apparently,
Is niobium. The connecticn ct components i&o acccaplished/realized ty

-

.

.
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welding by an electron teaa.
construction/design fo

kelding is conducted frcm inside of

cbtainnag the smcother internal surface.

After welding is conducted tke etching in the pickle, vacuum
annealing by

1600-2000 0 C. repeated etching and then repeated

annealing at a high terperatuze. Dam to the technical limitations are
at present prepared and tasted cL1

small (fcr X-range) resonators.

Annealing is conducted by induction heating in the quartz vacuum
chamber/camera. At presert are made installaticns fcr welding and
treating the resonatcrs cf larger size/dimensicn. They will make
possible to connect and to wczk resonators and short
constructions/designs fcx S - range. The manufactured new furnace
will have a heating zoce in diaieter 5 inches and by the length of
e.5 inches. In this device/equipaent it is possible to obtain
temperature of 2000 0 C ant pressure 10-9 tcrus.

Measurements for the rescnator of X- range for the wave TE0 t t at
a temperature of 1.85 0 K gave value of Q, equal to 3.4x0s , and
parmissible magnetic field --70C G Q. The recalculation of
above-indicated value,

I'

-''

for the frequency of 2856 MHz

proportionally gives valce Q-i.5x10.Oo This approximately is 6 times
higher than computed value (see above).

However, the permissible

wagnetic field must be tzoughz tc -1000

G so that would becce

possible the work with the calculated gradient cf 33 NeV/s.

.
* r

-
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With the aid of twc %iffreat programs were made on the
computers the calculaticas of the optimum fcrus of resonator for the
superconducting accelerator. I-n cue of these Ercgrams (7) the
properties of the structcres of taveguide linear accelerators are
calculated by the methcd ot functional field expansion instead of the
nat point method. Ancther program -8] is the new version on FORTRAN
cf program LALA [9, 10O, comprisrad in Los-Alamos scientific
laboratory. This program is especaally cetvenisnt for the structures
wiith the standing wave; tor the ta'ueguide structures it mast be
somewhat altered. Durinq the investigation of the optimization of
resonators in Stanford vas paid special attention to the minimizaticn
of tha ratios of the peek values cf electrical and magnetic fields to
the effective ones, since these rel~ations are the basic factors,
which are determining the maximum attainable gradiants. The cttained
as a result of investicaticna cczfiguration of resonator is shown in
Fig. 19. For this constructicn/design the ratio of peak electric
field to the effective is equal to 1.66, and the ratio of peak
magnetic to the peak electric liuld

-

31 G/(MeV/2).

Among other investiatias ca the superconductivity, made in
Stanford, should be noted.- 1) the determinaticn of maximum fields and
remaining losses; 2) ncclinear ellects in the strong fields; 3) the
effects of radiation damage; '4)the autoelectric emission; 5) the
thermal conductivity of materials even 6) tht deformation of

DCC
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resonators, caused by bigh-frequency field.

In parallel with the examined above fundamental investigations
is c~nstructed the shcrt exparihental accelerator, kncwn by the name
"Leapfrog" ("I.eap-frog"). Tas accelerator "Leapfrog" is a composite
Fart of waveguide resonance rzaq.
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Key:(1).Radial distanct, see 4s). Distance alcng the axis, see

The selection of such ccastructicn/design was caused by the fact that
the ratio of peak to the exzective field for this system to 20-30c/c

is lover than in the practical systems with standing waves.

The

accelerator "Leapfrog", thlch has the length cf 52.5 co (15
resonators), is depicted w.thjin the Dewar ccntainer with liquid
helium in Fig. 20. With rated current (48e jah) calculated energy
"Leapfrog" is -17 11eV. The tegianning of vcrk cf "Leapfrog" only with
the radio-frequency voltage (stage 1) is planned on the end/lead of
calendar 1970. With tesuccessful execution cf stage I in, 1972,

DCC
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vill be begun the work %ith beds oi Dewar's inside new, horizontal
vessel.
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A. A. Komar. There are whazaer any periods for the
translation/conversicn cf accelerazor into the superconducting
version with the energy 100 GeV?

F. Nil. The optimistic Eiriods cf zranslaticn/ccnversion are
approximately 8 years.

A. V. 8ishchenko. How trequdizly

oue
accelerator does go out of order

and how much does it during thbs stay?

B. Nil. Work occurs durizj zkrs weeks, then cne week of preventive
saintenance. 80o/o of time we work with the team.

A. A. Kolomenskiy. Is kcw the EcsLtion of matters ccncerning the
translation/conversion ct accelerator Mark III on 1 GeV in the
superconducting version ?

B. Nil. It is assumed tka the wcrA on transiticm must be completed
toward the end of the jear. For this will te required the
displacese'nt of accelerator o

cme location into another, which is

arranged than lower existing. lhese works have already been begun; in
particular, is transferred the equipment, which concerns prellainary
acceleration.

....-,-" .

.

..
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A. A. Kolouenskiy. How it is ircEosed to solve stability problem of

team in the superconducting version of accelerator?

R. the Mile. In the superconductacg version it will be necessary to
carry out an automatic chacx or several parameters: first, quantity
of reflected energy in tka ring oi feedback, in the second place, it
is necessary to regulate the value of the maximum power, going in the
forward direction into the same lccp. Then it is necessary tc
regulate the amount cf tte Pcver, transferred in this ring of
feedback, with respect tc the bean. All this will be regulated
automatically and siuultanecus.ly.

I
K'

*

**7'
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Fig. 20. Accelerator "laaptroy" in Devar. 1I
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4. work of proton synchrotron tc tae energy 7C GES.

Yu. m. Ado, A. A. Zhurailev, Y. 1. Zaytsev, A. A. Kardash, K. P.

Myznikov, E. A. Myae, A. A. Naumcv, V. Ye. Pisarevsk', 0. N. Radin,
V. G. Rogozinskiy,

A.N.Xban i&izyan,

(Institute of high-energ

B. K. Shembel',

K. A. Yakovlev.

physics).

The works, conducted on the accelerator, first of all are
connected with increase ia the reliability cf the work of
technological systems, craaticn: the conditicrs of the simultaneous
setting of several physical experiments, with an improvement in the
quality cf the brought-out neass, ot particles, with an increase in
the intensity of the bean of zA6 accelerated Frctons.

It is

communicated below abcut the tasic works, carried out in last year.
Cn certain of them are represented separate reports [1, 2].

Investigations on Earticle dynamics are conducted in essence for

SI
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two sections of the accelerative cycle:

the beginning of accelexaticn;

a) upon the injection and in

k) in the large fields. The first

section is interesting from the Foint of view of the prospects for an
increase in the intensity, ano t) the second - it is important for
the beam shaping with tat necessary parameters before its
discharge/break on the target ard tor the ccnclusion/output of
Frotons from the accelerator.

Investigations in small fields encompassed further works on the
corr3ction of orbit and cf cpezating point of accelerator, the study
cf the effect of different Faxazeters on the characteristics of beam,
and also the investigaticns, ccnnected with an increase in the
effectiveness in the symchzotion capture and by space-charge effect
with the work of the accelerator with an intensity of 10&2
protons/pulse is above.

For an increase In the capture efficiency was

used the method of preliuinazy teaa bunching cut of separatrix [3].
In our case this can give an increase in the intensity by 30-,0o/o
without substantial changes in tte mode/conditions of the
power-supply system cf olectizcagnet.

Beau bunching was acccaplished/realized by displacement of
radio-frequency program ty tke method of introduction to the
frequency shift key of the generator of the modulating
impulse/moaentum/pulse cf the drat2ion of 30-80 phs.

4i

The phase
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80069203

agreement of separatriz tita tuacbus of particles at the moment of
the end of the process cf oucnang was conducted due to the creation
of ejection in the radic-traguency program by the duration of 8-10 s.
The amplitude of ejecticn was drarained by the value of the
necessary phase shift. At the siall intensity preliminary bunching
gave an increase in the coeffAcient of capture by 35o/o, which
coincided with the calculation. Erca an increase in the current of
*injection

the effect ct bunching falls also at the intensities of
approximately 1012 protcrs/pul-se an increase in the coefficient of
capture comprised less than 2Uo/o. The pulse spread of the injected
team was equal tc _0.2!c/o.

Large program is sade on investigation of the passage of
parametric resonance 9.5. For tte correction of the width of
resonance were experimentally tested the diagrams, which correct the
19th harmonic of the distrLbuticn of gradient of magnetic field
accor4ing to the azinutt and the diagrams of the independent
correction of resonance banda or

and -

[1]. The experimental

adjustment of the systems of corraction made it possible to raise the
maximum value of the intensity c

the accelerated beam zi.2-1012 to

1.5.10tz protons/pulse.

Obtaining high intesity requires the correction of the
series/row of the characteristics of magnetic field at the beginning

.....
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of the cycle of acceleration L4J- The systematic measurements of the
form of equilibrium or-it show, that in proportion to an iaprcvement
in the ferromagnetic situaticn zeaz the accelerator and other reasons
the effectiveness of tle systems cf correcticn and, in particular,
tenth harmonics of field increases. Thus, if

the previously [5]

introduction to the correcticn cf the terth harucnic of vertical
field component did not lead tc the decrease cf radial orbit
distortions, then at present znz fraction/pcrtion of the tenth
harmonic composes -30o/c in the value cf orbit distcrtion. With the
cptimum distortion corrEctLcn cf crbit they ccmprise: on %- t1,2 cm,
Cn 7.

- + .8 em.

Periodic observaticn of the stability of the pcsition of the
tlocks/modules/units of circular electromagnet shows that occurs an
increase in the strains cf basis/tase. The tasic reasons for the
continuous residues/settliags and inclinations/slopes is the
displacement of large Easses in the regicn cf experimental hall
(dismountable concrete shield and heavy technclcgical equipment), and
also change of the hydictnernal conditions of ring and adjacent
sections. Displacement cf the blccks/modules/units of circular
electromagnet relative to the desianed positicn (it began of 1967)

*

and caused by this orbit distortions were shown in Pig. 1. As is
evident, the greatest changes cccuired in the vertical direction
where together with crtit distcrtion in the limits cf +0.8 cz cccurs

-II..

..-...

!
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the decrease of the apectuae or vacuum chamber on 0.6 Cm.

Apparently,

in the very near future tao Eactial adjustment cf
llocks/modules/units will become necessary.

For the effectivq use c

ceams of secondary particles in the

physical experiments is zequired their urifcrmity on the density for
a period of time of cCoclusican/otput. Therefore considerable
attention was given to bCrTS C4 an increase in the duration of
extracted beam and an iuprovement in the time/temporary structure.
The slow induction of accelerated team to internal targets is
conducted with the aid of tue s)stem, which creates local ortit
distortion with the use/applicaticu of feedback cn beam [6].

In order

to exclude high-frequency stzucture, acceleration ceases before the
induction of beam to tte tarset. Time of de-bunching approximately 10
ws. The temporary/time betexogeneity, caused by the pulsations of the
magnetic field of accelezator, was removed due to an improvement in
the frequency characteristics ot the system of feedback and power
supply. With the passband of feedtack loop 3 kHz is suppressed entire
spectrum of harmonics, wkich is fresent in the

field of accelerator.

Greatest difficulty presents rescnance effect during the induction of
team to the target. Has already tin noted [7] that at the end of the
acceleration with the kbam displacement cn a radius intersect the
bands of anharmonic rescuances cf connection/communication. If in the
process of induction tc the target it is excited by any of these

It
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resonances, then decreases the effectiveness cf interaction of the
accelerated beam with tke target, and appears idle bunching
todulation.

Page 29.

This affect is removed either bj the method cf displacement ef beam
by a radius into the re~icn, tits trom the resonances or due to the
displacement of operating pcinz bith the aid cf the system of the
corraction of gradient. fig. i, and shows the time structure of beam
under the effect of artaaucnic

scnance, while in Fig. 2b

-

the

cscillogram of falling cf beam to the target during the elimination
of this resonance by tte corxectict of gradient. The realization of
the measures indicated made it possible to oktain the uniform beams
of secondary particles by the duration to 1.3 s with a modulation
depth with respect to density not exceeding 10% (Fig. 3).
rifFor the

experimentation with butkie chanters was put into operation the
system, which made it Ecssible to obtain the Impulses/momenta/pulses
cf secondary particles cy tne duration less than 500 ps [2) and
produce the dosage of razziclas in the chamber/camera. The rapid
discharge/break of the accelerated beam to the target is
accomplished/realized bita the aid of the pulse magnetic deflector,
placed in straight sectica. Curient in the deflector is
*

interrupted/broken on the feedtakiC

signal after passage through

bubble chamber of the Tzescrioad/assigned nusker of particles.

Dcc = 80069203
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An increase in the Qizict-vEnLdss in the use of an accelerator
was conducted also due tc an increase in the number of experiments,
conducted in one cycle c¢ acceleration. For this the duration of the
flat/plane part of the magnetic cycle was increased to 1.5 s. This
made possible if necessary tc carry out in one cycle three oeam spill
to different targets hy duraticn, through 400 ms. Furthermore, in the
process of acceleration 1z is pcssible tc carry out experiments with
the thin targets (tape/tla cc gas), introduced intc the circulating
team, and to also utilize a part oz the team for the works in the
adjustment of equipment. A maxius number of experiments in cne cycle
cf acceleration reaches five. dcuever, a number of works, which
conduct numerical measeesents ana set of statistics as a rule, does
not exceed three.

The range of a chaLSe in the level of the flat/plane part of
magnetic field corresrccds tc a change of the energy of particles
within the limits of 2C-70 GeV. ty basic mode of work, however, is
mode/conditions with the anery 70 GaV, which corresponds to the
%
Il*

level of magnetic field In crbit 1U020 e. The field current of
electromagnet in this case is equal to 9100 a. The flat/plane part of
the field is stabilized vith the pzecision/accuracy ±4 e. The form cf
magnetic cycle and the typical azzangeuert/Fcsition of experiments on

* f4
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it are shown in Fig.

EhGE//9

4.

liiza tbe

wcrk of the accelerator on the

intermediate energy the duratior ct cycle is shortened due to
corresponding decrease cf tne time of growth and decrease in the
magnetic field. It should be noted that the mcdes/conditions of the
correction of orbit and field gradient are changed with a change in
the mode/conditicns cf wcre ot tne accelerator. Thus, upon transfer
fro& the mode/conditie

with tt.e energy 70 GeV to the

mode/conditions with tke energy z04
ty value AL00-o.o054...

p

4

.t

GeV betatrcn frequencies decrease

PAGE
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kt present are corducted works but to the creation of the

intermediate plateau of zaynetic field, bhich will make it possible
to still raise the effectiveness or the use cf an accelerator.

Typical for the accelerator is the four week old cycle of
*

continuous operation with the sutsequent tvc-ueek cessaticn fcr
conducting of preventive works, praparation for next experiments and
works in the moderuizatica cf acceleratoz. Prcm 22 June, 1969,
through 6 June. 1970, the bocster duration with the beau was 1024
hours, of them: 82o/o cf time were used to the physical experiments
and 18o/a to the investigarica ct acceleratcr. Idle times within this
Feriod composed 14o/o. Average/stan working intensity in the year of

*

work is 9qual to 7.5*1011 protons/cycle. In the separate perfcrmances
in conducting the experiauts, ub~ch require maximum intensity,
average/mean intensity reached 9*1011 particles/pulse.,
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Fig. 2. Oscillograms of the inuluso/momentum/pulse cf secondary
Farticles. scanning/swIeeF of 50 as/div.

i

In oscillograas a and b it

is given: above

-current

the guidance system of ttam tc the target: helcw

pulse in

signal frcm the

monitor of secondary paricies. a) tinder the effect of anharmonic
resonance; b) during tko elizination of resenance.
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Fig. 3. oscillogram of the imulse/mouentum/pulse of secondary

3elow

-

signal frca the acnizor of seccndary particles; above-

currant pulse in the systam ot the correction of beam on the target.
scanning/sweep of 50 *secdiv.
.x

2

45

-2,5)

ID3C

,

S- '3

SS3

'

22
.....

J/
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'#

Fig. 4. Diagram of typical made/conditions cf work of the accelerator
with qnergy 70 GeV.
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adjusting exgeziments; 32

bubbl3 chamber;

Key: (1).

33,

34 -

-

rapid discharge/break into

axiEtisents in the set of statistics.

noise-resistart plateau.

(2).

s.
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in electronic cooling.

5. Electron beam for ezperiment

G. I. Budker, V. I. Kudelaynen, 1. N. Neshkov, V. G. Ponomarenko, S.
G. Popov,

R. A. Salimov,

A. H. Skrinskiy, B. M. Smirnov.

(Institute of nuclear FtY.ics ci SC AN USSR C CO AH CCCP - Siberian
Department of the Academy of Sciences of the USS5].-

?or the rqalizaticn of cscil1ation damping of particles in the
proton (anti-proton) accumulatrLor/storage G. 1. Budker proposed the
method of the "electroric caclin"

[1] whose essence consists of the

following. If in one of straigat sections of racetrack of
accumulator/storage is created tke staticnary electron beam, the
average speed in which ccincides with average speed pe

of protons,

cscillation of the latter tbhey attenuate with the characteristic
time:

where j - current densitj in th* electron beam in a. cm

.

'

-

ratio of the length of the gap/interval of "ccoling" tc the perimeter
of accumulator/storage,

7

,

e.

*,-,

171
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indices p and a relate tc te prczons and the electrons respectively.
The presence of residual gas in tte chamber/camera cf
accualator/storage superimposes supplementary requirements for the
Faramaters of electron teaa [ 1, ij:
(2)

P,~ir
where P

pressure of residual yas, torus.

-

Being steady the size/aiaeasion of the proton beam
M3
moreover

(3)

17o
a.

The study of methcd is intended to conduct on the ring VEPP-3 of

IYaF of SO AN USSR (3] wizn tte energy of protons 200 deV and
electrons 100 keY. Staticnazy electron beau is introduced into the
gap/interval of "coolirg" and is derived/concluded from it with the
aid of the electron-optica. system (Fig. 1),
belov..The basic parameters o
A/u2 ) , %-3.10 "3,

about which it is said

electron team (V=100 keV,

-I

(j-1.3

P-10 9 tcrus) make it possible to obtain r-10 s. The

accelerated protons have 0,, - 3.10

cooling is I m. the perimetae

-

. The length of the gap/interval of

of accumulator/storage 72 m. The

general view of the instailatIcn of electroric cooling is shcu in
Pig. 2.

The basic requirevent, pzesented to the electron beau, is the

,, . a..

. .

.

,

::. ..

.,::"
I ,T '

. .. .

..

...
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smallness of the transversing speeds of particles

(2).

It proves to

te that the virtually cnly metbcd of the compensaticn for the
defocusing actions space charge ct beam is its transportation in
longitudinal magnetic field [4]. If source of electrons (gun) is
placed into the same magnetic tield, the transversing speeds, caused
ty tha action of the space charSe cf bean, qive
4J
ee
Here

G,3

M p 2 T2CHZ

- radius of sect.icn and beam current.

(Use/application of

channels with alternatitg-gradient focusing it does not make it
possible to obtain (C)
above parameters

8,48e

l t

mel,

which ccaprises for the given

,410-2).

For the optical diagram %,th the source, placed into the

magnetic field, natural is tke tse of optics cf pier. The presence of
longitudinal magnetic field maxes it possible tc exclude the
defocusing action cf arcde opening/aperture. If the length of region
Az on which acts the detccusin
sufficiently close to value

t

is small:
B~e"

We

radial electric field cf the anodes,

a-2-spceH

tbe disturbance/perturbation

s-3.,k.
all"
0z

where d - distance betteen the gun and the first accelerator.

Was utilized three-anode gun; distance bitween the anodes and
potential distributicn

UL

ca them were selected on the the
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,

electrolytic bath: Az=1 cm, Uaz4

5

xV, U2 15 kV, U30.

Introduction/input and beam extraction from the gap/interval of
cooling are conducted in the torcidal magnetic field. So that the
"centrifugal" force would aot ajitate beam, in the sections cf
introduction/input and ccnclusicr/cutput is superimposed rotary
magnetic field on the craer of

C e.

The heterogeneity cf longLtudinal magnetic field leads to the
disturbance/perturbaticr ci bean. If the region of heterogeneity
bz<<X, then
Qe-2X 2
(6)
But if AZ>X, and depencerce adiz) is sufficiently smooth, then
99"
7;
(7)
The windings of longitudinal magnetic field are performed by the
cooled copper busbar/tjre by secticn 28x14 n

2

. The sections of input

and output (rotation) ct beam are the cuts of torus with the section,
greater than the secticz of tte stzaight/direct sections of sclencid.
"3)
The necessary uniformity or field (AH/<5e10-2, az420 ca, MeAB0 -

is reached by the system of the screens, which untie the magnetic

fluxes of solenoids with tae lifterent sections.

Page 32.
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The adjustment cf aagnatic system ard adjustment of optics guns
were checked by the thin electrcr team, cbseried with the aid of
sight tube on luminescent screen. Moving screen along axial
trajectory and recordirS ths dislacement of image 6, it is possible
to rate/estimate the disturtancekerturbaticn, acquired by beam in
the appropriate secticr
(8)

de - ell&/neC

Since the resolutica of tbhs method is nct better than 0.5 mm,
adjustment is necessary to ccaduct at the values of field abcut H=100
(precision/accuracy

cl measureaest

ASe-3.103); working value H-1500

cf e.

Experiments with the kcint team showed that the magnetic system
was made satisfactcrily.

*

IA
1
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FIGR

A/3/

1. Diagram of installation of electronic cooling. 1

gun; 2

-

anode block;

-

-

electron

vacuum chamber with the Jistributed

magnetic discharge pumF; 4 -

winding of solencid; 5 - section of

rotation; 6 - gap/interval ot "cooling"; 7 - vacuum chamber; 8 collector/receptacle; S - magnetic discharge Fumps; 10 - carrying

insulator; 11 - magnets cf zhe tzajectory correction cf protcns; 12
quadrupole lenses of accumulatoz/storage VEPP-3; 13 - counter of the
atcms of hydrogen (neutial jazticles with the energy 200 MeV).

Ii

I

-
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Fig. 2. The general view oi the installation cf electronic cccling.
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Finally, is necessary a yocd coincidence of the average speeds
cf elictrons and protcrs C.]

Cne of the possible scurces of this

error is instability ir the tz.ae ot energy Cf electrons. Therefore it
is nacessary to ensure
AW~

W

etVG

r-I

(9)
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In the selected pazasecers of installaticn the reactive pover of
team is 100 kw. By the scst acceptable resoluticn of the appearing
problem of supply is reiresented :te use/application of a kncn
method of regeneration ci the "zinashing" electrcns.

Experiments in recuJerac.on were conducted on the installation
which does not have the secticns of rotation (5]. The length cf the
gap/interval of "cooling" was 2 a. In the mode/conditions of
recuperation was obtainEd dirict current z-i.i

and with

stress/voltage Uo=100 kv (field ct solencid 2C0 e).

Lcss current did

not exceed 0.3 mA with the vacuum 5910-4 torus, potential differences
between the cathode and tne ccil±ctor/receptacle 1.3 kV. Thus, the
consumed fraction/porticn ox Fcwer composed 1.3o/o.
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Discussion.

A. Barton. Did achieve you enargy of ring 200 MeV?

a. A. Salimov. Final energy o± the accelerated protons 200 1eV.
lave energy - 1 M1eV. In VBPP-3 the protons they arR seized, tut it is
not thus far accelerated.

A* A. Kolo.enskiy. It the equal proton velocities and electrons
substantially grovs/rises the secticn recharge (neutralizaticn), and
protons are lost. Are such your evaluaticns cf this effect, and how
it does affect experimert?

.'
4' .

. .I.
. . ..
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A. Salimov. The cvercbarg.g of Frotcns on the electrons will
k.
te utilized as the mettc¢

of racciaing the ccincidence of proton and

electron beans. Thereby be will see, how good we combined velccity
and position of proton and alectzon beams. According to the
estimations it turns out that tts time of the disappearance of proton
team due to the recombliation at those velocities which we expected,
is approximately/exemplaxily 150 lin,

I

1

and time of delay

-

10 s.
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Possibility of accelexatiny

the protons by the energy higher than

rest snergy in the iscckizcaal cljclctron.

T..A. Sarkisyan.

(Radio engineering instituta or the AS USSR).

The theoretical ana axperimental studias of the dynamics of
particle~ action in the isochzcnal cyclotrcns tith a
three-dimensional/space

%aziaticn in the magnetic field, carried out

in Dubna (1] and Oak Ridga C2]. sacved that during the amplitude of
radial oscillations intc several centimeters 4-3.5 co) and the set
with the particle of ereigy pe~r tevoluticn -300 keV, internal
nonlinear resonance of ±curth czder

I

caused by the

periodicity of the structure ct magnetic field virtually it leads to

the total loss of beam. and aaxiaum energy cf the accelerated protons
Is limitod by the nonlinear rescaace

litaiin the framevork ef
I

linear theory maximum kinetiLc erergy of protcns can te evaluated
accoriing to the exprewsalon

A MO.

/
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where E0 - rest energy ct particle; e,

%

e

-tan harzcnacs of field;

of tha fundamental and
Archimedes spiral;

and

-

depth of variation

-

A

current radius of acceleration.

In the accelerators with weax axial focusing
energy is

-810 NeV.

- parameter of

Acceleration tor radius

(Q1 -0,25)

maximum

Q,,-2 together with a

reduction in the intensity cf the beam (amplitude of

*considerable

radial oscillations several. uiiiiaeters) (2] meets difficulties vith
shaping of magnetic fielc due tc b) the increasing ui.h a radius
nonlinearity of middle field and variaticn in one accelerator.
Furth3rmore, substantially is ccasiicated systes conclusion/output
from the accelerator ard ccrsideratly falls its effectiveness.

For the realizaticn ot the acceleration cf protons in the
cyclotron mode/conditicra tc the energy gore than -Eo(Qw?2)

it

is

proposed to utilize a cascade method of the acceleration, when each
previous cyclotron is izjectcr tcr that follcwing.

Page 34.

In this "cascade isochrcral cyclctron the possibility of a
considerable increase in thne energy is reached due to the selection
cf the specific frequency band ct radial betatron oscillations

v,

in

each accelerator. The fzejuency range in the first, the secondly, the

*

_ _ _ __ _ _ _
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third and so forth the c~cIotrcns cf the cascade/stage is selected

N

with respect to equal cnes tO

_

S

and so fcrth, where the
upper value of frequency in eack cyclotrcn ccrresponds to internal
anharmonic resonance of fourth crder

i"

which is reached by the

appropriate selection cf perlcdiciry N. The first cyclotron can be
both continuous and circular tyie twith the external particle
injection), that follcw all - czzcular type. The
translaticn/conversion cf beam cf cne accelerator in another is
facilitated by the fact tnat in these cyclotrcns for achievement of
highly efficient beam extractioce it

is proposed to utilize resonance

connection/coumunicaticn between the azimuthal and radial motion.
which appears on the basis cf tke mechanism cf acharmonic resonance
cf the fourth order when

oqt and so forth. Let us point out that

in Oak Ridge on the electrcnic azaiog P during the careful
optimization of the characteristacs of beam ard leading-out system
was achieved/reached

ththe

the coeffacient of beau extracticn -95o/o

aid of anharmonic resonance

4:.1C.

The guarantee of a large

radial set per revolutic, ca insiae radii of the order of one
centimeter makes possikle in the circular cyclotrons the use cf
electrostatic or magnetic pile w'it

with

the central plate for the

translaticn/conversicn ct teas uicn the injection.

Table gives the exesplary/aEproximate parameters of three

DOC = 80069203
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accelerators of cascade/stage, bhich permit implemention of cyclotron
acceleration node of pictcns tetord the energy -2.5 GeV. The
identification of the Farametezz of each accelerator was based on the
possibility of designirc of the reyuired value cf middle field and
fundamental harmonic in cperatirS region of radii. Here H0 - magnetic
E0

intensity %hen
acceleration,

%u-.o,
azd %
j

-

-

initial and terminal radii cf

frequency of revolution,

1 - average/mean

intensity of emitted bean.

Although upcn transfer to the subsequent accelerator in the
cascade/stage decreases radial extent of the zcne of acceleration
[-A)

shaping of the required law of middle field with an increase

in index n, it is facilitated ay a considerable increase in the
allowance in the field. mIs is ccnnected with the approach cf the
relative particle spaed in the z-eginning and end/lead of the cycle of
acceleration and with the possatalzty of an increase in the set of
energy approximately/zesuplazily ol an order in the circular
cyclotrons in compariscn wath th. cyclotron with the continuous
structure. Thus, in the Faase c± acceleraticn 0.jo"

allowance in the

field for the first accelerator bith 0.4 NeY/revolution composes
,

hH/H=.+I-I0*

,

for the second and tne third with 2 Ma/rev it is

respectively equal to tH/k=_2. *10-

and

5.6*.10-3. The estimation of

the intensity of beam %as based on the strength of internal current
in the first cyclotron 1=500 pA and the assuniticn that the
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coefficient of beam extracticn from the accelerator composes 95o/o.
Let us note that a conslderatle ircrease in the intensity in the
iscchconal cyclotrons is connected with an increase in axial hardness
(Q

k)
1

[3, 4] and with transiticn to the high magnetic fields (during

the use of superconductivity). in this case average/mean beam current
respectively grows/rises appzoximately/exemplarily

tc two orders and

cne orders.

An increase in the energy ct protons with the aid of cascade
isochronal cyclotron will he determined tc a considerable extent by
econoeic considaraticne, since eacn acceleratcr of cascade/stage
provides an energy gair cf fxczcns approximately/exemplarily to the
constant value, equal tc 810 MeV. The creaticn cf this high intensity
accelerator will make It possik4i
the region of physics c

to supply precisicn experiments in

nucleus in the range of energies intc

several GeV. Thus, with the energy of prctons -1.7 GeV the output of
pi-mesons will increase ;.3 times in comparison with the output with
the anergy -800 %eV [5". since threshold for the production K- and
mesons on the quiescent protcn is equal tc with respect 1.5 and
2.5 GeV, then at an energy of several GeV the accelerator examined
can become also the biek intensity "factcry" cf k-mesons, competitive
with the linear accelerator.

Let us point out that togetber with the iscchronal cyclctron as

-WW
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first stage of cascade/stage it is possible tc utilize the acting and
zaconstructed

(with a vari.azion in the magnetic fisld)

synchrocyclotrons in tte ramge ct energies 680-1000 119V and projected
linear accelerators to tke eno.rgyj -800 3eV.
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table.

4'~aeT

16J Homep ycKopmren~z

(SPflepaw

l
IN
6500
8

(')Bopos

3000

(O)Tpet

1500

/

K l

Key:

(1).

YCxopUren

8

0,2

l. Q& 2

a
44

12

15

0,2

-2fiQt&3

1042

902

16

23

0,2

-3nQ,&1-4

2084

1965 2018

i

0

385
982

0,281 810 9,88

0.501 16504,56 .450
0.687 2500 2,28

Number of the accelerator of cascade/stage.

cf accelerator. (3).

the second.

(8).

neV.

(4).

rz. (5).

WA.

475

425

(2).

Parameter

(6). The first.

(7).

By

The third.
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Discussion.

Ye. Skhvabe. Are such tie icssibilities to obtain the range of

variable/alternating erecgles az ycur project?

L. A. Sarkisyan. Cn the accelerators for the energy to

and

above variation of enezgy tc ensur. is very difficult. This is
connected with the fact that stzongly must change the middle magnetic
field and its variatior. This prctlem meets with technical
difficulties in the reallzaticn.

I
S.
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Session I.

STATE OF THE ACCELERATCES OF DLI1IBENT TIPES. Designs of new cnes and
reccnstruction of the acting settings up.

7. Continuous microtran fEI

1prcjact).

S. P. Kapits, L. M. Zykin, A. i.

Atramov,

Yu. Ya. Stavisskiy, V. A.

Slobodyanyuk, V. M. Kcrdzatyev, V. P. Marin, A. M. Chernushenko.

(Institute of the physical problems of the AS USSR,
physical-energetic institute).

Microtrons - resonazca cyclic electron accelerators in recent
years find an increasing use in nuclear physics investigations also
cf radiation physics [1,

2]. In the micrctrcn successfully is

combined the high moncchrouaticity of electrons, characteristic to
cyclic accelerators, witk the large intensity of bean.

There is special interest tcr the investigations in physics of
nucleus in the use/applicaticn cl continuous duties of accelerators.

DOC = 30069203
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Transition from the pulse beam to the the continuous makes it
possible to raise the intensity, available fez the physical
experiment, conducted

itan the aid of electronics.

Actually/really, in the majority of the cases during the use of

a pulse beau the detectirg siuiizert is cverlcaded during the
Impulse/momentum/pulse, "stays" betveen the impulses/uosenta/pulses.

Ths possibility of cesinanq cf continuous nicrotron was shown
by one of the authcrs cf present report [5].

Actually aicrotrcrs are contmiuous accelerators (being
distracted from the miczcstructuze of beam with the repetition
frequency several thcusacd megahertz, that it until interferes with
experiment),

and their "Fulse uere"

is caused ty a small power of

existing SVCh of the generators vnlch can generate the necessary
power level only relatively saoct time.

In proportion to the development of powerful/thick
high-frequency continucus oscillators []

become real and the

continuous duties of .lctotrcns.

It

is necessary to eapbasize that precisely in the micrctrons

where occurs the multiple trave sal of the electrons through

VL
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accelerating field of rescnatcr, the realization of continuous duty

is most profitable. Actually/really, relative energy loss to the
excitation of resonator in the case of micrctrcn is less and n of
times of the corresponding value ior the accelerators with thG single
passage (linear accelerators),

biere n - nusber cf passages. By this

fact is explained high atfactiveness (efficiency)

in the micrctrons.

The continuous dutj of sicrczron makes it possible to ottain the
high intensities of electrons and I-rays, important during the
radia tion-physics investigaticns.

In this work are examLned tke fundamental ratings of continuous
microtron, planned, in ElI on S. E. Kapitsy's proposition on the
basis of powerful/thick SVCh oi the oscillator of continuous action
[3) and magnet of pulse micrctrcn cn 30 MeV [4].

Accelerator is designed for ottaining of the steady beam of
electrons to 12 MeV with the current of electrons tc 2 ak. The
overall design of accelerator is given in Fig.

1. System switches on

strictly microtron, SVCk oscillator with the high-frequency circuit,
cooling system, vacuum system,

system of control and inspectic

param eters.

1. nicrotron°

4

To the accelerator can be attributed the

of
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accelerating cavity, placed into toe uniform magnetic field, vacuum
chamber, magnetic bean tcla and electra-guide for its transpcrtaticn
to the target.

Resonator (Fig. 2)

-

cylidrical with the flat/plane

covers/caps, is calculated fcr zhes frequency cf 1610 MHz, has t6he
capability of its thin adjustsent with the aid of the movable bolt
system, on the cover/caF of reacnator are arranged/located cathode
node/uinit (filament catbcde from nexaboride of lanthanum), mcvable
cooling diaphragm for atsorbing the icy-energy electrons, which did
not catch into acceleraticz mode.

DCC
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Fig.

1. Block diagram cl coatinucus micrctrcn. 1

magnetron; 2

-

magnetrcn; 3 -

mechanism of the adjustmean
cf magnetic pipe; 7
ajgregate/unit;

10

-

-

wave circuit;

4

-

-

sclenoid of

water loads;

5

-

ct mne frequency cf resonator; 6 - drive

rescnator; 8 - accelerator; 9 - vacuum
gei-lastallaton;

mechanism of balance-starz;

11 - ccvsr lock with the

1i, - vacuum aggregate/unit; 13

-

trap of

14 - external target; 15 - the vacuum seal; 16
quadrapole lens.

electrons;

Key:

(1).

High-voltage rectafier.

Page 36.

Resonator has the branched surface, water-cooled, calculated for the

beat release to 150 kV. Is fastened resonater to the wall of vacuum
chamber.

4.i
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Vacuum chamber has cylindrical vail with the extensions for the
beam extraction, evacuation, canciusiou/cutput of pilot signals,

cooling-water supply, etc. Its ccvers/caps are polar pole pieces. The
sizes/dimensions of chanter/camera make it possible to obtain 14
crtits in magnetic fiftid d=940 e.

magnetic field with uniformity

0.1o/o is stabilized or the current with precision/accuracy -10-$.

For the beau extraction is utilized magnetic pipe from scft iron
[4]. Its construction/design is aralogous tc the
constructicns/designs ct magnetic pipes in the pulse microtrcns.

The system electrc-guide suizches on the focusing lenses, the
coold braking target, trap for thd electrons and faraday cylinder.

2. Magnetron type hign-frequency oscillator "nigotron" [3]) is
intended to utilize at jcwex ou tut
anode voltage 23 kV and current

150 kv. To this paver corresponds

2-17.5 a.

The supply of "nigotron" is

planned to carry out frca the adjustable thyratron rectifier, since

I

with a change in currirt and magnetic field of "nigctron" frequency
is changed. Therefore is reL4uarte

voltage regulation of rectifier

with precision/accuracy -0.1o/o. das the capability of the resonance
adjustment of system.

For agreeing SVCh the oscillator with the resonator of

-+.4;-.*

*

L--F
t

"=-1- iI l . ..

.

.

t=,,;

.

. . ..

.

.

. .
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accelerator and for guaranteeing the possibility of steady feed to
high-frequency power intc the reacaator is utilized high-frequency
circuit with the divider oi powex. Ranges of adjustment supplied to
the resonator SVCh of tte pcwer cf oscillatcr compose 10-90o/o. The
power, diverted into the seccaaary channel of divider, is absorbed in
the cooled loads.

A change in ccnnection/ccasunication of the directional coupler
is accomplished/realizEc by a uethcd of intrcduction to the secondary
channel of the dielectric, whicn changes the propagation constant cf
electromagnetic wave. As the dielectric is selected ceramics on the
basis of oxide of beryllium,

bbich possesses low losses (tgd

0o')

with good thermal conductivity, thich makes it possitle it tc apply
at the high levels VCh c

Ecuer.

3. Cooling system. Cooliny system contains two independent
contours/outlines, that switck cc heat exchanger, circulating pump,
headers and conduit/maritcld. As the heat-transfer agent is utilized
the distilled water.

The first contour/catline is intended for ccoling the
elements/cells of high-Irequency cscillator, ty the second resonator of microtron, faraday cylinder, braking of targets and
traps of electrons.
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The maximum power, removed ty each contcur/outline, reaches 350
kW with the flow rate c± cooling water 3C 03/,h.

41 Vacuum system. Vacuum system must ensure the
greasaloss/oil-free evacuation ct the chamber/camera of micrctron,
electro-guide and ICh ct circui.t to the rarefaction 10-1-10-7 23 Hg.
For the evacuation it is proposed to utilize an slectric discharge
;ump.

5. System of conticl and inspection. System the control also of
control makes it possible tc, check the basic Farameters of electrcn
team (condition and current) iard the parameters of the separate
nodes/units of installation and to also acccmplish/realize remote
control of supplies cf Fcwexr, of cooling circuits, cf auxiliary and
team current.

Systemn switches cc tne movable orbital sensor, which uses for
measuring the current distributicn of beam acccrding to the crbits,
sensors for measuring the magnetic field of accelerator, faraday
cylinder, pressure sensors and temperature cf water at entrance and
cutput of the cooled ncdos/units, servodeives of remote control of
the nodes/units of accelerator.
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tn the devlcpment cf tae design of accelerator and to the
experimental final adjestment ox tae separate solutions the large
contribation introduced tne coll464ues of PEI: N. T. Panasik, I.
aarin, 7. A. Kurov, Z.

N.

1. lyevleva, P. S. Klemyshev, V. I. Puchkov,

Ye. S. Afon'kin, colleaSues ct ISP: V. N. Melekhin, Ye. L. Kosarev,
B. S.

Zakirov,

L. B. Luganskiy:

Lenin: V. G. Tatarintsev,

thi colleagues cf FEI in.

3. V. Paslov, G. T. Kreshishin,

K. Iliaskaya, V. F. Gc.Lcvenkov, L.

V. 1.
and also C.

3. Fedortscv.

To these all comrad6s and thair associates the authors cf report
express their deep gratituae.
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8. Stata of matters and Frospect for the development of electronic
synchrotron DEZI on 7.5 C-ES.

G. Kuapfert.

(DEZI, FRG).

after the completica or the period cf construction, lasting
almost five years, beans it was for the first time cbtaiued in the
accelerator in 196L4. Regular borx of the accelerator as the source of
Farticles for the investigaticns in high-energy physics was begun
during October 1964 vith intensity 15 of work shifts in the week, and
beginning from October 196a synchxctrcn it %orked continuously, with

i

exception of basic holidays and t-10- weekly cessation in the year

for substantial changes in the synchrotron and the experimental
halls. Fig. 1 shows the arraogeitent/pcsitiot cf the buildings of the
complex of accelerator DEZ.L. in Fig~. 2
the system of bundles

-

the schematic plan/layout of

121, &ad Tatle 1 gives the hours of wczk from

196'4 through 1969.

Expected operating tim4 on ISIO g approximately the same as in

V,

DCC = 80069203
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1969.

3oth operation of syncazozron and develcpents, connected with

the prograis of improvement, tte) are acccurlished/realized by one
and the same colleagues.

Advantages this are cbvious: an one band,

for the operation, this cor.-licated acceleratcr as synchrotrcn,
necessary the highly skilled

iractnel wbcm it is difficult tc find

culy for the shift work keand the panel; on the other hand, entire
experience. acquired in tne process of operaticn, directly is
considered in the prcgrans cf iz rcveuent. At Fresent personnel, who
operates accelerator, counts 80 jhysicists, engineers and
technicians.

In the period frcs 1964 thrcuih 1966 before the personnel of
synchrotron stood the tasKs: to cclect work experience on the
accelerator, to train operating isrsonnel: to organize preventive
works and to introduce technical Improvements for the purpose of a
reduction in the numter cf idla tiaes.

The results of this work are given in Tatle 1, in which is shown
a reduction in the nuuker ot inteilayers.

At the end of 196f was comileted preparaticn toward the first

long-term program of ivmpovemants,

directed tcvard an increase in the

oCC
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intensity and the stability, increase in the energy, improvement in
the quality of the concluded electronic and Fhcton beams and further
reduction in the number cf idle times.

This Frogran was In

I

essence ccapleted in

4

S'
ij

1968-1969.
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1. Arrangement/pcsitica cit me buildings of the accelerator of
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Is given below the suamary cf the characteristics of accelerator
at present:
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maxium energy

..

of 1.5 Gov.

stability of maximum enezgy ... l10/0 (from

CO

cycle to the next)

±t20/0 (long-term).

Repetition frequency

of 5t

..

iap./s.

Tiue interval for AE/E. 10.i5o/o bith the maximum energy

..

cf 0.9

Its.

Porosity for high-energy physics 4AE/E.<tO.25o/o)
Cesigned intensity

...

...

4.5o/0.

tie ave.iage/mean current of circulation 16 mA,

either 1011 particles Fer pulse, or 5x1012 particles/s/

ICptiau

values of intensity ... the average/uean current of

cimculation 18 utA, eitter 1.1JxIC'' particles per pulse, or 5.6x1012
particles/s.

Typical values with the run of 20k ... the average/mean current of
circulation 8-12 mA, either 5-7zlOll particles par pulse, or
2.5-3.8x10 1 2 particles/s.

DOC
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Number of the primary teams

/40B

...

oi 4aphoton teams, 2 concluded

electron beams.

The quality of the concluded alectron beams

intensity

...

is taxiaum of 1010 particles per pulse (with the

average/mean rotating team 5 mA).

*the

emittance

E -2.5%

man.

millirad

the time of the ccrclusion/vcutput

...

Faximum intensity of the linear accelerator

I

Er _ 15%

am.

millirad.

of 0.14-0.9 as.

Nc 1

...

of 180 mA.

~iowever, what was made for ottaining such indices? Let us

examine some aspects, ccanected bith the enumerated above prcgrans.

intensity. intensity indicated higher afrrcximately is three
times higher than the available in the beginning work. The basic
reason for this was a laige nuater of changes, introduced into the
linear injector-accelerator with the energy 140 11eV.
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?ig. 2. Schematic plan/layour. ot tae system of bundles "DRZI"~.

Key:

(1). Hall.

(2). RizSs (in

itocess of outfitting).

laboratory of synchrotrcn rrcu tcrching.
Linak.

(4).

(3).

Synchrotron.

(5).
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Key:

(1).
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61)
4ach

hours of work.

(5).

6816

698

71

1704

1488

12

6db

508

878

481

5330

58348

272

64

1009

3467

4228

UM

5745

5t

767

2582

3460

4367

5137

5

&1

1208

119

1105

527

-

1.!06

1012

673

b67

400

(2).

cceneoDaa

RS HCCJOAOD&NN

Year.

(without cessations and holidays).

holidays).

19[

4213 HCCelO8aMK

PosaHHoe ain

Bpema npocToes

1968

1987

1830

-

MTUKa

ro

Total operating time

(3).

leriod of stops (withcut

(4).

Preventive maintenance. (6).

(without preventive maintenance).

47).

Cperating time of beam

Operating time on beam,
operating

planned for investigaticra in high-energy physics. (8).

time on beam, realized for investigations in high-energy physics.
(9).

Operating time on team, planned for investigaticns on

accelerator. (10).

Shutcft pezcd* (11).

hours.
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Was completely altered the systdm of injecticn into the linear
accelerator. New system enccmpasses new gun with the large service

.=

-
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life, ensuring higher intensity, iaproved the optical system tetween

gun and section of a I- lizeaz acceleratcr, and preliminary grouper
at the frequency of 50C MHz. inis is - the frequency of acceleration
in the synchrotron, whereas linear accelerater works on the 6th
harmonic,

i.e.,

at the 1xequencl c! 3 GHz. Apprcximately 75o/c of

accelerated particles dejend cn the relative phase between the linear
accelerator and the preliminary tuncher,
synchrotron - on the ctkfe
acccmplished/realized

hand.

on one hand,

and the

Ujcn the injecticn is

frequency sodulaticn,

mcreover only fcr the

short period at the beginning of the cycle of acceleration. Fig. 3
shows improved conditions fox acceptance. ncrecver, was designed the
new system of the translcrtatlon ci the beau between the linear
accelerator on 40 Mei Ibhica we will call accelerator No I in order
to differ it from the ]iear accelerator to 400 MeV, named
accelerator No 2 and descrited telcw) and the synchrctrcn. The reason
for the creation of the new system of the transportation of team was
the radiation damage of magnet ard coils of lenses in the old system.
However,

were also imprcved dzspexsion and agreement of envelopes,

and are also obtained the best Ecssibilities of a precise centering,
which guarantee the clear and well reproducile conditicns of
injection into the synchxotren.

Fig. 4 depicts the sectioa

f gun and preliminary buncher of the

linear accelerator Nc 1, while it fig. 5

-

the channel of the

DOC = 30069203

transportation of electxcns in the region of injection. In addition
to the mentioned above i&FzcveuEsts of linear accelerator and channel
cf the transportation ct electrcts, an improvement in the

dsvices/equipment of t14 measurement of beam and check of magnetic
.ncrtease in the irtercity under the normal

injection field led tc an

conditions for operatics. In the straight/direct sections of

accelerator were establisneu/installed about 20 sensors for measuring
of intensity and displacement, that overlapped the range of intensity
measurements from 30 jiA to 30C mA, and provided resolution in the
measurements of positicn o

apprcximately 1 mAmm.

These blocks/modulea/units - inductive type, sensitive to 1 MHz
to the structure of the circulating beam, given by the interval of
injection (one injectica for the revolution).

Fig. 6 and 7 depict blcck/mcdule/unit in the dismantled/selected
and assembled form, Fic..

8 gives at example cf signals about the

horizontal position alcng tae length of ring upon the injecticn
(displacement of the center ci charge as a result of coherent
cscillations).

Analogous sensors are utilized in the systems of the

transportation of beam and between the secticns of linear
accelerator. In those sections bhere blccks/mcdoles/units cannot be
utilized for lack of space,

till

be soon established/installed

sensors with the high-ftejuncy ccntours/outlines.
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Fig.

3. Losses of particles cn the first revolutions.

Key:

(1).

GeV.
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Fig. 4&. Electron gun and prelisinary buncher cf Liaak 1.
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Fig.

6. Sensor of intersity

Iciened).

Fig. 7. Sensor of intersity (asseatled).

Page 41.

For the correction ca the direct current in the field of
injection (40 G) are utilized the bindings on the pcl% pieces. With
their ail it is possible tc intzcduce horizontal and vert.ca'l dipole
corrections in the supplement to tne 1sual dipoles, which compensate
for a difference in resaneat fi.elds in magnets

4p

and

'XD. Finally,

are qluadrupole windings, waica make it possitie to correct betatron
froquaoncies at the early stagras Ci Cycle. Fig. 9 gives an example of

~MENE
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the effect of such ccrrecticns.

Should be notad one addizicnal means of an increase in the
intensity the data recczdang system apprcxinately from 200 measuring
devices. iith the aid cl this system the operator follows the
undesirable changes in the synchrctron and its components, and it is
also intended by the irtrcduced changes, such as beam displacement,
investigating the behavior of beam. Fig. 10 depicts the general view
cf thi main consols of synchrotron.
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4. Horizontal displaceaeats ot orbit at 18 points right after

injection (upper ray/boam).
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Increase in the stakility. Scae most iupcrtant changes, which
ensured the best stability of intonsity toth frcm one
impulse/moaentum/pulse tc the next and lcng-teru, have already been
mentioned in the preceding chapter, dedicated tc intensity. They
include new gun, preliiAcary qzciesr , with the frequency of 500 MHz,
and frequency modulaticn. Mcreover, virtually all electronic devices,
which affect the stability cf teaa in the linear accelerator and the
channel of injection, veze zeccistiucted for the target obtainings of
the best stability.

Thanks to these technical ucdifications tecame attained the
lonh-term stability cf eirculatizy currert +-_o/c.

The limit of the stablity cf energy is determined mainly by
alternating current of zagnets. bbile direct current is statle with
the precision/accuracy ci tetter tkan 10 3, alternating current, in
spite of external and internal reaction circuits in the source, can

cause the total oscillation/vitration of final energy to 40/c. The
target of regulation with the ±eodkack is cttaining stable value

DOC
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at ths moment of injecticu; however since the pulsed source cf
supply, which feeds for the rescnance system of magnet right-angled
stress/voltage, it is started fxca the netwcrk,'grid 50 8z (to avoid
play between network/grid aad cycie of synchrctrcn)

,

phase jumps in

the netwlork/grid can car~se ti:. instability cf the amplitude of the
sinusoidal alternating crxet ct magnet.

Increase in the energy. initially designed energy DEZI was 6 GeV
with the possibility of an increase to 7.5 GeV with an increase in

jthe

source power of high frequency. This stage was realized in 1968.

In the high-frequency cac.liatox cf 2 klystrons they work in
parallel, providing the peak Fcmer more than 1 SI and average/mean
power 300 kW at the frequency ct 500 MHz (in the comparison with the
values of 400/100 kW fcr the cid generator)

.

average/mean power is

limited to the supply cl power cf direct current, moreover one lamp
gives the average/mean pcwer of i50 kW, %hat, by the way, is

I

mode/conditions for this lamp during its use in the rings DEZI. The

service life of the lams

considerably that acre guaranteed; the best

lamp it studied about ICCO hours, and operaticn time from 3000 to
4000 hours is considered norai. figs

11 depicts new klystrons.

It

turned out that besides the alteration of high-frequency oscillator
it is necessary to charge vacuun system. For the laminar
chambers/cameras from the stainless steel and epoxy resin sutject in
the run of job was the ecerg) 6.2! GeV. As a result of the degassing

DCC a80069204

pc

(for most part water vaicra) umdiax the acticn of eddy currents and
radiations with the energy 6.i5 GiV the Iressure gzew/rose tc 5x0G
cr even to

W~

GeV. Ttz& iadicate& ionizaticn in the high-frequency

resonators with the stringth of high-frequency field, necessary for
the wcrk with the energy~ 6.4-5 GeV.
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metallized edges, to whicn were soldered small metallic bellcus,
moreover adjacent bellc bs w ee

welded between themselves. For these

chambers/cameras normal iressur. bithout the special surface
treatment and under an) cperating conditions cceioses 5x10 -

torus,

which indicates the rescluricu cf the prcblem cf vacuum. Fig.

12

depicts ceramic can-type chascei tcr the emerging bean of photons.

The existing limitation of maxisus energy cf DEZI by the value
Cf

7.5 GeV is not superiaposed k1 technical ccipcnents, since the

magnets and high-frequency supply are capable of working with the
energies 7.8-8 GeV.

Hoever,

as a result of the synchrotron radiation

and the connected with at radLai betatron oscillaticns the radial
breadth of bean rapidly Szows/rises with the energies, which exceed
7.2 GeV. Vith the energies ct atcve 7.2 GeV the control of the
expansion of beam beccexs

ever mcrz

and more unreliable, and with 7.5

GeV beam fills the hcri2ontal aerture of vacuum chamber,
constituting in the magnets C: zadial focusing 12 ca.

Is

cf the damping magnet, aralcgcua tc that used in the Cambridge

electron accelerator witt the wcxk in the ncde/conditions of clashing
beams with the energy 3 GeV. Ihis constructicnadesign transfcrms
radial oscillations intc the Icrgitudinal ones, as a result of which
cf

I=X

damping both types of oscillations.
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Fig. 11. 500 MHz klysticus tc poak power 60C kV and average/mean
power of 250 kW.
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Fig. 12. Ceramic vacuum caauter/camera (for the secticn of the
concluion/output of pbctca team).
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If it is necessary to use synchictron with the "flat/plane
apex/vertex" of the curzant ct saymet

-the

Frcject, described belcw.

this it is impossible tc make vitA the energies of more than 6 GeV,
if is not the veil wcrkaug attenuating systems

DOC
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Characteristic cf esternal beaNs.

For the test control cf photon

taas are utilized accurately ccntrolled local variaticus in that
closed they are shaved itstead ct the initially utilized very rough
zethod, ccnsisting of the spiral turning of team to the target by the
method of the simple reauctica cf the amplitude cf high frequency. In
crder to obtain such divergencea ci the closed orbit, through four
series-connected auxillaiy bindings they discharge
capacitor/condenser, that assures current in the form of half-period
of the sinusoid, amplitude and phase of which are adjusted. In the
system were introduced ditterent acdificaticns, which ensure the feed
cf the noncyclic sequences of capacitor discharges for the purpose of
the distribution of the impulses/mczenta/pulses between the users and
the latter according tc the count, but not in terms of the value, was
introduced the system cf teedtac,

which uses as the monitor a

photoaultiplier, in crder to real1ze not only the Gaussian time
distributicns of intensity, but also the trapezcidal and rectangular
forms of "discharge/briasW. An example is given in Pig. 13. The basic
idea of this method consists in the supplementary distortion of the
clcsed orbit, controlled ty feedcack signal i

such a way that the

closed orbit is displaced tc tte target for the purpcse of a
reduction in the intensity of rctating bean. Cue to the difficulties,
connected with the time constant ct system and the amplification

.+
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within the feedback, is rayiir d several dozen cycles of

acceleraticn, until the f±ca ci "discharge/tzeak" is managed in
accordance with the form, programmed by cperatcr.

The history of the slowly eitracted electrcn beams in DEZI is
toc vast so that it is in detal

tc discuss it heri.

At first the effectiveness cf conclusicn/output and the vertical

*emittance

of the conclucdd teaas bere worse thar expected. Reasons
consisted in the rescaances of highest crders which passed within the
time of ccnclusion/outrUt. After as a result cf ccmplicated
seasurements and calculaticns cl these reascrs explained, the method
cf conclusion/output at present is modified. It is proposed to change
working pcint in Ov, and * for the acceleratcr to utilize a diagram
with the septum and witt the guadzupole and sextupole magnets instead
cf cne current screen. In the Exellminary tests the effectiveness was

*

raised to more than 80Oco, and eaittance alsc ccrrespcnds to
calculations. moreover, it turnid cut that a xcdificaticn of this
diagram can be also utilized for the single-thread conclusion/output.

Plans/layouts for near future. For the synchrotron by new users
are 3 GeV et-e- the rings, Ln atdition tc experizents in high-energy
physics, conducted in the large experimental halls. mainly, In order
to obtain the necessary

*(

jcsiticri,

but also fcr achievement of the

DOC = 30C69204
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higher intsinsity cf electrons was established/installed new linear
eV wnch thus far is located in the

accelerator-l:n.'eccr cli L00

stage of tests, but it sill be tinished/prepared for the work in the
following year. Fig. 14 depicts tais sectional accelerator ir the
tunnel. Table 2 depicts the ccalarson of designed and preliminary
data of the tests of tte linear accelerator II. The obtained
intensity is located at te ievei cf that expected cr for the
positrons even considerakly akcve. Besides scsE
will be required for a
hovevr,

equipment prcblens,

ti-Le fcr an imprcvenent in the stability;

in the princirle aow linear accelerator is already almost

ready for the operatict. For tie iryvesticaticrs cn the accelerators a
new linear accelerator can be alIC utili2ed fcr the straight/direct
injection into the rings. For thia use/applicaticn the energy of
electrons can be incresasd.

As has already been mentioned, this accelerator will not only in
*

addition to electrons ceraeate icsitrcns, but it will also make
possible tc obtain the bigneo

irteasities than attained ones with the

work of synchrotron with the IineaL accelerator Nc. 1. This occurs on
three reasons: 1) new linear accelerator with the system of
preliminary buncher at the treguency of 500 MEz will give
approximately two times cf ac£

than electrcns; 2) energy composes

400 instead of 40 MeV, which andicates field at the moment of
injection of approximately

400 G instead of
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quadruple corrections ct the field of injecticn; 3) with 400 G v at
the moment of injectict apprcxizately 5 times higher. It indicates a
larger increase in energy tc the revcluticn and the respectively
smaller problems of beam lcad, since the created by oscillator
*

high-frequency field ir the rsacnators is atcve.

From one side, hiq-t

intensity is unccnditionally very

desirable or for the best us* of the availatle bocster duraticn,
since for an improvemet in the statistics cf experiments in
high-energy physics. On the ctker hand, for many experiments, in
particular for the experiments wita the count, high intensity, in the
principle desiratle,

enerally steaking it in picblematic - it is

possible to remember difficulzy vith the prctlems of background and
the random coincidences. The jzobable cosbat weans vith these
difficulties are imprcveaents in the met hcd

cf extraction.

Furthermore, will te changed magnet power supply, in order to
cbtain the "flat/plane apex/vertex- of the current cf magnet, either
ky the method of adding the fouxth harmonic cf the frequency of 50 Hz
cr by the method of fed to the circuit cf the half-;eriod of
sinusoid.

*
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1,0

0,3

1,.48

(1). Characteristic. (2). Designed. (3).

leasured.

miel.

cm.mpaLI

(5).

Unit messureavnt.

(6).

-e
ILI
Guaranteed.

()

Energy with zero current.

(7).

(8)o* Energy with current 0.32s. (9). Energy with zero current ca
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positron envelope. (10).

Energy with current 0.32 and on positron

envelope. Power with 0.32a on the Fositrcn envelcFe.
Energy of positrons.
accelerator. (14).

(13).

(11).

AV, (12).

Pcsitzcz output current of linear

Electronic current with energy dissipation within

limits of *-12o/o and esattamce 1 a see mrad.
Positron current with scater

(15).

mA.

(16).

at energies within limits of *-12o/o

and enittance 2 r see arad.
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Instead of the available tias at the conclusicn/output 0.9 lis of
enerqy range *-0.25o/c atout the maximum energy these methods will
ensure the time of ccnclcson/octput, equal tc 1-4 mas, which means
that the porosity for the experasents will be improved approximately
4 times, since repetitict tzequency will remain as before (5C
imp./s).

Fig. 15 and 16 give the ajpropriate fcrs cf the current of

magnet. Fig. 17 depicts the current of magnet and the intensity of
the of circulating beam duzing kzeliminazy tests with the energy 1
GeV which were carried cut because it was nct ccnfidence in the
,!symmetry

of magnetic circuit and corresponding

three-dimensional/space symmetry ci magnetic field at frequencies.
different from 50 Hz (usalanced Fermittance currents to the earth,
traveling waves).

New system eccmasses the scarce of power supply

200 52, developed togetkaz with the grous cf synchrctrcno energy and

4!.
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Cooling Systems on DIZI

and it wi~ll be completed toward the and ot

1911. As has already teer mar-t1cood, for the bcrk in the
mode/conditions of flat/1lane a&exzivertax with the energies of more
than 6 GeV it is necessary tc Exovide damping magnet, and
unconditionally, is recuired a suEleuentary in~crease in the
average/mean power of tiga-tzejuency oscillatcr, in order to
compensate losses to the a nchrctron radiaticn in the time of
flat/plane apex/vertex.

In conclusion it vculd like to mention stout the problem of
instability in cennectict vita tko enhanced intensity. without going
intc particulars, it is Eossigle tc say that not cnly on DZZI, but
also an other electron accalexators the instatlility of the
circulating beam appears alriady at average/uear intensities 6-12

a&

(average/mean current 16 mA for this accelerator corresponds S1 101Z
Farticles/s) .

DCC

=80069204
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EIEmex tq25%

-

20
Fig. 15.

'A/mx45

(b
'Fig. 16.

Fig. 15. Flat/plane apez/vertax iz current of magnet with
stress/voltago 50 3z: (lOCo/oJ and stress/voltage 200 H% (8.145o/o).

Key: (1)*. us

Fig. 16. Flat/plans apez,/vertex bith additicnal
impals~e/momentu./palse is the icrU of half sirusoid.
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)

Pig. 17. Current of flat-toppied mag~net and intensity of beam during
the preliminary tests ca low onergy (-I GeV) .

f-age 17.

At such relatively icy istensitles in the chamber/camera still
sufficient room. so that upca tio acceleratice do not appear losses.

*
I

fHowever, control of coDccusica scuetimes beccoes difficult. Both on
CEZZ and in other centers are advanced many ttecries; however, there
is no final explanation as yet.

*

Ividently, some phenomena are

analogous by certain of the numerous instabilities with which it is
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necessary to fight on the rings. Preliminary tests on this
synchrotron with the use oi a saw linear injectcr-accelerator, during
which to the brief time intezvals reached the intensities of the
circulating bean cf sc*e thaan 50 mA (that aFFrcaches 2x101
particles/s),

3

they euplasized tLe need for further studies since

under these conditions cl instak1laty they led to the losses of
intensity during the accelerazicn even in the case when into the
accelerator was not intrcduced any experimental target. Thus, besides
the theoretical work,

ccninue Izograns cn the creaticn of the more

advanced measuring and reseazch devices, corceal as the senscr of the
dynamic profile/airtcil cf beam,

sensors of the group and

bigh-frequency phases: the acre advanced data processors for example,
by the controlling conFter; instrument for the load of
high-frequency resonatcrs witn high Q for purposes cf invostigations;
high-frequency quadrurcles &ad additional high-frequency rescnators
for the independent chat;e in the frequency with the decoupling of
the frequencies of beat, instruaent for the detecticn of the highest
high-frequency vibratica nodes,

wnach affect the team and, etc.

It is obvious, there is no limit to works even on the already
existing and regularly %crkiag accelerator, If it is necessary tc
constantly improve it Is acccidanct with the increasing requirements
cf the groups of experiental high-energy physics, and since the
Fhenomena become ever sces ccmilcated, the necessity for the
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collaboration between the laboratories, which work in this region,
sitcps Of ever of acre ctvious.

Discussion.

V,. I. Kovalenko. $bat teams at present are derived/concluded
tree DEZI and what are £.aaed/qlided?

G. Kuupfert. In the reFczt is

given the general/ccumcn/total teamn

allocation and changes ukich it is Frcposed tc make. Are
derived/concluded 3 eltctzou teans and one FhctcD. it is proposed to
derive/#conclude additicially jkcsitrons and pElarized particles.
ILL

*

V. L. Sero,

What uethcds otfi±ght with the teal load?

G. Kumpfert. Synchrotzcn operates at a frequency of .3Gilz, and
Frebuncher at the freqcezcy ci
relationship.

Purtherocre,

!O naz. Se attain precise phase

is akkIaed a variaticn in the frequency

upcn the injection. The central frequency of resonator can be
reccnstructed on 180 kilz, which ccnstitutes 10'
which is utilized in bcnckezz.

from the frequency,

Also this is utilized the shunting of

resonators. The unloadid reacnatc: has quality on the order of 800C,
with the external shunting the quality decreases 5 times.
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V. G. Rogozinskiy. Vas cnaductea
cbtaining of vacuum cf 5e108-&

the warm-up ct vacuum chamber in

tcrus.

G. Kumnfert. Chamber/cactra was &ade from metallized aluminaceous
*

ceramics. This material can be
warm-up is not necessary.

.sed for the warm-up. Generally

.LtiAut the warm-up is obtained the 'vacuum

e8.1' torus.

G. V. Badalyan. In vhat dd ccnsist the alteraticn of the system of
the conclusion/output ci electrcns?

G. Kuupfert. They iuFrcied the agreement envelcre of particles with
extraction channel durisn

9.
GES

the cescnance conclusicn/output.

Increase in the intersity of

Froton synchrotron by the energy

70

-y means of an increase in tte energy of injection.

lUs Mo Ado,

V. I.

Balbekcv, A. A. Wasillyev, P. A. Vodoplyancv, V.

*Glukhikh, A. A. Zhuravlev, V. B.
Kuztmin, V. N. Lebedev,
A. Hyas
Stolov,

A. A.

Zalmanzcn. Ye. G. Komar,

A. A.

A. L. mints, I. A. fmnoszon, B. P. Hurin,

aulcv, V. Is.

Fisarevsky, A. V. Fopkovich, A.

V. A. Titus, a. A. Shemkel',

A.

3.
M.

F. Z. Shiryaev, I. A. Shukeylc.

lInstitute of physics cl high ensrgies, scientific research institute
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cf electrophysical equijaent ny then. D. V.

Efreov, radio

engineering institute ct the As LSSR).

In the present repczr are gaven the results cf studying the
problem of a sharp increase in
IFVE [1].

the intensity cf protcn synchrotron

the tasic asFects of reconstructions,

are examined oLi

which are specific in the diagraa cf an increase in the energy of
injection accepted. In acre derail about the se~azate systems and the
assemblies of new complex it bill

te reported in special repcrts

(2-4].

The proposed project is
cycle,

osaigned for ottaining 5*1013 prcton

vhich corresponds to the average/sean current

approximately/exemplarill

1oO3

prot/s. Tkese parameters were

0i

selected on the basis ci the tcllcing considerations:

1) prcject

must net piovide for a consideratle change in the basic assemblies

t

and system of biological accelezator shielding; 2) the
'

sizes/diuensicns of the accelerated beau must net differ

*significantly

from those existing;

3) acceleratcr shutdown must not

exceed several months.

From the point of view

of tke permissible Cculomb shift/shear of

ketatron frequencies the .neziy of injection into main accelerator
must be not less than

S

1 GeV

(Pig.

1),

but for weakening of the effect
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cf anharmonic resonances it is expedient to raise it to 1.5 GeV.

Fage 48.

were axamined the injectors cf three types:

1) rapid rooster, i.e.,

the synchrotron cf a ssali zadics, which vcrks

with the high

repetition frequency and impziscning main acceleratcr during their
several cycles. The diagrams ct the work of this injector it is shown

in Fig. 2; 2) slow booster, i.e., synchrctrc

with cne or several

magnetic paths/tracks ard total length and repetiticn frequency by
the same as in main accelerator; 3) linear accelerator.

As a result of the analysis c± versions the preference was
returned to the rapid kccster, sajcr advantages of which are

i

relatively small sizes/disensicas, considerable experience of
construction if not by ccmplez as a whole, then all its
composite/compound ccatczent Fazts; the absence of the parts, which
require the unmastered technical sclutions and the now materials. All
this makes it possible tc hope tor the minimum pericds of
construction, adjustsert and starting/laurching of new injector. On
the other hand, slow bccstex

oLt the acceleratcr IFVE wculd have

unacceptably large size
1 /dimensiAns

or large zuster small rapids, and

the construction of lireaz accalaratcr tc the energy
knowingly most dear and very cosplicatedly.

-

1.5 GeV is
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A main deficiency/lack in the rapid booster-

the relatively

long time of injecticn ito laain accelerator - in our case dces not
have special importance, since witnout the tasic alteration o0

the

power-supply system and tasic magnet windings the duration of cycle
cannot be made less than 5 s and its increase still
apFroxiaately/exemplarIll

on

I s will lead tc a reduction in the

average/mean beam current in all tc 20o/0. The difficulties,
connected with the prclcnged circulation cf beam in the stationary

injection field, also are not insurmountable cnes.

Ire given below the basic Faxameters of the new complex ef
injection and the discussian cf the selection of most important ones
cf them:

intensity in the ispulse/mcneatum/pulse ...

K

j

repetition frequency of the cycles

1.701018.

25 5z.

Number of ispulses/momenta/pulsas cf injectici irto main accelerator

1

...

30.

Full/total/complete time of injection into main accelerator see

!L
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1.2 s.

Energy of the protons ...

Crbit circumference

3.7.5-15C0 MeV.

99.16 a.

...

J.,7 !.

Nadius of curvature ...

Magnetic field on the azis ...

1.li-9.55 kOe.

Sizes/dimensions of chaster/camera

...

16x7.4 cuz.

Frequencies of the betatzcn

on a radius ... 3.2E.

on the vertical lino ... J.-38.

Critical energy

(kinetic) ...

frequency of revolution

...

1886 Mel.

4.63-2.39 Na:.

Multiplicity of radio-frequeacy ... 1.

.1
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Maxiaum accelerating voltage ...

65 kM.

The natural tendency tc make a booster Fcssibly shorter runs,
besides the limitations tzca tht side of magnetic field, intc the
difficulties, connected

%ita the accusulaticn cf a large number of

Farticles on the short jarh/traCk. Furthermcre, fcr convenience in
the synchronization of Lcoste: with main accelerator is required the
*approximately/exemplarily

shczt relation of tteir lengths. Based on

this the length of bccster it ua.

selected equal to 99. 16 m, which

composes 1/15 lengths ct basic aachine. lith the multiplicity of
radio-frequencies with respect
the booster, occupies cue

I ard 30 each cluster, accelerated in

sepazatzax of main accelerator

for filling

of vhich are required, t-us, 30 cycles of injection.

i-

-

-
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ii
1,Fig.

Pig.

2.

Fig. 1. aximum number ct acceiezated particles for accelerator 1111
=Ila

Key:

GeV.

,)

Fig. 2. Diagram of vcrk cf ra~id bcoster-injectcr.

Above

-the

cycle

PiaG
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of main accelerator; beicw - the diagram of the wcrk ct booster.

Bey:

11).

The magnetic field of main accelerator.

Injection into main acceleratox.
toostar. (6).

(4). Ties. (5).

(2).

clusters. (3).

Magnetic field of

Injectict latc bccster.

Fage 49.

The cluster whose firstly initial length close to 100 a, toward the
end of the acceleratict in the tccater reaches -25 a and easilty
;laced in the separatr*z ot main accelerator.

Vith this method ci injection in each cycle of the bocster it is
must te accelerated

1.).10'J ci iaxticles. Transitica to the higher

multiplicity of radio-fieguency 6culd require a Fro~crtional increase
in thiAs number and, we ccnceal that, increases in the asplItude of
accelerating voltage.

- iThe

frequency of teetIticz ci the cycles c

booster is selected

as being equal to 25 82, and its increase isfede the difficulties,
connected mainly with the ccaulIcation of the accelerating system.
Consequently, 30--fold Injection into the basic machine will last ty
1.2 s, which, as already aentiozed, comprises less than 20o/o time of
.

complete cycle. Accelezating voltage in the kccater will be ecdulated

4

DCC =80069204
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in the amplitude for achievement of the greatest capture and
regulating of the length of clusters upon the injecticn into main
accelerator.

From the consideraticns ct the permissikle Coulomb shift/shear
4of

betatron frequencies the anoZry of injecticn intc booster can not
exceid 30 MeV. Its consideratle

Increass is irexpEdient, since due to

an increase in the particle sFed for the accumulaticn of the same
charge will be required larger sead upon the injection. we consider
it unfavorable for these zeascn s tc utilize as the in.4ector the
existing linear accelerator to tkie energy 100 NeV 5. One should also
consider that its convezszcn for

the work with the frequency cf 25 Rz

requires the considerakle etxenditures of tine

and resource, and

together with the the ed~ustaeut c€ booster this will lead to the
Frclonged cessation ci sain accelerator. It is assumed that the
existing injector can ke presaxao in the present
stand-by and for the expirimenta,

fcru as the

thich dc not require high

intensity.

Since the nocessar) parameters of injectcr for the booster do
not exceed the possitilitiea of tke
Ilvar:szs type, for the
it

the savings cf time and resources

was decided for the kasas during the design to take the first

section

y

:ux:s :

existing linear accelerators of

of the existing An3ectox,

~

having exit energy 37.5 Be?. With

DCC
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tAra

100 sk and tha ccatticient of capture -2/3 for the

accumulation in the bccatex
3-4 -reverse/circular

1.ielCaZ of protcs will te required by

injection which will te acconplished/reelized

with the aid of the magnetic intloctor and system of the kickers.
which create the local distcztiuan cf the clcsed orbit. the
accumulaticn of particles is

inten

ed to pcduce in the radial phase

space. The calculaticns, carried out taking into acccunt the effect
cf space charge, show that atter injecticn the effective radial
emittance of beam will cct exceed 44 ca.
emittace of 0.17 ca.

arad. This corresponds to

ezadw.th te energy 7C GeV and conditicc of the

adiabatic fading of eafttance ujcn the acceleraticn.

The magnet of bocster ccsists of 16 pericds; the diagzam of
period is shown in Fig.

-2.1Us selection of structure FCFDCD is

caused by the presence ct the relatively long gaps/intervals,
necessary for positicnixg/azxanging the accelerating
devices/equipment, systems water also of the ccnclusicn/output of
;rctons and corrective elements/cells. The parameters were selected
in such a way that the critical energy of bocster would be akcve
rominal. gere considered ealse the xequirements, which escape/Qnsue
from the special featueea/eculAaraties of the system of sinqle-turn
beam extraction which will be accomplished/realized with the aid of
the full-aperture kickers.

MW
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The timing mechanism Of bocster and main accelerator must solve
three problems: a) the detozainaticn of the mceent/torque of the
conformity of particle mcaentum tc the level cf magnetic field in
main accelerator; b) tke determaination of the moment/torque of
agreeing the position cf cluster aith the phase HY cf the field of

main accelerator; c) tke selactics of free separatrix. The first toe
problems are solved by the ccapaxiaon of frequencies and phases of
stresses/voltages in tte oocster and main accelerator. For agreeing
the phases is necessarl the wsliage" of frequencies - for this
purpose the length of tccster tc 0.2 exceeds 1.15 part of the length
cf main accelerator. Fcz zhe scluticn of the third problem the signal
from the bean is coFazrec with the impuls./momentum/pulse, "cabled"
to the phase of accelexating

field.

At the designed intensitl the effects of space charge in the
tooster - into that nukeor ccbernt - are insignificant. On the
contrary, the Coulomb shi±t/shear cf betatron frequencies in main
accelerator is sufficiently great, and, Frotably, vill te required
the correction of freque czies Ur the purpose cf the optimization of
the positicn of operating pciat uith respect to the bands of most
dangerous resonances. Frcm cthet expected effects in main accelerator
by most essential ones Is refresented the distortion of longitudinal
phase volume near the czitical aenegy and vall Instability due to the
final conductivity of tk. material of chamber/camera.

*

-

e'.4M
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For the introducticn./input cf protons into main accelerator it
is most convenient to ctiiize the existing place for injectica. In
this region there is a cczzesczdzzg free space for ccnstructing
necessarily the ccnstrccticn ccalitx. In this case will not te
necessary to produce tke cAanges in the arrangement of magnet blocks
cf main accelerator. Is retained aiso the pcssitility of rapid
transition not injectico

fxce 100 aeV of linear accelerator.

Radiation problem is cas of the most essential ones in this
project. Calculations art wcrk exierience of accelerator show that
permissible is scatter -2*10

2

c

irot/cycle. This will not require

the amplification of the systea ct biological prctection as a whole,
with exception of separate

places.

On the other hand, this means that

the effectiveness of cczcluslcn/cutput snst be nct worse than 95o/o
at the maximum intensit]. this acd even better effectiveness at
is considered an real even for slow ccnclusicn/output [6].

Spresent

I'

Ground relaying strictly ct kccster

j

must have a thickness of 7 a.

The arrangement/Fcaltios ct the new complex of injection in the
locality is shown in Pig. 4.

4.
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Period of the la gaetlc stlucture Of tccstsx.
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IKh. reich, what assumpticas are laid into the calculation of
intensity?

E. A. Blyes. Calculation was lertcrmed through the diagram of Lasslet
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taking into account the

vall elzlt

of chamber/camera and magnet

poles.

Ye. S. Mironov.

which existing size/dimensicn of teau at the end of

the acceleration and viat it vill ke after teccnstructicn?

E. A. Myae. Now the ehittance of bean at the entrance 0.17 ca. urad.

10. Latter/last improveteats ca tte linear accelerator vith the large

cperating cycle V Saclep.

F. Netter.

(Saclay, Prance).

The characteristics and the oFeraticnal parameters of electronic
linear accelerator witt the larSe cperating cjcle in Saclay are
described in the series/zow ci axticle [ 1-4.
,t

Target of present

report - to .give the survey/ccvezage of the ccnteepcrary state of
works. Somevhat larger attentica are given tc cbtaining the Leams of
pFositrons and lov-energetic/lov-energy pious. Report summarizes the

york of the numerous personnel cf the grcups cf linear accelerator
and nuclear physics.

A

?
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During 1969 the linear accelerator was used mainly for the tests
and the adjustment of the first juysical experiments. From January on
to August of 1970 of 2C00 hour ct

work of the accelerator were

isolated about 1000 hccrs ct useful cluster time for experiments in
physics of series/roy and elementary particles. The others 5Cc/o time
fall for the maintenance, the maltuncticrs cf accelerator, the
adjustment of the beam ct accelerator and to experiments in physics
cf accelerators.

Relatively rare represertaticn of team

experimentally in nuclear physics is conrected in essence with the

difficulties cf cbtainitS the

csitron beam. With the work with the

electron beam on physical experaents usually fall aore than e5o/o
cperating time.

At present experience ct operating klystrons and high-vacuun
lamps is still too small in czdez

to accurately predict the mean life

of lamps. Certainly, it is dItlacult to collect statistics on the
system of 15 clystrons and 34 hIgh-vacuum lamps. Furthermore, in the
numerous experiments vweze

is required energy 200,

300 or 40C leV,

latter/last klystrons dc not uczk. Therefore cnly 8 clystrons studied
more than 4000 hours vith high vcltage, of then

3 klystrons - are

more than 4500 hour. litbin this time was spciled only one klystrcn
(due to a breakage in tie windob).

Furthermcre, two klystrons in the

beginning of operation detected ancalous

picerties

that it

does not

affect statistics from time to tame of life. Jkcut 20 high-vacuum

i1f
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tubes studied more than !000

hoax in the heated state. Of all 30

lamps they were spoiled by 2.
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At the present tite axe alzeady carried cut cr are conducted the

following experiments: 1) electic ic scatterirg (e, e), with
coincidences

( e,e'D )

cr withcut the ccincidences cn the setting up

"Roundabout" [3], 2) pkctcnuclear reacticns (in essence 0$(T.0)
the formation of pions c¢ a small power level, 14)"neutrino"
experiments in checking cf the law of conservation cf the leFton
number (prpliuinary investigaticn).

In their present state these experiments require only feeble
teams. For example, maximum avexage/uean intersity in experinents in

f

electronic scattering %as '0 pA 1current in t.e
Imfulse/mcnentum/pulse 4C mA). 2herefore it was not the case test cn
the electronic scattering it was

40 yA

(current in the

impulse/momentum/pulse 40 mA). Iterefore it was not.the case test
linear accelerator at tie average/sean pcver in the beam of above 100
kW, obtained in 1968. Eat auring October of this year will be

established/installed tke target cf high power for the year will be
established/installed

tke target ef high power for obtaining the

Fions, and for the subsejuest acaths is planned/glided work at the

DCC = 80069204
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average/mean power in the beau at the level

ICO ki cr above.

Contemporary parameters. E.lectrcn team.

Basic parameter of accelerator - energy resolution of electron
beam. In crder to obta4z very nazrcw energy spectrum for the duraticn
of the entire duraticn ct kulse

10 ps, was iniestigated the effect of

factors, such as tke seocthness of the top cf the

*different

impulses/momenta/pulses ct mcdulator (variaticn 2o/c) or very small
(2 kH2) variations in tke pilct traquency cf 2999 MHz. In present

I

tine it is easy to ottain the skectra with ICCo/o of intensity in
energy bite by width C.5cic and 6Co/o intensity - in energy tite cf

C.3o/o for the duratict cf the entire duraticn of pulse 10
repetition frequency ICCC ftz

bAs

at the

In energy tite cf 0o.1o/o they usually

record more than 50o/o intensity cf bean.

Is obtained alsc tkt high d4gree of reprcducibility for many
days during this adjustaent of teas. If

we ture linear accelerator by

the method of the fine adjustbezt cf the values of the stress/voltage
of high-voltage sources, phases cf high frequency, currents ci the
corrictive and focusing coils and parameters of the tea-distribution
system,
*1

then it is possilkle to ismediately otain beam with the

"prescribed/assiqned

V:g&

furdamental characteristics,

7

i
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The stability of team bitt the continuous cperation

(24 hour and

more) sufficiently gcc,, but tox

the experiserts with the high energy

resolution is required tc sioabl

regulate phase of one of the

klystrons or pilot frequency in order to ensure permanent intensity
in the narrow analyzinc slot.

cr this irclude the contcur/outline of

the control the energies., ccntzclled by the intensity of beam which
they detect by the ferrite ring. arranged/lccated after the narrow

nalyzing slot, utili2ed in scastt*ing experiments Cf electrons. As
the reference signal is ueilized the current, detected before the
analysis of beam by anctker telxite detector (see figure).

Contour/outline acccapliskts/realizes autceatic phasing of
latter/last klystrons (tieding fcux latter/last section), if the
detected intensity falls neicu tixture of displacesent. However, if
linear accelerator is

well

aojusated, stability itself so high which

for obtaining the sufficiantll izecise system is necessary to
regulate displacement at the liev4e., very clcst to 1000/0.

On the

other hand, if linear accaelzatcz as adjusted insufficiently well,
this device/equipEent in not eguivalent tc the full/tctal/com;lete
and precise automatic sysen of tuning.

Further beam monitczing is accoplished/realized with the aid of
the secondary electronic sezscrs, scunted in the different places,

Cne ring with the centtal ojenamg/apierture with a diameter of 5 as is

DOC = 80069204
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arranged/located on the ead/1lad ct the latter/last section ct linear
accelerator and it is very secsitive to any saladjustment of the
latter/last corrective cciis and triplets of the quadrupole leases,
arranged/located by several secticns earlier. minimization of current
from this secondary electronic circular sensor -

good method of

cbtaining the accurately directed Lean. Cthe: sensors are placed
refore the slct are ccrrctad bith the experizental Fhysical
equipment.

ligh-frequency reeccatcra at the end/lead of each secticn also
are atilized as the detectors cl beam which dc not give the absolute
value of intensity but ttey sake it possible tc accurately determine
the shape of

pulse in tke time icr the elongaticn/extent

10 ps.

P ositron beam.

The best current im the impulse/momentue/pulse, obtained at the
Fresent tine for the beam of Ecsatzons with tbe energy 470

1aV at the

end/lead of the linear acceleratcr, was 36 pA the inflow of electrons

K'

|

uith the energy approxisately 86

e? on the ccnversion target, equal

to 28 mA. This gives ccnversaca factor 1.3010

"

In

energy bite of

lo/c it is recorded by 7Toc/c cf current, which ccrresfonds tc current
in the impulse/nouentU3/,use

27 pA. Systematic study of the rhase

shift between the positzcn team and the Initial electron beam gives
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indications about vhat .~eegj gicui of pcsitzcns selects/takes

conversion lens in the first accelerating secticn (section 7).
Magnetic field strength

insufficient cooling.

*

in the ccnuersion lens is limited to
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(a)
N~advne~s
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(I1flufaImm

ig.

1. Location of

t-eams

zieeuw
3

jv

the

and iiennl of

tine ad~ustuent cf

03

1

Pion target.

(2).* Blanet.

(3).

Ferrite sensor

of

intensity.

Key:

(1).

(Li).

Photonuclear reacticas "zoucdabout" fcr electronic scattering.

(6).

8agnet.

+a~mIVa

Slot.

(7).

(i).

&ignal.

(9).

Ferrite sensor of

.5C

intensity.

(10).

Reference sJ1yaal.

Control of energy.

conlver sion.

suitching

magnet.

(12).

Jil

New cooling system 9
1.8 T (18 kOe).

(11).

which

make

it possible tc otain the field of

it can in. Luture ensure higher coefficiLent of
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continuous operatics on the high power level necessary for
executing the program cc the phctcuclear to reacticns. is partially
Uiited by several difficulties:

1) the source of lialtations tas the instantaneous beating of
target. Then the velocity ct rctating target uas increased from 2 to
3.7 revolutions per seccad. leveztheless in a IC- centibeter
elliptical trajectory ct spot ties the beam heating can prove to be
excessive due to the very small diameter of sjct. precisely, 0.5 on;
therefore it is necessarl ccntzcl current in the electrcnic fccusing
triplet

of quadrupole lenses duriAg the reduced displacement in order

to obtain spot in diamete

appzcsisately 1 to. Certain concern causeA

also the inequality ot the Fsrikhexal speed cf spot at the ends/leads

cf the great and minozr axes ot ellipse. Therefcre into the mechanical
transmission system cf bctict were recently irtxcduced the
corresponding imfrcvementa;

2) the general/cconcnotctae keating of drzift tube and entrance
Into section 7 due tc the develcleent of cloudbursts in tungsten
target with a thickness cf uitn a cf 3 s is also the source of
different disturbances/heakdonas, damage of vacuum, etc. In this
;lace is established/installed taw collisatcr with a gocd cooling.
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If during the short-ters tests at end/lead of the liear
accelerator was ebtain4d the avezage/mean intensity cf

vere limited tc the

pA, then with the contiaucus ckezation results

on the ccnveruion

values of the average/sean curtent of electrcrs
target from

pouitrcns 0.2

jA.

100 to 2C0

The typical parameters c

¢csltron bea

at of long-term work at

the large power are given in the table
(11aserusno-

3IWpOHO,

MS

'I'aecb-

461MMATOK *n03$rP0H05

a 3xcfnepHMeitTaflbHOM
aane nocne aHArnIaa ma
&E/E.1%, Ha
wlanu c

UJIUR CP.AIIHIA
TOK 3neTpO"'I0
Ha

KORSePrOpHOR

MHUIOHH,

Key:

(1).

40

70

300

50

Energy of

Ecsiticas,

Mta

88
130

aeV.

(2).

Iverage/sean current of

Fositrons in experimental hall after analysis ca slot with hE/ElI/o.
on.

(3).

Corresponding average/sean current of electrons on

conversica of target,

IA.

The decrease of intensity
energy 300 Nev is explained by

cr the beam cf positrons with the
the increase ct emittance.

Up to now the best acbievesent

in continuous operation was
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cbtaining useful beau ot Faoircas with the energy from 240 to 280
11eV during 71 hours.

The great lifetime c.t target on the high power level (mcre than
100 ;.4A of average/mean eaecticsic current on the target) was 130
hours. However, in the Lrturt are expected the best results.
Furthermore, is studied the Eossibility of the tull/tctal/coajlete
reconstruction of the sccrce of Eouitrons with the creation ct new
cooling system. Is investigatea also the possibility of the setting
up of this source between

ectz.ovs 12 and 13 which corresponds to

energy of electrons at tke level c! apFrcxinately 200 MeY.

For improvement anc tacii~itating the ccutrol of positron beam in
drift space between sections 12 and 13 is established/installed new
equipment; the analyzirS ayet vith the arrazged/lccated after it
faraday cylinder gives the possibility to investigate pcsitzcn beam
after acceleration six ty socticas. in recent measurements with the
aid of this new equipment were cttained the positrons with the energy
approximately 110 Rev. Ize ostablished/installed also the ferrite and
resonator sensors, which *azlis

utilized call for the measurements

of large cathode-ray cccrent at the end of each section. The
improvement of electrczjca made it possitle to obtain sufficiently
*

high sensitivity in crdez to meagaze the pcsitron beam with current
in the impulse/momentcaulse 1 ciA.
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Cbtaining pions.

The new source of jions beSan to work during January 1970. tests
they are carried cut crl

on a smal

power level of bean

(current in

the ispalse/somentum/pulse 100 pA - average/mean current 1 pA).

The

targets of high power veze estatlished/installed during Octoter and
tested with the electrcz

teas ct tne averageo/ean intensity cf 300 yA

and the energy 377 MeV.

The beam-distribution system electron consists of one triplet of
quadrupole lenses, which focuses beam to the target which is
established/installed at a distatce of 150 a after the end/lead of
the accelerator; triplet is arranged/located in the middle. Fore than
90o/o current of electrc€s bith tie energy
latter/last sections cf
cn

linear acceleratcr,

the target into the ajot ix5 am.

40C MeY,

which emerge frcu

it was possible to focus

More accurate results will be

cbtained on the higher level ct current in the
im pulse/mosentus/pulse.

Pions are collected at angle cf

1200 in the limits of the solid

angle of 16 a sterad vith maximum momentum acceptance Ap/p=5c/o in
the channel of length 8 s zbdy were detected the Ficus of very low

""4

-g
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energy

(20 NeV),

-11C

but tte tasic xange of the utilized energy

corresponds to 50 MeV.

Ike intensity of the team of muons alsc has

noticeable value.

Construction/desicn is based cn the preliminazy measurements,
which give intensity

1C3 Ficn

%ith the energy 50 MeV on 1 yA of

electronic current per secona and to the steradian in the momentum

range Ap/p:lo/o.

Real measurements ccniiznad tke estimated value
above) of the intensity c

icns.

(result scaewhat

Are obtained also very satisfactory

results relative to the jollazicn/contaminatica of picn electron
team, energy spectrum cf Ficus and their spatial distritution.

Experimental hall is sutficiantly great in crder tc arrange in

it two and, possibly, even threa systems of the transportaticn of
licns and muons. Is stcoid the icasibility of the setting up of
the auons.

second channel, intended t£c

For an increase in tee convenience in
automatic A

system

ct low

&Feed. It

viii

the operation is made the
make it

pcssible to

alternately guide bean tc the Ficn target and intc ball No.3, where
is arranged/located eqcjlment

czc the investigation of photonuclear

reactions and setting a; "Rcuncakcut" fcr ez;griments in the

. ....

0
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electronic scattering

lee ±Jguze).
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A. k. Vorob"yev. How dces cnasage ccnversion factor with the energy?

F. Netter. Conversion factor zs Ercporticnal to energy to 200 MeV.

. N. Voronkov. Vere ok erved th.

damages of radiation character in

the equipment?

1.

11.

Netter.

No -

with exceFticn cl the burn cf target converter.

Some questions,

ccnnscted

bith the acceleration of

the synchrcphasotron Lit the J.I.I.3.

4

deuterons on
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s

G. S. Kazanskiy, A. I. likhaylcv, G. P. Euchkcv.

(Unitsd institute cf nuclear stud.es).

In 1968 in high-energy latcratory ICYal was proposed the method
cf accelerating cf deuterons and a-particles cn the synchrcphasotrcn
the J.I.N.R. [1]. The tasic iaea ot metbcd consisted of upon transfer
of one accelerating system tc accther (preinjoctcr, lines

-

accelerator, synchrophasczrcn) velocity cf deuterons and a-particles
it would be two times less than the proton velccity.

In this case it

is resresented by the ;cssikle to utilize the existing systems, if we
fulfill fcllcwing conditicn: 1) to lower stress/voltage on the
preinjector approximately twc times; 2) to decrease with the aid of
the special caps/fillings the clearances hetwuen the drift takes of
linear accelerator two times; 3) to decrease the stresses/voltages on
4) to accelerate
synchrophasotron mode in two stages
a
in
£.-oarticles
and
deuterons

the inflector plates two times;

I

The present study examines the synchrophasotron mode of accele-

rating deuterons and 5--particles.
1 i. Tio-stage acceleration fo deuterons and d.-particles in
the synchrophesotron mode.
When the velocity of deuterons and d -particles at the moment
of Injection is reduced by half in comparison with the velocity of

4j

protons, a twofold expansion in the frequency range of the synchrophasotron accelerating system is required. Since the master oscillator and
not provide this
station they do
the accelerating
the output
acceleration
to accomplish/realize
it wasof proposed
then stage
range,
the synchrophasotron mode/conditions into two stages: 1 stage acceleration in the mode/conditions of the second multiplicity in

.

the range of the frequency of accelerating voltage (0.2-1.4)
:I stage - acceleration in the mode/conditions of the first
1n the range (0 72-1.44)
multipll.3t

IV

"Hz;

DCC
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MlHz.

The necessary law ct ccnnacticn/communication tetween the
frequency of acceleratiLS vcltage and the magretic intensity is
oraed/shaped with one ct the available assemblies cf equipment by
specially updated for acceJezating of dqutercrs and a-particles.

The first stage ot accelexaticn in the mcde/conditions cf the
second multiplicity terminates

in the magnetic field

1300 G, when the

frequency of accelerattrS vcltagi reaches the limiting value cf
MHz.

At this

moment it

is

necessaz

tc carry cut transiticn

1.44

tc the

second stage, after changing the accelerating system by the first

multiplicity.

In the presence of cne accelerating station direct transiticn
from one multiplicity tc ancthel as impossible due to the unsteady
irccesses with the rearzangement. Is unsuitatle alsc transiticn frca
one multiplicity to anctker %itk switched-cff, to the transit time,
accelerating voltage it the acde/ccnditicns cf growing magnetic
field, since the duratict of umsteady Frccesses with the
rearrangement substantially exceeds the lifetime of beam in the
chamber/camera

(500 ps after the disconnection of accelerating

voltage bean, filling entire azimuth of accelerator, it is displaced
ca a radius on 25 cm). Bcst suitahle is transiticn frcm one

DCC
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i

multiplicity to another in the mcde/conditicns cf magnetostatic
field. In this case consideratly descend the requirements for the

duration of unsteady processes btt read4ustsent of the accelerating
system.

2. Special features/peculiarities of transiticn from the first stage
cf acceleration on the -sccad.

As the basis of transitica fzcn cne stage of acceleration to
ancther is assumed the

riacile o

repeated capture into the

acceleration in the *ode/condiacas of magnetcstatic field C2).

After the translaticn/ccaversion of magnetic field into the
lode/conditions of -tali"

(magnetic field is ccnstant) concludes 1

stage of acceleration %ith tte disconnection cf accelerating voltage.
As a result of the energj spread the beam, which consists initially
cf two clusters, "being Ezoded" alcng the azimuth, is converted in
the circular. At this tine is acccoplished/realized the rearrangement

cf the law of connecticn/ecamunacation tc the first multiplicity, and
the output circuit of the accelerating system by the frequency of 720
klz.

After this rearrangement is accomplished/realized repeated
capture in the acceleration of the circular keam by a reclosing of

ph
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accelerating voltage with the sutsequent transiticn from
vagnetostatic field tc gxouirg

ard acceleraticns to the 11 stage of

up to the maximum enercy.

Fage 54.

although, as show calculaticus, intc the second stage of
acceleration it is pcsaikle tc take 80o/c of intensity of the bean,

accelerated toward the ead of I stages, the Fart of the beam will be
lost upon transfer of

aSaetic tield on I will shade branch. These

losses depend mainly cr the chdxacter of a change in the magnetic
field on the transitior, the vaiue cf its pulsations and value and
character of a change In the aallitude of accelerating voltage. In
the optimum case, utilizing mcue/ccnditicns cf preliminary phase
bunching (3],

after trazsiticn it is possible tc obtain about 60o/o

of intensity of the beam, accalarated toward the end of I stages.

3.

Experimental results.

During September

1969 on zhe synchrcphasctron the J.I.N.6. were

carried out experiments in accelgration cf deutercne. In these
experiments was not FlacEd tte task of ottaining the maximum
intensity of deuterons, tut was pursued thq target of obtaining the
data about the character of

4.

losses to the I stage of acceleration,

OCC
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capture efficiency intc tUs 11 stage and abcut the losses with the
transition of magnetic tfield tc the growing branch. Such data mere
necessary in order subsequentl~ to take measures, which remove the
effect of different factcrs ca the losses of Intensity upon the
acceleration of deutezers.

Investigations shcbed dittererce in the character of losses in
the initial section upcn t~e acceleration of prctons and deuterons.
If upon the acceleraticc ct Erctcna

the interval cf lcsses stretches

during~ the build-up of lield to !QC G, then uron the acceleration of
the d'uutercns of loss cccux inl entire 1 stage. This difference is
characterized by the lar~ez Icases o~f deutercre on the residual gas
due to smaller two times ct kinIetic energy of injection and by its

slower increase upon tbe acceleration.

S

In Fig. 1 Presentaticuato

the oscillogram of the intensity of

deuteron beau with the acceieratica in 1 stage and the initial
section of the 11 stag* (magnetic field is constant). From the
oscillogram i follows thtit
h
1stageitssezdb
0/
of intensity of the been, accelerated toimard the end of 1 stages.
*

This oscillogran is taken with Included diagran of the depression of
pilsations on the "tableO of aagmeltic field. In the presence cf
pulsations are observed the laxSe losses of ittensity, obliged to the
resonant step-up of synckrotzcn cscillations which it is difficult to

DCC
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tridge due to the contxadictcr

zeuiresents for the amplitude of

accelerating voltage. lzsignulicant lcsses at erd of 1 stages occur
as a result of the larce pulsaticus of magnetic field uFon transfer
into the mode/conditicrs of "taga
Fulsations is

included after tie

the mode/ccnditicns cf

n

(diagram cf the depression of

transition of

magnetic

field

into

Otable" and is turned cff/disconnected before

the transition tc the qrcuang Liazch).

Fig. 2 shows the cscillcgiam cf the intersity cf team in the II
stage of acceleration
2b)

in the I and II

(Ifa.

stages.

!a) ana

the radial Fcsition of bean

(Fig.

Uns sharp losses of intensity apFear upcn

transfer of magnetic field ca I bill shade
cccur, apparently, as a result cl an

cf

teanct. These losses

equilibrium phase Jump, since

after engagement of the 41agras cf the deFression of pulsations
magnetic field first decreases c
grow/rise

(see the oscillcgram

5 G, and only then it tegins to

fig. 3).

The ckaracter of a change in

the amplitude of accelerating vcltage while ccnducting of these
experiments is illustrated by the cscillcgran fig. 4.

The use/applicaticn of a system of the deFression cf coherent
phase oscillations [4] although decreases the Icsses upcn transfer of
magnetic field to the grcwlng tianch, not in this measure, in which
it should te expected. Ckvicua.l,
phase Jun

are tcc great

cf equilibrium

on the transition and is too %oak apFears coherence in the

formel/shaped beam in tke begannihg

V'

""

,.

of the II

. i.".,:-

stage.
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Pig. 1. Oscillogran of intensity o± deuteron team upcn acceleration
to I and nacalo 11 stacua.

fig. 2. Oscillcgrams cf &.±gnais ef intensity uFca acceleratics of
deuterons on 1.1 stage is) and radical Ecsitict ef bean to 1 and II
stages (b).

*1

rage 55.
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In conclusion the authors ccusider It their pleasant duty to
express appreciation tc 1. me Baldin, 1. N. Soeeyushkina, S. 1.

Favlov. L. P. Zaiov'.yev, V. 1. Aczcz, K. V. Cbekhlov, to L. 1.
Eelyayev for the permanert attecticn to the vcrk,

and also the

collectives of the divisicns ct liadiotechnical, Elaktrotekhniches and
sinkhrofazotron for the acrive assistance in the experiacatation.
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3. Character of charge in magnetic field on "table".

Fig.

Fig. 4. Character of chasge in amilitude of accelerating voltage on I

and II

12.

stages.

Project of the circular synchtctron cf the Swiss institute of

nuclear research.

0. P. Blazer, G. D. Gerber, Q. 1. Villaks.

4SIN,

Switzerland).

Introduction.

SIN - abbreviated/reduced name of the Swiss institute of nuclear
research. This institute obtained status of the branch of Swiss
federal technological institute in 1968. In

ccnbination with the

;rcjected accelerative laboratory near Willin~en. in 3S ka tc the
northuest of Zurich, SIN to 197.3 will allow ccntemFcrary experimental
installations to the Suass usiversities and cther research groups.

4

- -

M-rr*----
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Flip%

At pcesent the larICS

pat c€ the operating personnel works in

the temporary/time lccatica in a Zurich-Cerlikcn.

rescripticn of acceleratcr.

The basic designaticn/puzicso of acceleratcr ccnsists in the
creaticn cf large flcus

v -

and

- aesons uith the aid of the

team with the energy alIczzinately 600 MeV and the intensity of

I.A (1].

end section.

'I

4,

protcn
100

EAGI
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Accelerator is

the tvo-stage ccubinaticn of avf cyclotrcn

mev) and circular cyclction (59G
1).

(72

e?) with the separate magnets (Fig.

Both accelerators zctk iaochzcaally at the frequency of

50 MHz

[2].

Injector cyclotrc.

in czdgz zo obtain the accelerator, suitable

for the wide experimental Fizc~ta,
injector multiparticle c¢cictrcu

it wag decided tc utilize as the
with the adjustable energy.

Avf cyclotron has the diameter of pcles 2.45 a, one-duant
system, alternating magnetic field and ccntinucusly changing
frequency in the liults trcu 4.7 tc 17 Muz, which provides the
acceleration of the heas of different particles to the energies,
given in Table 1.

Accelerator has tte axial injection of the polarized prctons and

deuterons. During 25o/c Cf time these beans they will utilize for
experiments in nuclear Ekysics in the individual section of
exFerimental hall. After the ;assae of arc cf

.

..

. ..

. :

.'.

...

.

1100 in the aralyzing

.i JV

.

.
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magnet their energy resclutic
Ifull/total/complete

bill comprise tE/E-1O-4

width cn tte

As the injectcr fc

half height).

the hist-energy step/stage this cyclctron

will operate at the frequency ct 50 MHz,

whict is third harmcnic of

the frequency of revclticn ct jarticles in the cyclotrcn. In this
mode/conditions it will create jrcton beam with the energy 72 MeV
with an intensity cf 1CC yA uth tbe energy stread cf less than
0.3o/o and with the emittances ct less than 3C on.

urad. Mill be

undertaken special measures for the optimizaticn of central region,
symmetry of magnetic field 14 sectcrs) acd system of
conclusion/output, in crder to *rsure the guaranteed beam with the
given abcve parameters (fig. i).

Contract to the ccstruction of this acceleratcr was signed by
firm "Phillips Oland " in the tall of 1968. Scue basic elements/cells
are located in the stace ot ccnstruction and

Ercduction.

The circular cyclotrcn. Irotcn team with the energy 72 Mae

is

introduced into the rieg which icssesses the following kasic
characteristic special teatures/seculiarities, which facilitate
cbtaining the beans of high antetsity with the

intermediate energy:

the separate magnets with smali clearances, wbich ensure a small
middle field and sufficitctly stzcig axial fccusing; a sufficiently

DOC
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large energy gain per izawolutlor,

created by separate high-frequeacy

rescuators to very high vc~tagoes.

In this device/equilsout ate provided the ccnditions for a gccd
control and the qualitative ccucjlusion/cutput cf steady beas with the
kigh characteristics.

The circular cyciction (fq .3)has 8 C-shaped magnets t7
azimuthal width cf -1819.

The pole gap decreases from 9 to 5 cm in the

range of radii from 200 to 464 ca. Sectors oust te spiral, since the
focusing is only due tc a step-like& change in tbe magnetic field
insufficient with the energies in questicn. Cf the considerations ct
lighter and more effective mciking/treatnent fcr the poles was
selected the form of circular arcs, which ensures helical angle of
.320.

Field in the limits ox pcia grows/rises with an increase in the

radius from -15 to 20.f kg wbith the final energy 590 MeV (Fig. 4).

f

The system of weak-current pciax cues against the bundle will provide

the necessary correcticus tields. Vacuum chanter made of the
stainless steel is ccnracted directly with the magnet poles ty
elastic welded joint. Cuftereat socticns of vacuum chamber contain
sensors, ccllimators,
extraction.

devices/equipment

for irjscticn and teas

DOC

Fig.
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3

1. The layout of accelaaxatcr SIN and experimental halls: 1-

injector cyclotron with~ the viiabie/alternating energy; 2

-

the

circular cyclotrcn for tke Exotcas with the energy 590 11eV; 23- beam
hole with the variable,'aitezzating energy, including 1100 analyzing
magnet; 4i- target T 1, % II and I Ill tcr the secondary beams (r,
*

-

mesons, neutrcns, pclaxized pxotons); the icy jog concrete blocks

for the prct~ction of ex~erisaeta1 hall, the channels of bundles and
target.

Key: (1).

Control. (2).

Experieaztal.

(3). Locations.

kuidigs.

.

(Ii).

Auxiliary

DOC - 80069205
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The technical chaxacteristics: the diameter of poles
saxiaua radius of beau

Iscchronal field

-

-

-1.1 a; a quantity cf sFiral sectors

0.4-1.6 in s/n2; cyclctrcn frequencies

P~H%; vcltage frequency ca the 44es

-

4.7-17.1 MHz, 50.8

bazuonic of the mode of injectics); dee voltage
extraction

-

2.5 m; a

--

-

-

-

4;

1.6-17.1

I~z (third

70 kV; beam

precessioral; the effectiveness cf ccnclusion/output

70o/o; the source alec ct ions

-

-

internal; internal with the

prelixinary acceleraticn m; exzernal, axial injecticn; are pcssible
the sources of the pclarized farticles.

DCC
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'fable 1. injector cyclctrcn
,'1mlwep&&n

'LiriiU-1(,

(CewElcpmefit

of firs "Ph12lips").

3HeprIIH,(;FI1ll~eHcHaIHoCrb,
M38%4K

fJI1HHXeKuIIH

r
I"iH

3MMi-raHCbl X,2

P36poc no,

(YMM.fMpa4NHOpm.

3aepriru

72+1

2'0

;P100

15

-

-

610

15

160

15

<.30

<0,3%

430

40,3%

430

itatibi (i/

~

30

0,6

-

10

M38

2

4.10

H& IHyKJOH~i
(1

Key:

I

1lMilY

5
-,

-40.3%
- 100 K3B

~

0.3,
-100

TAsuenbie

Te:ihHo'rb

r~pif 50,8 %MrU

10~NeHO
- 75

HL-3

'

O~hocHTenlaam

1.5

-

1.1

1,3

-

1,4

138

40,3%
> 00 K-B

Particle. (2). Energjy range, IeV. (3). Intensity.

1,5

pA.

-

(4) .

Emittances x, z an, urad, n. With energy 50 5eV. (5). Energy spread.
(6). Relative duration cf beam turst (micrcstructure),
Mode/conditions of injectica Witt 50.8 MH:., Ms.
variable/alternating er*rgy. 49). keV. (10).
ruclocn.

'

0/0.

(0).

ifode/conditicus of

Large ions. (11). NoV to

1.4
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Fig. 2. Ccustruction/desgn ct iajector cycictron. st
590 MHz; sz

-

17.1 NiHZ; Ts

HPi~
sbcrt fer

moving HF Short iz~ the frequencies Ltteen by 4.6 and
-ionic

scuice; P

-testers.

7
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177

/

/ /

00/
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Fig. 3. Construction/design of
sector magnet; 2 Maz;

te circular cyclctrcn.

fraueaoxx or sector magnet;

3 -

iA - place for 150 Effz El cf resonator; 4 -

kl; 5 -

high-vacuum pumps; 6 -

electrostatic inflector;

11 -

pcle of

hF resonators 5C

HFE oscillatcr on 250

vacuum seals;

e - magnet fcr the

magaetic in;ection channel, 3 kg;

9 -

-

Irea sections cf vacuum chamber; 7 -

Fressura-operated devices loc tha
Injection, 940;

1

10 -

electrostatic deflectcr;

12 -

magnetic

focusing and controllizS elmeent/call for the deflected bundle;
leading-out magnet witb septum 2 cm by winding:
elements/cells for 72
590 MeV of beam;

let. ot team;

15 -

14 -

13 -

focusing

focusing elements/cells for

16 - concrete circular foundation;

17 - adjustable

jacks for the magnets;

It - sppaocting gear fcr the equipment in the

center of accelerator;

19 -

cables; 20 - channel for the ducts with

the cooling water; 21 - small ausiliary tap/crane; 22 -

domain/blast

furnace concrete blocks.

page 59.

Four high-frequencl rescnazcss with a width of 40 ca in the
direction of beam,

by the length ot 530 cm in the radial direction

and by the height of 330 ca bitt the accelerating gap with a length
cf

15 cm create each stzess/vc1tae of aFprcxziately 500 kT cf the

frequency of 50 MNz,

which is rte sixth

barmcric of the frequency ¢f

FEA .P

DOC = 80069205

revolution of particles in this accelerator. they are excited by
separate high-frequency cacillatcrs by the ;cwer cf 250 kW,
with one well stabilized sastez oscillatcr.

ccnnected

Electronic circuits

provide control of stress/vclzage and phase.

Bean is injected iatc mediar ilane thrcugh 90- degree deflecting
magician the nit after

,hich is azranged/located magnetic pipe of

injection, and it is ;laced in equalibrium crtit. utilizing the
corrective channel. Since on a radius of injecticn cecurs the
full/total/complete sepazatcnc of crbits, the losses of beam can be
made negligible.

For an energy gait ;ar revciution on the order of 1.5 8e

near a

radius of conclusion/octfut the crtital spacirg is 6 on,
growing/rising to -8 mm at the kcitt cf conclusicn/output. in this
region the amplitudes ct the inccherent radial oscillations of beam

Iconclusion/output,

will have value cn the cider c

3-4 mm.

for the system of

which is ct the electrostatic channel to the

intensity/strength of field 50 at/cv septus vith a thickness of 0.1

Sam
*

and length of 120 co.

magnetic focusing elesents/cells, mixed

further on the ring cn 450,

and the deriving/ccncluding septum

magnet, displaced on te ring by 9SC,
conclusion/output exceeds 90o/c

4I
.

the calculated effectiveness of

Izable 2).

FAI-G

DOC = 80069205

Vacuum chamber is ;ze~ared fartially frcm the stainless steel
and partially from aluurium. Separate sectiona can be connected
either with the aid of metal sultijlexing or vith the aid of the
Inflatable plastic elesents/cs.J1s, stable tc the effect of radiaticn.
Since the pollutica/ccrtanmnata¢c

ty cil of the surfaces of

high-frequency resonatcrs, ajareatly, limits the maximum attainable
stress/voltage, it is proposed to utilize a ccmtinaticn of
turbomolecular pumps arc titanium sorpticn FurF,

directly coupled

with the rescnators.

Technical characteristics: radii of poles - 1.9-4.6 m; radii of
team -

2.1-4.5 a; a quantizy o

iscchronal field tield flutter
axial betatron

0.6-G.9 1.a/ma; hill field -

1.05;

-

spiral sectors 8 (separate magnets);

masusum belical angle -

1.46-2.06 V.s/mz;

the

35 0 (neq) frequency cf

0.95-C.15; fregcency of radial

tetatron -

1.1-1.7:

frequency of cyclotron - 8.41 h2; the adjustment of rescnatoKs - 50.8
IIHz
MeV;

(sixth harmonic); an increment in
beam extraction -

bhen

conclusion/output -90c/c

s-,i;

energy per revolution - -1.7

the effectiveness cf

(tkscrIJ; the injection of heam -

into

median plane with 72 Bel; the circular vacuum chamber/camera: bore 3.5 m, outside diameter -

9.2 m; the outside diameter of magnet yoke

15 m; the height of magnet -

is 4.9 m; the veight

(full/total/complete) - C00 of t; the required Fower; magnets kV, resonators

-1.5

U.

-

-600

-650

k,; the fual/total/conFlete required pcwer -

DCC

JO

tAir
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table 2. The circular cjclotzrcn (development SIN).
1irweall 3HeprxH

'-IMua

M~~s

IIHTeHCtHaHOCm

mia

~

3NIX

allc

Pa-J6por no

i~.aui-4IIprmu

OCwre!'bHrnl
aTJIH11HOC~b

I1VIKA

?)P
50,8

TUPH

.'590

100

10

0.3-,

(

11K-

3-5%

'Aru

Key:

(1).

Particle. (2). Enez~y raage, MoV. (3). Intensity, 1.1o (4).

Emittance x, z of ean. urad (5). inergy sfread. (6).
cf beam burst (micrcstructure). (7).

with 50.e Pilz.

Relative duration
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EIGE

1*

.4'X

mi

Pig.

4,

Diagrm

Uiir

ut Xze
uecken
cur~ve shcus the displacement

cf the oper~ating point cl the circular: c~clctron SIN in pr~ocess of

4'4

acceleration

from 72 tc 590 del, Axe shown changes

will be used radial reactances

4- =3/2(i)

J~s tyvpical f560sodium-energy
i
-/7._ cy€ictron
:
,-(5O

ley:

(1) .

MeV.

or

in

the cutva, if

v.=4/2(II).
e).

.

.

Lower curve
..

...

.

-

-
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State of the construct.cn ot accelerator. It is possible to
consider that the constzcctica ct the basic elements/cells of the
circular accelerator is Fassed successfully. Are prepared tests of
prctotypes of the follcvIng important elements/cells Cf accelerator:
sector magnet with the Secaetzi ct poles, which corresponds to energy
59C [eV (initially 520 Bef); naig-frequency rescnatcr on 50 I:z in
scattered power 150 k9; high-fceguency oscillatcr on 50 [Hz, 250 kw;
the section of vacuum chasab£, ccnnected with the magnet pole withcut
the multiplexing; the rcde/unait ci vacuum evacuation of section,
which contains turbomolecular pumps and titanium sorption pump (by
praductivity of 10000 I/s); the deriving/concluding magnet tc 16 kg,
which has the two-centimeter septum winding

(insulation/isolation

from oxide of aluminum).

Is made prototype ct the section of fine-adjustment winding with
insulation/isolation fica oxide o

aluminum.

At present the malczjty of the elements/calls cf accelerator
released into the prcducticn.

About 65o/o of tudgEt of tie constructict of accelerator (ccmcn
cost/value of 43

ln. Stiss tzatcs) are tratsmitted cn the ccntracts

DCC = 80C69205

TAGI

into tha industry.

Dynamics of beam and ccnstzuction/design of magnet. The solution
to change final energy cf acc*1eacr frcu
accepted after ottaininS

cf

9cod results

520 tc 590 MeV was

on Frototype of the magnet

idivergence from the iacchzcnal field with 59C MeV less than 0.2o/c)
*

and after careful analysis ct the conditions cf team extracticn with
the increased energy, cazziod oct .oho ( 3].

Before the vorkinS/treatmesa

to the field of the owls of all

magnets they were finished hefoxe obtaining of the required gecsetry
(corresponding final erergy 590 se)

Of the Ecle cf tuo magnets which

at present are accumulated on the test bench

(Pig. 5).
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1*G

4PI

Fig. 5. Temporary/time tea; tggcb. Upper left angle

-prototype

of

sector magnet in the Iccatica with air ccnditicning; to the leftthe prototype of vactum chastox with the magnetic pcles; fret belcv
to the right

Y

-250

kV, 5C Md:- generator, ccnzected with the

DOC = 80069205
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'

prototype of resonatcr lattez tke concrete shield); above in the
center - assembling secticn tor the asseably cf the seccnd magnet.

Page 61.

lgh-frequency system.

Fota.lyo the mcst significant success is

the starting/launching ct the high-frequency

cwer-supply system on

;50 kV, prepared in ccnrcrmity bith the specificaticns of institute
ty firm "AEG - Telefunker." The sytem , which ccntains recently
developed by firm tetrcde YL [491] with the water cccling. easily
separates/liberates the high-frequency pcwer cf 250 ki cn the
equivalent load. To prctcty;e cf resonatcr are transferred atout 14C
kV of high-frequency pct4r, which corresponds to peak voltage of
approximately 600 kV cn the frequercy of 50 PHz. Under conditions for
stable operation it is cssitle tc support stress/vcltage frcs 400 tc
450 kv. Bischoff. etc. L4] shucad that the tirish of internal
surfaces is very impcrtart tcz saintaining cf the necessary
stress/voltage and eliu.2raticn of high-frequercy discharges.

State of the program c

ccnstructicn.

The construction cl buildILSS is passed in acccrdance with the
graph/curve. The main Gz~etisental

hall

(S-xU

9) can be will be

corplately conducted under the iot in this year.

.

_4

Lj

80069205
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At present in the clexaticxal building and in the official

tuilding, arranged/lccated in the neighbcrhccd with the experimental
evil, is established/irsta.Lied tecinical equiimnt (energy and
cooling) (Fig. 6).

Graph/curve provides tor the assembly cf acceleratcr ia the
period with years 1971 cL

1S13.

Sacondary teams.

In order to support at tan

accelerators the reasonable level of

the induced activity, seccndary £eams are intended tc obtain in
essence on qxternal tazc.ts.

At present [5] are studisa the constructicns/designs of target
systems and systems cf tka traniortation of seccndary teams.

table 3 gives the expected intensities of typical experlzental

teams.
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table 3. Seccndazy beaff.
red

v

.r1 T'elIrl{,3

r lr'|fs

.'13-B

I

(V
rhici

iocrIf

1

(>,K

PO 10%

3.1010

F590(+_3)

C

G(: 2
- 3

10", 3.10
rTC Pifl(

n f 33% 450_.30

1

D2 , 3rc/'.
27 , 2.10

1,10

20

(P TPprAn,

/XK
m a'

•
n

5804_2

;)2
D,

3.10

1,7r/rI,
. 2.107'

tCf

SrPpaa, 20

2.10 t

150 3

C 12 . 9rlr

10 \I, 6.10 r',.e 100

2.107

1504-3

2

"Va I00-Mi

1,5.10

F30+10

10 ', 0

2.
, ,

Key:

Notes.
(10).

'1

(1).

particle.
(5)o g/cuz.

Stopped.

(11).

i,

(2).
(6).
(g.

r

,

15

"," Kr

£nergy, feV.
st.ead.
s-A)

4j7.

(3).

Intensity,

A. (8).

cn.

Ui) . see 50 kq.

(9).

s-L.

(4).

solencid.
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*

Fig. 6. 4rea of ccnstructicn SIB near wil1igac

Eage 62.

(August 1970).
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riscussion.

L. A. Sarkisyan. Are suck the values of the Faraletex of the spiral
cf Archimedes and the aal|ltude c± fundamental

harmenic and why is

selected weak helicity?

Ph. Villaks. We apply cct archisedes spiral,

•

o

.

tut with certain change.

.-

.--- ---7
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Low helicity is selected in connection with the fact that the
coefficient of flutter

is acre than one.

A. A. Torobyev. which the d.Layram cf autcmatic ccntrol of
accelerator?

Kh. Villaks. Will be used aultailez system. litially computer will
be utilized only for tke reccrdang of data TIIen fcr the contrcl of

some parameters (for ezaspla,
lenses).

-y the parameters of the focusing

After several 1ears of cperaticr and gaining cf experience

%ill be used full/total/ccaplete automatic ccntrol of accelerator.

Ye. Skhvabe. Name/call tasac data cf the system of ccnclusion/output.

Kh. Villaks. Electrostatic delice/equipuent with a length of 120 ca
and by intensity/strength of fld

50-6C kV/cm. Angle of deflection

-7 of arad. Then will ccst quadzpcles and seftum - magnets vith 2centimeter winding. Betcre the electrostatic channel there will be
I

established the system cl than

tires for measuring the

Frcfile/airfoil cf beas.

Ye.

Skhvabe.

Which the jzecisicn/accuracy

of the maintenance cf

DOC
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phase?

3h.

Villaks. 2-30.

F. K. Sheabol*.
with the

Ihich tazius gzadient of HF field in the rescnator

stable operaticr?

hick tke frequercy cf sparking?

Kh. Villaks. The averace value ci antensity/strength trequancy cf sparking

X2.d.

O

Donets.

30 kV/cm. The

%es nct aeaaured.

which tna

expected intensity cf the beam of the

polarized protons?

Kh. Villaks. During the scattezi£g on the carkonic/carbon target
-1011 1/s. During the cse ot an external source -I012 I/s, and will
how much be at the output, it is unknovn.

13.

Linear acceleratcr cl protcra tc the energy

10 MeV in the

collation.

1e. Dzyur, V.

Grabovskp , Xu.

Kukharchik, S. KulinskW,

lanushevskjm, 2. gczlcvsk

B. Lytckivich, Z. Eazur,

eyslinsk3, T. Wevodnickanskjt, A. Pakhan, L.
Isykhert.

' I

,

A.

A. Makler, S.

Savlevich,

Yu. Sur, Ch.
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(Institute of nuclear research, Sverk, Pcland).

The described accelerator ba& designed and ccnstructed with its
cwn forces in the centfr of nuclear research in the ccllation about
5arsaw. Acceleratcr was constructed for conducting cf fundamental and
Fractical investigaticn

in the xegion of nuclear lcw-energy physics.

In the accelerator %as utilized the accelerating structure of
Alvarez's type with Ln-j3

atd g9/Lr.cons*t0.25.

This

structure was

checked by numerical calculaticna with the aid cf the modified method

cf Martini- garnet. The selected Faraaeters ci the fccusing channel
cf accelerator are compcaise baeteen maximal value of acceptance in
the phase space and the technically permissible values of field
gradients in the quadrctcle lenses. Obtained ccoprosise value con
for the system FDDF equal to G.4-5. The values cf transverse
acceptance and emittance are equal to with respect

100 and 3C so.

rad.

Injector is a usual accalezatcr cf Cockcxcft-wolton's type with
the high-frequency ion scurce.
regulated in the limits
injector consists of

ke duration cf beam burst can be

from 100 to

1000 vs.

Iccelerator tube of

14 aecticas. The average/mean gradient cf

DOC =80069205
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accelerating field is eqcal to 0.55

V/m . The quality of beam 515

keV can be measured witk t c renctely/diztance controlled systems of
slots, with faraday cylinders and with magnetic-inducticon meters of
current. For beam =atcbizg wita the entrance cf accelerator serve twc
triplets of quadrupole lenses aic two pairs cf the corrective coils.

The copper resonatcr, loaded with 40 drift tubes, is placed in
the steel vacuum container. fact drifting tute it is supported at the
axis/axle cf rescnatcr L) tbC XCdA.

The quadrupole lenses, Flaced within the drift tubes, are
supplied by direct curzent by

t ke

value cf 15C-250 A. The windings,

wound by ccpper tubes, as. cColec ty water. Gradient of magnetic
field in the quadrupcle lenses ia measured frcm 4985 G/cm at entrance
do of 928 G/ca at the cutput cf resonator. Sescnator has 12 plates of
tuning, 4 of theu it is

csasitle remotely/distance to regulate duting

the work of machine.

The power-supply system of k1gh frequency consists of three

cscillators of power, strongly ccnnected with the rescnatoc, and of
cne generator-exciter. I
tetrodes EIRAC 4W 2000CA.

Page 62.
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the ccillators are established/installed
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The duration of pulse EI is equal to 100C ps. The pulse repetition
frequency is synchronized wita the network/grid and may vary abruptly
in the limits from 1.5 tc 14.5 inp./s. Tb. distributicn of the
electric field along tte axis/aile of accelerator was measured
according to the pertuxktuca metbcd. After equalization is cbtained
the distribution with the chazges, lying in limits cf *-5o/o.

The system of vactcus evacuaticn consists of two vapor-oil
diffusion Fumps and traps, cooled by liquid nitrogen. Entire system
is prepared in the vorkskcpa ct institute. Pressure in the vacuum
container is approximately 4*1O-7 am Hg.

First accelerated team tics the accelexator was obtained on 15
January 1970. Vork on at improvement in machinle parameters ccntinues.
At present the currant cf the accelerated bean (June 1970) is equal
to about 400 IpA (with tte curiect cf injectcx 6 mA) weithout the
buncher.

ire given below the pazametexs ct the accelerator:

exit energy..... 9.7 NoV.
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rai

sesenance frequency.....

19.3.i5 nil:.

number of drift tubes.....

40$ !.1/20

Energy of injection..... 515 krzV.

Synchronous phase.....

-0

Tranisverse acceptance..... 100 sa. mrad.

Focusing system .....

FELI

cos ,-.4L5.

Length and diameter of zesczatcz.....

e =5524 arn, 2r-1077 an.

Cuality..... Q258000,

Duration of pulse H...1000

a

Pulse repetition frequency.....

1.5; 3.1: 6.2; 12.5 imp./so

Power HY in the impulse/bmntu/Fulse.....

IC0 ki.

Average intensity/strecgth cf accelerating field..... 2.24 MI/.

DCC= 80069205
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4.10- 7 am Hg.

Pressure in the resonatc.....

Theoretical works 2r essence concerted 9vestions of the dynamics
cf the prctcn beam and caiculaticas of the rescnance structure of
accelerator. Numerical calculaticns were ccnducted in machine GIER.
For this purpose were tritten cczresponding programs in language
ALGOL, and are also trausterrea

to the possibilities o

into this language and were adapted

this sachine other ezisting programs. The

analysis of phase and transverse particle actions in the accelerator
made it possible to accurately determine its phase and transverse
acceptance and emittance. ArE calculated the Earameters of the system
ef the strong focusing ILDU cr acceleratcr, and alsc the parameters
of the systems, which agree tle ccnclusicn/cctput of injector with
the entrance of accelerator and its output with the analyzing magnet.

Is developed program tox calculating of electrcmagnetic fields
and natural frequencies ct th

xecnators of linear accelerators.

This program is the variety ct methods of Martini and D. Warner and
makes it possible in fctcre to ceczease the machine time and the
storage capacity, necessary

for ta

calculations. The idea of

modification lies in tke tact tkat all cFeraticrs/processes of
integration and differettiaticns, necessary in the Ficcess cf count,
is done by analytical method in those fields cf the rescnator where
the fields are descriked ty azal)tacal expressics. This is

___MIT
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especially useful durirg the calculation of elgenvalue k', calculated
cyclically in the iteratdve ;zcceas of ccunt.

Integrals take the tcrm

and are expressed by ccatinatios functicus cC(%,m ).ck(
Bessel function (usual cz acdizied),

Am.,.

W),

where cc

-

- sole parameters, which

depend on the gecaetxy ct reacnatox.

Therefore it is Fcssible tc avoid numerical integration in the
entire upper region of tte rescratcr (it is acre than 10000

eoints).

The launching phase of accelerator, counting frcs the
moment/torque of the tezainaticz ct the measurements cf the
parameters of HF of strcctuze tc the moment/tcrgue cf obtaining the
team, it lasted very fcz long, sncae it

was ccnnected with nary

difficulties, in essence, with beak material and setting base, which
was found at the disposal ox ccilective. Mam stages of this Feriod:
1) the control of the system hS cf supply for otaining the correct
joint-operation mode Cf all oscillators,

the ensuring high

efficiency. The preliminary functicnal check ct oscillators vas
conducted with dummy lcad; Acbewer, final adjustment became pcssible

JL
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cnly vith the work on fixished hr structure under conditions of high
vacuum; 2) transition tkzough the Nbarrier" cf resonance discharges;

3)

the achievement of the inteaity/strengtb cf accelerating field,

which corresponds to acculeratic
cnly with the random tiesadcuns;
the optimization of the bcra

level, vithcut the treakdovrs, or
4)

the acceleration cf protcn beam,

of injectcr on 515 key and the focusing

channel.

Basic difficulties:

1) tke emergencies in the system cf HF caused

mainly by overvoltages

ir the ccstcurs/outlines

and damages of the

insulating elements/cells; ,) eaer~ency in the vacuum system and the
Feriodic incidence/ispirSment ct cil or water irto the vclume of
rescnator; 3) the diffictItIes bitt the elisication of resonance
discharges, connected bita the saterials of electrodes (usual copper,
cot non/without-oxygen),
vacuum system),

and

the incidence/impingement cf organic

with the

breakdowns during the

Nslcw" system E1 of supply;

(oil

4) the

Icig time at the high level, also connected

with the materials of etlctzcaes

ard with the vacuum conditicns.

During the discharges in tke resonator they were given ky
observation through inspectics

hindows in housing. Coo from the

windows, arranged/located at the angle of vacuum envelope, it gave
the possibility to ccntxcl tie ectire system ct drift tubes and their
rods. Therefore we ccuc fclicw the emergence cf discharges and
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determine their locaticc. The ckacking of the phenomena, which occur

in the vacuum, was perfcr m

ty the mass of accelerator. with its aid

was determined the spectium at residual gases under varied ccnditicns
for work.

In the beginning ci the jccess of starting/launching the
rescnator was supplied bi the ccatinuous wave of a small power for
accelerating the process or recval of gas trem the surfaces of
electrodes and for the jrel~iisaary formatica cf their surfaces. The
transition through the region ct resonance discharges is comeisted
with the supply of strccture geterators, which with the full load

excitas in the resonatcz tae stxanth of field in the clearances of
approximately 0.25 mV/2.

Fage 64.

The transition of the region ct resonance discharges was made
difficult due to the lcu speed c

the build-up cf field; therefore it

was necessary so "formoshape* the surfaces cf electrodes in crder to
decrease the secondary-easssict ccfficient tc the sufficiently low
level.

Effective method Ircved tc be work of cscillator with the

increased repetition fzeSuency.
different strengths cf

teio,

discharges appeared alternately with

t€.aaning frce 7 to 120 kV/m. On the

bhcle the observed levels oX tfold will agree well with the

J~o
,,..I

"- ,:
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theoretical forecasts Icr the sizes/dimersicas cf the clearances,
he)

available in the structure.

discharges at the lowest leveL.

are burdenscge and prolcnyed were
tc discharges at the high levels

corresponded, as a rult, brighttess in the regicn of tubes. After
serious vacuum emergencies and hit of a considerable quantity cf cil
into the resonator, aginc/traamnir

did nct ccpletely give results.

In such cases was necessary the flushing of tke internal surfaces of
resonator.

After outages of acce.eratcz (without the cpening of vacuum
Envelope) again appearsd rescnacce discharges, which entailed the
nsed for "aging/trainictg.

"b dakdcwn" tetve-

the drift tubes they

appeared on the level cf i-eld 0.7 from the threshold value cf the
intensity/strength of accelerating field. The reduction of
imrulse/mosentuo/pulse bith 1OO

ps to 3CO

.s did nct affect a number

cf breakdowns. At first hreakaobus appeared at the pulse apex, and
with the subsequent ilurlses/mca4ena/pulses, also at the frort. with
the schematic of timer dtvice/equaiment is ccnnected the dividing
circuit of repetition frequency tot the bork with the frequency of
0.3 s and C.1/s. Is Frc%1ded

tot also the pcs-itility of the sanual

tlocking of launching/startizi tke cscillatcrs cf pcwer. Befcze

the

emergence of the breakccbn Letween the tubes, which accompanied the
bright brightness, is cksaved ca the faces cf drift tubes tke
numerous foci

("asterisa"). Gzacally

reached all high levels of

1)OC
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field and possibility ct work wirth the high repetition frequencies.

in that case of the amerSenc4 cf a stall leak in the system of
water cooling and incitence/iaEiugeument intc the rescnator cf water
vapor was observed a ccssidazatle decrease in the disruptive level of
field.

After obtaining of the first accelerated team was carried out
checking energy cf the acceleted protczrs by the method of measuring
the path/range of beam, kcougbt cuz into the air. At present is
*

prepared the setting up cf buacher and ccnducting the precise
mseasurements of the paxagetfizA cl team with tt@ aid cf the aralyzing
sagnet.

DCC = 80069205
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Now developments and i provements of the technological systems of

linear accelerator 1-2.

V. A. Batalin, V. I. Ec-¢lev, le. b. Danil'tsev, 1. M. Kapchinskiy,
Y
L. V. Kartsev, A. N. Kczcdaev,
. V. Kolcskcv, S. P. Kuybid, N. V.
A
Lazarev,

V. 1.

FInstitute

Edemskil.

of theoretical and expzeimental physics).

Introducticn.

The ccnstruction/design of linear accelerator (LU) 1-2,
experiment of its adjustamnt,

ard also putting irto comuissicn as the

injector of the protcn synchrctrc-

(PS)

cf ITIF were described in the

literature E1-3]. During three lears work LU ircvides exit pulse
current of approximatell 100 mA, that makes it Fossitle to have at
the output PS the interaity 4-641011

prctons ler pulse. Duration of

team current LU of 3C p., the stability cf the current strength from
cne impulse/momentum/Filse to the next 8-10o/c. The width of the
energy spectrum of particles ca the longitudiral
impulse/momentum/pulse cauprles at the cutput cf LU *-0.6o/c (on the
half height).

':!

~

LU work 11 months in

the year ty three-veek coctinuous

DCC
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cycles with the weekly gaps/iotorvais fcr the preventive works. Idle
times LU with respect tc tao jiannod operating time ccaposed 3.5o/c
from

1741

hour into

basic reasons

1968 and

i.5c/c ot 4!20 hours into

1969. The

for idle times bee ccnnected uith that carried out 3-5

times by the replacement of catac4s in the icric source of
preinjector, by the exchange c

cscillatcr tubes and thyratrons, and

also by the occurred disturtancef/treakdcwns cf the correct
mode/conditicus cf vaccus evacuatica. The ccrtrituticn cf rezaining
technological systems tc the tctai rest Eericd is irsignificant.

It is interesting tc note that in spite cf

the use/application

cf oil-vapor evacuaticn and the hiSh value (tc 140 kV/cm) of the
strength of fields in the clearances in 4 years cf ccntinuous
cperation of LU vacuum eavelcia ua& revealed nct to time. The
consequences of those fad the klace into 1967-1969 two vacuum
emergencies with the incidence/mpingement cf cil vapcrs intc the
resonators was possible tc cverccai by piclcrged (tc 70 hours) HF
aging/training. ?r

Freleating such cases on the forevacuum main

lines are established/istalleo tke.bigh speed cates.

Scrk of LU from the alternately changing by duration pause between

the impulses/mcmenta/plEsos,

Essential reserve ct an inczeasa in the effectiveness in the use
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ES ITEP was revealed by lzojos1ticn accelerats Frotcn bean tc the

energy 150-200 MeV (for the medical targets) during the pause of
basic cycle. The reali2atica Cf this prcposition required from LU of
the frequency doubling cf inuecticnn for the alternately changing
duration of spacings tetbeen pulse&, which is 0.8 and 3.2 s. Basic

modernization underwent the systea of the high-voltage power supply
cf proinjector. The modclator of peak transfcruer

1T-800 had the

necessary supplies acccrding to the power fcr the work with the
frequency to 1 Hz; hcwever, due to the incomplete charge of storage
capacitance (time constact acre than 0.3 s) and nearness of cperating
stress/voltage 17-800 tc the permissible value, was required a strict
periodicity of starting/launching.

Fage 65.

This limitation was taken wita the aid of the antihunting circuit of
,

voltage across capacitcra of modulator. Stabilization with
,precision/accuracy -0.1c/o is accomplished/realized by the

Sthree-phase

*

thrstor diagram which is connected with the ptimary
windings of step-up powe
diagram substantially

transfermer [4]. The introduction o!.this

Itfom *-C.S to *-0.3o/c) lcvered the

instability of energy ct injectica.

The frequency doubling of bczk LU required alsc increase in the

AA
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power of the stabilizer ct charging voltage ir the mcdulators of the
system HF of the supply
GNI-23).

laa;s c

During last year LU in

the type G.I-SC were replaced on
essence it wcrked in this new

sode/conditions.

Second channel of beam extraCtica LU.

LU 1-2 can give the beam Ica the average) of 1 times per second;
therefore has the capatility intc the tize interval of 3.2 s.

between

the impulses/momenta/pulses ox tte injecticn cf normal and "medical"
cycle PS to utilize additicnall) 2 impulses/mcmenta/pulses LU for the
experiments with the prcton team, accelerated tc the energy 25 Bev,
cr for measuring the Faraaetexs cf beam.

Location for the scrk with the beam is 1ccated cA axis/axle LU
directly beyond the first rctai) magnet cf the icn guide, which links

LU with PS. In all on tkis ic- 9cide are utilized fcur rotary
magnets,

their windings are connected in series and are supplied by

direct current. Achromaticity ci the system cf the xctation cf beam
makes it possible to siSnificantly lower requirements for the
stability of current.

'hereiore the logical at first glance scluticn

to replace the first rctatina

sacnet with

pulse and to include it

cnly by the period of the transmission of beam in PS was rejected due
to the difficulty ensure the resister of the values of the amplitude
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cf pulse field in the first ana the stationary field in the remaining
three magnets, setting

c

it is dixect at the output cf LU of the

supplementary kicker which uculd make it possible tc pass beam on the
side from the first rotary magnet, it was iupcssible due to the
closeness of the lccaticn of

the

remaining elements/cells cf ice

guide. Thus, most advisatle scluticn proved tc be the pulse
demagnetizing of the first zctaz
transmission of beam (3C ps)

magnet to the period of the

intc the labcratcry location. Pulse

field is created by a 6- loop Icop, intrcduced together with
laminated polar tips irsile vacuum chamber cf the first rotary
magnet. The brass walls c€ vacuum chamber serve alsc as the screen,
which prevents the appeazance ot overvoltages in inducing windings,
supplied by direct currerr. Stationary field in this magnet has
virtually the same ccnflSuratioz, as with the ccntinucus pole pieces,
so that achromaticity cz tAe system of the rotation of bean prcves to
be preserved. With the transsissicn through the pulse loop of current
cf apFroximately 15 kh the magnatoatatic field in the bean region
completely is compensated and beam passes tbrcugh the magnet withcut
the divergence. The tests ErctotyEe of pulse lccF ccnfiraed the

,ossibility of the multiurpcse use of a bean of LU. At present is
conducted work on the Introductics/input of this system into the
cperation.

Second channel of beam extaction of LU

d

Is equipped by
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chambers/cameras for ctservation ty pulse quadrupole lenses with the
aperture 70 am

on the teirites and the ccrrsctcrs on the transformer

iron. By the selection ct the values of

;ulse beam currents vas

carried out through the channel and brought cut in the atmosphere.

Increase in the reliability of cEezation and reduction in the
cost/value of operaticr ct LU.

Considerable porticn of cpezazing ccsts cf LU compose flev rates
to powerful/thick vacuum lamps aza

thyratrcns, the real service life

cf which in the large measure desrmines also t~e reliability of the
work of machine. An increase in the power of the excitation of the
final stages on the lasts GI-1"A allowed

(withcut a change in the

power output) to somewhat icvar the filament vcltage cf these
expensive lamps, which irczeased the period of their service from
1000 to 4000 hours. A reducticn in the filament stress/voltage of
roentgen kenotrons V1-C-3/7
*

ian the modulator 1T-800 tc 13 in

increased the period of theiz service more than

10 times. The

frequeut reason for cessation of LU was the need of exchanging the

K

thyratrons Tl1-85/15 in the modulators HE of system. These thyratrons
ceased to be cut off after 400-50G hours of pulsed operation with the
currents to 1000 a. It turned out that the isicnizaticn time of the
thyratrons, which work utdx tbese conditions, considerably exceeds
certified/rating value and increases during the operation. The
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delay/retarding/deceletaticn of the process cf the charge of the
forming line by 700 ps

(bith the aid of the chcke/thrcttle with the

Inductance 5 H) weakened/attenuated the effect of this phencaenon and
the rsal service life ci rnycaticns in the modulators increased tc
;-3 thousand hours. Sutsequently it turned cut that the cases when
the thyratron,

which mastered 2-3

thousand hcurs,

cperating pulse, occur suaficiently rarely The arrangement of diagram,

is

not closed after

1-2 times in the grids.

which in such cases autcatically

disconnects by 0.1-0.2 s rectitaer, made it ;cssible tc utilize
thyratrons of more than 5 tacusand hours.

PFr the enlistment cf the attention of person on duty in the
case of breakdown in the reacnators are develcFed the diagrams, which
react to the slope/traraccnductance of the drcp of the envelcpe of HF
im Fulse/somen tun/pulse.

Improvements in the system cf

Iocster

vacuum pumping, introducticn of

pumps 9N-3 between the toze pumps and the high-vacuum

aggregates/units, and also the replacement of ejector nozzles cn
Fumps NST to the steam-.et cues made it posuitle to decrease the
acceleration time of LU. Atter the week cf pieventive works
connected

with the allcunce

evacuation of rescnatcza
cccupies only 3 hours.

fnot

of the atmosphere into the jacket) the
icr

the irtrcducticv/in;-t

of HY power
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15.

Linear electron accelerator

to the energy 2 GeV of FTI of AS

UkSSR.

V. A. Vishnyakov, I. A. Grishcbayov, Yu.
Robezskiy, V. V.

KondraenXc,

(Physico-technical

institute

V.

I. Ccbrolyubov, V. M.

I. 5yakct.

Cf IS UkSSR).

Linear electron acceleratcr

was constructed

physiotechnical institute of AS UkSSR in

in

Kharkov

1965, and from this time it

successfully works on tle wide stuay program in nuclear physics and

physics of accelerators.

Accelerator represents the enormous complex of the systems, from
.4

the mounted work of each of whac

performing work.
figure.

.I
4

depends the pcssitility of

The overall diagram of accelerator is shown in the
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Accelerator consists ot 49 accelerating sections in long on 4.8
mi. Each section is excited ixca the separate Ecwerful/thick klystron
amplifier. Klystrcns with exit icwer to 20 MWj in turn, are excited
with the aid of the thermostaticaily controlled waveguide from the
main master oscillatcr bith hbiq

trequency stability. The

impulse/momentum/pulse cf hign vcItage by the duration of 2.5 ps on
the cathode of klystron is creaed by pulse mcdulator on the forming
line with the thyratrcr coamutatcrs. Elactrcn beam is formed/shaped
in the injector, which accelerates particles to 4.5 MeV, which uses
the accelerating structure wizn permanent phase wave velocity. The
axisymmetric magnetic tieli is created by solenoid. On basic part cf
the accelerator is used the system of quadrupole lenses and
diaphragms, which ensures the creation of the phase channel of a
small width and beam shaping with a small emittance. The overall
length of the accelerating system is 240 m. It is logical that for
the normal operation is necessary the display system of position,
intensity and beam shape. As such systems are utilized the span
magnetic-induction position detectcrs and current, retractable
screen- flags, covered tiza the layer of phosphor, image on which is

K'

examined with the aid ct the television systems. For the correction
of the position of beat is utilized the system of the corrective
coils.

At the output of accelerator the bean falls into formation

• i

A-...
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system. The system of team shaping makes it pcssible to generate on
the target "pure/clean* electionac, positron and photon beams. The
tasic parameters of thesE ceams are showc in Table 1.

Positron beam is cttained cn the converter,
established/installed in the 9tt siction where with the
incidance/drop on the tantalus target of electrons with the energy of
250 NeV is formed electicn-csitz¢c

cloudburst. with corresponding

change in the phase of acceleratina

field the remaining part of the

accelarator acceleratei Icsitzcns.

Photon beams are tcraed cn the thin radiators, then they ara
cleaned in the clean-ul systems. Bucause of a small emittance of the
cutput beam on our acceleator successfully wcrks the system of
cbtaining the polarized quasi-scncchromatic photons. Photons are
formed due to coherent interactacn of electrons with the crystal of
diamond.

For the time,

passed frcm the starting time cf acceleratcr, its

many systems are perfected and isFroved.

This affected the resultant

;erformance characteristics ct accelerator. Tatle 2 shoes a change in
the basic parameters of accelerator for 4 g. and for the first half
cf 1970.
rable 3 shows chaESs in tae cperatinq characteristics of
accelerator for the same time.

Suiziciently characteristic numeral is

the flow rate of alictric Fcwer kaL the hour cf experimenter's work.
*1
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Fig.
*

1. The diagram of linear electron accelerator to the energy to 2

GaV: 1) cryogenic housimS; 2) ccnrzol panel cf bubble chamber; 3)
hydrogen bubble chamber; 4) tae hall of spectrometers; 5) physicists'
Fanel; 6) the panel for coaclusicn/output; 7) protection; 8) the hall
of beam shaping; 9) Fhctcn targats; 10) the deflecting magnet; 11)
quadrupoles; 12) protection; 13) is sew that retracting; 14)
experimental hall on tle straiat /Qirect bundle; 15)

central

accelarator friquency; It) photcn target; 17) pcsitron target; 18)

I

electron source; 19) ventiiat.Lca acusing; PP - straight line cf
bundles; OP - once turred beam; LP - twice turned beam.

Key:

(1).

Chamber of scattering. (k).

Equipment room. (3).

Accelerating system. (). Hall of bigh-frequency oscillators. (5).
kV.

(6).

Console.
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Table 1. Parameters of KbdZJOV linear electrcn accelerator to the
(as cf 1970)j.

energy to 2 GeV
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Key: (1).
(4).

Parameter. (2).

(swing). (9). pA•
ma&.

(12).

Unit measurement. (3).

(5).

Electron beam.

level 0.5 I max. (8).

111).

7

;AGBcr

Enezrgy. (6).

GeV. (7).

Energy spread at the

Average/mean output current of accelerator

(10).

fulse output current cf accelerator (swing).

Duraticn of make pulse.

messages maximum. (15).

i.ap./s.

(diam.) at output of accelo
spectrometer. (19).

Value parameter.

(16).

(18).

(13).

ps.

(14).

Frequency of

sizes/dimensicns of beam

Averaqe/mean current on target of

Sizes/dimensic-s of team on target of

spectrometer. (20). Prclcnged Fulse of current cn target of
spectrometer. (21).

Stakility cf pcsition of beam on target of

spectrometer for 8 hcurs.
122).

Stability of current on the target of spectrometer for 8 hours.

123).

Divergence of current cn target of spectrcmeter. (24). rad.

(25). horiz. (26).

vert. (27).

Quantity cf cutoffs/disconnections of

sections in hour of that see with 35-45 operating sections.

(28).

dev./h. (29). Backgrcurd noise level from electron bean in place of
target. (30).

akr. s. 431).

accelerator. (32).

eas Ct positrons at output of

Sizes/diaensicns of beam. (33). Angular

divergence. (34). on hcrizontal.
Intensity of beam.

35).

on vertical line. (36).

(37). Fazt./s. (38). Ratic of intensity of

Fositrons at output of accelezatcr to intensity of electrons on
converter.

(39).

POCTNOTE i. It
pA, AE/Z=4o/o

Photor team at cutput of accelerator

'.

relates tc the electron beam: E1400 neV, I sr.=0.5
at the level 0.i 1 max,

,lbe.as

-

0.6 ca. ENDFOCTNOTS.
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(40).

Intensity.

(42). Von.

(43).

riGr.x

(40a).

it is less.

cf photons. (45).
41).
(48).

Enct./s.
(44).

Photcn anergy.

(41).

Angle of colliNation.

Polarized quasi-monochromatic bean

(46).

Total intensity of photons.

equiv./in.
Polarization witk,

collimation.
s.

eGuiv.

(51).

(49).

Divergence of bean.

(50).

Angle of

Accuracy of reading of angle it gcniometer.

(53). thickness of target

(daaacnd).

(54).

(52).

cu/rad. length.

rage 68.

Eecause of the improvements, iaroduced into the modulators, to an
imfrovement in effectivezess and reliability
ct operation the flow
rate of electric power vas reduced with 5.42 OAW of hours in

1966 to

3.25rA' of hours in 196S. Is visitie a systematic increase in the
indices of acceleratcr.

•
'
(i

Should be noted basic iaprcvements and improvements, made for
this tine on the accelerator.

At first of work it 1965 on the accelerator uan discovered the
phenomenon of the shcrtening ct curent rule,
JI

WW

connected with the

I

DOC
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excitation in the accelezating sysrem NE-11 of wave by the flying
beam.

The large length ci the acceaerating system,

the permanent

structure of sections ard high quality ccntrikuted to the development
cf instabilities and liited ccttut current ef accelerator 0.3 pA.
For eliminating this pteromenon we established/installed in the
beginning of the accelerator of section with the secticns/cuts on the
disks, divided into 5 suksectacnas. In ccnjuncticn with an inFrovement
in the focusing this raised the maximum accelerated current.

Improvement on the moaulatcrs -

the equalization of flat/plane

Fart - and an improvement in zhe stability of excitation system they

led to an essential i.;zcvemeaz in the energy spectra. The
introduction of narrow Etase channel, additically decreasing the
spectrum, substantially impzcved the emittance cf beam at output of

accelerator.

Is made the large ccmplex of works on an increase in the
reliability of the systems of accelerator, and at present the

general/common/total flcb of failures on to systems is lowered to the
low values. The total the flow ct failures on the average in 5 months
of

1970 composes 0.1 faalure/bcuz

cf work alcng all systems and

additionally 0.06 failure/hcut cc all modulators..

t the sane time,

It is probable, the way ct small improvements, keginning from some
moment/torque, it will Frcve tc be barely effective.
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Table 2. changes in some parameters of linear electron accelerator en
2 GeV in 1966-1970.
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Key:

(a). Parameter. (b).

(1).

3ange of working energies actual.

at the level

Unit measurement. (c). 1970 in 5 months.

of I gazimum.

(4).

(2).

GeV. (3). Energy spread

flaxieum ;ulse current*

(4a). mA.

(5). Limiting value of avera~e/sean output current of accelerator.
(6) . ii.o

(7) . 3mittance

(900/o of particles).

(7a) .

mm urad.

(8).

Transverse sizes/dimensicna ct Loan at cutput of accelerator. (9).
Duration of pulse current on target of spectrcueter.

(10)o jps.

(11).

Cuantity of cutoffs/disccnnactaons of klystrcns in hour (average/mean
value).

(12).

dev./hcuz.
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In connection with this reasca

-

but to raise a question about the

path of most advantagecus change of the characteristic of accelerator
in the future. In this case it

is possible to discuss different

stages, including very ramoved at the time. As the basic essential
points it is possible tc isolate tne following groups of factors: a)
the improvements in the paxamoers of beam at the fixed/recorded
woment of time, connected with an improvement in the stabilization of
high-frequency fields and fczm cf clusters Lath during the
ispulse/momentum/pulse aid froe ca. impulse/scmentum/pulset to the
next; b) an improvement in the accelerating system for the purpose of
an increase in the limitingj current, being limited by the effect of

DOC
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o

the explosion of beam, an improvement in the full-icad saturation
curves of sections; c)

at increase in the duration of current pulse

and connected with this increase in the duration of the pulse of
high-frequency field; d) the creation of new cnes and the improvement
cf tha operational systems of snaping of the accelerated beam.

The enumerated wozts virtually can be accomplished/realized
without prolonged accelexatcr shutdowns, in this case it is lcgical
that the cost/value and the latcz expense of these all works is
different.

Achievements recently on the accelerator of the value of energy
spread *-0.15o/o on the kall-be!Sht of the spectrum due to the
creation of narrow channels show that by this method it is pcssible
to obtain still essential advance. It is easy to show that, if we
ensure frequency stability of Aign-frequency field not worse than
5.10-6, the phase width Cf cluster of approximately 0.50 and the
stability of high-frequency field at the level 0.05c/o, it will be
possible to obtain the full/toal/complete spectra not worse than
0. 1o/o. For achievement cf this it is necessary to improve the master
cscillator, to introduce the stakilization system of the pulse apex
cf modulators, to remove nozses in the klystrons and to inject new
ef
eective

*L-

injectors.
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An improvement in the accelerating system can go in two
directions:

the setting up of the instead of acting sections cf

sections with the crcss-shaped sections/cuts bith the magnetic
fields, created by solencids, and setting up in the initial Fart of
the accelerator of 10-2C sections with the permanent gradient, also
with the solenoids. These actions must increase limiting current tc
100-150 mA.

I

Ai

'I

*

Table

:.0peatonl9:::a

the work of linear electron

accelarator on 2 GeV fica 1966 %hzough
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Key:

(1).

TA(G,

Dsignaticn cf works.

(4).

1970 in 5 months.

(3).

Calculated (planned/glide) cjeratig time (full/total/complete). (4).
hour. (5).

Operating time to research programs, including physics of

nucleus physics of accelerator. (o).

Time tc investigations in o/o to

estimated time of operaticn (act-ally).
accelerator with beam.

46).

(7).

Production time of

Opezating time of accelerator between

cessations on preventive works. ti).

days. (10).

Time, spent ty

cperator on change in energy on targets to 50oc/o (on the average of
hours).

Page 70.

The only deficiency/lack in the sections with the constant gradient
is an increase the time c

filling of section electromagnetic field.

In connection with this cne c! the most efficient factors of an
increase in the average/mean curzent of accelerator is an increase in
the duration of the pulse ci klystrons and gun.

At present virtually ot 2.5 ps the impulse/momentum/pulse of
klystron in the overall "window",
cf beam,

it remains only 1-1.3

vf
waveguide with field

bhich ensures the best parameters

s, since 0.8 ps departs a the filling

ad still several the tenths are expended on

the insufficiently gecd syncbzczizaticn and the unsatisfactory

DOC = 80069206
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duration of the flat/plamne paxt of the impulse/mouentum/pulse of
klystrons. In connectica with this an increase in the duration of the
pulse of high-frequency tield tc 10 as, increasing power on the
klystron 4 times, virtcally 8-1U times will increase average/mean
current. However, naturally, for tais it
replacement of all modulatoars o
*the

is necessary to conduct the

klystrons. After the replacement of

modulators of the first secticns and amplification of power
engineering of accalerazcz fuzzher replacement of modulators can it
is c3nducted on the cpezatiag accelerator. Finally, the creation of
the new systems of fcrmaticn in the new and old halls will make it
possibl3 to in the best Way utJl12i working hcurs. A number cf our
new systems includes tle intrcucticn of the "Jumping"

photon

targets, which makes it possible tc conduct simultaneously works on
the photons and the electrons in two halls.

Perfection of optics in formation system and improvement in the
power-supply systems cf magnets will make it possible to actually
generate beams in the area whose diameter is not more than 1 an.

The basic parameters of accelerator after accomplishment of all
outlined measures are skcvn in

able 4.

It seems to us that with an increase in the power of bean
increasingly essential bill ts sanifested the effect of the

DCC = 10069206

EIGS

reliability of systams and ease ct contrcl on the possibilities of
experiment. Therefore ccrsidezatle attention must be given tc
questions Cf the overall autcmaticn of ccntrcl cf accelerator. It is
possible to assume that the piopcsad path is not maximum. Prctably,
due to the improvement ct tne stabilization systems and
high-frequency supply even nci

tc actually pose the problem of

cbtaining on the accelexazoz oi cur type of electrons with the energy
soreaa is not more thar 10-4 with the high high-frequency efficiency.

!'4

!"

80069206
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(1).

E

Parameters.

all programs.

(4).

A- i

ci).
Data

ot

1970.

(11).

(8).

mA.

(9).

(14).

MA.

(15).

(7).

(5).

Current

GOV.

(12).

pe.

Fower or beam.

sizes/dimensicns of Leam.

(18).

(16).

(13).
kW.

Width

(10).

Hz.

Current average/mean
(17).

Divergence, maximum.

Duty factor with respect to current.

(6).

(pulse,

Frequency of messages, maximum.

Duration of current pulse.

worker.

Data after execution of

Energy at electrons, maximum.

cf spectrum at the level 0.5 1 zazimum.
maximum).

(3).

Transverse
(19).

rad.

(20).

(21). Duration of hf pulses at

the level 0.9. (22). Duraticn cz pulse of ezcitation. (23).

Time of

continuous operation tc cessaticn to preventive maintenance. (24).
torr.

(25). Time of coEtinucus cieration to cessaticn to preventive

maintenance. (26).

hcur. (27). Gccd time with beam Fer annum. (28).

Possibility of simultanecus mcrk cn beam of several groups.
will be provided in cciflex wiza new halls.

129).

It

(30). No. (31).

Seliability of work cf tke accelerator. (32). It is better than 90c/o
average in year.

FOCTNOTZ 1. During the replacement of 50 sections to the new ones.

ENDTOOTMOTE.
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16. Rapid boostar

-injfczcr

ct Fpxcton synchrctron IVE.

A. D. Artemov, V. 1. Baltexov, V. P. Belcv, A. A. Vasileyev, F. A.

Vodoplyanove 0. A. Gusev, A. S. Ivanov, Ye. G. Komar, A. A. KuzfUil,
E. A. Larionov, 1. F. Palyshev,

*

B. A. Nonoszon, Z.A. Myae. L. L.

Eal'askiy, B. V. Rozhdistvensxiy, A. M. Stolcv, Ye. F. Troyanov, V.
A. Titus, G. M. Fedotov, P. A. kefelov, 1. A. Shukeylo.

(Scientific research irstizute ct the electxcphysical equipment in.
E. V. Efreuov, institute of hiqn-ecergy physics, radio engineering
institute of the AS USSE, state union design institute GKAB).

In the present report ace given sone designed considerations by
construction of the basic systess cf rapid booster - the injector
whose development was the result ot studying the general/commcn/total
problem of a sharp increase in tke intensity cf proton synchrotron
IFVE [1]. Some questicns, vaich relate to the separate systems of

V

booster, are in detail described in reports [2, 3].

The high intensity cf the accelerated paxticles (1.7e1012
*

prctons per pulse at the repetition frequency of 25 hertz)

with the

DCC = 30069206

limited

PAGE

(-100 a) perimeter determines constructive solutions and

cperating modes from the efficient systems cf booster.

The selection of magneric structure FOFDCD with 16
eleme--ts/cells of pericdic-y amd acceptance,

which corresponds to

the acceptance of main acceleratcr, is caused by the minimal sizes of
the cross section of magnet and ty the length of gaps/intervals (1.1
and 2 a) between the units, suiticient fcr pcsitioning/arranging 10
accelerating stations, tke eguipient of the introduction systems and
conclusicn/output, ccrrectien,

uonitoring, etc. The hardness of

magnetic system is maximus for C-snaped magnets without the neutral
;oles. For convenience in inpuz and output of particles the
frameworks of all units are turned inside the ring. The wide
intervals between those detocusiag to semiblccks they are preferable
both for the system cf ccuclusicnboutput and for the more optimum
cross section of the clambers ct rescnatcrs.

Due to the effect cf space charge at the large intensity will be
comparatively large the scatter cf frequencies of the beta t ron. Fig.
1 shows the lines of rescances mad the possible positions of the

region within which are located tke frequencies of betatron at the
moment of the cycle when the scatter of freguencies is maximum. The

repeated intersection cf anhazmcnic resonances can increase the
transverse sizes/dimensicas c± team to erd cf the acceleraticn in

-AI
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comparison with the calculated coos. This will lead to the lcsses of
particles upon the injection intc main acceleratcr or during the

conclusion/output from it. Therefore to the straggling of the
nonlinearity of the magreu.c rifle of bocster are presented stringent
requirements [4].

In the interval of tne variation in the magnetic field 1.33-9.55
kg the basic source cf ncaliaearity can be the nonlinearity cn the

*

ends/faces of units and in tte region between the focusing seniblocks
vhcse contributicn grcws/"rses az the relatively small length of
units. It is proposed exparisental.-design method to compensate for
these nonlinearity in ettire operating range of fields by the special
selection of profiles/aizfcils ca the ends/faces and between the
semiblocks.

Another source cf ncaiinearity can te metallic vacuum
chamber/camera. At presec- are examined two pcssible versions of the
chamber/camera: from alazinaceous ceramics

(A920S

) and the

thin-walled corrugated channer/camera from the nickel alloy with the
high specific resistance (Fig. 'i.

Ceramic chamber/camera satisfies all requirements, but relative
to it is expensive. Metallic cnamer/camera from the seamless pipe
with a thickness of 0.25

4

sm

in teaght of corrugation 6 an and

DOC = 80069206
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steps/pitches 3 mm is satistactczy from the Ecint of view of the
attenuation of field and heating, but it is nct thus far found a
constructive solution fcx the expanded secticns cf chamber/camera cn
the input and the output tics tne booster. Is feasible the ccabined
version of vacuum chaaker.

rogether with the ccrrectiot
field, which usually emeige

oe

only scme of the compcnents of

and the permissible limits in proton

synchrotrons, and the carrecticz, connected with the selection of the
cptium modes/conditions of

L,cstex, probably, it will be required

lineazity correction of magnetic field fcr the purpcse of the
decrease of the force ct sci4 azbarmonic rescances. For these
purposes are provided fcz the corrective elements/cells with the

identical implicit-pcle magnetic circuits, the characterized ty
excitaticn windings (dipcies, quadrupoles, sextupoles, and
octuooles).

Their replacement can he conducted without the

deterioration in vacuum.

With the current c

Ieffectiveness

A

linear accelerator 100 m, [5] and the

of injecticn and capture by 60-70o/o for obtaining the

intensity 1, 7, 1012 prctons and the impulse/momentum/pulse it is
sufficient 3-4-

S.

reverse injectics.

rAG
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Pig. 2. Section of vacuum ounaner.
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(4).

it is turned. (5).s

View.

(2).

Viet G end/face.

(3).

View A is turned M1:2.

ti/vue.
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Is theoretically develcF.e

the resonance diagram of the

introduction/input of keas into the phase space cf radial betatron

cscillations (Q,- 3.5 u€cn the injection), that involves the changing
in the time local distcrticn cf equilibrium orbit. The
introduction/input of launching/starting with the esittance,
mismatched with the acceptance cf booster; makes it possible to
bridge the region of the stzongly nonlinear fields of the focusing cn
a radius units. Local diatcrtian cf orbit and change in the frequency
cf betatron for the pericd of injection pro~cses to use by ferrite

ragnets and lenses with the single-turn excitation windings. Por the
purpose of the decrease cf

tha effect of space charge on the

effectiveness of injecticn is assumed maximum filling of
chamber/caera in the vextica.d ixection. with this more effectively
is utilized elliptical czoas section of chamttrtcasera.

*

The acceleration cf pzotoas is intended to accomplish 10

OW

I
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FIGF.

accelerating stations 1i of them

-

stand-by), which involve the

raconstructed resonators. asarrangesent in the frequency is
accomplished by the magnetac biasing cf the ferrite, filling the
resonators. The accelerat-ng station consists of two coaxial
cavities, excited on tle TER wave and operatirq in the antiphase to
cne clearance. The freu.ency rarge of accelerating voltage 0.83-2.79
MHz with multiplicity 1 is close to the frequency range of main
accelerator (3]. The uaximuI amilitude of accelerating voltage of
65-70 kv/rev,

corresponds tae maximum of M. Coediuio tio

of the

radial size/dimnsion of separazris with the pulse scatter it is
proviied by the reductict o± the aiplitude cf accelerating voltage
upcn the injection to 1.5 &V/rav. Calculated capture efficiency
composes 62o/o. In concan. of the cycle of acceleration by a change
in the amplitude of accelerating vcltage is regulated the
longitudinal size/dimension of cluster. For the purpose of weakening
the load of resonators Ly beam with modulation of stress/voltage it
is proposed to use the acncolbasal supply of resonators.

The conclusion of Farticles Iran the bcoster - single-thread;
cluster; brought out frcs the bcoszer, fills cne separatrix cf main
accelerator. The diagram of ccucluaion/output is traditional for the
prcton synchrotrons: at the end cf the cycle of acceleration
equilibrium orbit locally is distorted in the radial directic

and

team with the aid of tte full-aperture ferrite iasact magnets is

,4

Z
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thrown into the deflecting septum-magnet,

located in the maximum of

crbit distortion.

An essential special ieaTure/peculiarity of the
devices/equipment of tke ccsnu*aticn cf beau cn the input into the
bocst3r and the cutput frcm it, and also during the
introduction/input into main accelerator is the mode of their

*

cperation with the repetition frequency 25 Hz. All equipment
components must provide tot less than 10

activations without the

replacement. The breaking stress to which can be calculated at
present switching elements/cl.ls, which form lines, etc., is SO kV.
With the required frcnts 80-150 ns impact are magnetic necessary to
divide in the section

112-16 sections in impact magnet during the

introduction/input intc main accelerator). rave limitations en the
current and switching Elements/cells (hydrcger thyratron - to 3000
A).

However, an increase in tna total number of elements/calls leads

to a decrease in the reliability ct entire system.

Furthermore,

the

inductance of introducticns inptts and magnets become ccmmensurable.
At prisent are studied -he possibilities of the improvement cf the
complex articles for tktir use it this mcde/ccnditicns (oil filling
cf cables, stabilizaticn o± the jarametezs cf thyratrcns, etc.),

the

uses/applications of the small strip forming lines, are
developed/processed low-inducticn coaxial intrcducticns/inputs and

resistors.

'M

MENOMINEE
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The electromagnet

j gL

ct boCster consists cf 32 units (Fig.

construction/design of utits in

essence

3).

The

is analogous to the

electromagnets of the elieczcn synchrotrons (fig. 4).

The excitation

Cf el3ctromagnet is sinusoidal wiza the magnetic biasing. Is examined

[2] the possibility of excitinj the electrovagnet by nonsinusoidal
current in order to decrease zae maximum speed of field change and,
consequently, also power

of the accelerating stations.

Unit consists of 5 straight/uirect glued/cemented made of sheet
steel !4-42 of packets. lae iole o: extreme packages they are rounded
cn the ends/faces. Steady transiticn from the fccusing semiblcck to
that defocusing is made in the auczage/mean package. This magnetic
structure makes it possikle to decrease heating steel on the
ends/faces of unit and in tao transient field, to decrease the
effective nonlinearity in the distzibuticn cf magnetic field, to
stabilize effective lengths in entire range of fields and acccrding
to the results of the measurements of magnetic characteristics in the
pilot model to correct tifore bejianing mass Ercduction the

V

relationship/ratio of tbe ionqzbs ef semiblccks ky the method of
mixing along the azimuth of the dividing line of semiblocks without a
change in the length of packages., The excitaticn winding of unit

.

consists of four secticns cn 16 turns, included in parallel.

DCC
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Transposition is accomilihed/irali~zed on 2 uznits. Armature coils are
coilid from the square ccppez zute with cecticn 13.5x13.5 mm2 with
hole fcr cooling water/
Ilmm. in r-ais case certain increase in the
ohmic losses on alternatiag current is ccupensated by simplicity and
reliability of constructicn,-dean.

By project is prcvided for zhe possibility of the work cf main
*

accelerator both with the iz-eczxcr from thq linear acceleratcr 1-100
and from the booster.

Fig. 5. shows the mutual locatcion of booster and main
accel erat or.

ii
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Fig.

R

3. Section of the tunnel of booster.
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Basic parameters ct the bccszer:

f

nergy of the protons

cf 37.5-1500 MeV.

Intensity in the impulscs/ucuentuz/Eulso

Repetition frequency of the ccles

1.7*1012.

.4-.

5 Hz.

DOC = 3oC69206
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e

Crbit circumferancq

at 99. 16 a.

Radius of curvature

A* 7.87 a.

Frequancies of the betatroa

on a radius

3.2.

on the vertical line

Frequancy of revoluticc

3.3d.

0.83-2.79 MHz.

Multiplicity of radio-treqaency

1.

jaximum

65-70 kV.

accelerating vcltage

A number of accelerating startxcs

Number of elements/cells o± perzcdicity

Number of units

.A

32.

8+2 it is stand-by.

16.

DCC = 30069206
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Magnetic structurq

¢CUCC.

Range of a change in the magnatac field in ortit

of 1.13-9.55

kg.

Langth of unit on iron

weight of the elactromaSnat

1.545 m.

320 t.

Aperture of vacuum chamber

6.8x16 cm2 .

Fressure in the chanter/camera

t tbooster

2.10-7 torr.

II

-
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proton synchrotron by tho enecr
the energy of injecticr.

70 GeV ty means of an increase in

this ccii.,

Vol.

I.

2. 0. A. Gusev at al. s.ecial zoatures/peculiarities of the
construction of the pcwez-suEly system cf the electromagneot of rapid
booster. This coll., Vcl.

[.

3. P. A. Vodop'yanov et al. New systems of radio electronics and
control of proton syncbrctrcn IEVE. This coll., Vol. 1.

4. V. I. Balbekov, I. A. Shukeyic. Some effects of space charge in
the booster in main accelexator IFVE. This ccll., VIl. I.

5. A. L. Mints et al. In.ectcr cf the bocster of proton synchrotron
IFVE. This coll., Vol, 1.
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17. Project of the reccnstruction cf proton synchrotron ITEF.

L. Z. Barabash, A. V. EarLhudyaryan, Yu. A. Bcllshakov, M. A.
Veselov, L. L. Gol'din,

V. P. Zavodov, P. R. Zenkevich, Yu.

N

Zlatov, I. F. Kleopov, V. V. Ictstantinov, D° G. Koshkarev, Yu. Ya.
Lapitskiy, P. 1. Labedev, K. K. Cncsovskiy, L. I. Sckolov, Ye. A.
Sys

1.

V.Sekancv.

(Institute of theoretical and experimental physics).

Target of reconstructicn.

The reconstruction cf jizotcn synchrctrcn ITP [1] pursues the
folloving targets: 7) zeadjusscaUC of magnetic system in order to
create the sections, fitted out ±or the highly efficient
conclusion/output initial particles, and the conclusicn/output of
particles from intarnal targets at angles close to zero; 2) an
increase in the energy ct prctcns from 7 to 10-11 GeV; 3) an increase
in the frequency of cycles fcc

15 to 24 in min.

A disadvantage in

the present structure ci accelexator is the atsence of straight
sections, fitted out fcz the ccrclusion/cutFut of particles. After
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reconstruction in the structure will appear two long (2.4 m)
gaps/intervals in each pErlod cl magnetic system (Fig.

1).

The

afterward second of these gaps/intervals usual F - unit with the
framework, placed outside the ring, it will he replaced by the closed

unit, altered from D urit (fig. i). Because cf this in three
consecutive magnets, which fcilow after the second long gap/interval,
the frameworks prove tc k turned inside the ring. This structure cf
magnetic system will make it pcss.cile by sizple means to carry out a
highly efficient (at will - slcw or rapid) conclusion of the proton
beam, accelerated before fuil/tctal/complete energy, which now is
impossible. From such Sa~s/intezials it is easy to also carry out a
conclusion of secondar7 particles, generated cn internal target. In
this case from one target it will ce possible tc simultaneously
derive several beams ot seccunaij jarticles ete of %hich will emerge
at angle, close to 00. its ccnclusion/output of secondary particles

from another gap/interval can be accomplished at angle approximately
130, i.e., approximatel./exemplar.ily in the manner that now is
conducted the "universal ccnclusicz" of seccndary particles.

An increase in the energy of team tc 11 GeV will make it
possible to expand the field of resonances, available for the
investigation on the accelerator,

and gives the possibility to

produce works with the artiptotcas and the antineutrons which are now

formed insufficiently etfectively because maximum energy of particles

DCC
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the too close to oscillatica iciat of antinucleons.

An increase in the Lrequancy of cycles is more than one and a

half times, by itself ra~resents iaportant task, since dialicg rate
cf statistics during tte physicl experiments is proportional to the
frequency of cycles. As is sncwt, an increase in the frequency of
cycles usually proves tc be considerably more usefully than an
increase in the intensitj of beau.

The proposed reconstruction is the necessary first step/pitch,
without which is impossitie further modernization of accelerator. The
second step/pitch of mcdernizaac, will be the conclusion/output of
prcton beam into the szec.al - Ezoton - housing, calculated for the
work with the primary team and the short-lived particles, generated
in the housing itself, next to the experimental installations. The
conclusion/output of ptitary beat into the available experimental
hall becomes after reccnstructicn completely feasible, but it will be
hardly advisable due tc the dizticulties with the protection.

4
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Thus, reconstructicn not only raises the frequency of cycles and
energy of protons, but also excEeds

protcn synchrotron ITEF into the

contemporary acceleratcr with the convenient output and the input of
Farticles and is opened the way fox future ucdernization.

Structure of magnetic sjatem.

The magnetic structure ot the working ncu accelerator contains
112 magnet blocks, frcw

hbich 98 ate C -

by cnits and 14 X - units. X

- boost clusters do not have a field on the axis and are quadrupole
lenses. C - units as fcces, so also turn beam. Of 98 C - units 56'
they defocus beam on a zadius

(I - units),

and 42 - they focus

units). All 14 X - units foccasd team on a radius. Magnet blccks are
established/installed cn the special plates/slats, making it possible
to move units vith the acjustaet. Plates/slabs are sealed in into
the reinforced concrete zing, which forms the foundation of magnetic
system.

The period of magnetic structure after the rearrangement
Fig.

(see

1) contains 12 magnet blocts; 6 focusing and 6 defocusing. Of

DCC - 80069206
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twenty gaps/intervals,
i),

two

(0.304

-

extended

telongi-g

(0.6 a),

to each

ono normal

pericd,

(C.45

two are long

(2.4

w) and seven shcrt

a).

Two long gaps/intervals togetner with their dividing pair of
units form minus-singl

matrix/die, which ensures undisturbed

transition from the previous magneto-optical channels, containing 10
units, to the following such tc channel.

One of the units ct each period - the first focusing unit, which
goes after the second long gap/inzerval, is done the closed type.
Turned inside the framewcrk these units do not interfere with the
conclusion of particles cf the acceleratcr. The closed units are
manufactured from exist-ig L - coost clusters, among which are
excess, while F - units are not sutficient.

Accelerator chamber is retained previous, but it is

K

shifted/sheared into the regicn cf large fields. This shift cf
chamber/camera decreases the ratio of the gradient of magnetic field

,Iq

to the value of field ard necessary in order to decrease the hardness
cf focusing (number of oscillations for the revoluticn).

Decreased

the hardness of focusirS must ce tc preserve succth envelope of
tetatron oscillations iz the presence of long straight sections. The
shift of chamber/camera to the side of large fields brings,
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urtharmore, to an increase ia tba middle field, and it means and
maximum energy of acceltrator with the same maximum coil current of

magnets. Withdrawal frcs magnetac system X - units does not affect
maximum energy of accelexator, since these units do not have a field
on the axis. At the same tiae reicval/distance X - units decreases
the inductance of ring (by 14o/o) and is decreased its resistance
(almost doubly). The decrease ot the impedance cf magnetic system
contributes to an increase in tk* number of cycles.

Here it must be noted that the frequency of cycles in the
present accelerator is liaited k) not so much magnetic system (and by
the power of feeder),

as by inetectiveness of the accelerating

system on span tubes. Use replacement of these tubes by resonators
and the decrease of the impedaace cf magnetic system lake it possible
to raise the frequency c€ cycles tzcm 15 to, at least, twenty four.

An increase in the frequency cf cycles and energy of accelerator
leads to the need for Increasing an energy gain cn the revolution
frcam24 to915 keY. This increase is provided by the replacement of
the existing accelerating system on drift tubes to the resonator
accelerating system.

In this case appears the Ecssrbility of failure of the fcrmation

cf magnetic cycle with j4r anent rate of rise of the field.

4i
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The latter fact offers the possibility of replacing the existing
power-supply system of the magnet of accelerator with the
electromagnetic conversion unit to the supply directly from the power
system.

Besides simplicity and Jaizr reliability this power-supply
system makes it possible tc vcrk with the permanent frequency.

which

in turn, strongly simplifies the task of filtrating the field to area
cf magnetic cycle. necessary Lor a good work of all systems of slow
team extraction.

Let us compare sce chazacteristics of accelerator before and
after reconstruction.

Ihe maximum cf the modulus/module of the

function of floquet after rearrangement somewhat increases and it
reaches 3.72 (to rearrangement i.91),

but amplitude

t

-

furction

virtually is not changed. An increase in the modulus/module cf the
function of floquet leads to the decrease of those permitted the
amplitude of betatron csciilaticns, which decreases the acceptance cf
chamber/camera. One shculd, bcbeuer, note that after the
rearrangement of machine the maximum value cf the modulus/module of
the function of floquet for the radial direction attains in F - unit
of minus-single matrix/die, i.e.,

I'

in that place where

-

function
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is equal to 0.2 m. In

the remaining units the modulus/module of the

function of floquet does not exceed 3 (see Fig.

1).

In the working now accelerator the maximums of the function of
floquet and

'

-

functicn coincide. This fact partially compensates

the losses, connected uith an increase in the amplitude of the
function of floquet. Tie at tne same time Cculcmb limit of the
intensity of acceleratc

after rearrangement decreases and will

compose 1.1012 instead c± 1.6ol01z with the energy of injecticn 25
MeV. As will be shown below, this decrease of practical value does
not have.

After the rearrangement cae accelarator will have the best
characteristics for the particlea, differing with respect to the
impulse/momentum/pulse from rae acminal. Let us point out first of
all, that the coefficient, which is determining the dependence of
frequency of betatron cc the isaulse/momentun/pulse, proves to be
after rearrangement one and a hall times less than now (11 instead of
16).

Tha decrease of this coefficient will allow particles lcnger tc

remain in the chamber/cameza with interactic

with the target, which

raises the output of seccadary particles. Furthermore, in this case
is

expanded permissible

vaziaticns of particles on the

impulse/momentum/pulse durinS tke injection. This scatter composes
now +-2.2.10-3 and will increase after the reconstruction of machine

-aa

Lib

k
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to +-5.10-3.

The intensity of team in the accelerator at present is limited
due to an insufficient quantity cf protons in the necessary interval
Ap/p in the beam, goinc ±zcu the linear accelerator. To decrease Ap/p
in the beam contributes debuncher, but this scatter nevertheless
rejects by excessive, and the percentage of tte seized particles - it
is insufficient to large ones 430o/o). The high Coulomb limit of the
existinq accelerator tterefore cannot be used. After the
rearrangement of accelerator the percentage of the seized particles
substantially will increase and the intensity of team, in spite of
certain reduction in tte Cculcuat limit, it will increase.
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Systems of correction.

In the proton synchzoton LUF are three types of the corrective

windings: the supplemertary windings, placed cn magnet yoke, the

windings, placed on surface magnet poles, and the windings, wcund
around the neutral pole. The first servq for ti

1
qorrection'
13 and

14

*-armor1±s :) 'he m~agnetic field d±s t orti.oris, whc

"o't aangerous

are nlow tne
the seccnd - zcx the correcticn of frequencies of the

tetatron, for sliminatIrg the coupling of oscillaticns, and the third
-

for the distortion ccrzecticn cf orbit in the vertical direction.
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After the reconstructicn or accelerator the corrective windings,
placed on magnet yoke, axe retained. By them, after the appropriate
changeover,

it

will te Fcssible to amend the 9th and eighth harmonics

cf the distortions of the vertical component cf magnetic field. As
*already

mentioned above,

pcle windings after the reconstruction of

accelerator will be distant. Hardly has sense to retain and the
windings, wound around the neutral pole

The functicns of pole

windings will perform the ccrrective magnetic lenses, placed in the
long and increased gaps/intervals. Experience of operating
accelerator showed that for cbtainlng a good intensity it is
necessary in the field of injecticz tc produce the correction of
field from many parameters. At the same time at the end of the cycle
of acceleration for obtaining the effective conclusion/output it is
necessary

(and apparently,

sufficiently) to have the capability to

correct frequencies of betazzcn in the limits c± the whole cage/cell
cf frequencies,

is,.,

Ir

liits A&Q%-t_.5; AQ-_.5.

At present we do not

have possibilities fCr sc stcag a correction of frequencies at the
end of the cycle, but It

is desirable to obtain it

after

reconstruction.

In accordance witt what has been said we intends to place in the
gaps/intervals two systes of the corrective elements/cells. Cne
system consists of 16 qcadrupole lenses (one Fair each on
superperiod) . This system provides the correction of the frequencies

DOC = 80069206
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cf betatron oscillation/i bratLcns, and also

16th harmonic of

gradiant during entire cycle cr acceleration. Parameters of the
lenses: the length of 25 cm,

aperture -

the maximum gradient of 750 oersteds/cm,

110 ma. The winaings of lenses must provide for to washing

both direct current and by cuzrmnt of saw-tccth form. For the
correction of field in the beginning of cycle are provided for

special multipurpose magnetic

senses in a quantity of 16 pieces.

These lenses can be made in tae fOrm of the cut of circular duct from
the f3rromagnetic material vitn a length of 30 cm in thickness
approximately 5-7 mm.

lach lens iast have 3 types of the windings,

arranged/located from inside cz duct. In this case each winding has
its law of arrangement %athim tae duct. The first winding must create

the uniform radial magretic field

(law of ccil/vinding cos 0). It

serves for the correcticn of the closed orbit in the vertical
direction.

The second tyEa of windings creates quadrupole field in

the axes/axles, turned cn 450 relative tc the adopted system Cf
coordinates. This target serves fez correction of
connection/communicaticn of trajuencies. Type of coil/winding cos 2o.

4

The third winding is iatended for the correction constant
component quadratic ncrlinearity cf magnetic field. The conductors of
this winding are placed %itbin tke lens according to the law cf cos
30.

1
•
"a

_______________________
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-
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18. The pulsed operaticos or aicrotron FBI.

Yu. Ya. Stavisskiy.

(Physical-Fower institute).

(A. I. Abramcv, G. N. Anikin, V. T.

Microtron group of FEI
Vasin,

4. A. Klintsov,

I.

Va. Stavisskiy, V. P.

Choporov) is developed, tlullfed
pulsed microtron on

Pilyayev,

Yu. M.

and is cperated about three years

30 MeV toz neutron sFectrcaetry on the time of

flight and photonuclear investigations.

In. essence the ccstructicn/design of micretron FBI is analogous
to the constructions/designs ct 30-NeY of aicrotrcns of IFP of the AS
I

I

USSR [1] and the Joint Institute
tc these

institutes,

esecially

for Nuclear
s.

P.

Kapits,

P. Mator rendered essential. assistance

in

Sesearch [2].
V. N.

the launch

Colleagues

Helekhin and I.
procedure of

accelerator.
fI

The special featuze/peculiazity
use/application

of nicretron FEZ is

cf ncnzetunable resonator

the

with cooled covers/caps [3]

and the use of a power-supply slstem of magnetron on the basis of
rigid modulator.

., i

The use/applicaticn

of the nenreadjustable resonator
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with the cooled covers/caps made it possible to increase
substantially the reliatility ct its cperaticn and service life. The
developed methods of a ixecise Ixoduction of resonators and
monitoring of their parameters ensured the possibility of their
use/application with tle v3rtually nonreadjustable
ragnetrons

(frequency ccntzol

10- centimeter

anasaccomplished/realized by a aethcd

of changing the magnetic fiela in the magnetron, which makes it
*

possible to vary frequency in tzhe limits of altogether only -3 of
megahertz [31.

The use of a rigid vacuum-taue modulator of large power for the
supply of magnetron allcwed to carry out the new modes/conditions cf
work of the accelerator, which axe of interest for the series/row of
neutron experiments, in Earticular for the analyses of neutron
spectra from
4).

(7, n) - reaction near the threshold (see for example,

the vacuum-tube modclator, duration and the pulse repetition

frequency of which smocthly they are varied over wide limits, makes

it possible to obtain the narrcb pulses cf the accelerated electrons
and high repetition frequencies.

Page 79.

For the investigations (,, a) - reactions near the threshold is
necessary the energy cf electrons 10-12 MeV. lith this energy the
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ui-imua duration of the fulse of the accelerated electrons
the loss of peak intensity) is -50

ns (see figure).

(without

Prolonged

exFeriments were conducted at tke repetition frequency -3 kHz,
duration of pulses -10C

as, ci=rents in the inFulse/somentun/pulse

-80-90 mA. For the beam extracticn of the electrons of energy 12 MeV
the resonator was shifted/sheared Lnside the magnet with the aid of
the waveguide inset.

An improvement in the conditions of cooling the elements/cells
of resonator will allcv, apa~ezntly, to increase sutstantially the
intensity of beam in a similar mcde/conditices and to approach
according to average/sear characteristics

W-1/c

t

the

powerful/thick linear accelerators during a good energy resolution,
characteristic to micrctron (-30 keV). In any case, accelerative
limitations lie/rest ccnsiderazly above: into the short-term the
experiments, limited by the heating of the eleaents/cells of
resonator, we obtained kulse currents tc 500 mA for the duration of
50-130 as and at the re}stitica frequency -8 kilz.

.

7 -
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aorm of the current Pulse of modulator.

Upper curve

j

t

-

the current c± target, average/mean

-current,

cathode, lover

-

reflected by xesonator of SBP wave. one division ca

the hcrizantal

-

0.5 me.
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19. Effect of the conditions Ct the selection of ions from the source
cn the distribution cf Ehass density in the intense ion beaus.

M. A. Abroyan, V. S. Kuzneisov,

a. P. kuzneqova, a. P. Fidel'skaya.

(Scientific research its tituta of the electrcphysical equipment im.
C. V. Efremov).

Phase volume of ict beam is determined in essence by conditicns
of the selection of iora frc

the source. For the sclution of the

Frcble. of increasing the phase density in the intense beaus it is
necessary to, first of all, ontablish/install
connection/communication between the distributicn of phase density in
the baam and the conditicas of the selection cf ions from the plasma
of source. The redistritutics ci phase density and the change in the
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configuration of phase

make it possibl

clums,

ihich occur in real beaus (1),

do not

to unaatigucusly interpret the effect of the

conditions of selection bith a change of distributing the phase
density in the beam section, distant from the scurce. The measurement
cf the distribution cf jhase density in immediate proximity cf the
surface of plasma is extremely difficult and hardly at present
possibly.

In our investigaticns according to the measured distribution of
phase density in certain beam section, distant from ducplasmatron
type source [2], numerlcally baOx

calculated the distribution of

phase density f, of the confiqurations of transverse phase volume and
density distribution of current fox the beam section, close to the
surface of plasma. Fcr the calculation was utilized the methcd of the
numerical solution of the systes of equations of the self-consistent
field for function f, descrited in works (1, 3, 4].

For measuring the transverse phase volume was applied the
modification of the kncur method of four slots [5].

were investigated three 9xcupa of tasks with the varied
conditions of the selection of icnas. The parameters of the mcdes of
operation of ionic source for these cases are Qiven in the Table.

The results of measurements and calculations of the distribution
of the phase density arc cthex

4of
IIk-

arameters of beam for the first gr . p

the tasks (see the lable) are transferred in fig. 1.
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4

(a/

0.33

55

2,0
2,4

0,33
0,33

92
200

60
60

I

1,1

0;85

55

30

3,7

2

1,2

0,85

55

40

5,3

3

1.3

0.85

55

50

5,8

1

1,2

0,33

92

30

5,1

1,8

0.52

92

30

7,8

1,6

0.85

92

30

9.7

11,5
1

2
3

2

Il1

3

Key: (1).

Number of task. (;).

V, MP. (4).

604.

Ecam current.

Current of discnar4e. (5).

6.1
8.4

(3).

Magnetic inducticn,

Extracticn voltage u, Mc. (6).

Brightness of beam V (A/az rada)z100.
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i

In
this case changed the density of plasma and the shape of surface
of emission with the aid of a chan~e in the current of the discharge
in the source. Fig. 1 cives density distributicn of current and
Frcjection of transverse phase vclumes for several beam secticns, and
also envelopes of the icvestiared beams. Calculated envelopes
correspond to the data ct visual otservations and to the estimations
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cf the sizes/dimensicns cf beams in source according to the image on
the photographic film.

The configuration ct transverse phase volume and density
distribution of current uniquely determine the shapes of surface of
plasma. The qualitative cnaractex of the configurations of the
emitting plasma surfaces for the investigated cases is given in Fig.
3. Are there for the ccalariscn deFicted sce simplest configurations
cf plasma surface, usually utilized in the qualitative exami-naticn of
the selection of ions frcm tke ilasma.

In Fig. 2 it is evident that the real surface cf plasma is
complex surface with tke variable radius of curvature. The curvature
of this surface can have different sign. In these cases, as is
evident in Fig. 2, the extracted aeam has ccmplicated multiple-speed
structure.

f

the bow configuration of the projection of phase volume (Fig.
-1c) corresponds to plasma surface bith the curvature, which decreases
from the edges to the center (is pcssible sign change of curvature),
and to beam with saddle-shaped density distrikuticn of current.

The zigzag configtraticn at the projecticn Cf phase volume (Fig.
3b) corresponds to plasma surface bith the curvature, which Increases

'1W
ad
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from the edges to the center, ard to bean with funnel-shaped density
distribution of current. Are Fossitle the acre complicated cases
(Fig. 3a).

As can be seen frcm tad given results (see fig. 1),

distributicn

of phase density and cczliguzaticr of the prcjection cf transverse
phase volume significantly change upon transfer from cne beau secticn
to another.

ii
I
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'iFig.

1. Enveloping,

density dist~ibutiona of current and projection

cf the phase volumes

of beams at the different values of the current

cf discharge in the seerca.

Cf1

discharge
iI
theisinice.
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Invariant upon transfer frcm cn

boam section tc ancther is the

dependence of beam current I ca tie four-disersicnal phase vclume.
Fuzthermore, this dependence characterizes the brightness of beam, or
the current density in tke phase vclume,

which is the most important

stream conditions of tke chaxged/Icaded particles.

Fig. 3 gives depenasnces IIVO) for all investigated cases. Fig.
3, and corresponds tc the ditterant values cf the current of
discharge at the constant values of the remaining parameters cf
source. In this case c'atge bcth density the ;lasma and the form of
Flasma surface. An increase in tie brightness of beam with an
increase in the current cf discharge is connected with an increase in
the density of plasma. However, as has already been spoken, here due
to the distortion of plasma surface deteriorates the configuration of
the projection of phase volume, uhich brings, in spite of an increase
in th3 brightness, tc an increase an the effective phase volume of
team.

Fig. 3b corresponds to a change in the extracticn voltage; in
this case changes only the configuration of the surface of plasma.

Therefore at the high values of extractica vcltage the brightness of
team falls due to the large distcrtion of the emitting plasma

Ii

DCC
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surface.

Fig. 3c correspcnds to a czaage in the magnetic field, which
comprasses the discharce in tke ducplassatrcn. Since in the
extraction region of icnz aagnetic field is atsent, the increase of
the brightness of beam it t~fis casa is less sharply than with an
increase in the current ct disctarge.
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I1. A. Soloshenko.

Eld change the value cf phase volume with the
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distance from the source or culy configuration?

M. A. Abroyan.

Four-dinensicnal phase vclume was retained,

configuration changed.

A. L. Mints. As ycu axplain in the seccnd figure the unusual
behavior of curves in ccsparisca with first and third figures the
latter go regularly,

ard on tnt average/mean graph/curve by curved 2

and curve 3 they intersecz.

4. A. Abroyan. Witt a chani~s in the extraction vcltage changes
the form cf ardent emitter. Ujcr tzansfer frcs

30 kVY to 50 k~V the

form of plasma emitter, ctvicusly, passes tbrcugh the optimum.

Ye. Regenshtreyf. Is invariant the dependence of current on the
four-dimensional phase icluse in the case of different phase
distributions?

A. A. Abroyan. Yet, thi.s de~eadence is invariant fcr different
distributions, includirg fox Gaussian-the laxvellian.

Zh. for. What extraction vcitage and what geometry you did
utilize?

mpg
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M. A. Abroyan.

fhGE

Extracticn vcltage varied from 30 kV to 50 kV.

ias applied the expander with a diameter of IC0 a.

Ye. Begenshtreyf. it all wnether cases the beam was axially
symmetrical?

M. A. Abroyan. Yqs, beam was axially symuetrical in all cases.

I
A

O
q

, .*.
. ........

.. ..

-
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20.

Development of the scurce ot t-e polarized ions.

E. P.

td"yasevich, V. L. Komaxov,

N. Pedorov,

B.

P.

.

.

Marasev, V. M. Sokolniks, V.

Yatseko.

(scientific research institute of the electrophysical equipment is.
C. V. Efremov).

Ye. K. Zavoyskiy's FroEcsAticu about ottaining nuclear pclarized
auto-moy of hydrogen and deuteiluu with the pickup of the polarized
electron by ion [1], acccrdinj to cur estimations, made it possible

to hope for the creaticr of tn. source of the polarized particles
(tPCh) - the protons of deutezcrs,

tritcn and ions He3 - with

intensity on the crder cf hundreds of microamperes [2). However,
number of questions requirea uxi4ximental check. One of them - the
transportation of ion keam through the long dielectric channel - in
the principle was solved, when through the pyrex tube with a length
of 500 mm with the opening/apertuae the diameter of 9 am carried out
the ion beau of hydrogen with the current 3 al with the energy 40
keY.

Was constructed t-e uxpexitental source cf the polarized "fast"

atoms of the deuterium tte
in Fig.

1.

Axziacile of cperaticn of which was shown
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Fig.

1. The schematic diagram of the experimental source of the

polarized fast atoms of actricn 1

If

the micro-collimator;
pyrex tube; 4

-

2

-

iour-terminal

solenoid; 5

gun; 10
t

-

-

12

-

diaphragm; a

-

11

-

-

T-shaped
-

movable meter of

electrostatic

d.Laphzagm; 13

chambar casing of reacticns; 15

meter of beam current; 17

-

c.Lrcular theruicuic cathode of electrcn

anode of electron gun;

capacitor/condenser;

magnetic lens ; 3

radio-frequency icn scurce; 6

-

electrostatic unipotential lens; 7
the current of ion beam; 4

*

radio-frequency dissociator vith

-

-sensors

-

-

movable diaphragm; 14-

zirconium-titium target; 16of radiation/emission; 18-
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nitric-titanate pump; Ele Pa, .slow atoms; II

Key:

(1).

Gas.

-

E

-

pressure sensors; I

charged particis team; III

(2).

To V.C.

-

-

team of

team of fast atcus.

to cacillator.
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Atomic beam with 100c/@ 0

electzonic polarization, shaped with

four-terminal magnetic lenses, enters in T- fcrm the pyrex tute,
Flaced into the strong magnetic field of solenoid. Due to a
difference in the enterizy and cutyoing streams of atoms in the
T-shaped tube is created the increased ccncertration cf the polarized
cn the electronic spin atoms.

Icn team from the radio-frequency ionic

source, shaped with electrostatic single-potential lens, with the
energy 40 key are passed thrcugh T-foru tube and with the pickup of
the polarized electron is formed zhe beam of "rapid" atoms pclarized
on the electronic spin. For the cc¢pensation fer space charge of ion
beam in T-form tube it is injected electron beam with the energy 1
keV.

The tensor polari2ation E1 .3 is achieved at the adiabatic

conclusion/output of atomic team from the magnetic field of solenoid.
Estimations showed that for the undistorted field of solenoid the
condition of adiabaticity for the atom of deuterium is observed up to
.

the energy in

2 NeV.

With the

the ion beam in 75 yA is

ilow of the atoms 3.10" s of atoms/s and

obtained

the atomic team in 2.2 equivalent

pA

with P 3 3 =0.07+-0.03. So led

a value of value

Pj3

is caused in

essence, by two reasons: frsz, by high intensity of atomic team from

the nautralization of Ics (capture of electron) on molecules and
atoms of residual/rematent vapozs and gases; in the second place, the
activity of the surface cf tuta to the processes of the
depolarization of the atcms cf Sas target during the bombardment of
surface with the part cr the icns cf beam. lith an increase in the
intensity of the passirg ion bean E33 it falls (Pig. 2).

Further progress ci this t1je IPCh is connected with the
considerable decrease ct zbe scatter of ions cn the speeds and
-. h th-e reduction of -h- ^oncentratlin o' -in
, n' i:'ed
* *ct b- lkn )-de- -,' n~c-ntde.
The an .1of the advances n the field ,' """:
-P Ch
'fd-es
that "-n the near future,
obvousiv,
1'?t
the
'n'esti-z
:7,irce -1,11' renaIn the course of no!.ir4zed
rti'clet !-.ed on the
ipnr~t,olthecnnnnetiof
the Pfeiructure
--e nt-wnv
I
th
hl'> 1eter.-enenus inagretic fe1ci'
-i ult1e-f'"n
net'.. -"
',*'

-/

-e subie'uent

4onizat-'n.

magnetic field of multiterainal zetworks with the subsequent
ionization.

In HIIIF& together wit

1AA is developed/processed standard IPCh

for the electrostatic generators with the overcharging

(EGP),

for the

cyclical accelerators ct te tyja cyclotron, ?-a cyclotron, linear
accelerator. As the basis of standard IPCh is accepted the source cf
the polarized protons anc

deutercus with the Induced transitions

tetween the superfine atzuct re levels of atcoic beam in magnetic
field [3]. The calculated parameteis of the developed/processed

modifications IPCh are given in tas table.
4,/
.!.

~

-*
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Ire developed two ccnstructions/designs of the system of the
induced transitions: Nc

1 -

for the atoms of deuterium, No 2

-

for

the atoms of hydrogen. 1- davelofed/processed the third system universal - for deuterium and hydrogen. Each Cf three systems

consists of two regicns cf zransitions in the "weak" magnetic field
and one region of transiticzs it tne "strong" magnetic field. All
three systems with two regions cf the induced transitions consist of
of four types of transiticns ana three types cf magnets.

Are developed/processea t ree types of the ionizers: twc - in
the strong magnetic field, axial zc atomic team (one of them plasma),
and 3ne in weak field - type ct cylindrical dicde [4].

'lodification of IPCh for IGP (Fig. 3) has charge-exchange
target, which represents the flcv cf the atcms of cesium or mixture
cf sodium and potassium, shaped bith nozzle and which gives the
effectiveness of overchaiging cc 25o/o,
.1

ion-optical system fcz the

agreement with the input lens at accelerator tute -GP the filter of

Jwine

for the assignment ca tke itysical target cf the necessary

direction of the polarizaticn o

icns relative to their

lupulse/ucmentum/pulse IC, +-45, .-90, +-135, +-180o) and the
separations of the asscciated iens. Ionizer, target, ion-optical
system into the filter cf wine are located under the potential
approximately 100 kV.

Energy at keam from IFCh is regulated to 100

key by this potential. in Fig.

3 chamber/cauera and magnet of the
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source of negative ions are exEandgd/scanned ty 900 relative to the
axis/axle of injection in EGE.

lodification IPChtft tae c)clic accelerators (Fig. 4) is
developed/processed with ta system of bunching of the ions cf beam,
which makes it possible to raasG tae intensity of the beam, seized
into acceleration mode, not less than 6 times. As the basis cf the
system of bunching is acceptea the equipment, developed in MIICFA for
neutron generators (5].

8

409-T
0

2

q

8

160

00

Fig. 2. Dependence of the tensoz iolarizaticn P3 3 on the current of
neutral atcs UO (a) and the current of neutral particles U from the
of ion beam

'current

ley:

(1)

p.a.

(b).
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Key:

(1).

key. (4).
(6).

Kind of ions.

(2).

Beam current, pA.

(3).

Energy of beam,

Versions of slsteas cz induced transitions. (5).

Hydrogen.

Deuterium.
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In connection with the specaal teatures/peculiarities of the gecmetry
cf channel for the injecticn thrcugh the magnet pole of cyclctron and
F-N cyclotron, the conditions of bunching of beam and the
requirements for the electrostat.c mirror for the rotation of beam in
the center of acceleratcz the ream of the pclarized ions must have to
the rotation an energy of abcut

lUC keY. Before the rotation it

OCC
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trakes to the energy 15 key, alter which is ccnducted bunching of
t:eam.

at present in the stage of assembly and adjustment is located
the mock-up of the source or the polarized particles, on which will
be finished all elements oi the modifications cf standard IPCh.

I
i t

,!q,
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram iECa zcZ EGP. 1 - dissociator; 2

-

chamber/camera IPCh; 3 - six-polQ magnet; 4 - system of the induced
transitions in the weak zild; 5 - resonator; 6 - magnet; 7 - system

cf tha induced transiticns in rhe weak field; 8 - chamber/camera of
ionizer; 9 - magnetic ccils; 10 - electrodes cf ionizer; 11 - system
cf electrostatic lenses; 12 - charge-exchange target; 13 - magnetic
coils;

14 - unipotential slactrcstatic lens; 15 - magnet of the

filter of wine;

16 - electrodes ct the filter of wine; 17 -

chamber/camera of the ictary magnet of the in4ector of negative ions;
18 - rotary magnet of the source oz negative ions.

Key: (1).

f

To the pump.

AC.F
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the source of the polarized particles
for the cyclic acceleratcrs. I - Lource cf the polarized ions; 2 focusing system; 3 - filter ct bine; 4

-

focusing system; 5 - plate

for the high-frequency divergence of beam; 6 - focusing and
accel3rating electrostatic system; 7 - framework and magnet pcle of
accelerator; 8 - brakirg system and bunching cf ion beam; 9
electrostatic mirrcr fcz the rotazion of ion team.
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Discussion.

R. Martin. How yoc dad measure the polarization of protcns?

V. L. Komarov. The polarizaticn of protons we did not measure.
There does not exist the satisfactory methods cf measuring the

polarization with this lcw energy, elimirating Stern-Gerlach's
method.

G. I. Kir'yanov. %it in what limits did change the asymmetry cf
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the distribution of a-Farticles in the reacticn deuterium-tritium
with a change in the pc~arizaticn of deutercas?

V. L. Kamarov. Aslauetry at the distributicu of a-particles
changed tc llo/o.
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21. The stable operaticns oi zae wcrk o! the high-vcltage
accelerating tube.

V.

P.

Yakushev,

A. 4. 5Erbinov.

(Physical-energetic institute, Cbninsk).

The disturbance/breaKdomn ci the nominal vcltage distribution
according to the electzcdes oi tute due to the hit cn then of the
part of the charged particle teamn can carry 'instable building up
character [1], especially wita snailest accelerating voltage also in
the tubes with the inclined field. The region of stable operation and
character of transitict into the unstable ucde/ccnditions is

j

corveniently analyzed t.ath the aid of the static volt-ampere

characteristics of the separate gaps/intervals with the beam, which
compose tute and system cf fczaaticn.

The stakility of

rode/conditions depends ca the fcr. of the general/couuco/total
characteristic of tube azd on external characteristic of the
oscillator of accelerating vc~ltage.

Without taking intc acccurt secondary ;articles the

At
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characteristics are located directly by the method cf the consecutivq

calculation of gaps/intervals, tkeanning from the icnic source. ks
the parameter is taken the current, which ccaes the divider of tube
frcm the oscillator of accelerating voltage. The current of divider
determines stress/voltage cn t e tarst gap/interval, with which are
calculated the sizes/dimensicnas ci beam and the part of it, which
falls to the output electzode ol gap/interval. Current to the
electrode is added to the initial current of divider. Summed current
flcws/cccuzs/lasts cver foliobin

resistance and is determined

stress/voltage on the second gap/interval. Sc are calculated all
gaps/intervals. As the tinai resuit is lccated the dependence between
the stress/voltage on tka tune and the current which it consumes from
the oscillator, i.e., volt-ampere characteristic. The account of
seccndary particles will require ;ne series/row of successive
approximations.

Pig. 1 gives characteristics tor three typical cases: 1 - beam
falls to the electrodes, but tnere are nc seccndary particles; 2

-

beam fall to the electzcdes and are caused secondary particles; 3

j

''

team do not disrupt voltage distribution. Characteristic 3 is
absolutely stable; characteristic I has unstable regions on the
stress/voltage (it is atigucus on the stress/voltage);
characteristic 2 has urstable regions on the current and the
stress/voltage. Let the charactazistic of oscillator correspond to

4W1o:

-
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curved 4 (for aiample, cascade generator). Then, heaving
stress/voltage, abruptlyly we Fass from the pcint C into the point E,
from the nonoperative region intc the worker; instantly appears beam
at output of tube. Decreasing the stress/voltage, cannot be keen
dropped/omitted lower than pcint D (it is the boundary of stable
operation) - further fcllows tzazsition abruptlyly into point A, into
the nonworking region: beaa at output of tute disappears. Straight
*

line 5 corresponds tc external characteristic of the electrostatic
generator whose abrupt tzansiticns are cbserved for characteristic 2
and are absent fcr the tcbe citn zne characteristic.

For the determinaticn ol the currents, which fall to the
electrodes, in the apptczaaticn/akproach of linear fields is
convenient the model of tundle in the form cf the superpositicn of
*

the series/row of micrccanonical teams (i]. Ey the selection of a
sufficient number of teais it iL Ecssible tc how conveniently draw
nearer design model the zeal beam* Taking intc account the stability
it is frequently sufficienz twt-trz9e beams.
.i

The approximation of real team by design models is shown in Fig.
2. Experimental points axe obained on the high-frequency ionic
source for electrostatic oscillato

[3],

they show the dependence of

the fraction/portion of team cn to angular sclution/opening. The
beam current

120 pA, eneigas of particles it was changed in the
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interval of 2-12 keV.

Change in the optical pccperties of accelerating system and
effect of space charge 1*ad to tke distributicu cf pcints in certain
region, which can be restrictid cy two limit approximating brcken
lines, which correspcnd to xtc acddls.
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fig I.

Fig.

4
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Fig. 1. Statistical vclt-aapere characteristics of accelerating tubes
with beam and analysis cf stability.

Fig. 2. Approximation ef r#AaJ

Key:

(1).

Points.

(2). XV.

tobam by design model.

(3).

V. (4). rad.

Fag. 87.

Linear dimensions were taken with the supply on the basis of the
size/dimension of the channel at the extracticn of icnic source.

DCC = 30069207
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*dith the microcancical neam it is Fossible to find simple
anlalytical expression tc vclt-anpare characteristics for the
propagated gap/interval %Lza tne uniform field. Tc such calculated
element/cell it is possikle tc tting together scue parts of the real
accelerating tube: a) the separate gaFs/intervals of the accelerating
tube,

which consists of tao series/row of the accelerating sections,

divided by the secticns ct drift; r) the secticns of tube with the
uniform field, divided t

diaEhragms with the reduced passage

openings; c) sections tc tna place of the greatest divergence of team
in the tube with the inclined field, etc. In these all cases is
possible the incidence/ispangeaent of the part cf the beau tC the
latter/last electrode ct sectior. Cepending o
concrete/specific/actual conditions the characteristics are
essentially different. If tue input energy of particles is strictly
proportional to the stress/vcitage of section, then only in cne case
(but most frequently erccuntering in the real tubes), when beam is
not limited to input electrode and the size/diuensicn of bean in the
section of latter/last Electzcde is much greater the size/dimension
of beau in the crossover, equivalent resistance of gap/interval
*I

.~

,

proves to be negative, Lut characteristic is unstable. The
characteristics of secticnas fcr ditferent cases are depicted in Fig.
3.

The procedure of calculaton of statility limit was checked on a

A

S/
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comparatively complicated tube witb the inclined field on the small
accelerator on 200 kv. luna ccntains 4 accelerating clearances (three
cf them inclined); the length oi the active part of the tube 480 mm,
the opening/aperture on the electrcdes with a diameter of 20 mm (4,
5]. The design models c

tundla

Optimistic estimation gave trh

aere undertaken, according tc Fig. 2.
values of 49 kv,

pessimistic ci 109

kv. The experimental value ct 75 kV is lccated between these values.
were Jetermined stability limits with respect tc the individual parts
cf the tube: the entrance or tube, the second electrodes of the first
and second acceleratinc ja;

as a result were cttained values of 67;

63 and 115 kV raspectisely. Is acst close te the total calculaticn
the third case, because in rba regxon of this alectrode beam has
maximum size. This secticn of tot& actually defines the boundaries of
stability for the entire tube. Ibe simultaneous incidence/iupingement
cf beam cther elactrodes is aanirested little.

Th-a diagram of autc-focusn4 L6 ] (particles enter into tube with
*

the energy, which corresfonds to a voltage drcp across high-impedance
resistance from the course of toe current of divider) is vary
convenient, especially tcr the tubes with the inclined field.
However, it can become the zeascn tor instatility with the smallest
operating stresses/voltages when the part of the beam will fall to
the input electrode of tube. Ibis instability can be removed, if
instead of resistance tc use servc rectifier [7] whcse exit

DCC =30069207
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1

stress/voltage varies in prokCrticn to tc the current of divider and
virtually it does not deFena ca the current,

which falls to the input

electrode of tube.

The volt-amper3 cItaracteri~stics of tubes with th, beam fcr tha
accelarators EG-i and EG-2.5 are snown In Fig. o. Bcth tubes with the
inclined poor; ionic scurces and eiatrances into the tube identical.
Accelerator EG-i works %ircn

resistance, while accelerator EG-2.5

-

with the servo rectifiex and wizb the limiting diaphragm at the
entrance of tube, which does act make it possible fcr beam tc fall to
the electrodes of tuba. Cn the acceleratcr EG-i with the
stress/voltage of apprcximately

I ?re1 and belcw operating mode

becomes unstable: beam izst a~jazs at the Cutput cf tube, then it
disappears, which is acccmj~anied by the spontaneous kicks cf
stress/voltage on the accelerator. On the accelerator RG-2.5 the beam
remains stable and well focused up to the smallest stresses,'vcltages
(200 kV) ; however, the cu~rrent strength, beginning with 900 keY,

decreases.

*

The disturbance/breakdown cf stability

in the usual accelerating

tubes is connected with t~s dezccusing of beam, and in the tubes with
the inclined field with~ the defccusing and especially

*

with the mixing

cf beam, so that it caonct traverse the tube. Therefore in the tubes
with the inclinod field too pbdacmena of instability become apparent
much more strongly, especially %ito the considerable divergencies
trajectory trc2 the mcoiral.

of
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1.

Ze

0

so

150

100

200

p9. 4.

fig 3.

rig. 3. Volt-ampere charactet3.5rics of secticnS with uniform tield. 1
-the

size/dimension of te&A ia tkxe region of output electrode is

close to size of crosscver; 2

-

size/dimensict of beam much aore than

the size/dimension of cicssover; .3and
limited to the input diaFIhzagu

14 -

(a); 1&, 22

the same, but bean is
-

the same, but beam

tegins tc. be limited tc the ink.ut diaphragm when stress/voltage is
lower than the specific value (b).

fig. 4. Diagrams of stability of tubes of acceleratcra £6-I and

30069207
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22. Ion gun with the high brightness of team.

N.

N.

Kutorg,

(institute

V.

S.

Seicsaryanova,

of high-ener

The theoretical

V.

A.

Tsplyakcv.

) pnysics).

and experiaental

study ot axially symmetrical

team (1, 21 mads it pc.snid to caiculats and to design the

icn gun

with the high brightness or team, employee by injector into the

accel3rator with the fccusing high-frequency by field (3].

During the

dqvelopment of gun special attrztzcn is given to simplification in
its construction/desigc, to increase in reliability and time of
failure-free operation, to a reduction in the required power.

In order to decrease the aesendence of the maximum parameters of
team on any kind of the errors in the gacmetry cf gun, it was decided
to form/shape team by ttat ty weaxiy diverging. This means that the
given perveance of gun must cot ce more than C.C15 (1]

2n ,I 2A " ,

"1

AM

where I

-

current of the prctcn ccuponent of team; Is. 13

-

ion
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currents H2 and H3 resFectively; U - stress/voltage of gun.

The normalized efittance cl team the less, the less the radius
cf plasma boundary in the expander of source [21
3-2R

02-10

R

(2)

where R k - radius of ;lassa aouncary, TG

-

temperature of ics on

plasma boundary, eV.

The perveanca of the yun or pier, which forms, the bean cf a
permanent radius,

is equai tc
2

where

R(

R. - radius of team at cutjut from the gun; a - distance

tetween the plasma bcurdazy and the puller electrcde. Therefcre the
prescribed/assigned curzrnz or energy of protcns at the output of gun
complataly determine its gecetzy.

According to the ccnditicns cf injecticn into the initial part

cf th3 accelerator the ecergy or injecticn must te not less than 100
keY,

the current cf prctcn team - tot less than 200 mA, and the

emittance of beam - is act acre than 10-

rad ca. The crossover of

the bundle with a diameter cf 1 ca must te lccated in the first
clearance of acceleratcz. The gun, which satisfies the stated
requirements, now works.

iJ

DOC= 30069207
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tn this gun of ionic the scurce of the type of von Ardenne's
duoplasmatron [4] works in tre acde/conditicts cf ncnindependent arc
discharge. arc current is limited and stabilized by the emission of

tantalum cathode. The scurce ct arc voltage 200 V has negligible
internal impedance. so that the arc easily it vculd te ignited, and
dynod-a of source during t e discharge was fcund under the flcating
potential, potential 100 V is scpilied tc dyncde through the diode.

Jas inlet into the source is accomplished/realized by the
diamagnetic pulse valve, analcycus in the c~ezating principle
described in [5).

Accelerating voltage on the scurce is supplied from the small
peak transformer. Its LiSh-vcltae winding is performed by dual
lead/duct, which allows to ccoduct network jcuet to the power supply

units of ionic source bataout tao supplementary insulating
transformer.

3eas focusing is acccmplished/realized ty a pulse short magnetic
*

lens with the maximum na netlc ±1oid. Vacuum 210-7 torus is created
in the gun with the aid cf the crbitron cf special
construction/design. Ortitzot is simple structurally/constructurally
and consumes power on the order ct 300 W at average/mean pumping
speed to 3000 l/s with

.+lI

10-9 tcrus. The resource/lifetime of Its work

DOC = 30069207
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is approximately 800 hous.,

Entire/all electrcnics ct gun is made on the semiconductors and
has hiqh reliability wJtk pxrccced ccntinucus cFeration.

The described source vitn the pulse gas inlet and with entire
electronics of supply and contrcl already two years
cn

prainjector 1-100

ard I1'I.

is in operation

Cpaeating experience showed tkat the

time of the reliable wcrk cf ihe cathode of scurce is not less than
1300 hour, elactronics - not less than 5000 hcur,

valve - it

is more

than 10' impulses/moments/pulses.

Figure gives the ccnstructicn/design ot the ion gun, which has
the following parameters el keas: energy of icas 100 keY; the current
cf proton beam 200 mA: tke maxmum perveance cf gum 0.016; the

amittance of beam 0.0b ,IC3 rad cm; the crosscver of tundle is
locatad at a distance cl d cm rzco the focusing lens.

FPage 39.
The current of gun in tac range C-AO0 mA is smoothly regulated by a
change in the cathode glcw. The duration of current pulse
the fronts is not more tkan 2 ps.
./

Fulse is not worse than

*-5o/c.

10 pM

with

The stability of the apex/vortex of

DOC
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Fig. the ccustruction/design of ion gun. 1
ring of insulator; 3
fiberglass; 5

*

guide; 8

-induction

-

-

ceramic insulator; 4

screen c± source; 6

-

vacuum container; 2insulator from the

ionic scarce; 7

ctirant-sensiag device; 9

-ion

-

flange of ion

guide; 10

DOC
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sagnetic lens;

11

-

puller electrode;

12 -

exFander of source.
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Ciscussion.

Yu.

D.

Beznogikh.

mas involved source to the duration of

cperating pulse cf more than 10 A?

DOC
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V. A. Teplyakov. Scurce on the preinjectcr works with the
duration of pulse 40 ps.
in

Source in the preliminary experiments worked

the continuous duty; thezatoze

from the pcint Cf

view of thermal

loads it can work with ary julsi duration. Source with the pulse gas
inlet can work by impulses/mcmenta/pulses with the duration up to

several ten microseconds.

G. I. Kirlyanov. 1. @hat fcrm valve was used in gun? 2. Did
investigate you compcsitaon ct ica beam?

V. A. Teplyakov. Scucca works with dimagnetic type valves in
dosing volume 6-10 mm.
2-3 ata.,

is connected

Uoe dosing volume, filled with hydrogen with
bita tna

source to the period of order of tens

cf microseconds. 2. Yes, mass composition of team is known. With an
increase in the arc cuxziea

the share of protcn component

9rcws/rises. Two hundred &Lliamferes of prctcn current in focused
team at output of ion guidd axe obtained with 26C mA of total current

from the gun.

iI

aw
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23. Electron gun with the cold-emassion cathode.

G. G. 0. Meskhya)8.

N. !a lckov.

(Physical institute in. P. M. Leaeoev of the AS USSB).

The successes, aclieved in recent years in the field of the
generaticn of powerful/hick alectron beams by the nancsecond of
duration, make it

possible tc hcpe for the pcssibility of further use

cf such beams in the accelerative technology.

However,

the obtained

now beams have the poor monocarcsaxicity, one of r~ascns for uhich is
the poor agreement of the cscillatcr cf cancseccnd
Impulses/momenta/pulles

&aa election gun.

construction/design of electica

Furthermore,

very

jua exerts a substantial influence cn

the high-voltage impulse/mcmentua/Eulse, suFplied to the field
emission cathode.

Fig.

1 gives the equivalent schematic of the guns, utilized at

present [1, 2]. From tka diagzaa it

is evident that already very

construction/design of the high-voltage insulator of gun must be
selected in such a way that tke distortion of the

4
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impulse/momentum/pulse cf nanosecond duraticn would be minimum. On
the other hand, the racquizeear c

more unifcrm potential

distribution along the irsulatcr creates definite difficulties in
satisfaction cf prscedin¢ conditicn.

Actually/really, it is known chat a potential drop in the first
section from the high-vcltagr end/lead of the insulator is determined
hy the self-capacitance of secticn C and by capacity/capacitance to
the earth CO (3]

where Vo - the total vcltage, suEplied tc the insulator.

Ideal ones in the sense ot agreement shculd be counted the case
when

C0 Wo

- linear capacity/capacitacce of the supplying line.

However, the technical rea.izaticn of this condition is in practice
unrealizable in the ccnstructict/design cf the guns, utilized at
Fresent.

Use in the accelerators or the type in question as the

Insulating medium of dielactric hzth large

a significantly decreases

the dimensions of setting up. BLt use in the accelerators with this
filling of gun examined above b-ccaes generally impcssible due to a
sharp increase of capacitance cc tue earth Co.

:.1
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In developed in otr lacratory accelerator ESU-1
2-3 M.

current

glycerin -

(stress/voltage

30 kV) as the izsalating sedlun is utilized the

liquid dielectric Uitb t - 40. The ccnstructicn/design of

gun for this acceleratcr, snodn in Fig. 2. makes it possible to avoid
the difficulties about wuich it bas mentioned abcve.

High-voltage insulator is aade in the fcrm of the matched
vacuumtight transition trca taa ccaxial line, filled with glycerin,
to the vacuum coaxial

lire. 2he an~les of the generatrices of

insulator and radial d4tlectaicc terminal to the axis/axle of
accelerator are selected oy such that the ratio of the linear
inductance L, to the linear cajacitor Ci in the section with the
insulator would be equal to the ieiation of these values in the
suFplying coaxial line.

be pros ence in ccnstruction/design cf

diaphragming ring 3 and supportlng disk 4 makes it possible ty the
appropriate selection c: tneir tczm to attain virtually unifcre
Fotential distribution alcan

the insulatcr.

rhe study of the ccrstructica/design of insulator in the
electrolyyic bath confizued the correctness of the selected
construction/dssign. FI.

.3 de*icts the

Fictures of electric field

with the various forms at tne diaparagaing ring and supporting disk.

.
U"

DCC

F ACf

30 069207

The presence in systaa at odidectric with large

e and c by

sufficiently high conductivitl sade it pcssible tc avoid the
partitioning of insulatc

and tc simplify technology cf prcducticn.

The length of instlator over surface of -30 of cm was selected
by such form, in order tc

ae aaximum gradient cf electric field on

the vacuum side, as by least dura.le to the electrical breakdown, it
did not exceed 100 kV/cz.

-

S

C"

C

C

ClPn

i

C C.
I

I

IC

Tti~

Fig. 1. Equivalent scleaatic at gun. C

-

capacitance of the unit

cf the length of insulatcr; CO, C' - capacitance of the unit cf the
length of insulator to the eartk and to the high-voltage electrode

r spectively,

t,!..

C.,R

-

the components of the impedance of gun.

IA Gi
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Fig 2. Schematic of gut. 1 -

eituinal screen; 2

-

hiih-voltage

insulator; 3 - diaphraSsiag rin; 4 - supporting disk;
-

external cone;

ancde holder;

I

.r

r

- .

7 - femal3 cone;

11 - suppliag line;

6 - cathode holder; 9
12

-

cathcde.

5

-

sleeve; 6
ancde;

10

-
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The construction/design strictly of electrcn gun allows for the
possibility of the ccntici of az anode-cathcde distance and change in

the number of tungsten readles - autoemission cathodes. This will

*

make it possible to attain maximally possible by this method of
agreeing the oscillator ct hIgh-vcltage pulses and load whose role

performs electron gun.

For the experimental tunctional test of the described
construction/design of sun is pzilared the mcdel intc 1/3 full sizes
(Fig. 4).

The investigations, carried out on this model, confirmed

the correctness of the selected ccnstruction/design and its
Efficiency.

*,1
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fig 4. The appearance ct zh4 moat]. of electron gun.
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24. Clectron gun for ottaaingn

ta

V.

K. F. Rybas,

1. Levin, V. V. RunyanTesav,

intense ilectron beans.

E. M. Telepaev.

(Scientific research instacute c: the electroFhysical equipment in.

r. V. Efremov).
In recent years grew ccnsidarably the necessity for the intense
electron beams (with cuinat cn %te order of 1 kA in the
impulse/momentum/pulse b1ti

the jezveance 1Ce10"- a/b3 Z) for the

accelerative, thermonuclear ana ctaer areas of technology.

cr

obtaining the intense elctxca kaas it is utilized the plasma of
spark discharge [1], actcelectrcsic cathodes [2, 3] and
thermoelectronic cathodes [(4,

5].

To the qlectron beans, cbtained from the plasma cf spark
discharge, is characteristic the ccnsiderable instability of
amFlitude of current. The electxon beams, obtained with the
use/application of autceiectzcnic cathodes, are also characterized by
a comparatively high iratabi1ity ct the anflitude of current
(15-20o/o) and by the large divergence of beam

.!

erased),

(more than 2.2 it

caused by the sharp hezezogeneity cf electric field in point

DOC
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(6]. Appear large complexities bith the focusing of the
ronhomocentric electrcn teau, ottalned during the use of a cathode
with many points.

The electron beaus, obtaaied trou the theruionic cathode, with

reasonably selected crtics are characterized by the high stability of
current and low transver e ccapczents of the speed ef electrcns

-

crder of thermal ones. Esual optics of pier makes it possible to
obtain electron teaus bith tte jezveance not acre 3.10 - 6 a/b32 [7].
If opening/aperture in :ke ancde is tightened by grid or is supplied
intermediate grid electzcde, the icssibilities cf these guns
substantially will inczease. In tha three-electrcde, to gun grid
unconditionally it will unconditional work in the more light duty
than the mesh anode, but the ccnduct of third electrode complicates

the construction/design cf gun and makes the angular characteristics
worse of beam.

The circular electrcn guns of pier [8] and magnetron guns [91

provide obtaining, electrcn beans with the

erveance it

is more

10*10-- a/bit, but thel Fossess tte known deficiencies/lacks, which
impede their use/application in the accelerative technology. Ne

to

us it is considered by moat advasanle to utilize guns of pier with
*

the recticular anode. Eut at the current density in the plane of grid

100 A/cm, stresses/voltages 300 kV, duration of pulse 100 as and

DCC

90069207
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it 3

frequencies of messages 5 1/s suzaxace/skin layer turned to the
cathode, toward tha end cf the imuplse/mcuentum/pulse is heated to
the temperature, close tc tam melting point of tungsten; this
superimposes one of the tasic liaitations on the possibility of gun.

lorking conditicns cf ;healonic cathodes in the guns, intended
for the use in such elGctzcphysicai

installations as the

accelerators, very heavy. In connection with this to the cathode is
presented the series/rcm ot th4 specific requirements:

1) cathode

must region by the statle esissiCn of more than 50 A/cm z at a
pressure of residual ges 5eIO-G %czus and cperating stress/vcltage
100 kV; 2) the emissive Eover ot cathode must not deteriorate with a
short-term incraase in tke pressura to 5e10-

tcus;

3) the 'emissive

;over of cathode must nct substanzially decrease after the repeated
stay of cold cathode ir tne atscahere air.
cathode must not exceed -10009C,
sizes/dimensions of cathode it

since otherwise with the large

is difficult tc attain the identical

temperature of the surtace of cathode, i.e.,
emission. Furthermore,

Oferating temperature of

the uniform density of

-igh cpexating tempezature and connected with

this high expenditure ct power complicate the construction/design of
gun and is decreased its reliability.

NW
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From the cathodes usea cu the emissive Ecwec and the resistance
to poisoning only cathcde zrce

hexaboride of lanthanum satisfies tc

that indicated) to requiremens, ttt for obtaining the large current
density (it is above 50 A/cua)

these cathodes it

is necessary to heat

to temperature of 17000( [5).

In NIIEFA it was dcveic ed the pressed ;crcus oxide-nickle

cathode with a diameter cl 50

n with the spherical emitting surface,

which satisfies all recuireuents indicated abcve.

Fig. 1 gives the cuzves c

the dependence cf the current density

of emission on the pressure cf residual gass with the anode voltage,
equal to 100 kV, and diffarent tesmeratures cf cathode.

From curved 1-3 evidant

.uatwith an increase in the pressure

the emission current at first decreases, reaching minimum value at a
pressure 8*10---1.5e10-5 torus, and then it increases, almost
reaching its initial value at a Iressure 1.lC-'* torus. At a
temperature of cathode cf ).9300C emission current does not depend cn

W
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the pressure of residual gass in tae measured interval of Fressures
(1.5olO-*-I410-

torus).

At a tisferature of

97CoC current density

cf emission in the mode/conditicns of space charge is 110 A/cu 2 .
After the quintuple stay oz ca-kcde in the atneshere of air cf the
noticeable decrease cf emissica i

was nct

bserved.

ilere developed two versicns cf electron gun with the pressed
porous oxide-nickle cathcde. la tGth versions is used the high-wave
glass insulator, desigred tor tze stress/voltage 350 kV.
version of gun, depicted ia Fij.

The first

2, has an insulator with a length of

150 an and is intended tcr tke wcrx in oil. The seccud versicn has an
insulator with a length ct J45 as and is intended for the work in the
air. Electron gun can wcrk both in the vertical and in the hcrizontal
positions. In the horizcntal Ecsition in the second version of gun
the divergence of cathcue node/unit from the axis/axle, during the
heating to operating temperature, does net exceed 0.3

sm.

The

construction/design of cathode zcdo/unit makes it possible tc
regulate the position ci cathode cn the focusing electrode and to
perform full/total/comaiete dissantling and assembly of cathode unit.

Degassing and activation o

cathode is conducted after the

assembly of gun on the sEecial touch or in the accelerator at a
;ressure of residual gas not sore 5.10 "

. *.r-

-

torus during 10 hour.

. . .

. . .
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The power, necessary for beating of cathcde to operating
temperature of 9700C, cczFrises caly 500 V, i.e.,

the effectiveness

cf cathode on the intense beat ccaoses 1-2 A/U. Cathode has
identical temperature all
measurement,

over aurrace in limits of accuracy cf

provided ty a Fyzc,*er of the type 0PEU-017

(,100 C).

The investigations cf divergence of beam with the current 200a
were conducted with the aia cf tie fluorescing
on the cathode of gun relative vc

the ancde

screen by the voltage

1CO kM. The crossover of

bundle is located at a distance ct 45 mm frca the grid of the anode.
riameter of beam in

the c rosscver 28-32 mm.

this experiment comprises b.3olG-6 A/V 3 / 2 .

The Ferveance of beam in
Eased on this perveance,

is possible to expect that wiza the voltage 300 kV from this gun can
be obtained beam current about lO00a in the

impulse/momentum/pulse.

By the decrease of distance cathode - the anode and by a change
in ths curvature of the grid of anode electrode the perveance of baam
was increased of 11*10-'6 A/V3a/

and with the voltage 200 kV was

obtained the current in the team, equal to

lO00a.

The measurement of

the diameter of beam ir the crossover in this experiment was aot
made.

The results of the conducted investigaticns make it
make a conclusion

abcut the

Ecsaibality ef

possible to

Frcducing the stably
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working thermionic cathcdas
density of emissicn tc

in

diameter to

100 u,

100 A/c22 and the full

with the current

current to 8000a.

On

the basis of such cathcdes iz real the production of two-electrode
electron guns with the assh ancde to the currents tc 4000a
duration of pulse on tte czder

c

i*lO-6, with the voltage 2CC-3GL

0. 1 ps, cf
kV)

(tcr the

rcrcsity of order

and the three-electrode guns to

the currents to 7000-OCCGa.

The authors note the part cipation cf A. K. Dezhnev and G. N.
Karimov in the design daveioizent cf electron gun and are sxpressed
appreciation to G. P. Skelicuncv icr valuable advice and P. M.
Zheltava for the particlation in the experi3ents.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of tte pulse cuxrent density of euissicn on the
pressure of residual gas for diftzent temperatures cf the pressed
porous oxide-nickle catbcdd wick nre anode voltage 100 MY I - 8300 C;
-- ae
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-

Key:

870OC; 3

(1).

-

A/oz.

9000 C;

4i-

(2).

tczus.

oU*C;

5

-970OC;

6

-1010

0 C;

7

-1055

0 C.
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rpipe; 3
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cathode; 4

conductor; 7

-

-

fccusingj eidctrode; 5
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Discussion.
lie V. Karpov. Which service life of your gun?

K. P. Rybas.

The service lile of gun, determined by the service

life of cathode, is 30C hours. Luring this time the filament eaissicn
descends to 30O/c.

Ye. Regenshtreyf. It was utilized floving your calculaticns the
theory of laminar or ur~lzinaz fcbs?

K. P. Rybas. In our calculatacns was utilized the theory of
laminar flows. Experimaetal daza ccincide sufficiently well with the
calculated ones.

V. Go

Bagramov. Was reacved/taken the derendence of the current

density of emission cn tke pulse duration? ShIch the pulse duration

in your case?

K. P. Rybas. The cependence ct the current density of emission

cn the pulse duration %as not studied. The pulse duratica in cur

______

______'A,.-_______
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experiments was 100 ns.

V.

I. Perevodchikov. was studied the volatility of the material

of cathode and the effect of

varorization prcducts on dielectric

strength of gap.

K. P. Rybas. The gpeed cf vaicrization of the material cf
cathode was not investi¢ated. Ike decreases of dielectric strength of
gap/interval cathode-arcde du-inS the work ct gun was not observed.

Fage )5.

V. F. Gass. is required the making more active of cathode after
the allowance of the atacapa re?

K. P. Rybas. The saking moare active of cathode after the
allowance of the atmcspnere is zecassary. It should be noted that
after the first allowarc* or the atmosphere the emissive power of
cathode grows/rises by r--10oc.

V.

I. Perevodchikcv. now is

determined tke service life of

cathode?

K. P. fybas. The service lite of cathode is determined by

-i
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decrease with the time cf tas racovery rate cf free alkali-earth
metals from thair oxide, ds a resu.Lt of which decreases the emissive
power of cathode.
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25. High-current electrcneic pulse airect voltage accelerator.

L. N. Kazanskiy, A. A. Kcicmenskiy,

G. 0. Neskhya B. N. Yablokov.

(Physical institute is. P. S. LetGdev of the AS USSR).

In recent years is vigotously developed the new scientific
direction, connected with ottaining and using pulse electron teams
(1, 2). They will find use ir many regions cf physics, chemistry,
biology and different aElied regions. During the development of
electronic high-current accelezatoL in FIAN we had in mind pursuance
cf research on physics cl

intensG

relativistic electron beams in the

vacuum and media, and also the acceleration of ions due to the
collective interaction birh tne intense electron beams.

The requirements fcr tne parameters of electron beam, determined
ty tae intended targets, not the same, and at the development of
electronic high-current accelerator (ESO-1) we decided to dwell on
the average parameters: energy ct electrons 2-3 MeV, current 30-50
kA, the duration of pulse -30-50 as. In this case was taken Into
consideration the almost full/tcta4/complete absence of experiment of
the construction of sitular iAnstallations and the extreme deficiency
of effective areas. After the detailed examination of possible

.

. .." .. .. . . . . . . . . .

.

.
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diagrams ESU we stopped at the electronic high-current accelerator
with coaxial type dual ±crmulatang line, filled with dielectric with
the high dielectric permeabili)r.

Line is charged by resonance form

ty surge generator (GIN) for tne time of order 5,10-? s and is
commutated

by the singli-gai multi-spark discharger which works in

the compressed gas. kt tts output of thq dual foming line (DPL) is
connected the transfcruing line (TL) with the transformation ratio
,

~-1.5,

loaded to field esissicn type electron gun (Fig. 1).

Selection as the filler cf tha line of dielectric with high
value

a

was determined by the tcflowing ccnsiderations:

1. The power which can te rsucved/taken frcm the line

Since the maximum Eermissitle strengths cf field in all liquid
dielectrics at our range ot the duration of charge are
approximately/exemplarily identical and lie/rest in the region
200-300 kV/cm, the use/ajplicaticn of dielectrics with high value
t makes it possible tc cttain izcm the same vclume several times
large power.

2. Use/applicatica cf dielectrics with large

e

makes it

possible to sharply reduce length of installation, which in cur case
has high value.

/ ;
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3. EUse/applicaticn cf die~lectrics with large

e

makes it

possible to utilize transzormiag line of small length and to lover
charging voltage DEL.

After the careful study of the high-frequency properties of
different dielectrics juatza,

4lceiaols, different types of glycerin)

we stopped at the techricali glycerin as having sufficiently good
trequancy properties over a vius range of frequencies and ensuring
the acceptable shape of Iulse.

The selection of ccaxial cccstructicn/design of DFL was
determined by the fact tkat in ccntrast to the track
construction/design, in it is pzovided the full/tctal/complete
screening of fields by the grounded external electrode, edge effects
in it are substantially less art the agreement cf all elements/cells
of acceleratcr to mote easi.ly tuiill. acvever. coaxial gecuetry has
a number of deficiencislacts. The shape of the pulse of voltage,
generated by DFL, has iceal fcza, if wave impedance of both lines is

K

equal. However, in this case maximum electric intensities in the
lines prove to be substantially dissimilar

where

Rg,

ainswap"aS

and
-0

Reg

-

radii of internal and average of electrodes,

line chexacteriastice
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01.1 r##VdJ-4N/Jj
-1

NN

Key: (1).

atm.

(2)

.

ns.

(3).

uV.

4'4).

MIV.

(5).

kA.

(6).

s

auFlitude of these spuriousa pulses with the ccmmutation of domestic
circuit

wtere u
V1-4

--

0

-

vcitage of main impulse. In the case

cfequal maximum intensities/atzeagth in the lines the relation of
th ave impedance

where u
*

-

-

voltage on t14 line; I

maximal strength of field and

radius of internal *leczzcdo.

- l- !;-
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The case of the equal impadance of lines and the case of equal
intensities/strength lisit the region in which should be selected the

geometric parameters of the dual tcrming lines (Fig.

3).

parameters of installatica cf 3504 and its model ISU-O

The
(see below)

are given in the table. Chaxsa is accomplished/realized by a
resonance form from suiSt generator. Use in DFL cf polar dielectric
*
twith

the small specific impedance p leads to the need for taking into
consideration of loss in the dielectric in the process of charge. If
we restrict the energy lcsses tEn times ty percentages of the energy,
stored up into GIN, then the animum frequency ct charge
n 4.16l.1013/tP.

For glycerin

tt a 40.

1.-.10

C/cm and

MI.a.7

MHz.

In our case for the chaLSa cf DFL jroved to te convenient to utilize
6-8 standard GINs Serpukhov coadenser/capacitcr plant GIN-40C-O.C6/5
%ith the impact stress 40U ZY and Impact capacitance 12 nF, ccnnected
into two parallel columns on three or four ccnsecutively/serially. ks
showed experiments,

multiple cperation of Gtfs it

is

possible to

attain, connecting; the an parallel each step/stage of each cf GIN.
Structurally/constructurally this is performed with the aid of the
single column, in which are assebled all gaps,

which work in the

atmosphere of nitrogen at a pressure 3 atm.

"AP
..

. . . ...

i~~~~p
-,. .
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[
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Fig. 2. Impulse shapinc in the dual forming line vith different

relationships/ratios of the wave impedance cf its lines.
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Rq.eaw

fig. 3. Intensity/strergth cf taid in th. lines and wave impedance
depending on the geometry of tte lines
I - EN

D 7 Ocm;3

-E

ea - i
6 2D"nPA
D3
C; W

Key:

(1).

kV/cu.

(2).

~2- E~ nW

rnp,(53f 1 -60

cts.

-20i
D,

70 C
Z W

(3).

4pP~

FM

D -2

vith.

np
cm~

)
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%MM.pT.CT.100

Energy, NeV.
Operating mode.

Surge generator (GIN).

(i).

Beam current,

(5).
(1).

kA.

(3).

Duration cf pulse,

single impulses.c..nta/pulses.
Humter.

Impact capacitance, nFl.410).

(8).

Impact stress, 11T.

inductance, pJH.

(11).

(6).
(9).

Dual forming line

0069208
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(13).
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Diameter c¢

Length, see

(14).

Impedance of outline,
intensity/strength,
impedance,

ohm.

Electron gun.

(20).
(23).

eiec

];cdes Di,

r2,

C 3 , cm

1).

(see Fig.

Iapedance of domestic circuit, 0-m. (15).

CM. (16).
kV/cm.

Charging voltage, 3V. (17).

(1d).

(TL).

Izansforming line

7raustcraaticn
Imecance,am.

ratio.

(24).

(21).

maximum

(19).

Length,

Input

a1 . (22).

Numher of needles.

(25).

Vacuum, mm Hg.
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For the experimental cnec& cl the principles, placed as the
tasis of accelerator EEU-1,

is assembled small installation-model

ESU-0 to the energy 60C-600 keW (Eig. 4).

In this mcdel the line

characteristics are identical and equal to 7 chms. Is ccmmutated
cutline with the ai3 of the

arx discharger, filled with nitrogen at

a pressure 4-7 atm. On tkis installation are checked the different

I
!

icf
9
Y

types of gaps (axial ard radial), cf distorticn of
impulses/momenta/pulses due tc tke charge inductance, the
transformation of imFulses/scmenta/pulses and the ccnstructicn/design
electron gun.

The development of gun for the line, filled with dielectric with
high value

s. is complex proclim.

The usually utilized

construction/design of gun (1, 1] does nct make it

L

.

_

_

possible in the

_

_

_
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case of transiton into the vacuum from the medium with large . to
cbtain good agreements bith the cscillatcr cf nancsecond

impulses/momenta/pulses due to a starp increase of the reactive
component of the impedance cf g r. FurthermcrE, it is difficult to
cbtain uniform potential distritution alcng tke high-voltage
insulator. Therefore we carried out special study on the creaticn cf
the gun,

capable of wcriiry IC the medium with large t.

As a result is developed the constructicn/design of gun (Fig.
1),

which provides siacltaneously sufficiently good agreement and

distribution of potnetial alcnq tk* high-voltage insulator. The
presenca in system of dielactric with a comparatively large
conductivity makes it Fcssible tc avoid the partitioning of
insulator, which substantiaily simplifies its production.

As the electron scurce it is utilized from 1 to 5 tungsten
needles in radius of bendany -0. 1 am, prepared %ith the method of
electropclishing from wire

02-3 mm.

Is

provided for the pcssibility

cf a pracise change in at anode-cathode distance for the control of
the impedance of gun.

Construction/design, calculations and study of nanosecond
cscillator and gun in .reater aetail are examined in the separate
reports.

DC
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r Ac.

4. Model of electiccic higii-current accelerator

general view; b) the irterna.

LPSU-O.

a)

parz of the lint from the side cf load.

FEPER ENC ES
1S.E.GraytilI., S.I.kHablo. IEEE Trans. cn Nuci. Sci., 1967,
NS-ll, No 3,

p.782.
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Discussion.

A. A. Vorobyev. Did act test you to utilize in your
devices/equipment water?

3. N. Yablokov. Tte use/application of water in the dual forming
lines is possible with the very Socd quality cf water (specific
impedance >106 to ohms ca).

However,

work with this water is very

complicated. It is difficult tc ireserve gocd qualities of water in
the metallic volumes. It th.Ls case the line must be equipped with the
continuously operational system ct the ion-exchange decontamination.
Furthermore, during the cse or watr line tc the duration of pulse cn
the order of 40 ns beccats short and witb voltage on the order of 1
eV its diameter becomes ccopacad with the length. This line is
converted into the capacizoz/ccraenser.

V. G. Bagramov. Hcwa Ls Frovided the operational stability of
gulti-spark discharger/Sap?

B.

N. Yablokov. As yet we did not oktain the multi-spark work cf

discharger/gap.

However,

we hope taat with a sufficient power in

the

DCC - 8006920

FIC-F

sparks and the diversitj or the igniting sparks in the space it will

be possible to attain the multi-spark work of discharger/gap. Now
sparks break down with the Freciaion/accuracy of tetter than 2 ns.

Page 98.

S. B. Vassermaya. khy jou do consider that the subdivided tube
is more complicated then cne-i.1ece/entire, and from what material it
is proposed to manufacture one-iiece/entire irsulatcr?

S. N. Yablokov. Insulator cf gun is made from the fiberglass. To
grcove insulator in cne fart in cur case is pcssible, and this is
simpler than to collect/coapcae it from the series/ro

of rings.

Yu. P. Vakhrushin. biich dielectric strengtb of glycerite in
your operating modes?

S. N. Yablokov. Acccrding tc cur data, the breakdown of glycerin
in the areas of electrcdes -10 4 cam

begins with the

intensities/strength of field z30-250 kV/cm.

V. Hines. Which enittance of gun?

3. N. Yablokov. We yet did not measure the emittance of gun.

DOC
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iork with it recently bas begun.
V. L. Komarov. what value cz alectrcnic current you did cbtain
cn the model?

B. N. Tablokov. on the prelisa~nary measurements the current
strengjth comprises 500a.

V. G. Bagramov. liat type the transforming line?

3. R. Tablokov. eijkcnential type transfczming line. In more
detail about this is s~esca in the following repcrt.

80069208
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Powerful/thick nancieccad cacillator.

N.

Kazanskiy,

B.

N.

lanlokov,

(Physical institute is. E. N. Letedev of the AS USSR).

1. Ganeral/common/total dazcription.

Oscillator is intended fox tha supply of the field emission
electron gun (EP) of setting uE 150-1 by single
impulses/momenta/pulses vith toe tcllowing parazeters:

Voltage ...

2 FV.

Current ...

50 kA.

Duration of the pulse ...

5 ns.

Duration of the frcnt (saear/section) o..

10-12 ns.

The generation of cutput Fulse is accomFlished/realized on known
2] with the cse of cuaL forming of lines [DL)

1 [3],

which is chargqd by reEcnance method from 4rkad'eva-Marx's

oscillator

diagram [,

-.AO
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?OOTNOT3 1. In the foreign literature DF1 is kncwn by the name
Elumlein. ENDPOOTNOTE.

However, oscillator has somE jecul2arities issociated with the
tendency to maximally decreasa tk

First, is utilized liquld

dimensions of satting up.

c1iar dialectric with the high

dielectric permeability - 911cezin

(

-

-42).

In the second place,

impulse/momentum/pulse CEL transiorms itself for decreasing the
voltage of charge DFL. 1hirdly, dizcharger/gap of DEL is ccnrected
tetween the grounded electrcas axd the high-vcltage electrode at the
point where to the latter is injected frcm GIN. This location
facilitates control cf diascbarge/.ap

and prcvides "reference" of GIN

from HP and DFL after tke commutation of the latter.

Fundamental oscillator circuit is given in Fig.

I. DFL I

consists of two lines L, and L., ccnnected on the antrance of the
transforming line (TL),

which is made in the form of the steady

exponential transition (see tanis ccll.,

page CO,

Fig.

1).

The charge

of line L2 is accompliskad/r~alized through the spiral
short-circuited line (Ki).
exception of GIN,

All elements/cells of oscillator,

have ccaxial Fierormance,

whick makes it

with

pcssible

30C a 3006908

to utilize the grounded electrode as the screen and to decrease the
edge effects.

2. Identification of pazaaeers and calculaticn of oscillator.

With the energy, given up into the beam cf -3.0-3.5 kJ in the

impulse/momentum/pulse, the energy, accumulated in DFL taking into
account the disagreeerts/sismatches and the lcsses, must compose W.5
kJ. Voltage DEL relative to vcitage on EF is determined by
identification of parameters TL. If TL and DFL are filled with
identical dielactric" ^ raen cas iength of these lines they are
connected with relaticiski/ratic j14)
t TI/A*1

2t31

" (& K) 2(A

U/U)

- delay TL; F - zzaasforaation ratio of voltage; 4.U/U r If£ . I,
taper of pulse apex at tke output cf TL. Accepting 6a/U=O.I and -, we

where

i~A

t3

will obtain K=1.4. Thus, voltage DEL must be 1.4 MV, and capacitance
cAfl5

pF.

00

?or an increase in the pulse power the duration of pulse (r) and

output resistance of DfL(Z

,ix-

ZI+22

should bs selected as small

as possible
'

Z1. Zt "

(2)

Here z, and z2 - wave impedance cf L, and Ls. However, their decrease
is limited by the permisslhie duration of pulse edges and by the

-

I

.'1
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inductance of dischargEr/gap (Lp). Accepting t=o.2V
account that

t*=22

we otzain with zl=zz=z

Lp/Z1,

,vollZIHence it follows that with

and taking into

06-1

4,7 (W/Lp) °'= u

v 14value which hardly it is possible to

LP > 2.10

decrease with u>106 V,)

7)45 Us arid z>.7 chs.

Page 99.

The selection of dielectric DEL and its gecuetry, i.e., the
r9lation of the diameters ox coaxial elactrodes a=D&/Dz=Dz/D3 is made
from the condition of waximum specific energy content (I/V) with the
given ones z 1 =zz t.

FOOTNOTE t.

Equality the wave iadacance of L, and L2 in the principle

is not necessary, but iz is necessary for the full/total/complete
agreement of DFL with the load. INDFOOT4CTE.

The electric strength cf all dielectrics was initially assumed/set by

I
i'

identical. Utilizing krcbn relaticrships/ratics, for the coaxial
lines itis possible tc cttain
(Lnm
/ M60 9 ( u)
/v- -- .- ---;- - omst =
,i

,T(4)

whers V - full/total/ccoilate volume of EiFL.

Maximum energy ccntent

is obtained when

aonT- 2, 12. ana cptimum dielectric permeability
E....

(Wn8Obi

0

Z) 2 .

DCC

oo692o8

Por our oscillator they uOa selected a=2. 12 and glycerin (

-ug-45).

It is interesting tc nots that with the ;rescribed/assigned wave
impedance of DFL is a SEaciiic cItirmun dielectric permeability of its
tilling dielectric. Fez tha iLIstration let as give the follcving
-.
examole: for Z1 =Zz=7 chs and v=r

as the volume DFL tc 20o/o is more

during the use of water in ccaazison with the glycerin with the
equal maximum electric intensities.

On the basis of tke given akcve considerations it is designed
and prepared the model cf oscillatcr, the parameters and basic
dimensions of which they are Simon in Table 1. For the model are
prepared the dischargers/gaps DPL cf two types: radial and axial
(Fig. 1).

Dischargers/Saps ara tx1~atrons with 6-10 ingnitin; for

guaranteeing the multi-saxt mode of operation (5).

The charge of GIN is assembled of tcur standard GIN400-O.06/5.
Serpukhov plant: two parallel columns on 2 pieces in each

j'

consecutively/serially.

3. Investigations.

4
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tte range 0. 1-100

iere measured in
f

and quality

q-'/,

ot glycerin,

MHz dielectric

permeability

water and alcohols

(Fig.

2).

Was investigated the passage or narrow pulses (10-50 ns) thrcugh the
lines, filled with these 4iele¢.rics. The best characteristics they
possess the thoroughly cieaned bith water (p)PO&/co),
acceptable data,

if

glycerin has

is jernitted tne duraticn of fronts -10-12 ns.

aas simulated the Exccess ct charge of DPL for the selection of
the optimum parameters

1* (Zx,-II0

ohm,

ti17

ns,

L v, =I9

pH) and

the estimation of prepuise vitage on EP. The procass of charge is
checked on the model (Pig. 3): saxamum voltags cf DPL composes
-120o/o from total charging vc1tage of GIN, vcltage on EP during
charge <10o/o from the vc.Itage c± cperating Fulse.

.,

I
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Tablie 1.
(')Y~ien
iI~qnKTP~fC

14rnxufpmm

rrh.M

5"0

900

14

14-30

qL
15"

reHePaTropaT1

0809ao ConIpoTHa~tGHHe, OM

~Ko3iwxetrr

rPanc40opmaa~x

6IRTelbHOCTb

p" 3OHaHCHoE'o

3apslaa, MXC'-K
j IwRelbHOCTb

)1

1,46

-

0,6

35

I4MlyJnbca, IICPK

Lq-iamerp 3Rr'XTPOflOB, CM
HiIHa,

e -42.5)

9; 1.9; 41

9: 16; 41
100

859

cm,

MaxCHMaJbHaR HanpflNme~flocTb
ioflq rrpm ma ti~fom ?itaflme-

600

Fu
s ts/m420
14

Key: (1).

Node/unit of cscillatcz. (2). Dielectric. (3).

(4). Capacitance, pF.

(!). kave iafedance,

chin. (6) . Transformation

ratio. (7). Duration of reSonance charge, ps.
ns.

(9) .

Diameter of electrcdes, can. (10) .

Glycerin.

(8).

Length,

Duration ct pulse,
C.M7.

strength of field with cbazging vcitage 1.4 [MV, iV/C.

(11).

faxiu
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a

70

Fig.

*

1. Fundamental oscillater circuit.

Fig. 2. Discharger of dual icraing line of axial (a),* radial (b)

9ey: (1.atm.
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lesults of measuring the inductance of dischargers from a number
cf sparks, which were tsing imitated by this mires

01.5MM

of are

shcwn in Table 2. Are ckvious need the guarantees of multi-spark work
cf discharger and advartage ox radial discharger.

During model tests for tao ei~actric strength charging vcltage cn

i

EFL was raised to 600 kV. areakdcwos in the discharger were not

cbserved at pressure N,
2-4 ZY the at.. (discharger was tested on 10
atm.).

WIith 600 kV at the second aaximum charging voltage there were
the breakdowns in the glycerina n the end/face of DEL (E-230 kV/cm).

rs at present initiated the production cf tasic oscillatcr

I

(U

'1.4

MV;

LLqn -2,0

aV) . tas maximum strength of field in it

is

selected with -200 kV,'cu* outer diameter DFi is 600 mm and its wave
impedance to z1 =3.8 ohm and zz=6.5 ohm.
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//
2\\

/

4f
Fig.

to

3V

(=\
fo0f %

3. Frequency deperceaces of d.ielectric permeability

lines) and quality Q=1/tc6
(p=1.

\

3

43

7 .106)

;

2.2 1

(p=104) ; 4.L41

-

-

(dotted lines).

glycerin

thorcughly

1.11

p=60o 106) ;

-

Ej

(solid

technical glycerin

3.31

Fuza.±id water (p=-106);

distilled water
p

-volumetric

impedance fohm-cu).

Key:

Fig.

(1)

'4.

~Hz.
M

Charging voltages on li.nes of DFL

VJ,

on L,

and

V.2

Co Lao

Scale on the hcrizontal 0.2 pa/cu, on the vertical line 200 kV/cu.

DOC =
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'Table 2.
1

xallanoe
.ihcno
P)aaWanbHbI
pb1HH K.

2

3

6

4

5

17

12

11

9,5

32

29

26

24

paa-

3a3op

4,5 CM

60' 28

AxcImanbHbio pl3pSIaHHK, 3a30p

4,0 cM

Key:
cm.

Number of channels.

(1).
(3).

75

40

(2).

Axial discharcEr cleararce

Radial dischargar clearance 4.5
4.0 cm.
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Discussion.

A. A. Vorobyev. Hcb I unddetood. You does interest microsecond
range?

L.. M. Kazanskiy.

Ike ctarge at the formirg line is

acccmplished/raalized duzing C.'4-4.6 ps, the duraticn of the cutput
pulse,

which enters the electror

gun, 30-50 us at the level 0.5 of

amplitude.

V. G. Davydovskiy. iuat at±icaency of system you expect to
obtain? How many impulses/ucmenta/julses in the unit of time can give
system?

L. M. Kazanskiy.

ltficiemcy relative tc the energy, stored up in

GIN must compose with efroximately
determined by those utilized GIs
frequency

-

50o/o. Se~etiticn frequency is
(GIN

-

400-C.06/5).

2 imp./min.

j

,

4

________________________

maximum

OC = 80069208
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. Iavqstigation of irtense electronic ones on the accelerator
US-5.

A. Abramyan,
A

W

S. B. Whaszaan, W. G. Votintsev,

V. A. Dolgushin,

N. Lukin, B. G. Shk]aev.

nstitute of nuclear Fj)sics at SC AN USSR

[Siberian

partment of the Acadezy at Scierces of ths OSSR]).

The accelerator BILS-5, intended for obtaining the beams of
lativistic electrons ia the shcrr (40-50 us)
pulses/momenta/pulses bitn tne currents to 30 kA, was constructed
d launched in the institute €l nuclear physics of SO AN USSR in
69(Ell

t

During last ysar itas conducted the work cn the improvement of
e construction/desigr cf accelerator ard the irvestigation of the
rameters of beam. At Fresent all assemblies and systems of
celarator stable work bita the vcltage of bigh-voltage oscillator
8 IV and the voltage cn accelerator tube tc 5 NV. Pulse repetition
te

-%

-

one per minute Ibith the bork with the issue of beam in the

v

DOC=
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atmosphere).

Accelerator is made cn ccaxcn for installations up of such type
diagram: the source cf high vcltage,

which lcads high-voltage

capacitance, discharger - peaking circuit with the ignition,
accelerator tube with tae ccla cathode.

As the source of high voltage

is used the pulse genezator cn tte coupled circuits (transformer of
T).

Insulating medium - mixture ci elegas (sulfur hexafluoride) and

nitrogen in relation 1:1 at a total pressure 15 atm. The schesatic
diagram of acceleratcr is sacun in Fig. 1. The description of
construction/design and wczx cz setting up is given in Li].

In the report are aescriked now construction/design and special
features/peculiarities cf tne wc k of sutdivided accelerator tube and
dewatering outlet with the Icgitudinal magnetic field, and are also
given the results of studies o± the series/rcw of parameters and
characteristics of the accelerated beam.

t

.1

Accelerator tube and dtwatering outlet.

Accelerator tube tbig. i) consists of the insulating rings, made
from fiberglass and divided by electrcdes of duralumin with rubber
gaskets joints. Total ruster or sections - 13, the length of tube of
approximately 75 cm. The ccnstruction/design of tube is made

DOC
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according to the type ct the dismountable tubes, which successfully
work in the pulsed accelexators bith thermosmissicn cathode (2]

with

the microsecond pulses ct vcl2age. In accordance with A. wat.onus
recommendations (3] frca the vaccum side the surface of insulator is
made conical. The gecmetzy c0 tuce as a whole was selected on the
electrolytic bath in suck a way that voltage distributicn according
to the sections would ke clcse tc the uniform.

As noted above, tute successfully works with the voltages on it
to 5 IV. However, there is nc tull/total/ccx~lete ccnfidence in the
fact that the materials acceptea and the gecuetric forms of
insulating rings and metal eleczrodes are optimum. Are at present
initiated studies of dielectic strength of difterent in the
material, the sizes/ditersions and the geometry secticns on the
high-voltage (to 1 IV) nanosecona bench.

The necessary condition tor the normal wcrk cf accelerator tube
is,

as usual, its preliminary aging/training. The attempt to conduct

aging/training tube in the cpecatacnal ccnditics by the method of a
gradual increase in the voltage did not yield pcsitive results: the
effect of aging/training was atsent. The energy, isolated in this
case in the channel cf cischarge, composes -1 kJ (with the voltage of
the generator -3 MV) and, Aprarently, it is excessively great. The
successful aging/training of tute is realized with parallel

DCC = 30069208

FA

*

connection of sections and u~cn their ccnnecticn to the high-voltage
electrode of oscillator. In,thizs case the energy, isolated in the
channel of dtischarge, dcis nct ecied 10 d. Aging/training tube in
the accelerator directll~ proves to be possitle tecause of the fact
that the voltage of the Senexatcr is easily regulated virtually frcu
zero. Of this consists cre ct tks advantages cf pulse generator on
the coupled circuits in ccajazisa

with fmari's oscillator.

Doc = 30o69208
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1. The schematic diagram Of setting up.

transformer; 3 - high-vclzage electrode
tube; 5 - delivery pert
electrode of tube; 9
voltage-divideri
electrode;

11

-

I

-

toiler; 2

-

(conductor); 4 - accelerator

(andes) ; b - cathode; 7 - insulator; 8 dischar~er-peaking circuit; 10 - capacitive

unit of ignition;

12 - rectifier;

13

-

14 - primary winding; 15 - secondary winding; 16-

insulating basis/base; 17 - cscillator of the supply of ignition; 18
-

shunting discharger 19 - electxcde of capacitive protection; 20 -

cscillatory circuit; 21 - "transparent" part of the conductor; C, capacitor bank; P1 and Ea - air dischargers

Page 102.

The prepulse voltat, aimed in the accelerative gap/interval
Ibecause of the capacitive divisLca) of up to functioning of a
discharger-peaking circuit (fig. i), can lead to the vacuum breakdown

IeP

DCC = 80069208
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across gap, which, as a zule, aliects the geometry and othar
paramaters of bean. For prevenzing the vacuum breakdown across gap in
the prepulse stage we accepted stasures k fcr a reduction in the
value of the aimed prepulse vcltage, so for at ircrease in dielectric
strength of accelerative gap/interval.

For the purpose of tae decrease of potential, aimed, to the
high-voltage electrode cf 9 tubes (Fig. 2),

the latter is displaced

into the depth of housing 1, in this case the clearance of a
discharger-peaking circuit 9 (FiS. 1) increases. For agreeing the
electrical strength of a discharger-peaking circuit with the strength
of the high-voltage clearance ot oscillator is utilized point 10
(Fig. 2).

The value of the aimed vcltage on the tube composes -2.50/c

cf the high voltage cf tke generator.

The devatering cutlet of tute, shown in Fig. 2, makes it
possible to arrange/lccate wandcb 5 at the considerable distance from
the emitter with the sc±licaestl) high electric intensities on the
cathode. The longitudiral magnetic field, formed ty sclenoid 6,
smoothly builds up in tke value tc 3-4 kg and it further remains
approximately permanent up to a.eivery pcrt. 7he divergent from the
*

cathode bundle becomes then Farallel. This dewatering outlet has
essential advantages belcre it is usual ty exhaust system (see Fig.
1).

The size/dimension cf team cc the ancde can be easily regulated;

DOC = 80069208

dielectric strength of
grows/rises,

impeding

E1GI.aF

aF/interva! in the prepulse stage noticeably
krtakdcwu.

(the "disrupticns/separations"

of

the induced on the tube voltage); processes cn the ancde, caused by
*

the bombardment with electron team, more weakly they affect a
reduction in the impedarce cf gai/interval a cathcde-anode; the

insulator of tube consideracly better is shielded from the becoming
dusty by the metal, whick flies ircm the ancde.

The first tests of dewatering outlet with the longitudinal
building up magnetic field passed successfully.

Results of the measurements ct tte parameters of beam.

The typical oscillcgrams of the impulses/mcoenta/pulses of
accelerating voltage and current (exhaust system usual) are shcwn cm
Fig. 14.With air-gap clearance an emitter-anode 4 cm the voltage of
the generator 8 MV of the azilitude of the beam current and
accelerating voltage ccamose 50 kA and 3.5 MV. Energy of bean in the
impulse/momentum/pulse, seasurer by the calcrimeter, placed after the
foil, is egual to 3 kJ.

The changes, which cccur in the accelerative gap/interval in the
period of the passage c± electrcn

team, explain the higher values cf

current in middle and end/lead c±

the impulse/mcmentum/pulse in

DOC
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comparison with the current I.n the beginning of
impulse/somentum/pulse bith the same voltages. maximum voltage on the
gap/interval is achievec thrcuga 15 ns since the beginning of the
impulse/momentum/pulse, and it is possible, apparently, to ccnsider
that uip to this *cment/tcrqu* tie characteristics of beam, still are
determined only by the exissive Ercperties of cathode and by the
geometry of accelsrative gap/interval.

The values of team current

with maximum acceleratirS vcltage in the rarge

Um=l e.4

M1V is well

approximated by the dererdence
5/2

where k

-

coefficient, depending cc the geometry of gap/interval.

emitter and material of the latter.

-gl

--

--
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Fig. 2. Accelerator tute and debatering cutlet. 1

-

housing; 2-

vacuum chamber; 3 - Roqcvaki's tang ; 4 - hcusing of devatering
outlet; 5 - delivery pcrt; 6 - sclenoid; 7 - emitter; 8
voltage on the tube; 9

-

j.A

(1).

Porm.

sensor of

high-vcitage electrcde cf tube; 10

11 - electrode of tube; 12

Key:

-

-

insulator;

13

-

sealer.

-

point;
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Fig. 3. Voltage on accieratcr tube during entire cycle of the work
of installation

.

a) a dischazger-Feaking circuit did not

cperate/actuate:. b) discharger ciarated/actuated (was visible voltage
surge on the tube); c) in the pispulse stage it occurred the
"disruption/separaticn" cf vcltage (breakdown of vacuum
5 zs/cu.
gap/interval) . ScanninegisweeF

Fage 103.
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For the emitter made of tae stainlass steel wbose fcrm is shcwn in
fig. 3b, with air-gap cleaance tc the anode 4 cm k-2.240- 12 A/V2. It
shculd be noted that tte finls

ct the surface of emitter and the

form of edges (sharp/acute or Dlunted) ncticeably value k dc nct
affect.

Fig. 5 shows the ctcss secticns Cf electron beam on the anode
with maximum acceleratirg voltage in ths impulse/mobentum/pulse for
different emitters. The circuiat fcru of beam section from the
conical emitter is well known. Zipected cn this basis/base halving of

beam on the circular edce ana 1;cssibility of changing the diameter of
beam due to the inclination/sicire cf edges were confirmed during the
investigation of the emitters whose form was given in Fig. 5b and c.
The configuration of beam secticrs was otserved on the glass plates
which wera placed after tne aluunaum filters, which passed only the
electrons of maximum energies. hit

the increase of energy of

electrons the diameter cf beas decreases.

AAA

.

e-.w4
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Fig. 4. Shape of the pulses c.L accalerating vcltage (a) and current
(b)

of beam.

larkers

-100

Maz.

Fig. 5. Electron paths and team saape on anode fcr different
emitters. Energy cf electrcrs

w

tyR ~e V

. .....

cm; d

I~
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Discussion.

A. N. Lebedev. 1. In what reglon ci energies was observed law of 5/2
and what magnetic field strsrgth it was atili~ed for
conclusion/output? 2. HCb proper field of beam, and with what current
were conducted experiments? 3. which maximum current for energy 5 MeV
was obtained on this gur?

S. V. Wasserman. 1. Lais ct 5/i was observed in regicn of energies
frcm 1 to 3.5 MeV. Field builz uF along the axis/axle of bundle to 4
kg. 2. Experiments were conducted with currents to 20 kh. Magnetic
field strength beam, urcrtunately, I do not remember. 3. with energy

{
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5 MeV current was about 30 KA.

A. A. Vorobyev. How does

zdifzr current from impulse/momentum/pulse

to th3 impulse/moentue/uise and uhich the duration of the
continuous work of this sEit;ng up, determined by thermal condition?

S. 3. Wasserman. Scatter zrom cne impulse/mcmentum/pulse to the next
in limits cf 5o/o. Since machine works with the repetition frequency
of 1 times per minute, then a 4uestion atout the thermal overloads it
did not appear.

I. M. Royfe. From what zataria. or producticn tube? Do not intend you
to decrease the duraticz ci frcxt?

S. B. Wasserman. For tle insulating rings is utilized the fiberglass.
Electrodes are prepared from the dural. Front into present time is
equal to 15 ns, and for cur purpcses there is nc need for it
shortening.

a. N. Yablokov. What delay time between the impulse/momentum/pulse of
trigatron and main disckargs on tke tube?

S. B. Wasserman. Delay tame was rct measured, but the stability of
furctioning good.
4'

DCC = S0069208

4. V. Pleshivtsav. I.

EAGE

0

Aze such yecmetric diwensions of cathode and

its matarial? 2. Did wcLk ycu it acde/conditicns vith voltage of less
than 1 MV?

S. B. Vasserman. 1. Cathcde is jzejared from stainless steel and is
cone with diffarunt angles. Usually angle - 6CO and length - 3 ca.

Point had a rounding. 2. No,

taey aid not work.

K. V. KhodataYev. What fraczicn/Fcrtion of energy does take away beam
in comparison with the ereigy, atcxed up in the battery?

S. B. Wasserman. In th*
kJ,

tJ.U

iaxiaum razing energy of the battery of 10

on the high-voltage electrode

-

7 kJ,

in the beam-

3 kJ.
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28. Discharge through

ibga-pzassure gas, initiated by the beam of

rapid electrons.

B. M. Koval'chuk, V. V. Xramnev, G. A. Mesyats, Yu. F. Potalitsyn.

(Institute of optics of tne atmcspaere SC AN USSR).

In work (1] it was shown that for eliminating channeling the

discharge through gas at a aija Fressure it is necessary before
beginning discharge to kave many initiating electrons, distributed by
cathode cr volume of gaE/iterval. In (2] for this purpcse it was
proposed to utilize a team of rapid electrons. Let us examine this
possibility in more detail.

Let there be the cas-zilled gap with a length of d with the
electric intensity

£.,

and by Fressure of gas p. If from the side of

cathode into it enters uriZCrzs electron beau by section s, with the
current density

j. and energi i (Fig. 1),

then, by disregarding

seccndary processes on the cathode and by taking into account impact
ionization and electrcr drift, we will obtain the equation of
continuity for the electtcns
Mt

DCC

3

AGEI

r]0069208

lo account for the effect oi spaca charge ws will use the equation cf
foisson

where

at(M.

p.(z.t)

and

the gap/interval:

p.(rt) -

9+(=.t)

density cf the electrcn charge and ions in

-

r(z.t) and O(ZT)

cf impact ionization;
e(Mt)

(2)

-

drift velccity and coefficient

E. - diiectric perueatility of vacuum;

- strength of field in %h

gap/interval,

4(t) - Is(t) no pdp

no=3.eO1O

1/cS 3etorr;

6,,

(3)

iadle ionizaticn cross section, ca.?;

-

F - gas pressure in the gai/interval, torus. Boundary and initial
conditions
'P_(M.o0)- O.-

P_ (0.0)-O,
Values

r.(z,t) and

oL(xt)

intensity/strength of field

axe
t(x,t),

(4)

determined ky the
and the latter by a voltage drop

across gap/interval 0(t). Value U(t) is determined from the equation
cf Kirchhoff. In the case of the discharge to the gap/interval of
capacitance C
$

UlM -IoU
0;

i,(t d%,15

C

while in the case of tte discharge of line with the wave impedance cf

U(t) - u0- R L(t),

..
. .................

&

,
.Asa
.

(5)1

;.

-. ..

."
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where i(t) - the current throuh tae gap/interval.

In general the solution or system of equaticns

(1),

(2),

(5) is

difficult; therefore let us iatzcduce some lizitaticns. Assuming that
at any moment of time RW

o, tae solution of equation (1) taking into

account conditions (4) leads to rni current through the gap/interval:
L()=
Mt

dz

(t')ezp [

"

(t)V_ (e)

0tt

If for the duraticr cf eiectrcnic flux

c, and length of

gap/interval d are observed ta ccditiors

a (t) v_ (t)lA,o 1,

r 3 Qtp,

where

tp

(7)

the time of discnaxza build-up then frcm (6) for the

current in the discharge circuit we will obtain
(t)= Ne _)er0(0l.(")(
p
where MGM ,,n,
!p3.E

(t)ht.

Ibis JLocess of an avalanche-type increase

in the current was axaffined b

us in (1, 2]. Let us pause now at

other case when
IC90t P

|0

Key:

(1).

at(t) V'(t)lt

(9)

and.

6

......

.-

-'

,-

-

-

-

--

---

--

A

K
d

//

4.
S
,

/

-~

j 3 ,W

1',
/

V

-~

4

ph

'Mj~*

D

q

-

~.

~

De~i~n div~r~r. ~

~e~"~~utato".

A

-

anode;

~'

-

~
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If a potential difference between the cathode and the anode is such,

that

U -Sd-cu.(u.,

- static treakdcwn voltage), then with the

cbservance of conditiors 19)
'p

Conditions (9) and (9') mean that the impact ionization by electrons
can ba disregarded/neglected dnd tnat the length of electron drift is
such lower than the lenSth ct gaE/

Under condition

(S),

interval.

taking into account that

V.(t)-K

,

the

solution of equation (6) tor mta discharge of capacitance leads to
the current in the ccntcur/outlize
L(t) - UO~t

Xtezt,)U,)

2C

10
(10)

while during the discharga of the line
-+Rkt '

where

x

electrons,

1S-constwhen

Formulas (10)

t

and
and

11)

tFrO"

team current of the initiating
bith t<0.

iere cbtained under two conditions:

constancy along the gap/int rval of the intensity/strength of field
9-,(t) and ionization cicas section O,-o.-COfSt.

DCC = 30069208

EAG-

The effect of space chazia cn the strength of field along the
gap/interval was taken into ccnsideration during the solution of
system (1) and (2) by tne metnod of successive approximations. During
the calculation a voltage drop in the commutator is accepted by
constant and equal tc La. As the zero approxiaation the strength of
field in entire gap/interval was taken by ccnstant. In this case
solution

(1)

takes the form

(t)-const,.(t)At)O

when

vith
0(0)

(12)
taxing intc acccunt

. (Z~t) (Pt.
Equation (,)

((O2

when

1 10 tz-cd.

(11)

and

(12)

has a

solution
(0)

-

+ttv. t
.
£
< :- - t

(0)

o

a-M2

-

(a)

-

)

(13)

(0 )2 t2

I

~U

nder condition

(9'1)

by tield ctange in basic part of gap/interval

(v?t-2-d)

with the sbczt times t negligible,

(O,,v-C'o)t)

for simplicity it is accepted

041

+

and in region

OCC

52S

P AG.

=80069208

where

y.2j1
CL

0dt2)

iir
V

B1=O

2 Eu O

2&

Solution (1) in the first aproxiaation, taking into account the
field by formula (15) taxes tke icrm:
(to,

wde (te t -- a) ;
-

2 Rr
9"
EOLL0a e t [eRz.()-eiCto],
i,,.
eL
t
(to](v
17)
2%r-o
Eol~
where

; W 4'cf

t-t

"

-

to

parameter,

which is

limits of t-0 with change x within limits. O-v ' t.

changed within

The voltage drop

near the cathode is cbtained as tha integral of the solution of
equation (2) in the seccnad apzcxamation/apprcach, i.e., taking into
account (16)

and (17)

- u°w (2t -e t "t.
Assuming/setting

!-'

!uL,1
0

frcm

(18),

<< 2KoUot

U0

FCL-

we have0
2 '. ')
t

(19)

d

It is not difficult to see that condition (19) is identical to
condition (9').

This means that

bith

satisfacticn of conditio

(9')

it is possible not to consider tk. effect of space charge in the
cathode on the coarse cf current in the gap/interval. In this case
when

v tod

we have

J/,,
- no p d,
t
•

(20)

i.e. a limitation to tle jas auiliticaticn factor of current in the
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ga p/interval.

Checking predicted losses %as accomplished/realized by a methcd
of the comparison of the paramezers of current pulses at the
discharge of the non-ircuctive capacitor/condenser with a capacitance
C-3.5e10'

f on the gas-filled gap with a length of d=8 mm with

the calculation according zc iozau.La (10). Prcm (10) it fcllcws that
the amplitude of pulse
(21)

Foy "

L,-

where e - Naperian base, and pulse duration on the half-height
(21

t.-- 1,6 \
Substituting value X fica

(10),

65 no
"1,50

%e will cbtain

ci C
o6

(22)

,

Cd(22)

tuM '6
n0

Electron beam with current

$

L' ,lI, was formed/shaped with the aid

cf nanosecond direct vcltage accelerator (L4

with :he field emission

multitip cathode, to wkich was supklied the vcltage pulse with
amplitude U=300 of kV,

Mt33.10 "e

duraticA

s and front

3.t0 -

%

S.

Page 106.
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In the discharge gap being investigated the electrons fell through
the diaphragm frca the titanium toil with a thickness of 50 ps.

*

After passage thrcuc~h the tcil maximum erergy of electrcns in
the beam descends on AE-sEG time XeV [5], and the current of electrcas,
measured after diaphra~a with tue aid of the faraday cylinder,
comprised

tu

Fig. 2 gives the characteristic oscillograms: electronic

i

curre3nt, which passed tktroayh thuzw

oi

tc the discharge gap (Pig.

2a) ;discharge current uith the autobreakdown of gap/interval static
breakdown voltage in t~E absence ot electronic current (Fig. 2b) ; the
commuted current, initiated by electron beam,

at pressures 1; 6 and

12 atm. (Fig. 2c-e) respectzvely.

Fig. 3 depicts the experimental dependences cf the amplitude of
commuted current on the apjiied iz the discharge gap voltage with the
direct current of elect zcas

6,W 10
IX

for the different pressures

(Fig. 3a) and the experimental dependences cf the amplitude cf
commuted current ca the kressuzre in the discharge gap with the
different voltages (PiS. 3h)
15 atm,

.

bath a change in the pressure from 3 to

the experimental vaiue cf ratio

.

1La
'

ohm.

The pulse

duration on the half-height tarely depended on pressure p and voltage
U0 and was 22-26 ns.
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For the compariscE c: axpdziadntal data with the calculated ones
it

is
.

t/P

necessary to krcw values 6o and v,-p.

in the experiment value

was changed in limits (C.5-1U) of V/cmetcrr. For this range
according to the data, givan in [ 3] for nitrogen,

3ependence

*(W)

fcz aitzcyen is given in Fig.

4 (5]. Is here

given the dependence prcduct Fa cn energy of electron W which shows,
what is necessary minixum eneryy c electron %, so that it would
cross the gap/interval tta d

L rssure of nitrogen p. Under

conditions for our expeziment pzoduct pd=(O.;-1) .100 torr.cm, WC200
keY,

therefore,

o

On3,.10

After substituting in 4isi
6

values
2.4e10-o

s

e,.. d
Ct:'I.5.

c

and
I,-

/,
s.

and (22') used in the experiment

we will obtain that

and

bcp. Value .¢t

)

will be substantially atcvo, iz e consider the ccntribution to
resulting quantity 6c. caused byv electrors with low energies which
are formed with the passage o

the gas.

i1

ohm,

Certain disagreement with the experiment,

apparently is caused by inaccuracy in determination
'
',

o

the beam through the foil and through
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Fig. 2. Oscillograms at the eiectrcnic (a) and discharge
curren~ts.

Key:

(1)

kA.

(2).

ns.

(b-9)
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3. Experinental deEEndences
j
different

= 0ofor

-Y

Key:

(1).

lEA.

(2).

t

Key:

3.

(1).

korr-c.

1. G. A.

LM

-

43).

at.4t~ccnj.

lcV.
,

f U

aaM
e

it(cnsan

8eV.

z

....

.7, mp cmz

esyats.

with constant

with the the different Do-

t0.o

(2).

t(u0 )

o

DExperimental de'e(W)

; . ...

-

85 -(p)
; 6-%-

4X
"ad, roD. :M
Fig.

a

.t

C=.

dissec.

Tomsk,

1966.

G. A. 5esyats et al.
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1969, 39,

FIGC

'

No 1, ;age 75.

2. B. 1. Koval'chuk eat al. Beoorts of the AS USSR,

1970, 191 V.

1.

3. G. Reter. Townserd icnLzation and by prche in the gases. M.,
publishing house "Mir, " 196d.

4. G. A. Nesyats et al. PIE,

1969, No 2, page

102.

5. Alpha-, teta- anc Saxna- spectroscopy, Vol. 1. Edited by K.
Siqghahn. I., Atomizdat, 1969.
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29. Aberrations of space charg.

Zh. For.

(Saclay, France)

When in 1964 was developrad/Erccessed preinjectcr "Saturn" to 750
keV, special attention bas gives tc the guarartee of constancy of the
optical properties of ktam fzcm tkG icuic scurce to the output of
tube. For this optical alstem most be as possible acre linear. For
cbtaining the linearity c

the ±crces of space charge, at least in

the region low energies ct team. bas first cf all investigated ionic

the source for the tarcet eliminate the effect cf aberrations of
space charge in the recicn of ccrclusion/cutput and was
achieved/reached alacst unicrm detsity cn the cutput of source. In

this case for executinc calculating the bean focusing was made the
assumption about the linearity cf the forces cf space charge after
the region of conclusice/out~ut. Since was ccerducted the optimization

- 41
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cf electrostatic lens tiCa the Jazameter of aterraticnsp assumption
indicated above could te ccasiaezea justified.

Experimental results with tke energy 750 keV showed that
although was obtained almost calculated euittance

',i

), lensity

differed from that uoasuzed b) the Output of scurce and near the
axis/axle of bundle was filure/dip/trough.

It was establisbee/installed, that density distribution depends
mainly on extraction vcitago. klthough the quality of beam was
sufficient to high ones toz tne injection intc the linear
accelerator, it was decided tc investigate in the digital form the
effect of a heterogenecas space charge in this preinjector.

freinjector on 750 keY.

Given preinjectcr was already described (1). Let us give only
voltage distribution alcaq ths axis/axle where it is possible to
isolate three regions: tte eitzaction region, tccusing and

A

acceleration (see Fig. 11).

Voltage distributicn can bra c&.tiaized in such a way am to obtain
at the output of accelazator tutt the coctracticn of teas in the free
from the aberrations focwming system.

1Wh

Calculaticns were carried out

DOC = 10069209

TICE~f

for the beam 100 mA.

Tke measured dmittance at the output of source,

numbered to the beam

1CC nA, is

1.2x10-' mrad.

Initial forecasts thecry and experimental results.

Fig. la, depicts envelope cz Earticles; emittance ( ,.'),

cbtained as a result of initial calculations, it is given in fig. 1b6

The direction of the initial velocity cf particles and axis/axle
are given plane; theretcre it is icssible tc calculate only action in

Fig. 2a, depicts tle eaittance of beam, experimentally measured
at a distance of 1.7 a tiom the ionic source. Experimental emittance
( ,V')

was measured uith the aid cf the openings/apertures, agitated

according to the diametex of beam and ensuring the pencils which are
analyzed by means of lead-coliectox/receptacle, arranged/located at a
distance one motr on the course of beam.

Rqccrding the current of

the lead/duct of collectcr/receptacle gave density curves and
emittance. As can be seen caittacce it is ccauared with the
calculated; whereas dezaaty

is keterogeneous and strongly it differs

from the initial (see fig. 2b).

Cr

DCC
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7504

(Su)

4AaO,7P.9A'eY4(

*1/01

A,000duwam,

ma(q)

rig. 1. Characteristics cf tba Fxelinjectcr: a)

and ",.,Cz); t) the

U~z)

calculated emittance.

I

Key: (1).

Voltage Radio& Selecticn. (2). fixizmg-acceleration. (3).

cutput of preinjector. (46).
rarticles.

-.

AV.

15).

(7). mrad. 48). Iittance. (9).

.,

~

,--'-.-

-

b

(6).

Voltage curve.

Envelope Cf

Cccrdjnates.

%g1-

-.-
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Pacnpede7emue qj?OnnOCrnU
nyyv'a v~u Modw

Q3V

PucnpedefleAeue rlomecmu~
qvN va 5baode ucmo'.wu~a

Fig. 2. Experimental characteristics of the team cf preinjectcr a)
eiaittance; b) density dismtrautiCa.

Key:

(1).

grad.

(2). Density distribution of team with 750 kV. (3).

tensity distribution ct teas at cutput of scurce.

o

pc

hre

New calculations o

pc

hre
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In order to includo./ccnn~ect the nonlinear effects cf space
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charge, with the aid of ta

ixogian, written in 1960, was traced the

path of 325 particles. Beceatly

Frcgra. bas *cdified in order to

trace 2000 particles fcz the sas

machine tint

[2].

As the coordinates cf ;csitcan and speed in the program are

utilized by x, y, x' ard y4, sc that, elimicating neglects of the
longitudinal effect of space charge,

with calculaticn was not done

any special assumptions. initial values were taken at the end of the
region of pier and in tkt anitial theory. Exaeriments showed that,
regulating the stress/icltage cf Fier and the pclarization of the
block/module/unit of expanding the plasma, succeeds in obtaining
Gaussian, flat/plane or

kith tke iudentaticn ir the distribution

center in the density ci bean acccxding to the section.

Calculations were carxied cut for several initial distributions,
which approach experisental cams. Initial region emittance was
supported by the constant:

1.8z10-e

tra4 for

100 mA.

Nuserical results.

First of all, it Is neceasazy to note that envelope of particles
virtually on depends or initial distributicn according to

(x, y).

the second place, results are alacat not de;ended also from the
Initial distribution acccrding tc

ix',

yS).

In

DCC = 8I0069209

EA
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Therefore will be Sives results for three real types of spatial
distributions: flat/Flate, GaCsfian and with the indentation in the
center.

Fig.

3 gives distiltuticus

bichin ard cutside the preiniectcr.

It is evident that ic tki case cl

ilat/plane and even in the case

concave initial distrikrticn can aLise the indertaticns in the regica
where was made the measuxement at emittance fcr the erergy 7!C keV.
If distribution curve carries Gacssian character, it is possible to
cbtain peak.

Fig.

4 gives the curves £=f(1)

projection of volume
distribution

(z

V*, y, 11)

(E - the emittance, obtained by
but for the concave or flat/plans

(20o/0 for 95o/c ct team);

however, it is more

noticeably in the case ct Gaussian distributica

(75c/o).

riscussion and conclusico/output.

1. From Fig. 3 and 4 it is evident that depending on selected
section Gaussian initial distzatution gives at cutput of preizjectcr
concave distributicn ci leaa ct decsity.

DCC
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This can be explained as tcllcvs: let A and B, combined since
the origin of the coordinates x, x' be two the rencil (see Fig. 5a).
Straight line O&B is distorted by the nonlinear effect of space
charge. Consequently, when team enters irto lens, A and B they are
arranged/located, as sbcbn in Fig. 5b; calculation shcvs that the
density of beau in this secticn is smoothed. The effect of lens
consists in increase in x fcr negative x and in decrease of x' for
positive I. In Fig. 5, in it is icssible to see the new form of
emittance after the passage ct tte beam throuch the lens.

In accelerator tute the euittance drifts. as shcwn in Fig. 5d.
It is easy to see that during tie correct selection of secticn the
density can have an indertaticn 6a the axis/azle. Thus, high density
ca the axis/axle after scurce generates due tc aberrations of space
charge beam with the cavity inside.

Doc
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flooepanpede-

mmod~iue

Fig. 3. Density distribution ot team within ard after the cutfut of
Frein jector.

1'

Bay:

(1).

kV. (2). Flat/plane diatzributicn.

distribution. (4).

(3).

Gaussian

DistxIbuticn voith indentatica in center.

page 109.

2. Even in the case ct unifcra initial density team at cutput of
preinjector has on axis/axle scsibbat less density. This density
distribution is unsteadl. Dr. Laicstoll' [3] indicated the
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theoretical possibilit) cf obtaining the staticnary
permanent focusing systess;

beaus in

the

bcbever hardly it is possible to

generalize theory to tke electrcstatic lenses, used in this
Frein jector.

3. gas given trajectcry calcuiation in shcrt tube where
particles at first are accelerated to final energy, and then they are
focused by magnetic triplet. FOc

tze Gaussian distribution were

obtained analogous resuits.

4. It is obvious ttat aterzaticns cf space charge which make

team that more divergirg 9excre lens, increase effect of aberration
cf leases, since larger quaatitj) or particles is found at large
removal/distance from axis/azie. Ccnsequently, the effects of
aberration of space cherae and lenses are summarized, distorting the
density of beau.

r

.i

EACBE
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Fig. 4o Dependence E=f(I) fcr the entrance cf the fccusing lens (100
kV) and the output of ;Exinectcz (750 kV) a) flat/plane initial
distributicn; b) initial distrikution with tbe indentation in the
center; c) Gaussian initial distritution.

Key:

(1).

arad.

(2).

kI.

(3).

aA.

Pig. 5. Emittance and dersity dastzibuticn Cf beam in different
sectics of preinjector.

Key:

(1).

output of source. 4;.

charge. (14).

lens. (7).
rrift. (11).

Density.

Density.

(5). entzance of lens.

Action of 1ers. (8).

(6).

aterraticnas cf

cutput of lens. (9).

output cf Frela.ectcr. (12).
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30. Intense pulsed operation c± direct vcltage accelerator.

1u. Ya. Stavisskiy.

lPhysics-energetic institute, Ctninsk).

In recent years in the investigations in physics of slow,
intermediate and fast reutrcus had extensivc eprlication the ;ulsed
sources of neutrons cn tke kasis c± acceleratcrs - linear electronic,
synchrophasotrons, isochtonal cyc lotrons [ 1]. All these sources are
characterized by the hbick avetaye/sean neutrcx intensities (to 2.1013
N/s),

which have the wide eueig) spectrum, which stretches to tens of

mega-electron-volts. Tkese is sFecaal interest in use in the pulsed
cperations of the accelelatcrs of the protons of the direct acticn
(the electrostatic accleratoxs), making it pcssible to obtain the
sharply limited neutrcc spectra, up

- the moncenergetic ones, that

open the wide circle of aukfleaentary possikilities in the
experiment. unfortunately, tke exasting Fulsed sources cn the basis
cf direct voltage accelogatcrs (see, for exanple C2)) they are
characterized by relatlively low average/mean intensities and
ronsaierably

are inferJcz iE texas of the quality factor M-_/Z

2

,

DOC
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-average/sean tautron intensity.

Were made the estimations c± the possibility of the realization

cf the intense pulsed cleraticn cf direct vcltage accelerator (with
the average/mean currert ct FIctcas tc 2 sA)o

For the basis were acceptsd the cascade generator of the
physical-energetic irstitute (Oknansk). develcped by NIIEFA is. D. V.
Efremov whose design pazaucteisEzcvide fcr ctaining the ccrtinuous
ion current of protons tc 5 21

bItU

the energy to 2.5 MeV (are at

Fresent in the alignment procedure obtaired currents to 0.6 aA and
stress/voltage to 2.2 P*VY

staallity cn the stress/vcltage I keV).

The advantages of cascade generator. together with the high
average/mean current, are large towers for the supply of injector (10
kv) and possibility of all coollg on the high-voltage side, which
virtually removes/takes the aFpcrriate limitations during the
creation of powerful/thick in;ectox.

During the estimaticas

eare examined the elements

of

the systems

whose parameters were actieved/zeached it the krcvn works (icnic
source of the type ductlaamatrcz to the current -10

mA (3],

accelerator tube kg-2.5, the system of magnetic grouping Nobile 14]).

4i'
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The diagram examirea Fcvaces for the interruption of the ion

current of source (10
acceleration (50 ma&,

il. 100 as),
2C as),

klystrcn gicuping before the

adcitional grouping in accelerator tube

(60 mA, 17 ms) and magnetic grouping on the target (-1a, I us) with
the neutralizaticn of the volume charge cf the cluster (see figure).
Are carried out the evaluations cf the effect ct space charge on the
radial and longitudinal sizes/diensicns cf cluster in the prccess of
its formaticn and passage thrcuSh the accelerating and groupicg
system.

comparative characteristics ot the pulsed scurce of neutrcns on
tasis kg -2.5, linear electrcn accelerator and isochronal cyclotron
are given in

1.

f,

,

,

the table.
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quadrupole
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I /' 4

lenses; 3 - astigmatic lens; 4

-

analyzing magnet; 5 - Mobley

grouping magnet; 6 - system ox scanning/sveep cf team; 7
neutralization system; 8 -

-

taxSet.
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31. Stabilization of tt

Fositict

cf beam after the accelerating tube

with the irclined field.

A. N. Serbinov, V. P. Yakushev, e.

I.

Mukhametshin.

(Physics-energetic institute, Ctninsk).

*

The use/applicaticn of the ccateuporary accelerating tubes with
the inclined field reqtixes the trajectory ccrrecticns of beam at
output of tube (1]. In tte ssalltr measure, Lt..t it is also necessary

certain correction and in the pexpendicular directicn, mainly due to
exchange or wear of the system ct the extracticn of ionic source in
the process of work. Usuallj the ccrrection is conducted
automatically with the aid cf tke electrcnic devices and the feedback

I

cn the beau, i.e., is accomilished/realized the stabilization of the

osition cf beam [2, 3

.

On the accelerator !G-i.5,

which works cn the tube with the

inclined field, is used the statilization of the position of team at
cutput into the magnetic ana4lcz in two mutually perpendicular
directions. Corrector taa cas kaix of plates ubich deflects/diverts

DCC = 30069209

team

in the "transverse"

directicn

(i.e. in the direction of the

inclinaticn/slope of tte electrodes of tube),
plates, which displace team in parallel in the
direction

(in the plane ct magnetic analyzer).

deflector plates is 20C na,

and two pairs cf the
"longitudinal"
The length of

the clearance betueen them is equal to 48

as. The "longitudinal" jairs ox plates are Iccated frcm each cther at
a distance of 580 mm; let'een ttem is placed the pair of "transverse"
plates. Corrector is arranged/Iccated immediately after the
accelerating tube. At a distance ct 1650 mm from corrector and 300 mm
from the entrance intc tke magnetic analyzer are
established/installed fcr measuring sector plates, which form slots
for the passage of the &ean: 4 as for "lcngitudinal" directics and 6
om for the "transverse".
feedback signal.
after

Pros the

plates is

Due tc the Fcestnce of

magnetic analyzer

ta

reocted/taken

magnetic

the

guadruFole lens

stakilization of the position of

team cm

measuring plates siultaxecusly lxcvides the stabilization of the
position cf beam on the target.

Electronics of both channels of stabilization is carried out
Identically. Fig. 1 shcbs the schematic diagram cf differential
amplifier and exit higk-voltaSe cascade/stage, which feeds deflector
plates. Limits of regulating for the beam with the energy 2.5 HeV are

+-1.8*10"3 rad in "trataierses cirection and #-3.7 an in the
"longitudinal"; in the frequency ct approzimately/exemplarill 100 Hz.
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General/common/total factor or amplification cf entire system of
approximately 25.

Pig. 2 depicts the xegicns ct the permissible particle
trajectories for of the Orzansvexse" and "Iccgitudinal" directions in
the plane cf the output ci the accelerating tube with the energy 2.5
MeV. Region 3 relates tc the Flane cf measuricg plates with the
smallest factor of ampliticaticn cz system, which still provides the
use of an amplitude farge ot davice/equipment (5 for the "transverse"
channel and 2.8 for the "icngitudtral" with the energy 2.5 neV); it
characterizes the possible scatter cf trajectcries after measuring
plates. Vith an increase in the amplificaticn factor the linear
component of regicn 3 cecreases la

so

*acy

cnce. Thus, the

use/application of stakilization cf the positicn cf beas expands the

permissible region of tza]ectcz2es at the output of the tube (this
depends on corrector's aiplitude tange) and razrcws the regicn of the
scatter of trajectcries in the Elate of measuring slot at the
entrance into the magnetIc analyzer
general/common/total

(dependinS cn the

factor c± atylificatica cf entire automatic

control system).

The device/equipment of stabilization makes it possible to

measure the disturbance/
4 e

aurtaticn of the trajectcry of bundle with

null method. An example cf thcAe ctserved durzig the

4,1

work of the

DOC - 80069209
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accelerator of the statac iivexgences of

"longitudinal" even

bean is given in Fig,

3:

1

4 - a "tzansvezse" increase in the tean; straight

lines are taken with a ccnsecutive increase in the energy; the
region: 2 - "longitudinal" even 3 - "transverse" mixings are cbtained

during the observaticn ct the pcsition of bean during the lcrg tine
(approximately/exemplarily .3 scrths),

when acceleratcr worked on the

physical experiment with ditterect ones of intensity and energy of
team without the replacement c

the system cf the extractica cf icnic

source.

I

*

m

.

M
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1. Schematic diagram c, *lECtxonlc device, t.hat feeds deflector

flates.

K(ey:

a5e

(1)

.

entr~ance.

v.

43).

*

V.

(4)

.

plate.

1 12.

Straight line

f

(2).

t4

illcstrate s sell the large amplitude working

range of stabilizaticn system. Ike large *ixirg of beau with a change
in the energy was observed due tc the teuporary/tiae strong

-.
1ag
ISj5rUih lie4ils-ts
oltel.amltd okn
disturbance/breakdcwa c±

channel of accelerator.
Key:
.entrace. 1)

112._

2).

rue

acainal passage

ct beau in the tonic

Eeasurement
of(4),. the paedisturhance/perturbation
.,
. - x.

cf the position of beau at tb.ectrance intc the magnetic of analyzer
gives the valuable infczsaticn
the state of the system

Ly bhich it

cz te etactict

is

possikie to judge

fics, the

about

assage of
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beam by the tube with the inclined field and about the adjustment cf
magnetic analyzer.

Past divergences ct the icaition of beam are shown in Fig.

4a,

and b. Against the general/¢ccac/total backcrcund sharply are
separated/liberated the greatest divergences which

Feriod of revolution at cnaz9gin

follow with the

celt, i.e., after 0.27 s. In the

"transverse" direction tka rapio divergences dc not exceed +-1.5 mm,
in the "longitudinal" #-C.o0 an. ir this case the energy of beam was
equal to 1.1 MeV,

but tsaa current on the target was 50 MA.

The stabilization systes of tze position of beam successfully is
operated on the acceletatcz RG-2.5 of more than a year, it is
reliable, facilitates ccntrcl ci accelerator, dces not require the
interference of operatcz in entae range of energies 0.5-2.5 ReV. The
use/application of statalizaticn of the position of beam increased
the reliability of work cf the acceleratcr as a whole, appeared the
possibility to continue toral c¢eration during the considerable
displacement of frame at the cutput of tube, was eliminated need in
this labor-consuming c$Eratacn/liccess as the adjustment of magnetic
analyzer after the replacement c
ionic source.

the system cf the extracticn of

Appeared tte Ecia-aility tc ccretantly measure the beam

disFlacement thus to fcllcw the state of ionic circuit and to utilize
this information for tte adjustmant of magnetic analyzer.

D OC

80 0 6 92 0 9

TC

E :4

j,

pr

f2
at
a) "transverse"
regi¢=s
bundle
,0
*
of
2ofPositior;
permissible
The
regicn
tiajectczIes
of
of the
greatest
diricziOno
3 '0

*.

stabili2aticn
beam;
pcsitin
t&Gof
withcut
b) "longitudlzal"1
of the
direction;
tube;
of
slots.
output
the stabilization
atiz
with
of trajectcze
the scatter

Fig.

;

2. Regions

- 10

ey:

(1).

red.
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fig.

3. Static divergerces ct Liam after accelerating tube with

inclined field.

Key:

i

(1)

.

[iV.
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of the rapid oscillaticfls cf beam a)

OscillograDs

##transverse" oscillaticca; b) Olcn.iitudiflall cscillaticus.
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'22. Adjustment and operation at the electrostatic accelerator EG-I of
PEI in the pulsed operations

T. 1. Volodin, A. 1. Glotov, 1.
Coflofl0Y

Is Dudlin, V. N. Kanaki,

V. N.

A. A. ftetlev, V. As IcI8IIcve

tPhysics-energetic lestatute.

Ctritsk).

Por the experimentation in to nuclear physics with the use of
the time-cf-flight metkcd in tht region cf neutron energy cf the
crder of kiloelectroavclt was developed Fuls* icnic scarce and was
realized the translaticn/4ccnvexszcm of the electrostatic accelerator
EG-i into the pulsed c~eratia.

Pulse ionic source.

Pulse ionic source consists of high-frequency ionic source,

V

system of the formatic: Cf ion team, system ef interruption sad
correctioi of the pomitIca ct toan on the diaphragm and electric
Faoer supply (Fig.

1) El'"

Doc
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Formation system ct I.ca oas

was unipoteatial three-electron

lens. The shaped ion bean had in the crossover a diameter of
approximately 2 mm (fct the ion current cf apprcxinately 1.5 mA and
energy of ions 30 keV).

The interruption ct ion bean was accomplished/realized ca the
tantalum diaphragm with the cpealaS/aperture Zxl ms, located in the
plane of the focus of the torainS system at a distance of 37C orn from
hf ion source. Before the diaphzaga were established/installed two
mutual perpendicular pairs af tio deflecting ;lates with a length ci
50 an, to which were scjiplisd permanent potentials icr the ccrrection
cf the position cf beau ca the diaphragu and right-angled surge
voltage. The interruptica at bean with the aid cf the pulse
rectangular stress/vcltaSe allcwed, in acccrdance with the
requirements of experiment, it is independent tc change over wide
limits repetition frequency (to 70C kliz) and duration of the pulses
ci ion current (15-500 Di).
*

The oscillator circuit c± tte high-voltage square pulses of the
stress/voltage, which

ass being utilized for the interruption of ion

team, is represented in lig. 2. Cscillatcr made it possible to obtain
the voltage pulses with the amlitude of 1 k1E, with the duration of
flat/plane apex/vertex 20-500 us and repetitics frequencies tc 700
k~z with minimum poresitj 20e

DCC
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The

1

3'1

minimum calculated duraticn of the pulses cf ion current,

determined by the velccity c

-the displacemect cf bean in the

aperture plane and by the value ct the front cf the build-up/growth
of the deflecting voltage

Iact acre than 5 us) for the data cf the

parameters of bean and Scanetry ct the system cf interruFtion was
10-12 as. The total poer, bhack was beirg ccnsused

interruption,

ty the system cf

was 150 ft

The supplies of tke rectifiers of pulse icnic source it was
accomplished/realized fica tic lasulated frcm each cther of
convecters of the type GS-la

13301,

500 Hz,

I!C I&).

Transportation of ion keam.

For conducting the physical experiments it was necessary to
change energy of accelerated ionis H

The solution of tkis Fzcblae

from 1.7 tc 3.3 meo.

set the series/rov of difficulties,

since the crossover of ica bean should have Lee

fized/recorded at

the level of the diaphragm of tie system of ittectuftion, and energy
cf the emerging from tte scusce

ict bean could net be changed over

vide limits to avoid tke decrease cf ion current.
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The hf ion source

Ffi

ade it kcsaible to obtain icn current

lore than I mA with the t1cv
¢a3/h.

Late cf hydrogen cf approximately 3.5

The high-frequencl discharqg

vas excited by oscillates

H* of

(100

Afic)

in the quartz discharge chamber
with a

Therefore the agreement of the optical

¢uer of 280 V.

Fcperties

cf ionic

source and accelerating tube was conducted a change in the distance
cf "P" [21 from the dialkcagn c± the system cf interruption
first working electrcde ct the accelerating tube.
the agreement could be ccaduct4d bj a change in
entering the acceleratinS tube Ica bean

to the

Within small limits

the energy of the

bith the aid of a change in

the electrode potential kelora tke entrance iztc the accelerating
tube.
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Pig. 1. Ion-optical system at accelerator EG-1 with the pulsed

I

Pae14

eperatian. I

-

ionic source and system of fcrmation; 2

interruption and correction of the positions cf team; 3
accelerating tube; 5
10, 13

i,

.

-

-dycede;

of
41

doublet of electrcstatic quadrupole lesses; Go
devices; 7, 9

-current-collecting

magnetic analyzer; 11
V/,

-system

-doutiet

-

slotted instruments; 8-

\6-A
--

magnetic quadrupele lenses; 12-
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As a result of the tact that the accelerating tube gave
considerable linear magnification in the sizsesdivensions of ion bean
upon the entrance into the uagnetic analyzer, after the accelerating
tute was set the doutlet of the electrostatic quadrupole lenses, with
the aid of which was gicvidad the satisfactcry Fassage of the frame
through the magnetic avalyzez.

The calculation of system the doublet of quadrupole lensmagnetic analyzer (3, 4]) was carried out in such a way that the
crossover of ion bean bccld to azranged/lacattd after the magnetic
analyzer. Guadrupole lens wan oesigned sc that its location tetvoen
the vacuum aggregate/urit and tie accelerating tube would not reduce
the speed of evacuation c~f the latter.

visual monitoring ci ion beam was accon~lisb*4/realized with the
aid of the quartz targeits, azzaaged/located ca the distances of 11100
2 1C
an before magnetic ana1]20C auG

me

-

after It.

The sizes/diuensicss of the chacived after analyzer bean did not
exceed 505S on.

fortZ
the beam shapinS in the physical target, which was kaem;
loctedat a distance cl afitauimately 3 a fzcn the magnetic
analzerwas used the dcublet cl magnetic quadrupole lenses.

Pa it
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Conclusion/output of icn beam tc tke target.

The observation of the anoasalyzed ion team was
accomplished/realized ct tke guaitz target before the magnetic
analyzer. The control ct mcot o± the operaticn ef icnic scurce and
system of the interrupticn ot team was supervised of form and value
cf the iapulses/uoment/fulses cl ion curreat cn the quartz target
with the aid of oscillcgzaph c-6e On the oscillcsccpe face were
cbserved the impulses/mcuenta/pulses with the ratio of amplitudes

20:3:3, which corresFcnaid tc tOM

1,
V

H2'
H
H+. H.

The evaluation of the e.tectiveness of the agreement of the
optical properties of Icnac source and accelerating tube was
conducted according to the ctsezved sizes/dimensions of ion beam and
in the value of the inlzlses/mcsenta/pulses

cf Froton current.

After conducting cf the measurements of the ;arameters cf ion
team on the quartz tarcet t4tare tae magretic analyzer ion beam was
formed/shaped with electrostatic quadrupcle lenses first on the
maximum average/mean icz cuzrent cc the target, arranged/located in
magnetic analyzer 13
*

ion current

i

(Iii.

on the cuact

1).

and then cn the maximum average/mean

target after analyzer. Then proton beam

was focused by magnetic lans to the physical target.

DCC
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Cbtained results.

The amplitude of ;ulses ct Fzcton current, which was being
measured on the physical taxSet directly with the aid of cscillograph
CI-11 and by the metbcd cf value measurement cf the pcrcsity cf
impulses/soenta/pulses and a'evage/mean prctcn current, had a value
to

1 MA.

The measurements cf the duration of the pulses Cf proton current
conducted with the aid cf the time-of-flight methcd cu Irina of the

;eak of v-rays from reaction L L(pr)

8ea, shoved that the

mininu

pulse

duration was 15 ns with the amplitude of pulses 700-800 yA and pulse
repetition rates to 700 khz. Saxisua

duraticn of the pulses c¢ proton

current - 500 us.

Fig. 3 depicts typical tima/temporary
uaction LL7(p,n)Se"

1

neutrcn spectrum from

(thickness o1 target -10C

keV, the excess of

energy of the protons atcwe the thleshold of reaction -16

keY).

The relative contest of iC€S H* from the icuic source composed
ore than 800/C mervice lite
ct at ionic source of approximately 1000

hourse

r

-

.

-.

4.Nab
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The translation/ccflversion ct acceleratcr IG-1 into the pulsed
mode made it possible tc begin .tzcm the and/lead of 1969 the
conducting of physical ex~erisects; with the use of the time-cf-flight
method. Are at the present time carried cut the preliminary
measurements of value *Fu2 3 ' 2a

tke regicn rectrcn energy 20-100 k*V.

In conclusion the authoss eapzess appreciation to Yu. Ta.
Stavisskiy, on the initiative and bith permanent surpcrt of whom was
carried out this work, acd to entize operaticral personnel of
accelerator EQ-i, who tccK actx.ue part in adjustment of accelerator
for the pulsed operatict.
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Pig. 2. Oscillator circuit 0± tke high-vcltage square pulses of
stressvoltage.

l~ey:

(1).

kV.

(2).

Pulse rnet.

/

Fig.
'alue

V

(3).

V. ( ).

Cut. sikh.

(3 1

3. Time/temporary ctutccn ajectum free ceaction
of channel 4.6 at*

Key: (1).

Neutron ener~j, keV,

impulses/soment/pllseso

(4.* Number of

(3). DuaL.: of chafcel*

(5).

B:.
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33. Electronic injector bith the circular gun.

G. A. Babin, A. K. Dohzbev,

I* S. Suznetsov, K. P. Sybas, B. F.

lidel'skaya.

JScientific research instituta c

the electrcphysical equipment im.

L. V. Efrenov).

The purpose of this vozk is tke investigaticn of the electronic
injector, intended for tke intzcducticn/input cf circular electron
kaaa into the ion bean, thich passes along the axis cf injectcr.

Circular bean has a serie/azro
continuous: I) the perveanc.

of advantages before the

at circular beam by an crder exceeds the

Ferveance of continucus cy.lindrical bean [1,

21; 2) the

introduction/input of circular electron team into the ionic to more
easily carry out, than irtzcductact/input of ccatinucus cylindrical
team.

In connection with this vas investigated the electronic injectcr
in which are included tke circular gun, which emits circular electron
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bean on a radius to its axis/axl&, and spherical capacitor/condenser
SK, simultaneously fctsing and tuining electron beam at an angle of
of 900. The general view ct eiectzcnic injectcr is given in Fig. 1.

The circular electzcn Deaa, which moves between the electrodes
SK, has two radii of cuzvature: i

-

radius cf curvature over arc of

which moves the electxcn bean (meas radius SK),

(E0 -Rsinft)

-

the mean

radius of tubular bundle. In cii. £atter/last relationship/ratio 6
the angle of rotation cf beam,

calculated off the beginning of SK

(from the side of the eaoe). With 0=0 the mean radius of tutular
bundle is equal to 1Ra*

Calculation was ccnducted fox the thin-walled electron bean,
i.e., for the case when B~B4,where tr

-

thickness of beam.

Current per the unit of length in the circumference of ring it is
equal to

where I

-

the full curzent of team.

The equation of action of the electrons cf thin-walled circular
beam in SK can be with a sufficient approximatica/approach written
analogously with the ecuatica ct strip/tape team in the field of
cylindrical capacitor sith radii cz electrodes of R, and 3z, by

DCC
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assuming that the current strength by the unit of the length of ring
in this bean grows/ris4s in Fzcjcrtion to the rctation cf frame in

accordance with expressica 41).

Then the equations ct motion of boundary beau electrons can be
written as follows:
d~1 1d.1\+
d2:t

2

+C1 (D1 +-2-xpjS),

(2)

_

2

d

where

p

)

-

density of space charge; v1

and v 2

trajeactories of boundary beaI electrons:

-

radii of the

- - the average speed of

electrons; u ,- streSSilcJItage Lt ween the electrodes 3K; U stress/voltage, applied ketween cathode and anode of circular gun; C1 -.

I

2i ( .1 U,1cgs 2
•o

-

constants, wnlca aepend on initial radii of beau

In the computer

ere carried cut numerical calculations in the

following parameters of anjector: Io-2 0
"500V

IIN-

,

and angle of divergence of tean at the entrance SK2

' '

~Fig.

vo

U, =1750V, 1=250; 500;

33.

3&=15

Be,

Rll--3

nE

U .

75G mA.

2a, gives the thickness cf circular beam as function of

DCC
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angle of rotation 6 for three values of the team current, parallel at
the entrance in SK, and tor the strength of current with which it is
possible to disregard tte action of space charge. Frcu Pig. 2a it

is

evident that with the increase ot currents frcm the value with which
the action of space charge can be disregarded/neglected, to the
currents with the large cbaxgo tke focus at first is displaced from
8=67 to 6=900, and with ±urthex increase in the currents it decreases
to 300.

DOC
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=8006921GE

Ot

le GeSneraot elactzcauic injector with the circular gun.

I

Circular cattb the emitting coating frci bczide of
lazthanum; 2 -IeGleCtZode; J - ancde; 4 - internal electrode
cf spherical cor ISK) ; 5 - external electrode of SK; 6-

magnetic screeS

-

flange; 9

-

ceramic insulatcr.
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Fig.

2bgoetbe di~eadenca cf the thickness of bean Ar on the

angle of rdoein

di±±lz eat angles of divergence of

ub

at the
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entrance in

SK.

"IG!

In

angle of of 0=900 is

these all

cases during the rotation in

cktaindd parallel tubular

SK at an

beam.

Results of experiments.

The investigation of e.Lectxonic injector was conducted in vacuum

chamber at a pressure ct residual sas nct mcre 5.10-s torus. In the
chamber/camera there was a movatle dual collectcr/receptacle, which
could be moved along and across the beam witbcut the deterioration in
vacuum. Collector/receptecie ccnsisted of the basic
collector/receptacle in center c¢ which was the opening/aperture the
diameter of 0.5 mm and supplementary collectcrs/receptacles,
fastened/strengthened %itA the aid of the insulators behind the basic
collector/receptacle o;EosAte the opening/aperture. By basic
collector/receptacle was measured the full current of frame minus the

insignificant part of tke cuxzent, which passed thrcugh the
cpening/aperture in it. WiTA the aid of the supplementary
collector/receptacle was made the measurement of density distribution

of current according tc the teas section.

In Fig.

3 is shown the electrical circuit of supply and

measurement of the currents ct electronic injectcz.

Th. given in Pig. 3 diagram dces not permit directly measuring
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the beaa currents, whicb fall
SK,

tc the internal and external electrodes

due to the secondazy-electicnic emission frcu the internal

elect rode.

For determining tke cuzreats on the electrode SK by the measured
currents 12 and 13 it is EcssiDle to utilize the following
ex Fressions:
(4)

Ist-12I
;

where 1,

-

(5)

beam current to the internal electrode SK; Is

current to the external electrode

-

beam

SK.

When the electron bean cf circular gun entire goes to the
internal electrode, ioe.,

jxpressions

is=O.

(5) and (6) let us

wnach occurs when Uj-O, from
±ind
(7)

Value, obtained frca (7),
electrodes SK (tantalus).

close to value a for the material of

Fig. 4 gives bean current 1, cn the basis collector/rece~tacle,
and also beam currents tc the internal and external electcodes of the

spherical capacitor I* azd Is

in the functicn of stress/voltage U .

maximum current flow of electron team composes 80o/o.
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Fig. 5 gives the curves ot density distribution of current
according to the beau sectica,

measured at a distance of 30,

60 and

90 mm from the output trcn the sfherical capacitor. As can be seen
frcu Fig. 5, at a distance of J0 as the beam has well expressed
circular form with the thickness c! ring on the half the height of
the amplitude of current, equal to 3 ma.

In proporticn to

removal/distance from the inectcr in the beam cccurs the
redistribution of current and bean is converted intc the continuous
cylindrical, moreover the Zuli/zctal/complete diameter of bean
increases insignificantly, whach Ls probable,
Fresence of ion focusing.

I'

,.

M

it

is caused by the

Doc
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2, m

r-

"

- =

30

fO

-

T

;

1

z

so

Fig. 2. Trajectory of tne bounazy particles cf electron bean in the
spherical capacitor. a) team upcn the entrance in SK parallel
500 Ma; 4 - In -750 ma;
3 - L
1-bean

currect

In~ -);

different angles of divergence
team current 1. =500 ol

I

-

1

x

-

Iln=250 IA;Ab) bean with the
upon th - entrance in SK in the

%Ju.biO; 2 - 4c

" 038 * 3 - 4cL
.66,

i'

A

_

" oos
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Fig.

3. Electrical circu t ct electronic
1001Z
inlecter.

Key:

(1).

A.

4

fig. 3. Emission curreet !r

il
r 1A
;

,so/)

T7

-

ected fron

cathcde.

beau current I,

beam current to internal eleczxcde
SI
., beau current tO external
electrode SI Is in
function o: stoess/voltage
U© with u,, -0O
V jn
€constant duty with R=;0 nom
1am1 5 . 5 mm; 3~u12.5 mma.

7

r

Key:

(1).

-

mA.

(2).

80

1.
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Thus, calculated method shobed that the circular bean with the
zero angle of divergence at the entrance into the spherical capacitcr
has a focus during the zctaticn tc the argle 6, which changes over a
wide range from 30 to 9Go depending on the perveance of beaa.

The results of expeziments showed that in the circular team
during the removal/distaxce frc

the injectcr in the absence of

magnetic field occurs the considerable redistributicn of current, as
a result of which the keam is ccnverted in th. continuous without a

considerable increase In the maxasum/cverall diameter of beam*

Similar type electrcnic injector can be used in cyclic
accelerators [3], and tci certain treatment/processing - in direct
voltage accelerators wtere the kasic advantage of this injectcr lies
in the fact that the cathode is

shielded frcm the ica bombardment of

high energies.
In conclusion the authors consider it their pleasant duty to

express appreciation V. Do
conducting the experiments.

+I

Lukirykh for the great assistance in
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92

4'

aI

i

ff MW

Fig. 5. Curves of density distributiou of current according to the
bean section in the cozstana
UCII -4w a n, -O M- R., -12.3m
1 - at a

%-20

duty vith u, -1oo.

distance of 30 as i-ca

the output of their

MM,

R -15 5 MM.

spherical

capacitor; 2 - at a distance of 60 mn; 3 - at a distance of 90 as.
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34. Some special features/peculiarities cf the wcrk cf cold cathode
with high Fressures of residual gas.

G. V. Dolbilov, V. P. Saxantsev, A.

(Joint Institute for Nuclear

P. Sumbayev.

Beseazch).

Recently, in connection wata the prcblems of the controlled
thermonuclear fusions and new netacds of accelerations, is amplified
interest in a question at obtaining intense electron beams. The
possible methods of solution o

this task is the use/application of

so-called field evissict dicdes [1] and systems of straight/direct
discharge or linear plasma betatrce (2-4].

In the present work is investigated the tebavior of point
cathode with the high

Fiessuzes of residual gas. The schematic of

experimental installatica is depicted in Fig.

S:generator

1. Square-wave

in the operaung modes being investigated had the low

internal impedance, detezained ty register 31%<

ohm. The duration of

the pulse of stress/voltage was regulated by delay factor of
controlling discharger/gap Po at pulse. voltage on cathode 2 was
chocked the means of the active divider

*i

89-23;

current in the system
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was measured by fogovski loop .3and by coaxial shunt Q,. Pressure in
cathode chamber/camera

i4

and glass discharge tubes 5 with diameter of

12 me and with a length ct 30 ca was regulated by flow regulator 6.
lorking gas

-

helium, As cathode served the tungsten wire with a

diameter of 0.5 mm. Any prelininary working of cathode it was not
conductad. on other ead,'lead of discharge tube is arranged/lccated
collector/receptacle 7, in uhich there was a narrow channel with a
diameter of 3 am and with a length of 10 mm. The energy spectrum of
the electrons, which passed tbzcuga this channel into high-vacuum
chamber/casera 8, was investigated by electrostatic analyzer 9.
Furthermore, were made tke calorimetric seasuxecents of the energy,
isolated in collector/raceptacIte 7.

Fig. 2 gives oscillcgraphs cf the voltage on the cathode and the
current from the faraday cylinder 10. The latter corresponds to the
maximum of the function ct aaezq) distri.bution (see Fig. 3).

fage 118.
The oscillograss fig. 2 ate cbtaiaed at a pressure in the
chamber/camera -5*1O'3 tcrus an

duraticas cf the pulse of voltage

400 xis. it is evident that the current of energetic/energy electrons
appears after 200 ns after the iaclusion/conactiou of voltage. Delay
in the appearance of a csrreat delnds on pressure in the cathode

FIGE
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chamber/camera and decreases

bith the increase to 10-2 torus is

inversely proportional tc pressure. The amplitude of the current,
taken from collector/receptacle 7, increases with an increase in the
duration of the pulse ct voltage and the pressure increase in the
chamber/camera, and it

is cnaaed

under our ccnditicns from

10 to

103

A. The calorimetric measurements of the energy, isolated on the
collector/receptacle, skcwed that the basic share of current was
caused by energetic/enerSy *lecticns.

The function of the distribution of the electrons, which
renetrate into chamber/camera 8,
cn Fig. 3; voltage on the cathoce

Fig.

i

according tc the energies is given
O kV.

la depicts ancther versicn of discharge chamber. Cathode 2,

short glass tube with 5 and kclic. cylindrical anode 11 with the
section/cut of lengthwise generatzix for observation of beam are
flaced into the

volume with the adjustable pressure, the photographs

cf beam are given in Fig.

4, a-d. The beam, directed along the axis

cf system, drifted vitbin the ancde up to the distances to 30 ca.

(see Fig. 4a) and it vas upset to faraday's cylinder 12 (Fig. YaCh).
Eeam deflected from the axis/axiL,

was nct upset to the anode, but it

continued to drift, being reflected from the internal walls cf the
anode

(Fig. 4b),

or it was upset to Faraday cylinder

working gas served helium.

(Fig. 4c).

Photc6raphs ccrres[cod tc pressure in

As

DOC = 80069209

chamber/camera -10-

raG

tczz. The gas-focused team in the transverse

magnetic field behaved analogously with electron bean in the vacuum.
Fig. 5 gives the photcczapa ot keas in the field of the permanent

magnet,

arranged/located outside the chamber/camera.

Energy of

electrons, evaluated alcng the tzajectory of tundle, comprises to the
maximum of the functic

ct energzy distributict (see Fig. 3).

With the divergence of beam by external magnetic field on the
axis of system for magnet there is noted the flcw of the accelerated

f

ions. were recorded heliuma.caa bith the energy, by an order which
exceeds energy of electzcas.

Tae asplitude cf ion current reached by

Fore 102 a.

In conclusion it
team, obtained from the
residual gas,

ust be acted that the behavior of the electron
oiat catbcde at the elevated pressures of

in many r*Apects is

similar to the behavior of electron

beams in the plasma, investigazed in works [1-5].

4A
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Fig. 1. Experimental instailatic.n. a) diagram; b) one of the versions
cf discharge chamber.
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Fig. 2. Oscillograms at voltage on cathode

(a)

and current from the

faraday cylinder (b).* Svesp 1eongth 200 as tc the division.

o

fS

30

#vS

50 Wvj

Fig. 3. Distribution ot *lectzons, which penetrate into high-vacuum
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chamber/camera, according to eus.zgles. Vcltage cu the cathode
kV.

Key:

(1).

key.
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pig. 4. photographs of tqam. which drifts vithir cylindrical anode.
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Fig. 5. Photograph of Lean in tke transverse sagnetic field.
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35. Cathode-ray source cl Ecl~valent ions.

V.

A. Al'pert, Ye. D.

i€iobyev, Xe. D. Donets, V. I. Ilyushchenko.

4(cint Institute for Nuclaaz

asearch, laboratory nuclear reaction).

Introduction.

The urgent at present pzoblem of the acceleration of su~erheavy
ions

(to uranium inclusively) can be solved by the development of the

source of high(ly)-chazSe ions.

bhs,

for instance, for the large

cyclotron of the labcratcry *I the nuclear reactions of the J.I.V.D.
are required uranium icts mith ckazge +38-+40, and after its
reconstruction into the acceleratox in diameter of Foles 4 a the
required charge of icns will c

Icuered to 424. It is customary to

assume that the availale plassa scurces of large ions cannot ensure
the ion beams of such k±jn chax9es. Therefore in many laboratcries is
conducted work on the deveLopment of the new types of the sources of
high(ly) -charge

Page 120.
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Here ars set forth the tasc

rzanciples cf the so-called cathcde-ray

source of polyvalent icns, being developed in the laboratory cf the
nuclear reactions of te J.L.A.i.

Are examined the

constructions/designs ct experisental installations and the results
cf the investigations, carried cuz with their aid (7-11].

Method of ionization.

In the process of consecutive ionization can be achieved/reached
the necessary charge cf ions Z, If is prcvided corresponding to this

charge value of the prcduct cf tke density cf the flow of the
ionizing electrons j tc the Eaziod of interacticn r. It is otvious
that

where

.

-

ionizaticn czoss section of the positive ion of

charge. For the approxisate ccmfutation of the necessary values it is
Fossible to use, for ezaaile, cy relationshi;/ratio for y'

DOC - 80069209
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frC- work [12]
C

where Ee - energy of eltctxons;

E

-

cnization
n
energy of the

ion of charge i; C - ccnacant.

Fig.

1 shows dependence cf Z cn values J? with

Ee -s the ke! for

uranium ions. From the tigure tclcvs that Z=38 corresponds iv=102o
ca

A, i.e., in the use even ct such high current densities of

electron beam as 100 AtcJ',

the tie of interaction must reach tenths

cf a second.

The such long times of intaeaction it is possible to provide,
utilizing an effect of the natural sagging cf electric potential in
the continuous electror team, caused by its negative space charge.

S

-1
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The negative space chasge ci electron beam quite widely in used
for an increase in the icnizatics irobability; beginning from the
early

works of Plumlee (13].

and az present in the works of Redhead

[14-17]. However, for ettaiLing of intense beams of highly charged
ions it is hardly expedient to ajly steady-state operating
conditions, during which occurs the continuous admission of the atcms
of work substance into the electrcn beam and the continuous

extraction of ions under coaditions for virtually full/total/complete
space-charge neutralizaticu cf electrons by the space charge of ions.

To this target more coarescads the follcving method of
operation [7].

In the space of ultrahigh vacuum is created the

extended electron beas vith an initial current density of j.

At the

moment of time to for the shczt time interval At into the beam is
introduced determined tie time jnterval at into the beam it is
introduced the specific ruaher cf jositive univalent ions of work
substance, The distributic

axis/axle of bundle is such,

ef electric potentials along the

that its terminal sections are Flugs for

the positively charged/lelded particles.
time ta, which can follow directly to*at,
electron

beam increases to j&.

Further at the moment of
the current density of

In this case the amplitudes of the

radial oscillations of those seized into the space of electronic ion

DCC
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keam decrease. For the tiae f8cs t1 to t z occurs the ionization of

the atoms of work substance to the necessary charge Z.

In this case, naturally, kcaitive space charge increases, which
leads to an increase in tne amplitude of the radial oscillaticas of
ions. A quantity of atcms o£ wozk substance and a multiplicity of
ionization Z are selected ay such that the amplitudes of oscillations
at moment/torque ta wculd nct exceed initial amplitudes at
moment/torque to . At tke moment cf time t2 pctential of one of the
terminal sections of beas is mad

constantly (or periodically) by

negative with respect tc the Foteatial of entire team. In this case
the ions leave trap in the axial directicn and they can be used for
the analysis or the accelerat.on. Erocess is repeated repeatedly.
Fig. 2a shows the capture of iots into the electron beam, Fig. 2, b-g
-

method of the intrcductic/ninput of atoms into the beam of the

building up density and ccaclusion/output of ions to the analysis and
in Fig. 2d schematically depicts installaticn fcr the realization of
the processes of those senticned asove.

Experimental installaticas IL-i and IEL-2 and results of
measurements.

For testing the method of ictization examined was prepared the

experimental installatic

11L-1 (icnizer of cathcde-ray) [8-11].
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Electron gun with miczc-pezveance 0.95 is arranged/located
within the shielded soenoid hbtk the maximum magnetic intensity of
approximately 4 kOe.

Cathode fxca bexabozide ct lanthanum rests on

the tantalum disk in diaseter ct oening/aperture 2.5 am.

For

guaranteeing the necessary emission is used the electronic preheating
cf cathode.

At a distacce ot 2.5

diaphragm in diameter at opening

&a from the cathode is

located anode

3 ma. Further it is arranged/located

drifting the tube, which is oat ive isolated/insulated secticas in

length 20, 20, 60, 20 ard 20 as respectively. In the wall of
next-to-last section is an cblczg hole of rectangular form, along
which is arranged/located the sjAral of the vaporizer/evaporator of
work substance.

I
.I
.I

(
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Fig.

1. Dependence of tte multzilicity of icnization Z on the value

cf the product of the dUnsity ct electron beam j (electron/cu2 os) to
the period of interacticz r (s).

Page 121.

The latter/last section of tha drift tute rests on the magnetic
of bands, directly afte: which is established/installed the

electronic collector/receptacle ci cylindrical icr . Is coaxially
with the electronic collector/receEtacle arranged/lccated ionic
collector/receptacle or accelerating electrcde cf mass spectrometer
cn the time of flight.

The electrons, emitted by cathode and accelerated with anode
potential, by intense sa~netic field are formed/shaped into the team
which after the passage cf drift tube and output frcm the magnetic
field is recorded by electrctzc ccilector/receptacle.

A-
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The ions, which appear in the region of electron bean, can be
held there, either be derived/ccncluded in the axial directicn in the
ionic collector/receptacie or fcz the analysis cf the time of flight.
For this are utilized the cozresicnding potential distribution in the
sections of drift
constant

tube.

the diagram of electrical supply provides the

component of electLCnic

powerful/thick current

Eulses

current

thrcugh IEL and

with the vcltage to 6 kV with the

duration to 100 as.

For guaranteeing

the clcsing of ions in

bean in the latter/last secticn ct

drift

the region of electron

tube axe supplied pulses of

the positive polarity whcse Faraseters they can vary in the necessary
limits.

Source works under conditicns of ultrahigh vacuum.

The experiments, carried cut on the installation IEL-1, showed
that the method of ionization is
cbtained the ions to O*8.'N*.C7

realized.

inclusively,

Prcu the residual gas are
and

furthermore during the

addition into the electxcaic atcaic beam of gold are obtained ions to
Au+ t 9 .

..1
;

__

_

. ...

_...
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After this was prepared second experimental installation
cf considerably larger length

(IEL-2)

41 a) with the improved introduction

system of work substance intc the electrcn beam (see Fig. 2) and the
considerably larger density cl electronic current.

The first experiments, carried out on this setting up. showed
that in the electron beam can

-e accumulated the ionic charge to 10"1

elementary charges and it is brcught out withcut the losses along the
team.

The calculations, based on the obtained experimental results,
show that on the settirg up 121-2 upon transfer tc the pulsed
cperation with the pcrcsity, cLcase to the unit, they can be obtained,
for example,

ion currents Au'

19

,u" .-iO

A. The delivery/procuresent of

ions into the space tetueen the dees of cyclotron can be realized
along the electron beam.

One should indicate another possibility of using the ionizer of
the type 12L, namely, fcr ottainiaS the large pulse
polarized particles, fcz exaaile,

currents of the

for the slnchrocyclotron.

Calculation shows that in the electron beam fcr the time between the

cycles of capture it can ae accumulated to 1012 polarized protons,
the time of their conclusicn/cutput from the bean can not exceed 50
Pa. This, thus, is equivalent tc tte source of the polarized protcns,
which works in the continuous duty with intensity -2-3 of mA.
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Fig. 2. Diagrammatic represestatica of the basic elements cf
installation IRL (d),

ttf capture cf icrs intc the electron beam

(a),

method of the input cf tke atcus of work substance into the electron
team and the cutFut cf icas to analysis
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36.

Sources of polyvalent ions with the cathode sputtering of work

substance.

Ya.

P.

rat'ya~kv, A. S. PasyuX. L. P. Kul'kina. V. I. Kuznetsov.

(Joint Enstituta for Nuclear Assearch, laboratory of nuclear
reactions).

The development of the source of multicharged ions with the
cathode sputtering of work substance had as a goal to enlarge the
assortment of the ions, obtained from the arched ion source with
heating cathode [1.2].

ThI

gas-ALscharge source of eulticharged ions

(a.

a.

i.)

with

the hot-catho*3, ia which is used arched discharge with the
oscillation of alectroni.

during the the rainbow discharge with the

oscillation of electrons. into course the number of years is used on
cyclotrons of the laboratory of the nuclear reactions of the J.r.l.3.
This source is most effective of tas known sources s. z.;.

'-I,,

*.1
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However, its use is limited to the elements, which have the gaseo4s
connections/compounis (or connection/compound with the high vapor
pressure in normal condtionse

For obtaining the poilyvaileAt ions from the solid
connections/compounds we developed sourae m. z. i..with the supply of
working substances by cathode sputtering E31.

Construction/design of source.

j

Ths zonstruction/design of soar-s and its work are clear from
Fig. 1. Source works in the

ajnotic field Cyclotron. Cathode 7,

preheated by electronic flux with thread 6, emits the electrons which
oscillate between the cathode and cooled anticathode 17, which ace
located by potential of cathode. Electronic flux ionizes the gas,
which enters discharge chamber 16 (it is the anode) through channel 5
on tube with 9 3f the stain.less steel, as a result of which appears
arched discharge. Electrode 1.3 ot the pulverized work substance,
fixed on cooled copper holder 14, is located under the negative
potontial. Unler the action of the bombardment with the accelerated
ions of plasma the electrod1e atomizes. Knock-on particles fall into

the lis:iiarle %ad are ionized. The nourishment of cathode,
anticathode and thread of source was achieved on the usual diagram of
the nourishment of source m. Z. 1.

([4].

The pulverized electrode was
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connected to minus of the separate adjustable rectifier through the
ballast resistance which in te sum with the internal impedance of

ractifier was -90 ohms. maximum strass/voltage of rectifier 3 kV,
current -

2a. The positive pole of rectifier was grounded through the

non-inductive impedance by the value of 10 ohms from which was
ramoved the oscillograph is the current pulse of electrode.

This construction/dwsaga of source has the following advantages:
Into the discharge can no given tas refractory substances with any
melting point and the evaporations,
connections/compounds.

I

which do not have gaseous
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rig, 1. Construction/des~gl of the source Of P01Yvalent ions with the
cathode sputtering of work suabstance.

Key: (1).
Page 123.

Ceramic insulatoc..
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The dispersion of working substance of the ions of plasma occurs cal
during work inpulse/eomentus/palse of source; in the pauses between
the impulses/somsenta/pulses the electrodes are not pulverized. The
result of this is a decrease in the flow rate of substance with the
larger porosity of impulses/somenta/pulses and the
rstemtion/preservation/saintaning dielectric strength of
accelerating gap.

The autonomous nourishmeant of the pulverized electrode from the

adjustable rectifier saxes it possible to carry out the precise
indepenlent dosage of entering into the discharge of the atoms of
work substance.

The arrangement/position of the pulverized electrode in the
regi3n of the emissive slot of soarce and the continuous feed of
auxiliary gas lead to taO localization of work substance

(in the form

of neutral particlas and ions) in the place of the extraction of
ions. Gas ions predominantly ace located out of the region of the
location of electrode. Therefore obtained from the source the ion
€lcrant 3f work substance exceeds

the ion current of auxiliary gas

and composes 60-90o/o of the total current (see the Table).

For the purpose of a decrease in flow rate of substance with the
work on calcium and zinc is developed the source with the hot

-

~-

-"
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discaacrs chamber, heated by working discharge [5].

In this source

discharge chamber 16 and its froat/lealing wall 2 are pcpared from
the stainless steel, insert/bushiag 3 with emissive target 4 is
prepared from the molybdenum. Chamber/camera is

heat-insulated from

the cooled stocks/rods with the aid Of titanium washers 8. The
temperature of chaeber/camera is monitored by chromel-alaoel
thermocouple, plaCe

into tAI nest Of 15 chambers/cameras. The holder

of atomized electrode is

stopped up on insulators 11 between the rear

wall of discharge chamber and clamp 14 of stainless steel.

The

position of the pulverized face of electrode relative to the post of
discharge is

regulated by screws/propellers.

The parts of the setting

up of electrode with enclosed casing 10 for averting the Losses of
substane, nolybianus plates I wiLl sew chambet/camera and stocks/rods
from the fusion by the current of the secondary electrons which ace
knocked out from auspuller by ion bam.

Source is

tested on the stand of ionic sources [2, 61 and on the

cyclotron 9 -300 of the JImoratocry of nuclear reactions.

ith the

work on stand the ions by extraction voltage 15-22 kV through
re

missive

target by tho sizo/disonuion

ions ac:ocdin

'uniform

on. rho separation of

achieved in the

magnetic field by an iatensity/streagth 4 k~O
rotation of boe

saissiva

A

1115

to the charge to mass ratio

on

1800 .

in

with the

the sane field worked the source.

target of source on the cyclotron had a size/dimension

ofs
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Results of experiments.

Ducing the tests of source the stress/voltage on pulverized
electrole was supplied after
arched lischargs

on the gas

establishment of the node/conditions of
(agro-n, oc

xenon) and operating

temparature of lis-harge chaaber. Type of gas was selected so that
the celation charging to mass ( Z /A) of its
in possibility

2,/A

ions would not coincide

of material ions of electrode, i.e.,

it did mot

intef3re to 33asure magnitu4e of currents of these ions.

Ths voltaga-current characteristics of gap/interval the
pulverized uecatr2la-anoda duing the constant node/conditios of arc
are given in Fig. 2.

Presance

ia

the discharge of the material of electrode could be

seen with respect to a change in tam color of the lischarge.
Electrode during the work it was pulverized in essence on the face,
in direction of the discharge.
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1
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Mq

18,4
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22,0

59,1

20,0
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Co.

3,0

23
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Ti,
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32

29
30

3,0

0,4

0.06

3,4

0,25

0,04
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4,5

1,0

0.18

1,6

0,25* 0,04

286,8

12,5

Cu

29,8 31,7

35,3

Zn

89,8

42

Mo
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Ta
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W
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24
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20

4.7
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29,34 9,49
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Note.

Rare

UA -

a__

6

140

77

A-t

660 7,5

520 2,0

105

100

Xe

300 8,2

980 1,9

66

60

X

6009,5

540

95

60

A,

400 15,2

930 3,4

150

70

ft

540 10,0 400

168

93

Xe

400

7,5 560

1,6

380 9,5 940

1,8

1,8

2.3

23,3 16,8

9,4

2,0

0,4

100

90

Xe

11,4 18,9

12,5

8,4

3,0

54

65

At,

470

9,8 970

1,5

17,1 13,1

6,8

3,3

0,7

61

65

Xe

3W

9,0 980

1.4

0,12

I

I

u.w,,

voltage of the arc of the discharge in the

4i2pUlS/lOmeatU2/pUlsm;*

impulse/Momentun/pulse;

1A

discharge current in the

Un- voltage on the pulverized electrode

duri g tie impulse/Oaenta /palse;

3n

-

current to the pulverized

7
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elect rode in the impulse/mosenta/pulse.

Current is shown approzxiaately, precision determination
2 .
prevented the imposition of -oaks T. +n

tns~

Key:

(1).

and N.

pa ~

Loan current of work substance on

Work substance. t2).

charges in impulse/omentum/pQLse, mA. (3).
work substanac.
(in

(4).

isplse/.omenta/pulse).

Auxi-Liary gas. (5).
(6).

symbol.

Sun of ion currents of

Mode/conditions of source
(7).

mAe.

(8).

of total

currant.
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By the intensity of tAe spectral lines of the radiation/gmission
of atoms and ions of the atomized substance is
change 2f the concentration of

determined a relative

work substance in

discharge

with

potential change on the eLectrode. Spectra were obtained with the aid
of the quartz spectrograpa ISP-28.. I

these experiaents/experiences

the flow of iuxiliary gas, voltage and arc current remained constant.
Under such conditions the intensity of line will be proportional to
the concentration of cocespondiag particles [7]. The relative
intensity of the spectral lines of calcium, copper and zinc almost
linearly grovs/rises with an increase in the voltage on the
pulverized electrode. Vete obtained also the spectrograms, which give

DOC = 80069210
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idea about the distribution of atons and ions of calcium according to
the height of the plasma column in the source. The results of the
microphotometriz working/treatmaet of spectral lines
CaI" 5,46X, Coo_

3 706,03X.

and Col 3772o68X

are carried out in

Fig. 3, fro

which it is evident that the location of neutral atoms and ions of
calcium limited by the height ny tAe location of the pulverized
electrode. In the source *it& the hot discharge chamber the width of
the listribution curve of the intensity of calcium lines according to
the haight somewhat more than in
chamber.

tkhe source with the cooled discharge

But also here the zone of the propagation of calcium is

considerably less than the height of the post of dischar;e.

It is possible to assume that the ions depart to the walls of
discharge chamber more rapid than to the cathode and anticathode
along the magnetic field. This phenomenon is connected/bonded,
probably, with the "anomalous diffusion" of the plasma of the
positive column of discharge across the magnetic field, which can be
caused by low-frequency plasma oscillations.

On the stand vere measured the ion currents of different charge
nine strongly differing in the atomic weight and the structure of
metals - from magnesium to the tungsten. The pulverized electrodes
war& praparal from the technical material, special measures for
p4rificatiom it is not accepted..Iength of work
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iapulsm/mousntam/pulso of source was 1 as, pulse frequency
The lia;ram of

-

100 1i.

the zurrents of the p3lyvalent ions of calcium,

written lown by writer EPP-09, is

represented in Fig. 4. The results

of the measurements of currents from the source with the cooled
dIs-iarg3 chamber ace given in table (are shown sumsed currents in
tme impulse/momentum/puise of all isotopes of the element being
investigatedf.

"ere obtained out-ut curves n'

the no-!.

ent 4_ens denend'4n

tlie naraneters oe the d!schAr-e in the source.

I

the current

of no!-,valent

nulvertzed eiectrntle the .!

i,

ions of zinc
ere

sho-n in

f'ron
4.

'he denendencei of

the notential nn the
.

-n
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Fig. 2. The voltaga-currout characteristics of gap/interval the
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calcium in the hot chamec/casera. Dotted line showed the boundaries

of the pulverized electloda.

Kay:

(1).

rel. un.

(2).

Cataode.

(3).

Anticathode.
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Arc zurrant ind voltage on it remained constant. & change in atom
concentration of the atomized substance so affects output m

z.

i. as

a change in the feed rate of gas into the lischarga chamber.

The dependences of output a. z. i. on current and voltage of arc
at the zonstant values of other parameters did not differ in the
nature of curves from the same dependences, measured with the work of
source on gases [2].

On the cyclotron U-300 were accelerated seven- and eight char;* ions of calcium.

Average/mean Lon current

100 ca was 3 ph, ion current

Ca* -o,4

Ca07

on a radius of

pa. Source with the

fixed/recorded position of the pulverized electrode from calcium on
the :yclotron U-300 worked 5-6 hours without a significant decrease
in the intensity of the ion bean of calcium.

During the work on the stand of source with the cooled discharge

-..- ,--
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ciaaber the electrole consumptioa from calcium was approximately 100

mg/h,

from zinc -

150-200 mg/h.

teating

discharge chamber made it

possible to shorten the consuaption of drops and zinc by an order in
comparis3n with the source vita the cooled discharge chamber.
Ezpealiture/:onsumption of calcium in this source constituted 11

m;/h, zinc - 17-20 ag/h.

ta the beach tests the soQrce with the hot discharge chambec
worked

for 8 hours without elactrode tcavel, then electrode was

removed/taken for the veighing. Electrodes were used repeatedly, but
aftec each weighing holder approached & discharge chamber for the
setting up of electrode to optimally the position.

'i

PAGe. X42

80069210
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distance between
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Fig. 5. dspen-1,oce the current of the po2lyvalent ions of copper and
zinc from the voltage on the pulverized electrode. node/conditions of
the discharge: u.-e0
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37. Biperimental Study of the parameters of antoelactronic qua.

R. a. 12roakov, 7. A. Daailichsv.
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engineering institute),

In the works of u. P. Dike [1] and a. I. Yedinson [2] were noted
the very advantageous conditions for the
cathode in SVCh field. The studies
V. F. ;ass [3],

,

work of autoelectronic

which were being carried out by

they showed expediency and prospect of use of

autoleztroni: gun with SVCh by nourishment as the injector of linear
electron accelerator. In this work are given the description of
devi:e/squipsent and the results of measuring parameters of the beau
of the autoelectronic gun, intended for the injection of electronic
clusters with phase width of 30+400 anl energy 300-400 k9y int2
accelerating section with a constant phase speed, equal speed of
light and with the strength SYCA of field of approximately 100 kV/cm.

The constructiDn/desiga of gun is shown in Fig.
calculated for the length oxen
brand 8B.,

1. Resonator

1,

16.5 cm, is prepared from copper of

their own of Q-factor of approximately 6000. Vith the aid

of flexible wall 2 the resonance frequency can be reconstructed in
limits of *-5o/o. Autocatnode 3 is prepared from the tungsten wire of
high cleanliness and is fastened/strengthened in the resonator so
that it it is possible to temper by forward current to temperature of
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1000-2000 0 C. Poiats in radius of bending 6-10 ps were manufactured
with esctrockenical etching in the 102/o solution of KOM.

For decreasing the divergence of electron bean is used the
f~ca3ing system, formed by coils

d4

andi 5 and magnetic circuit 6. on

the output from the anode opeaiag/apertmre, which has the diameter of
12 mm, the beam is intercepted by the cylinder of Faraday 7 with the
vaterc cooling.

Ione

vacuum evacuation was achieved by two electric discharge pumps.

3f them type "Nlori 100 is connected with the cavity of resonator

by short branch pipe, and by the second of the type "Nord 1000

-

with

the input wavoluile by section, 120z57 on. During the first
eapeciments; the pressure in tue resonator was in limits (2-5)*10O6
torus, Bofors beginning work was produced tuning resonator and
agreement to KS1Nm1. 1..

Block diagram of device is shown in Fig.

2. A klystroa amplifier

of the type 1501S worked with the duration of pulse 5.5
repetition fraquencies of pulses 7 oz.

jis

and
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?itg.

F ig.

1.

+

2.

::g.

1. Construction/design of gua. 1 - resonator; 2

3

-

cathaode; 5, 4 - coil; 6

-

magnetic circuit; 7

-

-

flexible vall;

Faraday cylindet.

Fig. 2. Block liagra. of setting up. 1 - klyStron; 2 - the

dire:tional zoupler; 3

-

gun; 4 - water load; 5 - winAdow.

Page 127.

s output power wan regulated in the limits of 2-15 mg. Vith aid of
directional :oupler 2 10o/o of power it was sent for gun 3.

and majoc

portion of th3 pover was absorbed by water load 4, replacing the
entrance of the accelerating section. ?he plumbing, filled with

*.___
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nitrogen under the pressure S ate, is isolated from the vacuum of
klystron and gun by ceramic windows S.

Fig. 3 shows the curve of a change in the intensity/strength of
focusing magnetic field M along the length

e

of gun, taken/removed

by iastruseat IMT-3 vit& the remote cathode and the faraday cylinder.
is the reference point of length 2s accepted the rear wall of

resonator.

Fig.

4 ;ivs family of carves, which show the dependence of the
Is, falling to the cylinder of Faraday,

pulsq value of beam current

from the currents in focusing coils ( 2k - current in the coil on the
cathdse,
are

3

-

urrent in the coil on the cylinder of Faraday). Curves

takn with SHF power, introduced into the gun,

p1-:1.05 Ni.

The

measured value of average/mean current was recounted into the pulse
value through the porosity, equal to 28500. Upper knee of curve,
apparently, is explained by the fact that practically all electrons,
emitted by cathode, begin to penetrate anode-with the

opseuis/apett neeof gu,

Fi,

a.kfataay. cylade.

to

5 shows the dependences of the pulse beam current J' and

median energy of electrons

6

on input SHP of power P. The medium

energy of electrons was determined by the method of dividing the
avenige/mean power, by defined beem on the Faraday cylinder, to the

L I

"

80069210
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avera;a/mean beam current. The average/mean power of beam was
measured by zalorimetric method with the calibration according to the
replacement scheme.

For obtaining the preliminary idea about the stability of the
parameters of gun in time and about possible life of antocathod.Iewas
carried out the girier/drive of gun during the workday (aboat 7
hours). Duriag the lirder/drive approximately one in the hoor it wasn
produced measurements 'J- and E.,waose data were given in Fig. 6. In
those measurements the average/ma

power of beas was letermined

ciloriatrically with the running water without the calibration on
the diagram of replacement that., possibly, led to somewhat high
viluss

E in zomparison wi.th cas data of Fig. 5. Taking into account

the low accuracy of measurements, it is Possible to consider it 33
and

E during the girder/drive practically unchanged.

All measurements were carried out with one autocathode, which
studied on the whole more than 20 hours. Maximum value 33, which wax
being controllel the tine of testing, was equal to 1.3 and
(average/mean current

-

46 ;AA). , wth the inspection of cathode under

the microscope after'the development of the gun of noticeable changes
in its geometry it is not discovered. During the repeated setting up
of cathode into the gun its parameters remained practically constant.
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38. Formation

0.

.,

-

v. / "

of powerful/thick ion beams by brush-type electrodes.

!a. Saveako.

(Institute of nuclear

physics of

SO AX USSR ( Co .\H CCCP) - Siberian

Department of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR]).

The ion zurrent, formed/skaped from the plasma with the system
of usual sle:tr~das, is limited usually to the space charge of bean.
For decreasing the influence of the affect of space charge by us was
used electrodes

in

the

form of two -ine

mesb 1OrS [1-3].

The first

grid was found under the positive potential of plasma, the second
grid was grounded. Distance between cells was much more than the
size/dimension of cell and much less than the diameter of grid
fabrics/beds. Therefore this system forms/shapes almost parallel Lo
flow. rhe second grid, as a rule, was connected with the metal tube,

..'I

.

.,, ::-°... :.

p.
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because of the overlap/allowance of aza, were created the

conditions for almost full/total/complate space-charge neutralization
of beam. Therafore the effect of space charge occurred only in the

small volume of intergrid gap/interval. In the optimum
mode/comditions of beau shaping the plasma did not penetrate the

intargrU gap/iatarval: plasma "was resolved" by electric field near
the first grid at the doptn of the order of the sizes/dimensions of
cell (Fig. 1).

The terminal radius of the curvatura of boundary of

plasma, the heterogeneity of alectric field near the cells of the
first grid cause divergence of beam.

For the evaluation of this

effect were used the brush-type electrodes in the form of parallel

nickal wires in diameter 0.05 am and step/pitch 0.25 an. The diameter
of the fabric/bed of grids was changed from 8 to 37 mm, the distance
between the grids was anout 4 ma. Ta essence were investigated the
proton beams ia which of this effect was detected according to the

distribution of intensity in bean d-, HO and H. Fig. 2 gives the
distribution of intensity in the ion beam H-1 in the direction
lengthwise

(unbroken curve) and across

dirs:tion of filaments first

(dashed curve) to the

grid. Detector is arranged/located at a

distance about the meter from the place of bean shaping, the initial
diameter of bean - 8 me. As it follows from this figure, the

divergence, -aused by the field of the first grid, is commensurated
with the isotropic part of the divergence and is approximately 0.015
radians. The anisotropic part of the divergence weakly depends both

J,
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on the current in the bean and on iateralgctrode voltage, but
strongly it depends on intergrid distance. The isotropic part of the
divergence of bean

(caused, apparently,

by the thermal energy

dissipation of protons, selected/taken out of the plasma)
optimum mode/conditions does not depend

in

the

on the conitions for bean

shaping.

ThO

selected by us metAod of space-charge neutralization with

use of a gas target gives, apparently, almost full/total/couplete
space-charge neutralization of beam in the space after the second
grid. This assertion illustratas Fig. 3, in which is sova the
dependence of proton beam current on the selection of protons from
the plasma at different pressures of hydrogen in the tube. From the
figure one can see that at pressures of above 4.10 proton currents
of i3o

I

curve).

3

am Hg up to

1 and reaai s the linear dependence of the strength

current from the selection of ins from the plasma (unbroken
the diameter of bean is equal to 37 mm. Calculations give,

tiat the degr9D of the aadercompensation of this beam was not more
than 0.lo/o. However,
10 - 3 ms Hg,

*dependence

then

if ve decrease the gas pressure in the tube to

proton current sharply decreases, the linear

of current in thA

beaa on the value of the selectiou of

protons from the plasma will d1sappeac (dashed curve in Fig. 3).
Rough estimate according to these effets gives the value of
undercompensation -00SO/o.

-
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-
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II
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-

along] the

3. Dupen-dence of proton cu£rrent in beam on selectiLon of

from plasma. 1
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3

-

g.

.1

4
.
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direction of the threads of the first grid;
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-

aetal tube.

i

t

a

-20Ax4a

.,.9

,

, . ,

,

2

-

protons
gas

gas pressure in the tube
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Apparently, far the different gases tha mechanism of compensati a. is
unequal. This it indicates, for example, the different nature of
current to the tube depending on the kind of the ions: for the proton
beam the current to the tube is positive and roughly equal to a
diffarenze in the proton input current and at the output of tube, and
in transit through the tube of ion beam N*current to the tube is
negative and only by order of value it coincides with a lifferonce in

I

the input and output ion current M"*43]

Main disadvantage ia the brusa-type electrodes is their low
macbani.A-s

strength with respect to the breakdown of intergrid

gap/interval. Therefore brush-type electrodes require the thorough
aging/training of the second grid. Aging/training was conducted as

I

follows. Vith the voltage in iAtergrid gap/interval 200-4O0T the
system works until the percentage of breakdowns decreases to 40-50.

After this voltage it rises to 3-5 kV. If through several tea
impulses/momenta/pulses

(duration of pulse 200 pas, repetition

frequencies 0.2 s-1) breakdowns across gap disappear, it is possible
to consider that the process of aging/training is finished. Usually
aging/training new grid lasts 2-4 hours. In the process of
aging/training the second grid is covered/coated with dark film and

the coefficient of second emission from it falls 2-3 times

W

V

...

-,

......

(w4hs-S

DOC
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?herefore it

aging/training

,

is possible to assume

that the process of

consists in tke sharp decrease of second electron

emission, which is the reason foc the breakdown of intergrid
gap/interval. Possibly, the decrease of second emission is
connected/bonded both with the change in the nature of the emitting
surface and with development of local electric fields on the threads
of the second grid,

which impede supply to it of fast ions.

lith the formation of ion beams were used extensively gas
targets (3].

Therefore was additionally investigated

delay/r3tardlag/decalaration ionized by gas

in the tube. Fig. 4 shows

one of the dependences of the speed loss of particles on the
logarithm of the ratio of the intensities of flow of particles at the
entrance and the output from the tube. Last value is proportional to
the gas pressure. From these results it is evident that at optimum

i

pressures of gas

(3-6. 10"3 mn

g) the energy loss of particles is not

more than several ones elactroavolt.

The typical dependences of proton current in the beam,
*

with grids in diameter of fabric/bed
voltage are shown on Pi.

37 on, on the

formed

value of intecgrid

5. Three different curves answer the

different values of the selection of protons from the plasma - 0.4,
0.6 and lA. The notion of graphs is qualitatively explained as
follows. Prom the point 1 plasma from the plasma source reaches to

....
. ...

'. . . .
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the son:ol gril mad therefore beam -is not forned/shaped; in the
intervaL 1-2 boundaries of plasma with an increase in the voltage are
novel

from the second grid to the first - the defocusing influence of

the 3acond gril and plasma
gcows/rises. kt point

o UnAdar

decreases, and current

2 plasma ceach the first grid; farther weak

growth of current in the aeam is coazeted/bonded, apparently, with
the

ecraase of influence on the divergence of bean of its space

charge. maxiium currents, obtained by us with use of brush-type
electrcols, whi:h follow: current At-1.2 but, current He+-0.5 but,

currqnt N"-150 mA, current

I I

A-07- -,n a&.

.% -
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hydr~gon gas targat; 2 - ion flow 94', passing through the argon gas
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flow of ions
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Key:

(1).

Fig.

5. Dependence of proton currents in beam on intmr-rid voltage.
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39.

Staly of the work of plasza

cath~des ina the mde/conditions of

the selection of large electronic currents.

G. P. Bazhem,
Proskcurovskiy,

S. P.

Bugaev,

t. ra. Zagulov,

G. A. Csyats, Do Is

V. G. Shpak.

(Institute of optics of the atmosphere SO AN USSR, institute of
nuclear physi~s with by Tomsk polytechnic institute).

For creating the poverful/tzick electron accelerators with the
currents in beam 104-10s and serious value has the development and
the study of heavy current pulls. cathodes. Usually for these purposes
*

are adapted bolt [13, multi-needle-shaped [2] and plasma cathodes
[3]. The authors of works [1, 21 coasider their cathodes as field
emission. It

4Z

is possible to show taat these cathodes as field
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emission. It is possible to show that these cathodes also are plasma.

The appearance of plasmoids on the surface of metallic cathode
for the first tine have discovered we during a study of the kinetics
of vacuum breakdown [4]. It was shown that by the reason for the
f3rmation of plassoids

(cathodic torches, K?)

is the explosion of

micro-points on the surface of cataode as a result of resistance
h~ating field emission current L5]. The time lag of the explosion of
micro-points is vary critically to the strength of field and in the
fiells -106

V/-

is -10

I a.

Ia works r1] the value of the maximum

intansity/strength 3f field 1>106 V/cm. One should expect that KF
appear already on the pulse edge of voltage.

Simultaneously wits the advent of KY begins an increase in

the

carrent in gap/interval [4], This current is caused by the emission
of electrons from the front extended Kr

(51.

If the pulse duration of

v3ltage is less than the time of closing gap/interval by plasma, then
is possible obtaining the impulses/somenta/pulses of electronic
currant. There is reason to bdlieve that this circumstance is the
basis of obtaining large electronic currents in

works (1-3].

For the anderstanding of the mechanism of the emission of
electrons there is the greatest interest a study of the parameters of
plasma KF, of speed of the expansion of torches and in a study of the

*

-

PAIGE
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conductivity of vacuum of gap with KF.

avsrage/uoan by the vo.Luae particle corcentatio& is the
M(W)
M a (Ut)3

plasoid

whers
atom;

1(t) v

I

the mass of the enter.ng the torch metal;

"a -

mass of

- speed of the dispersioa/divergence of plasma.

rhe entering of setal iato the torch was determined by the
method of photographing point cathode in the electronic or optical
microscopes before and after action on the vacuum gap/interval by the
pulses of the voltage of the spec3Lic luration. Vith a radius of the
apex/vertex of opening is more than 10 on mass H grows proportional
to length of impulse/soeaza/pulse (Fig. 1).
continuity of t~i

which indicates the

entering of metal into the cathodic torch.

The speed of the dispersion/divergence of plasma K? was
determined by the speed of the expansion of the boundary of glow
ani motion of the boundary of emission 1J,.
SUcdc2.10

cm/s for

WC.H

and .L

It turned out that

little changes in the course of

time ani weakly it lepends on the applied voltage. Theoretical
estiuations/3stimates/evaluations show that after time

-10- 9 of s the

plasma K? becomes noncolJiding for the inelastic processes and
.f

heating by its through current becomes

unessential.
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If on the boundary plasma notion of K? cai

vacuum is electric field 3-0, then

be presented as tgo adiabatic dispersion/divergence

of gas sphere into the void. In this case the speed of the notion of
the leading edge of plasma wi.

whera

1Cp / Cv;

of superheat

-

specif.Lc heat of sublimation of metal;

which In

From

(1)

It

L7].

If

T=5/3,

then

<1- 2 ).Io

U

cm/s for the

as cathodes.

follows that for the case, represented in Fig. 1,

mean concentration
ca'3 to 5.10 , s

rl - degree

experiaents in the rapid explosion of

conductors composes 2-5
investigated by

be written down in the form

m

R
3

for the time from
(with mu1 an).

5 to 20ns falls from 2.101

The temperature of electrons in K?

was Istarmimad according to tae ratio of the intensities of lines
with the aid of the monochromatot with the photoelectric
prefix/attachment with the temporary/time resolution -5.10 -'
Through

s.

20 ns after development of KF its value was 4.5 eV for

cathode of

At.

on our opinion, the output of eLectrons

from the metal in KF was

caused by thermo-self emission under the action of electric field on
the boundary a 2qtal-plassa, that appears as a result of the
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separation of the charges of plasma (Dabys field E4 ).Foc that found
from the experiment

E4 .5.2,10

V/cm

of current density

(for uho).

jk 210

A/CBS value

Taxing Lanto account that E,4 -1..1O0

and issuaing/tiking T=8.10K

(Faecm

temperature for sho)

(nT7)/2

we obtain

concantration on the surface of cathode n-101O ca-3, which is
completely actual,

since a-lO L cam3 .

Let us examine now the current flow of electron in gap in the
front of plasma

J.

-

anode.

r.m
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Fig. 1. DepenRIOc3 3f the mass of metal M. which comes the cathodic
torch from the pulse duration for the molybdenum point (a - length of
gap/interval).

1(y:

(1).

Angle of taper.

(2).

as.
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If we the area of emission of torch present in the form S(tQ-%u-z,
and distance is

the front of plasma

anode in

tien started 3f

the limitation of current

-

the form

t)-C-..,

by the propagation of

charge we have

where
w

m

- cocrecti~n, which considers the action of field in the

case of limited anitting area U00) - voltage on the gap/interval.
From

(3) it fllows that the perveance of electron

beam is

function of relation vt/--Vt:

._
_-

P

_

_._(4

)

the
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The results of an experiseaeal study of perveance are given in Fig.
2. Tha validity of Langmair's law under these conditions is confirmed
by the fact that the experimental points are arranged/located in
general curve.

Th3 givea results maa it possible to formulate the conditions
of obtaining the impulses/mosenta/pulsas right-angled of electronic
currant. From (3) It follows raat the slope/transconductance of the
build-up/growth of current is determinead by the rate of growth in the
emitting area.

Since the speed of disparsion/diverganca of KF loes

not 3xzeel 2.106 =m/s, increase i& the siope/transconductance of
currant can be ichi3ved/reached by the use/application of a multitip
syst3m with tha

simultaneous explosion of points, or by the use of

the 3liling discharge on the dielectric. The possibility of obtaining
large alectroaic currents from the plasma of the incomplete discharge
with th3 dielectric in the vacuum far the first time have shown we in
(9]. The discharge current through the dielectric in the incomplete
3taga grows with increase in

; of dielectric. Therefore was

investigated the emission of elec..ons from the plasma of the
creaping discharge of titanate of barium ( c- 1500) in the system of
eLactroles, ;iv3n in
lieLctric
,.'

atos
@ )itn

(Fig.

Fig. 3e. The velocity of propagation of glow on

3c) ccaoses

G,--O1

7

cm/s and approximately

it

with the 3peed of the expansion of the region of emission.
of

plasma into the depth of gap/interval

occurs with speed

DOC = 80069210

1=r2.]0

of ca/s.

PAG19

The plasma near of point develops as a result of

d3struction ani ionization of vapors of dielectric under the action
of the current of self emission from the point. The flov of discharge
current is ensured by the charging of the dynamic
capazity/capacitanc,

formed by tna

gap/interval between the plasma,

which moves along the dielectric, and by the layer of silver 2 (Fig.
3), substituted to the dielectric.
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f discharge through dielectric and area of discharge

figurs incretse with an increase in the discharge voltage, then
9mis3ioM

current from the plasma also grows. This is distinctly

evident from the graph/didgrams of the dependence of the perveance of
electron beam from the plasma about parameter

.j(Fig. 4) . By a

change in the discharge voltage it is possible to regulate the
parvaancs of the elactronic flux, selected/taken from the cathode.
The idyintages of the slin~g discaarge were realized in developed by
us controlled plasma cathode V3j,

r37
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Session IV.

ELECTROMIAGNETS OF ACCEtIItATORS AND THEIR POES SUPPLY SYSTEMS.
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS*

40. Methods of calculatica of uagaits in experiments in high-energy
physics.

L. Rezegotti.

(CERN).

La experiments in hign-tuargy physics are utilized the magnets
*cf

several different tpEs.

eajczi ty of them relatas to two types:

the magnets, which lead team, designatict/puclose which lies in the
*

tact that to guide and tc focus teams, and the analyzing magnets
which serve for disterminiAng tbe la~ulses/moenta/pulses of the
charged/leaded particles frcm the curvature of their trajectcries in
the magnetic field. In the case ci experiments on clashing beams the

(

___

_____Nil~_
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magnets, arranged/located in the pcint of intersection of beaus, can
perform both functions.

Cirterent tasks cf acre special character are

Ferformad by the magnets which remcve the charged/lcaded particles
from beam, by magnets fcx the pclarized targets, by magnets, utilized
in the experiments wit. the irecession of s~i±,

magnetic hcrns, which

ensura the concentraticn ci aeccndry particles with different
impulses/momenta/pulses. Scae ct the magnets, utilized for the
transportation of beam, satisfy the special requirements, which
concern three-dimensioral/siace

tield pattern and time behavicr of

their work (magnets with the sailding partition and pulsed magnets
in the delay lines).

Starting point during the design of magnet is,

obviously, the

account of the special requireaents, connected with its
designation/purpose. FPc

exampie, spatial distribution of the field

of magnet for bubble ckaaber is three-dimensicnal or at best
possesses rotational symmetry; hcwover, the high values of the
strength of field and the accessibility Cf space in the magnet is
more important requirements; thac the uniformity of field. On the
contrary, in the case c¢ the magnet of accelerator necessary field
pattern in the plane, rerpendicular to the axis/axle cf bundle,

must

te sustained very accurately; hcbeser in the majority of the cases of
the disturbances/perturbations, created by edge effects, are almost
unessential or they can be coaitnsated taking into account the
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integrating properties ct launching/starting high energi particles,
thanks to which the tass is reducea to the twc-diiensional.

During the determization cf the basic parameters of magnet
shculd be considered alsc tne

ctal cost/value cf system, which

involves besides the ccat/valu6 strictly of magnet also the
cost/value of the supplies c

cwer, cables, cooling system, and also

running costs and mainterance/servicing. These considerations can
play the decisive role durinS tne determinaticn of current density in
the windings of magnet and its overall sizes/dimensions. in the case
of the kickers important factor is also the stored up magnetic
energy. Finally, it cat Frove tc te necessary tc determine the amount
cf elastic strains and deforsaticas, which appear in the system
during the maximun mcde/conditicrs.

This work is dedicated to the methods of calculation of fields

when the basic parameters of maget are already determined. Primary
attention will be turned to the sanets for the transportation of
beam,

in which a precise execunicn of prescribed/assigned field

pattern is especially iticrtant.

For such magnets

be deal cczcerning

the twc-dimensional

task,

since, if we are distracted from the connected with the edge effects
limitations, field distrnuticc in all perpendicular ones of the

I-
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-

-
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axis/axle of pencil of Elanes must be identical. From the equations

of Maxwell for the statistical aagnetic field it follows that field
in magnet gap it is possible tc cbtain from the scalar potential V,
which satisfies relaticzanip/ratic VzV=O. Fcr purposes of optics of
electron beams it is us4tui. to present this potential in the plane,
perpendicular to the axis/axle ct tundle, in the form of Fourier
series in the polar cocrdiaates
V-ZMCL,

Str
S(
" M()

On),

M1

whence it is possible tc directly obtain the following expressions
for the components of tba tield:
B!-,o(aV/ap)-

0

n"'sim(ne.6);
m

(2)

Unknown field distzibution can be determined, after assigning
the values of coefficients e, and 0,

in different terms.

Coefficient a, corresrcnos tc tke field of dipole, a2 - to field of
quadrupole, coefficient o.. - tc field 2n - multipole.

Page 134.

The most important prctlem lies in the fact that to find the current

distribution (for the ircn tree magnet) cr currents and iron cores
(for the magnet with ircr),
Cf

waich create the necessary configuration

magnetic field in tte cidara-ce.
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For some simplest iield paztarns are known the solutions of
direct problem. For exasle, in the absence cf iron the clean field
cf dipole is obtained in the cjeni.g/aperture, which is the region of
cverlappinq two identical conductors of elliFtical cross section,
that have the uniform ara equal current censities of cpposite sign
and arranged/located, as shown ir Fig.

17. If two ellipses overlap at

the right angle, and clearance is formed purely quadrupcla field
4iq.

1b) Zl.

IPurely

dipole field is foraeu also in the clearance between twc

rectangular conductors, ccnauct3ng equal and cppcsite currents,
limited by the flat/place paakiel surfaces cf two iron poles with
the infinite magnetic Fermeability. This field pattern, which
obtained the name of tte tLeld cz w-shaped 3acnet, is
accouplished/realized in particuiaL in the magnets with the shielding
partition which are utilaze

f

'

S

'field

splitting of bean (Fig.
is

in

2 and 3).

te systems of ejection or for
Another example of purely dipole

the so-called dipole ot JUstaetter [2], formed by the

imposition of two identical w-shaFd magnets whose axes/axles form
*

angle of 900 (Fig.

4).

In this case the value of induction on the

surface of poles is otly 8/41,
without saturation of

4,

izcn.

and tield in the clearance can reach 3T
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chtained in the rectangular clearance
Purely quadrupole lield .a..
between four conductors cir th4 corresponding sizes/dimensions with
the uniform current density, included in rectangular iron box with
the infinite magnetic permeability (quadrupcle of ?anovskiy, Fig. 5

[3)

other configuraticzs of tne conductcrs and the iron can be
obtained of that exasired Aocwe as a result of the filling with iron
by thnq infinite magnetic permeatity of entire space, external with
respect to the closed ccrtour/cuzine, perpendicular to the lines of
flow. Utilizing this method MI. acrpurgo ('4] designed and constructed
a very compact guadrupcle magnet,

which surrounds the elliptical

aperture (Fig. 6 and 7).

Although the analyticai exanmnation. of the enumerated atove

I

tasks is strict, the use of ixr

as the medium vith the infinite

magnetic permeability is appxcxIuation/apprcach (by virtually
completely satisfactory at t~he densities of flow, which reach 1.5T,
where PF9

10OPa).

Another approximatJica/apprcach which scaetimes is utilized for
the semiconductors, lies in the tact that are examined the

E

F AIL

DCC = 30069211

surface/skin currents.

!urface/skin current distribution in the

cylinirical layer. which suzrcunas the circular cpening/aperture
which is necessary fcr the creation in this clearance of the field of
zulti~ole order 2n, is descriced cy the sinuscidal function cf angle
cf

nd.
Calculated field disn-zibuticn can be represented in the form of

step function, which car be ccnstzucted

Examining K of steps/stages to the

permanent linear current density.

quadrant of the variable/alternating
method which makes it

from the intervals with the

icssible tc

nO,

B. Eeth (1] Frcpcssd the

xemove all harmonics fraction up to

the harmonic with the rusher 4K+1.

In practice it

proves to he

sufficient to be restrictea tc three cr four steps/stages, since
basic assumption about tie small thickness cf the current-carrying
layer proves to be already suriiciently poor appcoximation/approach.

R. Beth's 2ethod %as used tcr designing the dipole and
quadrupole superconducting ccil electromagnets in Brookhaven national
laboratory (5].

Dipole saynet was the layer cf the superconducting

winding with a thickness ol 1U. o an on the circular cylinder with a
diameter of 50 mm (see E19. 8).

The actual thickness ot windings is considered in the formula,
proposed for designing tke asvjzccrductirg ccil electromagnets in the
W

.
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work of Esner, Deutsch acd Lsel.

16] (Fig. 9).

They utilized

expansion in the series/zow ci vektor potential A of the
two-dimensional field, created at Eoint P(p,q)
element with density J,

infinitesimal current

azaaged/located at pcint Q(5,p)

and

perpendicular to the plane of tte cross section in question:

,

-;-di-

-2s;(9,-" c g=k(4p-q, -9n,%).

(3)

Integral over entire crcss section of winding can be written in the
polar coordinates vhick

tacilitates the selecticn of gecetry and

current densities with wkicb the ccefficients fcr any number of
terms, which correspcnd to ditfezant harmonics

to zerolhis method

was equal used during tke design Cf the superconducting quadrupole
magnet in CZR3

(Fig. 10).

The effect of the cyliadzical iron screen, which surrounds iron
free magnet, can be calculated, examining the images of current
elements relative to c~lindrical surface, when the density of flow in
the iron screen is sufficiently great and its magnetic permeability
it is possible to consider it artimitely large.

S i'

4
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Fig. 1. Field pattern duzing the intersecticn cf twc identical
elliptical conductors: a) diicle magnet; b) quadrupole magnet.
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Fig. 2. Pulse 3eptum-magnat fox system of ejection of proton
synchrotron of CIRM.
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Fig 4. Diagram of dipole ci Umstaetter.
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Fig,, 6.

5.

Fig. 5. Diagram of qiadrucl. of Eanovskiy.

Key: (1).

rron. (2). Ccnductora.

Fig. 6. Diagram of q-adzupcle cf acrpurgc.

Key: (1).

Conductors.P

(l)
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pig. 7. Large aperture ct quadruicle Of Morpurgc.

rage 137.

.1

During the productica of magnets practical considerations
tfreqUafltly make it necessazy to d~iffer from ideal geometry and to
utilize the constructicfls/d65s9flS which Fossess technological or
of
economic advantages frcu thae jiciut of view of the possibility
their realization with the required procisioccurScy.
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The analytical solutions frequently require high current
densities, which proves to be uczavorable economically, taking into
account the cost/value cf supily azd cooling. Therefore
general/comsmon/tctal tendency i*as in the fact that to form/shape
field pattern in most

,imcrtant sectors cf ircn-cored magnets due to

imparting of the correlcnding saape of surface of poles.

In the majority of the cases as the first apprcximation is
utilized the assumpticn auout tae infinitely large magnetic
permeability of the ircn and for determining the shape of surface of
poles they calculate magnetic cccstant field curves, which must be
obtained. Then is calculated the effect cf currents and they
introduce the appropriate corrections with the aid of the shims, the
auxiliary windings or a change in the prcfile/airfoil of poles.

lithin the framevczk of the hypothesis cf equipotential poles

4!

for the establishment cf confcraity between the families of the
equipotentials, which ccrespcnad to different ccnfigurations. it is
possible to utilize a

aetnod of ccnformal mapping, so that, knowing

the form of poles, which gives simjle field pattern, to find the form
cf poles,

which gives ccaplex field distrituticn.

l,

---

-
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-54
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Fig. 8.Fi.9

Fig. 8. Superconducting dipcle cf BNL.

Fig. 9. Diagram of quadrupol.
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Pig. 10. Superconductizg quadruicla.
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This method proved to be asFecially useful during the design of
magnets, ccmbining different furcticns, for the strcng-focusing

v

~

accelerators. This methcd was used also for calculating the fcr. cf
edges/fins or ends/leads at tk. poles, acrecier in the calculation of

*
*

the form of edges/fins cr ends/leads of the Ecles, moreover in the
calculations was utilized the caition of the constancy of the
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density of flow in some contours/ioutlines fcr the purpose of
cbtaining the contours/cctlints, in which is atsent local saturaticn
[7].

As a most contemporary exam~le of the use/application of a
method of conformal mariing fox designing the for. of poles can serve
the glorious magnet of tta intersecting rings ina CESEN f8

693q 11).

Used conformal mappings are stcbu cn Fig. 12, 13.

The adjustment of field distribution frequently can be provided
with the aid of the pole windincs. The necessary currents of these
windings with a good precision/accuracy can te rated/estimated on the
basis of assumption abcut infinitesimal thickness of the current
carrying layer, calculating tke ckange in the magnetic potential
along the surface of pole, which would ccrrespond to the necessary
sultipole terms in field ditution.

is a result of the complicated combinaticn of all menticned
above physical, technolcgical ard economic considerations the final
£

stage of the design of magnet is unavoidably the solution of the
reverse problem, i.e., the calculation of field pattern, created ty
this configuration of ctxzeats azd ircn.

In the case cf ircr tree magnets this problsm is solved

+W
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directly, since it is singular, baat is necessary for this, the
straight/direct integraticn cf Lailace's first law.

The programs of calculaticns for TsVM (digital computer], which
foresee this integraticc, were ccprised, fcr example, for
determining the form of tba Lield cf special ircn free magnets for
the investigations on the tAeraucuclear fusion (see Fig. 14) (9-11].

when is present ircn in zne form of core with the poles as in
the majority of usual electromagnets, or the type of framework or
screen, closing magnetic riux, as for instance, in the
superconducting coil electromagnets, field pattern in the principle
can be calculated, aftex ccnsidering the contributions of the
elementary dipoles, which appaax as a result cf the magnetization of
iron.

The local intensity of magneatzation of any element of vclume of
iron is the function of the Iccal atrength cf field and can te
cbtained from the curve cf priaaxy magnetizaticn; however this fiel.

AI

is in turn, the functicn of tae intensity of magnetization of ai
cther elements/cells cf ircon. Therefore at each step/pitch of
iterative process must te sclved ±ull/tctal/ccmplete system of
equations. During the scluticn of the usual tasks, connected with the
calculation of magnets, such calculations require sc large a storage

. ......
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capacity, that they yrcve to he iaaracticable with exception of the
simplest cases.

The enormous majcrity cl tne calculations of the fields cf
ircn-cored magnets is acccapiliskd/realized with the aid of the

relaxation methods. Becausa or zti use of contemporary TsVn, which
possess the vast memory and dagn speed, these methods provide this
speed and precision/accuzaci cr calculations, that almost completely
extruded/excluded other tradizicrai analcg methcds.

1

.

I
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Fig. 11.

EACE1'

Short unit of the maguet of the intersecting rings.
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The configuration ct irca and current distribution are utilized
vith the formulation of toundary conditions during the solutlen of
the equations of Maxweli fox the static magnetic field. In this case
it is proposed that relationshiEs/xatios 5=8(H) and y.=ji(B) are
sinql3-valuod and are dstaruia.a by the curve of the initial

DOC
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magnetization of iron,

EAGEE

1,8e.,

t~ey disregard hysteresis and

residual/remanent magnrstizatica. Inducticn B can be obtained from the
vektor potential, deterained by equality

--otA.

tinder assunptions

presented above relative to coxnccion/comuunication between values B
and HIsimultaneously are sclved relative to A, B and ~athe following
equations:

4l
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1) Relaxation methcds in the case of two-dimensional tasks. The
calculation methods and appearing in this case practical difficulties
are best to demonstrate a;t tka tb-diuensicral case,

for which were

comprised several machine Frograls. In this case it is assumed that
value I

has only one ditfarent fzcl zere ccmponents

calculated field distriLction in the plare (i,

y).

1

and is

Then vektor

potential has only one different from zero cclncaents A.,

which under

condition div A-0 must sazisly tka relationship/raeio:
2A
d.
+ eA_ 1 Y

It is easy to see that in tais

d

Y1

47

case a difference in the vektor

potentials for two pcirts is picicrtional to magnetic flux between

these two points.

For the solution cf problea the ragion ir question is
covered/coated with the calcuiated network cf corresponding

i

and equations

'configuration,

n zhe partial derivatives are replaced

ty equations in the firite diftarences which must be satisfied at all
*

Faints of network. In existing programs for the calculation on TsV1

is utilized either the rezwork, consisting Cf the rectangular cells,
position and sizes/dimersicas at unich are fixed/recorded, or the
network, which consists cf

the triangular elements/cells which are

constructed for each peaticular task in accordance with

+1...

*

.ij

,.

..

. .--
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examined/considered the contiguration they have available in such a
way that the outer bcurdaries and the dividing lines, approximately
depicted as the polygons=, unclly wculd be arranged/located on network
lines.
Direct calculation ty relaxation method cr TsVM with the use of
equation for the veittor jotential requires a large number of
iterations, which is connected with the method of the expression of
toundary conditions for 1. hekaver, In spite ef relative coaplexity,
machine programs of the sciuticts cf equaticnz for the vektor
Fotential are of known interest as a result of the single approach tc
the examination tasks as a mhoie. 1he prcgrams of this type were
comprised and they are utilized, ftr example, at Stanford University
[12], and the radiatior laborat€Zy of Lawrence in Berkeley [13], by
the authors (1], and also in nutna [15].
The program of radiation laboratory "TRIP" can serve as an
example of the use of a tzianguiar calculated network. During its use
it is necessary to begic from tte determinaticn of the geometry of
task, after subdividing tne regicn in question on the subregion with
the uniform properties Ct aataeial or the unicra distributica of
currents. Purther in eack such region prcgran ccnstructs the
calculated network, which cunsists of the triangles which can be
equilateral or rectangular, deptnding on input data, TasV

Frcvides
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the graphic indication cf network that it makes it possible for

cperator to introduce all necassary corrections taking into account
the obtained results. The selecticn of netwcrk is conducted by the
trial-and-error method and is tka decisive factcr on which depends
the success of calculaticns.

Coincidence of netcrk lines *ith the cuter boundaries cf the
region in question and tte inteaiaces assures considerable
simplification of writing at dittazence equaticns for such boundaries
and simplicity in the assignment ct boundary conditicus. However,
with the work with this Frogram calculated netwcrk can contain
smallsr number of points, than during the use of a program with the
fixed/recorded rectangular netbcrl, since fcr each pcint in ZU TsVM
must be stored the larser quantity of inforsaticn. During the
construction of network are required the special precautionary
measures, since the strcLg distcrticns cf the fcrm cf triangles or
their imposition it is Ecssibie to lead to the erronecus results.
fig. 15 gives an example or the cezvork, obtained during the use of a
program "TRIM" for calculating the magnet with the field gradient.

In another group ci programs for the soluticn of two-dimensional
Frobleas by relaxation meetod are separately and alternately examined
the regions of coils mitk air S.a

and ircn.

In this case they attempt

to utilize the advantaSe that in the majority of the in practice

pratic

-
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interesting cases the sufficiently precise first apFroximation can be
obtained, counting magnetic perataility of the iron as infinite, for
which in similar programs during calculations of the region cf Coils
and air clearances is utilized tke modified scalar potential, which
cn initial stage of calculaticns can be considered constant cn the
surface of iron.

For this purpose is Lntroducad the auxiliary vector N (Fig. 16),

*

which is determined by equality iotM-.

Then equation

ietH-3 is

btitzen in the fcru

%ot(H-M)=o. Further

vector (H-i) can be corsidered as the gradient cf the scalar
potential V*, whence we have
H-rV*M.

(W)

Since magnetic Fezaearnabiy is permanent and uniform, we have
also div H-9, whence
VIV*-dLv M•

vTI

(7)
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Fig. 15. Example of the calculatta network TRIM.

Page 141l.

In the case of twc-dLuensicnal task one cf the components Mican
be arbitrarily placed e cal tc zero (for example, MO), then % is
determined by the equality

and boundary conditions for tha godified potertial V* can be easily

determined, integrating equaticn (7) for the interface of the regicns
cf iron and air with the coils.

J

--
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After the scluticn ct equaticn for hy the V*,
obtained designs magnetic flux tcr interface

relaxation method

between the air and the

iron, which gives bouncazy ccnditicn for calculating the vektor
potential in the regicr, fillea

bizh iron. Purther are performed

calculations in this regicn in Exccess of which are determined the
vektor potential, magnetic inducticn and magnetic

permeability at

each point of network. fir at vextcr potential A calculates at all

points, assuaing/settir S magnetic fermeability cf constant; then find
components inductions B as the jartial derivatives of vector
potential A, and values B are tound from the tables. The further
described procedure is z*Feated bith the new, refined values cf
magnetic permeability. ibis itarative prccess is repeated until
changes in magnetic perteability tecome less than certain assigned
magnitude. In conclusicn are calcuiated differences in magnetceotive
force between different joints ct the coctour/cutline, formed by
iron. The values of the latter ara utilized then for refining the
strengths of the currerts and scalar potential V* on the interface
ircn - air which are utilized in the following cycle Cf calculaticns
in tha region, filled %ith air acd coils.

The separate examination ot tne regions cf iron and windings
provides the considerakIe decrease of a number simultaneously of the
points in question and tha savings of working storage, since data for
cne of the regions can te retaired in the lasting memory when are

~

I,
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performed calculations tar anc;ner region, and vice versa.

R. Perin and S. Van der neer in CERN develcped the program
"MARE", which utilizes In tne calculations alternately vector and
scalar potentials [16].

Tais prcsram was applied, in particular,

during the design cf the magnets ot all types for the intersecting
rings in CERN. In order to enaure the sufficiently precise
calculations of field rattwrn in the most islcrtant regions of
clearances, calculaticns were reaeated with the consecutive decrease
cf mesh sizes. For exai le, tte

alaues cf gradients for the basic

magnets were calculated %ith the Frecisicn/accuracy, best 2*10-3,
which corresponds to the arzcr in the relative values of fiald
2*10-'. For the comparnisca il . 17 gives the calculated and aeasured
divergences of gradient trom the nominal values for F- magnets of
intersecting rings [17>. Two curves, shown in the figure, correspond
to middle field and field in tie saturation.
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Fig.

16. Fcr2 of ths 2cdifiad scalar potential for the magnet with

the conical poles.
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One of the particular classes of the tasks which can be solved
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with the aid of the twc-ad.aoricnai programs, are tasks with
rotational symmetry, whein riela~ is the functicn only of radial and
axial coordinates.

CcriespcndinS eguaticr fcr the vector potential,

written in cylindrical ccordzinates and which has the form

eHA

aA

ai

8,)

9

it can bo solved analcgcczily with usual equation for the
two-dimensional task in the Caztesian cocrdinates.

2) Relaxation calculations in the three-dimensional case. Ideal
for dgsigner of magnets bculd ae tno calculated program, which makes
it possible calculate all three ccaponents ef magnetic field at any
point during the prescrited/assigned three-dimensional current
distribution and iron. As tax as is known tc the author, this
full/total/complete prcgram taut tar yet there dces not exist. The
attempts to create this Frcgzaa bore done and they continue at
present; however, they aza ancountared with the serious practical
difficulties (mainly exaggerated machine time and necessity tcr too
large a storage capacity).

As in the two-diuersional case, in resolving antire task it is
*
*

possible to utilize only a veictor potential or only scalar potential
with the sections/cuts, unach ccrrspond tc currents. it is possible
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to assume that in the fizst of these methods will arise the same
difficulties, connected bith ocurdary conditicns, as with the
solution of two-dimensicnai

prctLams. Second method was used by 9.

Christian and ti.Foss (1E, 19]. The author (1E] communicates that he
cbtained gcod results tcz the magnet of bubble chamber in which the
iron plays the role cf the iramabork, which closes magnetic flux, and
alsc for the screens of system hin Helmholtz's coils, and
considerably less satistactory results in other cases. It
revealed/detected that, it air 9a; out of the ircn framework is not
considered in the calculaticns, iterative prccedura does not
converge.

S. Caeymaex in CEF& aade the attempt to find the method of the
solution of three-diuerslcnal E-ctlems with the use of two
potentials, following the generai/common/total idea, placed as the
basis of program RARE [iG]. Up to now it successfully overcame the

t

first stage in which it is assumed that magnetic permeability cf ircn
,

is infinitely great. Ir its pzc~ran MlI-A are utilized the modified
scalar potential and the calculated network, which consists Cf the
parallelepipeds. At eact point cf network the equation in the partial

*

derivatives is approximately reflaced by the difference equation,
which contains the values ot function into four nearest adjacent
points (on two points ca each axas/axle) . In the calculations
consecutively/serially ata utilized the sets cf three of the adjacent

.
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planes of three-dimensictal lattice, that that in the working storage
1sVm simultaneously most ce stored data culy fcr three adjacent
planes.

As an example it

Is ;cssill

to refer to the calculations, which

were being carried out fcc tke sa~cet of the intersecting rings of
CERN. was utlzdthe retwcrx, %hich consists cf -1214000 points
onTsV
(4955x6)

CC-600

nesciution was attained in 25 min.

magnet itself and entire/al. rean of calculaticas is schematically
shown in Fig.

18.
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Fig. 18.

Fig. 19.

Fig. 18. Schematic of iaSnet with radial field of intersecting rings.

Key: (1).

Region of calculatica.

Fig 19. Calculated and measuzed errors fcr aucunt of turning up force

9'.,
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of magnet with radial tield at intersecting rings. 1
values; 2

-

-calculated

measured valres.
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Fg 19for the comparisca gie

distibuion
Itis videt tat

At present it

is

calculating the vektcr

u

nes

acltdand measured values

vauesdiffer not more than on

develc~ed/piccessed tc Frcgram m1in-1 for
cczential in the iron.
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Li scussion.

Ye.

S. Mironov. Is bow tao

cparating sFeed of the computer, in

,
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which were done the calculaticns oz field taking into account the
saturation of iron?

L. Peren. Not it is clear that you call the operating speed of
vachine. We utilized machine SDS-6e0.

V. G. Davidovskiy. In the present report were examined the
methods of calculation of

aganetic fields with the

prescribed/assigned corizluxaticz cf conductcrs and iron. However,
large interest are of the metbcds of the determination of the forms
cf the windings with tke p~raane-z current density, which create the
required field in the clicle or tie ellipse it the unshielded system
cr in the system with tte current or iron screening.

If is prescribed/assigned the formed/shaped in the circle
(ellipse) field, then fila in the metal is determined by a pzecise
analytical expression 4¢canng wt.ch with the expansion of applied
field in the series/row in texas ot the sultipoles, it is possible to
accurately determine

by rumerical method the unkrown

boundary of

conductor when in the izcn of scieen p--, withcut resorting tc net

y

point method. This consideratly economizes the memory of machine and
speeds up count.

I

I,
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QUESTIONS OF THE MAIESMATICIL SIMULATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL

PAGNETOSTATIC FIELDS.

N. I. Doyniov, A. S. isasov.

(Scientific rasqarch irtit.ut-d c

the electrophysical equipment in.

C. V. Yefremov).

In this communicaticn/refcrx

is set forth and is discussed the

procedure of calculaticn of tazee-dimensional/space aagnetostatic
fields for the isotrcpic media, ta.sed on finite-difference
approximation of the variationai and integral forms of Maxvell
equations relative to tke veczc¢

acd modified scalar cf potentials.

1. Expedient to ccn-trucz tinita-difference equations relative
to three-component vektcz potential A(x, y, z) on the basis of
condition cf minimum cf lnt gzai

(V-S [1

~ Adv

(1)-2

(1k)

*

in which A satisfies prescribed/assigned values on external kcundary
of the region. Function

( s)

is iroportional tc magnetostatic energy

and is connected with magnetic joermeability y with the
relationship/ratic

.A

*

1
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,m.i

B "1,A
-

d28

(2)

,

(3)

current density; integration is done over entire volume of

field.

Page 144.

The chosen method of tao determination of the finite-difference
equations is not only; hcwever, buth this approach most clearly is
revealed/detected the ptysicaL. sense of the ctained expressicns.

For the rectangular aotbczk (Fig. 1A) difference analogue of
integral (1) can be vritten in the form

in

I

which through

an d

jx

A

A

lu,k,are designated

the components of the current density and vektcr potential in

node/unit i,

J,

k,

and ttrough

Su.jj ,

k+

value of the square of

yinduction in the center ai cell 1, If first-crder derivatives of the
unknown functions in fezmula (3) axe are replaced with central
differences for the avezaSe/aan between the ncdes/units points, then
the unknown system of the zinite-difference equations we obtain

,,

DCC

3
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during the minimizaticer

f sum 44):

,j,
k a/aA
let ijs note that expressicas

k oj,
0

(5) can be found also from the integral

form of the equations cf Saiwell with the circuit/byFass of points
(,

-,

,k),(,

4,k),(',,|,kt
---

along the

contours/outlines whose Flanes are perpendicular to the appropriate
axes of the coordinates (|Pl.

It snows the ccrtcur/outline of

circuit/bypass FQMN of icint (ji+12, J, k)).

The solution of the systams ct nonlinear equations (5) is
accomplished/realized cc the cca~uters by the method of consecutive
cver-relaxation similarly tc worts [ I, 2].

Based on the examEle of the task about the effect of nonlinear
cube on external unifctm tuela (Fig. 2a shows the first octant of the
studied region on houncarxies ot which it was disregarded by the
effect of cube on the aFplied field) was checked the correctness of
computaticnal algoriths, were determined the intervals of the
parameter of the consecutive cver-relaxation, which ensure the stable

convergence of iterative process.

The time of the execution c

VAM

cue cycle (cycle

-

the correction

DOC
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of three components ct iczentidl it all calculating mesh points)
according to the program, writter in the input language Fortran, was
10 s on the computers EkSs-t for zne region, shcwn in Fig. 2a. In
this case for dstorminatioU

A,,,A I,A.

with the satisfactory

precision/accuracy were zoquired -40 cycles.

The given in Fig.

2b

results of calculation Sive caly ccrrect qualitative picture and do
not pretend to the precisicn/accuzacy in view of a small numter of
nodes/units in the studied regic

(Fig. 2a).

2. Upon classical setziny c€ coundary-value problems of
wagnetostatics calculaticu of ±±ela is complicated by presence of
current carrying regions. Tnas is connected with the vortex/eddy
properties of the magnetic fielc tcr describing which is applied
three-component

vektcr

;ctential.

Is

most relief

calculated

difficulties become apparent during the analysis of
three-dimensional/space tields in the curvilinear boundaries.

* I

..
.

Vn,

iS

TI
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TO conclusion/cutPut

Coordinat os of the pcirt E-

quations,

tinite-differncs

•

•k- ' "N

-

,

.

ig..1

Fig.

Of

2.

On the calculatica

of thi components of

first octant of the regica in quastion;

I

-

potential a)

the

p-zj(B)=a.8Z/c+B2,

a=25600, c=16; 2 - yal. b) distribution B5 (z.u.,)/$ 0 along the lines,
parallel to the coordit~ate axes:
I - Z.1h,

--

h-h. ,a-h;

J
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However, the soluticn is

pcssible substantially to simplify,

after raising simultanecusly ;recision/accuracy with the numerical
solution of task, if we cse tha acdified scalar potential V(x,

y,

z)w'hose description foT tao tio-diaensional fields in linear media
(=1)

is contained in Thczis L3 - 6 1.

In this comaunicatica/report is constructed the modifiee scalar
potential in the general/ccmcn/total (three-dimonsicnal) form for
the isotropic media.

Let the magnetic intensity te determined by the expressicn
HM -adV

P

(;

Then from the equaticn cf Maxwell
-vot H:=

(7)

it follows that vector P must satisfy the relationship/ratio

.!

but from

with
(10)

and the known vector P it is obtained equaticn

cf potential V:

/

'

for the doteruinaticn

DOC = 10069211
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In the case p=const exixession (11) is simplified and takes fcrm [4)
AV-- air P.

(12)

The given reasonirce, covicusly, are valid alsc for the
arbitrary dependence B (). On tne jeometric irterface of
heterogeneous media acccrding %c expressions (6) and (10) we have
v
__(
4 Vim

+P)

P~2

(1.3)

,

(

...

while at infinity
pad V-- P.
During the conclusion/cutpuz Gz relationshiFs/ratios (13)-(15) was
utilized the continuity cf vecto. P. Fcr the majority of virtually
interesting tasks vectcr P can ta ccnstructed sc that on the
interface of heterogenhcts media it will be equal tc zero. It does
not rapresent the work tc consider also surface/skin currents.

ilith prescribed/assigaed raagantial couFcnent of field
bounding surface boundazy values Vs

vI

cn

(Dirichlst condition) it is

located by the integratica of relationship (6).

As vector P it is icssibie to select any particular solution of
equation (8).

In accordance with selection F will change values v.

DCC

=80069211

and conditions (14),

FACE

(15).

In the Cartesian ccordinate system vector

E can be selectad as fcllows:

oo

(17)
a

where lower integration laits xG, Yoe zo are permanent. If '=0,

then

components (16)-(18) can be tritren in the sixpler form:
P-.(:.,z"

s

In plane-parallel case (O=-O-0)

3(M,j,t)dt, PVC=M+,2),,

2t has [3-57:
(m)d 4-0

i

WO,"

P1=

In the cylindrical ccotdinate s)stem vector P is
analogouslyI.

(20)

constructed

This reception/prccsdure car Erove to be useful also with the
solution of the problem aout the determinaticn cf vector by its
vortex/eddy and disagreement [7].

Applying the law cf consoruation of flcw tc surface of S (see

DOC
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Fig. 1.j),

F IG 100

it is easy tc obtain tte finite-difference equations whose

solution is accomplished/raalized on the computers ty the method of
consecutive over-relaxaticn L 1 , A, 5].

Let us illustrate ztb

possitilities of the described prccedure

tased on the example of tne calculation cf the end field of a magnet
cf the type of "windc

tIame" withcut taking into account the effects

cf th3 saturation cf the magnetic circuit (trom that presented it is
clear that there can he alsc ccraidered the effects of saturation).
Fig. 3 depicts the studied regicr in the divisicns of square network.
For simplification of ccapuzaticnai program the geometry cf ccil co
magnet and is approximated ty rectangulax fractures. Computational
program is written in the input language Fortran, for obtaining the
results with the acceptakle pzecision/accuracy on the computers
EESM-6 it was required ky 40-50 rin. Frcm the ccuparison curves in
Fig. 4, 5 it follows ttat the calculated and experimental data for
distributions 8,/B
o and B./B0 ccincide satisfactcrily.

In the case of the saparate examination cf linear and ncnlinear
saturated regions can he consdezdea by the kncwn (4, 5] method of
successive approximaticns with the use of that of respectively
modified of scalar and vexLcr pctentials.

in conclusion let us note that the procedure presented can prove

V

-

-
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to be highly useful durirg tha design of elactrouagnets.

The authors express siLnceze gratitude to the colleagues of
NIIEFA V. D. Borisov ard L. N. Vauiin for the granting of the given
magnetic measurements.
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Ciscussion.

V. A. Papadichev. 1heze are whether the methcds of the rapid

Iestimations

of field with sial. changes in the parameters of magnet,

cr each time it is necessary to caeck version anev?

N. 1. Doynikov. Tkere are nc such uethcds, it is necessary to
carry out entirm calculaticn aaebo

.t
A)

I
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42.

Equipment for the maSnetic measurements ca the synchrocyclotron

cf FTI of the AS USSR tc zhe energy of protons

V.

A. Yeliseyev,

G.

A.

±iiabovr I.

(Physiotechnical institute in.

I.

1 GeV.

Tkach.

A. 1. Joffe Cf the AS USSR).

Large volume of tt. measuzed magnetic field, stringent
requirements for the pzeciscs/accuracy cf shaping cf ground field of
7-meter synchrocyclotrcn and tiAods in the system of output led to
the necessity of creation of precision magnetcseter equipment and
automation of the prccess of measurements. Cevelcped fcr this purpose
complex of instruments ccnsists cf the nuclear
the meter of the positicz of median surface
magnetometer of Hall

magnetometer

(I!t),

41af),

precision

(IKk) and actcmated cocidirate system

(KS) with

the unit of control and Irinted digital output.

Nuclear magnetometer with the automatic frequency control [1)

DCC-

80069212
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makes it possible to tak4 a raading of field, without resorting to
adjustment after the setting up ct sensor into the point witb the
prescribed/assigned cocrdinates. Ertire measured range of field 17-20
- s
kg overlaps with one sensor. izecr of measurement 3o10 .

For the

measurements in the fields ,izh the heterogeneity of 20-80 G/ca is
applied the compensaticn for gradient. Extensicn blcck/2odule/unit
with the self-excited ccziliatcz and the preaaFlifier

(Fig.

1),

carried cut on the planex-electode tubes, is iccated in the measured
field. The length of cculling catle is equal tc

40 a. The signal

frequency of nuclear rescaance is measured by electronic frequency
eter Ch -4 and together with the coordinates ot measuring pcint is
printed on the strip/fIls ty device/equipment TsPM-1.

The metor of the Icsiticn ct median surface is carried cut on
the basis of the vertically oriented pickup of Hall [2], which
measures radial compcnent

%- Tte Hall pickup is arranged/located in

the massive copper cylinder, suspended/hung frcm thin caprone
filament

(Pig. 2).

Maseive clirder, provides the vertical orientation

cf sensor and the effective atteruation cf mechanical oscillations
due to the eddy currents. An inaccuracy in the vertical orientation
cf sensor is removed by the nerhcd of the subtracticn of the results
of measurements in the initial icsation of senscr and in the
position, turned relative to vertical line on 1800. The coordinate cf
median surface

'I

(SB-O)

is located by interpolaticn of values

go, of
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those measured at two Fcints according tc the vertical line near the
median surface. lith tbis metbad oi determining the position ef
median surface sutficiext tc E.Lcduce relative measurements and IMP it
is actually "zero-adjustment instrument". In this case there is no

need in a good stabili2atiOn

01f tht

feed current of sensor,

temperature stability arc in tto calibratica cf the sensitivity of
the Hall Fickup. Theretcze were utilized the hall pickups fro n-6e
with temperature stability of O.1o/o/1 0 C, but with sensitivity -100
pV/G, which ensured the aeasuremenz of value
B-339 with the precisicn/accuracy

OR ty digital voltmeter

1 G without the use/application of

an amplifier.

The measurements cf ncounform fields with the gradients >80
G/cm vete made with the aid of the magnetometer with the
thermostatically contrclloed hall pockup. The construction/design of
tester MKh is given in fig. 3. lithin the tester is maintained

I

temperature of 371±0. i0C with the aid of the adjustable preheating at

a temperature of envircrament ct i0&100C. For the equalization of
temperature gradients tke intexual volume of tester is flooded by
oil. Temperature detectcz is the impedance frcm the ccpper vire with
a diameter of 0.05 an, ccnected with alterinating-current bridge with
the frequency of I kEz. Ike electrical block diagram of thermostat is
given in Fig. 4.
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into the variable/alternating. As the converter is utilized integral
interrupter IP-IG. Stancazd resiszance, IP-IG and
supporting/reference stakiitrcs tube D818Y

are placed into the

thermostat, in which is maintained temperature cf 60.0.50 C. The block
diagram of stabilizer

i gives

in Fig. 4. Calibration of UKh was

conducted with the aid of rag, an Error cf measurement MKh 3.10-'.
Hall voltage is measured by digital voltmeter B-339 and together with
the coordinates is printed on the strip/fils.

Coordinate system %ith the unit of contrcl [3] makes it possible
to automate the process cf the sasuresents: tc remotely/distance
install sensors into seasuring Ecirt, to start veters, to print
coordinates and results cf the measurements ty device/equipment
TsPa-1. Basis of KS is five-meter beam/gully with the rotaticnal axis
in the center of magnet. Badial cocrdinate is assigned by the

i

displacement of measurinS carziae along the teas/gully, azimuthal

-

by rotation of beam/gully; z - coordinate of tester IMP is assigned

mixing of tester relative to carriage. Displacements cver R and

9 -

to coordinates are conducted ty engines of the nonmagnetic materials,
for vhich the measured fiela is stator. Azimuthal cccrdinate is set
by the tvc-channel servo system vith the coefficient of reduction
from the fine selsyn tc rough at 5G:1. The rotation of team/gully is
conducted by the actuatizg sechazism, carried cut from the stray
field, with the aid of tke shaft with a length of 5 m. The setting up

p1
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of carriage on a radius is jxcdcced at discrete/digital points with
the step/pitch 80 mm. Ecr the measurements in the system of the
conclusion/output where there was iequired the decrease of the

ste

posbet
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meaeets

mv

esr

ceatv
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Fig. 2. Tester of the aster ct sadian surface (IMP)
2
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support/base of senscr; 3
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3. Tester of Hall's sagnatcuever. I - Hall pickup; 2

cf thermometer; 3
-

rubber gasket; 6

-

winding

coijar tasis/tase; 4 - heat-insulating packing; 5

-

heater; I

-

hcusing; 8

-

packing; 9

leads.

.Woo.

-

electrical
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4. Block/module/unit is the diagram of Hall's magnetometer:

current regulator;

2 -

1

-

theraostat cf tester; 3 - thermostat of

current regulator; DKh - pIckup cf Hall cf the type Kh511, U amplifier; FD - the phase discrizinator; G - oscillator; CPT - dc
amplifier; PT - passage transistor; DT - temperature sensor; N

-

beater; T - control of tie thermostat of statilizer; R-339 - digital

voimete'; PC

ter of code "-33" *

-nnve

nctentionete_'; -7 _

-,e~

ri1

P-I

-

-rnter';

'-17

-

er- er.

Fags 149.

Bange of displacement cver the vertical line 150 mm with the
step/pitch 25 mm.

The points cf measurement alcg the azimuth are

distributed evenly, a rumber ct

,4

easuring

pcints can be equal to 100,

0CC .. 80069212

50,

FI.E

25, 20 or 10. The ;rscisicn/accuracy of the setting up of the

coordinates of sensors ccjrisss on radius and beigbt of 0. 1 on,
along azimuth of 0.10. Ccnixci cf shift cn all coordinates, the

position display of sensors 4S, .

z),

the starting/launching of

meters and printed digital outpit are conducted by the unit cf the
control whose block diactas is Sa•en in Pig. 5. The position of
sensor on each of the coordinates is determined by the bidirectional
counter,

which counts a rumbox ci Faoints by a number cf

closings/shortings of key/wrenct, ahich cccur with the passage of
measuring point. YaN measureseats can be conducted automatically
according to the previcesly selected program. Sate cf the autcoatic
measurements of Ta

cn radius 15 measurements per minute, alcg the

azimuth - 25 measurements per minute (in the measurements at 100
points). Rate of the meaeuxements by Hall's magntometers -

140

measurements in the hour. Measurements are conducted by one operator
from the panel, distant ca 20 a ficm the measured field. After the
introduction of series cf changes, connected with ccoling of the
sensors of YaM,

*

A

IMF and engines,

appeared the possibilit] to

which are located in magnet gap,

se equipment fcr the centrol

measurements of the tolcgraphl ct field with the vacuum in
accelerative chamber/coatra [4].

Measuring complex is weay etiective with shaping of ground field
cf synchrocyclotron. Uth its aid vas possible to shape the field of

I

-
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seven-setar synchrocyclato-n
fundamental harmonic

.I..

with the relative amplitude of the

.< O-0 and the divergence of median plane frcm

the the geometric mean 41 ca. With its aid were alsc shaped the
fields of magnetic pipe and regeneator in the highly efficient
system of conclusion/octlut L5,

iI
I

6].
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Fig. 5. Blcck diagram cl the control unit.
counter; D -

SS

-

bidirectional

decoder; IF - setting field; I - indication; UU

cf the logic of control cf displacement; USS

-

-

block

servc-auplifier; IM -

the actuating mechanism cf sezvo systs; IR - measuring carriage; OP
-

power supply unit; laB - nuclear Magnetometer; 5Kh - Hall's

magnetometer; TsPH - 1 - printer; B-339 - digital vcltmeter; ChZ-

-

electronic frequency meter; EK - ccnverter cf ccde R-339.
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Equipment for the magnetic measurements in the electromagnet

TAPP,- '4.

P. A. Baklakov, V. r. VeZoaeynGkC,

. N. Karliner, E. A. Kuper, a. v.

Levichev, A. D. Oreshkcv, 1. is. Eotopopov.

(Institute of nuclear rhysics of So AN USSR

Sitiarian

Department of the Academy of Scieaces of the GSSB]),

In connection with tao larje volume of the magnetic measurements
of the electromagnet cf Exotco-ant aproton accumulatcr/storage VAPP-4
in tha institute of nuclear physics (Novcsitirsk) was developed and
prepared the improved seasuring equipment, in which for measuring the
magnetic field are utilized the ball pickup, the distributed en
cperating region secticox of magnet. The use/application of a
commutator on the field-effect transistors and the use of a direct
coupling with the comupters made it possible tc sharply increase the
cparating speed of systel is ccalarison with the system, described in

*work
,.:

[1].

Tage 150.

As the measuring elements/calls are utiliwed the Hall pickups,

Doc - 80069212

developed in

1lG

SKB 1PAM Cf the OSSE

(Leningrad).

The standard

characteristics of senatcs axe Sivmn belcv:

Sensitivity of sensors with the cf.rating current, pV/Oe ...

Cperating current,

mA ...

10-15.

160.

Temperature sensitivity index, c/c/°C ...

InFut and output resistarce,

ehs
e..

0.01-0.03.

1-3.

?at of nonequipotentiality with cperating current, pV ...

4100.

Temperature coefficient cf eat ct nonequipotertiality, pV/oC ...

1-2.

Effective area of senscr, mxm *a* 1.5x0.5.

These sensors are characterized by a small drift of eaf cf
nonequipotentiality and its beak quadratic deFendence on the
tangential component of zagnetic tzeld (2].

7he calibration of

sensors is conducted in the sFecial calitraticn magnet whose field is
stabilized with the aid ct the zuclear magnetcueter with the
Erecision/accuracy nct bcrse j.t16-4.
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The sensor unit of Hll, is
described

in

work [1].

magnetic field

lt

carried out

sensors

(two series/icis

measuze the

ca 5 sensors),

Besides them, into the block az. installed
from which are utilized in

analogously with that
vertical compcnent of
two sensors -

the thermistors,

the c¢sFuters fcr

radial.
signals

the introduction of

tempecature correction, i"co made it possible tc forego the
thermostatic control.

The block diagram ct seasuzang system is
its 4eneral view -

in

ig.

shown

in

Pig.

1,

and

,.

The Hall pickups axe connected in series and are supplied from
one source of stable crizent vith the lasting instability less
±(2-3)*10

-4

. The oscillator circuit of current is isolated/insulated

and has a small capacity/capacitance with respect tc the earth/ground
and the power line

KThe

(20C p).

sensor unit of Hall is saved within the chamber/canera of
electromagnet on accurateal

carxred out guides. The motion of block

is accomplished/realized continuously with the aid of the
screw/propeller in long a.pcoxisately 4 # with which is mechanically
connected the light senscr of longitudinal coordinate.
Precision/accuracy of the deteraination of coordinate

e0.1

ea. The

shaper of light senscr itts out synchronizing pulses through
the path,

'(I

passed by sewscr

unit.

1 cm of
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Pig. 1. The block diagram of the measuring system: 1
generator; 2

sensor cult of Hall; 3

-

measuring the coordinate; 4
amplifier; 7

recorder; 13

-

computer

tns-2

-

11

-

programmer; 6

tufier;

contrcl unit o~f recording; 14

(1). Launching/stazting.

I19

-

-

dc

blcck of initial data; 9

electrical typewriter.

Key:

tiock of displacement and

ccsautator; 5

digital vcltAetezr; 8

-

converter; 10

-

-

-current

k"P

-code

12

-

-

code

magnetic

converter; 15-
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Fig. 2. measuring systes.
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Aaftmmemp'a

.M.
-200J
,A 4hv TSo,A

Fig.

3. Diagram of

Key:

(1).

cCmautator on ta

field-effect transistors.

To the entrance of vciteter.

Fage 151.

The start of any sensor

(DIhl, DKh2 and sc forth in Fig. 3) is

accomplished/realized during c1csang/shorting of two keys/wrenches cn

the field-effect tratsistors APlO2Xe. Field-effect transistor is
cpened, when the voltaSe betuvan tke source ard the gate is equal to
zero, and it is closed, uhen voltage on the gate relative to source
more or is equal the Fctntials of cutoff, equal to usually 2-3 1.
Control of channel acccaElishes/realizes the ccmmutating
cascade/stage on the tzaiLsstcz ST301A,

Fotectial on

_n
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collector/receptacle of

shich can take two values:

.8;

0.6 V. The

collector/receptacle of tne ccmutating transistor is connected with
the gates of two field-eolect transistors by the silicon diodes
KD503B, shunted by the tapacitaes/capacitances cf 200 pF which serve

for accelerating the changeover. Tsis diagram of control of
keys/wrenches makes it icssible to support at the gate of the open
transistor zero potential relative to source (mcde/conditions with
the floating gate).

The voltage drop, thich appears because the currents of the
gates of the closed tracsistcrs an cther channels flow/cccur/last
over the triggered kel/trench, sakes the accuracy worse of
measurement, but with the identical impedances of the pair of
keys/wrenches in the oe

state ard identical currents of gate occurs

the compensation for tkese vcltages. Therefore field-effect

transistors were selected into the pairs with the identical
impedances in the open state ard identical currents of gates. The
selected transistors base the icllcwing characteristics: the current
of gate in the closed state is nat more than 10-9 A, the impedance cf
key/wrench in the open state is not more than 3 kiloohm, in that
closed - not less than

1CO ohs&. The symmetry cf the diagram of

ommutator decreases tk. copbasal focusing/induction from the
n-etwork/grid.

For decreasing

the commutation interferences is

provided for the channel, whica shcrt-circults the entrance of

L'A

DCC

=

80069212

PAG E

2

amplifier at the moment cf changeover on 200O us. The assembly of
commutator is produced cn the glass, Textolite and teflcn for the
exception/elimination cl leakags.

Ths temperature drift of diiterence eaf, which appears due to
the imbalance of the ccrients ot gates and ifpedances of
keys/wrenches, is equal to O.o-1

!sV/oCin the wcrking temperature

range of 10-30oC.

Scale dc amplifier is carried out on the diagram
"mcdulator-amplifier-decdu.Lazox" with the transformation of signal
on the field-effect trarsltscrs R2102Ye. The use/application of
field-effect transistora in tba modulator made it possible to obtain
small temperature (-2 pV/oC) and time/temporary (-6 yV in 8 hour) of
the zero drift amplifiers. For obtaining the high input resistance

f

(this is necessary, sirce the tziggered key/vrench on the
field-effect transistor it has comaratively high impedance) and
stable amplifier gain is incladed by the crcssed feedback (Fig. 4).
.,)

This feedback proved tc

e ;ossitle because of the fact that the

entrance of amplifier balance (weakening the ccphasal signal of
amplifier without the teidtack

O dB) and source of signal was not

grounded. Amplifier is kalanced in such a way ttat input resistance
is equal to 30 MQ. The instability of amplificaticn factor in the
working temperature race is act icrte 3*10-'.

lime constant of

/2

DCC = 30069212

FICG

amplifier on the order ci I jAs.

For decreasing the alectzcaagnetic focusinq/induction the
conductors, that connect the Hall lickups with the amplifier,

are

interwoven, and entire/all. dLayraa is shielded. Focusing level, led
to the entrance of amplifier. is 4C-30 pV, tut its effect decreases
because the starting/launching ci digital vcltmeter is synchrcnized
with the network/grid.

The measured by vcltmetee

V2-22 voltage in the fcru of the

parallel binary decimal coda enters the converter of the code which
transforms the code intc the parallel-series fcr the transmission in
MOZ9

[core stoxage] c

ccaputer. Duration cf transmission cf

cne numeral in the fcrm cf the live-digit parallel code - 60 ps. Fr
the setup and gauging %citsis

izovided

for tbe work for perfcrator

PP-20. Furthermore, is Ecssiz~a tt4 reccrding cf the results cf

measurement for the tap* reccrdiang strip/film. Vith the work directly

4'cn
j

computers (without the magnetic recorder) is provided for the
possibility of using t1e teletyfe

channel cf ccuFuters tor data input

into the machine, the ccrtrcls ct the prcgran cf prccessiag
measurements and operaticnal otaining of infcruaticn about tte

course of measurements.

The automatic cyclt of measurements in cre section of

DOC
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electromagnet includes tke recording of

zero cf amplifier upco

shortened/shorted out eitrancG, ccrsecutive

the

reguest cf 12 sensors,

testing the amplifier gain and curzent of senscrs, control of the
temperature of sensor

rit, xacotding of the value cf the current of

electromagnet. Control ct chalnais and digital voltmeter
accomplishes/realizes a fEc'ramnEr.

The beginning of cycle is

determined by synchrcnizing pulse from the SErSOr of longitudinal
coordinate.

I
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Pig. 5. Teporairofti

I

~

~

Key:
5
(1

Inpouer (i). 50pu
izo

a

Figltmete,

voltage; 3

-

tio

T

curzrznen recor

c

edak

f

stemwthfeqecyo

ital
dl efrunerodo
vlmtr

Feasurmae

ofl
b)ecrg syt

measuhredunyo

trigger jFulao of cycle of measurements; 4

changeover of channela, 4r&

-

-

diagram of

time, during which is connected first

:7.7
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channel Ta -

P161

time when is conaectea

second channel and so forth; 5

-

trigger pulses of voltzeter; 6 - trigger pulses of code ccnverter.

sage 152.

The time of one measurement is

equal to 40 ps, the time of

seasurement in one sectica (2.e. the duraticn of cycle) - 640 as.
measurement is made withcut the cessation of the senscr unit which
passes the path with a length ct 0.5 cm in the ccuplete cycle. Fig. 5
shows the time performance record cf system with the frequency of 25
Hz. The work of system is synchrcnized with the fraquency ct Foer
line.

Are provided fcr tte acdes/ccnditicns cf external manual and

automatic starting/launccing.

At the moment of the beginning of cycle

in the computers is sect the value of the cccrdicate cf senscr unit.

3efore beginning the measuraments by the blcck of initial data
in the computers are sent fcllcwjnq data: the standard code, which
indicates the beginning ct next measursent; the number of
measurement; the number cf magnet; the date of measurement; the

cipher of the operator,

bhich g4eserates measurements; stand-by

inf cr nation.

Because of the factithat dering the cycle of measurements in one
section of electromagnet

2*0

in

tke ccaputers

will be brought in

values

DOC = 80069212

EAG.

cf zero and amplifier gain, and also current cf the Hall pickups,
significantly descend zeguixesents for the lasting stability of these
Farameters.

Resultant error in this measuring system dces nct exceed
1.(3-5) *10

- 4 .
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Formation of rectargulax current pulses in the impact magnet vith

the complex input resistance duzrc

Beneskiriptow,

I. Yu.

Z.

the use cf artificial line.

a. ilistevskiy, B. A. Laricnov.

(Scientific research irstitute ci the electrophysical equipment in.
C. V. Efremov).

Conducting a whole series c:

experiments on the contemporary

acceleratcrs requires the czeaticn of the systems of the pulse
commutation of the beams,

whica ensure the highly efficient

conclusion/output of part or entire accelerated team. one of the
lasic

elements of this

system is tAe impact magnet which provides the

necessary angular deflectic

ai team,

moreover field

cpening for the effectiveness at ccnclusion/output

in

magnet

100o/o must build

up to the nominal value ides zezc for the time smaller than the
time/temporary interval tetueen adjacent bunches, i.e.,
cf erder

In

10-7 s,

fcr tke duxsaca

known systems [1,

cf pulse -5.1C-

for the time

s.

2] as thG kicker is used the magnet,

is delay line vith the ispedance,

thich

equal to the impedance of the

forming line. For the icrmaticn cl trailing edge Cf Fulse in the

...

.......
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diagram indicated is Ct!1.ized the special discharger/gap, which
short-circuits the entraxce ct tte transaittirg cable directly before
the terminaticn of imclze/cmentum/pulse from the forming line.

In spite of simplicity o± the diagram cf fcruation and good
parameters of the formia/shaped amlulse/scmentum/pulse, diagram with
the magnet of the type cf delay line has a number of the
deficiencies/lacks, basic fzcm
structural/design complexity cl

bkich is the excessive
magnet, especially during the

lou-resistance performance.

Considerably simpler by tbf ccnstruction/design is a magnet of
the type of the lumped isductance which was fcr the first time used
in the system of rapid ccnclusica/cutput in Ercckhaven [3].

However,

in the proposed in Brockkaven diagram of formaticn the paraeters of
the impulse/momentue/pclse,

crmed in

the magret, are considerably

inferior to the analcgccs diagrams of formaticn during the use in
them of a magnet of the tyje ci delay line. Purthermore,
IIdoes

not provide the pcssibilit

this diagram

ct the formaticn of trailing edge of

Iulse.

The deficiencies/lacks indicated are removed in the diagram,
shown in Fig.

I *

1.

0oo69212
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3y the correct selectica of ccrrective capacity/capacitance Ck
It is possible to obtain

~.th the

erassible ejection at the pulse

ti not

apex 4Ai leading imFulse frost

orse than during the us

of a

magnet of the type of delay line.

?or the diagram in Pig. 1 the leading impulse frcnt of current
in the inductance is detexaland ty the expressicn:

vhere

hut the relative ejectict o
-_

the current abcve conservative

value

found frou the equatic:

is

(2)

Page 153.

For the assigned magnitude ct ejection
of the corrective capacity/capacitance
time can be found from tk

-

the necessary value

and the ccrresFonding rise

gra~h/cerve, cbtained according tc

formulas (1) and (2) tcr the scat interesting range cf values Aand

A

(see Fig. 2).

In principle, if line

1Pig. 1) forms

symmetrical square pulse, tkez licet/leading and trailing edges of
fulse of current in macaet

,4

L" vill be equal. Hcvever, the real

DCC - 80069212

4d

FIGI

shapers - artificial line o

distributed-pacameter line due to the

Fresence of ohmic losses foru/shape the impulse/scentuu/pulse whose
trailing edge is considezanly vczse than the frcnt/leading.

In connection vitb thas fao

the fornatic

cf trailing edge of

Fulse into the diagram is intzo~uced the shcrt-circuiting
discharger/gap Kj with series-ccnnected with it inductance La, which
represents by itself several ferrite rings, Fut cn to the lower
electrode of discharger/Sap. Sizes/dimensicns and brand of ferrite
ri.ngs are selected so that the curxent of saturation of ferrite would
couFose 5-10o/o of the tasic current, and the current cf the Ignitica
cf discharger/gap must scmewhat exceed this value. Inductance LL in
the unsaturated state is selected equal to

(5-8) Lm

During the

supplying to the lower cleaxance of discharger/gap K3 of the igniting
Imsulse/sonentu./pulse inductance L& is saturated also with the
subsequent breakdown of the basic discharge gap of discharger/gap K3
the forming line short. tp to the soment/torgue of the arrival of the
echo signal (time is determined by the length of the transmitting
cable and it is usually C.5-1.0 ga) current in discharger/gap K3 is
close to zero, inductance L & is An unsaturated state, the infut
resistance of circuit

1 3 LS

is

great in cspariscn with the input

resistance of the forming line and the attached echo pulse, after
passing the forming line. is aksc ted by impedance of Rg.
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Pig.

1.

L

L

L

C.

L

'T

TC

. . .

,.

L,'

Diagram of fcrnation

vit

h

the absorbing

inductance in

the

circuit of the short-cixcuiting discharger/gap. LC - cell of the
forming line; K, -

basic discharSer/gap; K, -

controls the pulse duraticn; Ka -

discharger/gap, vhich

short-circuiting discharger/gap; LZ

- saturating inductance in the circuit of discharger/gap K; L,.

C&#

8, - managing cell;

c,

R, and R,

-

atsorbing

L

corrective capacity/ca;acitance;

2

-

-

and lcad resistance;

imFact magnet.

I- R- C.

0001
11 1,
II
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43f
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435 Nor*g

43M
,-,

,

'
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-
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Pig. 2. Graph/diagram cf dakeadence of selecticu (1) and pulse edge
12) on value of corrective ca~acity/capacitacce.
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Pig. 3. Oscillogram of tke icitace pulse frcs the fcrfing line. scale
cf the oscillograu time marks oi 0.2 us.

Fig. is.current oscillcgxaa in aagnet with inductance in circuit of
discharger/gap. Scale cf tne csciliogram tize marks of 50 ns.

4.4
(5,

Fi.S

urn

silga

amge

ihu

nutnei

ici
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cf discharger/gap. Scale is the tethod of the time cf 50 ns.

Page 154.

The conducted thecretical and experimental investigations shoved
that with value indicated accis o

inductance L2 and trailing edge of

pulse from the forming line, which does not exceed the dual delay
time of the transmittirS catle, the echo signal in magnet -1o/o of
the basis, while in the diagram without inductance L2 the echo signal
reaches value 40o/c frcm the Lasis. The system described above was
virtually realized in ccznection vith the development of the system
cf th. rapid output of channel 6 tcr the accelerator IFVE.

Diagram is calculated fox the following parameters: working
voltage 50 kV, the inu44ance of the forming line - 4 chns, currents

in the magnet 6.25o103 A pulse edges - 150 as. The forming line
consists of 40 cells. The capacitor of cell is formed by 18
series-ccnnected secticma, tj which are the capacitors IN-50-3 with

the changed constructica/design cf conclusicn/cutput. Strayinductance of the capacity/capacitance of the cell cf order 8.10-' a

with the inductance of ceil 0.6*1C- 6 H. In the managing cell L&C1 R2
are used the capacitcre cf the tye KVI-3.

As the commutating elements/cells Ka, K2 and K3 are utilized the

I

) 1.

.. .-

,'..

..L

,. . .

..

..

. .

..

2'

.

.'

- -

. .. . . . . .
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coaxial controlled
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&-cbm dxschazgezs/gaps, which work on the
activation of dischargers/gaps is nct

compressed gas. Time jitter o

worse than LIO us.

3 gives the cscillogran of

Fig.

forming line, while cu

the voltage pulse frou the

kzg. 4 aLc 5 - current pulse in magnet

L,

with the inductance in tie circuit of discharger/gaF Kj and without

it.

As can be seen frce the given oscillograus, introduction to the
diagram of inductance La virtually removes the echo pulses in impact
magnet Lv.
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45. magnetic oscillatcr for the formation of poverful/thick
rectangular current pulses in tke inductance.

N. A. Monoszon, B. K. fatnikcv, 1. M. Stclov.

(Scientific research irstitute cf the electrophysical equipment is.
C. V. Efremov).

For the rapid conclusion/output of the part cf the beam from the

synchrotron is required the Impulse/momentum/pulse cf magnetic field
with the fronts, which dc not exceed the time/temporary gap/interval
Letveen bunches of particles, tit stepped diagram of beam extraction
[(] allowing/assuming the oscillations of field in the worker of that
sagnet tc ±_5o/o of the amplitude of pulse [2:°

one of the possible sclcticas of stated problem is described in
(3], where for the impulse sbapaig with the steep/abrupt decrease in
the impact magnet of the type cf delay line is utilized artificial
line with the short-circuiting discharger/gap. ficvever, with this
lethod of the formation ct square pulses supply voltage is twice
higher than the voltage, applied tc the magn4t. Purthermore, magnet
is very complicated corstrcticr/design. Therefcre continues the

'

_ •.

1

fl

-

'

~

.
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search of the solutions, which make it possible to utilize an impact
magnet of the type of lacuctancG.

The formation of rectaagular current pulses in the inductance cn
the basis of the use of ncnllusax iroperties cf ferromagnetic
square-loop materials cf hysteresis makes it possible to decrease
supply voltage, to simplify the system of rapid conclusion/output
and, therefore, tc raise its reliatility.

Simplest diagram %ith the xcnlinear elements/cells is the
oscillatory circuit in wkicn

t

capacitcr cf capacity/capacitance Co

is discharged for inductive load

L" thrcugh the chcke/thrcttle,

magnetized by current la-.|1/,N,

where Ng - number of turns of

inducing winding of chck4/thiottie, I2 N2 - ampere turns of ccntrol
winding, and sign "minuss shows that the current of magnetic biasing
in the direction is cpjcsite tc cuzrent in the working circuit. If
the toroidal core of ccke/throttle is prepared from the
ferromagnetic square-lccE material of hysteresis and current I

such

sore than saturation crxzent Isitaen in the working current circuit
will build up to the mcaent/tozue of time t . beginning from which
choke/throttle it is revrsed magnetism. With the partial magnetic
reversal of choke/throttle will te shaped rectangular

*"

impulse/momentum/pulse %ith the duration of Flateau
where

Uc

-

voltage acrcss capacitcr at

T".n2C
0 UCI1

the scment cf time

t-

,
The

DCC
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condition of the partial magnetic reversal of choke/throttle can be
presented in the form I1,Lmw nn/t f--8NS'Bs, where £ - section of core.
Bs - saturation inductica,
current in plateau of i
to formula

A--Uc4JC ILM,

and the amplitude of oscillation of

ulse/mcaetu./pulse to determine according
waere

C3

-

equivalent capacity/capacitance

cf choke/throttle. Data cf relaticnship/ratic are valid when

ferromagnetic material cczreaionas to the selected cperating
frequency of oscillaticas f.3 1-12M

-C-

Fage 155.

Diagram with one nDCtlnear choke/throttle provides oscillating

process with the square julse tax the required Ecsitive half-wave of
current and sinuscidal tcra for the negative half-wave. For the
formation of single squate pulses it

is necessary that the negative

half-wave of current vCuld nt lass through inductive load
its

L" and

energy would be abscrbed cn effective resistance of 9. This task

can be solved, if

load is

separated/liberated witb the aid of the

magnetized peak transafcaez IT. in primary circuit cf which is
connected the attenuaticS choke/thzottle.

Fig. I gives the schematic diagram cf the generation of single
rectangular current Fulats in the inductance. Ir

this diagram

chokes/throttles L, and L& are intended for the formation of the

Sl
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flat/plane part of the curreat pulse of the necessary amplitude.
Choke/throttle L 3 serves fcz the Leducticn cf the amplitude cf the
current of negative polazity in the load to the value, which does not
exceed the saturation cuzrent o

cuoke/throttle L3 . The attenuating

choke/throttle L,, which saochs oscillations in plateau of
impulse/momentum/pulse,

i.las the role of tilt

key. The

impolse/mosentum/pulse ct poaitle polarity is passed in essence
through the saturated cictE/thrcttle L*, and regative polarity through resistance of 1. Cable is intended in crder to remove the
serviced discharger/gaF fIca the zcne of radiaticn.

Throttle control is accc plished/realized frcm two power

supplies.

Low-power direct-current circuit supports cores in the

saturated state. Powerful/thick pulsing circuit creates the current
cf sinusoidal form whose duratic,

Ichange
*

is determined by the permissible

in the current at the Fulse apex in the time interval for

shaping right-angled of cperatiaS Fulse. Capacitor tank of the
pulsing circuit of contrcl i8 isciated by high frequency from the
control windings of chckes/thzcttles L, and La with the aid cf the

transformer whose magnetzc circuit is collected from iron. In the
control circuits

are alac cconected the chokes/throttles of the

decoupling of contours/culizes

Lo, and Lp2 .

For decreasing the value ct the equivalent capacity/capacitance

DOC a 80069212
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cf transformer IT is pzatexable the construction/design, which has
two iue-layers winding tzom the zlat/plane busbar/tire,
arranged/located above each cthez. For the given constructicn/design

cf windings equivalent caacity/capacitance will be C,- C12 +C0
where C1 2 - capacity/capacitance between the bindings, and CIO

-

capacity/capacitance betheen the winding and the core. The
capacity/capacitance between the windings is equal to zero, if
transformation ratio k=1 [L). The capacity/capacitance between the
winding and the core will be smallest, if we core insulate frcn the
zero potential and tc increase tke thickness cf isolation between the
core and the winding. An increase in the thickness Cf
insulation/isolation bitween the ccre and the winding leads tc the
increase of the inductance cl chkeos/thrcttles in the saturated state
and the corresponding decrease ct the pulse steepness. The
instantaneous value cf cuixent in the inductive load at the pulse
edge for case of k=1 takes tie tcra
p

TF~nT
2

where go - charging voltage of capacitor; p -wave
transmitting cable;

i--L/.T- Lip;.

impedance cf the

- total inductance of

the saturated chokes/ttrcttles, scattering cf transformer* etc. Vhen
% o.'41
cutoff

the current will achieve value Oo/p, equal to the current of
(magnetic biasirS) I a ct chcke/throttle La fcr tine

t€I

L/p.
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The experimental investigaticas of oscillating
contours/outlines

with the ncau,

near eleuents/cells

Frocesses in the
were conducted

for the diagram without the atticuating choke/thrcttle. As the
toroidal cores of choks/throttles and peak transformer was utilized
the ferrite lOONN. The szes/disessions cf ccre were
03o05t-12,5

Mm.

Indccln

visaings had 6 turns.

Circuit parameters following: C 0 =0. 1 wP; U0=3.5 kV; L=4 pfl;
LM- 2.8

yfl;

p=5 ohm

(length of cable

40

i);

Its3O0

A; 12=285 A;

Is - 15 A, neasuring resistances in the primary and seccndary IT
respectively 0.155 and

C.140 ohms.

Fig. 2 gives the cuxent oacillograus in the primary circuit IT
and in

,.

inductive icad

L..

DCC
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1. Schematic diagram ot magnetic oscillatcr.

*

Fig. 2. Current oscillograss in inductive lead (a) and in primary

*

circuit of peak transfcznez (b).

Page 156.
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The pulse duration in tke izductJve load (Fig. 2a) for the given
parameters of circuit -. 5 Pa. in this case leading edge comFosed 250
rs and drcp of current -CO us.

An increase in the decay time in the current in ccapariscn with
rise time is explained t

energy Jcsses in zeasuring resistances,

transmitting cable and terrcmagnetic cores. Cacillaticns in Flateau
cf impulse/somentum/pulss in the inductive load did not exceed
The small flat ejectic
impulse/uomentum/Fulse

5o/o.

ct cUrrnt in plateau of

in the Ezimary circuit 11

by the full/total/complate

(Fig. 2b)

is caused

magnetic reversal cf the cores of

chokes/throttles LI ant Lq.
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46. Special features/peculiazities of the ccnstruction of the
pover-supply system of the electxcaagnet of the rapid booster of
prcton synchrotrcn.

C. A. Gusev, A. 1. Kostantinov, A. G.

Rcshall,

P. M. Spevakov, A. 1.

Stolov, A. A. Tunkin.

Iscientific research institute ct the electrcphysical equipment in.
E. V. Efreuov).

A comparatively s8all suj.ly cf

magnetic energy cf the

electromagnet of rapid Lcoster ard the ccnsiderable pcwer of its
Fower-supply system detexiane the advisatility cf use/applicaticn for
the targets of the diagrams in

iexchange

question, in which occurs the energy

between capacitcz beat and electrcaagcet. Ciagrams of this

type had extensive application and steels b7 conuentional for the
power-supply systems

of electzotic synchrotrons. Hovever. during the

direct use of the techrical soluticns, used in these diagrams, for
the pover-supply systess of rapid booster is cot considered the
series/row of the special teatuxes/peculiarities of its work as
injector-accelerator.

is is kocwn, during the use/application of a

rapid booster the duratica of injection occupies the essential part

4
j
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cf the operating cycle ct main accelerator. Fcr shortening of the

duration of injection it occujies the essential part of the cferating
cycle of main acceleratcr. kcr shcztening of the duration of
injection it is expedient tc increase the frequency cf the wcrk of
roostar, which is limited zirst cf all ty the difficulties cf the
realization of powertu]ithack nagb-frequency accelerating system at a
high speed of the rearrangement ct frequency. Certain compromise
tetveen these two facts can te

achieved/reacbhd during the

appropriate constructict ci the icher-su ply system cf the
electromagnet of booster.

in the generally accepted resonance power-supply systems of the
electromagnets of accelexators the curve of a change cf the magnetic
field has symmetrical fcza, as a result Cf which
approxiately/exeplazill the halt the bccster duration is
nonoperative. In connection with this it is expedient to create
system with the asymmetric fora

ot curve with the increased duration

cf the section of the increase ci field and the reduced duration of
decrease, and also with the leacing edge, which has ca a large part
it the section, close tc the linear.

with this form of curve in

comparison with the symmetrical cat be akbreviated/reduced the
duration of injection without an increase in the maximum poer of
system of hf acceleratict ct uwth

the

retention/preservation/aintaiing of the time cf injection are

f'7~I
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facilitated the requiresenta tc

the system cf hf acceleration.

In the principle the asymmetzic form of the curve of a change of
the magnetic field can te oataiod by differert setheds, Including
during the use of caFacitors as the source cf reactive power by means
cf the commutatica of current h) the controlled valves/gates in the

circuit of electromagnet or the use/appllcaticn of sultifrequoncy
resonant circuit, in wk(ch tke inductance ct electrcmagnet enters as
cne of the elements/celi

of this contcur/cutline. Fig. 1 shows some

versions of diagrams with the ccauutation of circuital current of
electromagnet. A defticiEcy/lack it these diagrams is the need for
use/application in pcwez circuits cf the power-supply system of a
large quantity of poer ccntz iled valves/gates with the total pover,
which exceeds the reactive icuez c± pcwer-slatly system, which with

the general/comnon/total complication and the rise in price ct system
reduces the reliability ct the bcxk cf setting uF.

V

more advisable is tke diagram with multifrequency resonant
circuit, in which the desicatla tcra of the curve of the current of
electcromagnet is created by the appropriate selection of rescuance
frequencies and by excitatics in the contour/cutline of oscillations
with the prescribed/assigned aujlitudes and by phases for each
frequency. As an example fig. i shcws some versicas cf the schematics
cf three- and tvo-frequezcy rescnart circuits cf the power-supply

DCC
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systems of electromagnet. It is icssible to show that during the use
cf a comparatively simile, tvc-Lrequiency cootcur,'outline. adjusted
into the resonance for the fuzdamental and double frequency, can be
cbtaiaedI aa essential liulrcyeert in the fcra cf the curve of a
change in the magnetic tield.

Eage 157.

Thus, with the voltage c~a the electromagnet, which has the fcra
U - UO(COS Wit

-

0,3 Cos I wt),

the maximum speed of the increase cf magnetic field decreases 1.415
times in comparison with the slue voltage ot fundamental frequency
Isem Fig.3)

For the diagram the sup~plies bith two-frequency rescuant circuit
(FiP 2a) of rescnance cca41icso

72C,

can be written in the form

4c.- I

where

Equations ccntain thret fazameters C1. C& and a, which gives the

E
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possibility to optimize system according to the conditions of the
minimum of reactive pcwer ct capacitor banks. Scluticn to the system
cf system gives
C

-1340"

2 -

(c-i)(4%-1)

The limits of possible values a are determined by condition 0.25<a<l.
The corresponding calculaticns according to the conditicns of the
minimum of reactive povez of capacitor banks determine optimum value
Mo,+=-o.

3.

The realizataca of diagram with the tic-frequency

contour/outline with tte optimum relationships/ratics of the
parameters requires an irczaase or the reactive power cf battery 1.54
times in ccuparison witk the sizgle-frequency contour/outline, which
is technically justified in connection with an increase in tke
effectiveness in the wcxk ot system.

For the presentings between amplitudes and phases of the
cscillations of harmonic comcnants can be used bcth impulse circuits
the supplies of active kcwex and aecial inverter. In the first case
is nacessary the generatcn ct tuc systems cf the
Impulses/somenta/pulsee, shifted in the time in such a way, that
would be the most separate pcasltle regulating cf amplitudes and
phases of each harmonic c, aatily cf contour/cutline

Impulses/mcmenta/pulses in two diLierent secticcs of diagram. During
the use/application cf ax inverter the letter must prcvide vcltage
with the necessary compcsitic¢
/

ct trequercies, that can be

DOC
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achiaved/reached, n vith the aid ol asymmetric cutput transfcrmer cf
inverter and ccrresponditg tiltez.

Cne of the special teatures/Feculiatities cf the pewer-supply
system of the electrcmagret of tcoster is alsc the pcssibility of

applying an alliteraticr-sacrt-texa mcde of its cperation. In this
case can be obtained essential savings on the flcv rate of electric
power. Task this can be solvea due to the ccnmutaticn power circuits
cf power-supply system cr by the use/applicaticn of the
mode/conditions, during teich Fexicdically is excited resonant
circuit before beginnirS inoeczcn and is de-energized in the
interval between the cpezazing Fulses. The first methcd, apparently,
is not advisable due tc the decrease of the reliability of system,
but in the second case ttccaes ccallicated the task cf guaranteeing
high stability of amplitcde and iore of a charge of the magnetic
field in the period of lqjecticr.
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2. Equivalent rescaance diagrams, a,

b) two-frequencj system; c)

three-frequency system.
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Fig.
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. curves of altettatign
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z ~.

i !I
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currnt componect and voltage of magnet

.inding with two-frequency a uIJ.
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The analysis of the transient prccesses of exciting resonant circuit
showed the possibility ct the realization of Intermittent service
during which the ohmic lcsses decrease approximately doubly, with an
insignificaat

increase ia the cost/value of pcwer equiFment, and

simultaneously is prcvidtd tke tocessary stability cf
node/conditions. For deczeasn

the effect of delay, introduced by

the system of active pcer, cn the building ul of oscillations in the
contour/outline is provided ter the special mcde/conditions,
which occurs preliminazi

during

energj stcrage in its passive elesents/cells

(inductance of the caticde cboke/tbrottle of Inverter or the charging
choke of the storage cafacity/capacitance of isFulse circuit). for
formation of the process of exciting the contcur/outline it is
expedient to apply program conatzcl system with the apFropriate
feedback.

Fig.

4 gives the curves cf currents and stresses of the

Fower-supply system of tke ele@ctzmagnet of bcoster during the
Intermittent duty.

mix
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the intermittent duty. I m

-

amplitude of the alteruatzag cuaiest com~onent in the
contourz/outtlilne;

Ii

contour/outliLne;
=-

i ;

L .

,-J -......
: 2,- ..

loK

-

comrent ci the sour~ce of the makeuzp of

I~n

-

voltage of the source of the makeup of

contour/outline;

cu

-

inpulse/momentum/pulae;

'4"
I
• I

.

'

..

. .. ..

syacbxoaizJlug pulses;
1£

-

e el

.,

b9

-

rise time of

tie constant ccmouanut of current ia

the contour/outline; T.u1 , - voltage of the source of direct: current;
tiLme constant of ccntcurioutline on the envelope of
cscillations;

*
I

current;

5Si

-

time constant of the load circuit of diect

P. - power of losses-fzca the alterrating current
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(1).

- power c€ losses

s. (2).

ramo

the ccnstant component.

Launcting/startiag. (3).

reoms/feet.

Discussion.

V. V. Ivashin.

hy you do coasider that tcr the pove:-su~ply

system of booster - this typically pulse setting up - is expedient
the use/application of a coatnuacus pover-sujfly system, but act
Fulse, constructed on tke thjristors?

A. M. Stolov. The us*/aJFrlcation cf ccntinuous systems is more
Frofitable from the pcint o

It

viea of their rellatility.
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4. system of forming of the flat/plane part of the pulse Of the
magnatic fishl of proton slncarotron IFTI.

ya. v. Kocnakov, V. me Iafnan, Go s. Lyapichev, N. S. Reachikova9
G. Roshal'.

F. 11. Spevakova,

A., N. Stolov.

(Sciatific rasearch inatituta of the electrophequipment 1.. D. 1.
Efrenovp.
Is.
A. 1. vagine Ku. sm

Glusho,. T. LP. Kuz'mino

(Radio engineering institute of the AS USl~e
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V. V. Pletnev,

0.

N. Radin.

(rInstitute of high-energy physics).

of the magnetic field of the basic electromagnet of accelerator.
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components/links showed the inadequacy of their direct
use/application for stated probles# since the coadition of the
aperiodicity of transient process caused the limitation of filtration
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factor 3r consierable powec losses in the attenuating impednces,
and the use of a tuned filter was unacceptable due to the large tange
of a change in the slip of the main aggregates/units of power-supply
system. As the solution was proposed the schematic of filter,
depicted in Fig. 1.

In this diagram for ootaini.ng the necessary transient responses
of filter with the limited losses in the attenuating impedance of R
is utilized symmetrical buffer capacitor bank C1

whose

cipazity/capacitance consideraily exceeds the filtaring
capacity/capacitance C2 .

Filtration factor

for the diagram in question can be written

R

in the form
(R2c

1 + LL)L
W

2+

Ron ~ R2

-

)dI

___(_

12

rPICIC'(C 1+C
2)+1
2[

2

j !(R
W 2C +1)

020 C;

(1)2

The transient process of changing the voltages on the magnet *inding
is determined by the roots of the characteristic equation

1
Q3+

=0.
LCIC 3I

RLC1 C2

(2)-

(2

The analysis of transient process showed that the required
characteristics of filter can oe provided with the real roots of
equation

(2),

two of which at* equal to each other.
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this case ths trinsient process of the establishment of voltage on

the electromagnet upon the start of poser-supply system is described
by the expression
u

_C_
_

i

LCC-

_%

Pal

+[ r- z t +

vher

r

-0 t

P (c-P)

2c=r- 2-1r1e-t

a and

-

+

(

roots of equation

(2) and

T

ConnectLon/communicatioa between the value of roots a and

and the

parameters of filter can be written in the torn

RC2 -

2 C +

I-' -

LC 2 =

,

-4+4

From the conitions of limitiag te duration of the transient process
of the establishment of voltage on the magnet winding by time ts25-4O

Sms

warm obtained the value

of roots and on the basis

warm latrnminsl the parameters of the filter L=26010

-

(4) and (1)
H, Ca-2500 MF

C&=150 Mr, R-6.8 ohms.

It
Fig. 2 gives the oscillograns of current and voltage of
electromagnet during the ase.of a filter with the parameters
indi:at9d. The start of filter made it possible to lower the
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pulsitions of the field of electromagnat by the frequency of 600 Rz
tO

Oaa

of ths serious prOlems, which appear with the casolution of

the task of reducing the pulsations of magnetic field, is the
d~prtsston of Low-frequency harmonic components of field, the caused
by the absence of a precise symmetry of work converters. As follows
from thq oscillogra. Fig.

2d during the

use/application of the

described filter the depression of pulsations 600 Hz it proved to be
so/such consilerabla that priary meaning acquire the pulsations with
the frequencies substantially lower than fundamental conversion
frequency. Taking into account the high value of the high degree of
symetry of impalss/moseata/pulses, that control converters with
shaping of the flat/plane section of the impulse/momentun/pulse of
magnetic field, was developed the special system of the ;aneration of
driving pulses. It is tne

device/equipsent, which consists of the

generator of primary impulses/aomenta/pulses, which has at the output
the united in one channel sequence of 12 impulses/asomenta/pulses with
the repetition frequency 600 ax. control of stage of pulse with the

KYcontrol

is accomplished/realized in one phase-shifting
davi:.-/quipmast

in the form of the stagnation blocking oscillator,

through which is passed the sequence of all 12
impulses/momnta/pulses. The final cascade/stage of device/equipment
is the listributor 3f the out of paase impulses/momenta/pulses,
o

the thycistor triggers.

4_

made
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UM 1"6 (1)

I#

36

-37'

2

--

AMY-

r; -4
XfCAG
16f8 ~

117C)

IK

2

2

£.CC9

Fig. 2. Oscillograms at curreat and voltage of magnet winding upon
the start of filter a) the transaent process of the establishment of
voltage upon the start of pover-supply system; b) voltage and current
of electromagnet with shaping of tae flat/plane part of the
impulse/uomentizm/palse of magnetic field; c) the voltage of tranxient
prozass irA tha beginning of shapingy of the section of the flat/plane
part of the impmlse/momentum/pulne.

Kay: (1) . M7
Page 161.

(2).

as.
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The use/applicition of this davics/equipment provides the
maintenance of the high degree of symmetry of driving pul-ses with the
control. In this case the inter valsd between the igniting
iapulses/momenta/palses are deteralned almost exclusively by the
phases of the primary iapalses/monenta/pulses, supplied by the
VOltage Of th3 auxiliary generator, connected with the shaft of main
generator. As showed inveszigations, with the pulsing of converters
aid Jeceleration of the rotation of iggregates/units appear the
distortions of the voltage of auxiliary generator, the leading to the
asymmetry of primary impulses/somenta/pulses. For the liquidation of
the asymmetries of primary impulses/mosenta/pulses is necessary
taking special actions.

For guaranteeiag the required high stability of the flat/plane
part of the impalse/momentum/pilse of magnetic field is developed the
special automatic control system (S&R), which affects the diagram of
control of converter in Uas function of the divergence of magnetic
field at the pulse apex from the assigned magnitude. in accordance
with the special features/jieculiarities of task of SAR it has
variable/alternating structure. The rearrangement of structure in
accomplished/realized from the discrete/digital sensor of magnetic
*

field and timer device/equaipment. As the measuring element of control

!-
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Ls utilized the induction meansor

and the integrator, which is

operational amplifier Yj, included by feedback through
capacitor/condenser

I"

c.

(71.g.

1).

PAGA

DOC a 30069213
0

-29K---

A4X

'-

IIZ
I

x

Fig. 3. Frequency characteristic of the extended riaction circuit of
the 3tabilization system of the flat/plane section of the
is pulse/momen turn/pulse of magnetic field.

Kay:

(1).

dB.

(2).

al. degree.

(3) . Hz.

~2

fae
a

a

fa£Fs
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Fig. 4. Surge characteristics of establishment of magnetic field in
the beginning of shaping of flat/plane part of
impmlse/momentum/pulse;

ontained on 4TH during simulation *f

prevantion/advance of program signal with respect to field of
closing/shorting
the same,

300; 4

1

prevention/advance 100e; 2 - the same, 200;

-

the sase,

304

(1).

gr al.

(2).

ans.

I

jI

I

a I

•

icee

""WIN

[1]

-

with simultaneous food to eatrance

of amplifier ya of supplementary signal.

K.y:

3
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P,.

Fig. 5. Oscillograms of transient processes of magnetic field in the
beginning of shaping of flat/plane part of impulse/mosentus/pulse
with work of system of excitation of electromagnet. ab,c) in

the

looped system *& the magnetic field with the different values of
lhad/anticipation of pogma
feedbacd

Kay: (1).

scgnac; d)

in the sysei

thelhoft

on the fieid.

S.
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Duriag the pause between the impulses/mosenta/polses
fiel~l is

of magnetic

conducted the Automatic correction of the drift of ampliLfier

and capacitor discharge C.

witk the aid of koy/wranch ks.

of integrator with the entrance of amplifier y,.
an incrase in the precision/accuracy
dynamic- range of

Agreement

For the purpose of

of control and decrease of the

lasents/cells SaS. besides reverse

connection/communication, is used the circuit of program control,
which lirectly affects the diagram of control of convector.

ri;. 3 depicts the frequency characteristics of the extended
reactioa circuit

(valid, due to the presence in circuit of convecter,

only for the frequency band f460-1;0 Hz).

The overall efficiency of

amplification SAi ia this characteristic -3.103 and frequency of
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excitation -80 Sz, which makes it

possible to obtain high statLstical

precision/accuracy and duration of transient control less than -80
us.

For the optimization of the process of transition to the
flat/plane part of the current pulse were investigated on AV3 two
methods of the correction: the

lead/advince of the introduction of

program signal and the inclasion/connection of supplementary constant
stress

on the entrance of amplifier y& simultaneously with
o

closing/shorting of feedback. Fig. 4 gives the results of
investigatiom.

as it follows from Fig. 4b, the range of the firing

angle of valves/gates in this case does not exceed 15 el.

dog. The

oscillograms of the transient process of the estabLishmeat of the
fiell of electromagnet are give

in Fig. 5. Tests showed that the

system in the range of energies 20-76 GeV provides the following
parameters: the duration of area/site to 1.5 s,

the duration of the

transient proc3ss of 20-80 ma, the field nonuniformity on the pad *1
Oeths recurrancs of the level of arsa/site 1.Oe, the total amplitude
of the pulsations of field 0.50s, pulsations of fild with the
frequency of 25 Hz 0.250e, with the frequency of 50 Iz -0.10o
frequency of 600 g-0.01

.1

*

Discussion.

oe.

and the
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dtO

augushav. Are suca the possibilities of applying the sensors of

period on the shaft of the feeding aggregate/unit?

A. M. Stolov. Sensors on the asaft of ;enerator to apply difficultly
due to the high requireaents for tasm on the mechanical

precision/accuracy.

,1

I

I,
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48. Un the possibility of using the principle of self-balanced fieLd
ia

the proton synchrotrons*

I.

P.

Karabekov,

(Yeravan

M. A. Mart.rosyaa,

Tu.

L

Mazaryan.

physical institute).

in the ea:tcoaagnets of proton synchrotrons due to the large
slope/transconductance of the leading edge of the feeding
impulso/momentum/pulse appear the unsteady processes, which lead to
tie :onsiderabls azimuthal asyaetry of field in the beginning of
acceleration. For the weateniag their effects on the process of
shaping of the accelerated beam and possible reduction ia the field
of i aj-tion into signet blocks usually introduce supplementary
fading, and with the aid of the capacities/capacitances,
the blocks/modules/units,

connected to

accoaplish/realize the specific

equalization currgat dixtribatioa on the perimeter of electromagnet.
The valmes of capacities/capacitances and impedances are selected of
special law [1],

which is expresd by the function of the parameters

of tts blocks/modules/units of electromagnet and form of the spectrum
of the feeding impualse/moentu/palse.
iI. A. Monoszon, et al.

.

PTE, 1962, No.

4, p. 168.

.
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Basic the expression, which zs letarmining the value of variable
component of magnetic flux Vs

in the strictly prescribed/assigned

region of clearance S of aach separate block/module/unit, connected
with the system of self-balancing (Fig. 1),

which consists of N of

magnet blocks, for the case of arbitrary current distribution takes
the form
j (i.)-t

Xin +X

•
3ars

j

n12j~)

"

osn

- currant, walck flows along inducing winding of the

first bL3=k/moluAl/unit, to which is connected the power supply;
4w

- arbitrary law, defined as jl:j,, when the circuit of

self-balancing is eztended;

Rn

- proportionality factor between the

value of magnetic flux in S regioa and the current, which flows along
inducing inaling of block/aodale/unit;
X, -. t
t)
voltage on the corrective wi ding when it is extended; L.,
inductance of the magnetization of the n block/module/unit;

Cn

-

- leakage
1
1
IX~i
X'M
inductance of the corrective vidnag of the a block/module/unit. In

stray capacitance of blocx/module/anit;

;

equation (1) vilue

%n

X

j

LS.

- the effective resistance of secondacy

winling of block/solule/un3t - is

omitted, since for the natural

vibration freguanciss of blocas/nodules/units relation hl/iX,,H1- .

Page 163.

1

*
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For magnet blocks with the relationship/tatio of a number of tutn
basis and corrective
(1)

viadings, eual to one

&c=3rding to degrees WLs.

averige/mean value

X

R. wo+&an,

whet

Ie

tARn-Lsn

n

diverences X,

and representation

After expansion

we will obtain

N

+

With 5>>I, wh

L.,'Xrn

of

(2)

m Xof coren
ew

eelation

tbth
conPaatvtely larbge

sec/Xin1N o

(2)
a mahe
it can be rewitten in

the noca
,0*

h n-(ALan

Fr.m (2) and (3) it is evident that for absolute sof-balaacing
with ths arbitrxry form of curent listribtion and the arbitrary
amounts of deflection

AR,

and &w.s for each block/modula/unit it

necessary to have a range of selection Xlj"

&X
1X

! i~ i

A,-IA Rn + WLan
oL o

making it possible to

(3

compensate for divergence ARn ad hcLsm.
determine from the relationship/catio

vhen:4

AL f

(5)

is

This range it

is easy to

-

PArn
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(5) makes it possiole

3xpcsssion

to determine a quantity of

supplementary turns of the corrective winding and to select the
paraseters of the controlling element/=9eU,
tachaol~gical pcacisions/accuracies AQ1

on the basis of

and AoLsv.

a strict

aoweve?,

due to

satisfaction of

by tns frequency of dependence

XU

conditi3n (2) is possible onli

at one frequency at which is carried

out the compensation for the divergences of the parameters of
blocks/molulas/units. Therefore aasoluts self-balancing is possible
only for the 3lactronic synchcotroas. For the proton machines
azimathal heterogeneity at the higa frequencies will be determined in
essence by value

(6)

where

+0

- frequency, at wk4ich is

parameters acrding

to

(2).

realized the selection of the

For the process of self-balancing at the

low frequencies a substantial limitation is the ohmic resistance of
the corrective winding. In this case the equation, which is
determiang the value of magnetic flax in the a block/modale/unit.
takes the form

S 710 iN

in

Tin

V(7)

'..

"

I

*-'"'-',*.

.. . -.

.. ..

.

,..-

.,,.. ..

. ..

...

... . ..

: ,d

.W

-, .,

:*L-'-

..

*

... .
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whers

-

value of the ohmic resistance of the circuit

of the

corrsative winding. For tau compensation for the divergences of
values

S

from one block./aodule!anit to the next it is necessary to

provide the supplementary range of control, equal to

Then the full/total/complote value of the required range of control
AXI aust be equally

A1Ximu
MG

.

o
+

caz
Lso

(1(90

I"a

+

From (7) it is evident that in the case when

,

1-

I

vIlu3 of
absent.

flow

From

(10)

V*Ps-3jQ'4(.). i.e. the process of self-balancing is
(10)

value

+xp

for the prescribed/assigned

magnetic

system is equal

i+

,

~¥'
rhe process of self-balanciag for the pulse magnetic systems van
investi;ated axpecimeataLy on nine magnet blocks with the
pLane-parallel poles,
,180
0

givMn in

ms and %op
the table.

supplied
-20

bI the voltage pulse with parameters

ps. The parameters of magnet blocks ace
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Fig.

-

-

1. Circuit diagram of magnet alcks into the system of

self-balancing.

Page 164.

Ma;neti- system

was prelaniaarily balanced at the frequency of

50 Hz with precision/accuracy 0. 1o/o.

The measurement of the

avernge/sean value of field ia the blocks/modules/units was made with

the aid of the air-core coil. adjusted into the strictly
prescribed/assigned region of bloc&slmodules/units. For evaluating
the correctness of the obtained relationships/ratios the magnetic
system tested in the range of the frequencies of the feeding voltages
from 50 Hz to 20 kHz.

In Fig. 2 dotted line showed current

distribution in magnetic system

k(t)

for the different frequencies

with the cutoff/disconnection of all blocks/modules/units from the
circuit of self-balancing. Solid lines shoved current distribution at
the same frequencies, but after the inclusion of blocks/eodulee/unitI

.A
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PAGE

into the circuit of self-aaancing. Fig. 3 shows variation
XikXl=.9),i.e. thu degree oi mutual disagreement

x,,,

of the

blocics/m~dules/Unit3 which must l~ead to the scatter of the vales of
magnetic fluxes according to (6).
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,t 'p

Xrns 26,2
MrH

0
Q0

1,

25,1

23,1

2-S,1

21,1

23,2

24,6

21,)4,4

1,64

1,1

1,5

1,78

1,4

1,49

1,5

0,502
7,6.10 -

0,475
7
.t3 . 1 0

o*L
0, 0,602
65.10,
8 ,5.10

- °

Nots. Cm - 4200 pP for all bloc

K3y:

(1).

ohm. (5).

!,

Parviitacs.

WblV.

(2).

- 5

0,490
7,0.10

- g

0,473
8,5.10

"5

0,465
0,5.10

"5

2,24

0,456
0,60
7,15'-O - 5 7 . 7 5 .

/modules/units.

NumbeC of block/module/ait. (3).

mi.

(4).

10 - 5
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S

uratlsr:uiai

KSY:(1)kHz.;

2)

,./Oat

Number of block.

blocks depending on frequency.
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3. Depencianca oif mutual disagreement XI

on frequency

(1-9

-number

of blocks/modeles/units

of blocks/mod ules/un its)

Fig. 4. Oscillograms of transient prosesses in usual magnetic system
(a) and in system of self-balancing (b, c).
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The calculations of the degree of flattening of flux

at the

diffarent frequencies vit& precis3on/accuracy 2-3o/o
(pr9-islon/a:curacy of determination

x,) coincide vith the results of

measurements, shown in Fig. 2. fig. 4a shows the oscillogram of
transient processes in the separate blocks/modules/units in the usual
circuit liagram of blocks/modules/Units.

For the clarity all

oscillograms are combined. The depression of transient processes in
the sane system, connected vith the circuit of self-balancing with
tas invariability of value and shape of

shown in Fig. 4b.

In Fig. V

the feeding pulse, it is

are shown the form of the derivative

of field in one block/module/unit

(lover aurve) and the form of the

currunt, flowing in the general/coamon/total circuit of primary
windings. From the oscillograss evidently both depression of the
amplitudes of transient

processes and shortening

the time of their

existence and considerable decrease of the azimuthal asymmetry He in
the self-balanced system. Furthermore,

field in the block/module/unit

ripeats the form of the current, which flows

in

the primary winding.

The introduction of self-balancing to the investigated magnetic
system made it possible to increase the dynamic range of the utilized

values of field

Hm/Hm

from

43 to 150.
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In conclusion it should be noted that value

"No

for the

contemporary proton accelerators close to the values of -0.03 Hz. In
the experimental installation frequency

#,

was equal to -3 Hz.

Estimations show that for t en accelerator with
Lm(ji

-66

=0.01 ohm and

=0.03 H for the duration of acceleration cycle r-l.5 8, for

the Lowest frequency,

equal to -0. 15 IRz,

the value of the

magnetic

flux So in all blocks/modules/nits will differ from the mean
arithmetic value of flows in the unbalanced system for -5o/o.

.,.

-
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The magnetic system of F-m cyclotron with a

thrag-dlensional/space variation in the field.

Yu. :. Alenetskiy, S. B. Vorozatsov, N. L. Zaplatin, L. K. Lytkin.

(Joint Institute for Nucl.ear Rleserch).

It present in many laooratories of

peace/vorli

arm conducted the

invssti;ations, connected with tie reconstruction of acting
synchrocyclotrons [1]. In the J.I.HR. (USSR),
University

(USA) and SH3I -

Virgiia

(USA),

just as in Colombian

is intended to improve

synchro:yclotron, after introducing three-dimensional/space variation
and growing mnull. magnetic field, which does not reach, however,
1sochronal dependence [2-4].

In this work are given the results of shaping of the magnetic
fiell of the model of the magnetic system of F-n cyclotron with a
thrmm-limsnsional/space variation in the field the J.i..El.
'I

(setting

up F) with the similarity factor 5.22. The simulation of the field
magnetic system

(Fil. 1 and 2) was conducted for the confirmation of

the selected basic parameters which were liscussed in work (53.

.1

of

refining the configuration of spiral and circular shims and

for

DOC = 80069213
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determination of the topography of magnetic field after a working
radius, which made it possible to solve the questions, connected with
the beam extraction from accelerator chamber.

Requiremeats for the magnetic field are presented in works

(6.71: a) a drop/jump in middle magnetic field H()

must be fulfilled

with the prazisLon/accuracy 200 e; b) in the central zone is

necessary, that 0&&H&

e, where AH

divergences of middle field

-

from that required; c) aJlowance for the gradient of middle field
changes with radius

2I.3-11)

Oc/cm for

m12-51.7 cm

respectively (hare are given below the sizes/dimensions of model); d)
in the zone of the :mocLusioa/output of particles it is necessary to
satisfy
-

the condition

1-k<O.0

and

I dI

amplitude of fundamental harmonic, and

<5-10-3 rad/
16

a where S.

- phase of its maximum;

e) the required flutter focusing must be provided, beginning with v-3
cm;

4/
44

f) lowest harmonics in center -!<
1O,

H
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1. Porn of the pole pxece of thenmodel of magnetic system.

0

0

Zu

30

40

so0

P

Fig. 2. Design concept of magnetic system with elements/cells

of thin

shimmering.

Key: (1.Pole.

I

(2) . Steel disk.

(3) . Axis of symmetry.

stainless disk. (5). Steel ring. (6). Spiral shins.
location of sector shims. (d)e sedias planes.

(7).

('4).

Sarface of

Page 166".
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The measurements of magnetic field on the model waee made with
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the aid of automated measuaing beach [8] at 144 evanly distributed in
the

-ircumferance points for each radius. The results of .easuresents

were recorded with the aid of the perforator with the continuous
of the sensor of Hall magaetometer. The expeciaetatally

*displacement

accuracy of the measurement of middle field

obtaine
1.5.10-'.

M()

comprises

and the amplitude of basic harmonic 5.10-' H('%).

Processing

obtained information was performed on the computers SDS-1604A.

As a result of the calculations conducted and experiments on the
model of magnetic system was skaped the field, represented in Fig. 3.

It is evident that
,<4.6*10with

&Mmue ± 0 e,

3 00
e.14kl
10 M Meei

rad/cm and the required variation is created, beginning

-N- 2.9 cam.

During tha calculation according to the analytical expressions
of ta.aatural frequencies of particles

(Fig. 4) for required field

QM(H,),Q,( 1 T) and for actually created middle field
also the index of an increase in created field
out that An/n is found in zhe allowances for
stisfy
%k- 51.724 ca and values Qj(Hp),0 1 (Hp)

Q%(H),

n-VmAX

%-(24 t.1k)
the stated

(%(Hp),

it turned
Ca, where

requirements in entire range of radii.

Divergences AS and connected with this character of curves

Vij'I

and

OOC a 80069213
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(-v), Q )(Hp),,(H.) In the central zone must be corrected with the ald

of the elements of the thin correction:
shims

(see Pig. 2).

current windangs and sector

The experimental pracision/accuracy of the

simulition of magnetic field reached close to to maximally the
possible

AHnpeq =(30-40) e, determined by the geometric errors for

pcoduction and assembly of elements/cells model.

The possibilities of current windings were evaluated by the
method of calculation by t e metod of least squares of the required
ampere-turns for compensation

&H()

and

A&M.

d-

In the center the

windings weakly act on the gradient of middle field and are suitable
only for small

(±30 e) changes in field level.

-oo.

,
9

fe

20

30

Fig. 3. Divergences of the shaped characteristics of field from
the required dependences.

-A:-:2d.
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Fig.

4. natural
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s 1..

50

PM

freq~uencies of particles and relative deflection Of

indoz *t increase ina shaped field.

MotC0z3

so -,%h~
IU hh
t21-1-----------

U

Fig. 5.

to

W

10

20

I

30

PW

c

C1alculated shimmering of middle field with the aid of sector
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The
lavel

optimum set of sector skias for the compensation

of field 100 e

(Fig.

5)

ias located by the method of

calculation on the computers by the cut-and-try method.
which proved

to be necessary

for the

for compensation AH(),

in

The shims,
Fig.

5 are

shaded. In the middle part of the figure are given field
distributions for differeat layers of sector shins. with exception of
separate outshoots, connected with the measuring errors of field to
the model, the divergences of field in the region of shimmering do
not exceed 18 e.

Thus, is 3hova the possibility of designing of the magnetic
fiel

of accelerator with the prescribed/assigned allowances.
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50.

Pulse generator in power 1.5-2 GVT on the magneto controlled
valves/gates.

L. L. Danilov, V. N. Pankin,

G. L. Silvestrov.

(Institute of nuclear physics of sO AN USSR).

The contsmpocary development of pulse technology in the field of

obtaining of strong magnetic fields (100-200 kOe) requires the
creations of current generators of the reactive power into several
gigavatts in tha range of the pulse durations from several ten
microseconds to several milliseconds. thus, for optics of the
conversion of positrons on rotary-focusing magnets of complex 1EPP-3
[11

nd meson zhannal on tne parabolic lenses for the neutrino

experiment in IFVE C21 (pulse fields -120kOe) is required generator
with reactive power

1.5 GM for the duration

of pulse

100-200 ps.

Fundamental Juring the development of such generators is a question
about the switching device/equipment and its maximum pulse parameters
-

dielectric strength, peak inverse anode voltage and maximum pulse

current.

.MMM
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The use of industrial valves/gates in the mode/conditions of
overload with respect to the pulse current allows in the Limited
rings of the pulse durations to contate reactive power on the order
of 5

IW for the silicon ones

80/16) valves/gates with
valvss/gates
rangs

( VKDU-150),

10 MR for the mercury Ti

-0o.7-1.5 as and 10 MV for hydrogen

(r-11-2500/35) with -1-5

Ms. The wish to expand the

of durations in the region 50-500

ps (where mercury-arc

rsctifiars virtually do not work, but the reliability of the
operation of silicon ones sharply falls) leads to the considerable

decrease of the commutated reactive power. For example, for
T3II-2500/35 with r-100 ps reactive power is 20 MR (3]. This leads to
the aeal for the series-parallel start of a large quantity of
vai ves/gates.

In rYaF of SO AN USSR is created the nonstandard gas-discharge
valve/gate, :ontrollmd with the aid of the magnetic field over a wide
range of the pulse durations from 50 js to 2 ps (4]. Further
development of this instrument made it possible to create the
valve/gate which was capable to commutate reactive power into 1 GI in

required for our purposes interval of the pulse durations. Instrument
is conlitionally named miagutron" - the magneto controlled thytatron.
In it is usel series circuit of the storage capacities/capacitances,
divided by valves/gates, with one supply of power and one
stabilization system.

.

~

......
---

-

.

-__
_.

_

_

_
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oscillator c.rcuit is given in Fig.

1.

With the work

of the load the generator is asymmetric relative to ground point
serias circuit of two storage capacities/capacitances, divided by
vilves/utes, with the total by effective stress 2U0 . With the charge
to voltage U0 from one paoer supply storage capacities/capacitances

are -onnected in parallel. For the optimum agreement of generator
vith ths-inductive load is used the peak transformer with a small
(-4-5 aH)

leakage inductance and the current in

secondary winding of

the order of one megampere.

For the shoct-term stabilization of the amplitude of current in
load and compensation for the slow departures/attendance of the
parameters of ;anerator and load in the time is applied the special
diagram,

which ensures voltage regulation on the storage

capacities/capacitances

with the precision/accuracy better

00-3 (5].

roc eliminating the effect of the tine/temporary instability,
connected

with the instability of the ignition of valves/gates #1 on,

in t23 load is formed/shaped the current pulse flat-topped with
precision/accuracy -0.1o/o in the limits of .10

os (3].

The

starting/launching of generator is accomplished/realized from the
standard diagram of the ignitton tarough matching cable transfocmer

.. . I -

.. .

"' . .

. .

.. .

i

.

.. .

. . . ..,

.

" ,. , , a .

,._ , . . ,

. .. .
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(Tr2). is the lo l of the generator of ignition serve control
windings by valves/gates.
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Regeneration occurs through teIe recharging diodes D1 -Dt4 .

Since the cathode of valve/gate At is located under high
voltage, then for the protection of amplitude from the possible
breakdowns on the gas-filled gap is developed special vacuum
decoupling.

The oscillography of the current pulses of control and operating
current is acomplished/realized with the aid of the non-inductive
low-resistance shunts and the Rogowski loop. A voltage drop across
the grounled valve/gate was determined with the aid of the in
parallel connected compensated divider with

the supporting/refereace

stabilitron tubes.

The construction/design of Uagutrons, which work in the
oscillator circuit,

is given in fig. 2. Electrodes are made from the

stainless steel in the form two long -80 ca of the cylinders with a
diameter -20

of cm, isolated/insulated between themselves by

discharle gas-filled gap -10

,4
!

an. Instrument is filled by low-pressure

DOC
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hydrogen -1O-1-10"torr. laleakage and evacuation of hydrogen ace
conducta

symmetrically according to eatire diameter of the

ends/faces of instrument. O
convert/transfer

tae ends/faces the electrodes smoothly

into the current input; the commuted curreat of

working contour/outline is fed symmetrically. Cathode is made
thin-walled (-1 an).

On the external surface of cathode are cut the

helical flutes in which is placed the
isolateo/insulates

ontrol winding,

from te cathode. The taking place on the winding

pulse current creates in the working clearance the magnetic field of
control. The initiation of the arc discharge in ths instrument is
azcoaplished/realized with the aid of the glowing discharge of high
(,5 A/ca)

current density.

With the consilerable range of instrument important becomes the
creation of such conditions for the discharge, under which would work
entire/all surface of electrodes, situated under the control winding.
Sach conditions are created by both the construction/design of
control winding and by ciccuit solution - use/application of a
saturating core device.

Doable wianlng creates the alternating axial helical magnetic
filil of control, which with its correct polarity forces the
discharge to move in the necessary
(Drn, Dr2}

-V.

direction. Satucating core devices

make it possible to tighten the duration of the gloving
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discaarga to the period. sufficient for the ionization of entice
discharge gap %ad aven distribution of discharge all over surface of
electrodes, and the steady tightening of current with its approach to
zero at the end increases ties by the jAsonization of discharge gap
and thereby it contributes to an increase in the peak inverse anode
voltage of instrument.
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Fig. 2. Constrtlction/dosipg
anoda; 2

-

cathoda; 3

currant input; 6

-

-

4*

of magneto controlled valve/gate I-

discharge gap; 4

insulator; 7

-

-

control winding; 5-

vacuum decoupling; 8

-

jacket of

cooling.

Kay:

(1). Allowance of hydrogen. (2). Evacuation of gas.
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j

Fig. 3 and

Li

give the time graphs of work of generator and the

control characteristic magutroa. For the reliable prolonged work of
V

V~

generator preliminarily is~ conducted aging/training -2*100 the
imulses/somenti/pulses oi the newly prepared valves/gates by the
currants of density -8 of A/cm' by a minimum quantity of reverse
breakdowns. This current density makes it possible to exclude the
interruptions/liscontinulties of current and pinching of arc. in this

DOC
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case the symmetry of current inputs makes it possible to drive away
the lischarga to that or otaor side along the electrodes. Further
aging/training is done in the mediuam of hydrogen.

The charmateristic parameters of a good work of valve/gate they
are: 11 a quantity of reversem oreakdovras is not more than 0.lo/o; 2)
the stop of the gloving discbarge with a voltage drop into 300-350
ia; 3) thu stability of t~e firing poiat of discharge -1 pas;

II)

magnstron type :-ontrol characteristia; 5) the stability of vacuum.

I'

Are at present carried out experimental investigations and is
ac-hiaved/reached the reliable work of generator for the duration, of
pulse -100-200 Mas (the reactive paver of -1 GV) on one magneto
controlled valve/gate with the maximum pulse parameters: dielectric
strength -20 kV; peak inverse anode voltage is not less than 10 kV,
maximum pule zurrant 100 XA.
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2
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Fi±g. 5.General view of block/module/unit of rnagutrons.
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Use/appLicatioa of two magneto controlled valves/gates in
diagram examined above made possible to obtain pulse generator of
reactive power -1.5 GV (voltage on the valves/gates +9 kV, current 80
:

hCA) .

The standard circuit solutions of the commutation of magutroas
(parallel connection) make it possible to create the reliably working
generator of reactive power on tae order of 2 GN. The geeral view of
the blozk/moduls/unit of series-connected magutrons is represented in

Fig. 5.

The listinctive special featace/paculiarity of valve/gate with
the cold cathode lies in the fact that its valve properties do not
depeni on the polarity of electrode voltage. This makes it possible
to

reate generator of the train of the impulses/somenta/pulses of

different polarity, utilizing only one instrument. Promising is also
further increase in the parameters of valves/gates of such type due
to an imzrease in effective area of electrodes.

Further development and improvement of powerful/thick

4

DOC
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vilves/lates will 3ignificantly ezand the

possibilities of the

impulse circuits of supply aad will make it

possible with their

use/application to raise tane technical parameters of many
electrophysical devices/equLpneat.
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51. 31:tron analogue of cyclic accelerator with the ultrapovecfal
leading magnetic field.

A. V. Gryzlov, V. S. Panasyuk, V. A

Byzhkov, A. A. Sokolov, Ta. M.

Spektor, V. M. Stepanov.

(All-Union sciantific research iastitute of optico-physical
measurements).

The use/application of altrapoverful magnetic fields on the
order of I MG and more makes it possible to reduce to a minimum the
sizes/dimensions of cyclic accelerator with the prescribed/assigned
final energy of particles. In this case compactness and small
cost/value of accelerator are reched due to its one-time action,
since the pressures, which correspond to fields, considerably exceed
the limit of the strength of metal.

Under these conditions they

resort to the explosive technique of obtaining ultrapowerfal magnetic

fiells CI-3]. Ace known two methods of obtaining the fields of 1 RG
with the aid of explosion [2]: the compression of the magnetic flux,
included in the conducting shell

(generators of the type of UK-1),

and the excitation of single-turn magnetic systems by
explosive-magntic zurrent generators

(generators of the type of

DOC
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First methol to expedient~ly apply mainly for the betatron

action of particles, by the second

-

for the high-frequency.

If in the usual pul~se cyc~ic accelerators the energy content of
mignat Jatermines the type of magnetic system and limits in the final
analysis intensity and energy of accelerator, then for the energy
possibility of explosive-magnetic generators it

makes it

possible to

Utilize 1lthougzi more energy, structurally/constructurally simplest
types of magnetic systems vita the sizes/dimensions of aperture,
comparel with the radius of curvature of the orbit of particles. This
can zoasilerably simplify the construction/design of accelerator and
increase its intensity, waich L.s extremely important for the
accelerators of single action. It is obvious that in similar
accelerators the systems of injecti.on, capture, acceleration and
issue of particles must be maximally simple and adequate to the
magnati;7 system of accelerator oa the sizes/dimensions and the
cost/value.

From the possible fields of application of explosive-magInetic
acceleriators, first of all, should be noted clashing beams. As is
y

known,, other conditions being equal, with an increase in the
magnetic fiell juadratically increases the density of beams and the
ratio of a number of useful interactions to the background. Besides
this, characteristic for the exjilosive-magnetic accelerators very

DOC - 80069213
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rapid energy gain gives the possibility to accelerate the short-lived
partlcles. These

facts maka it possible to hope that similar

accelerators are, apparently, one of the most adequate/approaching
devices/equipment for the realization of fundamental experiments for
clashing meson beams.

Is liven below the description of electron analogue of one of
the possible versions of the accelerator, designed for the %so of an
explosive-magn-tic generator of the type of RK-2. The supply of model
is a:complished/realized from capacitor bank.

Fig.

1 gives the schematic of model, accelerator, it is shaped

from within so that in tke ianternl cavity of turn is formed/shaped
the magnetic field, analogous in form to the field of usual adiabatic
trap with the stopper coetficient approximately two.

Turn is

connected through the commutating discharger/gap to capacitor bank
with the aid of the busuars/tires. Simultaneously the cavity of turn
is

utilized

as cavity resonator for obtaining the high-frequency

accelerating 9l3ctric field. For this purpose to the ends/faces of
the turn through insulatin4 plates are superimposed the thin metallic
plates, which close ends/faces in the high frequency. With the aid of
the coupling loop cavity resonator are excited the high-frequency
oscillations of the type Hill whose electric field HM-n,
to the magnetic field of the accelerator

Vi

4..

(see Fig.

perpendicular C

1) and is utilized
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for the particla acceleration.

Page 171.

Tungsten cathode and opening/aperture in the lower plate form the
electron gun, which injects along the ixis/axle of accelerator
electron beam with the energy -100 eV, which ionizes residual gas in
the near-axial region of accelerator. Upper and lover plates are
found under the negative pozential relative to housing, forming in
the presence of magnetic field trap for the electrons, which
increases ionization in the near-axial region. Vith

*additionally

satisfaction of resonance conditions the electrons from this region
are saized into the accelerative mode/conditions. -he discharge/broak
of the accelerated particles is accomplished/realized to a
tester-target. The ands/faces of turn are closed by cover/cap and

II

axhaust branch pipe, made from fiberglass. Fig. 2 gives the
photograph of accelerator in the assembled form.

I
Lot us give the fundamental principles, which characterize work
of the accelerator. In spite of the complicated profile/airfoil of
cavity resonator, we will use for simplification of the formula of
the frequency of cylindrical cavity during the oscillations of the
type R&&t

for the case when the length of cylinder is considerably

more than its

radius R

41.-
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(I)

Upon the high-frequency accleration

for resonant particle w-v/r

(whece v - speed of resonant particle,
with the frequancy wo ot accelerating
synchronism).

r

-

a radius)

field

Hence, taking into account

it

must coincide

(condition of
(1),

we have

(2)
where

x-O.543.

Thus,

tao orbit

of accelerating resonant particle

must be the turned/run up spiral with the radius, 2roportional A and
to those asymptotically approaching with P-0 and

%.ZQ.

a similar

tcajactocy, 3bviously, can be provided only with an increase in the
liading magnetic field in accordance with the expression
SE

(:I)

elH, ,

where2 the leading field H we consider for simplicity
equations
E-se

q

(2)

HR.

and (3)

we obtain
(4)

-,

uniform.

From
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Fig. 1. The schematic ct electron analogue of accelerator. 1I
electromagnet

-

resonator

-

vacu

chamber; 2

-

busbar/tire for the

connection to capacitor baaL ad discharger/gap; 3 - tungsten
cath~de; 4i - tester - target; 5 - schematic of the lines of force of
the electrical and magnetic fi~eld of wave all, in plane &a; 6
insulating plat-is; 7

-

metallic plates of blocking UP

capazitocs/condeasers; 8

/

-

-coupling

5 T-

loop with a? the generator; 9

PAGICd
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c~verc'cap from the fiberglass; 10

1

branch pipe, from the

-exhauist

fiberglass.

Kay:

(1) .

Soction.

.I

I.Fig.
Si::.

2. -Accelerator in assembled form.

172.

-Mc2W

that of expression

acceleration for thistyeo
*1

patce

(4i)

iti

only tr~m certain value ef the magnetic field
M c2
NO5

follows that

psib

,bgnig
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with which the cyclotron frequency of the rotation of nonelativistic
particle it is compared with the frequency of acceleratiag field.

From equations (2),

(4),p

(5)

and relationship/ratio

find a :hanga of the radius of resonant

,o

particle in the function of

the leading field H:

%"(H) -m

PI

1-

(6)

From that presented it is evident that entire cycle of
acceleration consists of two modes/conditions - synchrotron and
preliminary,

analogous synctzo-cyclotron. a radial-phase equation of

motion of particles in this mode/conditions proves to be the same
type, as in the synchro-cycolotzon L51. For the uniform magnetic field
it takes the form

WS

-dE

--

In contrast to the usual equation Aere
relativistic mass of particle

aad

6

ad U- n

vhere N

-

- intensity/strength of

high-fraquency dlectric field.

Experiment was conducted as follows. For the check of the value
of the intensity/strength of hkigk-frequency electric field the
a:calerator vas first adjusted to the cyclotron mode/coaditions. The
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ptri3l of oscillations of Magnetic fiell was equal to 110 p&5 was
shifte

to the apex/vertex of sinusoid. The emission current of quan

was astablisksd/installed equal to I mA. With the aid of the
preli.inarily graduated photoaultiplier, arranged/located above the
cover/cap, was measured the nedium energy of the quanta of
breasstrahlung from the target, whiLch is located near the axis/axle
of accelerator. On the oasts of formula for the maximum enecgy, which
for our case takes form

Wm,,O,22B 2/3

keV, we find &-SOO T/cm.

Is

furtaer created the necessary building up leadinq magnetic field for
accelerating the relativistic energy.

Fig.

3 gives

the oscillograms

of the curve of magnetic field, radio-frequency voltage and
impulse/moantue/pulse of bremsatrahlung from target on the terminal
radius, passed through the coppe

wall turn

recorded by the photomultiplier,

(thickness of 3 cm) and

disected tangentially toward the

orbit. The basic parameters of model are given below.

Kinetic energy of 3lectrons oa the terminal radius r-1.75 cu...

of 2

.,

!,

aLmaximum

induction of magneic field

at the center....

4.8 kg.

Duration of acceleration cycle 2 Ms.

Electric intensity. 500 V/ca.

,9,

[

Illir ""

I1[11

~~-~*.

II~..

.

,"

"

"

-

.
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gavelangth of the accelerating electric field... of 11 cm.

The authors express appreciatioa to 0.

A. Valedner for the

kindly furnishel possibil.Lty for the work in the high-frequency
laboratory anl to V.

G. Telkovskiy for the aid in the ocganizatioa

of experiment.
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Discussion.

V. G. Davidovskiy. Did Lnwestiqate you fatigue of metals with the
intermittent loads, created by field 5 111z?

V. S. Panasyuk. As it

was already said in the report, we investigated

the motel of ths accelerator of one-time action. Model works on the
elactrons in the low fields.

Y,

Skhvabe. To what maximum energy do intend you to construct

accel erator?

V. S. Pinasynk. the predicted folLowing step/pitch
the accelerator of protons to energy Q of 5 GOV.

i

fg'

-

constructiom of

40069213

kG

Fig. 3. 3scillograns of tas ispa.se/monentum/pulse of magnetic field
(1), * Lpulsa/mosentum/pulse of rad3.-frqquency voltage (2) and
iapulso/mosentum/puas of braking
the markers 1

415.

if-

study (3).

Interval between
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M.

Usa/appLiaatioa of tlae tickers with the fields 120 koe in the

unit of the conversion of accumlator/storage VEPP-3.

T.

A.

Vsevolozhskaya,

larisyuk,

-..

Vecheslavova, L. L. Danilov, W. N.

G. 1. Silvestrov,

Z. a. Trachtenberg.

(Institute of nuclear pkysics of SO AN USSR).

At present is

leveloped

Laterest in

the creation of the reliably

vorking devices/equipment with the pulse magnetic fields

100-200 kOe.

Howevar, in experiental nuclear physics propagation received
solenoidal type only multiturn systems with
[1,

uniform magnetic field

21. These lavicas/equipaent possess convenient geometry for the

perz-ptlon of z:nsilerabla dynamic loads, supply. Furthermore, it
must be noted that the range *d

fields indicated did still not find

use/appLication in optics of the transportation of the charged/loaded
partLcls

and accelerative technology.

Im the work ara examined created in

ZYaP So an in connection
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with optics of the conversion of positrons on the setting

up YEPP-3

[3] the single-tura pulse rotary-focusing magnets with the field 120
k3e ind the prascribed/assigned permanent gradient.

?hs rational design

t sucA systems must satisfy the series/row

of the requirements, which concern strength, hardness and selection
of the material of the current carrying busbars/tires: high thermal
conductivity and heat capacity, acceptable strength characteristics
and life. Essential are also the problems of the creation of contacts
to the high current densities and heat abstraction, which separates
in the zonductors. Furthermore, the work of magnets is connected with
the Large frequency of cycles of ainimun life on the order of
millions of cycles.

Thq parasiters of the ticKers one of which focuses electrons to
the converter M

and, etc. accumulate the converted positrons Be,

they are given below:
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magnet is represented in

external and internal current carrying

btasbars/tires are shaped in the form of ellipsoids of revolution. On
the ends/faces the shaping smoothly converts/transfers into the high
flat/plins currant inputs with the developed contact surface. For
shaping of fringing field current distributing and that comutates
busbars/tires with rectangular input and outlets for the transmission

Ii
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of particles hive the speci.al snap., repeating the geometry of the

* I

current carrying busbarstires on the ends/faces. Busbars/tirem with
exception of contact places are covered with insulator from epostak.
Experiments in the investigation of contacts showed the lack of
promise of the creation ot contacts to the current density of
fall/total/coiuplete operating iield

-

on the order of 100 kA oa 1 cm

of height of tirs: lue to the lAarge thermal and dynamic loads is
observed the sparking of contacts after several thousand
impulses/mosnta/palses.

I

J
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6

7

Fig. 1. Pulse magnet in the field 120 k~e. 1

-power

banding sade of

transformer sta; 2 - epostek basing and simultaneously power
inserts/bushings; 3 - power wedges; 45- insulator; 5 - internal
shaped busbar/tirs; 6
covgr/c.ap; 8

-

-

external1 shaped busbar/tire; 7

commutating bisbaz/tire; 9

magmstiz circuit; 10
12

-

-

current input; 11

channels of cooling.

Page 17(1.

-insulation/isolation

-

power
of

current-conducting busbar;

In the :onstruction/design in question contact surfaces ace
strongly developed, which makes it possible to decrease the current
density 3-4 times. In this case we proceed from the fact that the
impedance of contact transition does not depend on the area of the
overlap of the contacting electrodes and is determined by the
full/total/complete force, created by bolted

joints. The width of

contact joint should not as taken sore than three skin-layers, but
height is determined by tAe arrangement/position of the necessary
number of bolted joints. FurtAermore. where this is possible, is
necessary to abstract/remove the heat, which separates in the contact
resistance directly in the place of contact, which makes it possible
reliably to work at the carrent densities on the order of 30 k

on

I

cm of length.

As the

aterial

of busbars/tires

is utilized the chromium bronze

BrKh-O.S, which has after the speczal heat treatment
(harlening/quenchina,

improvement) Brinell hardness on the order of

120 ones.

Radial fixation of busoars/tires is provided by expostek
inserts/bushings, prepared from the glass-fiber cloth, saturated with
epoxy resin by the method monolith. In this case the fiber stress is

7

,*---
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selected perpendicular to the acting force.

The busbars/tires, assembled together with the inserts/bushings,
are inserted into the band~.g, which is the laminated magnetic
circuit in the rigid housing, and they are confined with the aid of
two pairs of the steel hardened/tempered wedges, isolated/insulated
from the magnetic circuit. The eflort/force, developed with wedges,
somewhat exceeds the force, created by magnetic prassure.

Pros magnet

ends current distributing and that aommutates busbars/tires are
tightly forced against th. ends/faces of the current carrying
basbars/tires by two power covecs/caps with the opeings/apertures
for wiring of bundle. The use of the laminated magnetic circuit,
besiles the garanta. of tas necessary for hardness
construction/design due to the limitation of return flow, increases
the effectiveness of magnets (we we lefine it as ralation H.1,

by

15-20o/o. Thi~s method of fixation of the current carrying
busbars/tires mikes it possible to create the construction/diesign in
which the prestressed pazts under the affect of one and the same
alternating load have higher safety factor on the lestruction, which
guarantees their large life. With the work the joint between the
insort/bushing and the knowingly rigid busbars/tires is not opened
and the value of maximum peak voltage does not exceed yield point.
Thus, from the condition of tae nondeployment of the joint of the
prestrassad zonstruction/design,

maximum peak voltage GM=in(5 +XOUk
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.ers

is

insert/bushing (C.)

determined by the ralation of the hardnesses of
and the ousbas/tires (c.), and static stress from

pceliminary loading 6o0-uMwhere
,

dou" - amplitude of voltage under

the affect of the impulse/momentum/pulse of magnetic pressure, ghen
-6 variable component 5 ma
has a value of order 15o/o frome o,
CI"
which substantially raises the service life of the material of parts.
However, in magnet opening material works on the full/total/coaplete
dynamic stress. It

is known

] vhich for calculating the dynamic

stre3ses with the pulsating load is sufficient to know
dynamic-response factor kmlsn4o. This allows at the known value of
half-period

of the natural oscillations of system to fit such
duration of tht pressure impulse of magnetic field, for which the
%

dynamic stresses will be less than static ones.
IC= loops in

the region of aperture

Thus,

with fo

,ioo ps.

O67,'-.-05f-

Characteristic for tae single-turn systems is

the fact that the

energy loss to the affective resistance of conductors is defined as

I

WQ/WN"

2'

1 0 4t

that for BrKh-0.5 (p

1-2.
0 ohm. ca

and su

100

s

and ai%=2 cm compose -20o/o.

In the given construction/design is accepted the special

"porous 3 system of cooling: water drives away itself through the
system of the

hcannels of cooling in such a way that the heat is

removed/taken virtually in that place where is separated/lib*rated

JI
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This reduces to the minimuam the temperaturet differential

on the metal. During the skin processes the heating per pulse
,&T. 4 .$.i-10I12LI068
CT

not depend on the pulse duration and composes

.w30 0 C. Steady tamperatue of -1000C with the expenditare/consumptioa

of wiar -100

1/min.

To shaping of field 1An tke aperture of iron free systems
(flstributioa a according to a radi~us and according to the height)
significantly is mani-fested relative change in the radius AR/i and
ritio of height of tire to radial aperture
of tire letermina,

IL . Furthermore,

height

even and tha effectiveness of magnet.

The generitrices of tike current surfaces of busbars/tires, which
form field in magnet opening, we are given in the form of ellipses

I

P- atwhere a is defined by an equilibrium radius and an index
of "no as MMQ

0

Value* 4 for each of the surfaces are found from

condition pi~fom2~( 2-1)

With the sufficiently aiga bisbar/tires field component in the
aperture take form m14
2

m

S~fl- S..'~(x~zZ
SI~

depends on a radius as Hz-

c -cont

Ch-Sbflu
~

H

m-U~

iItj
sC V
hvSu

Siin(xp)+p
mV,
,so that when z-0

cols

where
H2

and nonlinearity on the edge of

aperture A,,-*1 =a with Q0 - 7,s cm given the contribution in field
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Ths limitatlin of busbars/tires on the height is conducted by
as#

sarfize with ths goneratrix in the form of hyperbola
wher3 vailue

is laterained by height of tire. Surface with such

generitrix is 3quipotential for the field in the aperture, thanks to
which the field distortion de

to the limitation of height of tire

provas to be minimum at their prescribed/assigned height. At the
sele:tel height of tire ta

distcaance/pecturbation of the index of

a field slope on the edge of aperture A, =_

ca composes

(according to

the :alculations) 10o/o.

Pags
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Essential for the optical

properties of magnet is the

contribution of the fringing fields of input and outlets
ones the commutating and current-conducting
comparsl

with the length of

busbars

(in the end

whose width it is

magnet) into the integral of field along

the Length of magnet. Their effect was studied in the model and it
was iiscovered, that the commutation of busbars/tires accepted with
the use/application of end shields provides sufficiently good shaping
of fringing fielas, so that integral of the field along the length of
magnet is linear on R and on

z

with precision/accuracy -3o/o.

4

*-

2

-

.
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-
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Thus, it is possibie to expect that the uss of the lescribed
magnets for the particle focusiag in the anit of conversion will
ensure the collection of positros in calculated phase volume (3],

Tho supply of 3agnets is

accompli3hed/realized

generator with reactive power 1.5 Gi
vwives/gates

from the pulse

on magneto controlled

[5]. For agceeag the load with the ganerator is

utilized cable type peak traasiotmer with the transformation ratio 10
and a small leakage inductance ca the order of 4 nl (see Fig. 2).

At pressnt

magnets are tested 2a 2.5o10S ispulses/momenta/pllses

in the mode/conditions

100-120 too. Substantial changes in the state

of the current carrying busbars/tires and epostek insert/bushing it

is not observed. Fig. 3 depicts the positron magnet,
established/installed on tae complex for the assembly.

I

I'
i

L.
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Fig. 2. Psak trinsformer. 1I iaksuiation/isolation of primary
vinliin;; 2

-

imtroliuctions/inpaats of primary winding; 3

-

insulition/isolitioa of magnetic ci.rcuit; 4I- Composite magnetic
circuit; 5

-

ttarm of secondary viading; 6

primiry windin;; 7

-low-indiaction,

-

flat/plane turn of

output of secondary winding.
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Fig. 3. magnat with the transformer on the complex.
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Hydraulic Systems with Electronic Control for Magnets of

Beam Output.
V. Klok.
(Rutherford High-Energy Laboratory, England).
1.

Introduction.
This report describes mechanisms used in beam output systems

according to the Pichchioni [l] diagram on the "Nimrod" synchrotron.
The large aperture of this accelerator makes it necessary to use
large output systems with magnets weighing on the order of 1000
kg which must be moved 50 cm in around 0.5 s at a repetition
frequency of 22 min -1
The working cycle of these mechanisms is shown in Fig 1.
The size of the time interval between the injection plateau and
the rapid cutoff of the beam is around 800 ms in the normal mode
of the accelerator, which corresponds to energy of 7 GeV; however,
the required time lag of 200 mg after injection and 50 ms before cut
cutoff actually decrease the duration of the working cycle of
the output magnet ot 550 ms.

At energies below 7 GeV, this time

can be decreased to 400 ms.
Speeds of this order of magnitude require a peak power of
around 114 kW, which

iI

*1

F

-

.

-
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transferred through the hydraulLc actuating

mechanism.

The flow of

oil to hydraulic piston has the maximum value of 5 I/s at a peak
pressure of 206 bars, and during the production of these mechanisms
there did not exist relay valves for the control of this level of
flow. Therefore hydraulic power was created by pump with the slant,
which has variable/alternating productivity.

2.

Hydraulic mechanism.

Fig. 2 snows the mecaanism of the system of conclusion/output in
that form, in which it existed to the setting up to the accelerator.
Hydraulic system is assemoled on the bogie/carriage. Plunger is
arraaged/locital from above and through the transmitting shaft is
connected with the deriving/conclading magnet. Pump with the slant

and homing/driving engine are established/installed under the

t

bogie/=arriage. The bogie/carriage moves over the rails, to which it
is usually fastened with eight hydraulic jacks. Pumps at the end/lead
supply pressure to the basic pump and to the terminals. The
dariving/conluding magnet lies/rests on shaft butt end, which speaks
in favor of the cover/cap of jacket, and rests on the rails within
the vacuum volume.

j

The

feeding power is

supplied to the mechanism

DOC a3069214
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with the aid of the flexiale connectors from the side the
bogis/carriage through the water-cooled ducts above the
construction/design

and tarougn te

flexible tubes above the arch.

In

the Lover part of the arca are arraAged/located the rapidly
disconsectted connectors,

waica provide the rapid removal/distance of

arch and magnet and can draw current to 14000 A.

Shaft enters into

the vacuum volume through iabyrintA type three-stage multiplexing.

Th3 supply of the control systems to check is
a-complished/railizad througa 25- strand flexible cables which are
visible in the foreground.

2. 1.

Diagram of control.

Duo to the voltages in by inclination/slope disk the maximum
acceleration of plunger is liaLted by value 5g (49

n/st),

so that the

ileal characteristic curve of mechanism must take the form, shown in
Fig. 3. In tais ideal curve botA te acceleration and speed they
reach the maximum allowed values for the

minimum duration of working

stroke/-ycle. Fig. 3a illusrrates two periods of uniform acceleration
in the beginning and at the end of the working stroke/cycle. 1%

3b

show the period of constant velocity which in the minimum duration of
working stroke/cycle would correspond to the peak output of pump.
*1

Fig.

qb(

3c shows the resulting curve of the dependence of displacement

DOC - 30069214
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on tria time.

Fig.

4 giv3s the schematic of the control system. The error

signal from th3 comparator passes through the dc amplifier to the
relay valve whose exit flow

Ls proportional to value and polarity of

input currant The usually control current 10 mA creates the hydraulic
flow of 0.7 1/s at the operating pressure of 206 bars. Relay valve
moves performing pump piston with the slant.

-I

i~

-

4--
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Fig. 1. The time characteristics of the work of the systems of the
concl.asion/output of accelerator Rmiarod". a) the program of the work
of magnet; b) rapid discharge/bzeaK; c) slow discharge/break; d) the
working stroke of the mechanism of the system of conclusion/output.

Kay: (1).
curr3at.

Plateaus. (2).
(14).*

'uild-up/growth of current. (3).

Plateaus of injection. (5).* "inside".

discharge/break. (7).

as. (8). woiatsiie". (9).

Time.

Decrease in

(6). only rapid

*
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Fig. 2.

Mechaism of system of cu1aiuoapt~
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Ideal fora *f tne
tiapulses/momenta/pulses of position,

Fig. 3.
and

he acocelaration,

utilized for the control of the mechanisms of

the systea of conclusion/output

Key:
Speed.

I

I.

:

-$

(1).
(5).

Acceleration.
Time.

(6).

speed

(2).

nismrod".

Coustant.

Position.

(3).

Constant velocity.

(4).
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Fig. 14.Schematic of the contro.l oi the mechanisms of the system of
conclusion/output nUimrod*. I
phase-sansitive rectifier; 3
disk; 4

-

'1

-

-seasor

-

the

of the angle of the slope of

dc as plzifier; 6

-

relay valve; 7

-

pump

with the slant, which has variable/altarxkating productivity; 8

-

synciro genecator; 9

-

magnet; 12

?

comparator; 5

zero adjustment and phase; 2

-

-

demodulator; 10

plunger.

Key: (1)
. Outside.

(2) . Inside.
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2.1.1, Pump with the slant.

-position

detector; 11
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The isometric projection of pump with the slant

(Fig.

5)

shows

the disk which can be inclined in any direction under the effect of
the pressure,

created by the percussion of the pulling rods. The flow

of oil from the relay valve moves performing plungers and, thus,
turns slant to the necessary angle. On other end/laad of the pump is
arranged/located the rotating cylindrical unit, powered through the
shaft with th3

iii of the electric motor in power 45 kM. Within the

cylindrical unit are eszaalished/iastalled eight pistons whose
ends/leads ace forced by springs against slant. During the rotation
of :ylindricil unit each piston moves over the surface of the slant
which forces pistons to complete the forcing action,

determined

by

the value of inclinatioa/sLops. in this case oil is supplied to the
plunger through the plates with the openags/apertures, motionlessly
established/installed at the ea4V4ead of the rotating cylinder.

2.1.2. Reaction circuit.

I
In order to lock costour/outline, the position detector,
installed on the slant, supplies feedback signal to the comparator.
Sensor is

actually the freely connected transformer with the movable

iron core, excited by the stabilized sine voltage 24 V by the
fcequency of 3 kIz. The phase-seasitive rectifier converts the omtpst
signal of transformer

into the direct current.

IN
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sull circuit introduces the compensating coefficient which
removes the errors in position of aero, created by other
elemnts/cells. For the stabilization of the contour/outline which
possasses the characteriatics of tae

second order, is utilized the

phase balancer.

2.1.3. Position letactor.

The signal of the position of plunger is obtained from the
linear variable/alternating hybrid coil and are converted it into the
direct current. This signal they convert with the aid 3f the synchro
genecator ani through the reaction circuit supply to the comparator.

Fig. 6 shows the schematic of the position detector which has
working stroke 50 ca. Transformer has primary winding by the length
of

110 ca and two secondary with a length of 55 ca with turn ratio.

equal to

1. The noving/dziviag core is the ferrite with a length of

55 ca and with a diameter of

13 ca, fastened/strengthened to the

plunger and moved along the axis/axle within the framework/body
the vinlings of transforse.

of

when ferrite core in located in positioa

1, on secondary winding I fall about 45 V, and on secondary vindLng
by 2 - about 5 V. If

core is located in position 2, these values

transpose. The rectified output signals have saw-tooth form and are
utilizal

for obtaining control signals for diagram in Fig. 7.

Idl
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Fig. 5. Zhe general view of pump with the slant of

I

I

*

I

variible/altsrnating displacement (VV 20). 1
-performing

plunger; 3

-

sl&aa;

'4 -

-

pulling rod of dlisk; 2

pistons; 5

-rotating

cylindlrical unit; 6

-

drain hole of housing; 7

-plate.

opening/&perturs; 8

-

hydrostatic holders; 9

bearing of slant; 10

slittec-type plate; 11

-

-

cconstisad with ball bearing; 12-

slots/Irooves for'the connection of the second pump.
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2.1.4. Synchro generator

The output signal,

(Fig. 7)..

iLch enters the comparator,

will

be

proportional to the speed of plunger. Signal must have the
trapezoilal form

(see Fig. Jb).

The output sensor signal enters the

asplifiar with the variahle/al.ernating amplification and
cascade/stage 2, which is saturated on the high signal levels at the
entrance. Cutoff point

which corresponds to the beginning of

dalay/ratardiag/decaleraton, is determined by the potentiometer of
cutoff R8.

Cascade/stage 2 normally works with diode D3 in the open

state and, thus, has an amplification factor, equal to 1. The Leading
elge of signal is formed/shaped with circuit C2-R,

which creates

exponential build-up/growth; however, in the process of

dslay/rstardiaq/dacalerati4o

diode D

disconnects this circuit.

Inertia lands to the delay of functioning and provides the morlinear acceleration of plunger, than this follows from the
exponential vavefoc.

In order to compensate for the effect of

inertia in the process of delay/retarding/deceleration, to
cascile/stags 2 is supplied the signal of direct
cnnection/commeunication on the speed. This signal which is
established/installed under the dynamic conditions, they obtain from
the liagram, connected with cascade/stage 3. The beginning of the
signal of direct connection/communication is determined by the diode

46
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and its amplitude -

clasping circuit D1-R5,

by potantionete

R6.

operating experience skowed taat due to the gap in the
machanical components/linas, connected with the slant, appears the
large his own "backlash.
the minimum,

la order to bring together this effect to

the aplificat.on

of the controlling :ontour/outline

they increase 10 times, utilizing
slope/transconductances
cascade/stage
connectad

2 drops,

with it

a diagram with the large

La proportion to the output signal of
diode 03 finally is cut off and detaches the

impedaace

of feedback

R2.

Beginning characteristics

with the high slope/trancoductanae check by potentiometer R9. In
practice this beginning is

regalated,

supplying

to the mechanism

the

positivs stoppiag effort/focce, which does not call oscillations. The
initial position of mechanism is established/installed by
potentiometer R7,
residual voltgae

3. Work

which is utilized also for the compensation fr
5 T at the end of the working stroke of sensor.

with tha use of cybernetic control.

In order to ensure automatic scanning and recording of the given
physical experiments on the accelerator, the control system they
expand, switching on in it digital buffer device/equipsent. The
controllable/controlled/inspected parameters are the radial poeition
of plunger, i.e.

the position of tae

deriving/concluding magnet, and

DOC
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radial

PkGS

~

position the bogies/carri~ages

(position of bogie/carriags

relative to the deriving/concluding magnet will affect workinag piston
stroke)@

3. 1. Digital position detector.

Tha posittoa letector. described in section 2. 1.3, in this case
cannot be utilized, since it

records the motion of plunger only

relative to bogis/carriaga; it they replace by optical lattice [21 in
length of course 1 a, which is established/installed outside the
mechanism ani is connected wi.;h the plunger with coupling rod.~
Lattice contains the three-chanael optical system: two channels serve
for 19taining of lirection Ad difference count, and the thirl

-

for ibsoliate measurement of zero. A counter of the type
"apward-dovuvard", calibrated completely in the values of an absolute
radius, is actuated by the logical. signals of direction from the
lattice. Zero channel is Utilized for discharge/break and
lanching/starting the counter in the middle of working stroke.
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This procedure makes it possisle to reduce to to zero probabilities
of the aberrations of the memory unit which can be caused by the
disturbance/breakdown of optical path by dirt particles or by power

losses. In the latter case for the cessation of the plunger before
the collision with the mechau~cal end stops, which can lead to the
damage of plunger, are utilized the circuits of blocking.

3.2.

Combined analog-digital systea.

The schematic of system is shown in Fig. 8.

Lattice with the

resolution 100 p sends signals to counter A - 4 - discharge binary

decimal counter of "Up-down" Wose normal count is changed from 2500
to 7500 for the positions of magnet "outside" and "inside"
respectively. These values are conveniently utilized, since they
permit implemention of scanning the limits of 25 cm in each direction
and, furthermore, they correspond to four latter/last to significant
digits of the absolute radius, which is determining the position of

the laeriving/concluding magnet, i.e. to radii from 1225.00 to 1275.00
cm.
Ths standard value of a radius obtains from computational device
B),

also, during the working stroae of magnet, which corresponds to

position Oinsila", they compare with radius A, which are determining
the position of magnet. Differential count

LI

(B-A)

is converted into

DOC

the

= 80069214

iaalog form

PAGE

with

the aid of

convertar to

12 bits.

described

section

in

the polarized digital-analog

Then is ootained control signal as this
2.1.4.

In order to exclude tne shock about the end stops with a change
in the standard radius, posLtion of bogie/carriage (counter D) they
continuously =ompars with a standard radius and th3 obtained
difference utilize for mowing of oogies/carriages to position D-=.
Thus they do not allow/assume so tait the end/lead of the working
stroke, which corresponds to position "inside", would be nearer to
the motionless end stop, than, for example, 0.5 cm.

In order to

ensure rapid control, adaissialy to work in the range from 0.5 to 5.0
cm from the and stop, since this eliminates the need for each time
moving bogie/carriage,

what is very prolonged procedure.

For simplicity the monitor, which controls this
operition/process, is not shown in Fig.

8,

with exception of saenator

C, which provides the constaat/invariable position of standard
"outside" relative to bogie/carriaee, i.e. at the given listance from
the and stop "outsile".

It.Ganeral/common/t3tal principles of operation.

,
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process of work of the accelerator the service personnel

can detecmine malfunctions and accomplish/realize a repair, without
resorting to spicialistso aid. because of the use of electronic
eouipment for the indication of malfunctions and indicator lights in
the :ir:uits of bloking and logical diagram. In this case is

applied

the equipment with the safety devices and the auxiliary battery
supply, which provides its normal functioning under the eaecgency
conditions.

Are usel extensively tao interchangeable moduli/modules and the
easily changeable mechanical eleseats/cells, which make it possible
to reduce to a minimum accelerator shutdown. At the same time are
taken measures for providing of pecsonnel's safety for whom it is
necessary to work on the potentially dangerous equipment of such
type. Therefore equipment taey place in such a way that all possible
errors In the determination of malfunctions it would be possible to
establish/install, without switicking on main engine. If in the
exceptional facts it is necessary to reveal the diagram of the
checking of position is utilized auxiliary of control, which makes it
possible to slowly move plunger from one end/lead to another. For
this simply lisplace zero diagrams the controls.
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fI appears the danger of the pollution/contamination of the
vacuum volume of "niurod" by cooling water of the leriving/concluding
magnet, the work of magnet is bocyed by the dovices/equipment, which
ensure insulation/isolation of the vacuum volume of accelerator upon
the appearance of a leak. Furthermore, continuously are checked
expemditure/consumption and temperature of water in the

*,

larivin;/zonzluling magnocs..special devices/equipment provide the
instantaneous disconnection of high-current power supplies with the
emergence of emergency conditions E3].

*1

r

-

-
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4.2. Monitoring equipment.

Remote :ontrol of the work of four mechanisms, atilized m
"Nimcod", accomplish/realize by a method of continuous measurement
the larations of working stroe, acceleration and and position. Is
possible also the visual testing of connections and moving parts with
the aid of the television equipment; television camera is moved on
the rails above the mechanisms.

4.3. Performing characteristics and reliability.

The prscision/accuracy of the setting up of plunger depends on
value of the backlash of pump with the slant, friction in the plunger
and the zero senitivity

I

relay valve. aowever, characteristic with

the large slope/transcoaductance decreases the effective value of

~

1

backlash and under working conditions luring the prolonged operation
were obtained the precisions/accucacies +-O.S m.

In

the latter/last 5 years two mechanisms fulfilled as a whole

aout .60.10' the operations/proceses.

.4A

in

1969 were

DOC = 80069214
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established/installsd two addit.ional mechanisms. At first utilized
position detectors with the slipping contacts. Subsequently then they
replaced with the described hiL h~e

contactless pick-ups on

alternating current, vh.Lch since then reliably worked.

Later, when work became sore stressed, breakages in the slant
appeared as a result of tae high required peak accelerations; in
order to bring together tans to ta

minimum, it was necessary to

restrizt the acceleration of plunger by maximum value Sq (49 a/a8).
Breakages were virtually coapletely removed after the setting up of
pump with the smaller effocts/forces.

Preliminary information in 1970 until August shows that the
systems of conclusion/outpUt,

switching on magnets and power

suppLies, worked with the total effectiveness of better than 9So/o
for the elongation/extent of 10? operations/processes. Two
mechanisms, *stablished/installed in 1969, fulfilled 2*106 the
operating cycles between the capital repairs.

i

iiRIFUISCES

1. D. .3ray,

. .R.Harold, E.d.C.Mocgan,

*Extraction ?echnLquas at lieod".
[.,IDA.-)-. 12 Incremecntal I~in~ar 1%.Rm t'rhnical
Iranet bv Dr. Jnhanne.m Il ed nhain. Tranilre~ut. FIIG.
. F...(; i I ,rt. 'igh Stabilitv
oit Current Pw'urammn4d Povrer Suppli.s Ior Nimmd Imixra'tion stem.xP'article ccleirntor (onf. tAnshinion. 19014.
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54. ?ocation of the magnetic cycles of intricatO shape in the proton
synchrotron ITS?.

I.

F. Kleopov, G. 1. KUgusheV.

(institute of theocstical aad ezperimental Physics).

Depending on the chacacto

conducted on the accelerator

£TIF of

izvesti;ations in practice they are applied the cycles of varios
f~cs, beginning from the simplest cycle with the triangular
gcaph/curve of current to the cycle with two areas/sites. The
gcapts/urves of current, vhich coccespond to these cycles, are
represented in

Fig. la-d.

The practical implmenraatioa of theme cycles ceqaired the
solutious of series of problems,

connected with the phase control of

the valve converter: a) selection and development of the method of
phase :ontrol; b) the development of the principles of the
constru:tion of the system of contzol and devices/equipment. eatering
it; c) the devalopmnt of the schematic diagrams of all
devices/equipment of system, their model studyings and experiaets.
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As a result of the ana ysis of the in principle possible methods
of phase control, taking into account the accumulated experience of
the .3pecation of accelerator, was developed the method of the
combined phase control. The essence of this
the liagrams Fig.

2 based on tue

method is illustrated by

example of the formation of compound

cycle with two areas/sites. The iapu)lses/mosenta/pulses of phase
control are generated by separate for each sode/conditions pulse
generators: rectifying series -

by generator GI-V; series 1 and P of

area - 21-PLI and G-PL2; inavo:cr series - GI-1. All pulse
generators are 12- phase and conzrolled

(open-closed ). in the

generator of tie re3tifliag series GI-V

are tvo synchronous 6- phase

ixer,

stati: phase-displacer,
impulses/momenta/pulses

with the aid of which the

of rectifying series can be mixed on the
ZI-PL2 and GI-1 can be either

phase. Remaining generators GL-PFL
phase-o:ntrolled

(if necessary for the correction of the angles of

control a&, a& and 0),

or aot controlled on the phase (in the absence

of the need for the correction of the angles of control). Cycle
bogies with the

in:lusion/coaaection

the negative angle of regulation
time/temporary interval
train of the first
presence

area/site

Atc-

-a
20-0

of rectifying pulse train
(see Fig.laIn.

ST at

Through

as is switched on the pulse

SPLl with the angle of control a&.

The

of pulse train SF11 does not interfere with the normal

runnLn; of rectifying node/coaditions, since the
impalses/mosenta/pulses of series SPLI lag on the phase behind the

+
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impulseu/momenta/pujses of series iv. Transition into the
mode/conditions of the first area/site is conductel at the moment of
time $t

by the displacement of the impulses/momenta/pulses of

rectifying series SV in the direction of the positive angle of
control

Page 182.

For the softening of transi.on into node/conditions 1 of
area/site the impulses/nomenta/palses of serie

ST are displaced

gradually in tlma/tamporacy interval

us. The law of a

Atmjs

10-30

change of angla cLj-t izn t.me interval at%, is assigned by the
progcam-time control unit of pease-displacer. In proportion to the
displacement of the impulses/momenta/pulses of series ST proceeds
gradual phase-by-phase

1pulse

H'

transfer of control of valve converter from

the pulse train ST on the series of the first area/site SPLi. Bntire
angular range of the displacement of the SV pulses does not
exceed l0-1100.
The pulses of series SV present over the entire
length of the first platform does not interfere with the normal
courseof the first platform, since in the case, the condition+a S 1 ,.
is satisfied. The transition to the second rectifying mode is
made at point in time by the shift of the rectifying SV
train in the direction of the nagative angle of control
(+-..+-u) in time interval A4t- 10-30 Ms.
Aftec transition into the second rectifying mode/conditions
through time/temporary interval At 1 ,2 the pulse train SPLI is replaced
by the pulse train of the second area/site SPL2 with the angle of
control z&<et.
acea/site

.4

Transition into the mode/conditions of the second

(at the moment of tae

'"-

-

Ait2is accomplished/realized in time

_il
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analogously with transition into the .ode/coaditions of

the first area/site. Throaga tiae/temporary interval AtG6 after the
beginning of tha mole/con

£tions ot the second area/sits the

impalses/momenta/pulses of s@ores SV ace disconnected, and
phase-displacer(shifter] of generato:;IV are reset, which
corresponds to the negative angle of regualtion (-ao). ?ransition into
the inverter mode/conditions (at the moment of time t) it is
conducted by the cutoff/disconnection ,f series SPL2 by the
simultaneous izlusion/connection of the pulse train of the inverter

mode/conditions of SI with the angle of control %-18o-

p

- the

lead angle of tie ignition of valves/gates in the inverter
mode/conditions). Cycle is completed at the moment of time

In by the

cutoff/iisconnection of inverter pulse train. Fig. 2b Jopicts the
diagram of a change in the effective

angle of control

m=-(t), while

Fig. 2c gives the graph/carve of the current of valve converter in
the cycle with two areas/sites. With the formation of :y:les with the
simpler graphs/curves of current (Fig. la-c) the method remains the
same, but drop out these or o"ner functional components of control.
The aethod of control presented possesses the series of the important
alvaatages, the main thing from which is the possibility of obtaining
the full/total/complete functional decoupling, i.e. the
full/total/complete freedom of any rearrangements of separate
devices/equipment and components/links of system, it is independent
of each other. Furthermore, this method in the difference, for

-A#

I
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exampLa, from the method of the single series of driving pulses [1]
mikas it possible to sharply lower requirements for the symmetry of

phase-shifters providing in this case the very high
precision/accuracy of control in the moles/conditions of areas/sites.
The lascribod mathod of psase control is realized by the authors on
the proton synchrotron ITZZ. Zhe block

liagram of the control system

is represented in Fig. 3. Control of pulse generators Gt-1, GX-PLl.
GI-PL2 ind -t-1 (commutation of generators and control of stage

palso) Is conducted by the appropriate electronic levices,
arranged/located in the unit of control

(BU).

of
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Fig. 1. Graphs/curves of curreut duriug the cycles of variouas forms.
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the diagram of the

commutation of the pulse generators of phase control; b) the
,ffe.tivs ang1a of control;

Key: (1).
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dog.

c) the currsnt of valve converter.
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In ta unit of starting impulses/momenta/palses (BSI) ace placed the
generators of starting pulses of tae mode switch and device/eqipmeant
of their synchronization. The initial angles of regulating pulse.

generators are istablished/installed by the phase shiftecs,
arranged/located in the unit 8FI,

and the phases of starting

impulses/momenta/pulses ace assigned by the phase shifters of unit
BPS.

In the unit of relay automation (BRA) are arranged/located the

relay levices/equipment of protection, blockings, signaling and
logiz. rhe external commands (VK) of sensors and program-time
devizas/equipment of accelerator are introduced into the unit BSI. In
the daits of the peak transformers of

SIT I and

6t?

2

iapulses/momenta/pulses of generators 3t-OL1 and GI-PL2 ace converted
into the narrow peak impalses/momenta/palses. Two hexaphase groups of
output pulses 8-1S and B1-2S, saitted relative to each other the
angle r/6,

are put out with the devices/equipment of the formation of

the igniter impulses/momenta/pulses of the valve converter,
constructed according to tae schematic of two bridges. connected in
parallel through equalizing reactors (2].

The control system allows

for the possibility of the formation of the basic magnetic cycles of
any given in Fig. 1 form during their alternation with the cycle of
triangular form for the biomedical targets, which has the relatively
small amplitude of current. Fig. 4 depicts the oscillogram, which
corresponds to this mode/conditions, luring the basic cycle with two
areas. The control system is constructed completely on the
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sami-onluctoc levices with sufficient supplies according to the
coefficients of their loads, that provides the mean time of
failars-free operation noz less than 3000 hour. Experience of
permanent operating confirmed the effectiveness of the selected
method of phase control and the high reliability of system.

~characteristics

Some

of the system of phase control are given below.

As~yaetry of static phas,&-shiftses with the range 100-110 dog
not more than

is

1-2 dog.

Asymmetry of the iupulses/moaeata/pulses of the generators of
areas/sites GI-PLI and GI-PL2 .*a

is not more than 0.1 deg.

Asymsetry of the impulses/momeata/pulses of the generator of inverter
mode/conitions ... is not nore

than 1-2 deg.

The location of rectifying modes/conditIons tbtb2 ... is not more
than 1.3 s.

The turation of the mode/conditions of areas/sites ti

and tM

2 *..-

is

not more than 0.35 s.

The lucation of inverter node/conditions ..

is not more than 0.65 a.
i
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Duration of the programmed rotations of iAPulses/molenta/puilsu
static phase-shifters

t6 2 ,4t:

t

..

,

by

10-40 as.

Range of regulating the phase of tie driving pulses of the rectifying
series

...

of

100-110 dog.

Value of the negative angle of regulating in rectifying

mode/conitions

-q)...

10-15 dog.

Limits of the angle of regulating in the modes/conditions of the

areas/sitas

.s

of 60-85 do.

Slopa/transcanductance of the driving pulses ... of

100-200 T/ eg.

The Initial lead angle of the ignition of valves/gates in inverter
mode/coaditions

I

4•

(i)

.,

is not more than 40 dog.

8006921f4
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the system of phase control.
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Fig. 14. :)scillogram of cycle with two areas and cycle for biomedical
targats.
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(1).* Basic cycle.
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(2).* kv.
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(4).* Scales.
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Radical cycle.
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55.

Heasucement of the static and dynamic parasters of materials

with the nonrectangular loop of hysteresis.

L.

Z. Barabash,

P.

1. Lebodev,

L.

V. PIyashkevich.

(rastitute of thaoratical and expeciaental physics.

During tfta design of 96 resonators of the accelerating stations
with the rearrangement of frequency arises the question about the
monitoring of the uniformity of the ferrite filler of resonators.

Usually Ln the resonators are applied large-size ferrite
circuits with a volume of iato hundreds of cubic centimeters, in
their properties which differ from the small ferrite rings, At the
values of or induction in fecrite one hundred and more gauss for
measuriag the parameters of Urcge-size ferrite coces ace required Q
aters by power int3 several .tilovatts.

For measuring the static and dynamic characteristics of
large-size fecrites usually are utilized powerful/thick tuned
amplifiers, and measurements ace accomplishd/realized

•t

on the

-
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oscillograph, which introduces the elament/coll of subjectivity. go
proposal the asthod of measurement both of the static and dynamic
parameters of ferrites based on the method of pulse impulsing in the
contour/outline, which contains the measured object
farroelectri:

(ferrite.

VitA subsequent processing of the

1ialactric atc.)

results of measurements by digital

computer technology.

The measurement of a nuaner of impulses/momenta/pulses

(periods)

for the zalibrated interval of time determines the average/mean value
of frequoncy

and, consequently, also p core in the range from

to

UN

BUN+% Raferencs point can as saifted/sheared in the time for

determining the dependence M(S).

Since quality 0 depends substantially on 3 - high-frequecy
ialuction in

ths ferrite, it is expedient to measure Q as energy long

daring one oscillatory per3od,
aIjacent oscillatory periods.

i.e.

to measure the amplitude of two

Dying oscillations from the

contour/outline are suppled to the amplitude discriminator which is
regulated so as to a number of inpulses/momenta/palses it would
increase per unit, and is measuced voltage difference. By a
consazutLve :hangs in the level of discrimination it is possible to

measure dependence 0(3). Po

increasing the accuracy of measurements

is summarized the count for sever&a

cycles.

.
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Dynimi: characteristics are measured analogously. Frtite will
magnetize according to the pcescribed/assiqned law, and at the
moment$ of time, which correspond to the specific values of current,

3

Ad

are aoasured :,Q and dependences

( B, t, dr/dt) and Q(B, t,

/dt).

For the resonators of the accelerating stations of the
raconstructed proton sachrotron ITEF are selected the ferrite
circuits. which consist of 6 oars 150z90z20 sm.

Three glued/ceometed

bars form U-shaped half-chaia. The characteristics of each bar (to
te cementing)

measure in the statics and the dynamics: the

characteristics of semiring - only in

the statics. For the

uaasaraments of static bars is utilized the circuit, which consists
of two bars (one standard) and two inserts/bushings 30z20z20 so; for
measurinq the dynamic characteristics are utilized two such circuits
(3 bars of standard ones) with the magnetizing winding of the type of
eight. Value p is determnaed froa the formula
I
4
wherg

2

-

o
'LoCp2

108

1,6 s 3 nt S CN 2

average/sman length of magnetic line of force in the

ferrite; S - section of ferrite core; r - time of measurement; a
number of turns; C - capacity/capacitaace of contour/outline; I
number of impulses/momenta/pialsse.

During tha replacement of one bar (half circuit)
2N

-

PAGU
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Hence it is ippirmnt that the ptecision/accuracy of the meausrments
of bar with W-100 composes

40/0.

Procisian/accuracy measuresents Q determine by the equation

'&Q-Q-(

vhets du-um-u&
measurement

1

;

u
UN-q

UN

du U

/--u

I
N

'4A7)1

64u - agee LA measurement

u,. •@ith

An--39 10-3 and A&u

measutrmants :aa be increased, if

Ou.;U

. 10% Aq - 12%.

- the error in
The accuracy of

measurements are are conducted for

several periods, for example, to U. O,75-O.5UaMnn.SH0VGVr,

it is necessary to kno

depeadeace

rho given procedure can

in this

Case

Q(B) for the measured ferite.

oe isel for measuring the static and

dynamic charictaristics of the fecrdielectrics and other materials
with the nonrectangular hysteresis loop. Method is convenient both
for the detailed laboratory investigations and for the mass
measurmments in the plant condl4oas, since it does not require the
qualified personnel for check and rejecting the articles.

t*
.1

.1-
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56. To sbapia; of field in the electromagnets of the type of *vindov

framen.

V. D. Sorisov,

L.

Mi. Vaula, M. 1. Doynikov,

A.

S.

Siaalov,

A. s.

Sudarushkin.

(Sciatific research institute of the electrophysical equipment is.
D. V.Xfr esov).

&a slectrcsa;ast of the type of *window frase
class of implicit-pole aagnetic systems [1,

characterized

is carried to the

2], which are

by the very weak dependence of field distributios La

opecatiag region of electromagnet on the degree of saturation of
iron.

The fiall

:oils

of a comparatively low altitude of coctanqular

cross section with the small

escape of end connections" allow/assume

the use/application of magnetic screens (3]
linearization

of the fields of scattering.

power is such electromagnets in comparison

for localization and
Certain increase of the
with the salient pole ones

is completely cedeemed by the noted earlier advantages, and also by
the Lac;e effectiveness of the use of a region of field because of

the high deqgree of its uniformity virtually in the entire zone
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between the -oils. rho construction/design of electromagnet is
characterized by simplicity and absence near operating region *f the
intensely saturated sections of "o. magnetic circuits which could

of the special openings/apertures in magnetic circuit (1, 41, located
near the clearance of electromagnet on the edges of its operating
rigion.

The optimization of the parameters of intra-jugular
openin;s/aperturas (their sizes/dimeasions and position) is
condacted, as a rule, it is experimental as a result of very
labor-consuming searches on the models. In spite of the intense
development of the methods of mathematical simulation, publication
according to the stuzdying calculation procedures in connection with
the case in question are absent.

In the present rep-ort ace discussed the questions, connected
with the determination with the calculated method of the parameters
of the corrective openings/apertures..& definite interest also can
present proposition on the supplemeontary correction of field and
regulating of the optical parameters of electromagnet with the aid of

DOC
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the turns with the current, placed in the intra-jugular
openings/apertures.

Basic difficulty dating the use/application of numerical methods
to the electromagnets of the type Nwindow frame" with the corrective
openings/apertures of the magnetic zirauit consists of thin need far
the iccount of local and simult~aneously small effects with the
safficiently high precision/accuracy. if in this case operating speed
and vort.ing storage of computers ara small, and the use 3C auxliary
storags an any reasons is iaexpedient, it is necessary to search for
sapplementary systematic possibilities for accelerating of count and
ccuracy.
obtainng.of the required precision/%

In otais c.ase such

possibilities consited of the combination of through and separate
grids, and also in the use/application of a multistage grid.

For obtaining the zero distribution of vektor potential A vas
utilized through grid vitA the single algorithm in all its
nodes/units. Algorithm was obtained under the assumption of the
piecewise constant distribution of magnetic permeability (0-icomst in
the limits of each mesh (5]). and the ineteratiomal process was
accomplished/realized according to the method of over-relaxation [6).
A full/total/complnte quantity of a~tiesunits was limitedly on top,
sizes/dimensions of air region; therefore the step/pitch of through
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comparsi with the latter, so that the finite-difference

approximation of lifferenatal equations in air gap proved to be very
approximate.

Since the 3ffact interesting is small and connected with the
saturation of iron, asserts itself the representation of
full/total/complete field in the forz of the sum, which consists of

ground field

(;A-)

and small addition. This target

answer the

successive approximations, which consist of the successive solution
of Dirichlet problems that relatively modified of scalar and vektor
potentials respectively

in zhe nwfndom" of magnet

in the magnetic circuit

(nonlinear: tisk) with the mating of the

solutions along the contouc/oatline

of "window"

(linear task) and

by means of the

assi~nment of boundary conditions upon transfer to the nonlinear task
from the distribution

of the

zonponent of induction

B. enal
and

upon transfer to the linear task - from the distribution of the
tangantial component of tas intensity/strength of field mV [7,
this case

the effects

8]. In

of the saturation of iron project/emerge in an

explicit form, namely under the boundary condition of linear task

V(when

A_-

H4-o),

inaccuracies,

Page

186.

.1
kJ
,

'4

and are eliminated the existed previously

caused

by approximate solution of Neumann's task.
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Near the corrective openings/apertures in view of the local
character of field distortions it is necessary to have a grid with
the sufficiently low pitch. Ono should also note that in each region
the following after each other approximations/approaches differ
virtually little; therefore basic time will be spent on the
calculation of first approximation, if we each time memorize the
obtained array of the unknown function in order to only refine it
taking into account the changed noundary conditions during the
determination

of the following approxiation/approach. Mating of the

boundary-value problems conveniently carrying out with multiple
steps/pitches of grid in both regions.

On the basis of these considerations transition to the
successive

approximations preceded two-fold reduction of the

step/pitch of grid
region.

with the simultaneous

On its new boundary

decrease of the global

was assigned obtained earlier

through grid with the step/pitch h-0.5 cm distribution
subsequently remained constant/invariable. Fig.
of

on the
A,

which

1 lepicts the section

agnst; dotted line isolated the cegion, in which were conducted

successive approximations. The multiplicity of the step/pitch of
separate grid is equal to unit..

On the computers "Einsk-20 is made the large series of
calculations for different sizes/diaansions, positions and numbec of
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corrective ooenings/apertures.
represented in Fig.

The seriss/row of results is

2 and J..In the -ase of "large" opening/apecture

the field proves to be virtually uniform

(<0. 1o/o) all over width of

operating region up to inductions

±1,u

analogous fisal

kg. Apparently,

can be obtained also with smaller openings, but

arranged/located
calcalating

go-

it

is

nearer to the clearance

(st[J).

For

this version it is necessary to additionally reduce the

step/pitch of grid, that virtuaJlly it is possible to carry oat only
on the computers of higber class.

in the :alculations was mntiizd the dependence I(B) for steel

(9]; the Iuty factor of magnetic czrcuit took as the equal to
Accorling to Fig.

3

0.97.

3, the calculated and experimental data are in

satisfactory qualitative and quantitative agreement.

If the effect of openings/apertures proves to be insufficient
or, on the contrary, too great, supplementary correction can be

I
*

;

conductel

with the aid of the turns with the current,

arranged/located both on the poles and within the openings/apectures.
In the first case will be required smaller current, but for placement
of turns it Is necessary to provide the place in operating region,
which will lead to an increase in

its height with all

ensuing/escaping/flowing out consequences.
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4

,C

Fig. 1. The cross section of electromagnet. 1
coil; 3

-

-

magnetic circuit; 2

opariting region; '4- corrective opening/aperture; 5-

supplamentary turn with Use current.
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0 1

-

2 3

,0

10,-

-3,2 - ,

Fig. 2. Fiol

-

-

-

listcibutioa in the median plane for two types of the

corrective openings/apertare..
-

q' ,C.

I -

vithout the openngsu/apect

ith the openings/aperturea and; 3 -

CurVes

I - 3 B"= 18,4U

kg)4; 1 -

s.; 2

with openings/apectures b

Without the opeaings/aperture; S

with opanings/spertures b (for curves 4-5

u

-

ad

kg)

X

ci1ulaLion lata without taxiag into account duty factor.

(for
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D%
)

(eBgro

2-,

0,5

-

Fig.

3. Fislt

I

istribution in the aedian plans. 1

-

experimental

data: 2 - calculation data on the through grid with consideration the
duty faztor

(80

kq).
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Intri-jugular turns with the current are less effective; however
structurilly/:onstrcturaly this version is sispler. On the
p~ssibiLities admitted through the openings/apertures in the magnetic
circuit turns it

is possible to judge by Fig. 4, in which are

represented some results of calculation. If necessary these turns

DOC = 80069214
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make it possible directly on tse effect to produce the compensation
for the defe:ts of production, and also the correction of the
integral characteristics of magnet. Loading supplementary tura
not connected

Ls

with any complications of computational prograa; the

duration of count actually remains the same.

En conclusion the authors exprass gratitude to the colleague of
IFVZ K. P. Nyznikov for the great organizational assistance while

*

conducting of calculations on the computers.

4i
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2

3

9 ,cM

Fig. 4. Fishl listributioa in the sedian plane depending on the

current strengths in the corrective openings/apertures:

1 - without

the 3penings/apertures and the currents; 2 - with the
openings/spertures, j1 =jz-O; 3 - with the openingu/apertucz,
iuJ-,3 ;L4

-

with the openings/apertures, jg=O.18 j -0.7S JI; j -

currnt lnsitY; B
.0

-

account Auty factor.
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Nuclear stabilizer of magnetic fiel

with the liscrete/digital

stabilization system and control of frequency of autodyne detector

YU.

!(Joint

N1. DenisSW,

P.

T.

Skslyankov.

Institute for Nuclear

Ra

rch).

The nuclear stabi.lzers of stationary magnetic fields provide
under laboratory conditions the mximum stability of the magnetic
fiell of electromagnets and, in spite of the relative complexity of
equipment,

is found an increasing as& in the technology of

accelerators, magnetic analyzers and so

forth (1, 2].

rn the Laboratory of the nuclear problems of Joint rnstitute

for

Nuclear Research are developed several types of the nuclear
stabilizers of magnetic field, which are characterized by in essence
the method of stabilizaton of tk
hgich-frequency

magnet

c

[o3i

frequescy of transverse ecitig

sed

la the proposal report is examined
•

magnetic

a].

the nuclear stabilizer of

field with the specialIzed system of setting up and
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frequency fixing, designed for the work with the autodyne detector
NMR,

in which the rearrangement of frequency is accospLished/realized

by varicaps C5]. The absence of the power drive usually utilized in
the sensor Yna af air capacitors substantially expands operational
possibility of stabilizer, since sensor can be arranged/located,
also, in the almost inaccessible places of the clearance of
electromagnet.

Page 188.

The block liagrae of the naclear stabilizer of magnetic field is
shown in rig. 1, the system bloc& diagram of setting up and frequency
fixing of autodyne detector 98M

of stabilizer is given in Fig. 2.

The principle of the operation of the diagram of installation
and frequency fixing is based on the periodic comparison with
standard tins

interval Ti of time T2 ,.necessary for the filling of the

register

of calculating

adjusted

by volume with A iapalses/moenta/pulses,

decades/ten-lay

periods S4 0-10

with

which folio,

with

adjustable frequency +,. 14ual.ty tasse times is established/installed

'and

is supported by the effect through the feedback loops on the
parameters of tie oscillatory circuit of autodyne detector

i1. the

volume of the register of calculating decades/ten-day periods changes
by means of the preliminary disckarge/break of decades/tn-day
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psei3ds not into the zero state, baut to number Aa106-A. If we select
T3 - 93950 aCOK

Key:

(1).

(1)

Pa.

then when a praliminary frequency division is present,

Am 40 times

(decade/ten-day period to 100 &fiz and two-digit binary dividers on 10
Iliz)
A-

Key:

(1)

(2)

2348,75 (A4 ),

MHz.

On the other hand,
B(,)
i.e. value A will

;348,75

•

t)

track ta. magnetic field ia the adzes.

The :ountsr *f refereace frequency with a maximum volume of 10$
and with the faqdback to 6470

spulies/momenta/pulses starts triggers

T1-T6 in such sequence, that iA

Us presence of reference oscillator

on 1 alz the :hanels of the final adjustment of error are blocked
only with the observance of the relationship/ratio
T: 93950 mc,
Key:

*
.!

*A

(1).

(4)

Pas.

mcreovor the channel of tee cough final adjustment of error is
sensitive to the detuning

_
>4

the channel of a precise final
1>4
0

PAG~
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adjustment of

eauy-tI

and the channel of the

final

±l>I.i-.Tecnesofthefia

adjustment of 3rror are made on the identical diagram the logic of
work of which is illustrated by time/tamporary diagram for its basic
elements/cells in Fig. 3.

Reference point

TZ is assigned by the translation/conversion of

trigger into th3 working order wbich corresponds to the opening of
the walve/gate Vi, gating pulses with frequency lo-' x f% on counter
with the adjustable volume. The end/lead of reading T2 is
fixed/rscordal with fil.ling of tihis counter. Trigger TS will twice
change its state through 93930 and 93970 pas relative to the
moment/torque of the beginn4.g of filling of counter with the
adjustable volume, i.e. trigger TS will shape the pair of the
iapulses/momenta/pulses. arranged/located on both sides from
T 93 90o ps :)a the "temporary/time

listancew 20 ps.

liagrim of tie nuclear stabilizer of magnetic field. N

Fig. 1. Block

modulator; FD - the phase discriminator; SCh

-

tUR

-

tuned amplifier; B1 - display unit; UPT

?ig. 2. Syst.tm blo:
S.Ch.O.Cho

-

WI:),

256

-

countur; G
(1 NH:)

Key: (1). NH:.~

/
4

."

dc amplifier.

-

counte wit h an adjustable volume of; is

-

-

oeteeaj

counters of

maximum operiting speed;
•

frequency regulator;

reference quartz oscillator on 1 5Hlz;
counter of reference frequency; T - static trigger; T

valva/;ats; SCh
,bidirectional

-

-

diagram of setting up and frequency fixing

(frequency regulator). OG

I

70

PAGE
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-

generator;

-

-

10 (100 NH:). 5 (10

10. S and 256 with the indication of
converter code-voltage.
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TS

k

(,"ba 80
O),agfi
r
T

t

rZ

50

I?
{/7

Fig. 3. Constitutio

I

diagcam of tae elements/cells of bidirectional

counter with liffsrnt relationships/ratios of the current and
prescribediassigned values of frequency.
VO - valve gate of reverse count.

KaY:

I<

(1).

VP - direct count gate;

on.

Page 189.

Thess impulsgs/taomnta/pases enter the entrance of the revorsible
sizfold charged binary counter PS2, the mode/conditions of work of
vmich is assigned by the state of the tcigger T2. which fors
intervil

4

T

(FL;. 4).

Prom the tzao/temporary diagram Fig. 3 follows
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that with T< 93 930 ps in
decreases,

1

P kGE

the counter IS2 the code of a number it

With T2>93 970 03 - it increases also with 93930 ps

<_['I 93970ps botti iapulses/momenta/pulses
valvss/gates oE straight/direct
code of a numb3r in

T5 are blocked by the

(VP) and reverse

(TO) count, i.e. the

IS2 does not change. Thus, counter

S2 is

sensitive to a relative cbang. in the time on
AX

-4

a620

T.S 93 950
Channel
pulses (r3),
end/lead

2.10

S1 is sensitive to I T

-4.10
, since R.S I it

is

started

by those by symmetrically arranged/located relative to

T" it a distance of

400 ps.

Registecs RS1 and P52 control digital relay rheostat-converters
"coda-voltage", connected in serIes. The use/application of this

schematic of converter is caused by the fact that function Axu.)
substantially nonlinear (Fig. 5), and for the linearization of
function f,(n), whete n -

code of a number of bidirectional counter,

dependence U4(m) must be quadratic.

Tha fine
Ithe

ijustmenz of frequency is accomplished/realized with

aid of the counter to 256 [6], which controls the digital
potemti3maeter, voltage from which is supplied to the separate
varicap,

connected through small amount of capacitance

contour/outline of autodyae detector.

I

&,.

(10

p?) to the
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The ran;. of tile stabilized frsjuencies for the system examined
is 1-100 MHz, which provides the work of the stabilizer of magnetic
fishl from the lower limit of the work of sensor INR (50 MTL) to 2.35
T. Ths "step/pitchm of the rearrangement of magnetic field is equal
to 10

jI?*

Regulating unit

(UJPT) of nuclear stabilizer provides the maximum

currant 3A of both signs in the corrective windings with the
impedance to 10 ohms.

Stabilizition factor in the magnetic field is equal to -100. The
lis9ting precision/accuracy of the stabilization of field comprises
+-2.0'. Trinsit time at any otter value of magnetic field within

one sab-range
4

-rw14

is

not more than 2 min.

Because of the

abseaca of air =apazitor vizIh tAe power drive the interferences,
connected with the micropsonics, virtually are absent.

Fig.4. Bockdiagam
Key:~~~

f reersble
r (1.frm22)

ouLer.
e
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17

~j

.1l
II

Fig. 5. Required dependence u,,(n)

t~or the linearization of dependence

II
I.

I

0I
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58. Semiconductor circcit ot ccntrol of the valve ccnvecter of Dabna
prctou synchrotron.

L. N.

Belyayev, A. Z. EczosheAko,

C. P. Kalmykov, A. A. Smirncv.

(Jcint Institute for Nuclear ieseach).

The increased requizemeats frem the side of physical expe riment,

expressed in the increase pracisicss/accuracies of cutoff and
maintenance of magnetic

intensitl

40C-500 us at the level 8-12.8 k e,

in limits cf *-0.05-0.1o/o during
the creation of mode/conditions

with two ateas/sites it the field current of the electromagnet of
accelerator and the neesd cz guazantooing the conditions for: the
normal work of the equalizing reactors of ccverter

in the

complicated modes/conditicns of the work of Fewer-supply system led
to the development in

1S67-1968 the qualitatively new schematic of

the control of the valve converter of Dutna synchrophasotron ca 10

GeV*

DCC

P~

=80069215

Fig. 1 gives the iuncticnal diagram of this device/equipment. Tn
this device/equipaent and i.n tat diagrams of development of VIXBPA
(Leningrad).

is used tke vertical jkrincifl. ef control. However,

in

contrast to the known diagrams the block of rectifying
Impulsessmenta/puls

and the tiock of impulses/smenta/pulses for

the control of convezter in the mace/conditions "current platform* is
replaced by the 12-channel &has*-shifting device/equipment pS.
reveloped by this device/equipaent iapulses/mcmenta/pulses depending
cn the value of the ccttzcl vcltage, put out ky device/equipment 13F92
(along line 1) change 1hase in tie range cinO. 160 dog. e.

The work of con verter VP in the rectifying modeconditicas with
different angles of regalatinS, tka translatica/conversion of
converter from the rectilying mcde/conditions into the
node/conditions of *areas/sites current" and vice versa, and Into the
inverter modim/conditicas are alac acccuplished/realized by
Impulses/2cmenta/pulses of the phase shifter cn the smallest level cf
displacement on the thlzatzcas of the schematic of the igniticn of
the valves/gates ef

cccietez SP. This displacement in determined by

the device/equipment 9111,, which is given the time parameters of the
operating cycle of paver-supily system,

The programming of the form of the field current and
respectively magnetic field Im the clearance cf the electromagnet of

-

-lose

~

-~__

DC

- 80069215
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accelerator EN in the Fpccess of particle acceleration is
accomplished/realized bith the aid of the devic*e/guiF§ent

UP12.

This device/equipsext ujon transfer of ccnverter from one
zode/conditions to anothebr changes the exit voltage of compaxiscn fcr
the diagrams of the phase ccmvezter abruptly, but smocthly during
20-30 an,

in this case the ccaamtation of curzent by the valves/gates

cf converter at this time does not cease.

In the process of the translation/ccnversicu of the converter Cf
power-supply system intc the inverter operatirg mode the phase of
cutput pulse by phase shiftex es changes to such moment/torque, what
control pulses, developed by thde block of inverter peak transformers
BIFT, begin first to ictite tie thlratrcts cf the diagram of ignition
-

SP. After this cn the cosaaad cf device/equipsent U112, put out

along line 2. the device/equipmemt UFUl
schematic of tke ignitic
such value,

of tie

changes bias voltage in the

valves/gates cf converter SP up to

that the tbyxatrcns ot this

diagram can subsequently be

ignited only by the isnulse:s/c:enta/pulses of the block of inverter
Feat transformers BIPT,

In

the dwelling

periods uhen converter

with the aid of the

device/equipment UFRI is blocked, device UFR2 is transfered
into the initial state with the aid of the sensor of current
zeros DNT (along line 3).
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devices/equipment of tke protectica of ccnvecter, acting on
device/equipment UFRI, tzanster/translate ccnverter into the inverter
mode/conditions without the steady transiticr or cut off it
(depending on the character of eaezgency prccess).

For the translaticn/convecsicn of ccnvetter into the
mode/conditions of the *area/site cf current" was used the integral
sensor of the level cf the aaguatic field o
accelerating system cf acceloezator

HT equipment for the

which ccnsists cf integrator II

and amplitude selector IS. The cutput pulse, which appears at the
specific level of magnetic

facIc

(precision/accuracy *-O. lo/c),

enters the blcck of command impulses - B1I, where it is amplified
and, acting on UF2
converter

(along line 7),

with the mode/ccndtaccs

is transferred/translated
of the "area/site of current".

Simultaneously this imp else/mcmentum/pulse switches cn electronic
gate BK Cf integrator 12.

By the reciprocal prise c± voltage

(along line 9) on the pericd

of the duration of the acde/ccnations of the
is switched on the rela

key/vzench RK. with the aid of which exit

voltage from integrator 12
entrance of the level
regulator is supplied

"area/site of current"

alao

line

10) is ccnnected to tke

eculator cf fiell R. The exit voltage of
(along line 12) to resistance B and

respectively into the ccmparisca circuit of the phase shifter of

OCC
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peak-generator, forming the closed into the zing control system.

Fig. 2 gives the cscillograms of magnetic intensity in magnet
gal of accelerator N (lcber oscillcgram)

cscillogra)

and its derived i (upper

during the iorX of the converter of power-supply system

in the mode/conditions ci the "area/site of current" at the level
12.8 kOe together with the schematic of regulatcr.

The divergence cf launetic intensity frcm the
prescribed/assigned level dces rcz exceed +-1 Ce. All
devices/equipment of peak-goneratcz are carried cut on the

semiconductor devices. The moat czrtical node/unit of peak generater
is the phase shifter - FS which encompasses sawtooth generatcr GPNI
dicde-regenerative comazzson circuit SS and exit fcraing

cascade/stage on the thyristor VTR

(see Fig.

1).

The schematic of deuice/equikaent and the linear diagrams of
voltages in the diagrat, vbich elucidate its tork, are given on Fig.
3.

In the oscillatcr circuit cl sav-tocth vcltage is utilized the
Initial section of the expnoeatial increase of the voltage of
capacitor Cl, connected tbxough resistor Bx tc the source of voltage
Uqr. Diode commutator

Idiodes DI and D2) synchrcnizes the beginning

OCC
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1-o1

of charge of capacitcr bita the icitage of the generator of the
supply of its ova targets at ccaverter GSN

lace Fig.

saw-tocth voltage throtk dicde D3 is sufplied into
*

dicde-regenerative comlaxison circcit 55.

1).

The
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fig. 2. Oscillograza of sagnetic iatensity 1

Ilcver)

and its

derivative m (upper) into magnet gap of accelerator.
cu=50 ms; N-

1 cu=2

O; I-

1 cm

1.5 k O/lS.

C3I.

iti
Z

71
C3

02 C'JLiumA3
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fig. 3. Electrical circuit of phaso shifter.

Scales: time
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As soon as this voltage it

vill achieve the value of the voltage. Put

cut by the device/equilsent ct
cff,

base regulatirg UFR2, diode r4 is cut

and diagram begins to uock as usual blccking oscillator,

starting by the first isaulsescaentum/pulse the thyristor of exit
shaper.

Capacitor C3,

kein9 discharged throcgh the winding of output

transformer of TV and tit thyxistcx, induces in seccndary ,inding
Impulse/momentum/pulse

jcne during the period).

iapulse/momentum/pulse tke ccutLol circuit

ty this

cf the ignition of the

valve/gate of convecter.

Repeated tests
in

in

the static

behavior shcved that the appearing

6-8 hours of continiccs cperaticn mutual changes in the phases cf

driving pulses do not exceed *-Ge1 el. deg in entire range of the
angles of regulating fic

0 to

temperature of surrounding air

160 el. dog with a change in the
ticm

15 tc

400 C.

Device/equipment *F12 coasists of three-pcsiticn trigger on the
thyristors

and refeorence-voltage

?OCTNOT

IA.

A. SmirEcv, A. Z.

source'.

Dcroshenko, D. P. Kalmykov, L. N.
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Belyayev. Semiconductoz system ci control of valve ccnverter. PTE,
January-February cf

1,

1970, kages 165-167. ENEFCOINCTE.

conclusion.

The use/applicatics of feak-generatcr examined in the schematic
of the control of the ccnverter of Dubna synckrcphasotrcn ensured
with the latter new pcssibiliti.s.

.

Are realized ccmalicated modes/ccnditicns of work cf

pover-sipply system with one and two areas/sites in field current of
electromagnet of accelerator as,
characterized by oscillogxama

ior exasple, mcde/conditicns.

of rectified voltage

cscillogram) and currert cf ccnverter

(upper

(lcwer cacillcgram) on Fig. 4.

2. Appears possibility c. ccnsiderakle decrease of power of
iz

*~

interbridge equalizing Leactcs.

3. Is conducted dyaaaic discharging of shafts of dynamoelectric
power supply units of ccZvexter.

4. Appears possibility ct stabilization of rectified voltage cf
converter for realizatict of Erciccged braces cf emitted beam of
roncenergetic

particle&.

-4

U

1

TAC.E

80069215

DGC

N

I

Fig.

4.

Oscillograss of rectified

cf the load of convertexr
~l~lli
The scales: time

-1

sx-i a;

' t*1

voltage

ud

(upper)

and the current

in the ccuplez operating mode.
(I.ciex)
d1

Cm

=5 kV;

rd- I m10 kA).
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c9. Calculation of the three-ineansional fields of ircn free magnets.

L. R. Zakharov, R. A. Meshcherov, le. S. Miroccv.

(Radio engineering institute of the AS USSR).

During development and design of accelerators to superhigh
energy very promising is zhe use of superconducting iron free magnets
(1, 2). Precomputation ard selecticn cf the iritial parameters of
such magnets is conducted usuali

employing tbe simplified prccedure.

Calculation is based or assuaiticns of tbe fact that in the limits of
separate magnet block tht field does not depend on longitudinal
coordinate [3-5]. In tte accelexatcrs to high energies are utilized
rectangular magnet blocks ty length into several meters. The at the
same time cross sectict cf accelerator chamber and, therefore, the
transverse sizes/dimensicas ot oEtzating regicn of magnet do not
exceed 10-15 a. Therefcze in the larger part cf magnet tlock the
character of the distritkticn of the field in the first
approximation, of the saie and in the rectilinear magnet of infinite
extent.

During the detailed calculat.cns of the aotion of the

I,
.1

DOC
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charged/loaded particles in the tields of real magnets it is not
;ossibla tc be limited tc the simlified procedure, it is necessary
to calculate the distritkticn ot magnetic field on the basis of the

entire length of magnet tlock, and also cut Cf the block.

In the radio engineering institute of the AS USSR are
developed/processed the icn zree superccnducting ccil electrcmagnets
with the pulse field. At the initial stage is Frcvided for the

production and the investigaticc ci the model of dipole type
superconducting block.

The winding of magnet is fczod/shaped from a large number of
turns, which have characteristic usaddle-shaped" form.

Page 193.

*

A nuaber of turns is deterained ty the assigned magnitude of field
'
S

~

and by the permissible ctronet density. iindirg Is divided into the
series/row of layers. Ike sciezatic image cf cue layer of winding is
given in fig.

1. For the illustzation is given cnly one fourth layer.

the arranged/located on the sUaxtce circular

cylinder of radius B.

Prom the figure it is evident tiat in each tun it is possible to
isolate three characteristic secticns:
Ill)

2

and transient

(Ill).

rectilinear

(1),

to circular

The rectilinear parts of the turns cf each

DOC - 80069215
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layer are placed on the generatrices of cylinders with the density,
which is changed acccrdirg tc the law -ccs a, which approximately
corresponds to a change in the current density according to the law
of J-cos a, necessary tcz the creation of uniform field. The location
af circular and transiticn secticns on the edges of winding was
selected in essence according .c

the design ccnsiderations.

To obtain the sclcticn c€ the problem atcut field distri-uticn

in this magnet is analltically isicssible; therefore was developed
the program of the calculatica ct magnetic field with the aid of the
digital

computers.

During the use of acst usl arsal algorithm (6]
conductors of winding are tzckoe

all current

dcwn into segment elements cf the

Freviously selected length. field at the particular point of

cbservation is determined by the method cf the addition of the fields
of segment elements in accocdance bith Biot-Savart's law. For
achievement of high precisicn/accuracy of calculation it is necessary
to select the segment elements cl a ccmparatively small length, uhich
leads to a consideratle

increase is the "mach.,e"

time.

Nevertheless

during the calculation cf tield at observation Foints, distant behind
the segment elements at the distances, ccnmarad with their length,
aprears inadmissibly large erccro.

In this case for shcrtening of the

count time the straight Forticas ot turns were not divided/arked off

_,

' '

,

i . . ... ..

. .

..

,,e~ _ ,'

, "

•

-

.

/
3
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in the segment elements, and the ccmponents of field from these
sections were determined by the method of calculaticn accordirg to
the formulas for the rectilinear ccnductcrs cf finite length.
Curvilinear sections
in

(11 and I1I in

the segment elements, sozecvez

Fig.

1) were divided/sarked off

in the program was prcvided for the

possibility of decreasitc the lecgtbs of segment elements during the
determination of field at obseriaticn points, which are located in
immediate proximity of cf the current conductor in question. Thus at
all points of the field %as aa~itained/vithstcod the requirement of
the smallness of the length o

segment element it

ccmparison with the

distance of observaticr Ecint.

lith the aid of tke comEriaed program is calculated field of cue
of the versions of a dipcle type magnet block. Fig. 2 gives the
graph/curve, which il-latrates the degree of a difference in the
field from the uniform sith x=O,

z=O.

Frcm the graph/curve it fcllcws

that on the larger part ct the aperture cf magnet bleck field close
to the uniform.
by the fact that

lesidual/zenanent heterogeneity is explained mainly
in acne

layers tie latter/last

turn with z-)1 was

vithdravn, since the radius ct Lending of its transient part proved
to be less than 1 cm.

(Superccaducting cable it can be damaged, if

it bend on the radius less than 1 cm).
removed by the introduction o

21

we

This heterogeneity can be

corsection intc the law cf the

distribution of conductczs. ShazE decrease

H.

ir immediate prczimity

cf the winding is explained ty the effect of the discreteness of
winding.

___________________

PEZ
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2.

fE.ig.

pig.

Fi.g, 1. Location of turns in oe layer of winding of magnet t1ock
(dynes quadrant).
z3

Fig. 2. Relative deflecticas of ueztical comFcnent of field m, from
field at the center of magnet H 0 tiAL4 cm).

*
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Fig. 3. Character of field change in end part of magnet block with
different y and z. 1 - 1=0, a-0; 2

-

y=O,

z=3; 3 - y=3, z=0.
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Fig. 3 gives graphs/curves
end part of magnet blcci. By

(

with different y and z for the

troken lines are shown beginning and

end/lead of the end part or tke bikding where are arranged/located
the circular and transiticn sections of turns.

The examined in this work calculaticn prccedure it is prcposed
to utilize first of all fox detezaining the cptiaum

constructicn/design of the end farts of the winding, which ensure
such form of field on the edges of magnet, with which the
disturbance/perturbatict o± particle motion due to the edge effects
'mould

be minimum.

It should also be rcted that the procedure of a precise
calculation of field gives the ;ossibility tc critically analyze the
results of the measurements or the magnetic field of the prepared
superconducting coil electromagnets.

According tc the degree of a

difference in the results at meamxements from calculation data it is
possible to fish not ctil abcout the precisicn of manufacturing
magnet, but only and atoct the strength cf pcssikle "idle" currents
in the superconducting cable cores of the winding of magnet, caused
by the magnetization of tA4 suierccnductcr cf the 11

kind.
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60. CALCULATICYS OF IBC5 NiEA

zGI

BIGHTS WIIH "REICK"

WINDINGS PCI

ACCELERATION TECHUOLOG 1.

1. G. Davidovskiy.

(Institute cf nuclear jiysics of SO AN USSR).

In connection with tae develcment cf technology of
superconductors and the tramsiticn to the acceleratcrs to suFer-high
energies increasingly tide

will be used ircn free magnets. Curing

their construction it Is uselal to kncw the ideal fcrms of the
windings, which form pxsscribed/assigned stationary plans field, and
some characteristics of such systems.
[1];

Thin windings were examined in

however, are virtually intezesting "thick" windings.

Let us examine shaping ct tke plane of field Hw(ip)

potential

n

in the circle which is

,n

tightly sanrounded by the long current

carrying conductors, ptipendicular to the plane cf circle
winding).

,I

-.

with the

(fczaing

The value cf current density J is Fersanent over entire

section of winding, full current is equal to zerc

* .,

.

ua-.-*-

The forming
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winding is surrounded k1 the screen
shielding winding) vhcs

(iron ( =-)

or current -

the

internal Icundary is the circumference,

concentric with the boundary of the regicn cf shaping

(Fig.

1).

Everywhere lower upper sagn relates to the case cf iron screen, lover
-

current. The potential ca

the field between the forming and

shielding windings let cs urite in the fcrm:

Av,,..(%)-E

*

In(

noI I()

%W)+k~) CM (n,*+~

in the case of curzent screen we consider that there is no field
cut of the system.

"thin

vindings*.

If

the "thickness" of winding .(9)-(9)o'o

then winding it is possitle tc ccnsider "thin" and to consider as
current layer. We obtain

the equation of the "tl"

fczsiz: windirg

am(n1#+ On)
and, in the case of current
shielding

screen, the equaticn of the "thin"

win ding

E1"-'

b~chn~#)

,
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where by j(O) and
Ij(y)I-j and

-

pieceise constant alternating functions

Ve
Rj,(j)j-j,.
introducea the parameter cf thickness which is
ONO

conveniently defined as

Cio), where 6D

most substantially of sultipole in expansion (1),

-

coefficient

vhich characterizes

the amplitude of the fczxed/shaked field with its prescribed/assigned
configuration.
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Setting to zero right sides

(3) and (4),

we determine the position of

points on circumferences N, is which the "thickness" A(a, 0) of
winding turns into zero, and direction of flcv is changed by the
reverse. Me will call these joists nodal. Frcs (3) and (4) it
follows: 1) the external acuncaries of the tcraing windings form
single-parametric famil) ,( ,,)/,,-1.&(a.c)fI,

baying the nodal ;oints.

which lie on the boundary of the region of shaping (it is analogous
for the shielding vindlzis); 2) the position cf nodal points yV] on
circumference %

(for the curzext screen - on circumference'2

Us

deternmined exclusively by f eld pattern and does not depend on its
amplitudes Nodal points

LL

ivide/u&xk of

windirgs into the separate

DCC

80069215
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elementary parts, directicas of flow in two adjacent parts are
mutually reverse. The ;csiticn cf the nodal pcints of pure/clean
multipoles is obvious fica tte sluaetry.

In the case of "this" windig the thickness A(*,

0) is

Iroportional a.

"TolstoysN of windiag. Conclusion/output 1) and 2) are valid for
the windings of any tbickness. therefore, after determining the
position of nodal points fzca tne equatics cf "thin" windings (3) and

14),

e knov the separation of the winding cf arbitrary thickness

into the elementary

Facta. it is easy to shcu that the potential of

field within this any

Where

Ao(v,)

-

fact is

gan

by the extressicn

potential of the formed/sbaped

in

the circle

Upcn transfer to the adjacent elementary part of V-*-j.

I

field.

With the

current screening the ;ctential of field within the shielding winding

,A

analogously is

Potentials

expressed as the Ectential of intermediate region

(5) and

(2):

(6) automatically satisfy kcundary conditions

respectively on circumferences %, and

%.

in the case of iron screen

boundary condition on

the iron Saves c,-(.I%/,)R't.

(2),

kccnaary conditions on the external boundary of

let us write the

Utilizing

(5)

and

forming winding %(q)

... 4

..--, ,,... .. . .- ~ a. . ..... .. . ...

, ..

.. .

80069215
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FG

the equation of

"tn~ck"

forming uindicg with the iron screen.

they deteruine ev(y) and tke tctahat) of ccefticients

It

is

analogous in tae case ci current screene

d..

writing/recording

boundary conditions on the eztezaai boundary of the forming winding
and condition for the disaeaaace of field or the external bcundary
cf the shielding windicg. w

c tain the system of equations of "thick

onies" the forming and shie.Lding bindings. This system determines
i

1(y),% )
I

and the tot ality or coefficients

The obtained
ni equaticns of "thick" windings are conveniently

Ig).tilz
anlgu
tis
solved
}

4

Cn, d,..

n totase of

furomn screen equating(/)reodn

by the numrically fcl~iowatng iterative piccess.

solution of system (7)

bondr codtoso

ci some iterative lcF be cbtained totality

dAn and sequence of ;ciats

JJ,

forming winding.

Mext

i

hnew totality dn

in

satisfying the first

Let during the

-i

sezibunayc h omn idn
(

on the unknown bcundary of the

itercative Zccp consists cf the determination of

the kest ua

in the root-mean-square sense of

equation system

(7)

on the sequence of l~cints

Doc - 8069215
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determine the refined sequence

Cf

points

%(9%). process rapidly

converges. rig. 2-6 illc.tzate scn* of ottained results [2].

The power lines of magnetic field have centers, which lie within

the elementary parts cf the uindazc. The pcsiticr of centers
qualitatively characterizes tke "half-thickness" ot winding and can
be elementarily determined fzcs (5), since in the center field is
equal to zero. The certars Ct quadrupcle winding are located at
points with

bthere

~~H(~~.Conseq~uently,

VH._A

moreover equality is reacned in the limit of infinitely thick
winding.

Elliptical region. lee deteraination of the forns of the winding
of those forming the prescxied/assigned field vith pctential A.(t,!P)
41)

in the elliptical ze4icn bith the semi-axes (a, b) in the

presence of the screen lirch or current)whose internal boundary is a
confocal ellipse with the seai-axes (A, E),

can be conducted in

perfect analogy with tie case of circular region.

The position of the nodal icints of the forming winding is

determined from the eqcaticn ac

&W

"ttin" windimS ia>b) :

Ma2P

son.. . .

21 0

2

J

he

e,

/

)Q )

son-ME ,)

/

a~ ' (-

- kC

)k
-2
b.

)"COsqCOS (n-2k)vZ-

n " ease#k
soenq s(-2k
A-1+(,.+
) n2)
(Q.- -n4n2nn2k
1±,

)'Z

(ab)2(-2k

r2k

I.e

Fig. 1. Qualitative foim at diEcle and quadru~cle magnets with the
iron screens. The parts cf the bindings with the mutually cppcsite
currents are covered with mutually perpendicular shading.
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a=0,6

.

&

2~,

J, 9

0, J.i

0

)2

0,

L06

2

'2

~

-

'

8S933 037

3.9 ),d 1.2
P-/o100

fig.

2.

Fig.

5 Y42

3.

Fig. 2. Forms of anshiolded bi adiflgs, which fc.ra su.Ierpcsiticr of
dipole and quadrupole tields with horizontal Flans of symmetry.
t5=Q%0 VW~jN 0 ,

Hi

?I'O

Pig. 3. Forms of dipole viadinajs with iron screen. About each curve
is shown the correspcnditg Ecsitica of screen
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Fig.

Unshielded quadiupcle magnet. Area of oDO "ear/eye" of

'4.

uinding

sl'

(1),

magretac e~ezgy in the metal
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o
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S. DiFole magnet

oith icon screen

quadrupole

magnet with ±zoa

screen

Sl' o;c-

maximum field cz izca

%0v is

marked Ho)

H.XM/H

fcaction o

curve of upper series/rcv is
Q-Ho/(-2a

(lower series/row): A

0

maximum

(in the case cf quadrupole

pcsition of screen
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(s,

Connection/communicaticn of elliptical

r)

and Cartesian

coordinates (z,j): d-.JaIt,

Potential of field ultain tke parts of the forming

-ch 2(io-p)+ cOS(2? )(1- ch2( -o))

indiug:

-

Analogous relatictahips/ratias it is easy to write. alac. for
the shielding winding.
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Examining the posItcn of the centers of quadrupole winding, we
cbtain, that if the axEs/axles cf field are turned cn 45o relative to
the axes/axles of elliFac. then Vm-/(14=),
but if they are

directed along the axes ct elli;se,

then Vor

ecjv-er

equalities are reached it the limit cf infinitely thick vindings.
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Fig. 6. Dipole magnet sith tke izcg screen. Energy cf field in the
letal of winding WMSe.T,

Is the regian between the winding and screen

Wvand tetal energy of tiold W~.,-9W

+

1

i

Uits

W 0kw 0 .N~'I8-

of the formed/'shaped is zke circle t~eld) as the functions

-energy

of thle position of screen. About each curve Is shown the value of
parameter

a-./(-Vi1t.)
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61. Calculation of magnetic field in the magnets with the
sections/cuts.

1. P. Papadichev.

(Physical institute

in.

P.

I.

Letedev of the AS

USSR).

3agnets with the secticns/cuts found wide acceptance in the
accelerative technolcg7. As ezamples it is Ecssible tc indicate the

magnetic systems of syncbotrCns,

%hich switch ca sectors and

straight sections, sector magnets cf isochrcnal cyclotrons [ 1-], cf
circular F-I cyclotrcns, aicsozcas with the sectional magnet, etc.

However,

similar systems axe us4d for the spectrometers,

analyzers and the separators of

Fasticles,

and also in

the

the circuits

wirings and beam focusing.

In these all cases the significant role

Flays edge effect, i.e.,

the form of field about the toundary magnet-gaF/interval. For
example,

with the nazrcs sectors such characteristics,

as the

-effective width" of sector and flutters, strcngly depend on air-gap
clearance of magnet and location of winding. In other cases

(rings,

circuits of wiring) edce eftects change effective length of magnets
and lenses and can be reason the ncnlinearity of field and

4:|
-Zoe
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aberrations.

However, the methcds ot calculation [5] used utilize a

sufficiently rough appzcximaticz of "sharp" edge, i.e., edge effect
is not considered. Usually this is made experimentally, and the
creation of the field cf ccaglex ccnfiguraticn is ccnnected oith the
simulation of several veiscacs ct Iagnet, which requires long time
for conducting the precise measuxements on the models.
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In the present report axe Fresented results [6, 7) cf a more precise
calculation taking intc account ts edge effect and the effect of the
location of winding on tke form at field during the arbitrary

excitations of the adjacent blocks of magnet. This makes it rcssible
to sharply reduce the

cluame of measurements during the simulation.

For the calculatics is utilized the method of ccnformal
mappings. Strictly speaking, it As applied when magnetic permeability
of the material cf poles is Infinitely great and field flat/Flane.

The first condition usually is satisfied well, since in the systems,
intended for the creatict of field with the high precision/accuracy,
Iren is far from the sattzaticn. Second condition is act necessary:
comparison with the exlersest on the circular F-N cyclotron fKF) []
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and the cyclotron with sectIoac

magnetic system of the Lebedev

Fhysics inst. [8] shows taat the calculaticn Is valid with a good
Frecision/accuracy

(it Is

better than

1e/o)

and in the case cf

three-dimensional nonuzifors fields. This is ccnnected with the fact
that a change of the

zameteors cf magnet in the dependence cc a

radius can be considered as "distuxbance/perturbaticn" in
two-dimensional problem. In the sistes with the iron the effect of
disturbancesiperturbaticus £ap4ly decreases with the
removal/distance from the pertuxtation scurce, and the azimuthal form
Cf field is determined bith a gccd precision/accuracy by the form of

the section of magnet cm the given radius.

1. Field at edge c€ EcIes. Ihe geometry cf poles, for which were
carried out the calculaticna, it vas shown in Fig.

IA. Uith the aid

cf Schvarz-Christoffel's integral as located the function, which
reflects the prescribet/assined region cc plane 2-z

q to half-plane

jm.>(o.Then for the case of the different asc=tations of blocks are
conducted linear-fracticcal trasatcraaticas, establishing the
necessary correspondence of touncaries. In the presence of ccnductcrs
with the current near cferating xegion (Pig.

1b) is utilized the

expression of potential for the ccnductor abcve Flane 2mr-o.

For the case of Fig. Uf
-.-.

and

j---)

(ccaductors with the current at Foints

the dekendeace o

the vertical coampcnent of

...-

D.C - 80069215

2- for three cases of exciting the

magnetic intensity on axis/axle

adjacent blocks is give& in imjlicit form

(field within the excited

klock far from edge *-1

(2)

-- L(=4MfQhF).
'3p'
where yuh/H. 2h -

vertical, ih

-

bcizontal the pcle gaps; ft

-

field

during the opposite excitation ct the ad~acent blccks V1 =V4=+';
Vz=V,=-V)
tlccks

; f2 -

field during tbh

(V 1=V,,V; Vf=Vea-V)

right block (V&=-;
(curves 1,

*

1

2

,

1

3 -

identical excitaticn of adjacent
field during the excitation of cue

V3=Vo=G).

3) for pG.8J5.

Fig.

2 gives these dependences
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Fig.

1. Form of magnet 1clea.

uzad for ccnforaal mapping (a) and
at of the I during the excitation

location of conductors kith cvu
cne block of magnet It).

2 X/ M

2

ig. 2. Dependence of ver icaL ccaonent of magnetic intensity in
median plane on coordirate s. 1

41$

-

corresponds tc the cpposite fl); 2
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to identical

1i.E3

(fa) excitatic

of cne right block

(f3),

cz adjacent tlccks;

3 - to excitaticn

4 - ± eld when conductor with the current is

arranged/located in angle of A3.

for all curves p=h/H=0.835

(a

"similar* region of annular P-9 cyclotron of the Letedev physics
inst.).
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asymptotic field expessions bithin excited blcck

(x/H>1) take

the form:
14
It

,f

1(( + )

tut for fS Within excited blocK

Ciffecence from the unit

(4)

tx/H<-1):

(cx zerc in the case

deepening into the blcck cu

xx

--5-.r)h,

(5))

F(W0

with the

which makes it possible to use

the obtained results fcz the liLaited poles and, in Farticular, for
the periodic structures.

2. Fields in pericdic stzuctures. in this case

(Fig. 3) cf

function f they are retzesented In the fcrm cf Fourier series:
a, 604or

J

ks

(6)
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where the origin of cccdinates Is shifted the middle of block, and L
-

period of the magnetic system

even harmonics).

contains caly odd ones, and f&

The use of formula

constant component
ao Ili)/2)

ti

-

(2) makes it possible to find

(in the curve cz 6 Fig. 4, and it is depicted

:

1+1A2 8
L/H

..
(7)

The knowledge of the sue of tne squares cf harsonics makes it
possible to connect

frequeacles ci betatron

sectioned magnetic system)

(fcr the cyclotrcn with

wita th geometric parameters of magnet).

Calculations give:

L/H)

Or

2

L/M
at

k-l

where formula

I

(2

I2)W
L/m

k(I

(8)-(10) ccrresiced to

the dependence of
Sare

Us

flu;tez ol/24S

qeneralized to tha came

o

-

j1)-13).

))

Fig. 4b

(curve 6) gives

cn p. 7he c1taineod formulas easily

bhen gaps/intervals have different Vidth,

and adjacent blocks difterent wioth and excitatica.

3. Effect of condectors bith current. It is excited one tlock
and conductor is arrancac/located at poirt z:uziy
corresponds point C cn kalz-ilant 7m

".

(Fig. lb),

>O, then field equal

to which
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cc*- cS(l

where to x is determined ficm i1),

C*

-

value complex conjugated, C

which is determined fzcs the relationship/ratic:

V(I-e) 2 -(i+ )

[

Za

I(12

)

]C1.

ZN

Za

,

2a

0
i

L

Fig. 3. Gecmetry of uagnet.ic system for the Fpriodic structures (2a
the width of blocks, 2E - the aistance betweer tlocks L=4
Feriod of magnetic system.
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At point zx=x-iy is arranged/located the conductor with the same
current. Inverse currerts are tcound in point 12

4a and 4b gives dependerces a0 and #2 /2a2

o

(x-*-, Fig.

1A).

Fig.

Cn p with the different

value y/h - location cf ccnductcr on the boundary of block A3 A*.
Curved change with increase in )1h from I (ccrductor in angle of A3 )
to shows the possible range of ctanges a0 and 02 /2a2 o in the magnet
in different positions cf the winding (apprcxiuation/approach of
"sharp" edge gives with L,/4hi=

and y/h).

a6=0.25 and # 2 /Za2 0=1 independent cf y

During the lccaticn ol windings of deeper

(3-5)h frem the

horizontal plane their effect oz the form of field it is possible tc
virtually disregard anc to use fczsulas (1)-(10). Fcr the extended
winding the field is calculated by the additicn of fields frca the
separate conductors.

The obtained fornclas were used for the calculations of the
azimuthal form of field In circular P-M cyclctrcn [6,

7] and

cyclotron with secti-ned magnetic system (8] and became a good
agreement with the experiment.

fig. 5 gives calculated curve and

experimental points for the Secuetry of circular P-B cyclotron with
sharply ncnuniforu field alcag radius

( -

). A difference in the

calculation from the experiment dces not exceed 0.5o/c and,
apFarently, it is connected in essence with the measuring errors.
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Calculation by this asthcd cl field in the region of the shaped
pole of circular ?-a cyclctzcn cf the Lekedev physics inst. made it
possible tc simplify pzcducticn and to immediately obtain necessary
Fole-piece configuratica L 9 ].

i! ! .I
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Fig.
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U

5. Dependence of magnetic

2

t

field

f,

3

4

5 X/H

cn the azimuth in the

measurement on the bench. I - p=&.635; 2 - -=0.293. Curve 2 considers

the small proximity effect of minding to operating region. Pcints in
curves I and 2 cozrespcad to experixental data, their size/dimension
to measuring errors. Curve 2 - calculated field in the

-

apFroxiuation/approach cf

infinity, i.e.,

H1-1,

wone"

ticck

k-40, phx=h).

(second is extended

to

It is evident that the presence of

the adjacent unexcited tiocx Iwads to a sharper field slope.
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Session V.

COLLECTIVE NETHODS 3F ACCE.ERATIOM.

62. :ollective ion accelerator - new instrument in physics of
elemantiry particlas.

(Joint instituta of nuclear researchi).

Lat us pause bciefly at the state of matters for the creation of
the accelerator, which uses electron rings, in the different
laboratories of psace/woard. it we characterize position on the
vsols, then It Is necessary to say that the procedure of obtaining
electcon rings is completely sastered. At present are solved
J

questions of obtaining rings with the maximum electron density. For
this is :onstru:tad a whole series of new devices/equipment and
installations. In the laboratories which dealt, until now, by
obtainiag small clusters for the colle:tivs acceleration, occurred

0V"
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uphaaval in the i1mology of expOisent in favor of annular
f3rnation/education.

In receat years are published several

propositions on obtaining of circular clusters by the methods,
diffurent from the usual compression, proposed by our group. Hosvevoe
there are no serious investigatiLons both experimental ones and
theoretical onus up to now using these methods and therefore it is
difficult to speak about advantages and deficiencies/lacks in one or
the other methods. Plans/layouts for near fauture provide for such
iavesti;ations, and to the following conference, apparently, it will
be possible to make a selection of optimum compressor. Briefly let us
pause at these plans/layouts.

It is known that already one-and-a-half#ago Kristolfilo0

made

propositions on obtaining of circular clusters in the static
compressor. The essence of th.s proposition is reduced to the fact
that the ring in the period of its formation passes two
threu-dimensional/space diverse stages of compression, on one of
which oc:urs in essence the acceleration of electrons in the ring,
and on the second -

bringing/f.nisting circular cluster to a

necessary radius; during the first Atage are satisfied usual betatron
conditions for field 2:1. At present is conducted the preparatory
work, which foresees the possiob.ty of using the magnetic system

4._

"astro-on" for formation and accelerating the electron rings. It is
assumed that the work on the acceleration will begin to be carried

_

_

__

_

_

_

_
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out from in the spring of 1971.

In 1971 questions of ota1ning and

accelerating the circular

clusters it is proposed to invest.gate in one more American
laboratory in the University of

laryland. Until the present time this

research group was occupied by obtaining and studying the bundles of
electrons of cylindrical type, applying the method of the adiabatic
compression of electron spiral in the longitudinal magnetic field of
stopper configuration; to this group it

was possible to obtain

compact electronic formation/educations.

In the final state of

compression alactr3aic small cylinder had sizes/dimensions 0.4

of

ca. However, the difficulties, connected with the retention of this
cluster upon the acceleration, in practice do not make it possible it
to utilize for purposes of the collective acceleration of high
intensity. At presmet occurs the technical rearmament of group group obtains electronic direct voltage accelerator on energy 4 Rev
with the current 10 kA.

There occurred change and directions of

investigations. Is outlined transition to obtainin; and study 3f
circular clusters. The formation of cluster is intended to conduct

in

the static magnetic field, which has at the output magnetic mircor.
The formed in the magnetic field spiral from the electrons with the
impinjement to the plug is grouped iato the ring. As show
calcolations, to obtain small sizes/dimensions of the section of ring
*

thus is difficult. Direct voltage accelerator, which is intended

--

Me

to
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utilize in these experiments, gives the large scatter of particles on
the energies, and this even sore impedes obtaining the parameters of
ring. Novectheless experiments ace designed for obtaining in the ring
of 1013 electrons and it is more.

Let us pass to the state of matters and the nearest
plans/layouts in the laboratories, which work on the usual diagram of
obtaining circular cluster. Large successes achieved in last year the

group, which works in Garching

PIRG).

Utilizing an electron

acceLerator of direct action, this group obtained in the compcessor
the ring of electrons by diameter on the order of 7 cm. The special
feature/peculiarity of the compressor, created with this group, is
the rapid time of compressioa of ring

(9 ps).

This is reached because

of the use of a single-turn single-stage vinding of pulse field. The
total number of electrons in the ring is small

(-1010-1019). In this

is guilty first of all the electron accelerator, which has the high
energy scatter of particles. The use of a single-stage system of
compression also affects tae

process of capture and, therefore, to a

number of seized particles. .At present is accomplished/realized
transition

to the usual version of the three-stage coopcossLon.

This

gives the possibility to decrease the sizes/disensions of ring and to
increase the total number of electrons in it.

Page 202.
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As is shown experiment of the use of direct voltage accelerators
for obtiining the circular clusters, such accelerators cannot compete
with the induction ones and without an essential improvement in the
qualities of beam, apparently,
the :irzular

they cannot be utilized for obtaining

clusters vitA the large proper fields. Basic

laboratories dealt by development and creation of the more effective
injectors which would make it possible to obtain electric ion
clusters with the effective inteasity/strength of field -10Y V/ca.
This it is possible to acaieve first of all due to a considerable
incrtasa

in thD intensity of the electron accelerators, and also due

to the decrease of the pezveance of launchinq/starting the electrons
of these accelerators.

The solution of precisely these questions composed the basis of
the sciaitific program of tan group of Berkeley. This group achieved
the great successes in the foramtjon of electron rings. Moever,
further

progress of the investigations of this group was restrained

by too basic reasons:

a) the electron accelerator which was utilized

by this group as the injector, it possesses sufficiently high
perveanue, which impedes obtaining circular cluster with the optimum
parameters; b) insufficient vacuum in compressor (6o10 F an

1) does

not make it possible to conduct the acceleration of cluster due to

DOC
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destructive resonance effect QS-

.

At present in practice are completed works on the creation of
new electron accelerator. Tnis is betatron type linear accelerator.

Use as basic material of tae Lndactors of this accelerat3r of ferrite
gives possibility due to snorteniag of the duration of oulse (30 as)
increase substantially peak power and to accelerate electronic

-to

currents -1000

A.

Transition to the fiald 3mission cathode

sabstantially iaproves the quality of the accelerated bean.
Characteristics indicated aaovo of accelerator in conjunction with a

small scatter of particles on energies (AE/!--0.5o/o) will make
possible to obtain in annular cluster -39101

electrons. This ring is

possible to use for accelerating tue protons with the average/mean
strength of field to 5o106 V/cm.

Ths works, conducted by group in Dubna, passed in two main
trends:

investigation on tke model of collective accelerator and

investigations, connected with the creation of separate

elemants/cells and systems of future accelerator. The basic task

I'

which was solved on the model of accelerator, was the adjustment of
the separate elements of setting up for the acceleration in the ring
a -

particles. This adjustment was dictated the need of studying the

behavior of those accelerated a
a.1

J;

-

particles in the ring about

diffecent accelerations of ring. Biperiments must be conducted at
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diffareat speeds of circular clustar. These investigations will sake
possibl3 to =orrectLy detarmina requirements for the
pcocision/accuracy of the maintenance of accelerating field, which is
extremely important in the first stages of acceleration for the times
of acceleration, compared vith the time of the oscillation of ions
within the electronic potential pit. If this is transferred to the
appropriate energies of the accelerated ions, then this corresponds
to energies 1-4 MeV/nucleon. To conduct such investigations on the
ions of heavy elements is lifficult. Thus, for the ions of nitrogen,
for 4hich were conducted the first experiments on the acceleration in
the ring, it is possible to select the nuclear reactions according to
which it is possible to determine the intensity of accelerated ions.
Hovever,

the thresholds of these reactions lie/rest sufficiently high

(3-a NeV/nucLeon

and therefore it

is impossible to investigate

entire region of energies vita the aid of nitrogen ions. a particles were selected because all possible nuclear reactions with
them in the interesting us range of energies are well studied on the

cyclotrons. During the preparation of installation for the
acceleration a -

particles we proceeded also from the fact that after

conductin; of the necessary measurements it would be possible to

sufficiently rapidly switch over to the acceleration of protons.

Preparation of installation included two basic tasks: shaping of
the magnetic field of the corresponding configuration and obtaining

)
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more fine vacuum. The rearrangement of magnetic field encompassed the
creation of the necessary three-disonsional/space gradient in the
section 3f the conclusion/output of circular cluster. In order to
ensure the possibility of the control 3f accelerating voltages both
as a wh3Le in the section of conclusion/output and in the individual
sections, along the length of acceleration it was introduced

alditionally te lash of turn in by current. The current through
these turns can be regulated, changing the time of the start of the
intercepting discharger/gap. Such changes in the diagram made it
possible to ensure a steady change in the gradient of the magnetic

fiell, which accelerates the annular cluster. As showed the
measurements of magnetic field, this system of conclusion/output will
make possible to accelerate
from 1 to

£ -

particle in the range of energies

10 HV/nucleon.

fransition to the acceleration a - particles required
iaprovements in the vacuum in the chamber/camera of compressor 2-3
times. This Ls

lictated first of all by the need to limit the content

of the ions of residual gas. For guaranteeing the necessary pressures
in the chamber/camera was impcoved the system of vacuum evacuation.
Besils

usual system

were introduced additionally two turbomolecular

pumps of the type TRN-200.

For further acoleration of circular cluster is provided for the

.t

*

-

-

-
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system of resonators with appropriate modulation of magnetic field

along the length of acceleration.

As the accelerating element of

system is selected the coaxial. cavity. For the final selection of
constructing/dAsigning this resonator were carried out the
investigations, connected with the work of resonator in the pulse
magnetic field, and also the investigations of high-frequency
discaar;.

on tas basis of these investigations is made the selection

of constructing/designing this resonator. Resonator is made from the
stainless steel with thin copper coating of internal surface.

Important for the model oi accelerator is the agreement of time
of flight the electron ring of the clearance of resonator with the
phase of high-frequency oscillations. For guaranteeing the necessary
precision/accuracy of agreement is selected the system of consecutive
bunching of rings, which consists of three resonators. As showed
calculations, this system can ensure agreement into 90o/o of cases,
i.e., with -3200 on the phases of accelerating voltage.

The second direction of the works of group encompassed the
investigations, connected with the creation of separate

elements/cells 2nd systems of the future accelerator. These
investigations provided for the creation of the now injector of

electrons, cryogenic accelerating section and the selection of the
optimum configuration of compressor.

4
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Linear induction accelerator at the present time

-

fundamental

set. which makes it possible to obtain the monoenergetic rlativistic
charged particle beaus of te large intensity.
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work experienca with similar type accelerator shoved the possibility
of designing of accelerator vita tue substantially larger intensity
of the

zacelerated particles witAout the essential complication of

systams. On the contrary, as shoved the investigations of
sampLed-lata system,

the accelerating part can be simplified. The

investigations of different commutators showed that most
adequate/approaching for the accelerator are the thyratrons of the
type 731-1 2500/50. which for the duration of pulse 10- 7 s are
capable of drawing current -12

kA.

A basic question during the creation of this accelerator is a

question of the selection of material for the core of the

A

azcelerating alemsat/cell - inductor. Obvious is the fact that this
material must possess very small specific conductivity. In another
case due to the strong surface/skin effect, called by eddy currents,
the volume of ferromagnetic material, necessary for producing the

.At
-

-

-

-

-

.

-

.
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inductor, vooll prove to be large. Experiments shoved that for the
durations of operating pulse 30-40 ns the most adoquate/approaching
material is ferrite. However, the low value of the saturation
induztion of fstrita supeciposes supplementary requirements for the
primary impulse/momentun/pulse, namely to its duration. For

~shortening

of the pulse duration in tha diagram is

saturation of farritl

core, The section

utilized the

of ferrite is selected in

such a way that with the qivn amplitude of current saturation would
begin after time

*H,

after which automatically occurs the shunting

of load and voltage on it rapi ly drops to zero. In order to avoid
the losses of bean due to the low-power electrons, which are formed
at the leading impulse front, necessarily reasonably possible
shortening of front.. For this is used the system of the aggravation
of front with the aid of the coaxial line, filled with ferrite.
During the use of a cut of coaxial dimension line 38z24x7.5

mm and

by length of 70 cm was obtained the impulxe/momeatum/pulse with the
front 5 as for the duration of the front of launched pulse 70 as.
This sale possible completely to forego the special preliminary
impulse shaping and to be restricted to the use of a simply storage
capacity/capacitance.

Ths

oscribed above investigations became the basis of the

created at present accelerator.

.1
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Basic parameters of tke acceLerator:

energy of the loctroas

maximum pulse current

Duration of the sake pulse

Pulse repetition rate

of -3.5 HeY.

of 2000 A.

of 20 as.

of 50 Nlz.

Scatter of particles on tao energies

AZ/2-1o/o.

The mock-up of the accelerating system is fulfilled in the form
of the system of the supercoaducting resonators, placed into the
longitudinal magnetic field 20 kg, created by the supercoaducting
windings. For the purpose of selecting of the material of resoaatocs
vere carried out experiments on the investigation of the skin drag of
superconductors of the 2nd kind under the influence on them of
magnetic field 20 kg. The results of these works give ;Iouads to
speak today &bout the possibility of designing of the superconducting
resonators, operating in the magnetic fields, with the quality >106.
For obtaining the high values of quality it is neossary to coaduct
t.e stalies of the Iffect of different treatments of the surface of
resonator on the quality. At present are conducted investigations on

*1
* I

.W1

. ,.
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the ipplicatlon of the superconducting coatings on the resonator with
the ese of the gloving discharge. Bxperinnts with the puce/clean
superconductors it became the encouraging results.

:a detail the

results of investigations on the cryogenic accelerating section will
be represented in the separate report.

In the Latter/last pact of the report to me it would like to
dwell on the question of the use of a collective accelerator for the
physicist of elementary particles. this question frequently is raised
on different conferences and many they frighten the completely now
conditions for the work of physical equipment. Contemporary physical
experiments in the method of conducting can be divided into two
groups. In some equipment records everything, which through it passes
without any preliminary selection. In others - the equipment works in
the :ontroli3d mode/conditions, i.e.,

it records only son

events

which ace selected/taken by special starting system, disregarding the
large part of passing through not suninteresting" particles. Usually
without the preliminary selection are studied the processes,
with the relatively large cross section,

for example,

which go

the

formation/education of resonances, elastic scattering, total cross
Sections. In the unguided mode/conditions works the equipmeat in
neutrino experiments due to the smallness of the interaction cross
section of neutrino.

The controlled saooie.onditions of the vock of

experimental installations is applied in the case of the

4......
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investigation of rare reactions or search of rare particles.

For

example, in the experiment of ra. Prokoshkines group on the searches
of the antinuclei of helium for recording five nuclei through the
detectors were passed 2.10AI

pi-mesons.

Collective accelerator is

characterized by the fact that in it

it is difficult to realize the expanded in the time discharge/bceak
of the accelerated particles on the target. The methods of the
temporary selection on this accelerator are unacceptable.

The basis of the procedure of experiment on this accelerator

must be track detectors.

In order to encompass entire class of the experiments which are
conducted on the contemporary accelerators, track detectors must

ake

it possible to carry out experiments it least with the same particle
fluxes, as at present. Let as examine the possibilities of such
detectors.

iPlaless spark chambes/caseras,

proportional wire

chambers/cameras and streamer chaaers/caseras make it
simultaneously record to 100 tracks.
instrumants is such

possible to

The operating speed of these

that they allo/assume synchronous

ockiag with

the accelerator at the frequency of message* to 10' imp./s. Thuse

,.I

*L
r

'~
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comparatively easily can no roalized the experiments in which the

particle fluxes reach 1OS or 2.1OAe particles in 500 hours of work of
the 3ccelerator. (Collective accelerator it can operate at a
frequency of 103 Hz.).

tidec these conditions of tho work of experimental installation
te function of the soelecton ot events is transferred from
expecimenter's equipment to the computer. The analysis of development
of computational technology skows that, apparently, into the next
five years it is possible to rely on the creation of the machines,
vhich make it possible to treat tb.s quantity of information. By such
form, track electronic engiaeerIng will make it possible to optimally
utilize possibilities of collective accelerator and to effectively
conduct research in its beams.

Furthermore, accelerator

opens/discloses completely new possibilities in the analyses of the
properties of neutrino. Vill appear the possibility of designing of
the monochromatic beams of aetrino (AS/I--10o/o).

SI
'
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This fact not only makes it possible at the qualitatively new level
to carry out all neutrino experimeats, but also offers the
possibility of the setting ap of the experiments which in pciaciple
•/cannot

V
*,

be carried out vithout t1e monochromatic neutrinos. &a example

.
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of this ezpeciasnt can be B. Poptesocvo*s proposition about the
search of stconq I-

intecaction.

to conclusion me it is desirable to express large gratitude

those all sent propositions according to possible experiments on the
azcoleritor and especially W. A. Sviridov, who actually based the
systauati= possibility of tue setting up of these axperiments.

I
II

I
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63. Some questions of the tACsoy of the acceleration of Long by the
scanning of electron boas.

A. A. Kolomenskiy, I. N. Logacnev.

(Physical institute is. P. 9. Lebedev of the AS USSR).

Recently mach atteation attract the collective methods of
a:calgration.

sepacated/liberated the method of

&song them is

a-coleriting th3 ions, sel2ad in relativistic electron rings and
moved together with them L 1 1. Are known other methods of the
collective accelecition vasa the use/application of rings it is
possible to avoid.

dea of one of such methods in the form of the

diagraIm of moving foci

also [3]).

This

vas ezpressad already long ago (see E21, and

lia;ram it

is

possxble generalize,

being based on the

achievements in the creation of high-current electron beams and by
consilering the displacement

(scanning) of this focused bean as

whole.

The task of this wort is

the study of some problems of particle

dynamics with the scanning of beams for accelerating the ions.

*

*I

Lit us misims the simplest In

principle possible diagcam of the

DoC a80069216
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acceLeration of ions by tie Scanning of the electron beam (see fig.
1).* From point 0 comes hijn-cvxreut electron beam with the circular
cross section.

Electrons witAL total energy E@((-'jw)

after the

passage of the focusing system move in the direction 0!. forming
current 1. The electron beam with the aid of the deflection System is
novel as whole In transverse direction CD. it point C occurs the
admission (capture) of the ions which are carried off by the field of
electron beam and are accelerated in lirection D. The curve 0DB is an
instantaneous photograph, at the given instant of the position of the
particles of the beam, which left the deflection system at the
different moments of time.

Cnvalope 3f pac ticles of electrons taking into account the
Coulomb forces is describea by the equation:
dL'i

wharg

24

radius of beam in section x; A

in &speres; V

-

OlI

-

beam current

relativistic factor. The solution of this equation is

the following expression, which gives connection/coamunicatiom
between the longitudinal coordinate z and a radius of the boas

e2

e

(2)

ciz
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if beam is f3cused, the& at a

stance

2!

from thi

2

focusiag system w.i

3

3O

be located "sausage mode" or crossover

with the radius
r

I

(4)

,e

Electric field on the edge of bean in the region of sausage mode is

determined by the expresslon

801

'eZo

S

501-e
where I - beam current in the amperes;

centimeters.

(5)
-

radius of beam is the
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the acceleration of ions by the scanning of
electron bean. a) the high-current accelerator; b) focusing system.
ct

the deflection system; d) electron bean.
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Upon the acceleration of ions due to their shifting

(scanning)

together with the eLectroa oeam it cannot be allowed/assumed so that
the displacement would occur with t3o high an acceleration, since as

a result of the action of the inertial forces ions from the beam can
be lost. If ve are restricted to noncelativistic case Ev
EW

- rest energy of ion,

, where

then the allowable acceleration in

determined by the inequality
ez

Taking into az=ount

(6)

(6) maximum energy to which it is possible to

accelerate ions in cut 1, will be determined by the expression

.1

E~6Is
E

•oil

el (96).(7
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Depemdence

E,

PiGB

on I for the different values cc and at the

pCescribed/assignmd value I it is shown in Fig. 2. The straight line
W.O

AB is 13teraimid by the locus of extrema
to condition

14

-

.

and it

For us is of intrest region

corresponds

I<Io or

The lecraase of a radius of beam with the prescribed/assiqned

current

leads to an incrsasa in tUe effective electric field and, therefore,
to the possibility of accelerating the ions to the high energies.
ElveveC,

value

order to

ensure

1

'mLn

must be bounded below by certain value "to

the necessary phase volume upon injection

capture of ions into the accelerative
,

mode/conditions.

to what in

Fig.

2 corresponds the straight

Requirement on lm&n

limits

from anove the field

I-4

it

is

In

k-

in

and during
this

case

line Sr.
of energies to which

possible to accelerate the ions
(S)

E 60,
4

For the realization of scanning it is necessary that the longitudinal
sizes/dimensions of beam re

(distance from the focusing system to

"stratching*) would be more than its transverse sizes/liaensions
Moreover, the theory of tas electron bean is constructed on the
assumption about its paraxiality.

In accordance with this we set the

following limitation

vie
W7
e
*

A

Id

>>1

9
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he ,ptimui

Awich corresponds to maximum energy of

vabis of c~u~ret.

the accelerated ions, is equal to
01(j en k) f

1,7-10

(10)

(a),

whers
e

z)e

:

dt.

0

the aid of
The scanning of elcron neas is accomplished vith
l
of the rotary systems whose parameters
the aagaatic or the electrica

for
should be selected, on the oas~s of the optimum conditions
the motion of
acceleration. As shoved calculations for the computers,
occurs virtually on
ions with angular shifts of beam in liaits of 300
but to the
the straight line, parallel to the direction of scanning,
initial

velocities of ions do not have in

thermal

This can make it

this

case a

possible to manage without

noticeable e.f

act.

supplemeot~Cy

devices/egQipseat for the focusing of ions, although

in order to
this qusstion r9quires supplementary investigation.
field

ensure the maximum permissible or magnetic

of rotary systems

accocing to the lay:

1,710
H'?'t0--S-n
h

.t

(2C)

1

-2

&-tO CekP

2

Mh t A
il
p'

,-

.

7.

i
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h - sigu.ficant dimensioa ot the deflaction system in the

cantimetars,

For brevity we do aot give forulas and are limited to the table
of values

T,I.

Ej

for speciiic case

..

r,,,.

=40 CI.

Kay:

I

*1

(1.

I,a

.20

EL,,Ms6

0,5

Rev.

150
4,

500

1250

15

35

2-)00
65

-00
200

n"-.

-2 . €,cg
'o
1n,.'.
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Dependence
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As can be seen from zaols,

for increasing in energy and

intensity of the accelerated ions it
*

is necessary to simultaneously

incruase the values of the curreat of electrons and their energy

)

(factor

1).

In conclusion

let as note that for the application of method of

scanning it is necessary to overcome numerous difficulties. However,
scanning has the Isfinite advantages, and first of all the fact that

*Kim
*

-
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drops off the necessity of the use/application of I complicatel
compressor aal satire system for formation and maintaining of rings
and guarantee of their staoz.iity,
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Discussion.

M. S. Rabinovich. What method of the creation of overvinding mods Tom
do Utili2e With the scaninga of electron beam?

1. 1. Logachev. First, muca here depenis on the beam which we will
have. Depending on its properties are selected the methods of
focusing. Secondly, here is not proposed a Concrete Scheme,

but only

1. V. Chavilo. What you can say about the effect of noupacaziaLity of

y

electronic and ionic component on the final result of your
calculations?

1. 1. Logachev.

This was not examined?
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1. V. Chuvilo.

1.

I.

But ta .s can lead to the resonances.

Loga=hev.

Question of resonances

do not have this closed system as in

to some degree opened.

Us

the ralativistic rings where the

same electrons always coexist with the ions. The electrons are
carried out by beam. With tas ions each time are contacted new
portions of 31actrons.

A. A. Koloeaskiy. 1 would want to make the following observations in
connection with questions of 1. S. Rabinovich and 1. V. Chuvilo.
Focusing of electron bea& and creation of necessary overviading node
(crossover) =aa be obtaiaed with tke aid of more or-less usual

...

electron-optical systems, in particular, with the aid of the magnetic
quadrupole lenses. Special requirements it is necessary to present as
electroa source in the sense of its honocentricity and esittance. For
our estimations we tried to take the values of the parameters,
already achieved/reached in the experiment.

K

density in

thet

e,

'

For example,

node cocresponds so that in

electron

the electron

rings, rate of rise of magnetic field in the deflection system and
sizes/dLensions of the region of fiell approximately/uxemplacily

j -t

reached correspond to parameters,

which characterize the work of

injectors in the acting storage machines and.

.1

etc.

PACE
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64. Stuiy pro;lra, connected with the development of the accaeleatoc
of electron rings in Berkeley

&.

FOOTNOTE 1, Vork is financed by the U.S.. Atomic Energy Commission.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

J. M. Peterson, V. 7. Chash, A. A.

L. J. Laslett,

Uarren, D. Keef, G.

R. Lanbecgson,

V. A. Perkins, A. 5. Sessler.

(Lawrao:u radiation laboratory, California university, USA).

I. Introduction.

In the beginning of 1968 in radiation laboratory named after
Ernest 3. Lawrence of California aniversity in Berkeley was created
group for studying the new method of accelerating the ions with the
aid 3f the rings, which consist of relativistic electrons. The idea
of this acceleration was advanced and developed by Vtksler, Sarantsev
•.

and by other scientists

an Denaa.

of group wers reported for I.
paticle

accelerators in

E11. The first results of the work

All-Union conference on charged

oscow in 1968. In this report the authocs

make the survey/coverage of farther works and study program.

.1

*

PAGE
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I1. Experiments in obtaining of dense electron rings.

The target of the first large experiment was formation and
compression of the electron riags of large 4ensity. At the disposal
of the authors, fortunately there was the source of relativistic
electrons vita the large intensity, namely, astro-a - liaear
iada:tioa accelerator vita the energy of the particles of 3.5 Re
the current 4O0

and

A.

The axial and radial sactions of used in the work experimental
installation [2] by the

mass -Compcssor-2" are shown in Fig. 1. The

"voakly-focusing" magnetic field is provided by three pairs of the
puls

windiangs, arranged/located outside the ceramic vacuum

chamber/camera. winding 1 serves for the retention of the injected
bean with energy of 3.5 ReV on radius 19 cm and after-acceleration
and its compression t* the radius with which the following winding
can continue compression.

Page 207.

This process continues until is obtained the beam with a radims of
3.5 cm and by energy 18 NoV.

Fig. 2 shows changes in the ties *f a radius of bean

i

t'5"-mw-

--

kinetic
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energy, magnetic field and field index

n--

R

in ring in a 500-

millisecond cycle of compression.

The field inex n is tan very important parameter, since is
determined the possibility of tAn emergence of the resonance
instibLlity of bean. Usually bean becomes instable, vhen axial and
ridiil frequencies of betatron

Q., and

Cs

(number of betatron

oscillations per revolution) are connected with the
relationship/ratio:
aQ.V+ 5Q - c
vmere a, b and a - small integers, which depend on the means of the
disturbince/perturbation of tas magnetic field, which calls the
instability of bean.

In

betatron Q,,

are determined by the index of a field slope n,

and Q%

view of the fact that of frequency of

namely, Mbl-

and Os'n

(5/9,

1/4,

4/9,

9/25,

1/5,

then, obviously, at sone values of a
1/9,

etc.)

are possible resonances with a

strong increase in the sizes/dimensions of bean, if occurs the
corrasponding nonlinearity or the distortion of magnetic field and if
resonance passes sufficiently slowly. Duing the experiments with
*Copressor-2" for achievement of necessary compression it

proved to

be naassary to seLect the node/conditions of change a only foc the
initial section of the cycle of compression (with a large radius of
bmian

, when distortions of magnetic field were maximum.

selection n the injected bean was compceosed

Ahp

kfter this

almost without the
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losses. Ring density proved to be equal to about 4. 1012 electroas aud
it ws limited faster to injector* than by some effect in the
compressor.

*I
_

_

_

_
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Fig. 1. The l~ongitudinal1 and Ccross sectionls of installation
n':omprqssor-2": 1 - winding 1# 2 and 3; 2 - traaeS, which uUPPt
viallsqs; 3

of 45.7 cm); 5

I

A6-

frames; '4-ceramic vacuum chanbr/casta, (bo~e

-spacer.

electcoles8; 7

-

-

monitor of taim injected bean; 6
suppoct of vacuum chamber; 3

-

deflecting

support of windings.
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With the work it was observed no essential effects of space charge#
with sxception Df the useful mechanism of self-engagement, which
occurs with th3 currents are above 50 oc 75 A. Ring remained stable
during several milliseconds, which was limited only to a change in
the magnetic field,

which brings finally to value

became unstabl§ and was lost.
focusing.

QN.

when beam

were observed also the effects of ionic

For the filling of ring with ions into the chamber/cae a

with the aid of the rapid-action valve was admittal a small quantity
of gas. The introduction of ions caused earlier resonance oaset Qi'S

With the energy 18 del the synchrotron radiation of ring very
bright and can be photographed for explaining spatial distribution of
electrons within the ring.

1asureaents showed that the density is

distributed according to the law of ;auss, and the rms values of an

insile

radius of rings wore 1.6 and 2.3 ms,

which will agree with the

results of the measurements, carried out by the sound method.

On the

basis of geometric dimensions and quantity of electrons in the ring
was calculated the maximsu

value of the electric field of 12 He/s,

which is already of interest from the point of view of the
acceleration of ionS. It

must be noted that this intensity can be

achisved/reached without the special difficulties and, apparently, it
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is not maximum.

111. Zxperimsnts in the acceleration of ions.

Tha following task of our group consisted of the acceleration of
the electron ring, loaded with ions. It was necessary to form a ring,
to loal with its several percentages of hydrogen ions ani to
accelerate from to the energy into several 3e! at the length of 0.5 a
with the aid of the magnetic field.

ho experimental installation for

conducting these works, named *Compressor-30, it is shown in FLg.

3.

Basic differences in this installation from "Compcessor-20

consist of the following:

1) winding by 3 was replaced oy the solenoid, in which was
accelerated the ring;

2) winding 1 was modified in or er to reduce to a aininum a
variition in the decrease in magnetic field n on the first several
centimeters of compresso.

Primary attention during the design of *Comptasnor-34 was given
to tae translatLon/zonversion of the comprmssed ring from the
magnetic potential pit into tke accelerating solenoid, in which the

t
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magnatic fiell is actually constant. ta this case it is necessary to
ensure supplementary focusing in order to avoid, first of all, the
vertical flaring of ring

(Q%-O),

and in the second place, its radial

instibility with approximation/approach

t to unity. The accelerated

positive ions favor focusing in sath directions, but the focusing
forces with the light ion load are insignificant. Focusing by image
with the aid of the conducting cylinder of the type of "squirrel
wheel* [3) is more effective and more advisable: it increases
fraqusaa-y of axial betatron

Q6a

radial moving aside resonance

I

Q%

and it decreases the frequency of
.
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The attempt to accelerate ions was not crowned with success
becamse in *Compressor -30
necessary

parameters.

could not shape the rings with the

Thus, we did not succeed in even attempting to

accelerate ions in the well shaped ring within the time, vhich was
isolated to group for the work with the accelerator astro-I. The
authors encountered

two difficulties, first of which was the sharply

pronounced effect of negative mass. Vith the increase of the current
of the injected beam approximately/sxemplarily to 150 A the radial
brealth of ring increased to the value, which corresponds to 10o/o
energy spread, which strongly decreased electron density in the ring.
The effect of negative mass occurred due to the unexpectedly small
energy spread La the beam, obtained from the injector which van
completely altered within the tme between two experimentse.Vhile the V
energy spread in the injector during the experiments with
*

"Compressor-2" was approximately 0o.5O/,
not exceed

in the now injector It did

0.a0/o. For measuring tae energy scatter "Compcemsor-30

was utilized as magnetic analyzer. since the threshold of negative

mass changes as
"Compressor-3"

(Ap/p)a, the results of measurement indicate that in
the threshold Id considerably lover than ln

"Compresor2U.

The secoad difficulty,

A.

which met duting the expeLseat
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Compressor-34, was axial bds blowup and loss of its largar
t3 the single-pirticle resoaance*. The loss of particles in

occurs with n-0.5 (I.e. wase

.- Qz

-O).

pact da
essence

The system of vindings

permitted implemention of an injection with n<0.5, but attempt of
work L

this region led to the considerable losses of beam in the

presence of resonances n9/25 and nal/4. These resonances became
apparent also during the experiments with wCompressor-20, but then
they bcaught less than

uneasiness/Qnrests since the form of magnetic

field was different.

IV.

Program of the works,

being conducted at present.

The reasons for the instabilities which they met during the
experiment with "Compessor-J0, now are sufficiently well studiedo
and into construction of installation introduced the necessay
changes. In

order to get rid of "ae

of negative mass, first

of all,

instability, called by the effect

zt is

proposed to supply on the path

of bundle fail of variabLe/alternating thi4knesse which will assure a*
sufficient instantaneous energy spread. The instabilities, which
appear as a result of the resonances of single particles.

ate

excluded by the change in the for* of magnetic fipLde which decreases

4t

(

the second Jby third

derived fields

an0.5..Furthermore,

the decrease of the azimuthal distortios

magetic

exclude resoaances a-9/25 and

field will

and

j)Scausing

a-/5.

rosonace
of

All

these
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3f installation are checked Is th

changes in the constructon/dnesi

recently initiated new expuriments with the compressor. Iq winter
1970-1971 we

proposed to der.Lve and to accelerate the loaded with

Lons elaztron rings.

,

44

V.9,-quipment

Fe

of now injector..

the more systematic exemuion of our program ot vorks in the

course of the latter/last several months In
injectoc-acceLerator.

This Liaear induction accelerator with the

energy 4 Nee and maximum crrent

O0 a In

similar/sch to injectors Astro-M,
ispulse/soentum/pulse

Beckeley i LostaLLed now

the principle Lu

but has smaller duration of

(fron 'O to 40 as) and smaller repetition

frequency of the accelerating cycles

(I

Hz)#

which siplifies and

reduces the cost of its creation. The construction/desia
is modular; it

of Injector

consists of seventeen resonators which by driving

pulses by the duration of 40 as from the forming lines of Boolias.
On the clearance of each resonator the voltage is
Fig. 4 shows one of the zesoaatoras
ferrite,

equal to 69Z5 OF.

inductive core* are

ade

eom

but not of the convoluted metallic strip/file, as this was

done earlier. Raeonators are not only partly the Injectorv but also
as models for testing the possibility of their use/applicatios

,serve

for accelerating

the electron rings in the accelerator to thq high

energies, below this g'stioa vill be examined in more detail.
Out electron gu &a.at sew accelerator, shove on VI. S.
Censigst

other.

of five such resonators,

arraeged/located adjaceat to

Gok

2

Fig.

I

Para

80069216

ooc

3

La.

ifuans of tha cross socz!On of the resonator of linear

induction accelerator. 1

-

ferrite; 2

-

oil; 3

-

vacuum.

Page 210.

They are conected by means of the central conducting rod which

D~OC

=

80069216
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terminates in the fifth resonator and holds the emitting cathode. The
voltage of cathode is, thus, tas sum of voltages of five resonators
is 1.25 Mv.

This atcelerator is

asseabled and successfully tested on the

energy up to 2 neY, and nov is used in the experiments with
compressor.

*

Until noV,

were utlized only the cathodes with the

aatolectronic emission, although the electron gun makes it possible
to apply thermionic cathodes. Cathodes with the antolectronic
emission waer

selected due to thed

simplicity and up to the present

time show satisfactory results.

The maximum currents obtained from these cathodes, comprised
more than 1000 A with the acceptable time of the service

(more than

2.10s impulses/somenta/pulsesl. The density of beam in the phase
spacs is suffizient for saagiag of electron rings. Instantaneous
energy scatter is not still accurately measured, but it is known that
it is loss than 0.5o/o.

The schematic of the arrangesent/position of injector and
research equipment is shown in Fig. 6. Installation for formation and
accelerating the electron rings is prepared for the assembly in the
epeciaental hall at the end of the location for tie injector.

*I

)7

-

- -

.
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Vt. Prospects for further expeciments.

we continue to optimistically estimate the possibilities

of

applying the acelsrators of electron rings for accelerating the Long
*

both to the averages and to the high energies. Very encouraging are
the resuLts,

obtained by the group of Sazantsev in

Dubna C4].

The

analysis of the technical and economic aspects of this problem.
*

carried out in 8erkeley, also yieldel positive

Recently va investigated
proton accelerator with

GeV C . 6].

I,

the possibility

results.

of constructi

g the

e eLectron rings to the energy of 60-100
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Fig. 5.. Zh* schematic of firow-resonator slactron gun. I -discharge
gap; 2 - ling *f B1zoleia; 3 - floocing; ' - the accelerating

cavities with the pulse supply, loaded with ferritas; 5
figure gives in the mtoers.
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Drawing of linear indiCtion ICZlerator and location foe the

experiments with the electcon rings.

Kay: (i.
hill.

Injector. (2).

(4).

J

ton/gcsnd tap/crane.

-

(3).

Experimental

scale in feet.

Research equipment. (5).
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This machine most consist of compressor, 320-meter accelerating
section with thq resonators and 160-meter section with the magnetic
a:csLcrtion. Both types of tke accelerating sections ace shows in
Pig. 7.
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First type section consists of the series/row of the resonators,
loada~1 with inductance of the same type, as in the
injector-accelerator (Pigs 4).

The average/mean value of external

accelerating field, created by resonators, is 5 nV/s. Between the.

resonators ars arranged/located the 3tperconducting windings,
pcoviding the solenoidal. leadi.ng field 30 kg. Although a radius of
the electron rings of order 2-3 ca, a span channel in the resonators
have a radius of 19 ca. This is made for the purpose of the decrease
of electromagnetic energy loss due to the interaction between the
electrons and the acceleratingj structure. Energy loss chanjes as the
square of a quantity of electrons in the ring and limits the quantity
of electrons which for this machine composes 3. 1013 electrons to the
ring. This effect impedes the use of the focusing :ylinder which can
sharply increase energy loss..Bnergy loss, furthermore, caused axial

I

defocusing of electrons in the ring; however, latter/last

investigations shoved that this the effect was small and does not set
substantial limitations on the parameters of accelerator [7]1.

in the version in question electron ring creates the electric

field of 500 51/a and it is loaded with 0.50/0 of protoas. The set
of energy by protons in tke resomator section composes
*

approximately/exemplarily 125 Nev/n. so that total energy after the
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passage of 320-metec section reaches 40 GeV. The average/mean rate of
acceleration of protons in this section corresponds only to fourth of
maxisum voltage of electric field in the ring. This is done for
decreasing the polarizational effects within the ring. In the first
section the

leactric ion rings holds only ionic focusing. Therefore

there is a danger in the instability of rings when the centers of
positive and negative charges are strongly mixed

r3lative to each

other. The self-consistent solution of this problem is not yet found.

.

-i.

V-

-
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7. Dcavings of two types of the accelerating sections

(sizes/d imensions are given in inches).

a) resonator section; b)

saction with tha magnetic accelerat±n.

Key:
kg.

(1).
(14).

aceleratinq clearance. (2). Supercoaducting winding.
from 30 to 5 kg.

df

(3).
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The latter/last section of the accelerator with a length of 150
a with the collapsible/dropped along the axis magnetic field is the
slightly expanding toward the end superconducting solenoid. Here
protons increa3e their energy approxizately/exemplarily two tines,
reaching 80 GeV toward the end of the section. In this section
effe.tive accelerating field is equal to the half saximum electric
fiell in the riag

(but not

1/4 as

.a the

first section),

since here

ring is focused by cylinder and the polarization of ions and
slectrons does not threaten the completeness of ring.

on the parameters of electron rings are superimposed
safficiently strict limitations. Besides the limitation, connected
with the radiation losses during interaction examined above of ring
w ith the resonators, it is necessary to ensure the stability of ring
daring entire process of its shaping and acceleration. A quantity of
electrons in the ring must no lower than the thresholds of
iastability of the type of negative mass, instability due to the
final conductivity of walls and due to transverse incoherent
space-charge effect. All taese conditions strongly limit the
possibilities 3f design. the interesting solution is proposed by

./
.9

- -7-

----.
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P9ilagrini (8] the sethod of conpressing the ring Jue to the use of a
machinism of synchrotron radiatoa. Unfortunately, this the process
of compressing the ring due to the radiation/emission requires the
illiseconds. Are possible other simpler

time of the order of several

versions of -omprossor. Belov axe presented typical parameters of one
of the versions.

of 8 Ne.

Energy of the injection

50 or 100 ca.

Radius of injection

Final enargy

Tecrinal radius

of 12 nV.

2 or 3 ca.

of 0.1 Co.

Final small radius of the ring

Initial scatter aloag the iapalsgs/mosenta/pulse
0. 4-1.00/0.

Final scatter along the iapulses/mosenta/pulzes

(I.5-3) 0013.

Number of electrons in the ring

I

LL

"k

1

-

.

.

+

,

wt

~'+

....

0.7-1.00/0.
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Although above we
necessary

spoxe about the accelerator as 80-Gel, it is

to remember that in

such machines actual output energy

strongly depends on the value of tas load of electron ring by ions
and on tha characteristics of ring itself. With the same
construction/design of the accelerating sections final energy can be
100 GeV at average/mean intensity 5.1012 protons per second
(repetition frequency
par second

100

iz).

or 60 GeV at intensity 2.1013 protons

(there is assumed, of course, optimum mode/conditions is

each time).

Tha given by us estimate oi the cost of this accelerator to the
energy 80 GeV was based on the experience of laboratory in the
construction of the superconducting coil electromagnets, linear
induction accelerators and elements/cells of usual accelerators, go
arrived at the conclusion that for obtaining the protons of high
energies the cost/value of the construction of accelerator with the
electron rings is

consideraoly

less than usual synchrotron.

The acceleration of large ions with the aid of the electron
rings, of course, is considerably simpler than the acceleration of
protons. Heavy-ion accelerator can consist only of compressor and
section with the expanding magnetic field. It has small
sizes/limansions, it iB comparatively simple and in it do not act
limitations, connected vith the electromagnetic losses in the

1
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resonator accelerating section.

Ka'ping in mind entire taat outlined above, it is possible to
arrive at the conclusion that the idea of electronic circular
accel3erator is vsry promising and is expedient its intense further
development. In the implementtaton of the programs of the development
of the accelerator of electronic rings in the Lavrence radiation
laboratory participated colleagues# large group, including a. J.
Lofgr-n,
A.

J. B.

Rechen, R. U. Allison, D. George, A.

a. Lyuchcho, K. Pellegriai,

K. Khartvig, A.
G. Nemets,
3.

1.

. \ 1.:.\
1).K.

K.

D.

K. Bore, A.

Entlis, L. Smith,

Makau, J. M. Hauptuana,

Faltens, d. 0. Lancaster, U. R. Baker, F.
Payk,

U.

U. +Salis1g, a. T.

Eyveri,

Kh. P.

VelTer, 2.
Hernandez,

Renegetti.

on Iligh
ii. P11w. 60h Ittemijt, (otl.
1rt
c1p. 28').
1
%:,
\,.,lerators.
Lambridge,
.r
,,.
, ,I. lih+
. Hex. l.e+tte'rs,
1969 a'=1 358.. .'.I

3. G. V. Dolbilov et al. Tcaasactions of the 7th international
confarence on the charged particle accelerators high-energy. T.P.
Iss.

AS ARN SSR, Yerevan, 1970, page 535.

4. V. P. Saraatssv. The transactioas of the 7th international
conference on the charged particle accelerators high-energy. T.P.
Iss. AS ARK SSR, Yerevan,

iI

1970, page

440.

B.

/
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. I lL. t-unI, t1putal mtudien for Nem, 1'ehnoIiy.Imum)ImAcvI erators (O-IUO Gev.). I.L. Intemat.
Hlrprt FH.A4:\-108, \lp'd, 1970O.

:.Buvvi and C. Pell egrini. LIRL Repoit UCiHL1.
7. E:.K vi 1,('.tPl11 egri ni and :A.M,.
St-ssl ,er. [..I.

"

lItpi,n I III.-_JOOb), Or-.

. elI vgri i

1970.

I.lol1.
Report,

L(.HL, 198L5, lay 1970.

Discussion.

V. N. Tsytovi-h. Which thd reason for the construction of sew
injectoc? Is connected th.a with the need for excluding the
instabilities which were observed in your first experiments?

J. Paterson. We now constract
injector,
it

our own injector

which we wanted to utilize,

is very loaded. This is

in

was intended

Berkeley since that
for Livermore and

Main reason. Furthermore, we vant so that

tkis accelerator would possess necessary to us special
faatures/pecullnrities, in particular, if we speak about the effect
of negative mass, then energy spread proves to be very narrow, and we
have a series/row of ideas on increase of this scatter. One of these
ileas is reduced to an increase in the area of filament emission.

T.

. Tsytovich. Was observed difference in the character of the

instability 3f ring under conditions when it was found close to walls
(at the initial stage),

i

.-

also, at the end of the compression?

PAGE
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J. Putarson. All basic inscabilities were observed at the initial
stage when a radius of ring was large. Upon transfbr to a small
radius we did not have instability. At this point the ring could
exist sufficiantly for long, and ue held its -20 us,

2oreover

duration was linital only to a decrease in the charge in the line.

v. N. Tsytovi:.

93w did change

kf radiation/esission of ring with a

change in ths parameters of the injected electrons and, in
the energy spread?

particular,

Page 213.

J. Peterson. gs observed a whole series of emission frequencies, in
particular, :yclotron frequency. Radiation/emission continues during
15-20 mS.
cise.

if

furtharmore,
vas

ore observed wavelengths up to 3 ca;

increased energy spread,

radiation/emission

in this

decreased the intensity of

at these wavelengths.

P. R. Zenkevi:h. Now much approxiately/ezemplarily

electrons cere

injected into the chaaber/cameta and how such it did remain after
com pression?

J. Peterson. In the first experiments we led current to 150 aA upon
3-4 reverse injections, in this case maximum effectiveness reached

DOC
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&ccording to our estsations, t~vard the end *f the compcession

the losses di

not exceed 200/0. This in a good experimeat, and in

the poor - remained about 10O/o.

I.

M.

Kipchinskiy. there are estimations of the emittance of electron

beam?

J.

Piterson. As a rule, emittance of the injected bean was 0.07 ca.

mcad.

owever, the admittance of the system of injector composed

approximately/eremplariiy the half this value. Therefore we could not
take entire bean.

A.

A.

Vorobyev. Cannot lecturer give explanations about the final

goals of program?

J. Paterson. Generally to speak about this is possible such. go would
want to construct in Berkeley accelerator on 80 GeV; however, for
this we thus fir

.t

Io not have means.
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Synchronous radiation/eSSssio

&and forsatioon of rings in the

accelrators with electronic rings.
K. Pellegrini
high
in the ia:alarators with tie electron rings hope to obtain
rate the accelerations of ions -%.

n order to hold ions within the

ring. is requirsd high electric field Em,

whose value is detesined

by the relationship/ratio
dE

inag with the cylindrical section and the even

For the

the field, which holds
distribution of electrons within this cylinder
ions,

where

is proportional

Ne

radii of
- quantity of electrons, a, R - snall and large

ring.

to the
DiilLnq rate of energies by ions is proportional
following expcession

wher

$

" the applied field, which accelerates ring;

a quantity of

ions to a quantity of electrons;

EeEL

-

f -

energy of

-QWTW
-

ratio of

80069216
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electrons and ions.

If

ring is formed by means of the magnetic up to now, energy of

electrons and radii

of ring depend on their

values at the moment of

injsetion as follows:
E
Here

a

inlex "o" roted the initial values of values, and B is a

relation of the finite

and

Lanitial values of magnetic field.

It is clear that with a decrease of radii of ring and an
incraase in the confining fieLd increases energy of electrons mnd,
thus, is geare4 down of tAe set of energy by ions.

It is interesting to examine the possibility of the use of other
*processes

for the formation of electron rings with other laws of
vilua =hangs in

the process of compressing the rings which would make

it possible to improve the characteristics of accelerator. For
example, it is possible to compress ring in the magnetic field so

through the section of ring would change independently of each

other.

An example of this class of compressors is the static compressor in
which with the decrease of a radius of ring the energy of electrons
remains constant. In this article attention is

given to the

possibility of using the effect of synchrotron radiation. In this

DOC
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case decrease the energy of electrons and the radius of ring, and the
field, which holds ions, and dialng rate by them energies grow/rise.

Let as examine the electrons, which move in the magnetic field
with the permanent gradient, characterized by index of decay a. Zn

this case a change of t1e large radius of ring in the course of time
is described by the expression:

I

0 f"eC

where

_

Re, go - initial values of a radius and energy,

1

e -

classical

radius of elactron, S - speed of light, me - rest mass of electron.

Page 214.

Snergy of electron changes according to the law
R

E.

'

and energy spread is determined by the expression:

AE

tE

R

Usually the insignificaat effect of quantum fluctuations ia this
case is not =*nsidared. Synchrotron radiation affects the amplitude
of betatron oscillations loss than to the energy spread, and a change
in the amplitude of betatron oscillations occurs in essence

.2

OWN

due to
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the adiabatic fading:

Lot as note that with satisfaction of condition n<1/3 the energy
spril in the coarse of time decreases,

and the amplitude of betatron

oscillations changes little.

flius,

with the aid of onilg one synchrotron radiation it is not

possible, apparently, to strongly decrease a small radius of ring.

It is possible, howeverp to expect that the combined use of
diffarent methods of compressing tas ring, for example,

of static

compressor and supplementary compression due to the synchrotron
radiition, completely can q2.ve rise to of rings with very large
magnitude of confining field, on the order of I GeV/m.

Lot us note that the ties, necessary for a sufficient decease
of a radius of ring caused by the radiation/emission, can be
sufficiantly large, for example, order of tens of milliseconds. la

ionic lodof ring, since for malntaining the quantity of
almixtiares/impurities in the ring in the permissible limits it is
necessary to support in the chamber/camera vacuum not less than 10-11
thi

aeaper

h

rblm

oncedwt

h

roeso

h
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Discussion.

X. Lebedev. Under all whether conditions it is possible to
disregard the effect of the fluctuations of radiation/emission?

K. P91legrini. to, this it is possible to disregard not always, but
to the specific values of wave energy. However, in all practical
cases with which

we deal, quantum fluctuations can be

disregarded/neglected.

A. A. Vorobyev.
examined in

*

There are whether the energy estimations of the

the process work of compression?

K. Pallagrimi. go carried out the estimations which showed that this
method makes it possible to obtain the high values of confining
fields, it removes different instanilities, makes it possible to
increase energy of injection, without increasing substantially final
enerly. So that this method, in our opinion, it possesses the
doubtless advantages. Only problem is the problem of vacuum. as far
as particle losses are concerned, then such estimations we lid not
make.

IW6
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. A. Kolosenskiy. We examined the infLuence of radiation effects on

the lynanics of electron relativistic rings. The gmneral/com.on/total
conclusion/output ace analogous to that which were made by Dr. g.
Pallagrini; however,

there are disagreements, which can prove to be

essential in practice. First, relative to the effect of energy
spread.

6SLR(a+5) -1

Since the effective electronic field in ring

depeans on tha listurbance/pecturbation

of instantaneous radius

M-- but it is not direct from AE/2, then it
superimpose the requirement of compression on Pa.

is necessary to
which leads to

condition n<2/3, and mot a<1/3 as in the report to Dr. Pellegrini.

In the second place, in the report is utilized the law of fading
the implitude of radial oscillations in the form

a-R"",

which,

corresponds to usual adiabatic fading. The influence of radiation
damping here Dr. UtlJeirl

disregards. However, calculation gives

for the radiation lamping result

G

/

,

in
i' the precision/accuracy

which coincides with the ad&abatic. Therefore the full/total/complete
dependence of amplitude on a radius takes form
a4-

*1
!,

---

, as it is given in the report.

(1-R", but not
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66. State of works on tbe
rings

G.

project of the accelerator of electron

Karlsruhe.

Dustman,

V. Khaynts,

G. GOEmana, P. Kapp,

G. Kraut,

L.

Shteyabok,

L. Tserniall.

(institute

of experimental auclear physics of the center of nuclear

research and university of KarIsrue, FRG).

Device/equipment of accelerator into a general state of works.

Ias

program of worts on tAe accelerator of electron rings in

Karl3ruhe has as a goal testing special components and by the method.
developed/processed in coanectlon with the predicted in the future
construction of heavy-ion accelerator.

As the electron gun is

stiLized the produced by industry

ele-tron source with the autoeolectroic
arranged/located
electrons

emission. after it is

the three-meter line of the transportatiot

of

with the quadrupole leass, which makes it possible to

investigate the effects of space charge and to arrange the detecting
devices/equipment,

which is

very important from the

point of viev of

the transportation *f intense charged particle beams.
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Rimg is formal in the pcocos of thee-stage moderately rapid
compression. Tha moderately rapid cycle of compression was selected
on the basis of general/comson/cotal technical concept, placed as the
basis of the project of accelerator. In comparison with the rapid
compression it possesses tha advantage that it imposes lower
requirements on the precision/accuracy of starting/launching and
synchronization of equipment. In comparison with the slow compression
more easily are fulfilled tAe requirements, which concern vacuum and
lifetime of ring. From the point of view of the stability of ring
vary important value have tolerances on field errors of compression
coils. This questi3m is examined below in more detail.

Equipment for accelerating the ions is found in the production.
Rere is involved the special

source of molecular beams, intended for

loading of rings, &ad constructed specially for the acceleratoc of
electron rings, and also the rapid system of expansion.

The general view of the installation is shown in Fig. 1.

Besides the mentioned above works are conducted also the

r,
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davelopments of compression chamber/camera. Several versions
constructions/designs

4ita

the use of different materials were

examined from the point of view of fulfilling such requirements as
neutral behavior in the pulse magnetic fields, guarantee of fine
vacuum,

high mechanical strength and universality in the sense of

experimental possibilities, and also cost/value and possibility of
production by industry. It was explained that at the stage of
experiment to the load of rings by ions it is expedient to utilize
cheap and universal chamber design from the epoxy ring with the
lateral covers/caps from the special glass. Vacuum tightness of
chamber/camera is provided with the aid of screw ferrules. Several
chambers with a diameter of with 50 :

with axial flanges for the

expansion ducts and without teem they were tested with the vacuum to
10-6 torus.

sore fine vacuum can no obtained with the rings from the

staialess steel.

Special surface treatment and the decrease wall

thizknoss to I me made 3t possible to lower the distortion of the
field index on a radius of injection to the value, lying beyond the
limits of errors of measurement. The best magnetic and vacuum
properties expect to receive for the one-piece/entire
construction/Issign chambers/cameras with the expansion rings (from
oxide of aluminum),

which 2s developed/processed together with

industry, this inconvenient and expensive chamber/camera it is
propose

to utilize not earlier than will be completed the

experimental investigations of the stages of compression and loading
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of rings, vhich require a ciange ia parameters and means of
diagnostics. Continued also tae work above the electronic injector,
prepared with industry. Injector gives current of approximately 6000

A, the anergy of alectrons lying/resting at the range from 1 to 2.3

Nov luring 30 as. In the case of such intense beams important role
play the effects of space caarge; they assume that precisely these
effects near th3 cathode and on tke way of acceleration lead to the
fact that useful beam in compressor is only several percentages of
the intansity of entire useful bean. The investigations of
autoola:troani

inission from different cathodes and change in the

potentials along the way of acceleration must lead to an increase in
the intensity of useful beam. rhese investigations are conducted in
A 'parllel. with the basic experiment on the second installation.

I

Li
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Fig. 1. Experimental accelerator of electron rings in Karlsruhe.
Characteristics of the supply of power and switches: voltage 30 kI,
power 3x50 kVA, pulse frequency I Hz, switching elements

-

spark

clearances. chiractaristics of compressor; cur-ents 10, 20 and 30 kA,
maximum induztion of approximately 22 kg, radius of injection 23.5
cm. Characteristics - line of the transportation of the beam: the
length of 3 a, the focusing elesents/calls - 6 quad1rupole lenses and
2 solanoids. Characteristics of taa injector: the generator of Marx
and electron souarce with the aotoelectric emission; energy of
electrons 2.2 M&d,

current 6 A, tke effective length of

iupulse/smentum/pulse of approximately 5 n s.
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Optisizatiom

of field in delmholtz's powerful/thick coils.

Single-particla betatron resonances are very assemtial the
process of formation of elctron ring In the compressor. They are
caused by the disturbances/pertarbations of magnetic field, which
have different origin. one of the possible reasons for these
disturbances/pbrturbations is the structure of the very winding of
Healholtz's high-current high-voltage coils. Due to the high currents
is raquired tha considerable section of conductor; high voltage of
supply leads to the need for ensuring durable radial and axial
insulation/isolation. Because of this, and also due to the need for
jumpers unavoidably
symmetry.

appear the disturbances/breakdowns

of azimuthal

FortunateLy, the system of Helmholtz's coils consists of

two separate coils. It is Possible to show that in the case of two
ilentical

coils,

arranged/located

plane, the error for total
both coils,
one :oil

I,
1V

on both sides from the median

magnetic field in this plane, created by

strongly they depend on the azimuthal shift/shear A of

relative

to another

(angle of their

rotation relative

to
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for example, the shift/shear between the positions of

points of connections. Thus, if the errors for the field of one coil,
causad by unavoidable inaccuracies in the production, prove to be too
great, it is possible to attain the considerable decrease of the
errors for the rasulting field of two coils, rotating one of them
relative

to another around the common axis.

As an example it is possible to indicate the results of the
study of the errors for the total

field of the coils

of two differeat

constructions/13signs in their median plane. Both systems of coils
have parameters, indicated below:

"ho

basic parameters of the coils:

khe mean radius of the coil ...

360

Madium axial distance between the coils

n.

...

Diameter of the conductor (round cross-section)

lumber of turns in the coil

Number of layers in

4A

the coil

.0.

...

6.

2.

620 om.

...

10 an.
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Thickness of insulation/isolation between the turns

Thickness of the lamination insulation

rho only

(radial)

(axial)

3

*.e

4 an.

...

difference between tAm is the form of transition

between two liyars of turns. One of the coils, the so-called coil
"with the sharp transition", has thm radial connection between the
layers (two layers on three turns).
type coil

rhe construction/design of second

(0 with the gradual transition")

provides steady transition

on a ralius between two layers, for the elongation/extent of one
--fliitotal/c~oplete turn. From the design considerations the axial
distance of this turn from the adjacent is necessary to increase in
compirison with the usual.

Cuuves in Pi;.

2 and 3 depict the errors for field in the

function of azimuthal angle

*

(value G=0 is selectad arbitrarily).

in

the figures are shown the relative deflections of field &i /6* on the
circumference

*f the arbitrarily

plans

-

(index

selected radius of 22.5 cm in

designates axial component).

Curves in

Fig.

the errors for the field of separate coils of both types. In

median

2 depict
Fig. 3

(3n the increased 10 tines scale) are given accumulated errors for
the field of the pair of coils in the function of azimuthal angle A.
to whi-h is turned one coil relative to another.

-,

--

~-

:

~

*

~

Are given data only

.-

~

-

----
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for the vicinity of optimum angle A. Ganerally speaking, accumulated
errors it is considerable (to ten times) more than for the optimum
v11U3s A. It

i3

evilent that for Oath constructions/designs of coils

is a specific optimum value A.

is possible also the analogous

optiaization, for example, of

radient errors.

Load of rings by ions.

Foc the correct work of the accelerator of elactron rings is
required aompletely specific load of rings by ions. gas developed
devi:e/equipsant for loading of ring by the pulse molecular beam.
selected, so that it is possible to less disrupt the
compression chamber/camera.

Tb,

installation diagram is shown in Fig. 4.

M

vacuum in the

/
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48z/5z [io ]

0

ig.

-

-=-

/

2. srrors for the field oi single coils with the "continuouS

transition" (solid Line) and with

e "sharp transition* (dotted

line).•

22

I-I
Ocontinuous
Fig. 3. Errors for total field of pair of coils with

Atransitionxsl
! i,

-I

:

i

Liao)
lines) and with "sharp transition"-(d~tted
A.

in vizinity of optilmum vlue of angle of relatiLve
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We required so that the fraction/portion of load doe to the molecules
of rasilual gas in vacuum Compression chamber would not exceed 10o/o
of the full load. Hence it follows that the partial pressure H2 must
be less than 2.10-9 torr; tue partial pressures of other gas,

for

example C02 or H20, must be still less than by approximately order.
In order to satisfy these requirements, were developed two
constructions,'designs of vacuum chambers in which can be
achiaved/reached the vacuum above 10-8 torus.

11 One-piece/entire ckamber/camera from oxide of aluminum.

2) Ring made of the stainless steel with the glass parts on
viton multiplexing.

For the evacuation of ciambers/cameras are utilized
torbomolacular and cryogenic pumps.
The source of molecular beam is arranged/i..cated at a distance
of approximately I a from medua plane of compressor in order not to
distort magnetic field. The density of the flow of molecules,
necessary for loading of rings, is determined by the sizes/dimensions
of the compressed ring and duration of loading (about 100 ps). it

Ail-
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must be order

1016-10*1

cnma s-

(depending on the rate of molecules

aad their ionization cross section).

The intensity of usual molecular

bean of the furnacs several orders below. However, the method, which
uses a supersonic flow through nozzle, makes it possible to
comparatively easily obtain such intensities.

Ths las, utilized for obtainiag the molecular beam, is located
in the cylinder at a high pressure (for example 3 atm(abs.)).

With

the aid of the pulse guicA-operat.ag magnetic valve this cylinder
priodizally Is connected with the vacuum to the short time intervals
(1-2 as$.

In the expanding section of nozzle occurs the adiabatic

expansion of gas. The significant pact of the energy of thermal
agitstion converts/transfecs into the energy of the ordered notion of
molecules, as a result of which is formed/shaped supersonic flow. The
center section of this flow is discharged into fine
the liaphra;m

of special form

(ljmiter).

vacuum through

The second diaphragm

(collimator) is intended for maintaining the difference in the static

pressures betwveen the ultrahigh vacuum in the compression
chamber/=amera

and vacuum 10-3 torus in the chamber/camera between

the nozzle and the limiter. The chamber/camera of collimator is
evacuated by dffusion pump to vacuum 10-* torus.

The importint effect, which facilitates an increase in the
intensity to the necessary level, is the partial condensation of
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process of the adiabatic expansion of gas in the

nozzle. In this case are formed the groups of the large number of
molecules

(to 1000. depending on the gas pressure in the cylinder).

For obtainin;

this effect some gases

(for example hydrogen) it is

necessary to cool to the temperature of liquid nitrogen. The axial
velocity spread in the condensed oeas is only several percentages.
aad the transvscsiag speeds of ta.a also are very small. Therefore
even at large distances the bean retains sharp profile. By a somewhat
different installation,

used in the first measurements, wer

good profiles of beam at a distance to

Tha third,

obtained

40 cm.

ring stop foras/shapes the circular beam whose

stzes/dimensions correspond to the sizes/dimensions of electron ring..
The results of two measurements of the profile/airfoil of such beams

are given in Pig. 5.

For our purposes are necessary ths clusters with the duration of
approximately

100 ps,

the synchronized with the cycles compressions.

This is accomplished/realized with the aid of the rotary disk.
located in the chamber/camera of collimator.

,
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(I)

Fig. 4. Source of molecular beam.

i

Key: (1)
. Rotary disk.
(S).

Slactron cing.

(2).

(6).

(9) . de.-hani-cal pump.

Nozzle.

To pump.

(10) .

(3).
(7).

Limiter.

(4).

C*OIamat~r.

Conclusion/output.

Diff asaon pump.

pump. (12). Median plane of compressor. (13).

(8). Valve,

(11) . Turbomolecular
torus.
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Disk cats from bunile the necessary clusters with the duration of 100

PAGE
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ps; the reaainiag part of the molecules of beau is evacuated by
diffusion pump. Disk makes it possible to also ensure the
synchronization of the feed of clusters. In summary the described
davice/equipment made it possible to charge ring by the completely
specific form, without disrupting vacuum in the compression
chamber/zamera. The degree of loading can be changed by the method of
changing the storage pressure. This method is suitable for all
gaseous substances.

Syst3m of con=lusion/output and acceleration of rings, loaded with
ions.

During ths first stage
electron rings it

is

of the development of the accelerator of

proposed to utilize

acceleration by magnetic

field. A change of the magnetic field in

the space and the time must

satisfy the folloving conditions:

1) a suffi.zent focusing in tne

period of loading;

2) rapid passage through the resonances during the
conclusion/output;

3) the decrease of magnetic field
properties of ring.

in

accordance

with the
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In order to ensure certain flexibility of construction/design at
the stage of experiments, is expedient to use a system of coils,
individual parts of which can De rapidly demounted and replaced.

In order to obtain tna
first

approximation,

required form of magnetic field in the

the third compressor stage was changed:

half was replaced by the long massive coil

its

one

(solenoid) with the

uniform =oil/vindiag. This consvructioa/design ensured the high
mechanical strength of coil, since it is located under the action of
intense magnetic forces. La order to satisfy three enumerated above
con itions, into the massive coil placed supplementary coils with the
small currents

(on which act only small magnetic forcesp.

These coils

are accomplished/realized the correction of magnetic field in the
region of tha 13tarmination of ring in accordance vith the physical
requirements.

The construction/4sigA proposed is shown in Fig. 6. The forming
coil, arranged/located

within basic solenoid, forms the thin layer,

which consists of the separate sections with the independent supply,
which makes it possible to change the form of the :ollapsible/dcopped
section of field in accordance with the properties of ring. Nearest
of all to melinn plane of compressor is arranged/located the focusing
coil,

which amplifies the focusing action of basic solenoid at the

end of the cycle of compression.

-

-
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Fig. 5. Profila/airfoil of bea.
3

I

I

h-..

~~W7Th

Uo

J

0

40M

.)
Fig.

6. System of coils of accelerator of electron rings. I

first stage; 2

-coil

stsp/stage; '4-main

Of the second step/stage; 3
solenoidi; 5

-foraing

-coil

coil; 6

-focusing

coil of

of the third
coil.
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distribution foe successive moments of time. a)

in the beginning of the third stage of compression; b) during the
thirn

stage of compression; c) at the sand of the third stage of

compression;

Kay:

(1).

1) before the conclusion/output.

kg.
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Pig.

w

7 shows the distribution of magnetic field in this LIstellation
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for the series/row of consecutive time intervals. The first

graph/curve depicts magnetic field in the beginning of the third
stags of compression, the second - during the third stage of
compression. During this period the ring has already been driven out
from the median plane. On tne third graph/curve is shown the
distribution of magnetic field after the termination of the third
stage of the compression waen is switched on focusing field. During
this period the ring must be charged by ions; simultaneously the
fiell of basic solenoid is changed by correspondingly with the aid of
the :orrective coils and acquares the form, shown on the fourth
graph/curve.

Fig. 8 ;ivss 13pendence of I on the time for different currents.
Indices correspond to the numbers of coils in Fig. 6.
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Resonances of connectioa/coasunication of transverse vibrations

of two circular beans.

P. R. Zankevich, D. G. Koshkarev.

(Institute of theoretical and

experimental physics).

In the system, which consists of two beams of different
particles, each of the beaas can play with respect to a different
role of "external force*, creating the acting on the second beam
distirbances/perturbations of middle field, to quadratic
nonlinearity, etc. In the literature [1,
two-bundls instability

2] is examined the dipole

(0snakem ), which appears when the oscillations

of beas =hangs the acting on then middle fields. rt is obvious that
besides dipole ones, in the tvo-buadle systems they are possible and
the resoaances of higher order, which correspond to the oscillations
of tha gradient of quadratic nonlinearity, cubic nonlinearity, etc.

We conducted theoretical studies of resonances. The procedure of
this study will be in detail described in the work which at present
is prepared for print. In this report are briefly described the used
models and is given the summary of the obtained results. Furthermore,
are exazined the limitations, which superimpose two-bundle

?j
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instabilities on the parameters of the accelerators of electron-ion

rings.

For

the investigation of resonances are used two models: 1) the

model of bundles with the density, the constant over the section; 2)

the model of "strip/tape" aundles with the permanent density in the
phase space; for calculatiaq the electric fields in this model was
utilized the omso-iaensional equation of Poisson.

Vith the aid of the first model were obtained and investigated
dispersion equations for the resonances of the first and second
orders. For studying the simultaneous resonances of arbitrary order
is used the model of "strip/tapem bundle and the apparatus of kinetic
equation. The comparison of the results, obtained with the aid of
both methods, showed that the error for "strip/tape" model is not too

great.

;a

A

asic obtained results:

s

,1.

General condition of the two-bundle resonance
n 0. J.IL n Q2

where m, n, k - integers,
first and second beams.

.€~

Q&

:l k,()

and Qz

-

"betatron" frequencies of the
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In coaxial beams appear only "aen-even" and "odd-odda

rsomances

(a and a respectively, both even and both odd).

3. In prasance of polarizatioa can appear "even-odd" resonances;
estimations shoy that their increments several times lose.

4. Incr~semt and width of dipole resonance for electron-ion ring
all and S&wt ) are determined by formulas:
22(2
)

Ft, 1,

B, Ls Lncreaent in units of betatron frequency. Here 0 1 - "betatron
frequency" of alectron notion ia the field of ions with the absence
of external focusing;
focusing; QU

Q

2_. X2A,

- oetatron frequency of external

- betatron frequency of oscillations of ions.

5. Results, obtained tot quadrupole resonances, are given in
Table 1.
Page 220.

For standard electron-.oa rings Qa'uQusually is swought the
rasonanca

Qat

'q~,.

Therefore

usingle-/moao-diaensional-didimansionalN

(size/dimension of electron ring is

swought according to

one degree of freedom, the size/diaension of ion

_04

-

in

terms of two
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degrees of freedom).

6. From table for quadrupole resonances it is evident that
incrameat

of "crossed

m

resonance

increment of one-dimensioaal

7.

Results,

(2Qje2Q,-k)

three times less than

is

resonance.

obtained for increments of

r3sonan:as of arbitrary order w t

"one-dimensional"

the aid of strip/tape model, are

given in Table 2.

8. Basic conclusion/output from table:
fall in

a)

increments rapidly

proportion to removal/distance from principal diagonal

b) increments of resonances,

arranged/located

(ma-n);

on principal diagonal.

fill as a-'; :) wilth of resonance bands for these resonances falls
as n-2.

9. Landau damping stabLlizes all instabilities with number n,

which

for

so when all" 0,S. <&Q.) .(&Q,)stabilized

Let us

•

OY2

all

instabilities with n2.7 are

by Landau damping.

xa, ne the limitations which superimpose two-bundle

..
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instabilities on the parameters of the %ccelerator of electron-Lot
rings.

Lot us assume that Landau damping suppressed all resonances,
except dipole and quadrupole*.It is obvious that for the stability it
is necassary to select operating point out of the resonance bands. it
is possible to show that when 61-0,15 the correctly following
relat ionship/ratio:

wbere 3

-

number of ions; a/R

accelsrating field in 5ev/n; Nu

-ratio of a small radius of ring to the large. Let as note that with
change

8

,,' permissible va.lue ENU varies in proportion to(&/Oi)

From formula (4) it is evident that value EM

I

more strongly is

limited by that degree of free4om, on which is veater external

focusing. In tha real electron-ion ring the focusing in the axial
direztion in very small ( %I
is

depicted the curve,

0.05).

in the figure in plane q,,,Q, 1

which corzesponds

ill -0.15 and XsO..05.

centers of three stability -regions =orrsspond points with the
following values of the frequencies:
0)

QaU

-0-166

QID

0,16

.2)

QZu

-'0,-

Q1

-30,0

3)

~2U

1.3

Q.

Q4 =0,15;

,

0055,

,

-0,043;

0., -0.032.

To the
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Summary of results about the resonances of the 2nd ocdlec.

Tun p.3ouaxca

YcnosNe paOSn&.UMU

CUIMMeTPw4Hha

Qli-Q-;

QIQk
2Q3
I. 2Q u " k

QZay: Op.'

Oli0peMeHbIA,
iHecBR3"tHble X0-

Qq%,*QI$',
CiU*Q4 ;
2Q5 4.1+2QUI,- k

2

Qp" Q83

ACIIM.eTp'a,-

2Q, 2Q;0

lsymtepHbli

Q =Q ,;

k

Type of resonance.
(4).

racrement.

Simultaneous,

(5).

vidth.

(2).

(9).

two-dimensional.

10,125

Condition of realization.

.onal.

3n
0
0,41

0,115

(8)e

4-

-

0

0,0I:
0

0

0,100

0
0,Its

0,(t67
0

0

0,15

3
4

0,115
0

0
0,100

O,.i5
0

5

0,012

0

0,Ot7

Asymmetric

free oscillations.

bf4±

4

tII

-

1

JL

0.25

Two-dimensioal,

onjee

0

'

0.29

(7).

free oscillations.

M m

05

Symmetrical two-dimensional.

Siaqle-/mono-dimensional-didianns

Table 2.

0,39

0,78

0.uA- k

0+,,,..

(1).

0,375

0,75

QY#QI3,9 Q UWQv ;

."tY'\,,p.,,' He-

Key:

0.,

"

Q,11?Q.1,;Qu.QLU;

o
,e,2IQ9,

Itbth

MINKq0.'.HT WNPIt-

:dam

Aeg

(3).

(6).
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at prescribed/assigned

values r,"

and R the pair of the values

of betatron frequencies completely determines the basic parameters of
electron-ion ring; MU,

3, and a.

parameters at y=SO. R-5 ca ani4

TAe results
"*. =10'

of calculating these
are given in Table 3.

The intensity of ions, led in the table, can be somewhat
improved

with increase 8,, but only by the value of the considecable

stiffening of allowances.

fro

'I

thi table it is evident that with the veak external
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focusing it is lifficult to obtain the accelerator of slectCon-io

rings, the exceeding proton synchrotcon simultaneously both in the
intensity of the accelerated neam and on an energy gain per the unit
of length.

in

conclusion let us note that the creation of the strong

ectecnal focusing of electron ring according to both degrees of
freeloa would make it possible to substantially improve the intensity
of the accelerated beam in the accelerator of the electron-ion rings.
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,
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adeed it is proportional to root from the
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frequencies ,NI. Zn the presence of external focusing the increment

4,L

somewhat falls. But on z one should consider that there is no
external focusing.

A. N. Lebedev. Is it possible to Irav from your report the conclusion
that the large part of

the region of parameters, selected now for the

creation of riag, is in actuality prohibited?

P. R. Zaakevich. within tike framework of this theory
that here thefn

(I emphasize

is an an even more disputable/more debatable

question

about the effact of radiatiaa/seissi~n) was actually/really obtained
t-e
onclsion/output that obtaining f-eld strengths greater than
2on
is virtually impossible. Estimates of the frequency for
the existing accelerators show that they lie in the first region,
i~e., ~heir frequencies obviously do not exceed 0.1.. Thus, we cannot say that this contradicts the theory.
'able 3. Parameters of accelerators of electron rings.
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Progress in the creation of the accelerative section of ring

accelerator.

N. -. Anishchenko, N. I. balallkia, V. A. Vasil'yev, Yu.

S.

Derendyaev, A. G. Zallovick, a. K. Zeldovich, Yu. V. Huratov, N. B.

Rubin,

A. A. Sabayev, V. P. Saraitsv, Tu. I. Suirnov, V. G.

Shabratov, Yu. A. Shishov.

(Joint Institute for Nuclear aesearch).

As the probable prototype of the accelerating system of
coll3ctive lin3ar ion accelerator in Dubna is developed/processed the
cryogenic high-fruquency accslerative

section of ring accelerator

C11.

Soction

(Fig. 1) consists Of four superconducting

(SP)

acalsrating cavitias, SP of the solenoids, which create the
controlling longitudinal magnetic field, and separate cryogenic
syst3as for zooling of resonators and solenoids. The working length
a

7

of sa:tion is

1.6 a. Section must make it possible to simulate the

case when middle accelerating field for the ions -2 mV/cm, and it is
calculated on heat losses

.

.

30-S W/s. The pover of hf generators -6
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kW/m must be supplied with differeat porosity

(depending on the

operating modes) up to continuous mole/conditions.

In the past after Yerevan conference year scientific research

works in connection with the creation of the accelerating section
conducted on five to main trends:

a) continued the investigations of SlF-cesistors of second-order
supercoaductors for the purpose of selecting of the
al equate/approaching coating aaterial of the internal surfaces of
resonators. In this case Ln accordance with the actual conditions in
the cin; accelerator the aeasurseonts of SHP impedances were
conducted in the presence of the external magnetic field, directed
both in parallel and it is petpendaculir to the surface being

investigated. Magnetic field strength exceeded the value of the first
critical field;

bi was developed/processed installation for the application of
SP coatings on the resonators under maximally apue/clean" conditions
and were accomplishad/realized the test depositions of SP films on
*

model installation;

c)

were studied the methods of designing of the magnetic field

of the required configuration with the aid of of SP windings.
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Are preparad and tested model solenoid and test corrective coils;

d) were developed/processed the pacts of the system of
tharmostatic control;

s3 continued theoretical and calculated works on the finding of

current distribution in tne windings for the creation of the
prescribed/assigned magnetic field.

1. Study of HF impedances of superconducting surfaces. For the
investigations was used the procedure, presented in [1, 2].
Expeciments wers conducted in tbe range 500 MHz on the coaxial
half-wave resonators, made from alloys of the type niobium-zirconium
and aiobium - titanium, with low levels of KI fields.

rha superconducting resonator it is accepted to characterize by
coeffi:ient of increase in quality F, by the equal to the relation of
quality of SP resonator Qc
resonator

. 1+ . .

.

.-

at a room temperature F-CLc/q.

M

k

and the quality of analogous copper

+

m

-:

..

"
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Wis invistigatad group of SP materials with different mechanical
and thermal methods of the surface treatment. 'For some
samples/specimens of the facto~rs of quality F three times less in the
cross field to 10 kos in the comparisoa with the case of zero-field.
The grat inciilance/drop in coeflicient F was obtained by the equal
to 5. Extrapolation of the obtained values for the transverse
floor/sax B-2 7 with T-1.8 0 K gives P=600-1000. For the comparison it
smoull 6e notal that the factor of quality in the external
langitudinal field 3=2 T and T1l.dK was obtained 3qual to 2000.

Subsequently it is proposed to conduct the measurements of the
Vr impedance of superconduczors ina the high-frequency fields of
average/mean power.

A.
pplication of supercanductiag coatings. In the process of
perfecting the method of oDaaiing SP coatings, described in (1], was
developed the ionic method, which makes it possible conduct process
at a pressure of the residual gazes P-1-5.10-6 torus, which
con.-ibutes to obtaining the films more pure in the chemical
composition. The rate of formation of film in this case is different,
depending on the kind of material, %ad it is consilerably higher in
comparison with other metiodse Thus,

for instance,

for 08 the rate of

formation of film is two orders higher than during the thermal
evaporation. For the purpose of the adjustment of the
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mades/conditions of obtaining of S? :oitings and debuggiag of the
thermally loaded noles/units of electron-beam gun was conducted the
deposition of SP on different samplas/specimens
ribbon 180xxl.1
3

m

am,

I80x50x1.5 an, the tube with a diameter of

plate

with length of 300 am

e,

with a liameter of 30 am,
intecnal surf ice)
shape.

made from copper:

(external surface was sprayed),

witA length of 200 m

tubes

(was spray-coated

and other samples/speciaens of more intricate

It is necessary to note taa; the obtained coatings do not

require the subsequent mechanical treatment to the surface finish.
The Latter depends only on the class of the purity/finish of backing
and corresponds to it.

The check of the thickness of film was performed by quartz
r3sonator. Fundamental crystal frequency
coefficient

f=500 kHz, the frequency

N=1690.

For the static investigations of tag superconducting properties of
the plotted/applied nicbiua were utilized copper sample/specimen
180x4'xO.I

me,

thickness of the fila

of niobium -5 jim.

According to

the taken volt-ampere characteristic of the sample/speciaen there was
determined

critical

current

1,,

34&. which

in the recalculation gives

cirreat density --1.7x10s A/cm 2 . this corresponds to the critical
fiell of niobium.

.I

.i~
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3. Supercoalucting solenoids..The leading magnetic field 20 kO.
is created by the solenoid of rectangular cross section. The required
uniformity of field 0. 15o/o in the ion guide is provided due to the
of

ssle-tion

-urrents in

96 corrective

versions of the windings of solenoid:
strip/fil

In
windings

(see the Table),

the first

case is

from tne

coils.

Are studied tvo

from completely stabilized
internally stabilized conductor.

provided for the short-term heating of

for the ralease from those induced during the creation of

the field of eddy currents, as is done in the solenoid of
chambar/camera

EVYS (3].

ia ta

second case is expected the rapid

fadiag of the induced currents due to the joining of filaments with
the step/pitch approximately 30 am.

I
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1. Cryogenic high-frequency accelerative section of ring center.

Fig.
1

W

- va:uu

envelope;

2 -nicric screen (78oK); 3 - superconducting

solsnoil of lon itulinail
crractivs

aanstic fisl;

4 - superconducting

coils; 5- resonator; 6 - helium cryostat; 7 - perforated

focusing ducts; 8 - steel fulcrum oalls.
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For the final adjustueat of construction/design and technology

of the productian of solenoid, and also testing of the
devices/equipment

of guarantee by liquid helium, power delivery and

evacuation of stoced energy is prepared and tested superconducting
sagnatiz

systam witl

the solenoid with a bore of 35 cm (4].

In this

solenoid is achieved/reached the intensity/strength of field 25 koe
with

the current in the completely stabilized strip/film

1.8 kA.
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To the corcsctive coils is presented the series/row of the
stringent requirements:

1) *axn.aaa current density in the winding

A/c.8 ; 2) independent feed of all coils;

-2.10'

reproduction of the strength of f.Lel

3) a precise

with one and the sane current.

There ace tested the coils of the niobium-zirconium wire 0
0.25 am

(in the brass coating). dowever, their critical currents were

obtained low and hal large scatter. Therefore it is decided to pass

on the coil from the cable with the internal stabilization (see
tables).

For the supply of coils and solenoid are created semiconductor

sources on nominal currents 100 and 5000 k.

The eer;qncy evacuation of stored energy it is proposed to
produce to the arc-suppression lattice of the automatic field daper.
In this case the process continues with constant stress on the
ends/leals of solenoid; therefore the time of evacuation is five
tines less than with the use of constant active discharge resistor
(without taking into account actively connected with winding of the
solenoid of contours/outlines). The guarantee of a rapid
conclusion/output of energy is especially important in the case of

-

-F

_
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applying the aondutors vita tas internal stabilization, that possess
by an order high current densities, than completely stabilized.

4. System of thermostatic control. with the system of

tieriostatic control of section are connected liquefier by
productivity about 80 ! of liquid

liuas in the hoar and two

containers, established/inAzalled above the section.

The schematic diagram of installation is shown in Fig. 2. Helium
is compressed by compressor K ur to a pressure of by I=30 ate(tech),
it pisses through counterflow heat exchangers of

r-IV,

bath of liquid

nitrgen, stabilizing liquid helium bath C, and three T?=5 0 K enter
into the expanded ejector Z.

After ejector helium falls into container C2 with temperatars
T2 =4. 5@0.

Liquil helium from container Ca of one's own accord/by

gravity enters the lover points of the cryostats of section, gaseous

is -particle into return flow of l1quifier, partially - for cooling
of the electric leals of solenoid and coils. Furthermore, occurs
throttling/choking liquid from container Ca into container C3. which
has r3=1.8eK. Here also occurs the gravity circulation of superfluid
helium through the resonators; vaporized helium is exhausted by
ejector. Bath C, serves for the maintenance of permanent temperature
before the ejector.
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with the ejector makes it possible to forego the

bulky pumps for the evacuation of helium and reduces the

sizes/dimensions of heat oxchaagers.

5. Calculations of currents of corrective coils. For saintaining
the radial size/dimensios of ring in the accelerating system is

utilized longitudinal magnetic field --2 T. The condition of
of rings under the action of constant force requires the

-accelerating

creation of special periodic modulation of this field.

Current listribution, which create the required magnetic field
was calculated on the computers with the use of minimization of
functional [51

whera
% k ,
,

- required function of parameters

%

,

L,zLIA)

Ii

-

function at

" unknown currents in

maintaining of magnetic field

AM-

,6.

~

-

fixed/recorded

tE

parameters

96 corrective coils;
at points

',

at point.

5L

Ii
-

at

points

accuracy

of
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' he basic~ parameters of saperconducting solenoid and corrective
coils.
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Fig. 2. Scheatic diagras of z.eraostatic control of section of ring
accelerator.
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on the creation of intense

waves in the electron beans.

G. G. Aseyev,
Safronov,

A. P.

Kyucareo,

G. G. Kuznatsov,

N. S. Repalov, B. G.

N. A. Khizhnyak.

(Physiotachnical institute of AS UXSSR,

Kharkov).

Th .stuly 3f the behavior of the beams of charged particles and
plasma in space-periodic fields is of interest in many respects. In
particular, the passage of the electron beam through the longitudinal
electrostatic field can be accompanied by instability on the
longitudinal waves, if is satisfied
the condition [1 ] V/L-kfo,
k -

integer;

Van

-

rate

of electric fiELd; fon

)

4

when kal,

__

must occur

of boas; L - three-disensional/space
- Laagnuir

where
peiod

frequency of the beas. In the case

the rapid increase of the strength of the field

J
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the clusters of electrons, which in the principle can be used

for the particl3 acceleration. The consequence of resonance at

multiple frequencies (k>1) is the amplification of the initial level
of the longitudinal oscillations of beam.

Im the case of the passage of the charged/loaled particles
through the plasma, placed into the spatial-periodic electric field,
ther3 -an appear specific effects. rhe presence along the axis/axle
of this system of the periodic sequence of points with the extrema of
potential can lead to the capture of plasma near these points. Vith
the passage of the beam tarough this plasma there is possible, in
particular, the resonance on the seized particles which is realized
with the coincidence of the frequencies of wave and natural of the
seized particles. In this case is feasible the heating of any of the
components of plasma.

The purpose of this work is experimental detection and
investigation of the conditions of the instability of the electron
beam, passing through the external electrostatic field, rho latter
was created by plate system, shoun schematically in Fig.

1. The

pariod of system was selected equal to 3.1 cm, number of periods is
equal to 10.

the calculations conducted and the experiments showed

that the potential between the centers of openings/apertures in the
plates is approximately 0.3 go, where Uo

-

voltage, supplied to the
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plat3s. Stationary electron beam passed through opening/aperture to
plates and it fell to the collector/receptacle. The leading
13ngitadinal magnetic field were approximately 800 e.

In

the

experiments were measured the relative level of hf-radiation/enissioa
of beam ind its

frequency spectrum

at the output from the electric

field.

Fi.

2 gives the dependences oscillation level on current Ik, of

a-csLrating voltaas

of boas U,

and voltage between plates. They all

have resonance character.

The initiil level of Of radiatin/eSmission under conditions fo
our experiments was created by beas itself. As it proved to be, In
the absence of plates at the specific values of current and rate of
beam in it is excited certain oscillation spectrum, located in 50-200
and 3000-4000 .Hz regions. In this series of preliminary experiments
we d14

.ot

stuly an important questian about the nature of these

oscillations. For purposes of this work essential is only the
presence of certain

initial level of the oscillations of beam.

In Fig. 3 by crosses and small circles are plotted the
experimental

values of current and accelerating voltages of beam.

which correspond
beam

I

to maximum of the amplitude

of the oscillations

of

in the absence of the plates of electric field. Cherayys point
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ia ttis figure Corraspond to tae maximum of the amplitude of

oscillations depending on rate and density of beam and voltage on the
platas. In this case the levei of the oscillations by more than two
orders of magnitude exceeds the ai~tial level of the oscillations of
bean.

! I
ii

,¢

PAGE
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Fig. 1. Installation diagram. I
which create al3ctric field; 4

-

-cathode;

2-

anode; 3

-

plates,

vacuum chamber; 5 - probes; 6

-

collactor/ri-ptacla of bundle. Below - the distribution of magnetic
fiell along the axis/axle of system.
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Unbrokea curves correspond to cosputed values of current and rate of
bean which were obtiined from the resonance condition. Experimental
ase of ka2.
points agree sufficiently well with the calculation for --

The resonance lependeace of the amplitude of oscillations on tho
1'i

valug of the alictrLc field (see Fig. 2b), apparently, it can be
explained by change in the average spool of the beam between the
plates and by subsequent disription/separation of resonance. If we
rite/aestimate

this change from Fig. 2b, then it will be in complete
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agresamt with the half-width of resonance in the rate of bean in
Fig. 2ce

Thin scatter of points in Figo.3 characterizes the
reproducibility of results, preci~sion/accuracy of the measurement of

thereica
purpse o

slaltothe aculconditions for experiment.

For the

animprovement in reproducibility of results before the

measremntswascarried out prolonged zonditioning of system by the
beam of maximum power.

This made it possible to also avoid the

masking of _studied resonance ay tao brea kdown- preceding and breakdown
phenomena and conne:ted remove/take by different forms of
cluster-plasma instabilities [2).

In the :as* of insufificiently fine vacuum in the region of
electric field with the passage ol beam can be excited the
oscillations with the frequaency of 0.7-1.0 M1Hz which virtually
depends on magmatic field, it increases with an increase in the beam
carrant and decreases wita increase of the mass of residual gas.

The amplitude of these oscillations increases with an increase
in the electrical field between the plates (see Fi;. 4). Onder these
conditions the amplification of 11 oscillations of beam is difficult
to Judge, since-occurs scattering of bf oscillations at the low
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frequency. It was discovered, that with external IF modulatios of
bean at the entrance into tam electric field the signal fcom the
probe at the output from it has tmr

fixed/recorded frequency, which

coinzilss with the frequency of modulator in the case of the absence
of electric field. During tAe iaposition of this field are excited
the L.Po

of oscillation, and the monochromatic signal of modulator

"will be dispersed" into tne spectrum, individual lines of which are
shifted to frequency of LF oscillations. This phenomenon

substantially Impedes tIe szudy ot the amplification of hf
oscillations of beam under oar experimental conditions. more
effective from this point of view can be pulsed mode.

The experiments conducted maKe it possible to make the following

conclusions:

1. spatial-periodic electric field under conditions, close to
the resonancs ones, leads to amplification of the initial level of hf
oscillations

of beam.
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Fig. 2. Dependacs 3f the amplitude of hf cadiation/emissiom
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Key:
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(2).

and value of electric field a)
a&; c) UG-300 1,

dlJ=300?,
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09=300V;

Ik =40 mA.

1.

foo

Fig.

*

3. Experimmntal points and theoretical dependences *f beam

current on accelerating volagje under resonance conditions.

the
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corresponl to resonance on the first, second and third

hirmonis of Langmuir frequency of beas. Lower curve for the second
harmonic is calculated for the cathode whose area to 20o/o in lower
than geometric area of the cathode, used in the experiment# Remainiqg
curves ire calculated witA the use of a geometric area of cathode.

Ky:

(1).

A . (2). T.
e.

,A,/Jto

3

flrn

ii
r

Fig.

"

. Dependence 3f amplitude L.F. of oscillations on value of

eLectric fiell 1 also
-18s.
"m6061,
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unit.

ten periods;

(2). 1,

2

-

three periods. Conditions Un
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2. Dependen=. of amplitude of oscillations on current,
acceLerating voltages of neam, and on value of electric field has
resonance character.

3. Experimental values of cuccent and accelerating voltages of

beam, which correspond to aazzaun oscillation level in preseace of
eLectric

field, completely satisfactorily vill agcae with calculation

for case of k22.

4.

ths c;,i

In

of insufficimatly fine vacuum in plasma are

of oscillations* whica mask affect of amplification of

excited LF..

hf oscillations.
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Discussion.

V. N.

. Was reacaed Bo&Linea

?sytovi:

maode/conditions at modulation

of beam?

•

--

"i.:','

]PEK
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I-la,
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N. S. Rqpalov. We did check, emerge ve against the nonliaear
sode/comlitions. Theoretically it is obtained, which for the output
to the nonlinear node/conditions is sufficient 10 periods. Thecefore
were carried out the following experiments. We changed a number of
plates, to which was supplied the voltage (others grounded).

Was

removed/taken the curve of tae dependence of the amplitude of
*F-signal on effective length of acceleration. it turned out that we
emerge to the sods/conditions when amplitude is saturated. This, of
course, does not mean that mode/coaditions are nonlinear,
nonlLnearity could be judged by the fact that the vave which in this
case was obtained, it carried Hiemann character, since ve already
have the harmonics, which were placed well in the lieaaa of wave.
Thus on the only the basis/base I can say that we seemingly vou14
emerge to the nonlinear

ode/conditions.

V. N. Tsitovi.-h. Was investigated the stability of bright to the
clusters beam?

N. S. Repalov. No, it was investigated neither experimentally nor
!I

theoretically.

a. L. Kolomenmkly. What prospects for your method for coherent
acceleration of ions?

.......
r .........

..
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N. S. Repalov. If va utiljze the very powerful/thick bean uhick is
already now (100 kA on

100 xV of voltage) and if it is possible to

modulate it, then we will attain 50-100 kV/m. At high energies us. of
course, expect the liftficlties. The fact is that with the increase
of Intansity appears the plasma, which fills trap, which are obtained
along the axis/axle in the presence of periodic potential, and
interaction of bean with this plasa can bring to various kinds to
instibilities. Therefore we intend to operate in pulses, until plasma
i3

formed, and, thus, to remove this effect. The fornation/education

of dense plasma leads to the fact that in proportion to motion to the
parametric resonanas about vki.ci

I spoke, must be oscillation buildup

of the defined level. This occurs not always. When appears plasma,
first occurs the amplification of oscillations, and then
mono:hcomati: spectrum begias to be dispersed, ace formed three-wave
interactions at this frequency, and the amplification of oscillations
is broken away.

.

, .

..

z,

,.',r.

. .. .

..
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70. ro a question about the acceleration of ions by electron ring in

the :*Hm1W ie:,w-p...

I.

N. Ivanov,

R.

A.

nagnet.c fieid.

Perel'shteyn,

.

P.

Sarantsev.

(Joint Institut3 for Nuclear 8esearch).

in the collective linear ion accelerators as the accelerating
cluster is utilized electron ring. During the conclusion/output from
the adhesive the ring is accelerated in the collapsible/dcopped
magnutic fis1.

in the accelerator, calculated for the acceleration

of protons to the superhiga energies, the stage of acceleration in
the magnetic field is preliminar.

As show calculations, upon the

a:ceLerstioa in the collapsxble/dropped field of the electron ring,
loaded with large ions, the latter can acquire energy to 10
a9V/nuclmon and this is sufficient for physical experiments.

Ia this work is examined the problem of confinement of Lons in
potential vell of the electronic rings upon its acceleration in the
collapsLble/dropped magnetic field. In this case are accepted the
following assumptions:

.1
£
''4

t-
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electron ring considers toroid the round cross section; the

ratio of a small radius a to the large radius R of toroid satisfies

inequality a/R(<1;

-

total mass of all ions considerably less than the total mass

of electrons;

*

-

polarization of the accelerated ion-electrical ring is

considered small, and the fora at electronic cluster remains
constant/invariable upon the acceleration;

-

by effect of the field of ionic component to the electronic

cluster is disregarded;

-

prior to the beginning of acceleration ions in the electronic

cord arm monoenargetic and have an energy E0, and the function of the
distribution of ions takes the form

where No - number of ions ia the ring be-fore the acceleration; 3 energy of ion;
(see below).

Page 227,
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certain function from the coordinate of the ion
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the gradient of magnetic field in the laboratory system is

constant, the rite of ring in tao direction of accoleration is
considered nonrulativistic.

Th3 basic parameters of the problem following:

tha ftrsquncy 2 of ion iA potential well of the electronic cord
2 2-),McZ.NJ
Sa-E'
'--" ;
2icA ic

where

.-

(2)

'

a, a lasses of the rest

number of electrons in the corl;

of ion ind alactron; e Z, A - charge of ion and its atomic weight
respectively:

the value of acceleration in the laboratory coordinate system:
-

wer3

-

0

;

m(

"

'

(3)

ratO of the velocity of the rotation of electrons in

external magnetic field "s
time of iccslerati=a
accelerating

to the speed of light;

, H."
1 4 1ejgs

t whica is possible to connect with a length of

circuit of

L- wt

1

/2.

The accepted by us appcoziaatioas/approaches make it possible to

1
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rsplica the field, which acts on tae ion from the side of electron
ring, with the field of tao straight/direct electronic cord of round
cross-section, to introduce coordinates z and z - the livergence of
ion ftom the canter of cord, and in the system, connected with the
accelecating cord, to write the equations of notion of ion in the
form:

Mi- Mv() ea,

1(0)-%,

C)%
(4)

M&.- eE.,
!Ia

f:)Caua (14)

92

M& ,3

M(O)-

and

-

.(0) -

io"

the components of the electric field of

cord (&--?wde), and acceleration

ur

is the function of tine, which

makes it possible to consider the aoment/torque of the beginning of
the acceleration of cord. We will place

rae d

Key:

(I).

.izo

(5)

0 Mo.

where.

This form of time dapendence vr()

simplifies calculation and is not

fundamental for the final results. Let as find first constant of
motion of system
t~~~

(4) :
- "-0O

IS

tu(0-sa)

- Wl
N

-

O

fildofc-d

o

Lat us izamina potsmtial energy of ion 9 in the field of cord. from

7----'''
.
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(6) it foLlovs

Function U has extrema in plane x-0: vhen

ZmwnL'

at point

function U is minimum
2

tUmLn
and whan

ILM'CMr1l

at point

T

(8)

maz--L -

the maximum of function U

~'

'

IO

Figure gives farm U in plane 1=O for different z. From the figure one
cin see that when wcg 2m" the acceleration does not affect the motion
of ion, pit for the ion remaina.

ii
*1
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M

becomes less than the wave energy of

ValueUmez

the Lon

,za

I

-Ia

Potential snargy U(o,yj

'

1i/a

--

Uopa

C

--

for different accelerations

1 -W-o; 2-Wo-t 5eo';

E0, but when

.I

3-5'e''4wo

pit does not exist. By proceeding from the

picture of the strain of potential pit, it is possible to write the
conditions with

executing of which the ion remains in

the electronic

cord. Ve will consider that function*(s0 )

leacribes these conditions.

Since

(6)],

go

for t.O is

( )
let us find 2@C' t

A

.

function zo [equation
(M1:

.,A

then solve system

(4)

I
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is now easy to find a auaber of ions

at the maent of time t from

the formula

.2
-

.2

a 2

QNZ

anos)..

(

Page 228.

Let us examine two acceleration sodas:

1. Uwol 2Qiat.2s.

From figure it is clear that for this time in

card will remain ions with E.CUmz

•

From

(6) and

(9) let as find that

this condition is satisfied for the ions with origin coordinate

-a<<,o
From

(12)

I

o

-.

is determined form 4(;):
0(Zo=

Produ:in; inta;ration in

(% 0 +

(11),

)j(aV"-2g)•

(23)

tating into account

(13) wevill

obtain
N/N 0 L12+1yV

+

a'tcsLn ir.

(14)

Table gives numerical calculations according to formula

(14).

r

PG
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r-w

IItoo
2
7oo

Ir -

1,.01

0,000

-1,000

1,1

..0,9952

0,00020

-4,9589

0,004Uti

1,50

-0,d918

0,0220

1,70

-0, 7979

0,050m2

,.-0,.0,5

0,10305

1,0

.sJO

-0,541

0, 17272

,30

-0,3h43

0,2ti 150

2,50

-0,20'3

0,36775

0,0083

0,49474

0,17

O,U0 142

0,37

0,73006

0,57

0,642 13

0,77

O, .3613

1.00

1,0000

-%

2,7

Let us aote only thatIv.I..

From condition v=l is located the

minimum accaLarstiom, upon which, according to (13),

all ions are

hold in the cord.

.

;-ao2fa,

At-c2.

We will consider that in this mode/conditions

remain all ions whose cootdinate at any moment of time a-c.

Bence
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Key:

(1).

7

0 -(i~)~.~u

5#---

7

~Icin

(15)

( -co s a t ) .

and.

In the table are contained the results of calculations
this acceleration
for at9

when

nods.

2
0o.Q.

1ou it is positive for

FognnUas (14)

and

give rasponse/answec to stated pconlea

(15)

i>ii

2

0
(u)
j-

also for

m when A.n, and

together with the table

withia the limits of the model

accepted.

In

conclusion it is possiole to note the following: the

assumption about the enezgy homogeneity of ions in the beginning of
acceleration can be consIdered unessential. It is possible to

generalize results, after introducing into the function of
distribution

(1) dependence #@(E,)

and to integrate final results on

Ho;

during the short times of acceleration it is possible to carry out
r,-aa, at a cost of the losses of certain quantity of ions;

it is possible to carry out acceleration mode of'two stages: the
ini n2a,

.I•

first

4'€

by No in formula

uro-la

(15)

by the second

-

an0,
ad at -ca. in

should be understood N from formula

this cae
(14).
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Numerical iavestigatioa of the radiation instability of the

charged/loaded relativistic rings in the nonlinear mode/conditions.

A. G. Boach-3smolovskiy, re.
Tsytovi:h, V.

P.

,hidkov, V. G. Makhon'kov, V. 9.

G. Shchinov.

(Joint institutq of nuclear research).

In connection vith the development of the collective method of
acceleration

( 1] high value will shave stability problem of the

ralativisti: charged/loaded rings.

Latter/last investigations (2,

showed that one of the most dangerous instabilities
the radiation

instability.

of such rings is

For the ring in the free space

(which

usually occurs unlar conditions for experiment) this instability
carries hydrodynamic character and it is characterized by the
increment:
rn

M

where n - number of the azimuthal
ral/,

*4-

partLclas;

* r a --

a

"linear electroa";
-

radius of ring.

harmonic of disturbance:
-

31

relativistic factor of
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With the sufficiently large energy scatter the instability has a
threshold, coaaactal with Landau damping, determined by formal&
Aw1 e

where Ackp

&rt6/3

-

tne threshold value of the scatter of

frequencies of revolution.

EUn~Sr tha assumption 4/rm' 1 o/R.1, n-R/a

it is possible to obtain

(3] nonlinear equations for the evolution of the
disturbanes/porturbations

vaers *ntVrt)

-

harmonic of the distribution function;

w'

moment of

momentum of particlas,
dw

The anal ytical investigation (see

0 5,21te

31),

2
-11/3

carried out in limiting cases

far and near from the tkzssnold, makes it possible to qualitatively
rate/estimate maximum energy of f.Luctuations and indicates the
possibility 3f the establishment of nonlinear steady state.
By the purpose of this work are the numerical investigation of
the evolution of initial disturbances, th. described system of
equations (1I',

and the searches of nonlinear steady state.

-o-.777
7 °
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2. Nuseciailly was solved system of 22nd equations (1),

i.e.,

nmaZ I0 . with thq following initial data:
4)o(o

r1r-0

*oherW

where

A0-

()

g

7n2Oit)ro

ap

, (2)

o.sj
1n0n0o

znj.Lt.al scatter;

An

-

low numerical

caoffiaiants, vaich charactacize amplitude distribution of initial
disturbances according to n.

Expressions

(2) can bo obtained from equations

by nonlinear terms, if

(1) disregarding

Ls fulfilled dispersive relationship/ratio.

The selection of such initial conditions provides initial evolution
in a:cordancs with the linear theory. With arbitrary initial data
functions

#.

in the process of count take the form

(2) after some

time.

1

As is known, the selection of stable difference diagram for the
which contain derivatives in terms of two
.uations,
variable/alternating,

is far not trivial task. In our case the

solution

(1) was carried Dot by the method of

of equations

prediction/forecast and correction

f ,]. as a result the utilized

implicit flow chart of numerical calculation proved to be stable
during the appropriate selection of the step/pitch of integratioa for

.....
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the time. The program, written in the Language CZat

- FOlTiAl

was

realized on BESM-6 3f J.l..3.

3. At first was investigated linear stage of development of
instability. Ware selected the following parameters, which are of
practical interest for the collective method of ths acceLeration:
R-Scm,

N- 1'

~f-1/15,

A,-104+ i. 5

a) for thu hydrodynamic limit

<(->

rRc -i0o, fo;

b) near the threshold

<

- 2-5.

Ur o

Fig.

1 depicts the graphs/curves of the amplitudes of fields

depending on time for n-l and 10 for case of a).

It is evident that

the zurves have oscillating character and are

r,t

approzimately/exemplarily described by relationship/ratio e COS'ntl
increases
,I

with increase of a. Numerical values rn.-,,

a;res with the lata of linear theory [2).

will well

Is most interesting case b)

near from the threshold where the development of instability
significantly affects Landau damping. The corresponding results are
*

represented in Fig. 2. Depending on the selection of the value of
initial scatter the curves have different character. Thus, when

*I . -
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q70

all harmoni:s buiLd up, but also by the increment.

consLiecably smallec than the hydrodynamic, moreover increment
(ii_)

decruases with the munbez ol harmonic. when
harmsaizs build up, and

*4

.2

Vo

-3o

arot-rave attenuate.

-

.

ln-wave

long
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Fig. 1. Amplitudes 3f fields n-1 and 10 in the linear conditions when
=100.
'IT0

Fig. 2. AuplitURSs

*f

fields for a-1 and 10 in linear conditions when

2

all harmonic& ittanuate, which also will. agree

Pige 230.

*Finally.

when

'-

wall with the znclusion/outpat of linear theory.

4. Let as switch over to research *f dynamics of development of
radiation instability taking into account nonlinear terms, Siace the
incr-aments are great whenoa

WO

-10.

it is of interest to investigate

DOC =

80069217
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precisely this case. initial conditions were selected in the form (2)
(Fig. 3), so that the maximu& anergy of disturbance/perturbation was
concentrated in the middle part of spectrum (n-5). In the process of
coun stndadiztio sl-dwwas retained with an accuracy to 1*/o.

Fig. 'adepicts the graphs/curves of the evolution of electric
fiells 1, 5, 8 and 10 harmonics at the nonlinear stage, from which it
is evilent that occurs sharp of skift of phases and transformation of
vibrational energy kV the region small n. Total vibrational energy
the

onliear

tageundergoes a series of oscillations

with the consecutive stakilization and the destabilization, reaching
the permanent average/mean level to two orders smaller than the
maximum, evaluated theoretically C31. Fig. 5 and 6 depict the
evolution of the averaged at the orbit function of distribution

,

and harmonics *~

From Fig. 5 it is evident that the nonlinear processes lead to
blurring
electrons,

4o with the snail decrease of the sedium energy of
so that effective scatter stops the order of thresholl

value.
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Soma questions of the aesign of linear coherent

heavy-particle

azclarator to low anergies.

0. A. Bal'laer, V. A. Vorontsovw

(lmosco

S. k. Pukshin, 0. N. Popov.

physical engineering institute).

Tits work is the coatinaation of the investigations,

initiated

in works (1-2] on the creation of universal coherent ion accelerator
is based on tha ase of a static magnetic field for shaping of
electron ring. capture of ions and for after-acceleration of ring.
loaded with ions,

in the collapaible/dropped magnetic field.

The

installation -o-sists of soienoid dith the prescribed/assigned form
of the distribution of the longitudinal component of magnetic field
along the axis, linear accelerator of electrons and ionic source.
According to the character of a change in the longitudinal component
of magnetic field solenoid it is possible to divide into three parts.
In the first part the field rapidly increases, on second section the
magnetic field is virtually constant, in the third part the value of
the longitudinal component of magnetic field decreases with the
distance. Electrons of the linear accelerator are injected into the
solenoid at angle to the axis/axle of magnetic field in the form of

DOC
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sinort cluster by tie duration of less than nanosecond. on the section
of the increasing magnetic field
longitualnal velocity o

it occurs the decrease of the

clusters, in consequence of which decreases

the size/dimension of cluster lengthwise, Near the starting point.
which corresponds to maxziau

magnetic intensity, is formed the

similarity of the electron ring with a snail cross section and the
radius, equal to a radius of the tubular ion beam which is introduced
into the solenoid parallel to itz axis/axle. The longitudinal
valo-ity of ring in the region of starting point close to the rate of
i~ns, here occurs the capture of ions into the electron ring. The
loaded by ions ring is accelerated in the section of the
collipsible/dropped magnetic field due to the conversion of the part
of the energy
motion.

3n this

of rotational electron notion into the energy of axial
principle is

projected/designed

the model of

azcelerator for testing tae idea of the acceleration of ions proposed
by collective method.

The length of solenoid is selected equal to 1 a with the maximum
value of the longitudinal component of magnetic field

82

1,17 T,

As the injector of electrons is intended to use the linear
accelerator
contains

of electrons with W=1O MeT and

1011

electrons,

durations of pulse

frequency of elactronic rings 100 nz.
*

lun =15k.

Cluster

1.10"9 s.

Repetition

The diameter of cluster is

lass than 1 :a. The pulse current of protons from the ionic source in

DOC a 80069217
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the foca of tubular bundle with the mean radius of 3 ca is equal to
0.5

with the anargy of protons 50 key.

A basic question with the method of the formation of electron
ring proposed

the oftfect ot the parameters of cluster and form of

is

magnetic fiell to the possibiiity of
ti

formation of electron ring and

the
phpoed
capture of protons. calculations

that the rdviation of

the rate of ring at starting point from the
exceed
manner.

proton velocity must not

10o/o with the realization of capture in a described below
rhe analysis of tae single-particle model of the formation of

ring in the static aagnotic field showed the possibility of
foaration/education

at the starting

point of the electron ring with a

radius of 3 cm. The section of ring has ellipsoidal form with the
longitulinal size/dimension 2m, equal to I a
size/disension
9.2&r;y spreal

2c.

h(/,r

equal to
it

is less than 3.10-4
average/mean

is

less

1 ca.
taan

in

this

case is

necessary

13/o and angular

obtaiaing

divergence

A

it

rad. The effect of energy scatter with different

gradients of magnetic field

of ring at starting

and with transverse

point is

form of magnetic field

shown in

to the longitudinal velocity

Fig.

1.

The selection of the

and the length of the section of the

increasing magnetic field also affect shaping and longitudinal
vslocity of ring at starting point. Investigation of the formation of
ring with different average/mean gralients of magnetic field thus far
showed the expediency of the selection of the average/mean gradient

/1V

m

~

-1
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of tha aagnetic field of 50 G/cn. The length of the section of
shaping of ring Lc

and the angle of injection

9

between the

direction of the injected electrons and the axis/axle of magnetic
fiell are selected taking Lato account the possibility of obtaining
the longitudinal size/dimnasion ot ring 2a, equal to 1 as. The value
of the section of shaping of ring is equal to 10 ca, the angle of
iajetion is equal to 700. The tine of the formation of ring is
.lW

9

(3-5)

s. It should be noted that a question about the formation of

electron ring in the static magnetic field was examined by other
authors (3, 4].

At the en

of the section of shaping during braking of electron

ring in the magnetic field occuse the capture of protons. The
possibility of capture is caused by the presence of the inertial
forces in systems of the riags whose action during the specific
selection of the rate of

oraking leads to the fact that total energy

of proton in the system of rinq becomes negative. in parameters
examined above of electron ring

proves to be possible the capture of

protons from th3 region in the form of torus by section 0.4-0.6 on&
by the radius, 3qual to a radius of electron ring. Nith the section
of the tubular proton bundle 18-20 an& and current 0.5-1 and a
quantity of ssized protons is equal (to 6-8)*107. The length of the
saction of capture is 0.7-1.2 ca. The acquisition time is equal (2-4)
.10-

9

to s. The inertia principle of capture imposes heavy demands on

QW

°
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4

the cata of riag at the starting point whose divergence from the
proton velocity must not exceed 100/0. This limitation can be reduced
by the grouping of proton bean at starting point, which
simultaneously Leads to an increase in the quantity of seized
protons.

Fra. the starting point tia

loaded with protons electron ring

accelerates in the collapsible/dropped magnetic field. Upon the
acceleration of ring its longitudinal size/dimension increases due to
space-:harle effect,

kinematic divergence, scatter in the

longitudinal velocities. das evaluated the divergence of ring under
the action of coulomb forces without taking into account the effect
of ionic component. The longitudinal size/dimension of ring increases
20-30 times for time

(70-100)*10

9

s. However, during capture of the

necessary nunber of ions space-charge affect of electrons on the
longitulinal divergsnce can be considerably reduced.

..
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Fig.

b~
,

q S

1. 3raph/diagram of tae depeadence of the rate of ring at

staCtin ;

point P k 3n the scatcer of beam on energy

A

r/r at the point

of injection with different gradients of magnetic field.

1* 3, 4 -

corraspond t3 ;radiants 500, 50 and 100 a/cu; 2 - correspond to the
pirabolic dspealenca of the derivative of magnetic field and to the
average/mean gradient of tae magnetic field of 50 ;/ca.
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Kinematic jivergence is connected with the fact that the
end-points of ring pass starting point at different moments of tine.
For thsIatermination of the possiaility of decreasing the effect of
kinematic divergence are examined two =ass: 1) at starting point is
located ring with the round cross-section with a diameter of 1 mn,
which corresponds t3 injoct.Lon into the solenoid of the cluster with
the sizes/dimensions of 2a = I.i,

26

1

z)
1; at starting point is

located ring with elliptical cross section .2a

' ',,

26

1cm

, which

corrasponds to injqction into tne solenoid of cluster with the round
cross-section with a diameter of 1 cm.

Fig. 2 shows a change In the

strength of the field of ring along the accelerating section of
magnetiz field for these two cases. In the case of 1 decrease of the
effect of kinematic divergence is connected

with the decrease of size

6 In the case P the effect of kinematic divergence can be reduced
with satisfaction of condition a*& at the entire length of the
accelerating part of the solenoid. The time of acceleration is
50-100*00- 9 s at ths length of the section of acceleration 80-100 ca.
For eliminatIng the longitudinal divergence is necessary effective

/
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longitudinal focusing in tAe section of the collapsible/dcopped
magnatic field. Under realization condition for focusing is possible
the acceleration of protons to the energies 0.3-0.5 HeY with the
carr3nt of protons IP=10 mA.

At present is conducted the study of

space-charge effect and betatron oscillations on the compression and
the longitudinal velocity of ring at starting point, is

ravaial/latactad affect or the parameters of ring, rate of its
braking in the magnetic field and interactions of proton beam with
the ring to a quantity of seized protons and a possibility of their
furth3c accsiaratioa, are ezamined the possibilities of applying the
different methods of the longitudinal focusing of ring. Further
increase in the effectiveness in the ac:eleration is connected with
an inarase in the beam current and a decrease of the diameter of the
section of ring. Thus, for instance, an increase of the quantity of
electrons in the ring to (2-5*10I" and the simultaneous decrease of

diameter the sections of ring to J-5 ms make it possible to rely on
an increase in the final energy of protons to 3-8 NeV with current
ITpumn L10-20 mA.
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73.

motion of the =harged/loaded relativistic ring in the corrugated

magnetic field.

K. A. Reshetnikova..
i

(Joint Institute for sucloax Reserch).

Is examined tha motion of the thin azimuthally symmetrical

q,,

e

-

-

]_

I

. .. . . ..

..
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charged/loaded ring in the periodic along by the variable/alternating

z magnetic field.
of the
2
k'!)
(I' field:
'A.J!'Vactor
(fO potenzial
(1)
q- (I+ a.sLn kI).
A !'92
Here m - depth of modulation of field; k':2r/X'; X'

-

taraa-dimensional/space per:Lod of the magnetic field (prime shows
that the values relate to the laboratory coordinate system).

Initial

conditions with the entrance of ring into the corrugated field are
such:
t-O,

,

-'-1'

v O, r- '.,
V0

e

In the zoordinate system, waich moves with the constant velocity,

equal to the initial longitudinal velocity of ring, for (1) we have:

Hare

The intansitiqs/stzeagrh of electromagnetic field, which
correspond to potential (2. will be:
6=

21 )

H~-H

aL 2H
="

(3)

Cs
3 COSW,(3

Vas solved first the task aboat the motion of single particle in
the fields of form

(3) without taaing into account the effect of the

proper field of the charged/loaded ring. Is proved the invariance of

value r(L*..)-con.t, vhich gives the single bond of energy of particle

*

I

-
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with its longitudinal velocity. Equations of notion with the aid of
the law of conservation of the generalized azimuthal
iapalse/momentam/pulse and mentioned invariant are reduced to the
system of two equations whose solutions are found with KrylovBogolyubov's method

1].

After constructing tae solution in the single-particle
approxiaation/approach, tuey passed taking into consideration of the
effect of the proper fielas of the -harged/loaded ring both static,
and caused by motion in the applied field. The potentials, which
describe the proper field of the charged/loaded ring, are
decouposed/expanded in the series/row on curvature (2] from series
expansion parameter 9LLe

and on the delay at the harmonic dependence

of rate on the time and the arbxtrary value kr. Here a - radius of
the section of the ring: r - large radius of ring; L-enJ&%.

When zf41

the effect of delay can be disregarded/neglected.

Are introduced the coordinates of the divergence of particles
from the center of section of ring:

S.'1.

0

,

x 2 =z-zo.

The notion of the

center of section is known from the single-particle
approximation/approach. For diverging the coordinates from the center
are 3btained the equations in whica is carried out the averaging on

the rapid oscillations under the conditions: e<<1
Larmor frequency.

where w.

-

PAGE
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As a result is obtained the following system of equations for
the slow variable/alternating:
p

gt .

d2 i,

24

2[aj

__

(5)

0,

++

.

2

22

k2a

Here

'

..
2

-

II
where i

-

number of electrons in the ring;

can be seen from
the

mniform xa

(5),

.

-

initial value y. &s

focusing in the radial direction is provided by

atic field. Condition of radial focusing usual:

2 2 WN
IW >Cd
2~~~~

j34XP.)

7

P(7)

Condition of longitudinal focusing from

(6)

(k-]>
% [(L,+
-

()

Into the condition of longitudinal focusing a number of particles

,

--
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does not enter,

PAGE

potential well

depth depends on

f,. (k-k'aj.).

Fozusiag langthvise - quadratic effect in the value of variable
field, caused on the one hand by a change in the energy of particle
ezternal SW

-

by field in tuat selected to the moving/driving

coordinate system, with another - by the action of radiation proper
field 3, proportional to a number of particles and to the
acceleration of ring with figurative sign (k*-

c

-N). Radiation

field is called here the part of the proper field of Clust3r, caused
by its acceleration.

Tha action of these zwo factors leads to the appearance of the
standing wave relative to the center of the section of ring whose
frequency is 3qual to zero. Appears the usual mechanism of focusing
on the standing wave whose value is determined by relation CA. Wave
amplitude &-i-Igi, where "s - component of applied field, in this case

N-&-,.. At tha same time the wavelength of field in the selected
system of coordinates
depth increases

-

herefore relation 4r,

potential wel

as y',.

The intagratiom of equations of notion in general form on the
compatars confirmed the presence of stable oscillations relative to
center at the values of te

*

(7),

(8) •

parameters, under satisfying conditions
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Thus, during the notion of the charged/loaded relativistic ring
in the corrugated magnetic field in the coordinate system, which
moves together with the ring, appears potential well on the radiation
wave and the wave of appLied field, which changes anergy of
particlas,

that brings vita increase

langthwise. From the condition of

and supplementary compression

f2

u.onfinesent of ions in the ring in

the case when the frequency of the affact of field is much more than
2

I

frequency of ionic, we will obtain:

mtk G(

1

, the value of modulation

of field does not depend on a nusoer of electrons in the ring and can
increase with increase ra.
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74. zalzulatioa of the phase volumes of the electric ion clusters and
beans in the collective accelerator and questions of separation.

M. L. tovnovich,

N. B. Ruin, V. P. Sarantsev.

(Joint Institute for Nuclear Research.

For the axprisental use of protons,

accelerated to the high

energies by the collective metnod of acceleration [1],
necessary to determine the scatter

it is

of protons on the

impulses/momenta/pulses and tho phase volume of proton cluster.
values were evaluated at work [ 2].

For refining these estimations let

us examine the motion of protons in
process of combined

acceleration.

These

the electronic cluster in the

Protons are formed in

of the ionization of the atoms of hydrogen in

the process

the circular cluster

of

relativistic electrons with the sufficiently low speeds, compared
with the rates of the atoms of hydrogen. The formed proton

V

tests/experiences the action of the electrical and magnetic field of
electronic cluster,

and also external magnetic field, along which is

accelerated the cluster.
*

Let us examine circular cluster

number of electrons less than

10a,

and

with a

by the small radius a, such

smaller than the large radius ae.

*

.
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In this zase for the estimations it is possible to disregard
proper magnetic field in

comparisoa with the external, and also

curvature of ring. As a result we come to the task about the motion
of protons in

the cylindrical electron stream, perpendicular to
(axis/axle by) is directed the external uniform

axis/sile of which

magnetic field of value He (along

the axis/'axle 6z).

in

the system of

the rest of electronic cluster the equations for the transverse
motion of proton take tne form:
22
(a()O~2suO

vherre . .
0

Mjs20

2JW.; A *.;
M

mas(fprtn.A

n -

alectron density; it - mass of proton.

the initial -:oditions let as accept xaz

o,

y-O,

*--.

tntegrating

we will obtain for the

second, and then first equation (1),
coorlinates and the rates:

ItIq0°6cat

%( t

'

(2)
~4=2;AsLnGjt,
-'
--

"*tW2 -1120+0q;

Q,.':,1- 2NMc 2 n/

2
0 .

For the electric ion cluster 4>>1 in question. In this case
*

exprassion

(2) takes the following form:

,emzoco.q,

imWgS

1 m2. ,(

-s~n

~2

....
0 f5&~

(,

(3)

s

77
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The time laring vhich the proton velocity reaches maximum, is
such lass than the storage time and acceleration of protons. With the
aid of expressions

(3)

it

is

possiale to find the scatter of protons

by transverse pulses in the laboratory coordinate system:
A p,-24Coa

Apl-4Mf~.

,

J

Expression for the emaitance of the cluster of the protons
ApA

where

pus

(5)

Pe - longitudinal iapulae/momentum/pulse

of proton, equal for

uLtrarultivistic motion Ncr, a - the maximum cross-sectional area of
ring, in the case in

questIon accepts the form
32 st Ra a3w.2.

fr.-103
For the

cluster

we obtain

with a

gm'.i0

-

(am.

aumbe

(6)

of

arad) I.

electrons

5.1013,

8oo-20100

e,

The comparison of the obtained

emittance of the accelerated beam with the emittance of
strong-focusing accelrator to this same energy shows that this of the
value of one orler.

Besides the smittance the Important characteristic of the beams

I
4

obtained on the accelerators, xs their temporary/time extent and
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respectively "fill factor".

Ths

length of the impalse/moaentum/pulse r of the accelerated

particles in the collective accelerator is very small. For the energy
of protons 1000 3eV r--10

"

'

s. This structure of beam has its

alvantages and deficiencies/lacks. Advantages become apparent in all
experiments with the neutrino, and also in a number of cases with the
work with the bubble and spark chambers/cameras. The works in which
by a traditional method are att4ized the counters and the coincidence
circuits, here require special developments.

Experiments with bubble chambers riquire preliminarily the
separations of the beams of secondary particles. This task is
generally very complicated with such energies. However, the beams,
which

-an be obtained vita the aid of the collective accelerator, are

most been adequate/approached for this purpose in view of their small
axial extent. The diagram of separation is simple. Frequencies with
the idlntical impulses/momenta/pulses and the differing masses after
the flight/span of the specific basis L are radiated lengthwise in
certain distance 6L due to the difference in the rites. Further is
arranged/located high-frequency device-separator, which
deflects/diverts particles irom the axis/axle. If we take ALak/2#
wher3

-

wavalsngth in tas separator, then the particles of

different masses differ from axis/axle in opposite directions, i.e..
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will occur their separation. The basis

L- i o9:E2 E•'
of

02
whera

go,,

(7i

802 - rest energy of the types of the particles in

question (for example, see (3] ), p

~Page

particle momentum.

236.

For exampla, for isolation/evolution K

-

mesons from r

-

mesons

with X.3 cm and pc-500 GeV we ootain L.30 km, and for the antiprotons
L7.S km.

-

For shortening of the overall sizes of separative system it is
possible to force secondary particles to move over the closed
trajectories in the magnetic field. Let us take for an example
weakly-focusing type magnetic system with superconducting coil
electromagnets and time-constant magnetic field H=-60 kOe. For 3-500
GeV radius of circular path 3=280 m. During the appropriate
collimation of secondary beans it is possible to have an amplitude of
I ca. LAt us examine two versions.

betatron oscillations Os

1.

Particles of diffmrent masses,

rotating in magnetic system.

diverge along azimuth. IL we further rapidly decrease by the small

1

V"

-

_-

_

_

_.....

..

...

Doc

PAGE
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magnsti: fiel

I

strength, teea the talle. behind particle will not

repeat the trajectory of front/leading particle, and they will be
derived from the ring in the different directions. It is possible to
make more simply: after the conclQsion/output of particles along one
trajectory to utilize a usual separator.

2. After particle injection in ring are switched on accelerating
high-frequency elesents/cells. Then with the passage by particles in
the ring of path 2L useful particles during the appropriate selection
of the phase of accelerating feld obtain the addition of energy and
they will pass to a larger radiaus, and particles with another mass
will remain on a previous radius.
determined by formula 1--d
6/pacEEE -

eatrgy.

I

Shift/shear

by a radius is

where n - index of magnetic field;

Vith A--5 ca,

n=2/3,

&E/E-6.10-s speed for K-

Masons -37, for antiprotons =d. The useful particles, isolated on a
radius from the unnecessary particles, are derived/concluded further
from

the

ring.

It shoull be n)ted that the iaensity of decaying particlms will
decrease at the large mean tree paths ezamined. The ring in question
can be used also as storage system for the protons, the antiprotons
and for the realization of their collision, or as the
device/equipment,

which stretches proton beam in time [2].

"dz.I
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75. Steady state of electron ring in the external magnetic field.

S. Bunyam, Ye. I. Zhidkov, 1.

I

Joint

. lvanov, E. A. Perel'shtsyn.

institute of nuclear investigations).

[a the :ollective method of accelacation as those accelerating
ace atilized the proper fields of charged/loaded bunches of particles
/

lt

(1]. ?heir own forces# which act on the particles in the system, are

'

I

compire

in value with the extarnal, mathematical models of such

f rnation/oducations they are tke particular decisions of the
self-consistent system of equatio-s of vlasov.

Y
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Rare is examined the model of stationary circular cluster

-

m3ol of Yarkovoy (2-4]. The function 3f particle distribution in the
phase space is selacted in

h&e form of function from two constants of

motion. The first - total energy - the consequence of the stability
of system, the second - the generalized

moment of momentum - the

consequence of azimuthal symmetry*. Total energy, and also generalized
momeats/torques are selected identical for all particles of one type
a and equal to respectively

and m m

H",

he use of this distribution

function reduces to the system of nonlinear two-dimensional integral
equations for kinetic energies Ef
depending on coordinates

%,a

in

and azimuthal particle momenta pof,
the cylindrical coordinate system.

It is impossible to find the decision of the obtained system in
general form. La many interesting physical cases it is difficult to
obtain even approximate solution.?In this work, on one of the
examples, is investigated the possibility of applying the numerical
ethod of decision, analogous developed

in (5], to the system of

equations of the model in question.

1.

,

Us interests steady state of ring of electrons in

veakly-focusing type external magnetic field with index of decrease
!1

n.. li

will consider as the given ones parameters Horoscle,

also re and

Pro-mc%

n

and

- respectively a radius of equilibrium orbit and

an azimuthal impulse/mcmentu/palse
of its own for:s),

fie,

a.

2

e.

ES

where N

of lone electron
-

(in the absence

total number of particles in
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the ring; e, a o charge and

100

mass

of electrons; E

-

kinetic energy of

electron, averaged over the section of the ring whose area is equal
to St.

FOOTNOTE

'.

selecting thus the basic parameters, we simplify the

system of equations of nodeL. It is possible instead of LoPyo to
assign the appropriate values takiag into account its own forces, and
instead of e - total number of electrons B. This will not produce the
need for changing the method of numerical solution which we utilize.
ENDFOOTNOT3.

Page 237.

The system of the integral equations of the model of Yark3voy in
our case takes the fore:

S

a

L -boundary

(2)

of the region s-is

assigned

by the functional

equation
f

In formulas

(l)-( 3)

eV,+

'

value r-

)= (-4

)

K(),

the function

(

t

DOC
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10 1

/0

but

•i

GovherS K and E

-

-(

K')k+)- T°) o

complete aiAJ.tic integrals;

r4'C r'
Cr.r"(~~

'J "

2. Following york L5 ], lot us introduce continuous parameter t
changing in interval 0,r<-, and auxiliary system of equations which
convert3/transfgrs in

(1)-(3) with tt

1

, 0(tt<-.

We will consider that boundary L=L(t)

let us define RO(t) as

the radius-vector of arbitrary point on L.

fhe means of equations (I)-(i) let us leave without the changes,
and instead of (3) let us reqi&.re
Sdt

dR
with the initial conditions L(t=O)=Lo.
and

TVO-u)

-

rspectively

tie decision

tuO)u44'r(t-O), 7(to)),
of equations

where y(t=O)

(1)-(2).

in

which

r3gioa s is Liitai by L. From many directions in which it is
possible to deform L(t) at eac
(6).

Let

poLnt of boundary in accordance with

us select the direction, normal to L(t):

at(R) d-_ 0 ,
vere e.(R)-

vector,

tangent to L.

(7

PAGE
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System of equations (1),

(2),

(6).

(7) determines the notion of

bounlary with a change in parameter t, moreover from (6) it follows
that dR/dtfO when O*

-o,

tae motion of boundary ceases with execution

(l)-(3) and the decision oi auxiliLary system of equations coincides
with unknown with the cessation of boundary a(t).
the lecision of system (1),

(2),

(6),

(7) with t>t., if it exists and

is singular, must not depend on selection ma

3. Decision of system (1),

(2),

Let us note that

(6),

and direction of strain.

(7) was made on computers.

Was selected the initial region s=s, and were numerically solved
equations

(1),

(2) by the method of replacing the integral equations

by the system of algebraic linear equations. simultaneously were
located %,

and q-ad*O. Equations (6),

(7),

solved relative to dR/dt,

were replaced by finite-difference and were calculated values
R(t,)=R(r),

which correspond to tne new region sg. Then entire course

of calculations was repeated with use s, and so forth. Obtained thus

decisi3n of system must converge to precise with r-+O.

't

Fr

the final adjustment of algorithm and explanation of the

precisi~n/ac-ricy of calculatIons was at first solved the system of

equations (1),
(4)

aI, (5).

(2) disregarding by the effect of curvature in nuclei
This corresponds to the determination of the stationary
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form of electroni= zord. It is clear that this task must be azimuthal

symmetrical over the section, and therefore the dependence of
physLzal quantities from tae azimuth is connected with the siscounts.
Besides in addition to this, as it follows from work (3],
depeadence of eaergy and iapulse/momentu/pulse
particle over the section of cord. Fig.

(-ir-le by a radius a0.76, x=6)

of seCtion.

there is a

on the coordinate of

1 given the seation of cord

gives values y at different points

From it it is evident that the maximum difference y at

points on outer circumferance is equal to 0.0005, and the difference
between value y in the center of cord and on outer circumference
0.01. Hence, in accordance with (3]. it is possible to make the
con lusion about the precision/accuracy of the determination of a
radius of the section of cord -1%.

It is possible to trace the dependence of discrepancy
initial conditions Ira.- So for a=0.76,
0=-0.I,

for 2 =4,82 w" have

00.02.

radius x-0.76 is true decision.

I
-

-

r .

...

-

*(L,z)

on

yo=5 and 70 =4,8o we obtain

This means that when 1,8o<7 < 4,.,

/
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1. Dependance of

on the coordinates over the section of

c-rd.
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f

.Fiaally,

were made calculations for the ring with a large radius
of re=30

(x=0.83). In this case in

(4) and

(5) were considered the

tares, which give corrections for curvature. The form of section is
given in Fig. 2.

Ths obtaimed rasults give grounds to consider that the algorithm
of decision presented viii mate it possible to find the
self-consistent form of tA
also steady-stait

electronic cluster of Large density, and

solution for the two-component systems.

--

.

-'. C

an

Fig.

,00

PAGE
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2. Form of tha section of electron ring for x=0.83, r 0 =30, yoz5.
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Session VI.

SUPERCONDUCTINIG ELEMENTS OP ACCZLBATOo

76. Stuly progral of Rutherford laboratory for superconducting proton
synchrotron.

N. D. Test.

(Rutticford laboratory, England).

T11s rport -ontains tas short survey/coverage of works on the
creation of the project of the superconducting proton synchrotron for
tie Rutherford laboratory. will be here touched upon only some basic
iavgsti;ations, and detailed survey/coverage can be found in recently
published article (1].

Study of the degradation of w=.ndings.

The important problem, which appears during the design of the
superconducting coil electromagnet, is the creation of winding,
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capable of maintaining aiga current densities without a change in its
characteristics. Despite te

f-act that the basic reasoa for the

degradation of windings (jumps of magnetic flux) is removed during
the use of multicora cabla L2],

it is necessary also not to allow

such mechanical effects as heating windings due to the internal
friction in the conductors, that appears with the lisplacements of
the turns of =oil. For deali ng with the data by the phenomenon it is
possible to secure windings, pouring by their suitable for this
purpose substances. Unfortanately, it is discovered, that the coils,
saturated, for example, with epoxy resin, novertheless undergo wear
and degradation. The part of our experimental program was dedicated
to the investigation of thLs problem with the aid of several coils,
supplied by lirect current.

These coils in bore 11 ca and length of 40 cE, intended for
applying as the pole windings the quadrupole, are wound by
eighteanvein/sightaenstrand cable of niobium-titanium alloy. Now is
manufactured a large number of tke pole windings which are
impregnated with different suostances. The first nine such windings
already underwent tests. Ace given below the basic results of tests.

1. In uniupregnated current coils, attained in process of
agin;/training, is only 60-80o/o of current which succeeds in
obtaining in short cut of this cable.
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2. In coils, saturated vita wax, current, equal in magnitude to
current in short sample/specisen of cable, is obtained without
aging/training. In this casa occurs the splitting of wax, that,

however, it does not affect the perforuance characteristics of coil.

3. currant in coils, satarated with epoxy resin without filler,
can become very close in value to current in short sample/specimen of
cable only after intense aging/training. In the sections of coil,
strongly saturated by resin; is also possible the splitting, which
leads to the subsequent change in the zharacteristics of coil.

'6.

In coil, resin-impregnated with admixture/impurity of

powdar-like quartz, does not occur splitting, but current reaches
MazisuM

value after

brief aging/traiaing. However,

it is necessary to

note that the cable, whicA was ueing utilized for the coil/winding of
this coil, was previously processed by soldec and it is unknown, as
this influenced the obtained performance characteristics of coil.

De;radation and effects of aians/trainings of the coils,
resin-impregnated, can occur on different reasons. For example,
strain energy due to different local importance of the coefficient of
the thermal expansion of tne matez.als of coil upon

mo

the inclusion of
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supply can be sapacated/lierazed in the form of heat or produce the
splitting of impregnant, whicn leads to the displacement of the turns
of winding.

Resolution of this problem consists in the use of such

imprognants whi-h either do not yield to splitting or the strain
energy of which is small as, for example, from wax. Furthermore, it

is possible to utilize resins vita the admixtures/impurities which
hive the value of the coefficient of thermal expansion close to the
value of the coefficient of tae expansion of the material of
conductor.

The use/application of resins with the fillers is most

promising, although the higa viscosity of such resins complicates the
process of impregnation. Now tests different technology of the
impregnation of coils and are investigated the properties of some
other impregnating substances.

Development of the magnets of alternating current.

The consLi3rable place in our

program is assigned to the

development of large high-current kickers for the proton synchrotron.
Are now completed the first part of this work, connected with the
investigation of the working characteristics of basic conductor on
alternating current [2].

'a
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LUad testing, wound around the small coils, showed the operational
stability of such conductors in tia

pulsed operation and confirmed

the correctness of theoretical calculations magnitudes of losses with
alternating current. Furtnarmore, now is studied the possibility of
producing the cables, twisted izom 216 strands basic conductor, which
in the state to maintain currents on the order of 5000-10 000 A.

For

facilitating the process of coil/winding and improvement in density
distribution of current in the cross section of cable was developed
technology of obtaining cable with the square section. This
technology eliminates the damage to insulation/isolation of cable.

In the present stage of experimental work are investigated the
performance characteristics of the wound by cable coils of
alternating current. Have already been begun the tests of entrance

coils with the simple geometry for the dipole magnets.

At the same

time for the purpose of te final adjustment of construction/design
is instilled the large pulse dipole magnet with a length of 40 coo
also, in bore 10 cm. The coils for this magnet, which have sector
windings [3] with the form of the end connections, proposed by
Couplaal [],

are wound by cable with the section 5

a&, twisted of

108 striands. 1ianst must craate majnetic field with the induction 5 T
with the current 7000 A.
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Is interesting the selected methol of cooling the coils. Between
the separate layers of conductors ace placed the packing from the
isolated/insulated copper conductors,

that discharge heat to the

channels with helium. These caannels &r3
of

placed between the sectors

=ils. Coil is assemaled by means of the connection of a large

number of separate windings. One experimental winding, wound by
copper wire, is

already prepared. With its aid will be chocked

t~chmology of the process ot coil/windiag and is investigated the
effect of the mechanical cooling stresses. The production of the
superconducting windings will be negun immediately after into the
laboratory will be supplidd lead/duct.

During the development

o: magnet it is very important to study

different possible versions oi

the geometry of coils and

precision/accuracy of the execution af coil/winding, which would

ensure the necessary quality of magnetic field [5].

Special interest

causes the problem of obtaining te optimum form of the cross section
of coil with the given size/dimension of conductor. Practical
investigations switch on also stanility measurements of the
sizes/dimensions of coil during its cooling. These measurements are
conducted on the accurately wound aon-suporconducting models of coil.

-MUM
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Dasign of ac=alarator.

Target of the leading investigations - to replace the working in
Laboratory accelerator with the energy of particles to 7 GeV vith

*tie

*

tme aew superconducting proton synchrotron. It is possible, however,
to hope that these investigations will be useful during the design
and of other machines,

whica use tae

superconducting coil

electromagnets.

The basic requirement

of design

consists of obtaining of

particles with the final energy 25 GeV with the

sean radius of

machine 28 a. The selection of a radius of this value is caused by
the 3iz3/Iiesion

of the 8xisia.g

location. Special attention it wax

necessary to give to the optimum usa of the available area. This
requirement determined the selection of magnetic structure with the
separation of tie functions of its separate elements/cells. For long
straight section, intended for injection and bean extraction, it was
possible to place in the location, after foregoing the series/rov of
confronting after each other rotary magnets. On the liberated place
it

is

possibls toe"stabilsh/install

the magnets for the rapid beas

deflection and other instrumnus. magnetic structures with the
coabination of the functions of separats eleaents/:ells can, however,
also be utilizes

in the accelerators. This is achieved by

arrangement/position on the

magnets of dipole and quadrupole
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winlings. Ths absence of coanection/conuunication

betveen such

windings makes it possible to exclte from independently of each

other, making control of macha~e tae same of flexible, as in the case
mign3tic system with the separation of the functions of separate
elements/cells. The supplementary savings of place is achieved by the
arramgement/position of the larger possible number of magnets in one
ginaral/conmon/total cryostat for the maximum decrease of the surface
of cryostats. This becomes possiale in such a case when
elements/cells, such, for example, is :orracting, are made in the
form of the supplementary superconducting winding on background
magnet, and other components, for example the beam-position sensors,
tiey cia work within the cryostat. Furthermore, especially for the
machines of small diameter, it is necessary to develop the compact
frontal windings of magnet, since in this case due to the effect of
the 3&Ing Of floor/sex many elements of magnetic structure must be
small according to the sizes/dimensions.

%song many other questions of the design of accelerators, which

deserve discussion, special attention luring the development of the
construction/dasign of magnets must be paid to the guarantee of the
required characteristics of magnetic field, the adjustment of magnets
and their shielding from the external magnetic fields.

Other investigations.

AN&
l

~

/
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Besides the mentioned above works, by us is carried out the

study of cryogenics and materials which will be required luring the
construction of proton syncArotron "61. Keeping in mind the future
super:onluctirg synzhrotrons to the very high energies, especially
attentively one should relate to the use of the superconducting
installations for the energy storage, which# possibly, are the
resolution of the problem ot the supply of powerfuL/thick magnets.
Now is liscussed the pogsibility of the construction of the prototype
of such installations. Theoretical questions of the superconducting
installations for the energy storage examine recently published

arti:Is [7].
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77.

rhO superconducting

colJ

electromagnets

with the iron screens.

Yu. P. Batakov, N. I. Doynaiov, A. 3. Zhikhareva, N. A. Monoszon, G.
V. Trokhachev, G. F. Churakov.

(Sci3tific r3ssarch institute of tha
D. V.

lectrophysical equipment in.

Efremov).

During the creation of strong magnetic fields with the aid of
the superconducting and cryogenic

magnets difficulties

presents the

account of the final thicaness of winding, and also effects of the
saturation of iron.

The calculation of the effect of iron screen and the correction
of this effect it is comparatively simple to satisfy, if screen is
arrangel/locatad =omparativaly far [1], in the region where the
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induction lower than saturation induction of iron. However, for
ducr3asing tha necassary number of ampere turns of winding the screen
should be arranged immediataly behind winding (2] in spite of its

strong 3aturation. in this case the aff3ct of iron will pronounce
both at the level and on the form of field, and for its determination
will have to resort to relaxation method (3, 4].

alar coaditioas for toe strong saturation of iron the task of
detecmining the field proves to be substantial nonlinear which
extremely impedes the use/applicatioa 3f analytical methods and
analog aolels. Actually the only method of decision in the
sufficiently general/comon/tota.1

formulation of the problems of

nonlinear magnetostatics is the net point method which effectively
can be realized only on the computers.

Tha purpose of this work is the examination of the procedure of
shaping of fields taking into account the nonlinear properties of
environment and the calculation of the superconducting dipole magnet
with the iron screen.

Assume in circular tube domain of radius ro (Fig. 1) it is
necessary to create the plane-parallel magnetic field of
intensity/strgngth He. Its vektor potential has only one component
dL4 ,(i,). In the occupied by current region

-

.'-

the vektor potential can

M
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be represented in the form [5)
(1

whetr-

2 _

(0)

2ItIea

j - permanent over the section of winding current density.

'ha effect of environment can be lescribed by the assignment of
the Jistribution of the tangential component of the
intensity/strength of field Hr along the outer duct p(O) current
ragin. Expression for distribution

H. 1-9(P)

lengthwise p(*

is simultaneously the equation, which are determining p(o).

In the case of unifora field H'o; aWP-o"ocosy,

and equation (2) for

the first quadrant is reduced to the form

(~.-~'i1
p

s

osardtr

%.-,!;j 4'1(dp/dy) 2 - 4
7(dp/dw) 2 (3)

wher3
Ho

2

H0

'ZIP

Fig. 2 lapicts the configurations of winding, obtained during
integration (3) under the assuaption

In general H1L.,0,#0o

,=-,

the calculation of magnet can be brought to

the following procedure:

i--

(N..*'0).

Y

~
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1. ts fuifi1131 approxi.mate computation for estimation

* I

2. From (2) isdetermined pi),

while from (1) - distribution

Ae~along intarnal contour/outline of iron, which makes it possible
ta t3ativaly datermine thaickness of screen.

3. Decisiam by relaxation metkod of exterior problem relatively
~e~determination

Fig. 1.

rt~i~t

and return to point/item 2.

Calculating a dipole superconductive magnet.
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3

0

Fi:g.

0

J.4' 1

20
3

2. rho position Of tee outer dact of current region

successivs approximations: 0

-zio

with

the

approximation; I - first

approximation, 9tc.
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4. In lattar/Last cycles is useful to include/connect finding of

fiell in magnet opening on known ones H

aI.op
and
configurations of

winling; this calculatioa is conveaiently carried out with use of
modifial potential [6].

rhm developed/processed superconducting dipole (rig. 3, 4) has
pirame-trs 0AU'- 4 :a, H=50 000 e, j=104 A/cm2. The superconducting
winding is made from the wthin" ntobium-titanate superconductors in
the copper mitrix/Its, compounded of epoxy resin with the filler,
*

which possesses high thermal conductivity. winding is compounded
together with the iron sceen. For the best heat removal from
interior insls the winding are emedded copper tubes, and the
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surfice, adjacent to the screen, will be bordered by the copper foil.

Screen consists of the *coldw pirt, located in the region 3f
liquid-helium tamperatures, and the "war " part, arranged/located
outside the cryostat.

This constrution/design of magnet makes it possible to reduce

the sass of the cooled material in comparison with the magnets whose
szraam

is arranged/Located witain the cryostat, and in comparison

with magnats, whose screen is arranged/located outside the cryostat,
to decrease the necessary number of ampere turns of winding.
Furthermore, during this construction/design the Ocoldm part of the
scraen is simultaneously stressed frame, which simplifies the
attachment of winding.

Cryostat consists of two shells, between which is supprrted the
vicuum. Between these shells are arranged/located the heat shields,
coolad by liquid nitrogen. deat s aelds and internal volume of
cryostat rest on the heat-insulating supports.

For calculating the magnet with the aid of the computers to the
region of the first quadrant of section
square gril with ths step/pitc
outer duct of iron it

h-14 cm.

(Fig.
A#

3) was suo-rimposed

along axis/aile

oy and

was assumed/set by eoual to zero. The

cilculation o' field in tAe iroa was fulfilled by the method of
over-relaxation

(5].
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Fig. 3. First quadrant of the section of the dipol3 suparconducting
coil *13ctroaaget with the iron screen.
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The program, which fulfills procedure indicated above of
calculation, provided the deteraination of the boundary between the
winding and iron
bounlary

with

-

C=-)

line ALAb i.n Eig 3

(line AI&,

- the position of

Count concluded, whan the maximum distance

between the subsequent and preceding/previous boundaries became less
than 0.5 an. A number oi ampere turns of winding is equal to 5.10s
which is approzimate

A,

j two times less than the number of ampere

turns of the cocresponding magnet without the iron screen.

Subsequently it is proposed to switch over to the irregular
triangular gril

with the smaller step/pitch, which ensures high

pracision/ac:iuracy, especially during the calculation of boundary
values in the curvilinear sections.

Calculations were performed on the computers BES-4.

Tha authors are grateful to P. P. Shelonin and

V. M.

Staklyinnikov f3r the aid in the organization of calculations and for
the discussion of the numoer of questions of programming.
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Discussion.

V. G. Davilovskiy. Since in
question it

is substantialLy

can form/shape
value of

field.

tka

sagnets of the type iron in

nonlinear eleent/cell, then this magnet

a good field only with the specific for this magnet
Was examined the tempocary/time

with a change of the value of coil current?

dynamics of field
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i. r. Boymikov. This axamiacon was not given.

V. G. DaVi10VSkiY. la that case I want to say that, apparently,
for thin accelar!ators much more being adequate/approaching are the
systems In which the screen is located at the considerable. distance
from the winding, there where there is no saturation, I..,

this

system is good for the accaulator/storage where the field in
constant,

but not for the accelerator.

78. Soma calculated and experimental data on the development of
synchrotrons with stationary flield on the energy 35-350 GES.

N. 1. Doynikov, M. At. Monoszoa, a. 1. Rozhdestvenskiy, Yu. P. Sivkov,
A. M. Stolov,

G. V. Trokhachev.

(Sciantific rasaarch institute of the alectrophysical equipment im.
D. V. Yefremov).

In works [1, 2] was ezamined the possibility of designing of
proton synchrotrons on the basis of the superconducting
electromagnets with the stationary field, which are synchronously
tiarnin

relativs to equilibrium orbit. This system makes it possible
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to change middle field in orbit with the supply of the

superconducting windings by direct current.

in this zase there is ao need for in the powerful/thick system
of the excitation of magnetic field, are eliminated the losses of
alternating current in the superconductors, is simplified the
constru=tion/dasign of windings and cryostats, descend heat-input and
decreases tha power of refrigerators and liquefiers. A number of most
important tasks, which are subject to decision during the creation of
such synchrotrons, includes the stabilization of particle noti~a seac
the 3quilibrium orbits of double curvature and precise synchronons
rotation of the superconducting electromagnets.

are examined below some questions of particle dynamics,

md also

questions, connected with tae realization of the synchronous rotation

of electromagnets. on tale

asis of this examination are given two

versions of the basic parameters of possible accelerators to the
energy into ten and hundreds of GeV.

In the simplest magnetic structure consecutive electromagnets
1.2 (Fig. 1) are turned

an opposite directions. In this case vertical

field component is identical in all ela-tromagnets and is equal to
B,-SBs16 where B -

value of field

component of fiald,

in

the electromagnet.

The radial

directed in tbe consecutive units to opposite
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sides, leads to the orbit perturbation in the vertical plane, which
is

chan~el in

.aa process of partacls acceleration. Fig. 2 shows the

maxiaum value of the displacesent of orbit depending on the length of
electromagnets for two versions of aczclerators at different lengths
of free gaps/intervals - and different values X - the ratio of
maximum energy Em to the energy of injection E0 .

3eam focusing by the acceleration can be conducted by quadrupole

lenses with tna
fiel

variable field. The energy, stored up in the magnetic

of lansas, many times of less than the energy, stored up in the

field of rotary electromagnets. Therefore the power of the
power-supply system of leases is small.

Page 244.

The dual =urvature of equilibrium orbit leads to
connection/comaunication of vertical and radial betatron

oscillations. Calculation with the aid of matrix procedure (3] shows
that the effect of this connoct.on/coumunication on the frequencies
of betatron is unessential. Basential, however, proves to be a change
in the frequency of vertical betatron due to a change of the

curvature of orbit in the vertical direction.

A change in the phase of betatron oscillations for one period
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with an azimuthal lengtA of 2W o

is

detacined by the

relat ionships/catios
$1_1

whera R0

2

# 02

radius of curvature of orbit

-

acceleration),

f,

fE2

-

(at the end of the cycle of

focal lengths of the lenses, which focus on a

radius and oft the uartical line.

In formulas (1) and (2) are omitted the terms with the degrees
of value (*,tqq) from the fourth and it

is above.

For the compensation for dependence Q. on * it is necessary to
regulate values

"Figure 3 gives the dependence 1'f' and ,/f 2 on
1/f, ana 1/t.. A
the energy of protons roc a number

of 913mmnts/cells of periodicity U=25 (Qa

For maintaining the constancy

}

~Cos 0(4,).
'

f, and fe the currents in the

must vary in proportion to to particle momentum, i.e.,

~lans~s
i

it

law of a change in

the current, but,

as can be seen

from

3, in essence, at the initial stage of acceleration. This makes

possible to create depeadence fL and ft on the unergy with the aid

of :omparativsly low-pover compensators.

.

as B

Depematncs ft and fz on energy 9 requires the more

complicated
Fig.

e'
6

5,2).
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Possibly also the use/applicaLion of the quadrupole lenses with
the 3tationary field, in which a cuange of the average/mean gradient
is conducted analogously with electromagnets due to synchronous
rotation (2].
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Fig.

1. Synchrotron vitA tAo rotary electromagnets: K-

chanbec/zamera; 0-

*1
I

*

f

windiag;

3-

Magastic screen.
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DeponfsMaCS 3f verzical ozbi=t perturbation '-&Z on length of

2.

Fig.
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I.

unit of e1ectromagnet 51 1-6 - they correspond to orbit circumference
250 a;

7-12 -

2,

7, 8 -

6,

11,

Fig.

=orraspend to orbit circumference

1/X=0.15; for curved 3, 4, 9,

12 -

1/X=0.35.

3. Dependence

protons:

1

-

Unbroken curve tnp

1,

1/X=0.25; for curves 5,

10 -

0.4 a,

broken

tno

=03

2.

f focal lengths of quadrupoles from energy of

lenses, whica focus on ralius;

on vertical lina.

1500 a. For curves

2

-

lenses, which focus
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The usq of such lenses leaas to ta* additional constraint of vertical
and radial oscillations.

As noted above, one of the important tasks, which appear during
the :-reation of the accelerators, based on the described principle,
is the levelopuent of the devices/equipment, which ensure with the
high precision/iccuracy tarn synchronous rotation of a large number of
elements/cells, arranged/locazed at a great distance. Allowance for
the lack of synchronation of rotation changes during the operating
cy:le approximately is inversely proportional to energy of
accelerated particles (2]. 4ith X=7 it composes in the beginning of
cycle value (1-2)&10-4 and at the end of cycle -10-.

As is known, tasks of thias type in the principle can be solved
with th3 aid of the servo syncaronous electric drive, which is the
energy 30Urce and simultaneously creates the necessary synchronising
torque, which appears during the disagreement/mismatch of the angles
of driving elements. in application to the case in question when it
is nacessary to create the requiar oscillations of magnetic systems
in the limits of preset angles, smaller 2r, the Us3 Of this Principle
raquires the use/application of drivs, calculated not only for the
power of enargy losses during the oscillations, but also to the
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reactive power, necessary ior acceleration and braking of
electromagnets ind reducers.

In connaction with tais it is of interest to examine the drive,
based on the use of mechanical oscillatory systems.

Fig. 4 depicts the diagram o

a similar drive with the pendulum.

B3fore beginning operating cycle pendulum, it is rigid with that
bound to the turned electromagnet, it is deflected to the initial
angle

a

&ad is hell in tais position with the aid of the special

fixers with electromagnetic control.
system starts

At the moment of injection the

up also through na.lf-period,

the opposite liraction, it is held in it
With this

middle field

it

varies from its

after

being deflected

in

with the aid of the fixers.
initial

value to maximum.

Fixation of electromagnets in the maximum field makes it possible to

I,

carry out a slow conclusion of the particles of any duration.

The periol of oscillations of the system in question is
approxiaately equal to

where

, *

-

Length and mass of pendulum; r

-

moment of the

SM
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inertia cf sle:tromagnet. D3vargenze from the synchronism of motion
is determined by differences in the period of the natural

oscillations of separate electromagnets, asynchrony of the beginning
of motion At and by difference in the idle braking moments/torques.
Zile braking moments are caused by energy losses to bearing friction

aad against ths air and to the magnetic reversal of steel of magnetic
screens. They lead to damping of oscillations which can be
compensated by the method of tao pulling of pendulums with their
approach to the end positions wita the aid of the alectromagnets or

in any other manner. EstiaatioAs show that with At=10- * s the
use/appLicatiza of usual bail bearings and high-alloyed transformer
steel for magnsti: screens will ensure the necessary allowances for
the lisplacement angle. For the experimental check of the effect of
friction on the synchronism of te motion of pendulum drive is
prepared the moel (Fig.
indicated

5),

on which are confirmed the estimations

higher than.

Is given below the table of tae possible parameters of two
accelerators with the different energy levels.
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(1).

arxiaum energy. (2).

G&W*

Saximam induction. (5) T. (6).

(3).

Energy of injection. (4).

Number of betatron oscillations.

Number of pairs of quadrupole lenses (periods).
electromagnet.

(9).

Aperture of lens.
gips/intarvals.

(13).

(11).

(15) a/ca. (16).

(17c) quadrupole leases. (1d).
(19).

Number of long

Length of long gaps/intervals
(17).

electromagnets of normal length.

(10).

Length of quadrupole. (12).

Field gradient in lens. (14).

(between adjacent quadrupoles).

circumfaran=.

(8) . Length of one

Length of gap/interval between magnets.

Length of shortened magnet.

(7).

(17b)

total number.

(17a)

the shortened electromagnets.

General/comon/total orbit

Aperture of caamber/camera. (20). Energy, stored

up in magnetic field of superconducting coil electromagnet. (21).
Energy,

stored up in

azcatar~tion.

~(27).

il

I2

(24)

s.

field of lenses.
(25).

(22)

J.

(23).

Time of

Energy gain per revolution.

Input powar of pendulas alect ric drive,

(28)

kv.

(26)

UV.
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Schematic of PeaUd.IQia necianismo

Fig. 5.Model of pendulum mechanism.
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Discussion.

B. N. SauoiLov, will be such losses in the superconducting winding,
connectel with the motion v.disgs of one dipole in the fl^_d of
another?

Hv Ls connected pendulum with the winding and as it is solved a
question with the heat-input concerning the pendulum and the
sechanizal suspqnsions of winding?
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Thare are ao coz
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losses, since dipoles are spread

from each other on the omalt. Problem nov is not studied not in order
to answer your second questioa.

V. Kriaymts. WIil

be such the effects of sextupole and octupole

harmonis dua t3 the fringing fields during the rotation of the
systam of magnets? Did estimate yrou this eofect?

1. A. M nosz~n. It is obvious that the edge effects will lead to the
appearance of harmonics,
compensation

it

nalca are changed in the time, and for their

is necessary t~o use the system,

supplied by current

according to the specific program.

A. h. Kolomeaskiy. What does 4ave the basic contribution to very
close tolerance -10-' for the syscaronization of the fluctation of
separate magnets?

M. A. 53noszori.

Basic contrizutio

is connected with the fact that at

the level of weak vertical field, which turns particles, there is
even a strong field, turned at angle, let us say, to close ones to
900.

The small error in the rotation leads to the large

disturbances/partirbations. In connection with this in this system it
is not possible to obtain tais high value of the ratio of maximum
energy to the energy of injection as in the usual synchrotrons.

V#
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,

- . .. .
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,
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A. Yodopyanov. what is more preferable at today's stage of

development - synchrotron with tae variable field or accelerator with
the movable magnets?

N. A. M'Inoszon. The complexity of problem requires performing work in
all lir3ctions. Up to now there is nowhere virtually yet working on

alternating current superconducting coil electroaagnet of
considarable volume. For the large accelerators are characteristic
large coil currents; theretore there is a problem of current inlets.
Since energy density is proportional H2, then during the use of large
fiells appears the problem of the creation of powerful/thick
power-supply system. In the system with moving magnets this question
is removed/takan.

A. 1. Dzergazh. In this system is unavoidable the transition from the
motionless container with liquid helium to the movable. Will not

f

mixing helium lead it

to the heating?

V. 1. Sonoszon. We did not carry out investigations on the effect of
the lisplacement of reservoirs, but mixing during the fluctation will
be limited.

,t

S
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Developments for tte crycgenics and the superconducting coil

electromagnets.

F. Arendt, Kh. Brekhn,

I. lez,

K. P. Yungst, V. Mauxex. G.
Schaewin, P. Tichovski,

1. Fessler, G. Khartvig, V. Kbaynts,

erle, G. Bis,

V. Shauyer, I. Von.

1. Ultzicht.

(Institute of experimental nuclear physics, FBG).

1. Introduction.

Those superconducting are sagnetic Fulse current they acquire
'i

m

important value for the tutuzs accaleratcrs

(Frctcn synchroticns).

The magnets of direct cuzrent giie the pcssitility to create short
channels for the rapidly deccmpcsirg Farticles, the shielding and
forming magnetic fields, which detect devices/equipsent, magrets with
the large solid angle axe magaetic, the poverful/thick fields created
in the largo volumes. The cost/value cf the creraticn of large

itv
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experimental magnets of darect current substantially descends in the
comparison with the usual magnets, which have water cooling and iron
magnetic circuit.

The economical gerezaticn cf the strong magnetic fields (> 5 T)
in the superconducting pulse dipcla magnets makes it
decrease a radius of synchrctior

possible to

approximately 3-4 times in the

comparison with the usual accelerators, which gives the considerable
savings of capital investments tc the builditgs, the tunnels, the
experimental halls, etc.

The superconducting proton synchrotrons to the high energies are

more compact, and, pcssitly, less expensive than usual accelerators.
This in particular is ccrrect fcz the acceleratcrs with the highest
energy at the low repetition fzequincies and during the cycles of

i

acceleration with the

zcIcnSved flat/plare apez/vertex.

Before applying this new technology in such large installation
as proton synchrotron, it is necessary tc conduct vast works on

xenclutien of zeucutic
the basic jccbleas, connected with thesuperconducting
thesuecnctg
devices/equipment;

will

I

examined below only same of them; the

hysteresis losses in tke superccnductors, the Fhenomena, which appear
during the ccoling, field distrikution and reproducibility of field,
characteristic and fatJSue of materials, radiation questions.

A
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accumulation and distriktion of the large magnetic energy (by
approximately order it is higher than in the ccmparable usual
devices/equipment), woxk with tke large volumes of liquid helium,
which is found in the diverse ccztainers, the ccplez cf acticns for
safety and control systems and, etc. In this article are described
borks, carried out on the superccaducting and cryogenic magnets in
the institute of experisental nuclear physics - center of nuclear
research in Karlsruhe, target ot which was the use of superccnducting
pulse magnets on the pkese ct tke transfcrmaticn of large (3CC GeV)
European accelerator (CIEN 11).

Ecring the use cf combination of the

superconducting and usual magnets the present prcject of accelerator

en 300 Ge

decampe

tc :ao stages of ccnstruction. Buring the first

stage will be completed the circular tunnel with a radius of 1100 a.
In order to obtain energy iGC Gel in the accelerator with the divided
functions, will be 0statlisaed/Jitalled only the focusing magnets
and the part of all ntcossaZ

dilcie

magnets is left the gar/interval

magnets. Beten two deflecting

IA m (Fig. 1),

which it is possible

to establish/install new magnets. Luring the first stage of
construction

(about 3-4 years after beginnicg) it will become

clearly, sufficiently they scved research vcrks on the pulse
superconducting coil electromagnets so that it would be possitle tc
Establish/install the sujrcczAducting coil elqctrcmagnets intc these
gaps/intervals. It is ccasidarea
accelerator to 6C0 GeV.

S-

it real to raise energy of

7he second stage enccmpasses the alteration

*a
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cf all usual magnets tc those sUjerconducting. magnet openings are
determined by the requixeuents ci injecticn aid ty a structure of

accelerator on 300 GeV; as tke in.actcr is utilized the existing
prcton synchrotron of CISS. The ccnstruction/design of accelerator
encompasses the system of the tccusing and defccusing magnets of 108
tlocks, the structura FCO, 6 laige straight sections by value Q27,
75 in both transverse directicns. Necessary arerture of bean is 10.2
cm in the horizontal anc 4 ca in the vertical direction.

It is necessary tc test magnets in system (after their
individual testing),

wbich ccasists, let us say, from the half-period

cf synchrotron CEBN II,

c€ on the model cf accelerator with the

energy of particles in tke rauge GeV. This system of magnets must
satisfy the following ccnditicns:

1. Magnets must have the size/dimension cf aperture rise time cf
field and duration of the flatlilane apex/vertex, ccmpared with
appropriate data of the ceal magcets cf acceleratcr CERN II.

ij

2. For systematic study cf effects cf ncclinearity
(edge/boundary of field, dLvexqences cf fields in different magnets,
aberrations, etc.) siclating system must be sufficiently flexible so
that it would be possitle tc bring about a change. The effect of

*.

different allcwances can ae investigated, changing the parameters cf
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team independent of ctker e'zcrs and obtaining the appropriate
corrections,

3. Final energy af sodel of accelerator

ust be found in the

range several GeV. System must ka suitable fcr the interesting
experiments on the high energies, such, as the acceleration of

deuterons.

UT7

land
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pig. 1. Diagram of the structure of accelerator (CZRN XI) vwith the
superconducting coil ellctrcRsaqnetz.

Scrual magnet. (2).

Suferconducting coil electromagnets.

Key:

(1).

(3).

trajectory of beam tith,( ). GeV.

Fags 2168.

The magnets, czeated tor the model of accelerator, will have
coainal length of apFzczaately

cza or tio meters. One of the most

important tasks will be the asscciation of several magnets in such a
way, that would be obtsImed the Icaq blocks (e-7 m) without
*

deterioration of the pzcEert4es of beam.

I1. Survey/coverage of achievements and tasks.

At the present stage ot the developments of the superconducting
coil electromagnets it

.1

4

Is pOasitls to begin the creatinc

of larger

magnet system in order tc accsmulate experiseet, necessary fr

the

DOC a 80069219
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construction of the large accelerator, such an CERN 11. Is briefly
described below the wide circle cf the pxobleus. confronting
developers of magnet.

1, Slow conclusien/cutput and necessary for precision/accuracy
fields of

agnets. Slcv Lean extraction with the use of a resonance

method is feasible only in tie case of substartially linear field
distribution in the ring at tasic uagnet. This means that for the
projected/designed BRucean accelerator on 30C Gov the relative error
for field S=AD/B in the
1.5z10.

4iia

E1Lar

(extent 4... 5 ca) must be less

This in reflected in Fig. 2a and 2t of those showing radial

phase plans along the azimutb ot tbe location of septum in one of the
structures of magnet it qnesticte Graphs/curvts are obtained as a
result of miscounting ca computers (1) of the passage of fouz
paxticles through each-element of ring and fixation of their
coordinates after each zcvclut-act.

In the case cf the resonance of

the third order the reference cccrdinates are located near the origin
of the coordinates of ;hase, plane. The error for field is less
1.5XIO,0J, caused by the sextuicle cmponent (fig. 2t) in the
deflecting magnets, It dcs not substantially affect the process of
conclusion/output, An increase Is zhe error for field uap to 2.5 10-3
(Fig. 2b) retains fuUl/tctal/cosplete stability, particles remain
within the limits of tte acceptance, which cczresiouds to the
position of septum in 3 cm fxom the closed ortit, and thorefcze the?

DOC " 80069219
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cannot be satisfactory kzought cut. The highest multipole components
in field expansion, which jive the same errcr fez
i; . In the case

essential than sextupole te m

field, are less

of the introduction to

correction of the closed orbit tke change in the value of field frce

cn. magnet to the next, equal tc O.5X10"3, can be admissibly from the
Fcint of view of ccnclcsicn/cutplt and shift cf crbit.
Unconditionally

this is

Elanntd.

2. Joule losses and Eroperties of conductors. one of the targets
of use/application crycgeaic ex suoerconducting accelerator is a
reduction in the losses. Tbey afear in the superconductors, in the
supports/bases of supetccnductors, in metal ccnstruction
are) and in the metallic Cevazs.

(if the same

The magnets cf the prototype of

synchrotron are designed for the wcrk in the strcng fields
(nmcinally, lot us say, 4-5 7).

Losses in the ccoposite/conFeCund

conductors are predicted by thecty correct within error limits for
measurements up to the diameters cL 10 ye. Ace achieved the essential
successes in two diffetsat areas; Joule losses can be lowered by the

method of the creaticn ct thin-ccre twisted ccn;osite/compound
conductors, and the

treant densalty of superconductors can be

substantially with the values,

achieved/reached

several years ago.

The dependences of critical curzent of short conductors on the
applied field, perpendicular tc conductor, for the *azority cf those
Froduced by industry

A-rTL

-

cccductors are given in Pig. 3. Is at

DOC
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Fresent attained the genexal/coaffi/total
about 2.5x10

current density of coil

A/82 in the tifld 5 T. With such data the duty factor

cf coil is approxiuatell 0.i5,

bh±ch is connected with the

conattuction/design Cf ccoliag chaanels and cakle.

I I'

4
I.
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4)

2.

1.0Zj
Pig. 2. Phase plans for the first septum (S

Sol:

-value

of septum) a)

(1) . rad.

fg* 2149.

:ating the excitation ct ccil ct ecaductor affects the considerable
Lorentz force, which utder tke conditions of the absence of Support
and reinforcement substantially 4iceed. the limit of the strength of
seperconductoz. Vete izvostigated tuo methods of fixation of coil:

DCC = 80069219

FIGE

the reinforcement of ccrductot vith the aid of the structural support
coil bitk aFprcpriate resins. Experiments

and the impregnationce

vith the saturated ceils of flat it did not t4ccUe

satisfactcry

results as a result of the scaccatcraity of the coefficients of the
*

thermal expansion of ccsujosite/ccnkound ccnductcx ard resin.
Conductor is subjected te agiag/tzaining and detericraticn of
Frcperties In

the course of

time.

The measurements ct seat tiansfer in the uFtakes, lowered in
helium, by the length ct 0.4 a atd in height cf clearance
2.0 on with the vidth cf

40 m

1.C,

1.5,

came to light/detected/exposed

transition from the nuclei foCZing to the file boiling with

ar=O.3-Oo4*K,

while tke corzespczding heat fluxes la7/rested in the

range 0.12-0.17 w/caz. 21e ther'al conductivity of the
superconducting coils, impregnated with epox

resin, perpendicular to

cheeks composed 2Z1V3 bjC82 09 at a teafezsttZe ;.509.

ith

such

! 1

data the height of the sepazate saturated sections vas selected as
being equal to 0.5 ca sc that the increase in the tespersturs in cue

r'

section

ould comprise

scut 0.1K or less. Thus, section vith the

highest temperature in tie saturated coils will have a temperature by
C.4-O.SOK higher than in the volume. Under such conditions in the
magnets, which use ccndrctczs with the filaments 10 pa, is attained
the build-up of the field of

1.8 I/s.

The at Fresent saturated coils

are mere preferable that the zeistorced unimpregnated ones.

4

eL
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3. Losses of altazzating cutrant in exteriors cf magnet. with a
change in the magnetic field with the discussed speeds (5T/3 a for
the filaments 10 pa) ir all *iAactive$ metallic parts occur Joule
losses, moreover such farts can ke accessories, supForting
structures, metallic bascings, asc., in Farticular the Cewars. Some
structural parts must ke made tzcn the high-strength metals, in
;articular, made of the rcamagnetac stainless steel in which can
cccur the eddy current Icases. Although specific cesistance cf.
stainless steel with reductica cf temperature from 300 to 4.20K
decreases only twice, the total induced losses are sufficiently
great, and must be considered teas. The weasures adcpted consist in
the exception/eliminatica, it at is possible, all parts frcm the
high-strength metals bcth the use of stripstfilnu fces unidirecticnal
glass-thoraosetting resie (semhard) and the usem/application of
high-strength nonmetal3ic structural materials.

The preliminary deaign ot Ctear of coil is box type
construction/design, it which th, forces between coil and target of
closing/shorting flow (itca tramevcrk) are received by the flages,
arranged/located on the ends/leads of the separate sections of Devar.
glass-epoxy Dewar must have the Impenetrable cladding, which
Frevents, or do-gassing cf ecxy resin into the vacuum space.

DCC

80069219
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4. Study of irradiation.

hs superccnducting coil electromagnet

undergoes the effect ot radzatio

a) displacement

ar

a nuater cf reasons:

cf Loans;

b) the generation cf seccadacy particles near the slots or the
collimators.

The effect of irradlatica and characteristic of magnets vith the
continuous operation tkey azo ci ccnsideazable itterest and they are
at present investigated ky the method of irradiating the small ccils
ky deuterons with the energy 50 Be%

with 4-50.

The effect of electronic, neutron, proton and deuteron radiation
on characteristic I

f-Sc
second type suporccnductcrs, such as UBIi

and ADSn, is studied 11 several researchers (3-7].
irradiation descend Te
of changes

acd

During

kc. Yechanges; however, a precise forecast

30 is difficult. In aces materials, such as the diffuse

films N13Sn, the densitj of crItical current increases approximately
six tLes during irradiation by jIctons with the energy 3 DeV. In
N81i the density of critica

czirent even descends*Ait does act occur

uniform all over coil, kut it in the local Fbaecmencn. Characteristic

*

,

-

.

.

.

.

.

..
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of conductor changes in the local regicn, so that it comes

into more brittle or, is meae p=xacse, acre sersitive to "flux jumps"
of state. Temporary/tine external or internal
disturbances/perturbatices can
the support/base

is

alsc

9 iva

rise to cf Pncrnal" zone, since

sutjectod to the effect of radiation [8].

The weakest coupling link

an the ccil - interturn insulation in

particular if for the inExegmaticn of coils are utilized organic
materials. "normal" zeta can lead to the short circuit

between the

turns (due to the charring of iasulation/isclaticn), the shift of
energy distribution acccrdiang to the coil and finally to the
destruction of magnet. At lcu teaaeratures the behavior of organic
insulation somewhat is ismrcued j9]; however, this it is insufficient
for the guarantee of the reliable cperation of filaments during the
existing constructions/de.igas, if we do not cndertake preventive
measures and not to create neb sjtems.

5. Distance, passed by reverse magnetic. by flcw. The location
of iron framework on tte

lcl, its form and effect on field

distribution is very inm€ztant tot the work of magnet. Iron framework

V'd

can be placed in immediate proximity of the ccil and it must be
cooled to the temperature of liquid helium. Th€ecotical studies show
that in this case the ccitri utIcn in the field, connected with the

iron. is maximum, and the screening of field is effective; hcever,
If

the form of framework is

'A.
,.

J

selected incorrectly, occurs the

DOC = 80069219
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distortion of field in working aEeture [10).
solution consist in the tact that to Dewa

he advantages of this

are nct transferred the

forces as a result of the relative attitude cf coil and framework, or
in the fact that Dewar can ne p[xeared in essence from the
nonmagnetic stainless steel when caly the part of magnet opening must
e made either from the kellch

bath the lcw Icases of altercating

current or from nonmetallic filaaentary structure. A deficiency/lack
in this diagram consists of tie lazge cousumption of helium fcx the
cooling and the iron lcs.es due tc hysteresis and eddy currents which
ace summarized with tho losses
alternating current,

.n the su~ercceducting coil on

and they mzat

be compensated

by the cooling

mediUm.

If iron framwork is azranged around Dewar, the contribution in
the field due to the ircz is

asell,

the forces, caused by the

eccentric location of ccil and ica frasewock and transferred to
Eevar# they can become ccnsideratie;
iron on distortion of field.

lh

however, descends the effect of

losses cf alternating current in the

iron at a room temperatuxe are unessential. At preseat in Karlsruhe
are investigated both sciuticus.

Leon near the ccil is applied in the

dipole from high-purity aluainua# %hereas irca around Dewar is
*

planned/glided to apply in the superconductIng dipole magnet.

Page 250.
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6. Cryogenic magnfts. StxiFs/tilus from bigb-purity alusinum
;assess low losses and can to ot interest fcr the use/application in
low-frequency cryogenic sagahts [11], and algc as the supports/bases
for the multi-fibrcus sojerccnductcrs. the cuxrent busbars/tizes and
ether crycgenic uses/*;jElications. Are especially interesting losses
at a temperature of liquid hydcS~c; aluninus strips/films with the
coefficient of reuidual/renment sfecific resistance 9R*16 in,the
0 K) are discharged ty industry and
atrips/films (BRRRp (3CC 41) lp IM.is

are utilized in Karlsarthe in the dipole coil with a length of 0.14 a.
Although the beasurements at reluctance at a teuperature of liquid
hydrogen came to ligbt,-dttectedieziosed, that the lcmsas of
alternating current in the ccil ty approximately order of magnitude
are higher than in the ccuaaratle superccnducting ccils at a
teuperature of 4.20K, the use/atillcation of aluminum stripsufLlns
can be very expediently at frequencies vhen lcsses in the
superconductors become excessive.

Ill. Those superconducting are sagaetic.

At

present

test

t%,c

tiles ct magnets:

a) the superconducting dipole magnets of alternating current;
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b) the superconducting guadzukole magnets cf direct current.

Are given below

scsa most iapcrtant the results of tests in

two

directions indicated.

1. SuperconductinS difc€e magnets of alterrating current. For
the purpose of the ccnstzucticn ct the pulse superccnductinq coil
electzomagnet of accelerator tere carried out the series of
preliminary tests with the cciis ot different sizes/dimensions with
the accuaulated energy cl field to 2 kJ. In parallel to the
experiments, conducted an the multiple ccmpcsite/coupound conductors,
are made theoretical studies ca tke losses cf alternating current in
the superconductors.

*

During the thesoretical derivation of the magnitude of Icsses of
alternating current in the magnet %as used the acdel of critical
state of Bins.

ith the aid cf tke program cf the computers losses of

alternating current in the coii vete obtained ty the method Cf
subdivision of volume cl coil tc a large nuaker cf the trace
elements, for each of thich affected stationary field. Taking into
account the addition ef losses trcm the eddy currents in the
suFport/base theoretical

.1

values

bill

agree sitt

the expecimental

data
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with precision/accuracl 20o/o uj tc the thread diameters 13 pa [12].

in accordance witt the aeiected type NETi dependence

€-_ (Cm

fig. 3) was assumed to Le linear, bypertclic cr expcnential. Fig. 4
gives the calculated lcases for the diol magnet with a length of 1 a
and field 5 T

(ape ture 8111 Ca).

the dependence on' 1oBad ,hece

30

Losses to tbe cycle are given in
and 8,

-

characteristic the

Farameters of relationshair/ratic 3(8), and d - diameter of separate
filament [ 13].

Dotted lines show tkae depondeaco of current density on 398od

in

the superconductor fcr different thread dianeters, under the
assumption that for the

field 5 T attains the critical value cf the

current of short samFle/apecisen in the filament.

iI

4i

,'{
'

.,
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Pig.
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4

sampas/pecseasof
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0.5 an,
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4
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Fig. 4l. Hysteresis icsses on altarrating curr ezt for the
su;ercoaducting dipole bath a length of I a.

Key:

(1).

3/cycle.

(2).

p~.

13).

heal/u.
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a reduction in the losses ct alternating current as a result of

j

an increase in the curtait dessity is insignificant* However, ant

Increase of the general/,coascn/tctal current density in the ccii. to
the possible attainable limit aconditionally decreases a quartity cf
that required for the magnet cf the cenductieg material, deczeases
the overall sizes of ccil sa4doczeases the accumulated energy of

*

field. The preliminary ;zoject of the su;erccnducting dipole magnet

DOC = 80069219

is given in Fig. 5.
vinding is 8x1 cm,

Eir,a

aorljag sagnet opening is cooled. The aperture of
mcrecver axcuad Dewar is arranged/located the

ircon framework with an itternal

diameter of 4C cu; it is assumed that

in this case Dewar is wade ca the glass-epoxy basis. Cross secticn
;

coils

!

device/equipment ef coil and the sizes/dimnsicas of separate

approximate two istersecting ellipses.

The actual

sections are obtained as a result cf miscalculation of program on the
cosputer, which optimized each alesent/cll
c the criterion cf the

minimum error for field ,ith

a Siven number cf secticns.

Calculations show tkat fr

the depicted vagnet the field

conuniforsity in the limits *I kzcken small circle (d=6cm) comprises
hB/-2x10 - . The relative eazo
displacement of washer ca 0.1

Lzot field, introduced by the
a in the horizcntal direction, is

approximately 6w10 "4, wkich by itself suFerisjcses severe limitations

*

ca the allowances of coil,

the

irecision/accuracy of coil/winding,

and also the precisiao/accuracy at the suppcrt cf coil. The
nagnetouechanical forces, which atfect tbe ccrductor of dipole by

length Is, are approximately Sx9zI

*'5

kg and therefore in order for

the conductor not to move impregration with appropriate thermalreactive resins is necessary.
Sain problem at present ccmaoses selecticn

of corresponding

resins, which coincide in the cceticient of thermal expansion with
the conductor. The constructicn/design of the support of coil

),V

DOC

30069219
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consists in essence at acasetaljlc high-strength bandings and
stzips/filas

of glass clcth and 4.cxy resin.

Fig. 5 shows the deviceqauipaent of winding with the tangential
channels for the cooling, witk bhich can arise the specific ptoblems
with the cooling. in Fig. 6 represented joes-nc decision with the
uptakes, which gives gcGd values at heat transfer.

'

I

I.
ft

DCC

80069219

;1.
A

rO(4

Fig. 5. Diagram of the dipole, stich works in the mcdo/comditions of
the changing magnetic field (tield 5.541 T, cutrent density 50 kA/cz2,
aperture SxI

~~

Key: (1).

.1l

cu 8 , vacuum ckamber cold).

iron. (2). Vacciam.

(.3).

litrogen. (4).

Vacuum. (5). Helium.
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Ift
few

Fig. 6. calculated on the cosputeca configutatien at the dipcle,
which assures fields 5, 1-62 at the current decsity 50 kA/coz.

per.
Page 252.

Calculation on the comfuters the unifacsity of field in the circle
with a iiaseter of 6 ca is cc&Fazed with the values, obtained in Fig.
Much attention is sfecilic tc flae out;uts cf the coils which
substantially affect ths, unitecalty of field. If the outputs of coil
are angled at 900 to the laagitadiaal axis* straight/ditect Ifarallel
to longitudinal axis) section& have equal leigth, the integral of
field

Sdt)

00

the working alpertgza of call will be constant.

?or studying metbcda at ccll/binding and bernetic

DOC

- 80069219
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sealing/pressurizaticn/saling is irepared the series of test dipole
,indings. was created full-scale
length of

1 a),

model free copper

(by

the overall

analogccs to device/equipment in Fig. 5, target of

which was the study cf lzessexacf

distribution. During tke

the allcwances cf coil for field

use of square isolated/insulated conductors

frcs solid copper of tke fluctuation of the thickness of separate
sections did not exceed

*-70 Pa.

Due to different mechanical properties of ccmpcsite/conmound
superconductors and coneaz,
tolerances, at present is

acd also for obtaining the close

made the series of sections from the

composite/compound multiole supezccnductcrs, saturated with
corresponding thermosetting resizs.

current.
ASuperconducting quadrulcle of direct

For the investigatica of characteristics of the large
superconducting coil elactucmagnet for the channel cf the
transportation of bean and fox attaining data on the optical
Froperties (first

and seccad order) to te

short-torm and long-term

behavior of coil was developed and constructed

([14] the

quadtupole

with a length of 1 a with the uvcccled internal cfening/aperture
(

12 ca).

Coils coiled by stip'/film VBDSn with a width of 1.5 co

and with a thickness of C.15 mm,

lated from tctb sides by the copFer

DCC

3

FGA

80069219
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/041
bands with a thickness o

0.05 ca.

Conductor they cooled on the

edgJes.

Sagnet placed hrizctally into Dear,
Zewar)

cf the heat (magnet an

ct

which has static losses

5.8 I/k, whereas tctal losses with

excited magnet comprised 6.i 1/h of helium.

During cooling of

quadrupcle

was supplied liquid nitrogen for
0

cooliag of magnet and its

etexral

cooling time. which was

hours, were used approximately 110 1 of

Farts dcvv tc -80

K. Within the

liquid nitrogen. Ike gradual evaiczation of liquid nitrogen azd final
evacuation are carried cct is 1.5 hours. The teneraturs of magnet
comprised in this case about 1002K. Cooling dcwn to 4.20K and filling
cf

helium container are casried out in 2.5 bcurs witb the flwc

of 220 1 of liquid helium. T.

beight of all cccled

rate

parts was about

;20 kg. Helium container acccmodates 60 1 of liquid helium.

When magnet was excited, tkey will achieve critical current 990

A, which ccrrespcnds tc tbe field gradient cf 37.2 T/m.
calculated value was 13CC A. enarring 50 T/m.
curreUt the field in

ccuductcX

wbereas

uith the calculated

bculd be 3.9 T (bere cf coil in 15.5

cm).

In

aI

Pig. 7 data of skort samtle/specimen tcr 583 So is given in

DOC = 80069219
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the shaded region, whereas seasuxed critical currents lie/rest
considerably lower that the ezxected values tcr the short
sam;le/spCcimen.

Coil has a good sclort and hardly It is possible to exFect that
the displacements of ccecuctcr cat cause premature transition into
the nor2al state, which testifies about the degradation of conductor.
Up to now it was not oksmrved t e Fhenomena c

aging/training.

It is not possible to definitely indicate the reasons fox the
smaller value of the measared gradient. The urstable work of
conductor can be also catsed by tit poor characteristics of the heat
transfer of coil. Twc- and thrae-dlmensicnal calculation of field
came to light/detected/ez~osed the component 2.7 T of field with 990
A, perpendicular to widtk M5N8
3

ct belt in the region between the

adjacent poles at the eads/leads of the coil. In the fields it is
above 2 T, perpendicular to the sidth of belt, telt from NE3Sn
becomes unstable [15, 16]. The tield gradient, measured in the radial
direction, is constant in the zegion of aperture of the uncocled
sagnet with an accuracy to 10-a.

Field measurements along the longitudinal axis of quadrujole
revealed periodic chances in the field AE/B=2 Ja13 fig. Sa, b).
distance between the

,

eamimun divergences AB/B ccrresFonds to the

The
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location of armature made of t&4 stainless steel, which is located
with the gaps/intervals 6.5 ca. IkE error for field can be caused by
local distortion of coil; however, it it is pcssible to also carry
due to the specific

austenitic
:ericnagnatic

tetavicr cf the stressed

stainless steel at a tealerature ct 4.20o1 [171.

lv.

Cryogenic mgnets.

One of the materials wbica tcday have the best cryogenic
characteristics for the rue in tie magnets, is aluminum. Daring the
use of such technological Ficcesses as electrclysis and zone
improvement, it is possitle to ettain the ccefficient cf end
resistance on the order cf several ten thousards. It is possible to
cbtain ccpFer of the same freguetcl as aluminum;

however, its

magnetic resistance gzcbs/rises with the field linearly, whereas in
the high magnetic fielts in alctinum cbserved the effects of
saturation.

In the process of studying the applicability of conductcrs frcu
-

1

in the pulse cryogezti

magnet were carried cut the measurements of

the behavicr of aecific resistance in the small wound by belt
12x0.3 mW8 ) sections uith an iaternal and cuter diameter of with
respect 4 and 12 ca. Belts tere insulated by toil Khcsatafan
.OCTIOT8

1. Khostafan - tZads maz, of foil

t

.

frcs the polyethylene

terephthalate of fire "Kalls- AGO. ENDPCCTNC72.
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bhaactristics c the developed en arlseuhe
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diameter 12 cu.

:

Key:
t

11).hith
Value
short
sasfle/specinen.
(2).
Load line. (3).
Nraecrieotfote
A
Aoesuemnt
cofigarmticr
thisfor tt

cuadrupole in
quadrupole.

spserisertl
(5).

quadrupole. (7).

Line.

czycstat,
ifl-

Curreat.

Ccutltely installed

(4).

Estimation fcr ccaplately installed
(S}.

aagzetic

field.

(9).

al.
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it'h this configaratict the measurements were carried out for the

diverse belts

in the rea,a cf

routdual

411700 at temperatures

4.2 and U

thickness d-0.3 an the

size

essataccs

.,i Fcr

1600.$RQA%'0-

.

A.

the bigh-Furity belts with

*electis evident. Correction of size

DOC
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effect for completely ctzuse astace/skin scattering (F-0) it

iS

calculated accordinq tc the, thecry Sondheimer (18]
(0
(d/t, p)
Phowmbo "wJ)06bemqubo6
d/e
During the calculaticus tor the asan free path cf electrons 1 was
utilized the averaged cc several experiments value p volusetric of
1=7x10712 ohm cm2 . Integra. 0(d/,

r) is obtained frcm the numerical

calculations of Dvorak, etc. [19]. Wiith such ruserals the coefficient
cf residual/reuanent erecilic resistance.

in the case of bealt 0.3 an tc

*

r~

6

-h,,q=117QG decreased

R R QJefm28000.

According to the lab at battissel, specific resistance is
cbtained, summarizing tka indoiendent frcs the temperature
residual/zemanent part and itsu cbn part, prepcrtional T.s:
T

Besidual/remauent specific zesistacce is obtained from electrcn
*

scattering on the defects, ard !sternal resistance

-

from an

tlectronic-phonon interaction., Latter/last part Is virtually
negligible at a teuperattro of 4,20 K. Frcm Eig. 9 it is evident that
toth effects are not dependent, and the law of Mattissen is
*

2disrupted.
?
Is

given the dependence of a difference in specific

resistances p(20.110 K) -p( 4*20 K) accordirg tc several experimental
results [11, 20, 21] cr the ccietticient of residual/remanent specific
resistance. Interactica ketmeen, the phencmona cf dispoersion increases

I

proportional to the cotcetraticn cf defects.
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according to Kohlez, a relative change in specific resistance

Ap/p.sP(8,T)-p(o,T) p(.T)
is function only B/p. I change in specific resistance can be written
in the form:

. , J(B)
where a and

-

constart ot

material. Divergences frcm Kohlerts law,

based on the isotropy ct the pzccesses of scattering, were revealed
for the functions of tenpaeature and impurity ccntent both for
folycrystalline Al (11,

i0] and for single crystals [21,

22]. Pig.

10

gives the dependence of a relative increase in specific resistance C
the magnetic field strenatb.

In tke measuresexts cf the authcrs of

article are given the ialues ct Ezcper field, which ccpcse in the

rough approximation the half the central field cf coil, and Intended
for the ccpariscn with seascrazents in the

hcZt sanples/specimens.

Very satisfactory quantitatiue agreement testifies about a
considerable increase In

magnetic resistance with an improvement in

the purity/finish. In tke flCs, which exceed 3 T, vete observed the
effects of saturation. ILe measurements cf Fickett [203 came to
light/detected/exposed een linear part cf the curve reluctance in
the field 4 t.

f 'I

DocC

80069219

FIGa

&S /03

-Z= 65mmIeff 6)

pig. a. magnetic bump SICn4j the 11CS, Parallel to Z-azis On tadiux
S=4.

95 ca in the rogics betueeca adjacent poles (7~-950a)

(a),* the

betecog~eneity of field tie mass, e*t witb an increase 32 tiste

Key:

(1).

el.

(2).

an/eiv,
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Pig. 9. Divergences frcs the lab cf Mattissen for aluminum.
experimental values P(;.4M)-E!
residual/remaneut relatica o

.a)

The

deptndinS ca the

resistances

(3I)

1 - on data of this wezk; 2 - oan data of Pickett; J - according to
the data of Boroviki. etc.

Pey:

(1).

(Calculations fizuesleaisds flea).
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Fig. 11 gives temezaturs canges in the reluctance and

effective

coefficient c

i ecific resistance

T)

different values of the surtace finishes, investigated at

.r-

4une:imi'
:

OCC

80069219
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temperatures 4.2 and 2CaO.

3easurements on tke single crystals of specific angular
directions between crystaI.c~aitic axis/axle and applied field
determined the effects ct saturaticn for several directions, but for
ctber directions the arcialcus atsence of saturation of reluctance is
not thus far yet underatcod. Pcssikly, are ccbined several phenomena
cf such, as an electrctic-Ehcacn snall-angle scattering (23],
magnetic breakdown for tke saiatitc directicns cf crystal [24) or
generation of "collar" channels into Brillouins adjacent zones [25).
with which of the mechanism cl ccaductivity are eliminated the
electrons.

The anomalou

behavior of specific resistance causes interest

still and because alunitta can to used in the magnets at a
temperature of liquid tycroges. 7hus necessarily more systematic
experimental study, mainly on the study cf the dependence of
reluctance on the temperature and the admixtutes/impurities.

for this

purpose are prepared tit measuresects in the shcrt samples/speciAens

)

for the tests under crediticrs, axected in the magnet vith strong
field.

In parallel to investigations in the shcrt sanples/specimens is
constructed the magnet in the tIcza of windew frame

''4
'

(Fig. 12),

which

DOC= a0069219

EAd

*

is designed for obtaining of field 4 T in the aperture 4xScm'
length of 40 ca.

With the belt,

aluminum foil by sectico

hbach has P66=10O00, will

azo.3 aiaz,

at the

be used

insulated by surface/skin oxide

cf aluminum with a thickress Cf 5 ja. Are scccessfully completed
tests on the coil/winding of sdadle-shaped ccils. Experimental
*

cryogenic magnet works bith difterent cryogenic temFeratures and at
frequencies of pulses

cz wnach bill be calculated total losses.

The extrapolation c

reluctance in the field 4 T ca the tasis of

those carried out of earlier
possible to expect the Icas

taesczeuents
1tO i

shcts that at 4.2 0 K it is

cf direct current, and at 20.40K

losses IOCC W of direct cucrenat.

These values ccrrespond to gain of

total power 7 times in 4.20 K and

13 times with

20.4

0

K, if we assign

the effectiveness of cccler with respect to the ideal thermodynamic
effectiveness, which ccolases 0.15 with

.201 and 0.3 with 20.4K.

-

00

//8800

.-- 2

Fig 10.

Key: (1).

I

I.

A

Magnetic resistance of aluminum at 20.4K O .
1 according to data or this report; 2
according to data of' Fickett.
Magnetic resistance of Al at 20.4K ° .
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(3)~Ucrnnpaoamv

7&

3

t4

20
Fig.

40

50

50a/l'

12. Central field ct exze.rlsetal magnet with aluminum vindings.

This magnet with a lenctk o t
Iron magnetic circuit

4

cm will bavs uFtakas for the cooling.

(cter diaseter -6C

cm)

is cooled tcgether

with the wcund from the telt viadings.

* )Key:

(1).

iron magnetic circuit.

42).

Central field.

(3).

cester.
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G. Davidovskiy.
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aIlum value cf teld on the surface of
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FIG

V. Khaynts. 40 kg for the latter/list develcpuent of aluminum magnet.
For the developed superccnducting magnet

-

only 20 kg, so that it is

not saturated.

V. G. Davidovskiy.

Such the ratao of f ull/tctal/coupFlat* magnetic

energy in the system tc the

eneigy

cf field is the useful aperture of

accelerator?

'Kh:ayn-;s. A:)proxi.nately half of the erne.-My is ex~ended -,n
tine erer:?: is expen~ded on the w'indin of he -lagne; anAi

'fon -. e aner~ule.
~.Da~.dvsi±y.D±Jc
J
you trY to Outliize hls relatiocnship
lepending on the0 radius of the screen
and thichkness of ti~e
V. Khaynts. Yes.
A. V. kovalev. Request ic more detail to desczibe that it was
observed in stressed atstemitic stoels at liquid-helium temperatures.

V. Khaynts. We do not kscm exactly what cccurs in these steels under
such conditions and they were astonished, after clashing with the
effect which we nov have. Is necessary the study of this effect
subsequently. But this is the itcoication that it is act possible to
utilize the stainless gtee4 in suck devices/equipoent

close tc the

working aperture.

Fe A. Vodopfyauov. In %hot celatictahip/zatic they are located
through your estimaticta ct Icss is the alunicus and superconducting

-mdI
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viadings at frequencies

AG

/IOP

r

cn the cder of

1 HZ?

V. Khaynts. Relative Icsses at a tiaperature cf liquid helium will te
approximately 5 times Icze in tte aluminum macnets,
thcse superconducting,

than loss in

keoze aze utilized ccaductcrs in thickness of

veins/strands 5-10 me. At the pxesent mcnent/tcrque aluminum magnets
are tcc Fccr for their

*
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80. Program of works on the creation of the superconducting coil
electromagnets in Saclay.

G. Bronk.

(Saclay, Fraana).

Introduction.

*t

recast years they will achieve the considerable progress in

obtaining of the superconducting materials and designing the magnets.
at present a large number of tao superconducting coil electromagnets,
intended for the work in the continuous duty, is located in the stags
of construction. The kickers thus far are located on the stage of
design, but there is a clear prospect for their practical use in the
near future. In many works it is noted (1], that the use/application
of the 3apercoducting coil electromagnets in high-energy physics is

of lir;

interest, since they iave the best characteristics, smaller

4.
"

"

|1- -

- '

I I IIII
Y.....
-l ---

...

"

'

"

..

..
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dimensions, smaller
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power coasumption,

et=.

The work on the supercoandcting coil electromagnets, conducted
in the laboratory of division *Saturn", concerns both the their
u3e/xpplication in the continuous duty for the detectors and elements
of the systems of the transportation

of beam and development and

construction of the kickers for tae synchrotrons.

Lenses of systems for the transportation of beam {2.G.A.).

After the successful tests of the construction/design of magnet
BI

(length of 1 a,

induction 4T, stored energy

10 NJ) in 1969, was

constructed the doublet of quadrupole Lenses, which ensures a
noti:eable incraase in tam intensizy of the beam of the secondary
pions, created in the experimental zone of accelerator by proton beam
with the energy 3 3eV. Zhe expected gain in comparison with the usual

ii

quadrupole lenses, attained as a rasult

of applying the

sapecconducting materials, is proportional to an increase in the
angular acceptance and is eaquaaL to four. However, such is the
relation of maximum fields in both cases.

Optical :onsiderations and studies of particle trajectories led
*,

to the conclusion that it is necessary to utilize an elliptical
*

If1

aperture and difforant field gradients. However, for simplification

DOC = 83069220
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in the construction/design of quadrupole lenses was selected the

circular shape of apertures* The values of the basic parameters of
lenses are given in Table 1. The two-dimensional pictures of field
and current distribution are obtained by two methols: by the method
of r~solutioa in th3 Fourier series the field of coils with the
permanent current density (2] and as a result of analytical and
numerical calculations of the iield, created by the current, flowing
through the polygonal ones section [3].

The three-dimensional

pictures of field are calculated with the aid of the program, based
on bih-savart's law, and the contribution to the field gradient.
given by iron screen, is obtained as a result of calculations
according to tha program, whica is the modification of program "kaRE
[4 ]. The cross section of coil.s is shown in Fig.
distribution for both quadrupoles

I

-

2.

1, and field

6
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Fig. 1. Cross slctian of mind .ngs of quadrupole.

Kay;

(1) Plant of the syeastry of vinding.

Fig. 2. Field distribution of quadrupol3. a) changa in the gradient
in a radius in the central plane; a) change in the gradient
l

1ngthuise fro

x=15 Co.

tha quadrupole:
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into account
The basic paraseters of magnets are selected taking
period of
the technological possizii.ties, which existed in the
design and determined the construction/design of magnet

3.ateravov@S from the thin wires of the

by copper superzonductor
diameters of 100

ji).

(stabilized

It was more lately explained that the

make it possible
possibilities of contemporary iadustridl technology

j

to Lipcva tbh

magnetic characteristics of doublet. For example. an

31 to 24.2
extecnal radius of the first quadrupole is reduced with
cm,

Are given
and average/mean current density is increased by 250/0.

of
below the values of the parameters of the now construction/design
quadrupole.

Basic parameters of the quadrupole lenses:

parameter ....

'I

O.G.A.

useful radius, m

..

1

O.(.Ae

....

2.

0.15.

0.10 ....

Ir

X'i e r di s o

oi , m

*

..

0 1

..

.8
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Bxtecnal radius of :oil, a

Miximum fiel

gradiant, t/u

Nixiaus induction, t

hignsti: length,

0.68

0.263.

35 ....

....

*...

23.

4.18.

4.64 ....

....

a ...

0.242 ....

....

0.67.

Generil/zomaon/total current density, A/cu2

Maxiaum

current, A ....

Storsd energy, NJ

....

Longitudinal length, a

1.175 ....

1.150.

0.83.

0.70

....

....

0.84 ....

0.84.

The ovarall length of conductor, a ....

Bore of screen, a

...

1.15 ....

0x1130

1.45.

1

Thickness of screen, a

....

Thickness of end plates, a

0.09

....

10220 .... 10350.

...

....

0.03

0.09.

....

0.03.

....

401145.
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Th3 conluctor of rectangular cross section (2.35z2.358 as

is

prepirs

from large number

(37x37) of the twisted filaments in

diameter

approximately 40 p, included in the matrix/die from copper,

moreover the relation of tao sections of copper and superconducting
material is equal to

3.6. Tas film of epoxy resin with a thickness of

50 M serves for the isclation of conductors from the housing,

and

cooling coil is provided by channels for helium with width 0.6 amn
arrangel/located between tAe

layers. When selecting of the fot

of

coil/winding by the ends/leads of the poles are accepted the special
precautionary measures for the purpose of ensuring the ease/lightness
of coil/winding and at the sane tise preserving by free aperture. The
made selection provides the constancy of the length of all turns and
a minimum number of turns iA each layer. As is shown trajectory
cilclation, obtainad fiela distribution, shown in Fig. 2, is
completely acceptable.

Cryostat is shown in Fig.

3, where

is represented the diagram of

the layout of etire installation. Cylindrical tank for helium is
placed eccentrically reiative to the axis/axle of coil

in

order to

ensure the possibility of access to the reservoir for helium with a
capacity/capacitance
level

of 140 1,

of coils. The electrical

established/installed
protection of coils is

higher than the
provided by the

devize/squipment which records transition into the normal state and
is accomplished/realized the resoval/distance of stored energy with

DOC = 80069220
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,aan 990/o.

luring Nlovembar 1970 were set many pacts of installation
(zryostat, sareen, supply of power and strut),

whereas the conductor

of nay construction/design still is located in the stage of
production. Immediately at the termination of tests the doublet of
quadrupole lenses will be estaali.saad/installed in the experimental
zone for its testing under workag conditions.

Investilations on the use/appLication of the super=onducting coil
electromagnets in the pulsed operation.

Is Is well known, with field chan;es in the superconducting
material appear the energy losses, moreover the value of these losses
is tie function of the intensity/strength of field, geometry of coil,
sizes/lImensions of conductor and its construction/dosign (5].

The

superconducting coil electromagnet for the synchrotron must create
the field of order 6T in the zone ny width on the order of 10 cm and
lengths several asters and operate on a pulsed basis during pulse
repetition after every 4-5 s. ts it follows from the theory, under
such conditions the diameter of thin wires from the alloy of
titanium-niobium must be order on tha order of 2-s4,

step/pitch of their joining

.1
,!

-

about 1 mm.

and the
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For testing the theory is carried out a very large number of
experiments. The superconducting windings, prepared from the thin
wires in diameter from 300 to 8 p by different producers in Europe
and

ISA, were used for producing more than 35 soleaoids with the bore

of 20 as, out r
field

dimer= of 90 as, %ad length of 90

m,

which create

by intensity/strengta 6T in the center of coil. The relation of

he sections of" copper and superconductor was changed in the liits
from 1 to 6. Ths pulsed source of supply permitted isplementiGn of
cycles with the frequency one impulse/momentum/pulse within the time
from 2 to 15 s.

Experimantal data ace compared with the theoretical values of
the losses which are obtaiaed ay the method of calculations with the
use of a calculated picture of fieuJ and theoretical expressions for

the losses.

Gaearally speaking, the ratio of the measured values of losses
to computed values lies/rests at the rangs from

1 to 2 and does not

depend an the diameter of thin vires, if it exceeds 0 p, when the
step/pitch of winding on is small La comparison with the critical
length, to the corresponding period of the increass of the field
Fig. 41.

(see

It is more precise, the basic results of sxpeciments can be

presented as follows.

r

-

-
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The legralstion, defined as the relation of the experimental
value of current upon transfer into the normal state to its
theoreti:al value, was deterained as a result of experiments with a
slow increase of the current and in the pulsed operation. lith the
slow increase of current this relation always ranged from 1 to 0.9

with ex:eption of the case of the braid/cover, for which it was
obvious that some conductors were torn/broken. In the pulsed

operation it turned out that this relation depends on cooling and
mechanical stresses in the winding. With a good cooling of coils

-

(channels for haliua with a width of I mm or copper heat withdrawals
with a diameter of 0.2 on) and mechanical stresses in the winding (S
kg/ca)

the legradation of energy was approximately the same as with

the slow increase 3f current. in other cases it was on the order of
0.3 (see Fig. 5}.
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5. Dependoaca 2f the degree of degradation on the cooling and on

tke interference vith the coi.1/vinding.

Kay:

(1).

cooling,

Degree of degradation.
on.

('61.

withlrawals. (7).
t9).

(5).

Strip/film.

(3).

long heat withdrawals.

(without heat withdrawals).

(8).

Channels foe
(6).
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short heat

Twisted cable.

Imtarfsren=s with press to coil/winding kgf/ims. (10).

Frequency, Oz.

4

Cable.

(2).
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As is shown experiment, with the diameter of thin wires it is
more than 6.6 m the behavior of losses corresponds to the predictions
of the theory. For the isolated/insulated thin wires and the thin
*

wires in the =opper matrix/die,

taisted in the step/pitch it is less

than the critical, losses are proportional to the diaeter of the
monoilaments of the superconductor (sea Fig. 6).

It was discovered, that under conditions indicated above of loss
do not Aepend on frequency the washing of winding. However, when the
relation of the step/pitch of antanglement toward the critical value
ranges from

I to 4,

it was discovered, that the losses grow/rise with

an increase in the frequency.

Cooling by noticeable form affacts the aeasurad losses: the
better the cooling, the lower the loss. As in the zase of effect on
the legradation, the windings, wound with large mechanical stresses,

datozt the zonsiderably best properties (see Fig. 7).

Design of synchrotron.

Results riLative to lead loss, prepared from the thin wires of a

small diameter, proved to be sufficiently encouraging in order to

DOC
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begia the design of dipoles and quadrupoles for the synchrotron.
Hovever, up to now there does not exist the magnets of sufficient
sizes/dimansions which would be tested in the horizontal position.
From tha solenoids of small

sizes/dimensions, prepared for material

testing, it is still far to tue full-scale magnet of synchrotron.

Dcaing the design of such magnets it is necessary to accomplish
of the series/row of conditons.

To the form of coil it

must provide uniform field and low value

of stored energy.

Tha conductor, prepared fros the correctly interwoven filaments
with diameter several

microns, must be calculated for currents on the

order of thousands of asperes.

Must be provided the very rigid construction/design of coil for
obtaining small allowances.

&ra necessary also a good cooling, the careful account of
dynamic forces,

t

the shieldiag,

pulsed operation.

.I
4'

Form of coil.

the helium cryostat,

designed for the
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From the theory are known the section of winding and the fore of
its edges, necessary, in order to obtain a good topography of field.

Speaking in general terms, are possible tvo approaches with the
design of vinding. In the first case they attempt to satisfy the

stated above requirements, whatever practical difficulties. In the
second case, keeping in mind the simple method of :oil/vinding, they
atteapt to find the form of coil which would satisfy the stated
technological requirements.

It is obvious, the difference between the two approaches

indicated is not very great, since in any event it is necessary to
search for a compromise between the requirements of theory and the

practical possibilities.

In the laboratory of division "Saturn" it is solved as far as
possible to simplify technology of coil/vinding in order to decrease
the :ost/valus of the production of coil. This path leads to certain
incraase in tha dimensions, since deteriorates the uniformity of
field;

however,

becomes all sore oavious, that in any event the

inaccuracy of production must lead t3 the same result, even when
selecting of the form of coil in accordance with the requirements of
theory.
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Chaneals of cooling, 29.

Interference with coil/winding.
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Twisted

Channels of cooling,

Frequency,. Hz.
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Coil/winding and cooling.

Taking into account the importance of a good =ooling which was
notai above, luring the design of coils were provided for the cooling
channels for helium or metallic

(copper) heat withdrawals. The

ends/leads of such heat withdrawals, which use for removing the heat
from the center of :oil, wre submerged in liquid helium.

Copper hbat withdrawals are very promising, since they make it
possible to obtain more compact winding; in this case it is not
necassary to take the special measuras, which ensure the regular

arrangement of heat withdrawals as in the case of cooling channels
for helium.

During the a9

of heat withdrawals it is necessary to iapreguate

coil in order to ensure a good thermal contact between heat

!'
,DiT
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withirawals ani layers of conductor. Detailed designed investigations

ld also to the conclusion teat the impregnation plays positive role
in the process of coil/winding, it impedes the displacement of turns
and raises the mechanical strength of winding. At present is
developed/processed technology of impregnation. The circuit of
investigations lies in the fact that to establish/install, what most
be the optimum zharacteriscics of bindec and as it will behave during
the cooling, during the prolonged operation in the pulsed operation
and

ander the effect of radLation.

Is preparel a large number of dipole magnets of small
sizes/dimensions for the investigation of their behavior with the
coil/winding

(in particular at the ends/leads) and developing the

best impregnation operation with te

coil/winding, which ensures the

pres:ribed/assigned allowances.

Iron scren.

It is obvious that the magnets of synchrotron most be
protected/surrounded by tae iron screens, which ensure the absence of
the distortions of the field, vbica perturbs the effects of the field
to other instruments and the uncontrollable forces. There are two
methods of designing the iron screens.
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icon is arranged/located in the cryostat. In this case is
provided

a maximum increase LA tAe strength of field and the

ease/lightness of the compensation for magnetic loads.
Dafiziencies/lacks in this amethod of r3solution of problem are an
increase in the sizes/dimensions in the cryostat, the disturbances of
the uniformity of magnetic field as a result of the effects of
saturation and mainly the high hysteresis losses, vhich lead to the
heat liberation which must he drzven out at a temperature of liquid
helium. From a practical point of view high losses on hysteresis make
this decision unacceptable.

iron out 3f the helium czyostat. This construction/design is
more complicated as a result of the need for the compensation foc
blad3,

created by magnetic forces through walls of cryostat. Since

the screen is arranged/locate4 further from the magnet, it cannot
seize more than 10-15o/o ground fiell in the majority of the
practical cases:

in this case the effects of saturation will be

absent. All aagats, prepared in the laboratory, have the iron
screen, arranged/located out of the cryostat.

cryogenics.

when is utilized classical metallic cryostat and repetition
period of cycles it composes several seconds, main difficulty in this
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ragion Is conneatai with the eddy currents.

Tharefors simple resolutioa of pr3blem lies in the fact that to
utilize the cryostat, prepared from the nonmetallic material,
although it is possible to utilize a metallic cryostat, if it is

possible to use any cafty

etLnod of reducing the losses (for

example, the corrugated ducts made of the stainless steel).

Experimental dipole magnet.

For the practical fasiliarizati~n with the problems, which
appear during the constructioa of the magnet of synchrotron, which
works in the pulsed operation, aad developing the methods of their
resolution it was decided to prepare the experimental dipole magnet
which

would differ from the final construction/design of magnet in

essence only in terms of sizes/4d±ensions.

Was desigaed the windding,

which creates field with the induction

6 T in the center of the aperture with a diameter of

10 =a.

The aperture indicated somewhat less than it will be required
for the magnet of synchrotron, and the magnetic length of coil (50
cm) is considecably lower than necessary. The basic parameters of
this magnet are shown below:

'W"

PAGE
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Bore of coil,c,. ....

10.

24.

Outer Iiimetar of coil, c m,,,

Fiell, zraated by coil vitaout the screen, T ....

?iell in the presence of screen, T

....

6.

Gensral/connon/total. current density, A/ca

agnetic length of dipole,

,,,

c

50.

Stored energy, kJ .... 280.

Number of turns .... 1000.

Sizes/dLmeosions of belts

Langth of

belt,

a ....

a

S[.5.

W~.

Maximum current strength, A

jl

....

...

1500.

55.

...

15000.
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LUssas La the supec:ondactoc per cycle, J (with the diameter of
strands 10 p)

....

100.

Operating mode:

the periol of the increase of current, s

the period of the drop of current, s

I

1.2.

....

ga..

1.2.

the period of the coascant value of current, s ....

4.0.

Iron screen

boreiraK

...

56.

outer diameter, cm

..

98.

material - plate frca Lov-cacaon

steel by thickness, to

Page 261.

Cryostat

(metallic cryostat, prepared from the corrugated ducts made

of the stainless steel fcr the depression of the eddy currents

<4________

_

80069220
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the wall thickness of core tubes,

ma

....

the wall thickness of external ducts, mu

static losses. W ....

6.

....

30.

6.

Calculatad additional losses due to eddy currents during
mode/conditions indicated above, W ....

I.5.

The general view of magnet and cryostat is shown in Fig. 8.

Contamporary

state of works.

Tastings ,f magnet are noted for autumn 1971.

Is at present

ocdeced conductor and soon it is proposed to order cryostat.
Coil/winding is one of the most complicated technological
operitions/prozesses; therefore vas carried out a large number of
tests on full-scale models vita the copper conductor, that has the
sms sizas/flugnsiofs,

as the belt, which contains superconductor.

Conclusion.

"4
'"".

.

..-

-- ,

lU,
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The basic goal of the investigations, which vete being carried
out in the laboratory of division OSaturn- as the laboratory,
connected with high-energy physi.cs, consisted of ensuring the
possibility of producing the superconducting coil electromagnets for

the accelerators and other auzx.liary magnets, in particular, the
elements of the system of the transportation of beam and magnets,
which ara

thq part of the detectors. In the valueless time it is

obvious that there does not exist the serious problems, connected

with the use of the superconducting coil electromagnets in the
constant Anty. As far as magnets are concerned, designed for the
pulsed operation, then is very probable that for their practical use
will be required the even many-year works. However, all research
groups, which work above the resolution of this problem, are
completely confident in the final success. It is necessary to
consider that the construction/desagn of future accelerators can
differ Erom contemporary.
energy,

stored up in

L4

particular,

the magnet and the

the high values of the
scattered in

the

superconductor power, can create tendency toward the development of
accelerators with the larger duration of cycle (6]. However, the only
one of the directions of wide study program which will be required
for the successful decision of stated problems.

fii
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Fig. 8. The geiierul view of dipole.

IKey:

(1) . Screen.

(2).

Helium tanx.

(cross section) .
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If

not,

Verb Liprsgnatad the vind~ags of direct-current

then as are held conductors in

What current lensity in

the winding?

the winding?

The vindings of qaadrupole

G. Brook.

quadrupole?

were not flooded,

but they were

coolad with th3 aid of the ctannels, formed by packing. As far as
effects are concerned *eocaalica,
i

to the stcetchig

of conductor,

winding is
and when its

and four vinldings are asseoled together,
device/equ:Lpseet,
notol

h

re

sufficiently durable due
winding on is

then thre

completed

s a special

which will reliably hold down/rotain them.
ial

Ve hops

tooubles due to the displaceents.

The current density which we expected, is equal to 11 k&/cmz.

,I
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and investigatioa of the combined conductors with the

thin superconducting veins/strands.

A. I.

K3stenko,

N. A.

(Sciantific casearch
D.

7.

V.

V. Baron,

(IET

Nonoszon,

institute

Go

I.

rrokhachev.

of the electrophysical equipment it.

refremov).

To. M. Savitskiy,

V.

A. Froloe

- Institute of detallurgy i.

A. A. Baykov] of the AS

USSR in. A. A. Baykova).

At present special intecest cause the multiple combined
conductors with the thin supercondcting

veins/strands.

use/appLication of such conductocs makes it

The

possible to raise

averjaj/man current deas2.ty in the windings of the superconducting
coil electromagnets to

(3-5)*10

A/cma

and to create the

superconducting coil electromagnets, which work on alternating
currant. In the prasent report is

d4scribed the method of producing

the multiple combined conductors with the thickness of those
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superconducting strands to 30

ji,

and are also represented the results

of their investigation ooth in the form of short samples/specinens
and with the coil/winding into the sol3noils, which have the varied

conditions for cooling.

Mathod of production.

The production of the coaboaed conductor was conducted by the

method of the combined plastic deformation of the superconducting
niobln-titanate alloy,

placed into copper die. The rods of

niobtaa-titaat3 alloy, installed into the special mount/mandrel,
were hsatgd In the atmosphere of argon to temperature of 7000C, were
iasartal Lnt3 t2a copper uatrii/die and was conducted pressing. The
temperature of the container of press in this case was approximately
LOOOC.

Heating the niobium-titanate rods before the pressing

contributed to the best cohesion/coupling of alloy with the copper
Istrix/lia.
*pressing

Thq selection of temperature conditions during the
provided the most advantageous relationship/ratio of the
resistances to Jeformation of superconducting alloy and copper.
As the superconducting material
there was selected the alloy ot niobium with 60o/o of titanium,

The composite rods with a dianeter of 25-30 mm,

obtained after

pressing, were further worked by rolling in the grooved rolls with

':
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the subsequent Aragging to the wire

0.3 mm.

For increasing the densitl of critical current was applied the
heat treatment of the combined conductor at the intermediate diameter
at a temperatura of

4506C for 1-4 hours. Intermediate diameter was

silectal from the condition teat tao strain with the dragging to the
final diameter composed 50-#0o/o.

For the research works on aitaenating current were prepared the
samples/specimeas of the three-component combined conductors, which
consist of those superconduct ,ngszrands in the titanium shell,
placed into the copper matrix/die.

For producing the three-compoaent conductors was applied the
method of dual pressing, which consists in the fact that the multiple
rods with the titanium matrix/die, obtained by the method pointed out
above, were inserted into the copper matrix/die and underwent

repeated pressing. Furthec technological process did not differ from

process for the two-component ccasined conductors.

Characteristics of short saaplas/specimens.

The results of the measurements of the dependence of critical
current in the short sampLe/specimen on the external magnetic field

w

,' ;,''" ' ... .
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are givan in Fig. 1 and 2. As can be seen from given data, the
characteristic feature of the volt-ampere characteristic of the
investigated saiplas/speciaeas

is smooth running in the initial

sagmant of a curve of transition in normal state, which can be
explained by the presence in

tae superconducting strands of stable

rasistance region.

Page 263.

with th3rmal loads 1--0.8

d/ca2 is observed the abrupt transition of

sampLe/specimen into the aorsal state, vhich, apparently, is
connected with the crisis of aeat emission. The average density of
critical current in the field -50

Xg composes 3-I*04 A/cmz with

taicknasses of the 3uperconducting strands in the range (30-90|

).

For the analysis of stanility of the superconducting current in
the developed combined conductors is used the procedure, which made
it possible to determine tnr

maximum value of the superconducting

currant when flux jumps are present,. rhe test specimen in the form
*of

the bifilar wound coil is estanjished/installed in the solenoid,
which creates pulse magnetic field duration (40-150)910"6S
amplitude

in

100-150 9.

With the aid of the pulse saaetic field in the sample/specimen
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was excited flux jump and was determined the maximum threshold value

of the saperconducting current, which does not lead to uncontrollable
spread of normal phase.

Tha contrarily connected xaductioa coils, arranged/located
inside and out -f the saapla/spaciaen, made it possible to record
flux jumps which did nor lead to tne appearance of a normal phase.

External magnetic field was created with the aid of the
*

superconducting solenoid. Seasuremants showed that while for the
single miobium-titanate conductor *0.32 an with copper coating with a
thickness of 0.0L4 am

the thresaoid current in the field 20 kg

comprised 164, and critical current

-

270A, the degradation of the

currat of tha combined conductors with 19 superconducting
veins/strands in thickness from 35 to 80 pm virtually was not
manifested.
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Fig.
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1. Dependenlce of taos dasity of critical currant on the applied

field for the samplas/spec2.aen s of 19-strand conductors of different
outer Iamster.
00.8 an.

1

-

00.3 an. 2

•It

00.14 ma; 00.5 an;

4

-

.

Kay: (1.Charge of current.
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-
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(2).
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Applied field H, kOe.

*0.6 an; 5
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

with a
Fig. 2. Volt-aapece chacactatastics of combined coaductor
with a
diameter of 0.5 ma with 37 saperconducting veins/strands

thickness of e-40 (F=24t xS)

Kay:

(1).

Fig.

3.

W/-sz.

Tester

evacuation;

(2). Voltage. t3). Cuarent.

af solenoid in

vacuum.

2 - current inputs;

I - duct for the vacuum

3 - liquid helium; '4 - current
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inputs; 5 - vacuum aultiplexing from the indium; 6

framawork/body of solenoid; 7

-

-

copper

winding of solenoid; 8 - vacuum

envelope; 9 - intarnal wali of crjostat;

10 - ceramic insulator.
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Tasting the combined conductors with the coil/winding into the
solenoids.

From the

oadu-tor 00.3 an with 19 niobiom-titanat.

vains/strands was prepared with the method of Joining the semivein
cable, from whizh th

was wound taa solenoid. The length of

conductor was equal to -600 a. das measured the current of the
Junction of solenoid into the normal state during its insertion into

liquid halium, ani also during ta. placement of solenoid into the
vacuum*

,r

eester

of solenoid in the vacuu, is shown in Fig. 3. Daring

tasting of solenoid in the vacuum ths solenoid was cooled due to the
thermal conductivity througa tas copper framework/body whose upper
part hid a contact with liquid 4e*1ua.

The Junction of superconductor

with the current inputs was found in liquid helium. measuring circuit
and results of the tests of solenoid in liquid heliua and in the
vacuum are given in Fig. 4.

1%|
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As it follows from given data, in both cases with the accuracy
of massuraments is reacaed the current of short sauple/specimen and
the curve of trinsition into the normal state in the Initial section
has steady character.

Fig. 5 gives the results of the tests of solenoid from 19-strand
conductor with a diameter of

0.8 an and by the thickness of those

supecconducting strands -90 ps. The vinding of solanoil is saturated
with the epoxy tr3welling compound with the filler, which possesses

high tharmal conductivity. The length of the combined conductor was
350 a. As can be seen from given data, the degradation of current is
not observed.

i
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eIrcuit and resulLs of the tests of solenoid in

liquid Hie and in thie vacasa

Key:

'I

(1).

Voltage U

(V].

Liquil.

vinding.

(4) .

External

field.

(5).

(2).

Winding of solenoid.

Vacuum.

(8) . Current.

(6).

(3).

Pole face

Current of solenoid. (7).
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Fig. 5. Results of the tests of the solenoid, saturated with the
epoxy trowellinag compound. I
dependlence I-();2
- dependence of
i

1i

the saxinua value of magnetic intensity on the winding of solenoid
point into the normal state.
from the current; x - transition
Key: (1).
Current. (2).
External f-.old [4, k~e.

Discussion.

Be

m. Samoilav.

density in

Correctly whether I understood that the current

the superconductor

of this cable was equal to

4.10' I/a/a.

Which duty factor?
A. I.

Kosteaki.

This is average/man current density

section of cable. Doty factor was order 30o/o.

for entire
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82. :al:ulation of the losses in the superconductors and the kind in
the pulse magnetic field.

L. 1. Grebent,

Ye. S. 1ironov.

(Radio enginaaring institute of the AS USSR).

The impedancs of the superconductors (SP) of the It kind in the
magnatostatic field is equal to zero;

however, in the variable field

which occurs in the magnets of synchrotrons, in superconductors of 11
type appear the 1083s5.

in work (1]

it was shown that with some

assumptions the power of losses in the superconductor was
proportional to the critical density of current SP, to its transverse
size/limsnsion ind rate of the build-up/growth of magnetic induction.
However. in many real cases, in particular, in the accelerators in
which the magnetic field in the Frocess of acceleration changes over
wide limits, the adopted assumptions are not fulfilled. In connection
with this were carried out the present more detailed calculations of
losss

,

in SP.

For determination of losses in SP of the I

*4__

.

__._

kind, which is

DOC
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located in the external pulse magnetic field, was used the model of
critical state C2-4]. In tais case it was considered that the density
of :ritLeil :urcent Je, a1med in SP with a change in the magnetic
fLux,

was connected with the local value of induction B with the

relationship/rat io

During the correct selection a and Ba formula

(11

approximates

sufficiently vell experimental dependences j.(a) of real
superconduct3rs of II kind ia the range of inductions fro* 0 to 6-8
T. Expressions for the losses per unit volume SP are obtained for the
sample/specimen

(superconduct=g vein/strand of multicore cable) of

the square section, placed into the transverse magnetic field whose
lines of for:9 are directed in paralleL to one of the sides of
square. With this geometry the distributions over the section SP of
9tecurrent density, magnetic induction and electric field depend
only oa 3ne =oordinate. Tease distributions are obtained from the
decision of the equations of aaxwell

T?

(2)

.t At(3)

together with equation
*

(1).

In equation

(2) is not written the term.

which corresponds to the current density of mixing. In view of the
lirgo lonsity of

:ritical current in SP of the 11 kind this is
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completely justified. The account of the fact that the veins/strands
have actually round, but not square section, gives the correction
factor, which differs little from the unit.

Integrating

the power of losses

APWjCEAV by the volume SP and On

the time of a change in the magnetic induction from 0 to maximum
value, we obtain magnitude of losses per unit volume SP for the half
cycle of magnatization. During calculations it is expedient to break

the amplitude rings of variable/alternating magnetic induction into
two parts: small inductions

(B'-S)

and large inductions (8>Sp). The

induction of penetration a. - suck the value of induction on the
surface SP with which the power of losses becomes different from zero
in entire volume of samFle/speciaen.

In the case

6PB
08oB:+ 4taPo=c
in question whaer
superconductin;

4
.form

When Scap

(4)

2a - transverse size/dimension of the
vein/strand.

the expression for the losses

per unit volume SP with

an increase in the induction from 0 to maximum value am takes the

oo6922o
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(5)
'

o

In region 5 - 8 p

with induction change from Sp

to Bm

we have

4

wher3

-

- diaeAsionless parameters,

.i

1:2(f?,k ) -

. - '
"

Ats an example
formulss
thre

,

-4
-2

-:-+k

4
4
were made numerical calculations

shown in Fig.

-

1. Curves

2k)'1

according to

250, 20 and 2 p and for
I and 2

correspond to t

cancrst/sp*ictsc/ctua sasples/speciens made from the asoymSz
)
.
Cmrve 3! depicts idealized case of dependence 4c'conlet. Curves j,(%) are

~selectol

in such a way that they all
with

I,

7/- (I,+.4k) r
4

(5)-18) for three values 2a

aucies Jr(8),

k

and

B='4 T, i€"

io5,A-2,

would intersect at *a* point

by the being predicted operating point of the
superconducting coil electronagnet.
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The field of penetration vill be greatest for the sasple/specimen
vith ths transverse size/diaeusion of 250 p, prepared from the
substanze, vhic.
siapLe/specimao

cocrespoads to carve 1, aad smallest - for the
vith the size/damonsion of 2 0 from the substance,

which corresponds to curved

3.

Fig.

2 gives dependence ep

transverse size/dimension of vein/strand

for one of

on the

tha alloys

NSTL.

Whan

8m

cBp

the losses per wnit volume SP depend on

approximately 3xponentia

fozm.

Exponent -3-4.

When

8m>Bp

6

m

by
this

depenca-e approachas logaritaaic. The results of calculations are
given in Fig. 3. Curves 1-1,

1-2 and 1-3 relate to the substance,

Svhich corresponds to curve I ian Fig.

1, curves 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3

the substance, which corzesponds to curve 2, and 3-1,
to the substxna=,
2-1,

3-1 &nd

-

to

3-2 and 3-3

which corresponds to curved 3. ',n curves

of 1-1,

1-2 ars noted by the small circle of the points, which

corrospond to th* inductions of penetration. For other carves of the
induction of penetration do not exceed 0.1 T. and in Fig.

3 they are

not noted.

As can be soon from Fig.

3,

with large inductions (S1,'8pO

the
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losses are approximately proportional to the transverse

size/dimension of the superconducting vein/strand. With the smaller
induztions this law is not retained. Moreover, in

ertain cases of

loss in SP with the larger transverse sizes/dimensions they prove to
be smaller than in SP with the smaller transverse sizes/dimensions
with identical Ilpandence je(B).

The important result of z.h. calculations conducted is the fact
that with the induction 4 T, wLth which all samples/specimens have

the identical critical denusty of current, losses for the different
simplas/specimans are not identical with one and the same transverse
size/dimension.

Samples/specimens whose dependence jc(5} has larger

lift with 9->O, have large losses. This means that by the method of
salemtion SP, which has weax increase Jc

with the decrease of

induztion, it is possible co lover losses in SP magnet, retaining
constant/invariable other characteristi=s of the superconductiag coil
electromagnet. ;iven calculations sake it possible to interpret the
character of the experimental dependences of quality and losses on
the amplitude of magnetic induction and

on the transverse

size/imension of conductors (5, 6].

Bssides the given above calcalatioas, were obtained the
expressions for the power of losses in SP taking into account the

transport current, flowing throughout the sample/specimen in

DOC x 80069220
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r gioas Bm.'B

0'r

and Bm>Bp.

Inte gating these expressions

by the cycle time and tao volume oi SP of the winding in which Bm

is

a function of Coordinatea. Lt is possible to calculate losses in
entir
maqnat

1

i4

volum

of the superconductor of any concrets/specific/actual
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Fig.

1.

Fig.

1. Dapead=anes of deasity ot critical current on magnetic

Pig.

2.

induction for different saaples/specimans Sp. 1 - BO=0.q4d4 T,
a=4.4&4.109 RI/m;
N/nA3

Kay:

2 - Bo-4 ,T e=83.1'

N/m3;

3 - Bi=-QO T,

m=i4.I.1O

.

(1).

T.

Fig. 2. Dependonce of induction of penetration e. on transverse

size/dimension of superconaucting vein/strand for case a=1.2.10o0 of
I/r'

,o

B-02.1314

. T.

T.

(2)

-
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SW,

ON/Cm

2"

to-,1

/or qt' 42

Fig.

rhe dependence of Losses per unit volume SP 1

3.

1;

1.2-1.3-1-a=125

Kay:

J8,

z

1

0,4

(1).

J/c2

3

1-2.2-3-

(2).

.

-

a=10 M;

T.
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F. A. Vaodop'yanov. Was conducted the experimental check of results?

L. I. Wcebea'.

was conducted qualitativa

tasting, igreasnt is.

F. A. Todop'yiaov. What are dixferences in your thaory from the
previously developed theory?

L. I. Greben'.

Difference -Ls in the fact that is in detail examined

the region of small inductLons, and. apparently, naw result consists
in the fact that with small indactions the thinner sample/sp.iev-en
can possess large losses.

I1
t
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the development of accelecatoCs to the supechigh energies with

the superconlucting coil electromagnets.

R. L. Martin.

(argon laboratory, USA).

Ths purpos3 of this work lies in the fact that to note most a
fcom the point of view of tri

author of the advantage of the

supercondIucting coil electromagnets in application to accelerators to
the very high energies, namely, the possibility of maintaining the
maximum magnetic field during l.mitad time intervals without the
energy :onsuaption. If it would be possible to accelerate
sufficiently intense bean, then the realization of prolonged brace
(100 s and more) it would make it possibla 3-4 times to decrease the
porosity in experiments in physics of high energies in comparison
with the values, achieved/reached on the contemporary proton

accelerators, with all resultant important consequences.

On the basis of the general/common/total

idea indicated when

sels:ting of constructing/designing the accelerator, it is possible
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to attain coasilerable savings, in addition to the savings, caused by

the assantial simplification tae technological problems of the
u3e/3pplicatioa of the superconducting coil electromagnets in the
accelerative technology, daich is expected in the near future. This
is possible to achisve, utilizing comparatively slow acceleration
mode (for example, by the 4cration of 10 s) and annular magnet of a
large radius with a compacatively weak field, which has iron magnetic
circuit and. sup,*rconducting vindIngs.

Tha powar, nec-ssary for exciting this magnet, will be directly
proportional to the rate of the increase of field and to its maximum
value for the prescribed/assigaed final energy: with the approach
indicated both these values can be substantially lowered/reduced. The
analogously accelersting af voltage directly proportional to the rate

of the increase of field; with a larger radius of magnet it is
possible to utilize a large nauer of high-frequency stations of
smaller power. Para2eters of both the systems indicated can be
selected taking into account the porosity, not less than 10o/o, which

leads to the supplementary savings.

At the initial stages of the realization of accelerators with
the superconducting coil electromagnets the use of iron for the
creation of the basic configuratiou of the leading magnetic field
considerably simplifies many technologi=al problems, connected with

I
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of

the superconducting coil electromagnets for

the creation of magnetic fields in the synchrotrons. To most
signifizant from these proueas, thus far not yet obtained the
checked in practice decision, they relate the setting up of the
superconducting coils with the hign precision/accuracy, required in
the synchrotrons, mechanical strength and stability of the position
of c3ils under the influence of tae considerable forces, which appear
with the increase of field to of the maximum, the guarantee
suffi:iant cooling, and finally, the possibility to maintain

exclusively small allowances for tue end sections. During the use of
iron as the main factor, which is determining fiell pattern, the ways
of r3solutioa 3f technological proolems are obvious and well known.

the necessary field current is manimal, thanks to which significantly
oils, and the necessities for the
lower the forces, which act on the -cooling

(which are already small because of a small pulse repetition

frequency) ;

at the current density l

iron core of magnet strongly it

I

-

k&/cm

the section of the

decreases in comparison with the

mignets of contempocary synchrotrons with the same strength of field.
Cooling iron down to the low temeratures facilitates the thermal

insulation of coils and are decreased the requirements for the vacuum
*system,

whici Auriag the operating mods indicated are very rigid. The
totality of these factors aakes it possible to obtain a comparatively
inexpensive annular magnet, so that its replacement by new magnet
vith ths higher field, which 4ets up to the agenda in proportion to

9
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the perfection the of superconducting coil electromagnets technique,
will not involve exorbitant expenditures/consumptions. Thus, the
tendency of the creation of the accelerators, permitting an increase

in both energy and intensity 4s a result of consecutive
reconstruction, will be turtber developed. This idsa was advanced in
the raiiation laboratory of Lawrence, is for the first time realized

in the national laboratory of accelerators and it was continued by
the Soviet project of the construction of accelerator on 1000 GeV and
by the proje:t if tin construction of accelerator on 300 GeV in CERN.

Page 268.

The problem of the injection aoe than of 101" protons for one
second is Solval. The colleagues of Argonne national laboratory hope
to demonstrate in practice the possibility of its economical decision
in the near future based on the example to the injection of negative
hydrogen ions into the small synchrotron - injector with the high
pulse repetition frequency. Successful resolution of this problem
would make in practice possible creation of high-energy accelerator
with the suptrzonducting coil electromagnets, which works in the
mode/conditions, shown in fig. 1, and with the duration of brace of
more than

100 s, that gives the accelerated beam iatansity than 10t

protons per second. It is

obvious,

are possible some changes

mode/conditions indicated, ensuring optimum conditions for

in

the
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The autior assumes tAat although an increase in the intensity
has the important value with the lower energies for the detailed
investigation of the properties of the low-lying rasonances and
particlas of the sufficiently snall aass, and also during the study

of the completely new regions of nuclear interaction, the decisive
role beLongs faster not to an increase in the intensity, but to an

increase in the energy. The plan/layout of the construction of this
machine will provide for te initial period of usual construction,
which has as a goal possiDly the more rapid achievement of in
practice useful high enecgy. and following of in practice useful high
energy, and the subsequent thirty-year period of improvement for the
purpose of an increase zoth energy and intensity of the beam during
which the reconstruction of accelerator will be accomplished/realized
with the minimum expenditures, comparatively short interruptions in

its use for the physical investigations. The program of improvement,
calculated for the very prolonyed period, can be stopped in any stage
in such a case when the fundavental problem of nuclear f2rces will be

finally it is solved. otherwise the final goal of this direction in
the development of accelerative technology completely can be the
creation of the second accelerative ring, identical to the first and
intersecting with it like the intersecting rings in CERS. Therefore
this possibility must be from the very beginning taken into
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consideration in the construction/design of accelerator. Initially
this second ring

will be it

serves as the accumulator/storage of

particles foe main accelerator vitA the storage time, which amount
to, possibly, by

100 s. In this way in neck ring completely it is

possible to obtain intensity of 10 s s protons per pulse. In this stage
the second ring would be a ?cacise copy of basis, but it would work
in the constant duty at the level of the field of the injection of
main accelerator. Subsequently the addition of pulse supply and
high-frquency system, and also an increase in the power of cooling
woull aska it possible to convert this ring into the accelerator,

identical to the first, and to carry out experiments on clashing
beams with the maximum energy intensity than 10's protons in each
bean.

It

Is obvious that tha actual advantages and disadvantages in

this concept from the point of

vied both technology and cost/value

can be revealed only in tae process of letailed study and development

of ths design of coancreate/specitic/actual accelerator. This
investigation is not yet carried out. rhus far is proposed only the
basic idea. which differs from the existing concept in the relation.
whi:h fros the very beginnag is

Intended to utilize the

superconducting coil electromanets taking into account their
advantages, in particular tor the promising accelerators on the
energy it is moce than 1000 GeV. If such accelerators are required
for the resolution of the fundamental problem of nuclear forces, they
must be zonstructed and tne success of this enterprise can depend on

Seconomiz factors to the larger degree than from any others.
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Fig. 1. Proposed mode of a change in the magnetic field of
accelerator with the superconducting coil electromagnets to the very
high 3nergies.
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